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t District.

TO riiK

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETV,

IIELU AT

PHILADELPHIA, FOR THR PKO.MOTION OF

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE,

This fourth edition of -Otis's Botta," is dedicnted, in token of
acknowledgment for the distinction conferred upon the Translator
on the appearance of the first edition.

'

This honor was not the less flattering for having been inip-utcil
early, and in 1821, before the public voice had been declared u,.,>u
the merit of the work. " Gloria est consentiens laus bonorum in-
currupta vox bene judicantium de cAcellenti virtute." The writer
has not been unmindful of his obligations as a member of this So-
ciety whose objects are the most noble that man can have in view •

but has now in manuscript, a careful translation of Cicero's Offices'
Old Age and Friendship, comprising the best system of moral P'li'
Josophy by common consent of the iviser partof mankin<l, for two
housand years, that t!ie world has ever seen ; and of which there
has never been an American edition by any other author.

Boston, January 9, 13:ii.

77951
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TRANSLATOR'S NOTICE TO THE SECOND EDITION
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Thr translator of th.s history, in laying before his fellow-citizens
Q second ed.t.on of it, would offer them his sincere acknowleTments for the.r favorable reception of the first ; a reception the mofegratifying, as, notwithstanding his own high value of the ZTZ
thaTZfa ': Tr-"^'"""

-'-^^«^--- It evidently appa;edhat Botta, hke all ns great predecessors in the march of immortality

e'Xllirj'th" '"°r
^"'^"^'"^"^ -^ '^^-•-^-n by thoseSwere, doubtless, the most conscious of being his fellow-travelers onthe road to posterity. How warmly was he welcomed by the surviving patriots who had distinguished tJ.emselves the mostU nemlv.n the great scenes he describes ! The venerable John AdTr^s oneceiving te second volume of the translation, expressed hTmself

"pini::tha:ther'TH

'

' ""'^ ^''' "^"^ ^^'^^ «-^'— "«opinion that the work has great merit, has raised a monument to

IZJZ^r' ^"'T^V -'-^'--vice to your coun ry If Hshould not have a rapid sale at first, it will be, in the lanouage ofbooksellers, good .tock, and will be in demand a long as the Amerl

mos entert^.n ,'

'^' "'"'' P"''*'^"'" ^"^ circumstantial, themo t entertaining and interesting narration of the American War

damt on'oVT" '

'"
f^

""""^^' '""^ ^""^ '^'' P-"-^ the DelcJ^ration of American Independence, on receiving the first volume

the oriS ;?'
having already for some years been possess Softhe ong,na, addressed the translator the words of encouragement

to^ofX ta^^ f"l"
' ' r '''' *^ '"^ ''''' ''' excellfnthTs

been too Inn I "^*^
'T'^'"'''^- ^^' ""'"' "^^ »»>•« ^ork has

!„nn !
^^'/'^^ ''"' °"^» '^'^^°"e« With great judgment ofsuppressing details which do not make part of the genera! hltory,and of enlivening the whole with the constant glow of his holy en

InTirrif; f" M r- ^"? '"^^P-^-- of nations. Neut^S, Lan I^stonan shou d be, m the relation of facts, he is never neutral inh^ feelings, nor m the warm expression of them, on the triumphsand reverses of the conflicting parties, and of his honest sympatWes

I aVv f
?^''^''^ '" '^' ^'"^^ ^^"^^- Another merit is in ihe ac

passed in
^'; """"^'^^ of those portions of the same war whichpassed m other quarters of the globe, and especially on the oceai,.
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vitt TO TIIB HEADER.

We must thank Inm, too, for having brought within the compass of
three volumes every thing we wish to know of that war, mul in a
Btyle 30 cngagmg, that we cannot lay the book down. He had been
io kmd as to send me a copy of his work, of which I shall manifestmy acknowledgmont by sending him your volumes, us they come
out. My origmul being lent out, I have no means of collating it
with tlie translation

; but see no cause to doubt correctness ' On
receipt of the second volume of the translation, Mr. Jeflbrson re-
news his eulogies of the history, in the expressions which follow-
1 join Mr. Adams, heartily, in good wishes for the success of your
labors, and hope they will bring you both profit and fame. You
have certainly rendered a good service to your country; ond when
the superiority of the work over every other on the same subjeci
shall be more known, I think it will be the common manual of our
Revolutionary History.' Mr. Madison" is no less decisive in his ap-
probation of the undeitaking. He writes the translator on receiv-
ing his first volume

:
' The literary reputation of this author, with the

philosophic spirit and classic taste allowed to this historical work
justly recommended the task in which you are engaged, of placing a
translation of it before American readers

; to whom the subject must
always be deeply interesting, and who cannot but feel a curiosity to
see the picture of it as presented to Europe by so able a hand. The
author seems to have the merit of adding to his other qualifications
much industry and care in his researches into the best sources of
information, and it may readily be supposed that he did not fail to
make the most of his access to those in France, not yet generally
laid open.' «fcc. Thus cotemporary witnesses, and the most promi-
nent actors m some of the principal events recorded in these vol-
umes, have authorized and sanctioned the unexpected indulgence
with which they were received by the American people. Grateful
for such high approbation, and content with having been the first to
present his countrymen, at his own peril, with however imperfect a
copy of so inimitable an original, the translator will always be hap-
py to congratulate them on the appearance of a better.

I

I



NOTICE OF THE AUTHOR.

There will be found, in the course of this history, several dis-
courses of a certain length. Tliose I have put in the mouth of the
diflcrent speakers have really been pronounced by them, and upon
those very occasions which are treated of in the work. I should,

however, mention that I have sometimes made a single orator say
what has been said in substance by others of the same party. Some-
limes, also, but rarely, using the liberty granted in all times to histo-
rians, I have ventured to add a small number of phrases, which ap
peared to me to coincide perfectly with the sense of the orator, and

.

proper to enforce his opinion ; this has appeared especially in the
two discourses pronounced before congress, for and against indepen-
dence, by Richard Henry I.ee and John Dickinson.

It will not escape attentive readers, that in some of these difi-

courses are found predictions which time has accomplished. I af-

firm that these remarkable passages belong entirely to the authors
cited. In order that these might not resemble those of the poetf,
always made after the fact, I have been so scrupulous as to trans-

late them, word for word, from the original language.
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THE AMERICAN WAR.

BOOK FIRST
America, and especially some parts of it, having been discovered

by the genius and intrepidity of Italians, reqpived, at various times,
as into a place of asylum, the men whom political or religious dis-
turbances had driven from their own countries in Europe. The
security which these distant and desert regions presented to their
mmds, appeared to them preferable even to the endearments of
country and of their natal air.

Here they exerted themselves with admirable industry and forti-
tude, according to the custom of those whom the fervor of opinion
agitates and stimulates, in subduing the wild beasts, dispersing or
destroying pernicious or importunate anhnals, repressing or subject-
mg the barbarous and savage nations that inhabited this New World
draining the marshes, controlling the course of rivers, clearing the
forests, furrowing a virgin soil, and commuting to its bosom new and
unaccustomed seeds; and thus prepared themselves a clunate less
rude and hostile to human nature, more secure and more commo-
dious habitations, more salubrious food, and a part of the conve-
niences and enjoyments proper to civilized life.

This multitude of emigrants, departing principally from England,m the time of the last Stuarts, landed in that part of North Americi
whici extends from the thirty-second to the forty-fifth degree of
noith latitude

;
and there founded the colonies of New-Hampshire.

Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island, which took the gene-
ral name of New England. To these colonies were afterwards join-
ed those of Virginia, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jer-
^j, .vi^jiaiiu, iiic ivvo Carounas, and Georgia. Nor must it be
understood, that in departing from the land in which they were
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S^n'l'^*"*^-^''
'" ^"""^'^ ''S'*'"' ^ ^^"^'' ^°"d'^'«» of life, they aban.

lCiTJ„r' ^" "™^ ^*' ^"'""^' ^-^^-^^ --/tie of

Far from this, besides the customs, the habits, the usages and man-nersof theircommon country,theytook with them privil?ges,granted
by the royal authority, wliereby their laws were constituted i^on hemodel of those of England, and more or less conformed to a freegovernment, or to a more absolute system, according to the charac-
ter or authority of the prince from whom they emLted. They

the r n ^^n"" th ,
^ '^' '"^"'"'^ ""^^^ '^' P^°P'^' ^y means of

their organ, the parhament, were found to possess. F^r, it then

English blood to flow m torrents, the changes were extreme and
rapid. Each province, each colony, had an elective assembly, whichunder certain limitations, was invested with the authority of parlia-ment

;
and a governor, who, representing the king to the eyes of the

colonists, exercised also a certain portion of his power. To this

matters, but alsom cmrcauses
; an institution highly important, and

corresponding entirely with the judicial system of England.
But,m pomt of religion, tho colonists enjoyed even greater latitudethan m their parent country itself ; they had not preserved that ec-

clesiasticd hierarchy, agumst which they had combated so strenu-
ously, and which they did not cease to abhor, as the primary cause
of the long and perilous expatriation to which they had been con-
stramed to resort.

nnfv rA!!!^'^^'''V^'^u
no surprise, if this generation of men not

only had their minds imbued with the principles that form the basis
of the English constitution, but even if they aspired to a mode of
government less rigid, and a liberty more entire ; in a word, if they
were inflamed with the fervor which is naturally kindled in the hearts
01 men by obstacles which oppose their religious and political opin-
ions, and still mcreased by the privations and persecutions they have
suffered on their account. And how should this ardor, this excite-ment of exasperated minds, have been appeased in the vast solitudes
of America, where the amusements of Europe were unknown, where
assiduity m manual toils must have hardened their bodies, and in-
c reased the asperity of their characters ? If in England they hadshown themselves averse to the prerogative of the crown, how, as
to this should their opinions have been changed in America, where
scarcely a vestige was seen of the royal authority and splendor?
where the same occupation being common to all, that of cultivating
the earth, must have created in all the opinion and the love of agene^
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BOOK r. THE AMERICAN WAil.
1.1

ml equality ? TJejr had encountered ejile, at the epoch when th«war raged most fietrely in their native country, between the linirand the people
;
at the epoch when the armed subiect, contended fofthe r,ght of resistmg the will of the prince, when he usurps thJr I beny

;
and even, ,f the public good require it, of transferring the crownfrom one head to another. The colonists had supported these3cples; and how should they have renouncedYhemJtheT whoout of the reach of royal authority, and, though still in the Llncyof a scarcely yet orpnized society, enjoyed Sready, in their newcountry a peaceful and happy life? the laws ob^^rved, ustfJIadmrnrstered, the magistrates respected, offences rueorunkiow"

persons, property and honor, protected from all violation >
'

I hey believed it the unalienable right of every Endish snhiW.
whether freeman or freeholder, no, ,o°give hispmS without hUown consent

;
that the house of common, only, as the Jp^tiveof the English people had the right to grant its money to the crownthat taxes are free gifts of the people to those who govern ; a^d Ziprinces are bound to exercise their authority, and employ h^publictreasure, for the sole benefit and use of the community. ' Theseprivileges,' said the colomsts,

' we have brought with us^- distantor change of chmate cannot have deprived u°s of English p^Z'tives; we departed from the kingdom with the conse^ anHXhe guarantee of the sovereign authority ; the right no, to cont^ bute

acknowledging any authoritv in hr/^T.' P^«*««tants, not .

without otLr^exStiofis a rule
^'7

t^'T'
"^"^' ^^^'^'^"'

themselves, by the liX of .'lat.Il i t'*^'
''^™'"^ *« ^ ^'^

.^.V;-.,-
, '

^ "'^-.'gnt o^ natural refiison alone, suffiriont jp^ge- -f
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14 THE AMEniCAN WAR. BOOK I.

themselves of all that deference which man, by his nature, has for
the opinions of those who are constituted in eminent stations; andwhose dignities, wealth and magnificence, seem to command respect.The intellects of the Americans being therefore perfectly free upon
this topic, they exercised the same liberty of thought upon other
subjects unconnected with religion, and especially upon the affairs of
government, which had been the habitual theme of their conversation,
during their residence in the mother country. The colonies, mco
than any other country, abounded in lawyers, who, accustomed io
the most subtle aiid the most captious arguments, are commonly, in
a country governed by an absolute prince, the most zealous advocates
of h,s power, and in a free country the most ardent defenders of
liberty. Thus had arisen, among the Americans, an almost universal
tamiliarity with those sophistical discussions which appertain to the
professions of theology and of law, the effect of which is often to
generate obstinacy and presumption in thehumanmind ; accordingly
however long their disquisitions upon political and civil liberty they
never seemed to .hink they had sifted these matters sufficiently. ' The
study of polite literature and the liberal arts having already made a
remarkable progress in America, these discussions were adorned with
the graces of a florid elocution ; the charms of eloquence fascinated
and flattered on the one hand the defenders of bold opinions as on
the other they imparted to their discourses greater attraction, and
imprinted them more indelibly on the minds of their auditors.
The republican maxims became a common doctrine ; and the

memory of the Puritans, and of those who in the sanguinary con-
tentions of England had supported the party of the people, and per-
ished for Its cause, was immortalized. These were their apostles
these their martyrs: their names, their virtues, their achievements'
their unhappy, but to the eyes of the colonists so honorable, death'
formed the continual subject of the conversations of children with
the authors of their days.

If, before the revolution, the portrait of the king was usually seen
in every house, it was not rare to observe near it the images of
those who, in the time of Charles I. sacrificed their lives in defense
of what they termed English liberties. It is impossible to express
with what exultation they had received the news of the victories of
the republicans in England ; with what grief they heard of the resto-
ration of the monarchy, in the person of Charles II. Thus their inch-
nations and principles were equally contrary to the government, and
to the church, which prevailed in Great Britain. Though naturally
reserved and circumspect, yet expressions frequently escaped thern
whicM manilested a violent hatred for the political and' religious
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establishments of the mother country. Whoever courted popular
favor, gratified both himself and his hearers, by inveighing against
them

;
the public hatred, on the contrary, was the portion of tho

feeble party of the hierarchists, and such as favored En^rland Al'
thinp, particularly in New England, conspired to cherish the germs
of these propensities and opinions. The colonists had few books •

but the greater part of those, which were in the hands of all only
treated of political affairs, or transmitted the history of the persecu-
tions sustained by the Puritans, their ancestors. They found in theso
narratives, that, tormented in their ancient country on account oV
their pohtical and religious opinions, their ancestors had taken the
intrepid resolution of abandoning it, of traversing an immense ocean,
ol flying to the most distant, the most inhospitable regions, in order
to preserve the liberty of professing openly these cherished princi-
ptes

;
and that, to accomplish so generous a design, they had sacrifi-

ced all the accommodations and delights of the happy country whers
they had received birth and education. And what toils, what fatigues,
what perils, had they not encountered, upon these unknown and
savage shores ? All had opposed them ; their bodies had not been

ZrTl !V 1 r'^^T ^^"^^^ •" ^•"^^^' ^"d «f h^^t in sum-
mer, both intolerable in the dimate of America; the land chiefly
covered with forests, and little of it habitable, the soil reluctant, th^
air pestilential; an untiniely death had carried off most of the first
founders of the colony: those who had resisted the dimate and
survived the famine, to secure their infant establishment, had been
forced to combat the natives, a ferocious race, and become still more
terocious at seeing a foreign people, even whose existence they hadnever heard of, come to appropriate the country of which they hadso bng been the sole occupants and masters. The colonists, by their
^^.rtitude and courage, had gradually surmounted all these obstacles

;

which result, if on the one hand it secured them greater tranquillity
and improved their condition, on the other it gave them a betted
opinion of themselves, and inspired them with an elevation of senti-
ments, not often paralleled.

As the prosperous or adverse events which men have shared to-gether, and the recollections which attend them, have a singularendency to umte their minds, their affections and their sympathies

itol TT T^T'^ ""* ""'^ ^y '^' t'«« ^hi<^h reciprocally
ttach mdividuals of the same nation, from the identity of l4ua' e!of laws, of climate, and of customs, but also by those whi^resuh

:r-%T.PfTT ^" ^" ''' ''''^^' '^ which a p^opt
!. II...... Ihey offered to the worid an image of those congre^tionaof men, sul^oct not onlv to the general laws of the society^™
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they are members, but also to particular statutes and regulations to
which they have voluntarily subscribed, and which usually produce
besides an uniformity of opinions, a common zeal and enthusiasm/

It should not be omitted, that even the composition of society in
the Lnghsh colonies, rendered the inhabitants averse to every spe-
cies of superiority, and inclined them to liberty. Here was but one
class of men

;
the mediocrity of their condition tempted not the rich

and the powerful of Europe, to visit their shores; opulence, and
hereditary honors were unknown among them; whence no vestige
remained of feudal servitude. From these causes resulted a general
opinion that all men are by nature equal ; and the inhabitants of
America would have found it difficult to persuade themselves that
ihey owed their lands and their civil rights to the munificence of
princes, lew among them had heard mention of Magna Charta -

and diose who were not ignorant of the history of that important
period of the English revolution, in which this compact was con-
hrmcd, considered it rather a solemn recognition, by the king of
England, of the rights of the people, than any concession. As they
relerred to heaven the protection which had conducted them through
so many perils, to a Jand, where at length they had found that
repose which m their ancient country they had sought in vain ; and
as they owed to its beneficence the harvests of their exuberant fields,
the only and tiie genuine source of their riches; so not from the
concessions of the king of Great Britain, but from the bounty and
mfimte clemency of the I^ng of the universe, did they derive every
right

;
these opinions, in the minds of a religious and thoughtful peo-

ple, were likely to have deep and tenacious roots.
From the vast extent of the province occupied, and the abundance

oi vacant lands, every colonist was, or easily might have become, at
tiie same time, a proprietor, farmer, and laborer.

Finding all his enjoyments in rural life, he saw spring up, grow
prosper and arrive at maturity, under his own eyes, and often by thJ
labor of his own hands, all things necessary to the life of man; he
felt himself free from all subjection, from all dependence; and
mdividual liberty is a powerful incentive to civil independence.
Each might hunt, fowl and fish, at his pleasure, without fear of
possible injury to others; poachers were consequently unknown in
America. Their parks and reser- nirs were boundless forests, vast
and numerous lakes, immense rivers, and a sea unrestricted, inex-
haustible in fish of every species. As they lived dispersed in the
country, mutual affection was increased between the members of the
same .amily

;
and finding happiness in the domestic circle, they had

no temptation to seek diversion in the resorts of idleness, where men
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too often contract the vices which terminate in dependence and
habits ot servihty.

The greater part of the colonists, being proprietors and cultivators
of land, hvedcontmually upon their farms; merchants, artificers and
mechamcs, composed scarcely a fifth part of the total popula'tion.
Cultivators of the earth depend only on Providence and their own
industry while the artisan, on the contrary, to render himself agree-
able to the consumers, is obliged to pay a certain deference to their
caprices. It resulted, from the great superiority of the first class,
hat the colonies abounded in men of independent minds, whoknowing no insurmountable obstacles but those presented by the very'
nature of things, could not fail to resent with animation, and opposeu th indignant energy, every curb which human authority mvrhtattempt to impose ' °

rlZt'
'"^^b't^"ts or the colonies were exempt, and almost out ofdanger, from ministerial seductions, the seat of government beins a»

^:^:::;^tt '- '--^ '-'' ^'^y ^^^ -^-^^

conunted"'tV^'f''
'"'*'7"^ ""^""^ '^''"^ *« ^«""Pt ^nd T>e

WP P f f

'

,'"' ""T ^'^' '^"^ ^^ ""^^ lucrative, that they

:« ::• h tS^^-^^
''- -^^-^ ^^ ---p^^- ^« ^^- -^^o wer^

The love of the sovereign, and their ancient country, which thefir CO onists might have retained in their new establishmen tadually dimmished in the hearts of their descendants, as sTcceSgenerations removed them further from their original stock Tndwhen the revolution commenced, of which we purpose to writ'e the

he I'h f 'T^'T ^' ^^^ ^"^"^^ -'---4 in general butthe thi d, fourth, and even the fifth generation from the oriScdomst., who had left England to establish themselves nthT^ewregions of America. At such a distance, the affections of conLnguim
y became feeble, or extinct; and the remembrance of thatancestors lived more in their memories, than in their heartsCommerce, which has power to unite and conciUate a son offriendship between the inhabitants of the most dhtnnt . •

fo ced to take refuge in the deserts and forests of -.ildA-e--

VOL I. 2«
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The distance of government diminishes its force ; either because.m the absence of the splendor and magnificence of tiic throne, men
yield obedience only to its power, unsupported by the influence of
diusion and respect

; or, because the agents of authority in distant
countries, exercising a larger discretion in the execution of the laws,
nispiro the people governed with greater hope of being able to es-
cape their restraints.

What idea must we then form of the force which the British gov-
ernment could exercise in the new world, wiien it is considercd,
that the two countries being separated by an ocean three thousand
miles m breadth, entire months sometimes transpired, between the
date of an order, and its execution ?

Let it be added also, that except in cases of war, standing armies,
this powerful engine of coercion, Were very feeble in England, and
mucii more feeble still in America ; their existence even was con-
trary to law.

It follows, of necessity, that, as the means of constraint became
almost illusory in the hands of the government, there must have
arisen, and gradually increased, in the minds of the Americans, tiio
hope, and with it the desire, to shake off the yoke of English supe-
riority.

All these considerations apply, especially, to the condition of the
eastern provinces of English America. As to the provinces of the
south, the land being there more fertile, and the colonists conse-
<|uently enjoying greater afiluence, they could pretend to a more
ample liberty, and discover less deference for opinions which ditier-
ed from their own. Nor should it be imagined, that the happy fato
liiey enjoyed, had enervated their minds, or impaired their courage.
Living continually on their plantations, far from the luxury and se-
ductions of cities, frugal and moderate in all their desires, it is cer-
tain, on the contrary, that the great abundance of things necessary
to life rendered their bodies more vigorous, and their minds more
impatient of all subjection.

In these provinces also, the slavery of the blacks, which was in
use, seemed, however strange the assertion may appear, to have in-
creased the love of liberty among the white population. Ho.vin«
continually before their eyes, the living picture of the miserable con*^
dition of man reduced to slavery, they could better appreciate the
liberty they enjoyed. This liberty they considered not merely as a
right, but as a franchise and privilege. As it is usual for men, when
their own interests and passions are concerned, to judge partially and
inconsiderately, the colonists supported impati'^nflv «hA cufu>r:/^n*«>

of the British government. They considered its pretensions as tend-

I
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ing to reduce them to a state little different from that of Iheir own
slaves

;
thus detesting, for themselves, what they found convenient

to exercise upon others.

The inhabitants of the colonics, especially those ofNow Englnnd
enjoyed not only the shadow, but the substance itself, of the Ikiirlish
constitution

;
for in this respect, little was wanting to their entire

independence. They elected their own magistrates; they paidthem; and decided al! affairs relative to internal admiaiistra/iou.
The sole evidence of their dependence on the mother country, con-
sisted m this; that they could not enact laws or statutes, contra;y
to the letter or spirit of the English laws ; that the king had the pre-
rogative to annul the deliberations of their assemblies

; and that thevwore subject to such regulations and restrictions of commerce, as theparhament should judge necessary and conducive to the generalgood of the British empire. This dependence, howe> e. , was rathernomma than actual, for the king very rarely refused hi^ sanctionand as to commercial restrictions, they knew how to elude them
dexterously, by a contraband traffic.

iJ^l^'''''T'''^
assemblies were perfectly free, ani more perhapshan the parhament of England itself; the ministers not being thereo diffuse corruption daily. The democratic ardor was uHerTo

estramt, or httle less than none ; for the governors who intervened
in the name of the king, had too little credit to control it, as they re'ceived their salaries, not from the crown, but from the prolce

itants. The rel gious zeal, or rather enthusiasm, which prevailedamong the colonists and chiefly among the inhabitants of New En.-land, maintained the purity of their manners. Frugality temptranee, and chastity, were virtues peculiar to this people!' TTierewere no examples, among them, of wives devoted to luxury hus-bands to debauch, and children to the haunts of pleasure Themm.sters of a severe religion were respected and revered ; f;r theygave themselves the example of the virtues they preached. Theirtime was divided between rural occupations, domestic. ^rtieprayers, and thanksgivings, addressed to that God by whlCmythe seasons were made propitious, and the earth to smile on thdrabors with beauty and abundance, and who showered upon themso many blessings and so many treasures. If we add furtherS
ttfndtem' f^^.^-^^-^'

»»-<- surmountedrS^^^
cles, found themselves in a productive and healthful countrv it wUIcease to astonish that, in the course of a century,"^I^^^^^^^^^^^
thu^zxiencan colonies should have so increased, that from a "fewdestitute families, thrown by misfortune upon this dis^^ rf^Lshould have sprung a great and powerful nation

'
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Another consideration presents itself here. The fathers of f.uni-
hos, m America, were totally exempt from that anxiety, which in
Europe torments them incessantly, concerning the subsistence and
future establishment of their oflspring. In the new world, tiie in-
crease of families, however restricted their means, was not deemed a
misfortune

:
on the contrary, it was not only for the father, but for

all about him, that the birth of a son was a joyful event. In this
immensity of uncultivated lands, the infant, when arrived at the age
of labor, was assured of finding a resource for himself, and even the
means of aiding his parents; thus, the more numerous were the chil-
dren, the greater competence and ease were secured to the household.

It is therefore evident, that in America, the climate, the soil, tho
civil and religious institutions, even the interest of families, all con-
curred to people it with robust and virtuous fathers, with swarms
of vigorous (ind spirited sons.

Industry, a spirit of enterprise, and an extreme love of gain, are
characteristic qualities of tiiose who are separated from other men,
and can expect no support but from themselves ; and the colonists
being descended from a nation distinguished for its boldness and ac-
tivity in the prosecution of traffic, it is easily conceived that the in-
crease of commerce was in proportion to that of population. Posi-
tive facts confirm this assertion. In 1704, the sum total of the com •

mercial exports of Great Britain, inclusive of the merchandise des-
tined for her colonies, had been six millions five hundred and nine
thousand pounds sterling ; but from this year to 1772, these colonies
had so increased in population and prosperity, that at this epoch they
of themselves imported from England to the value of six millions
twenty-two thousand one hundred and thirty-two pounds sterling

;

that is to say, that in the year 1772, the colonies alone furnished the
mother country with a market for a quantity of merchandise almost
equal to that which, sixty-eight years before, sufliced for her com-
merce with all parts of the world.

Such was the state of the English colonies in America, ^'lch the
opinions and dispositions of those who inhabited them, ah<-ni, tho
middle of the eighteenth century. Powerful in num' ; id m
force, abounding in riches of every kind, already far advanced in the
career of useful arts and of liberal studies, engaged in commerce
with all p«rts of the globe, it was impossible that they should have
remained is^norant of what they were capable, and that the progres-
sive devfclov au 111 of national pride should not have rendered the
British yo>ve ii?..*;e .'iiiolerable.

But this ( iiiduncy towards a new order of things did not no 9r£\4
«,C7 y^ii

menace a general combustion j and, without particular irritation,
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i

v.ould still have kept within the bounds which had alread)- so long
sufficed to restrain it. During a century, the British govcrnnjeni
Imd prudently avoided to exasperate the minds of tho colonists: with
parental solicitude, it had protected and encouraged them, when in a
state of infancy

; regulating, afterwards, by judicious laws, their
commerce with the mother country and with foreign nations, it had
conducted them to their present prosperous and flourishing condition.
In effect, in times immediately following the foundation of the colo-
nies, England, as a tender mother, who defends her own children,
had lent them the succor of her troops and her ships, against tho'
attacks of the savage tribes, and against the encroachm.ents of other
pow.;rs

;
siie granted immunities and privileges to Europeans who

wen disposed to establish themselves in these new countries ; she sup-
plied her colonists, at the most moderate prices, with cloths, stuffs,
Imens, and all necessary instruments as well for their defense acminst
enemies as for the exercise of useful professions in time of peace
and especially such as were required for clearing the lands, and the
labors of agriculture. The English merchants also assisted them with
their rich capitals, in order to enable them to engage in enterprises of
great importance, such as the construction of ships, the draining of
marshes, the diking of rivers, the cutting of forests, the establishing
ol new plantations, and other similar works.

In exchange for so many advantages, and rather as a necessary
consequence of the act of navigation, than as a fiscal restriction, and
peculiar to commerce, England only required the colonists to furnish
her with the things she wanted, on condition of receiving in return
those in which she abounded, and of which they had need. The
Americans were therefore obliged to carry to the English all the com-
modities and productions which their lands abundantly supplied, and
besides, the fleeces of their flocks for the use of her manufacturers.'
It was also prohibited the colonists to purchase the manufactures of
any other part of the world except England, and to buy the produc
tions of lands appertaining to any European people whatever, unless
the.o productions had been first introduced into the English ports—
buch had been the constant scope and object of a great number of
acts of parliament, from 1660 down to 1764 ; in effect, establishing
a real commercial monopoly, at the expense of the colonies, and in

"

luvor of England
:
at which, however, the colonists discovered no

resentment
;
either because they received in compensation a real pro-

tecuon on the part of the government, and numerous advantages on
that of individuals, or because they considered the weight of this de-
pendence as an equivalent for tJie taxes and n«=««r«oT.*c ^o wh=-[-

t^pal^^tt!'''"'"
^"™ "''" -Ejected, by ia«:;™an««;g
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In all this space of time, parliamentary taxes formed no part of

'o\"nrti^^ '"
*^'

^^' ''^ ^" theWsS:
ht! «f fi

^ ;

^^P>«^«sions sanctioned by usage in the pream-

Thlt r
''^«^^*!' '^^ «'<^« lent to the crown, were employed -The parhamen

,
,t ,s true, had frequently imposed export duUes uponma^iy articles ofco..merce in the colonies ; but these were cons de^3rather as restrictions of commerce, than as branches of puTc reve.nue Thus, until the year 1764, the affair of taxation by au'horitvof parhament sleptin silence. England contented hlrLlf wUh

ht coTonlS Id" "^Tr '

^" '^"^'^ ''' ^---l -^--tlo •

emre tL A '"^ '^T '^ "^"'"•' ^'"^ ^^^^^^ ^^^» the Britishempire. The Americans submitted to this system, if not withoasome repugnance, at least with filial obedience.
It appears evident that, though they were not subjected oparlia-mentary taxes, they were not useless subjects to the state since thev

mrtun^'"^^' - ^^ -"-^' *^ ^^^ Prospiironnl

It cannot be asserted, however, that ill humors were not agitatedat in ervals, between the people of the two countries, by Spt'
thVn.hT Pf '' '""'"*^" ""^ ""^" ^-^tend the superiorhy, and o„the other to advance towards independence. A year after the neaceof A.x-la.Chapelle, (1749,) a grant was made, near the iter OHoof SIX hundred thousand acres of excellent land, to some merch^tswhose association was called the Ohio Compan^ The governoTrfCanada, at that time a province of France, having had inteZenceof this establishment, was apprehensive the English had thTfnten!

TJ TlT-""^'^'
^''""^^^^^ «^ the Canadians with the In-

bSween r ^^^^^'^'r^.^^
intercepting the direct communicat o„

^IZTn V ? ^^.
^«»>«'ana. He therefore wrote to the govern-ors of New York and of Pennsylvania, to express his surprL thathe Engish merchants had violated the French territory, in order to^ade with tne Indians: he threatened that he would cause tiem tobe seized, wherever he could find them. This traffic, however nothaving been discontinued, detachments of French and Indians madeprisoners of the English traders, at the commencement of the year

roS '"fT I"'""*^?" *^ ^"«'^"^' ^"^'g"^»t at the outrage theirconfederates had sustained, assembled, and, scouring the fwfsts feupon the French traders, whom they transported to PhldeTpt;1
l!?.uir.!",V"f

.^^^« I-g^--' the inhabitant, of Virginia dis-r-— .. xTx. du oamt Pierre, commanding, for the king of France, a
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fort, situated upon the Ohio, major Washington, the same who com-
manded afterwards the American armies, with orders to demand an
explanation of these acts of hostility, and summon him to draw off

his troops. Saint Pierre answered, that he could not comply witli

the demands of the English ; that the country appertained to the
king of France, his master ; that the English had no right to traffic

upon those rivers ; that, consequently, in execution of the orders he
I had received, he should cause to be seized and conducted to Cana-
da, every Englishman who should attempt to trade upon the river
Ohio, and its dependencies.

This proceeding of the French greatly incensed the ministers of
Great Britain

; they could not endure to see their friends and con-
federates oppressed. Their resolution was soon taken ; they dis-
patched instructions to America, that resistance should be made, by
force of arms, to the usurpations of the French. This order ar-
rived seasonably in Virginia ; hostihties immediately followed, and
blood flowed on both sides.

The Board, which in England superintends especially the interests
ofcommerce and the plantations, perceiving that the colonists, di\id-
ed among themselves, could not resist, without delay and disadvan-
tage, the enterprises of an audacious and determined people, sup-
ported by a great number of Indians, recommended to the different
provinces to choose deputies, to convene for the purpose of forming
a general confederation, and a formal alliance with the Indians, in
the name and under the protection of his Britannic majesty. It was
agreed that the assembly of the governors and chief men of each
colony should be convened at Albany, situated upon the Hudson
river. This convention, after having conciliated the affection of the
Indians of the Six Tribes, by suitable presents, proceeded to delib-
erate upon the most expedient means of defending themselves and
their effects from the attacks of the enemy.
They came to the resolution, that it was of urgent importance to

unite all the colonies, by a general league. The conditions of it

were concluded on the 4th of July, 1754. They purported, in sub-
stance, that a petition should be presented to parliament, to oblain
an act for the establishment of a general government in America

;

that under this government, each colony should preserve its internal
constitution, with the exception of the changes introduced by the
same act

;
that the general government should be administered by a

president-general, appointed and paid by the crown, and by a grand
council, elected by the rapresentatives of the p'.ople of the colonies

;

that tlie president-general sjiouid be invested with the right of nega-
tive over the acts of the grand council, and authorized to put them
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in execution
; that with the advice of the grand council, he should

have authority to conclude, and carry into effect, any treaties with
the Indians, in which all the colonies should have a common interest,
as also to make peace with them, or to declare war against the same

;

and to take the measures he might judge suitable for regulating the
traffic \yith these tribes ; that he should have power to purchase of
the Indians, and for account of the crown, lands, situated without
the territories of the particular colonies ; that he should have author-
ity to establish new colonies upon the acquired lands, and to make
laws for the regulation and government of these colonies ; that he
should have power to levy and paj troops, to construct fortresses, and
to equip a fleet for the defense of the coasts, and the protection of
commerce

;
and also, in order to accomplish these purposes, that he

should have power to impose such duties, taxes, or excises, as he
might deem most convenient ; that he should appoint a treasurer-
general, and a particular treasurer for the provinces in which it

might be thought necessary ; that the president-general should have
the right to appoint all officers of the service, by land or sea ; and
that the appointment of all civil officers should appertain to the
grand council ; and finally, that the laws passed by these two au-
thorities could not be contrary, but should even be conformable to
the English laws, and transmitted to the king for approbation. *

Such was the model of future government, proposed by the colo-
nies, and sent to England for determination. The Americans at-
tached great hopes to the success of their plan ; already every ap-
pearance announced an open rupture with France, and the colonists
affirmed, that if the confederation was approved, they should be
quite able to defend themselves against the French arms, without
any other succor on the part of England.

It is not difficult to perceive how much an order of things, thus
constituted, would have impaired the authority of the British gov-
ernment, and approached the colonies towards independence. By
this establishment, thoy would have obtained a local power, which
would have exercised all the rights appertaining to sovereignty, how-
ever dependent it might appear to be on the mother country. But
mis project was far from being agreeable to the English ministry,
who saw with a jealous eye, that the confederation proposed, fur-
nished a plausible pretext for a concert of intrigues in America, all

tending to the prejudice of British sovereignty : and, therefore, not-
withstanding the imminent peril of a foreign war against a powerful
enemy, the articles of the confederation were not approved.
Rut rhfi ministf>ro o^ '^"'»1»>"«^ "">••'» "'» »i:~.~~—i *r- 1~* ^Ula

sion escape them, of increasing, if it was possible, the authority of
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a thing most of all desired on the one side of the ocean, and detested
on the other. Instead, therefore, of the plan proposed by the
Americans, tlie ministers drew up another, which they addressed to
the governors of the colonies, to be offered by them to the colonial
assemblies. It was proposed by the ministers, * That the governors
of all the colonies, assisted by one or two members of the councils,
should assemble, to concert measures, for the organization of a gene-
ral system of defense, to construct fortresses, to levy troops, with
authority to draw upon the British treasury for all sums that might
be requisite

; the treasure to be reimbursed by way of a tax, which
should be laid upon the colonies, by an act of parliament.'
The drift of this ministerial expedient is not difficult to be under-

stood, if it be considered that the governors, and members of the
council, were almost all appointed "by the king. Accordingly, the
scheme had no success in America ; its motives were ably developed,
in a letter of Benjamm Franklin to governor Shirley, who had sent
him the plan of the ministers. In this letter, the seeds of the dis-
cord which followed soon after, begin to make their appearance.*
The general court of Massachusetts wrote to their agent in Lon-

don, to oppose every measure which should have for its object the
establishment of taxes in America, under any pretext of utility what-
ever. On the contrary, the governors, and particularly Shirley, in-
sisted continually, in their letters to the ministers, that the thing was
just, possible, and expedient.

These suspicions, this jealous inquietude, which agitated the
minds of the Americans, ever apprehensive of a parliamentary tax
obtained with the more facility, as they found them already imbitter-
ed by ancient resentments. They had never been able to accustom
themselves to certain laws of parliament, which, though not tending
to impose contributions, yet greatly restricted the internal commerce
of the colonies, impeded their manufactures, or wounded, in a thou-
sand shapes, the self-love of the Americans, by treating them as if
they were not men of the same nature with the English, or as if, by
clipping tlie wings of American genius, it was intended to retain
them ma state of inferiority and degradation. Such was the act
prohibiting the felling of pitch and white pine trees, not compre-
hended within enclosures

; such was that which interdicted the ex-
portation from the colonies, and also the introduction from one colony
into another, of hats, and woollens, of domestic manulaciure, and
forbade hatters to have, at one time, more than two apprentices : also

• See Note 1

TOL. I
g
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that passed to facilitate the collection of debts in tlie colonies, by
which houses, lands, slaves, and other real effects, were made liable

for the payment of debts ; and finally, that which was passed in 173.'t,

at the instance of the sugar colonies, which prohibited the importa-
tion of sugar, rum, and molasses, from the French and Dutch colo-
nies in North America, without paying an exorbitant duty. To
these should be added another act of parliament, passed in 1750,
according to which, after the 24th of June of the same year, certain
works in iron could not be executed in the American colonies ; by a
clause of the same act, the manufacture of steel was forbidden.
Nor should we omit another, which regulated and restricted the bills

of credit issued by the government of New England, and by which
it was declared, that they should not have legal currency in the pay-
ment of debts, that English creditors might not be injured by the
necessity of receiving a depreciated paper, instead of money. This
regulation, though just, the Americans received with displeasure, as
tending to discredit their currency. Hence originated the first dis-

contents on the part of the colonists, and the first sentiments of
distrust on the part of the English.

At the same time it ^yas pretended, in England, that if the colo-
nists, on account of the commercial restrictions, so beneficial to the
mother country, had merely demanded to be treated with tenderness
and equity in the imposition of taxes, nothing would have been more
just and reasonable ; but that it could not be at all endured, that
they should refuse the European country every species of ulterior
succor; that England, in reserving to herself the commerce of her
colonies, had acted according to the practice of all modern nations

;

that she had imitated the example of the Spaniards and of the Por-
tuguese, and that she had done so with a moderation unknown to the
governments ofthese nations. In founding these distant colonies, it

was said, England had caused them to participate in all the rights
And privileges that are enjoyed by English subjects themselves
in their own country ; leaving the colonists at liberty to govern them-
selves, according to such local laws as the wisdom and prudence of
their assemblies had deemed expedient ; in a word, she had granted
the colonies the most ample authority to pursue their respective in-
terests, only reserving to herself the benefit of their commerce, anf
a political connection under the same sovereign. The French and
Dutch colonies, and particularly those of Spain and Portugal, wer.-
far from being treated with the same indulgence ; and also, notwith
Ktanding these restrictions, the subject of so much complaint, th'
English colonies had immpnsp mnitnlo In fHp>r P'^r^irx"-"-" '^- s- *'

—
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exported in British ships which came to trade in their ports, the
Americans had their own ships, which served to transport, with an
incredible profit, their productions and merchandise, not only to the
mother country, but also, thanks io her maternill indulgence, to al-
most all parts of the world, and to carry home the commodities and
luxuries of Europe at will. And thus, in the English colonies, the
enormous prices at which European merchandise if suld in' the
Spanish and Portuguese establishments, were net only unusual, but
absolutely unheard of; it was even remarkable that many of these
Hrticles were sold in the American colonies at the same, or even at a
lower price than in England itself. The restrictions imposed by
Great Britain upon the American commerce, tended rather to a just
and prudent distribution of this traffic, between all the parts of its

vast dominions, than to a real prohibition ; if English subjects vv(^re

allowed to trade in all parts of the world, the same permission was
granted to American subjects, with the exception of the north of
Europe and the East Indies. In Portugal, in Spain, in Italy, in all
the Mediterranean, upon the coasts of Africa, in all the American
hemisphere, the ship', of the English colonies might freely carry on
commerce. The English laws, for the protection of this commerce
were wise and well conceived, since they were calculated to increase
the exportation of their own produce from the American ports, and
to facilitate, for the colonists, the means of clearing their forests and
cultivating their soil, by the certain vent of an immense quantity of
timber, with which their country is covered. They could not, it was
admitted, procure themselves certain articles, except in the ports of
England

;
but it was just to consider, that the American lands, from

their nature and vast extent, must offer sufficient occupation both for
the minds and the hands of the inhabitants, without its being neces-
sary that they should ramble abroad in search of gain, like'^the in-
habitants of other countries, already cultivated to perfection.

Besides, if England reserved to herself an exclusive commerce
m certain kinds of merchandise, how did this concern, or how injure
the Americans ? These objec*^, appertaining for the most part to the
refined luxury of social life, in what country could they procure themm greater perfection, or at a more moderate price, than in Encrland ^

Tlie affection and liberality of the British government towa^rds its
colonics, had gone so far, as not only to abstain from imposing duties
upon English manufactures destined for their ports, but even hatl
induced It to exempt foreign merchandise from all duties, whenex-

mn! n /
^"S'''"'^.*'* ^"^erica

;
thus causing it to become so com-

mon m some colonies, as to be sold at a lower price than in certain
countries of Europe.
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It should not be forgotten, that the most entire Hberty was grant-
ed for the exchange of productions between North America and the
islands of the West Indies, a trade from which the English colonists
derived immense ac^antages. And in fact, notwithstanding the re-
strictions laid upon the commerce of the Americans, did there not
remam amply sufficient to render them a rich, happy, and enterpris-
ing people? Was not their prosperity known, and even envied, by
the whole world? Assuredly, if there was any part of the globe
where man enjoyed a sweet and pleasant life, it was especially in
English America. Was not this an irrefragable proof, a striking
example, of the maternal indulgence of England towards her colo^
nies ? Let the Americans compare their condition with that of
foreign colonists, and they would soon confess, not without grati-
tude towards the mother country, both their real felicity, and the
futility of their complaints.

But all these and other considerations that were alleged by Eng-
land, had not the effect to satisfy the Americans, and many discon-
tents^ remained. The French, animated by the spirit of rivalship,
which has so long existed between their nation and the British, neg-
lected no means of inflaming the wounds which the Americans had
received, or thought they had received, from their fellow citrnm in
England. The flourishing state of the English colonies, was a spec-
tacle which the French had long been unable to observe with indif-
ference. They had at first the design of establishing others for
themselves, in some part of this immense continent, hoping to reap
from them the same benefits which the English derived from theirs-
and to be able, at length, to give another direction to the commerce
of America, and of Europe. They intended, by good laws, or by
the employment of their arms, to repair the disadvantages of soil and
of climate, observable in the countries which had fallen to their
share. But the French government being more inclined for arms
than for commerce, and the nation itself having a natural bias much
stronger in favor of the one than towards the other of these profes-
sions, their resolutions were soon taken accordingly. And as their
character, also, disposes them to form vast designs, and renders
tliem impatient to enjoy without delay, they began immediately to
fortify themselves, and to enlarge their limits. Bastions, redoubts,
arsenals, and magazines, were established at every point, and in a
short time a line of French posts was seen to extend from one ex-
tremity of the continent to the other; but mihtary power can neither
supply population or commerce, nor develop the advantages of
eitlier. These fortresses^ tliese arms, these garrisons, occupied
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desert or sterile regions. An immense solitude, impenetrable forests
surrounded them on all sides.

'

The conduct of the English was very different ; they advanced
only step by step, restricting themselves to the cultivation of what
they possessed, and not seeking to extend themselves, until urged by
the exigencies of an increased population. Their progress was there-
fore slow, but sure

; they occupied no new lands, until those they
had occupied at first were carried to the highest degree of cultiva-
tion, and inhabited by a sufficient number of individuals. A method
so different, could not fail to produce efl^ects totally contrary ; and
in effect, a century after the foundation of the English and French
colonies, the former presented the image of fertility and abundance
while the latter exhibited but a sterile and scarcely inhabited retrion'
Meanwhile the French, reflecting that either from the rigor of the

climate, or the sterility of the soil, or from defect of industry, or of
suitable laws, they could not hope to direct towards their establish-
ment the commerce of the English colonies, or at least to share its
benefits; convinced, on the other hand, that these colonies were an
inexhaustible source of riches and power for a rival nation, they re-
solved to resort to arms, and to obtain by force what they had failed
to acquire by their industry. They hoped that the discontent of the
Americans would manifest itself, and produce favorable events •

or
at least, that they would be less prompt to engage in the contest.
They well knew that in the American arms, men, munitions and
treasure, must consist all the nerve and substance of the war.

'

Proceeding with their accustomed impatience, without waiting till
their preparations were completed, they provoked the enemy, some-
times complaining that he had occupied lands appertaining to them
i'ometimes themselves invading or disturbing his possessions. This
the British government deeply resented

; and war between the two
nations broke out in the year 1755. But the effects little corre-
^ponded with such confident hopes ; the councils of England being
directed by William Pitt, afterwards eari of Chatham, a man, for thepower of his genius, and the purity of his manners, rather single
than rare; the affairs of Great Britain succeeded so prosperously'
and her arms acquired so decided a superiority, by land and sea
that her enemies, wearied, worsted, and having lost dl hopes of vic-
tory accepted the conditions of the peace of Paris, which was con-Uuded in 1763. It guarantied to the English the possession of the
vast continent of ^orth America, from the banks of the Mississippi
to the shores of Greenland : hut the !«"st !»«««-"-* —:-- /- ^.

was the cession made them, by France, of Canada.
Eng'and also gained, by this treaty, many valuable islands in the
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West Indies ; and so greatly was her power extended in the east,
and so solid were tlie foundations on which it reposed, that her
commerce and her arms soon reigned tlierc ahnost without a com-
petitor.

The Americans, on their part, displayed so much zeal in sus-
taining, with their arms and resources, the efforts of the common
country, that, besides the glory they acquired, they were deemed
worthy to participate in the advantages which resulted to England
from so many successes.

The French, renouncing the hope of reaping any advantage from
the chances of war, resorted to the means of address ; emissaries trav-
ersed the American continent, saying to all that would hear them,
< To what end have the Americans lavished their blood, encountered
so many dangers, and expended so much treasure, in the late war, if

the EngUsh supremacy must continue to press upon them with so
much harshness and arrogance ? In recompense of such fidelity, of
so much constancy, the English government, i>erhaps, has moderated
its prohibitions, has enfranchised commerce from trammels so preju-
dicial to the interests of America ? Perhaps the odious and so much
lamented laws against manufactures, have been repealed ? Perhaps
the Americans no longer need toil upon their lands, or traverse the
immensity of the seas, exclusively to fill the purses of English mer-
chants ? Perhaps the government of England had shown a disposi-

tion to abandon for ever the project of parliamentary taxes ? Is it

not, on the contrary, too evident, that, v/ith its forces and power,
have increased its thirst of gold, and the tyranny of its caprices ?

Was not this admitted by Pitt himself, when he declared, the war
being terminated, he should be at no loss to find tlxe means of draw-
mg a public revenue from America, and of putting an end, once for

all, to American resistance ? Has not England, at present being mis-
tress of Canada, a province recently French, and, as such, more pa-
tient of the yoke, has she not the means of imposing it on her colo-
nists themselves, by the hand of her numerous soldiery ? Is it not
time that the Americans, no longer in a state of infancy, should, at
length, consider themselves a nation, strong and formidable of itself ?

Is it only for the utility of England they have demonstrated, in the
late war, what they were capable of achieving ? And by what right

should a distant island pretend to govern, by its caprices, an im-
mense and populous continent ? How long must the pariialities and
the avarice of England be tolerated ? Did ever men, arms, riches,

courage, climate, invite to a more glorious enterprise ? Let the Amer-
icans, then, seize the occasion, with a mind worthy of themselves,

BOW they have proved their arms, now that an enormous public debt

1
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overwhelms England, now that her name has become detestable to
all ! America can place her confidence in foreign succors. What
could be objected to a resolution so generous ? Consanguinity ? But
have not the English hitherto treated the colonists more as vassals,

than as brothers ? Gratitude ? But have not the English strangled
it, under the pretensions of that mercantile and avaricious spirit

which animates them ?'

The general state of Europe was eminently faVorable to the secret
designs ol France. It is certain, that at this epoch, all the powers
concurred in considering the enormous increase of the strength of
the British nation, both upon land and sea, as imminently ^-^..uuiiig

to the repose and liberty of Europe ; excessive prosperity but too
rarely permitting men to know where to limit their enterprises. Sup-
ported with one hand upon her colonies of America, and with the
other upon her possessions of the East Indies, England seemed to
press the two extremities of the globe, and to aspire at the entire
dominion of the ocean. From the day in which was concluded the
peace of ] 763, England was viewed with the same jealousy which
France had inspired under Lewis XIV. She was the object of the
same umbrage, of the same distrusts. All desired to see her power
reduced

;
and the more she had shown herself formidable in the pre-

ceding war, the more ardently was it wished to take advantage of
the present peace, to humble and veduce her. These wishes were
much the most fervent with the maritime states, and especially in
Holland, to whom England, in these late times, had caused immense
losses. The English squadrons had often interrupted, and some-
timcp by the most outrageous proceedings, the commerce, in the
Mximtions of war,, which the Dutch carried on with France ; and,

'>ccasions, the officers of the British navy made use of
ti... i to detai,! ships, laden with articles that could not really
be c .V I as munitions of war.
The kingdoms of the north reluctantly supported the prepotence

of England, and openly complained that she had presumed to harass
the commerce of neutrals, in time of war. It was evident they
were prepared to seize the first occasion to give her a chock. But
France, more than any other power, being of a martial spirit, was
mflamed with a desire to avenge her defeats, to repair her losses, and
reconquer her glory, eclipsed by recent discomfiture; she was in-
cessantly occupied with calculations which might lead to this object
ot all her wishes; and no means more efficacious couH be offered
her for attaining it. than tn Innoraio *u^ k«« r u ^i .

separating from England the American colonies, so imporviint a part
ol her power and rosources.
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Excited by so many suggestions, the inhabitants of English Amer-
ica conceived an aversion, still more intense, for the avaricious pro-
ceedings of the British government. Already, those who were themost zedous for hberty, or the most ambitious, had formed, in the se-
cret of their hearts, the resolution to shake off the yoke of England
whenever a favorable occasion should present. This design was en-'
couraged by the recent cession of Canada : while that province con-
tinued a dependency of France, the vicinity of a restless and pow-
erful nation kept the colonists in continual alarm ; they v ere often
construed to solicit the succors of England, as those from which
alone they could expect protection against the incursions of the en-
emy. «ut the French having abandoned Canada, the Americans
necessarily became more their own protectors ; they placed greater
reliance upoa their own strength, and had less need of recurring to
others, for their particular security. It should be considered, be-
sides, that m the late war a great number of the colonists had re-
nounced the arts of peace, and assuming the sword instead of the
spade, had learned the exercise of arms, inured their bodies to mili-
tary fatigues, and their minds to the dangers of battle : they had in
a word, lost all the habits of agriculture and of commerce, and ac
quired those of the military profession. The being that has the con-
sciousness of his force, becomes doubly strong, and the yoke he feelsma condition to break, is borne with reluctance: thus, the skill
recently acqmred in the use of arms, become general amon- the
Americans, rendered obedience infinitely more intolerable to them.They considered it a shameful and outrageous thing, that a minister,
residing at a distance of three thousand miles from their country
could oppress, by his agents, those who had combated with so much
valor, and obtained frequent victories over the troops of a powerful
brave, and warlike nation. They often reflected, that this prosperi

'

ty, in which England exulted, and which was the object of envy to
so many nations, was in great part the work of their hands. They
alledged that they had repaid with the fruit of their toils, and even
with their blood, the fostering cares with which the mother country
Jiad protected and sustained them, in the infancy of their establish-
ment

;
that now there was a greater parity between the two nations,

and therefore they had claims to be treated on terms of greate^
equahty. Thus the Aiuericans habitually discoursed, and perhaps
the less timid among them aspired to loftier things. The greater
number however, satisfied with the ancient terms of connection with
ijjigland, were reluctant to dissolve it, provided she would abandon
all idea of ultenor usur— ""*— -r,

.moii/^m T
fi.« i«*L • ... *

"vc" tho most intrepid in the de-
fense of their privileges, could not endure the thought of rsnouno-
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ing every species ofdependence on their legitimate sovereign. This
project they condemned the more decidedly, as they perceived that

in its execution they must not only encounter all the forces oi" Eng-
land, by so many victories become formidable to the universe, but
also must resort to the assistance of a nation, in language, manners
and customs, so different from themselves ; of a nation they had so
long been accustomed to hate, and to combat under the banners of
their mother country.

Notwithstanding the suggestions of the French, and the new im-
pulse which their military essays had given to the minds of the
Americans, this state of things might have continued still for a long
time, if, after the conclusion of the peace of 1763, England had not
conceived the extravagant uLu. of new tuxes, of new prohibitions,

of new outrages. The English commerce, about the close of the
war with France, having arrived at the highest point of prosperity, it

would be difficult to estimate the immense number of vessels which
brought the productions of all parts of the globe into the ports of
Great Britain, and received, in exchange, the produce, and especially

the manufactures, of the country, esteemed above all others in for*

eign markets; and, as these various commodities were subject,

when introduced or exported, to duties, more or less considerable,
this commerce had become a source of riches for the public treasu-

ry. But it soon appeared that, to the great prejudice of this reve-
nue, the increase of smuggling was in proportion to that of commerce.
Government, desirous of arresting so pernicious a scourge, made a
regulation, in 1764, by which it was enjoined the commanders of
vessels stationed upon the coasts of England, and even those of ships
that were destined for America, to perform the functions of revenue
officers, and conform themselves to the rules established for the pro-
tection of the customs ; a strange and pernicious measure, by which
those brave officers, who had combated the enemy with so much glo-
ry, found themselves degraded into so many tide-waiters and bailiffs

of the revenue. The most deplorable effects soon resulted from it

;

the naval commanders, little conversant with the regulations of the
custom-house, seized and confiscated promiscuously the cargoes pro-
hibited, and those that were not.

This confusion was the occasion of manifold abuses, which, if they
>vere soon repaired in England, could not be remedied without ex-
treme difficulty in America, from the distance of places, and the for-
malilies required. Hence loud complaints were heard from ail the
colonies against the law. It produced, however, consequences still

more pernicious. A commerce had been established, for a great
length of time, between the English anr* Spanish colonies, extremely
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lucrative to both the parties, and, ultimately, also to England. On
the part of the British colonies, the principal objects of this traffic

were the manufactures of England, which the Americans had ac-
fjuired in exchange for their productions, and on the part of the
Spanish, gold and silver, in specie or ingots, cochineal, medicinal
drugs

; besides live stock, especially mules, which the Americans
transported to the islands of the West Indies, where they were de-
manded at great prices. This commerce procured for the Americans
an abundance of these metals, and enabled them to make ample
purchases of English merchandise

; and furnished their own country,
at the same time, with a sufficient quantity of gold and silver coin.

This traffic, if it was not prohibited by the commercial laws of
England, was not expressly authorized. Accordingly, the new reve-
nue officers believed it was their duty to interrupt its course, as
if it had been contraband ; and captured, without distinction, all

vessels, whether English or foreign, laden with merchandise of this

nature. Hence, in a short time, this commerce was destroyed, to

the great prejudice, not only of the colonies upon the continent,
bjt even of the English islands themselves, and particularly of
Jamaica.

From the same cause proceeded the ruin of another very impor-
tant commerce, which was exercised between the English colonies
of America on the one part, and the islands appertaining to France
on the otiier ; and which had been productive of the greatest recip-

rocal utility. Its materiel consisted principally of such productions
and commodities as were superfluous to the one and totally wanting
to the other. It is, therefore, not surprising, that the colonists, at

the news of losses so disastrous, should have resolved not to pur-
chase, in future, any English stuff's, with which they had been ac-

customed to clothe themselves ; and, as far as possible, to use none
but domestic manufactures. They determined, besides, to give every
e.icouragement to those manufactories which wrought the materials

abundantly produced by their lands and animals. But in Boston,
particularly, a rich and populous city, where the luxury of British

merchandise had been extensively introduced, it is difficult to express

how extremely the public mind was exasperated, or with what
promptitude all the inhabitants renounced superfluities, and adhered
to the resolution of returning to the simplicity of early times : a re-

markable example of which was soon observed in the celebration of
funerals, which began to take place without habiliments of mourning,
and without English gloves. This new economy became so general

at Boston, that, in the year 1764, the consumption of British mer-
chandise was diminished upwards of ten thousand pounds sterling.
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Other towns followed this example ; and, in a short time, til th«
colonists concurred in abstaining from the use of all objects of luxury,
produced by the manufactories, or by the soil, of England. Besides
this, and even of necessity, from the scarcity of money, the mer-
chants of the colonics, finding themselves debtors for largo sums to
the English, and having no reason to expect new advances, without
new payments, which they were not in a situation to miikc,' resorted
also to tho plan of non-consumption

; they renounced all purchase
and all expense, to the incredible prejudice of the manufacturers in
England.

But the English government did not stop here; as i not satisfied
with having excited the discontent of the colonists, i. desired also
to urge them to desperation. In the month of March, 17G1, tho
parliament passed a regulation, by whidi, if on the one hand n
traffic was permitted between the American colonies and the French
islands of the West Indies, and others appertaining to other Euro-
pean powers

;
on the other, such enormous duties wore imposed on

merchandise imported from the latter, as to create, as usual, an
almost universal contraband, in every article, with immense disad-
vantage to the commerce itself, and equal prejudice to mercantile
habits and probity. To crown so great an evil, it was ordered, by
the same bill, that the sums proceeding from these duties should be
paid, in specie, into the treasury of England. The execution of
this ordinance must have completely drained the colonies of the lit-

tle money they had remaining, to bo transported to Europe.
The secret exasperation redoubled, at the first intelligence of

measures so extraordinary. They remarked that they w'ere even
contradictory

;
that it was reciuiring a thing, and, at the same time,

withholding the means to perform it ; since the government de-
prived them of all faculty of procuring specie, and yet would have
them furnish it, to be transported to a distance of three thousand
miles. But as if the ministry were afraid the tempest of indigna-
tion, excited by these new laws, should be appeased too soon, they
wrested from the parliament another act, which appeared fifl.>on
days after. It purported, that bills of credit, which might be issuedm future by the American colonies, should no longer have le<ral cur-
rency in payments; and that, as to those in circulation, they like-
wise could not be received as legal payment, after the term prefixed
for their redemption and extinction. It is true, however, that all the
money proceeding from the duties above mentioned, was directed
by other clauses of the bill, to be kept in reserve, and could only be
employed for expenses relative to the colonies • U ;« true n)"- that
at the same time the act was framed concerning bills of credit, somo
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Others were passed, to promote arid regulate the reciprocal commerco
between the colonies and mother country, and between the colonies
themselves. But these regulations failed to produce the expected
effects : for they were necessarily slow in their operation ; while
those which restricted and attacked the external commerce of the
colonies, or shackled their domestic trade, were immediately opera-
tive. Some also attempted to demonstrate, that the money carried
off by these duties must infallibly flow back into the colonies, for the
payment and support of the troops stationed there, to protect and de-
fend them. But who would guaranty to the colonists, that the troops
should be quartered among them so long as the law might continue
in force ? If such was the intention of the legislator, why cause
this treasure to travel, with no little risk and expense, from America
to England, and thence back to the place from whence it came ; thus
imposing the necessity of passing it through so many and so different

hands ? Perhaps, they said, in order that it might have the honor
of visiting the British exchequer. And why was it not more expe-
dient to employ it where it was found, without so many voyages
and circuits ? This plainly demonstrated, that it was but a pretext
for the most pernicious designs. Besides, for what purpose, for what
good, were so many troops maintained in America ? External ene-
LTiies at present there were none ; and for the repression of Indians,

the colonies were, doubtless, sufficient of themselves. But the fact

was, they continued, the ministers had formed a design to oppress
their liberty ; and for this purpose did they arm themselves with so
many soldiers, and incur such vast expense, in the midst of a
;)eople abounding in loyalty and innocence.

All these new regulations, which succeeded each other with such
precipitation, were indeed but too well calculated to surprise and
alarm the inhabitants of North America. Such a proceeding on the
part of the government appeared to them, and was in fact, both new
md inauspicious. They felt it profoundly; and by their remon-
strances, demonstrated how unjustly they were aggrieved, and de-
.nu.ided incessantly to be restored to their former condition. But
•;hey did not stop at bare complaints. When they found that their

remonstrances were ineffectual, they resolved to employ some more
efficacious means to convince the ministers of the error they ha<l

committed. The resolutions taken against British manufactures>
which at first had been merely individual, now became general, by
combinations to this effect, contracted in the principal cities of
America, which were observed with an astonishing constancy and
punctuaiity. Great Britain experienced from these associations an
immense detriment, and feared, not withont recson, still greater ; for
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as they comprehended men of all conditions, they tended, by de-
grees, to conduct the manufactures of the country to a certain de-
gree of perfection, the more probable, as the abundance of raw
materials would permit their products to be sold at very moderate
prices. Finally, it was to be expected, that with the progressive
increase of industry, the manufacturers of the colonies might supply
with their fabrics the neighboring provinces of Spain and Portugal
But, without anticipating the future, it is certain that the interrup-
tion alone of commerce between the American colonies and Eng-
land, was extremely prejudicial to the latter ; for it is known, that the
colonies, without including the foreign merchandise they received
from the hands of England, annually purchased to the value of three
millions sterling, of English productions or manufactures. The pub-
lic revenues suffered materially from the eflfects of this new policy

;

the duties upon the exportation of merchandise destined for America,'
and those upon the importation of articles which foreign merchants
sent in exchange for the productions of the English colonies, expe-
rienced a continual diminution. Henceforth began to germinate those
fatal seeds, which the British government, instead of extirpating,
seemed to take pleasure in cultivating, till they produced all the
ruin which followed.

But, although these unusual duties had excited a general discon-
tent in America, and although the inhabitants complained of them
bitterly, as unjust and oppressive burdens, they considered them,
nevertheless, not as taxes or imposts, but merely as regulations of
commerce, which were within the competency of parliament. They
believed, indeed, that in this instance it had departed from that pa-
rental benevolence which it had discovered towards them during
more than a century

; still they did not think it had transcended the
limits of Its authority. But the English ministers revolved in their
mmds a design far more lucrative for the exchequer, and still more
prejudicial to the interests and liberty of the colonists. This was to
impose taxes or excises upon the colonies, by acts of parliament •

and to create, in this way, a branch of public revenue, to be place(J
at the disposal of parliament itself. This project, far from bein*
new, had long been fermenting in English heads. Some of those
schemers, who are ever ruminating new plans and expedients to filoli
money from the pockets of the people, had already sug.rested, in
I <39, during the Spanish war, to Robert Walpole, then prime min-
ister, the idea of taxing the colonies , but this man, no less sagacious
than profoundly versed in the science of ffovernment nnd mmmnr^p
answered, with an ironical smile, ' I will leave this operation to some
one of my successors, who shall have more coarace than I, aod
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less regard for commerce,

thought

I have always, during my administration,
it my duty to encourage the commerce of the American

colonics
;
and I have done it. Nay, I have even chosen to wink at

some irregularities in their traffic with Europe ; for my opinion is,

tliat if, by favoring their trade \vith foreign nations, they gain ii\c

hundred tliousand pounds sterling, at the end of two years, full two
hundred and fifty thousand of it will have entered the royal coffers

j

and that by the industry and productions of England, who sells thera
an immense quantity of her manufactures. The more they extend
their foreign commerce, the more will they consume of our mer-
chandise. This is a mode of taxing them, more conformable to their
constitution, and to our own.'

But, at the epoch in question, the power of England had arrived
at such a height, that it appeared inipossible for the American colo-
nies, though supported by all Europe, to resist her will. So much
glory and greatness, however, had not been acquired without enor-
mous sacrifices

; and the public debt amounted to the prodigious
sum of one hundred and forty-eight millions sterling, or about six
hundred and fifty-seven millions five hundred thousand dollars. Thus
it had become necessary to search out every object, and every occu-
pation, susceptible of taxes or contributions. It was, therefore,
thought expedient, and even necessary, to tax the colonies, for whose
security and prosperity, principally, a war so terrible had been
waged, such dangers encountered, so much blood and treasure ex-
pended. As to the species of the tax, it was decided for that of
stamped paper, which was already established in England ; and it was
understood, so far as related to its nature, to be the least odious to
the Americans, provided, however, it was established by the president
and tlie grand council, according to the plan of colonial administra-
tion proposed by themselves, and not by authority of parliament.
There were even found Americans, who, being then in London, not
only favored, but perhaps first suggested, this new mode of taxing
the colonies

; and, among others, it appears that a certain Huske, a
native of Portsmouth, in New Hampshire, was one of its principal
promoters.

This proposition was received with eagerness, as are, commonly,
all the projects of those who are industrious to extort money froii
the people. English ears could hear no sound more grateful tha:i

this
;
for if the people of England groaned under the weight of taxes,

both old and new, they were persuaded from what had been told
them, that in America there was a redundance of all good things.
' bna.i our colonists,' they said, ' cnjcy the magnificence of princes,
whi!r^ we must drulge, an J consume ourselves with efforts to pro-

t'"

fit

3
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' The officers, wlio had served in the colo-

nies, painted, on their return, in vivid colors, the American pros-
perity and affluence.

These details were not so much exaggerated as might be thought.
at the time of their residence in America. Money was then very
abundant in the colonies, the government necessarily remittinfr thither

considerable sums, for the support of the troops, and expenses of
the war. At that time, American productions were in great request,

and their commerce very flourishing. The inhabitants, being natu-
rally courteous and hospitable, expended generously, to render their

houses agreeable to strangers, then very numerous. The war termi-

nated, all dangers averted, the power of an inveterate enemy, hither-

to intrenched in the heart of the country, extinguished, the colo-

nists conceived it a duty to offer the most honorable reception in their

power to those who had contributed ,,o greatly to their present secu-
rity and felicity.

The necessity of drawing a public revenue from the colonies, be-
?ng therefore no longer doubted, and the willingness of the colonists

to concur in it, by means of the duty upon stamped paper, being
presumed, as well as their ability to support it, the house of com-
njons, on the 10th of March, 1764, voted a resolution, purporting
• that it was proper to charge certain stamp duties, in the colonies
and plantations.' This resolution, not being followed, this year, by
any other to carry it into effect, existed merely as an intention to be
executed the succeeding year.

If the stamp act had been carried into immediate execution in the
colonies, they would perhaps have submitted to it, if not without
murmuring, at least without that open opposition which was mani-
fested afterwards

; and it is known how much more easily the peo-
ple are retained in quiet, than appeased when once excited. The
principal colonists would not have had time to launch into discus-
sions, in which they predicted to their fellow-citizens the evils which
must result from their consent to this new tax ; and as evils inspire

more alarm at a distance than at approach, the colonists, not having
experienced from this sudden imposition the prejudice apprehended
in the uncertain future, would probably have become tranquil ; they
certainly would not have had so much scope to inflame each other
against the duty, as they afterwards did. For no sooner was the
news of the impost in question received in any place, than it was
epread, as it were, in a momcnl throughout the country, and pro-
duced such an impression up( the minds of all, and especially of
the lower clasBcs, that all orders of citizens, waving their ancient ri-

alships, difference of habits, and divers'tv of opinions >"

anJ religious matters, wei-e unanimous lu mamtiunmg, nm ad
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impossible to submit to a law enacted in a mode so contrary to an-
cient usages, to their privileges as colonists, and to their rights aa
English subjects. Thus, for having chosen to warn before the blow,
the British government prepared in the colonies an unanimous and
most determined concurrence of opinion against one of its solemn
decrees

; and deprived itself of that docility resulting among the
people frcMn their intestine divisions, and the diversity of their in-

terests.

The prime minister, Grenville, had been tlie author of this delay,
hoping the cdonies, upon advice of the bill in agitation, if they dis-

liked the stamp duty, would have proposed some other mode of rais-

ing the sum intended to be levied by it. Accordingly, when the
agents of the colonies went to pay him their respects, he informed
them that he was prepared to receive, on the part of the colonies,

any other proposal of a tax which would raise the sum wanted ;

shrewdly insinuating, also, that it was now in their power, by con-
senting, to establish it as a principle, that they should be consultecJ

before any tax whatever was imposed upon the colonies by authority
of parhament. Many in England, and possibly the agents them-
selves, attributed this conduct of the minister to moderation ; but
beyond the Atlantic it found a quite different reception, all with one
voice exclaiming that this was an interested charity. For they
thought, that however civil his offers, the minister would nevertheless

exact, to a penny, the entire sum he desired, which in substance was
saying) that wilhngly or otherwise, they must submit to his good pleas-

ure ; and, consequently, his complaisance was but that of an ac-

complished robber. It was known that he would not be satisfied

with less than three hundred thousand pounds sterling a year, the
sum considered necessary for the support of the army it was resolv-

ed to maintain in the colonies for their defense. Not one of the
agents was authorized to comply. Two only alledgcd, they were
commissioned to declare that their provinces were ready to bear
their proportion of the duty upon stamps, when it should be estab-

lished according to ancient usages. Tha minister, therefore, having
heard no proposal that appeared to him acceptable, resolved to pur-
sue the design of a stamp act. Meanwhile, the fermentation in

America was violent, not only among private citizens, but also among
liie members of public and corporate bodies ; and all were of on«s

mind, in asserting that the parliament had no right to tax the colo-

nies. In all places, poHtical circles jmd clubs were formed ; the eub-
ject of all conversations was the fatal tax. Every day, every hour,

diminished the respect and affection of the Americans towards the
firitish nation, and 'ncrcased their disposition to resist. As It hap-
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pens in ull popular commotions, he that declaimed with the most
irehemence was the most applauded, and deemed the best citizen.

The benefits conferred by the mother country, during so long a pe-

riod, were consigned to oblivion ; and it had become as frequent as

it was grateful to the people, to read the list of British vexations

These outrages were represented in the most odious colors bv the
orators of the multitude, whose minds were continually exasperated
by similar harangues. The assemblies of representatives, and par-

ticularly those of Massachusetts and Virginia, dispatched instruc-

tions to their agents in London, to use all diligence, by all possible

means, to prevent the intentional act from being passed into a law.

They also addressed remonstrances to the king, and to the two
houses of parliament, all tending to the same end. But those of
the province of Massachusetts were the most energetic and vehe-
ment. This province was particularly distinguished for the warmth
with which it I ad opposed the new and pernicious direction Avhich
the ministers had for some time given to American aflairs. The colo-
nists acquired a still more determined resolution, when they learned,
that in the present contest they were not abandoned to themselves,
but that many were found in the mother country itself, even persons
illustrious by their rank, their merit, or their dignities, who, from con-
viction, from the desire of renown, or from a wish to supplant the
ministers, were continually exclaiming, both in parliament and else-

U'here, that ' Such was not the accustomed mode of conduct of the
English government towards its subjects ; that it was a new tyranny,
which, if tolerated, would one day rebound from the shores of Amer-
ica upon those of England ; the evil should be resisted in its princi-
ples

; that governments in prosperity were but too much disposed to
arrogate an extension of power ; there was much appearance that
the government of Great Britain inclined to imitate this usurpation

;

that it was therefore essential to watch it with attention ; the desires
and the arts of Scottish favorites were sufficiently notorious : thnt
America was the means or the instrument, but England the object.
And what occasion was there frr these new imposts? To protect
and defend America, or the conquered territories ? Was it to re-
press the Indian tribes ? The colonists, with their light arms, and
divided into detachments, were more proper for this service than the
heavy English infantry. The Americans had all the courage requi-
site to defend themselves, and to succor, if necessary, the advanced
posts

:
they had given the proof of this, on numerous occasions.

There no longer existed a powerful enemy upon the American con-
tinent

;
whence, therefore, these continual apprehensions of an at-

tack, when the vestige of an enemy is no where to be seen ? And
VOL. X.

4*
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what necessity was there for maintaining an army in America, the
expense of which must be extorted from the Americans ? Precious*
fruits, truly, had already been gathered from this military parade

!

the minds of the colonists exasperated, affeciion converted into
hatred, loyalty into a desire of innovation. In other times, had not
the ministers obtained from the colonies, by legitimate means, tnd
without such a display of troops, according to the exigency, all the
succors at their disposal ? Since they had been thought able to
furnish subsidies to the mother coup*-' .' ov liud .i,ever been de-
manded, except in the mode of nquisiti, le part of the crown,
addressed by the governors to the liffcreni i ombiies. By adhering
to this mode, the same subsidies might be obtained, without giving
offence, and without danger of revolt. But they would exact a ser^
vile obedience, in order to introduce, in due time, into the very bo-
som of the kingdom, the principles and government of the Stuarts

!

Too certain indications had been remarked of this, the day George
Grenville ventured to produce his project of a bill to authorize offi-

cers in the colonies to quarter tlieir soldiers in the houses of the citi-

zens
;
a thing expressly calculated to strike the people with terror,

to degrade them by permitting themselves to be trampled upon, and
thus prepare them to receive the intended taxes with submission.
The murmurs wliich had arisen, from every quarter, against so shock-
uig an enormity, had indeed alarmed the minister ; but it was time
to act more vigorously ; for it was the duty of every good citizen to
oppose these first attempts.

But the ministers were not to be diverted from their plan ; erther
because they were encouraged by the favorites concealed behind
them, or from personal obstinacy, or because they beheved, in defi-
ance of all demonstration to the contrary, that th- Americans would
be intimidated by the confusion and dangerous uncertainty which
would prevail in all their affairs, if, in their civil and commercial
hansactions, they did not make use of stamped paper, and thus pay
the duty established.. Hence the ministers were often heard to say,
that the measure proposed should be a law which would execute
itself. The memorials, the remonstrances, the petitions, the resolu-
tions, of the American provinces, were rejected. The bill for im-
posing a stamp duty was therefore submitted to parliament, in its

session of 1765. It is easy to imagine with what animation it was
discussed. It may be doubted whether upon any other occasion,
either in times past or present, there has been displayed more vigor
or acuteness of intellect, more love of country, or spirit of party,
or greater splendor of eloquence, than in these debates. Nor was
••lie shock of opinions less violent, without th^ wall? of Westminster.
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All Europe, it may be said, and especially the commercial countries,

were attentive to the progress, and to the decision, of this important
question.

The members of parliament who opposed the bill, discovered great
energy. They cited the authority of the most celebrated pohtical
writers, such as Locke, Selden, Harrington, and Puffendorff, who
establish it as an axiom, that the very foundation, and ultimate point
in view, of all governments, is the good of society. Then, retracing
their national history, they alleged

;

' That it resulted from Magna Charta, and from all the writs of
those times relative to the imposition of taxes for the benefit of the
crown, and to the sending of representatives to parhament, as well
as from the Declaration of Rights, and the whole history of the Eng-
lish constitution, that no English subject can be taxed, except, in

their own phrase, 'per communem consensum parliamenti,' that is,

by his own consent, or that of his representatives ; that such was the
original and general right which the inhabitants of the colonies, as
English subjects, carried with them, when they left their native land,
to establish themselves in these distant countries ; that therefore it

must not be imagined their rights were derived from charters, which
were granted them merely to regulate the external form of the con-
stitution of the colonies ; but that the great interior foundation of
their constitution was this general right of the British subject, which
is the first principle of British liberty,—that is, that no man shall be
taxed, but by himself, or by his representative.

' The counties palatine of Chester, Durham and Lancaster,' added
tiiese orators,

' and the marches of Wales, were not taxed, except in
their own assemblies or parliaments, until, at diflferent times, they
were called to participate in the national representation.

' The clergy, until the late period, when they were admitted to a
share in the general representation, always taxed themselves, and
granted the king what they called benevolences, or free gifts.

' There are some, who, extending the power of parliament beyond
all limits, affect to believe that this body can do every thing, and is

invested with all rights ; but this is not supported, and though true,
could only be so in violation of the constitution

; for then there would
exist in pariiament is might occur in the instance of a single individ-
ual, an arbitrary power. But the fact is, that many things are not
withm the power of pariiament. It cannot, for example, make itself
executive

;
it cannot dispose of the offices that belong to the crown

;

.. 1.-L—1-- la.-c ..:., jj....^,^.iij, o£ aiij- moil, nui uvcii m cascs 01 enclo-
sures, without his being heard. The Lords cannot reject a money
bill passed by the commons j nor the commons erect themselvea
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into a court of justice ; neither can the parliament of England tax
Ireland.

' It is the birthright of the colonists, as descendants of English-
men, not to be taxed by any but their own representatives ; and so
far from being represented in the parliament of Great Britain, they
are not even virtually represented here, as the meanest inhabitants
of Great Britain are, in consequence of their intimate connection
with those who are actually represented.

* And if laws made by the British parliament to tax all except its

own members, or even all except such members and those actually
represented by them, would be deemed tyrannical, how much more
tyrannical and unconstitutional must not such laws appear to those
who cannot be said to be either actually or virtually represented

!

* The people of Ireland are much more virtually represented in
the parliament of Great Britain than the colonists, in consequence
of the great number of Englishmen possessed of estates and places
of trust and profit in Ireland, and their immediate descendants set-
tled in that country, and of the great number of Irish noblemen and
gentlemen in both houses of the British parliament, and the greater
number still constantly residing in Great Britain. But, notwith-
standing this, the British parliament has never claimed any right to
tax the people of Ireland.

* The first founders of the colonies were not only driven out of the
mother country by persecution, but they left it at their own risk and
expense. Being thus forsaken, if not worse treated, all ties, except
those common to mankind, were dissolved between them. Thev
absolved from all duty of obedience to her, as she dispensed herself
from all duty of protection to them.

' If they accepted of any royal charters on the occasion, it was
done through mere necessity ; and, as this necessity was not of their

own making, their charters cannot be binding upon them ; and even
allowing these charters to be binding, they are only bound thereby to
that allegiance which the supreme head of the realm may claim in-

discriminately from all its subjects.

' It is extremely absurd to affirm that the Americans owe any sub-
mission to the legislative power of Great Britain, which had not au-
thority enough to shield them against the violences of the executive

;

and more absurd still, to say that the people of Great Britain can
exercise over them rights which that very people affirm they miglit

justly oppose, if claimed over themselves by others.

* The English people combated long, and shed much blood, wit.i

a view of recovering those rights which the crown, it was believed,

had usurped over themselves; and how can they now, without be-
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coming gui'*.y of the same usurpation, pretend to exercise these rights

over otherL?

' But, admitting that, by the charters granted to the Americans al

the time of their emigration, and by them from necessity accepted,

they are bound to make no laws but such as, allowing for the differ-

ence of circumstances, shall not clash with those of England, this no
more subjects them to the parliament of England, than their having

been laid under the same restraint with respect to the laws of Scot-

land, or any other country, would have subjected them to the parlia-

ment of Scotl&nd, or the supreme authority of this other country
;

since, by these charters, they have a right to tax themselves for their

own support and defense.

* Whatever assistance the people of Great Britain may have given

to the people of the colonies, it must have been given either from
motives of humanity and fraternal affection, or with a view of being

one day repaid for it, and not as the price of their liberty ; at least

the colonies can never be presumed to have accepted it in that light.

*If it was given from motives of humanity and fraternal affection, as

the people of the colonies have never given the mother country any
room to complain of them, so they never will. If, finally, it was
given with a view of being one day repaid for it, the colonists are

willing to come to a fair account, which, allowing for the assistance

they themselves have often given the mother country, for what they
must have lost, and the mother country must have gained, by pre-

venting their selling to others at higher prices than they could sell to

her, and their buying from others at lower prices than they could
buy from her, would, they apprehend, not turn out so much to her
advantage as she imagines.'

' Their having heretofore submitted to laws made by the British

parliament, for their internal government, can no more be brought
as a precedent against them, than against the English themselves
their tameness under the dictates of a Henry, or the rod of a
Star Chamber ; the tyranny of many being as grievous to human
nature as that of a few, and the tyranny of a few as that of a single

person.

' If liberty is the due of those v/ho have sense enough to know
the value of it, and courage enough to expose themselves to every
danger and fatigue to acquire it, the American colonists are better

entitled to possess it than even their brethren of Great Britain ; since
they not only renounced their native soil, the love of which is so con
genial '.vith the human mind, and all those tender charities insepara-

ble from it,, but exposed themselves to all the risks and hardships
unavoidable in a long voyage ; and, after escaping the danger of be-
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ing swallowed up by the waves, encountered, upon those uninhab-

ited and barbarous shores, the more cruel danger of perishing by a

slow famine ; which having combated, and surmounted, with infi-

nite patience and constancy, they have, as if by a miracle of Divine

Providence, at length arrived at this vigorous and prosperous state,

80 eminently profitable to those from whom they derive their origin.

* If, in the first years of their existence, some of the colonists dis-

covered a turbulent humor, and all were exposed to the incursions

of the neighboring tribes, a savage and hostile race, which condition

required the interposition and assistance of the British parliament,

they have now arrived to such u degree of maturity, in point of polity

and strength, as no longer to need such interposition for the future

;

and therefore, since the proportions are changed which existed be-

tween the two nations, it is proper also to change the terms of their

ancient connection, and adopt others,more conformable to their pres-

ent respective power and circumstances.

' The present statutes, promulgated by parliament, do not bind

the colonies, unless they are expressly named therein ; which evi-

dently demonstrates, that the English general laws do not embrace

in their action the American colonies, but need to be sanctioned by

special laws.

* The colonies, therefore, stand in much the same relation towards

England, as the barons with respect to the sovereigns, in the feudal

system of Europe ; the obedience of the one, and the submission of

the other, are restricted within certain limits.

* The history of colonies, both ancient and modern, comes to the

support of these views. Thus the Carthaginians, the Greeks, and

other celebrated nations of antiquity, allowed their colonies a very

great liberty of internal government, contenting themselves with the

advantages they derived from their commerce. Thus the barbari-

ans of the north, who desolated the Roman empire, carried with

them their laws, and introduced them among the vanquished, retain-

ing but an extremely slender obedience and submission towards the

sovereigns of their country.

* Thus also, in more recent times, the House of Austria had acted

in regard to its colonies of the Low Countries, before the latter to-

tally withdrew themselves from its dominations.

* Such examples ought to apprize the English of the conduct they

should pursue, in respect to their colonies ; and warn them of what

they should avoid.'

* The colonies are already sufficiently taxed, if the restrictions up-

on their commerce are taken into view. No other burden should,

therefore, be laid iinon the Americans, or thev should be restored (o
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nn entire liberty of commerce ; for other^vise they would be charged
doubly, than which nothing can be deemed more tyrannical.

' It is not argued, however, that the American colonies ought not
to be subject to certain external duties, which the parliament has
nutiiority to establish in their ports, or to some other restrictions,

wliich have been laid upon their commerce by the act of navigation,

or other regulations.

' They arc in the same case as all other colonies, belonging to the
rest of the maritime powers in Europe ; from their first establish-

ment, all commerce with foreign nations has been prohibited them.
* What is spoken of are internal taxes, to be levied on the body of

tlie people ; and it is contended, that before they can b*j liabie to

Huch taxes, they must first be represented.

< Even admitting, what is denied, that the British parliament has
the right to make laws for the colonies, still more to tax them with-
out their concurrence, there lie many objections against all the duties
lately imposed on the colonies, and more still, and weightier, against
tiiat of the stamps lately projected by the ministers, and now pro-
posed for the sanction of parliament. For, whereas these stamp
duties were laid gradually on the people of Great Britain, they are
now to be saddled, all at once, with all their increased weight, on
those of the colonies ; and if these same duties were thought so
grievous in England, on account of tiie great variety of occasions
m which they were payable, and the great number of heavy penal-
ties, which the best meaning persons might incur, they must be to
the last degree oppressive in the colonies, where the people, in
general, cannot be supposed so conversant in matters of this kind,
and numbers do not even understand the language of these intri-

cate laws, so foreign to their ordinary pursuits of agriculture and
commerce.*

'It should be added, that these laws, which savor too much of
their native soil, and bear too distinctly the character of that subtilty
for which the English financial system is distinguished, must be
viev/ed by foreigners as insidious snares, and tend to discourage
them from emigrating, with their families, to the American shores.
Need any one be told how prejudicial this would prove to their
growing population, and, by rebound, to the interests of England
iierself?

' Finally, as the money produced by these duties, according to the
terms of the bill proposed, is required to be paid into the English
treasury, the colonies, ab-eady impoverished by commercial prohjbl-

• See Note IJL
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lions, must, in a short time, be drained of all their specie, to the ruin

of their commerce, both internal and external.'

On the part of the ministers, these objections were answero<l, um

follows

:

' First of all, it is necessary to banish from the present question

all this parade of science and erudition, so pompously displayed by

our opponents, and which they have collected from the books of

speculative men, who have written upon the subject of government.

All these refinements and arguments of natural lawyers, such as

Locke, Selden, PuffendorfT, and others, are little to the purpose, in

a question of constitutional law.

' And nothing can be more absurd, than to hunt after antiquated

charters, to argue from thence the present English constitution ; be-

cause the constitution is no longer the same ; and nobody knows
what it was, at some of the times that are quoted ; and there arc

things even in Magna Charta, which are not constitutional now. All

these appeals, therefore, to the records of antiquity, prove nothing

as to the constitution such as it now is.

' This constitution has always been subject to continual changes and
modifications, perpetually gaining or losing something ; nor was the

representation of the commons of Great Britain formed into any

certain system, till the reign of Henry VII.

' With regard to the modes of taxation, when we get beyond the

reign of Edward I. or king John, we are all in doubt and obscurity

;

the history of those times is full of uncertainty and confusion. As

to the writs upon record, they were issued, some of them according

to law, and some not according to law ; and such were those con-

cerning ship money ; to call assemblies to tax themselves, or to com-
pel benevolences ; other taxes were raised by escuage, or shield ser-

vice, fees for knight's service, and other means arising from the feu-

dal system. Benevolences are contrary to law ; and it is well known
how people resisted the demands of the crown, in the case of ship

money ; and were prosecuted by the court.

' With respect to the marches of Wales, this privilege of taxing

themselves was but of short duration ; and was only granted theso

borderers, for assisting the king, in his wars against the Welsh in

the mountains. It commenced and ended with the reign of Edward
I. ; and when the prince of W^ales came to be king, they were an-

nexed to the crown, and became subject to taxes, like the rest of the

dominions of England.
' Henry VIII. was the first king of England who issued writs for

it to return two members to 'parliament the crown exercised the

right of issuing writs, or not, at pleasure j from whence arises the
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inequality of reprcBentation, in our constitution of this day. TIeiirv

VIII. issued u writ to Caiuis, to send one burgess to parliament ; and
one of the counties palatine was taxed fifty years to subsidies, be-

fore it sent members to parliament.

* The clergy at no time were unrepresented in parliainont. When
they taxed themselves in their assemblies, it was done with the con-
currence and consent of parliamertt.

* The reasoning about the colonies of Great Britain, drawn from
the colonies of antiquity, is a mere useless display of learning ; for

it is well known the colonies of the Tyrians in Africa, and of the
Greeks in Asia, were totally different from our system. No na-
tion, before England, formed any regular system of colonization,

but tlie Romans ; and their colonial system was altogether military,

by garrisons j>laced in the principal towns of the conquered prov-
inces ; and the jurisdiction of the principal country was absolute
and unlimited.

' The provinces of Holland were not colonies ; but they were
states subordinate to the House of Austria, in a feudal dependence.
And, finally, nothing could be more different from the laws and cus-
toms of the English colonies, than that inundation of northern bar-

barians, who, at the fall of the Roman empire, invaded and occu-

pied all Europe. Those emigrants renounced all laws, all protec-
tion, all connection with their mother countries ; they chose their

leaders, and marched under their banners, to seek their fortunes, and
establish new kingdoms upon the ruins of the Roman empire.

' On the contrary, the founders of the English colonies emigrated
ander the sanction of the king and parliament ; their constitutions
were modeled gradually into their present forms, respectively by
c barters, grants and statutes ; but they were never separated from
the mother country, or so emancipated as to become independent,
and sui juris.

' The commonwealth parliament were very early jealous of the
colonies separating themselves from them ; and passed a resolution
or act, and it is a question whether it is not now in force, to declare
and establish the authority of England over her colonies. But if

there was no express law, or reason founded upon any necessary
inference from an express law, yet the usage alone would be suffi-

cient to support that authority; for, have not the colonies submit-
ted, ever since their first establishment, to the jurisdiction of the
mother country ? Have they not even invoked it in many instances ?

In all questions of property, have not the appeals of the colonies
been made to the privy council here ? And have not these causes
Deen determined, not by the law of the colonies, but by the kiw

VOL. I. 5
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of England ? And have tliey not peaceably submitted to these de-
cisions ?

' These cases of recourse, however, have been very frequent
New ITnmpshire and Connecticut have been in blood about their
differences

;
Virginia and Maryland were in arms against each otiier.

Does not this show the necessity of one superior decisive jurisdic-
tion, to which all subordinate jurisdictions may recur ? Nothin^r, at
any time, could be more fatal to the peace and prosperity of the'col-
onies, than the pariiament giving up its superintending authority
over them. From this moment, every bond between colony and
colony would be dissolved, and a deplorable anarchy would ensue.
The elements of discord and faction, already diffused among them,
are too \/ell known, not to apprehend an explosion of this sort.

' From this to the total annihilation of the present colonial sys-
tem, to the creation of new forms of government, and falHng a prey
to some foreign potentate, how inevitable is their career!

* At present, the several forms of their constitution are very vari-
ous, having been established one after another, and dictated by the
circumstances and events of the times ; the forms of government in
every colony, were adapted from time to time, according to the size
of the colony, and so have been extended again from tfme to time,
as the numbers of the inhabitants, and their commercial connections'
outgrew the first model. In some colonies, at first there was only
a governor, assisted by two or three counsellors

; then more were
added

;
then courts of justice were erected ; then assemblies were

created.

* As the constitutions of the colonies are made up of different
principles, so they must, from the necessity of things, remain de-
pendent upon the jurisdiction of the mother country ; no one ever
thought the contrary, till this new doctrine was bronched. Acts of
parliament have been made, not only without a doubt of their le-
gality, but accepted with universal applause, and willingly obeyed.
Their ports have been made subject to customs and regulations,
which cramped and diminished their trade ; and duties have bceii
laid, affecting the very inmost parts of their commerce, and among
others that of the post ; and no one ever thought, except these new
doctors, that the colonies are not to be taxed, regulated, and bound
by parliament.

' There can be no doubt, but that the inhabitants of the colonies
are as much represented in parliament, as the greatest part of the
people in England are, among nine milHons of whom, there are
eight who Iiave no votes in electing members of parliament : and.
therefore, all these arguments, brought to prove the coionieg not
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aependent on parliament, upon the ground of representation, arc
• vain ; nay, they prove too much, since they directly attack the whole
present constitution of Great Britain. But the thing is, that a

member of parliament, chosen for any borough, represents not only
the constituents and inhabitants of that particular place, but he
represents the inhabitants of every other borough in Great Britain.

He represents the city of London, and all other the commons of the
land, and the inhabitants of all the colonies and dominions of Great
Britain, and is in duty and conscience bound to take care of their in-

terests.

* The distinction of internal and external taxes, is false and ground-
less. It is granted, that restrictions upon trade, and duties upon the
ports, are legal, at the same time that the right of the parliament of
Great Britain, to lay internal taxes upon the colonies, is denied.
What real difference can there be in this distinction ? Is not a tax,

laid in any place, like a pebble falling into and making a circle in a
lake, till one circle produces and gives motion to another, and the
whole circumference is agitated from the center ?

* Nothing can be more clear, than that a tax of ten or twenty per
cent, laid upon tobacco either in the ports of Virginia or London,
is a real duty laid upon the inland plantations of Virginia itself, au
hundred miles from the sea, wherever the tobacco grows.

'Protection is the ground that gives the right of taxation. The
obligation between the colonies and the mother country is natural
and reciprocal, consisting of defense on the one side, and obedience
on the other

; and common sense tells, that the colonies must be de-
pendent in all points upon the mother country, or else not belong to
it at all. The question is not what was law, or what was the con-
stitution ? but the question is, what is law now, and what is the con-
stitution now ?

'And is not this law, is not this the constitution, is not this right,

which without contradiction, and for so long a time, and in number-
less instances, as such has been exercised on the one part, and ap-
proved by obedience on the other ?

' No attention whatever is due to those subtile opinions and vain
abstractions of speculative men ; as remote from the common expe-
rience of human affairs, and but too well adapted to seduce and in-
flame the minds of those, who, having derived such signal advan-
tages from their past submission, ought for the future also to obey
the laws of their hitherto indulgent but powerful mother.

' Besides, is not tiie condition of the Americans, in many respects,
prcfora.rlc to that of the English themselves? The expenses of in-

ternal and civil administration, in England, are enormous ; so incon-
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siderable, on the contrary, in the colonies, as almost to surpass
l>elief.

' The government of the church, productive of so heavy an ex-
pensein England, is of no importance m America; there tithes,
there sinecure benefices, are unknown. Pauperism has no existence
in the colonies

; tliere, according to the language of Scripture, every
one lives ujider his own fig tree ; hunger and nakedness are banished
from the land ; and vagrants, or beggars, are never seen. Happy
would it be for England, if as much could be affirmed of hei sub-
jects on this side of the ocean 1 But the contrary, as every body
knows, is the truth.

' What nation has ever shown such tenderness towards its colo-
nies as England has demonstrated for hers ? Have they, in their ne-
cessities, ever sought in vain the prompt succor of Great Britain ?

Was it for their own defense against the enemy, or to advance their
domestic prosperity, have not the most ample subsidies been grant-
ed them without hesitation ?

' Independently of these benefits, what otiier state has ever ex-
tended to a part of its population this species of favor, which had
been bestowed by England upon her colonies ? She has opened
them a credit without which they could never have arrived at this
height of prosperity, which excites the astonishment of all that visit
tliem

;
and this considered, the tax proposed must be deemed a very

moderate interest for the immense sums which Great Britain has
lent her colonies.

' As to the scarcity of money, the declamations upon this head are
equally futile

: gold and silver can never be wanting in a country so
fertile in excellent productions as North America. The stamp duty
proposed being not only moderate, but even trivial, could never with-
draw from the country so considerable a quantity of specie, as to
drain its sources, especially as the product of this duty will be kept
in reserve in the treasury, and being destined to defray the ex-
penses of the protection and defense of the colonies, must there-
fore of necessity be totally reimbursed.

'Tliis supremacy of England, a ut which such clamor has
been raised, amounts then, in reality, i nothing but a superiority of
power and of efforts to guard and prot all her dependencies, and
all her dominions

; which she has done at a price that has brought
her to the brink of ruin. Great Britain, it is true, has acquired^'in
this struggle a glory which admits of no addition ; but all her colo-
nies participate in this. The Americans are not only graced by the
reflected splendor of their ancient country, but she has also lavished
upon tjiem the honors and benefits which belong to the members of
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the British empire, while England alone has paid the countless cost
of so much glory.'

Such were the arguments advanced in parliament, with equal
ability and warmth, on the one part, and on the other, in favor, and
against, the American tax. While the question was in suspense, the
merchants of London, interested in the commerce of America, tor-
tured with the fear of losing or not having punctually remitted, the
capitals they had placed in the hands of the Americans, presented a
petition against the bill, on the day of its second reading ; for they
plainly foresaw that among their debtors, some from necessity, and
others with this pretext, would not fail to delay remittances. But it

was alledged, that the usage of the house of commons is not to hear
petitions directed against tax laws ; and this of the London mer-
chants, was, accordingly, rejected.

Meanwhile, the ministers, and particularly George Grenville, ex-
claimed

;

' These Americans, our own children, planted by our cares, nour-
ished by our indulgence, protected by our arms, until they aregrown
to a good degree of strength and opulence ; will they now turn their
backs upon us, and grudge to contribute their mite to relieve us from
the heavy load which overwhelms us ?'

Colonel Barre caught the words, and with a vehemence becom-
ing in a soldier, said

;

' Planted by your cares ? No ! your oppression planted them in
America

;
they fled from your tyranny, into a then uncultivated land,

where they were exposed to almost all the hardships to which human
nature is liable, and among others, to the savage cruelty of the ene-
my of the country, a people the most subtle, and, I take upon me
to say, the most triily terrible, of any people that ever inhabited any
part of God's earth ; and yet, actuated by principles of true Eng-
lish liberty, they met all these hardships with pleasure, compared
with those they suffered in theirown country, from the hands of those
tJiat should have been their friends.'

• They nourished up by your indulgence 1 They grew by your
neglect

;
as soon as you began to care about them, that care was ex-

tjrcised in sending persons to rule over them, in one department and
another, who were, perhaps, the deputies of some members of
this house, sent to spy out their liberty, to misrepresent their ac-
tions, and to prey upon them ; men, whose behavior, on many oc-
casions, had caused the blood of these sons of liberty to recoil
within them; men, promoted to the highest seats of justice, some
of wliom, to my knowledge, were glad,by going to foreign countries,
to escape the vengeance of the laws in their own.

5«
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* Thiy protected by your arms ? They have nobly taken up arms
in your defense, have exerted their valor amidst t! 'r constant and
laborious industry, for the defense of a country, whose frontiers,

while drenched in blood, its interior parts have yielded, for your en-
largement, the little savings of their frugality, and the fruits of their
toils. And believe me, remember, I this day told you so, that the
same spirit which actuated that people at first, will continue with
them still; but prudence forbids me to explain myself any further.
God knows, I do not, at this time, speak from motives of party heat

;

what I assert proceeds from the sentiments of my heart. However
superior to me in general knowledge and experience, any one here
may be, yet I claim to know more of America, having seen, and
been more conversant in that country. The people there are as
truly loyal as any subjects the king has ; but a people jealous of
their liberties, and who will vindicate them, if they should be vio-
lated

; but the subject is delicate ; I will say no more.'
This discourse was pronounced by the colonel without prepara-

tion, and with such a tone of energy, that all the house remained,
as it were, petrified with surprise, and all viewed him with attention,
without uttering a word.

But the pride of the ministers would not permit them to retreat,

and the parliament could not hear, with patience, its authority to tax
America called in question. Accordingly, many voted in favor of
the bill, because they believed it just and expedient ; others, because
the ministers knew how to make it appear such ; others, finally, and
perhaps the greater number, from jealousy of their contested au-
thority. Thus, when the house divided on the 7th of February,
1765, the nays were not found to exceed fifty, and the yeas were two
hundred and fifty. The bill was, therefore, passed, and was ap-
proved with great alacrity in the house of lords, on the 8th of
March following, and sanctioned by the king the 22d of the same
month.

Such was this famous scheme, invented by the most subtle, by the
most sapient heads in England ; whether the spirit of sophistry in

which it originated, or the moment selected for its promulgation, be
the most deserving of admiration, is left for others to pronounce.
Certain it is, that it gave occasion in America to those intestine com-
motions, that violent fermentation, which, after kindUng a civil war,
involving all Europe in its flames, terminated in the total disjunction
from the British empire of one of its fairest possessions.

If, in this great revolution, the arms of England suffered no dim-
inution of splendor and clorv. owinar to the valor and millantrv Hia-

played by her soldiers throughout the war, it cannot be disguised that

I.
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her power and influence were essentially impaired among all nations

of the world.

The very night tne act was passed, doctor Franklin, who was then

in London, wrote to Charles Thompson, afterwards secretary of

congress, ' 2^e aun of liberty is set ; the Americans must light the

lamps of industry and economy* To which Mr. Thompson an-

swered ;
* Be assured we shall light torches of quite another sortJ

Thus predicting the convulsions that were about to follow.

END OF BOOK FIRST.
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NOTE I. PAGE 25.

FRANKLIN'S LETTER.

' ExcLUEiNo the people of the colonies from all share in the choice of the grand
council, would probably give extreme dissatisfaction, as well as the taxing them by act
of parliament, where they have no representation.

' In matters of general concern to tlie people, and especially when burthens are to
be laid upon them, it is of use to consider, as well what they will be apt to think and
say, as what they ought to think; I shall, therefore, as your excellency requires it of
me, briefly mention what of either kind occurs to me on this occasion.

' First, they will say, and perhaps with justice, that the body of the people in the col
onies are as loyal, and as firmly attached to the present constitution, and reigning
family, as any subjects in the king's dominions.

* That there is no reason to doubt the readiness and willingness of the representatives
they may choose, to grant, from time to time, such supplies for the defense of the coun-
try, as shall be judged necessary, so far as their abilities allow.

' That the people in the colonies, who are to feel the immediate mischiefs of invasion
and conquest by an enemy, in the loss of their estates, lives, and liberties, are likely to

bo better judges of the quantity offerees necfssary to be raised and maintained, torts

to be built and supported, and of their own abilities to bear the expense, than tlie par-
liament of England, at so great a distance. •

* That governors often come to the colonies merely to make fortunes with which they
intend to return to Britaui ; are not always men of the best abilities or integrity ; have,
many of them, no estates hajre, nor any natural connections with us> that siiould make
them heartily concerned for our welfare ; and might, possibly, be fond of raising and
keeping up more forces than necessary, from the profits accruing to themselves, and
to make provision for their friends and dependants.

' That the counsellors, in most of the colonies, being appointed by the crown, on the
recommendation of governors, are often persons of small estates, frequently dependent
on the governors for offices, and therefore too much under influence.

' That there is, therefore, great reason to be jealous of a power in such governors
and csuncils, to raise such sums as they shall judge necessary , by drafts on the lords of
the treasury, to be afterwards laid on the colonies by act of parliament, and paid by the
people here ; since they might abuse it, by projecting useless expeditions, harassing
the people, and taking them from their labor to execute such projects, merely to create

oflices and employment, and gratify their dependants, and divide profits.

' That the parUament of England is at a great distance, subject to be misinformed
and misled by such governors and councils, whose united interests might, probably,

secure them against the efiect of any complaint from hence.
' That it is supposed an undoubted right of Englishmen, not to be taxed, but by

their own consent, given through their representatives ; that the colonies have no
representatives in parliament.

' That to propose taxing them by parliament, and refuse them the liberty of choosing
a representative council, to meet in the colonies, and consider and judge of the ne<
cessity of any general tax, and the quantum, shows a suspicion of theirloyalty to the
crown, or of their regard for their ooniitry,or of their common Benw and understand-
ing; which they have not deserved.
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' That a tax laid bv the representatives of the colonies might be easily lessened as
the occasions should lessen ; but being once laid by parliament, under the inlluence of
the representations made by governors, would probably be kept up and continued
for the benefit of governors, to the grievous burthen and discontentment of the
colonies, and prevention of their growth and increase.

' That a power in governors, to march the inhabitants from one end of the British
and French colonies to the other, being a country of at least one thousand five
hundred miles long, without the approbation or tlie consent of their representatives
first obtained, to such expeditions, might be grievous and ruinous to the pnople and
would put them upon a footing with the subjects of France in Canada, that'now
groan under such oppression from their governor, who, for two years past, has harass-
ed them with long and destructive marches to Ohio.

' That if the colonies, in a body, may be well governed, by governors and councils
a:ppointed by the crown, without representatives, particular colonies may as well,
or better, be so governed ; a tax may be laid upon them all by act of parliament,
for support of government ; and their assemblies may be dismissed as an useless
part of the constitution.

' That the powers proposed by the Albany plan of U3cion, ijo be vested in a grand
council representative of the people, even with regard to military matters, are not
so great as those which the colonies of Rhode Island and Connecticut are entrusted
with by their charters, and have never abused ; for by this plan, the president-gen
eral is appointed by the crown, and controls all by his negative ; but in thosn
governments, the people choose the governor, and yet allow him no negative.

* That the British colonies bordering on the French, are frontiers of the Britlsli
^rapire

; and the frontiers of an empire are properly defended at the joint expense of
the body of the people in such empire : it would now be thought hard, by act of par-
liament, to oblige the Cinque Ports, or sea coasts of Britain, to maintain the whole
navy, because they are more immediately defended by it, not allowing them, at the
sanie time, a vote m choosing members of parliament ; and as the frontiers of Ameri-
ca bear the expense of their own defense, it seems hard to allow them no share in
voting the money, judging of the necessity of the sum, or advising the measures.

That besides the taxes necessary for the defense of the frontiers, the colonies
pay yearly great sums to tlie mother country unnoticed ; for,

1. Taxes paid in Britain by the land-holder, or artificer, must enter into and in-
crease the price of the produce of land and manufactures made of it, and great part
or this IS paid by consumers in the colonies, who thereby pay a considerable part of
the British taxes.

*^

2- We are restrained in our trade with foreign nations ; and where we could be
supplied with any manufacture cheaper from them, but must buy the same dearer
from Britain, the difference of price is a clear tax to Britain.

3. We are obliged to carry a part of our produce directly to Britain ; and when
the duties laid upon it lessen its price to the planter, or it sells for less than it would
in foreign markets, the difference is a tax paid to Britain.

4. Some manufactures we could make, but ore forbidden, and must take them of
British merchants ; the whole price is a tax paid to Britain.

5. By our greatly increasing demand and consumption of British manufactures,
their price 18 considerably raised of late years; the advantage is clear p»ofit to
BritaiLi, and enables its people better to pay great taxes ; and much of itbeine paid
by us, IS clear tax to Britain.

6. In short, as we are not suffered to regulate our trade, and restrain the importation
and consumption of British superfluities, as Britain can the consumption of foreign
Buperflmties, our whole wealth centers finally among the merchants and inhabitants
of Britain; and if we make them richer, and enable them better to pay their taxee,
It jsnearly the same as being taxed ourselves, and equally beneficial to the crown.

1 hese kind of secondary taxes, however, we do not complain of, though we have
no share in laying or disposing of them ; but to pay immediate heavy taxes, in th« lay-
uig, appropriation, and disposition of which, we have no part, and which, perhaps, wemay know to be as unnecessary as grievous, must seem hard measures to Englishmen,
who cannot conceive, that by hazardins their lives and fortunes iu subduing andsft-
tlmg new countries, extending the dominion, and increasing the commerce of the
mother nation, tbev have forfeited the native rights of Britons, which they think
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ought rather to be given to them as due to such merit, if they had been before in a
tate of slavery.

' These, and such kinds of things as these, I apprehend will be thought and said
by the people, if the proposed alteration of the Albany plan should take pTace. Then
the administration of the board of vovemors and council no appointed, not having
the representative body of the people to approve and unite in iU measures, and con-
ciliate the minds of the people to them, will probably become suspected and odious :

dangerous animosities and lends will arise between the governors and governed, and
every thing go into confusion."
This was flie letter of Franklin.

NOTE II. PAGE 47.

STAMP ACT.

wereWhereas, by an act made in the last session of Parliament, several duties
granted, continued, and appropriated towards defraying the expenses of defending,
protecting, u.r>(\ securing the British colonies and plantations in America ; and where-
as it is first necessary, that provision be made for raising a further revenue within your
majesty's dominions in America, towards defrayinjr the said expenses; we, your ma-
jesty 's most dirtiful and loyal subjects, the Commons ~of Great Britain, i n parliament as-
Bembled, have therefore resolved to give and grant unto your majesty the several rights
and duties hereinafter mentioned ; and do most humbly beseech your majesty that it
may be enacted. And be it enacted by the king's most excellent majesty, by and
with the advice "nd consent of the lorcfs spiritualand temporal, and commons, in this
present parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, That from and after
the first day of November, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-five, there shall be
raised, levied, collected, and paid unto his majesty, his heirs, and successors, through-
out the colonies and plantations .n America, which now are, or hereafter may be,
under the dominion of his majesty, his heirs and successors,

1. For every skin of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on which shall
be engrossed, written, or printed, any declaration, plea, replication, rejoinder, demur-
rer, or other pleading, or any copy thereof, in any court of law within the British
colonies and plantations in America, a stamp duty of three pence.

2. For every'skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written or printed, any special bail, and appearance upon
Buch bail in any such court, a stamp duty of two shillings.

3. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which may be engrossed, written or printed, any petition, bill or answer, claim, plea,
replication, rejoinder, demurrer, or other pleading in any court of chancery or equity
within the said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty of one shilling and six pence.

4. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any copy of any petition, bill, answer,
claim, plea, replication, rejoinder, demurrer, or other pleading, in any such court, a
stamp duty of tliree pence.

5. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written or printed, any monition, libel, answer, allegation,
inventory, or renunciation, in ecclesiastical matters, in any court of probate, court
of the ordinary, or other court exMcising euclesiastical jurisdiction within the said
colonies and plantations, a stamp duty of one shilling.

6. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written or printed, any copy of any will, (other than thn
probate thereof,) monition, libel, answer, allegation, inventory, or renunciation, in
ecoksiastical matters, in any such court, a stamp duty of six pence.

7. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written or printed, any donation, presentation, collation or
institution, of or to any benefice, or any writ or instrument for the like purpose, or
any register, entry, testin^onial, or certificate of any degree taken in any university,
academy, college, or seminary of learning, within the said colonies and' plantations
a stamp auty of two pounds.
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8. For every skin or piece of vellum oi parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any monition, libel, claim, answer,
allegation, iniurmalion, letter of retjuest, execution, renunciation, inventory, or other
pleading in any admiralty court within the said colonies and plantations, 'a stamp
duty of 0716 ahiUvi/f.

J). For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which any copy of any such monition, libel, claim, answer, allegation, information,
letter of ret^uest, execution, renunciation, inventory, or other pleading shall be en-
grossed, written, or printed, a stamp duty of six pence.

10. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any appeal, writ of error, wiit of dower
ud quod damnum, certiorari, statute merchant, statute staple, attestation, or certificate'
by any officer, or exemplification of any record orprojieding,in any court whatso'
ever within the said colonies and plantations, (except appeals, writs of error, certiorari
attestations, certificates, and exemplifications, for, or relating to the removal of any
proceedings from before a single justice of the peace,) a stamp duty of ten shillings.

11. For every skin or piece of vellum or parohment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any writ of covenant for levying fines,
writ ofentry for suffering a common rcBovory, or attachment issuing out ofor returnable
into any court within tlie said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty offive sliU'dngs.

12- For every skin or niece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engroi;sed, written, or printed, any judgment, decree, or sentence, or
dimission, or any record ofnisiprius oi postal, in any court within the s..Ld colonies
and plantations, a stamp duty of four shillings.

13. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any affidavit, common bail, or appear-
ance, interrogatory, deposition, rule, order or warrant of any court, or any dedimus
jiolestatum, capias subpwna, summons, compulsory citation, commission, recognizance,
or any other writ, process, or mandate, issuing out of, or returnable into, any court,
or any office belonging thereto, or any other proceeding therein whatsoever, or any
copy thereof, or of any record not herein before charged, within the said colonie'i
and plantations, (except warrants relating to criminal matters, and proceedings there-
on, or relating thereto,) a stamp duty of one shilling

14. For every skin cr piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any note or bill of lading, which shall
be signed for any hind of goods, wares, or merchandise, to be exported from, or any
cocket or clearance granted within the said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty
of four pence. •'

15. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
\yliich shall be engrossed, written, or printed,letter8 of mart or commission for private
sliips of war, within the said colonics and plantations, a stamp duty oftwenty shillin"-s.

u^^Z"^ ^^^^^ ^'"" °^ r^^"
of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on

which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any grant, appointment, or admission
of or to any public beneficial ofiice or employment, for the space of one year, or any
lesser time, of or above twenty pouniis per annum sterling money, in salary, fees, and
perquisites, within the said colonies and plantations, (except commissions and ap-
pointments of officers of the army, navy, ordnance, or militia, ofjudo-es, and of jus-
ticea of the peace,) a stamp duty of (m5/«7/tKn's.

°

17. P'or every skin or piece of vellum or par'chment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which any grant of any liberty, privilege, or franchise, under tlie seal or siirn manu-
al of any governor, proprietor, or public officer, alone, or in conjunction with any other
person or persons, or with any council, or any council and assembly, or any exempli-
fication of the same, shall be engrossed, written, or printed, within the said cobnies
and plarttations, a stamp duty of six pounds.

13. F'or every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet <?- •--
<ci> vi paprr ou

which shall bo engrossed, written, or printed, any license for retailing of spirituous
liquors, to be granted to cny person who shall take out the same, within the said
colonies and plantations, a stamp duty of twenty shillings.

19 For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or niece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any license for retailing of wine, to be
granted to any person who shall not take out a license for retailing of spirituous li-
quors, within the said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty of four pouniis.

20. tor every skin or piece of vellum or narchment. or shnntor ni«ce of papAr on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, anyliceiise, for retailing of wine, tob«
granted to any person who shall take out a license for retailing of spirituous hqnon.
wiUuD the said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty of three pounds
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21. For every akin or piece of vellum Oi pdrchmont, or iheetor piece of pap(>r, f>n
which <h&ll be engroMed, written, or urinted, any prnliat'> of will, IcltcfB of ndminiBtra-
tion or of guardianaliip for any ostalo above the value of twenty pounds Rterling money,
within the Uritish colonies and plantations upon the continent of Amcrina, the islands
belonging thereto, and the Bermuda and Bahama inlands, a stamp duty of Jive tliil-

!^. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any such probate, letters of administra-
tion or of guardianship, within all other parts of'^the British dominions in America, a
stamp duty oftmahUlin^s.

JKJ. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which uhall be engrossed, written, or printe<l, any bond for securing the payment of
any sum of money, not exceeding the sum often pounds, sterling money, within the
British colonies and plantations upon the continent of America, the islands belonging
thereto, and the Bermuda and Bahama islands, a stamp duty o{ six pence.

24. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any bond for securing the payment of
BTiy sum of money above ten pounds, and not exceeding twenty pounds, sterlin/j
money, within such colonies, plantations, and islands, a stamp duty oi one shilling.

'

25. For every skin or piece of vellum or parch;nent, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any bond for securing the payment of
any sum of money above twenty pounds, and not exceeding forty pounds, sterling
money, within such colonies, plantations, ond islands, a stamp duty of one shillinif
and sixpence.

u^'u
every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on

which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any order or warrant for surveying or
setting out any quantity of land, not exceeding one hundred acres, issued by any
governor, proprietor,, or any public officer, alone, or in conjunction with any other
person or persons, or with any council, or any council and assembly, within the Brit-
ish colonies and plantations in America, a stamp duty of sixpence.

27. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any such order or warrant for surveying
or setting out any quantity of land above one hundred and not exceeding two hun-
dred acres, within the said colonies and plan'ations, a stamp duty of one shilling.

28. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any such order or warrant for surveying
or setting out any quantity of land above two hundred and not exceeding three hun-
dred and twenty acres, and in proportion for every such order or warrant for survey-
ing or setting out every other three hundred and twenty acres, within the said colo-
nies and plantations, a stamp duty of one shilling and six pence,

2i). For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any original grant or any deed, mesne
conveyance, or other instrument whatsoever, by which any quantity of land, not ex-
ceeding nne hundred acres, shall be granted, conveyed, or assigned, within the British
colonies and plantations upon the continent of America, the islands belonging thereto,
and the Bermuda and Bahama islands, (except leasps for any term not exceeding tho
term of twenty-one years) a stamp duty of one shiUtng and six pence.

liO. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on
'•liich shall Its engroarocl, ^ rilten, or printed, any such original grant, or any nucn de»d,
<esne conveyance, or other instrument whatsoever, by which any quantity of land,
jove one hundred and not exceeding two hundred acres, shall be granted, conveyed,

or assiffnod, within such colonies, plantations and islands, a stamp duty oUwo shillings.
31. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper,%n

which shall be" engrossed, written, or printed, any such original grant, or any such
deed, mesne conveyance, or other instrument whatsoever, by which any quantity of
land, above two hundred, and not exceeding three hundred and twenty acres, shall
be granted, conveved, or assigned, and in proportion for every such grant, deed, mesne
conveyance, or other instrument, granting, conveying, or assigning, every other three
hundred and twenty acres, within such colonies, plantations and i^ands, a stamp duty
of two shillings and six pence.

32. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, oa
which shall be engrossed, written, or printed, any such original grant, or any such
deed, mesne conveyance, or other instrunnnt whatsoever, by which any quantity «'

all Other parts of the British dominions in America, a stamp auty of three shillings.
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I

deed, n«,.ne conveyance or othe/i.'t?".! nl'^haVc^tr "llfwtK *"'?.""!?
land, above one hundred and not exceeding two hund^Id icres Z .^ ''"'!"V'J'

"^

ii^u?',?r'"J"'''"'"^P'''*'« "''vellum or parcliment or .heet or ni«~. rwhich Hhall be engrossed, written, or printed, anT", ih oj ginar.^anT tfT'' T<leed, mesne conveyance, or other inM(r.ii.i«n« ..,i.,.»
""K""*! grant, or any *uch

land above two huLred ind nS exce,S Ur^^'^Sn"^::^^ ^ ?''"'=*' '^"3' q«:antity o^

h^r.ar^entyacre.,wlthin^Ci-rael^:i=^

wlth'iUKngMrrttfnt'S^^^^^ "^ ^'-^, - P^-" "^ paper, on
or to any beneficill office' ^3^^^^^^^ "f

admission, of
of twenty pounds per annum ster in^ne^ wf T '=^"P'^'

^^ove the value
exempli/cation of the sZ^witSirSh^^l "^' fe'-s, anJp.rquisites, or any
tirient*^ of America, the i^nTs bindn^trif Plantations upon the con-
islands, (except co.nmissioi^^ of oEr7n?fi,„l?*"'

''"*' ^^''\ Bermuda and BaJiaum
justices; l,ftheVe,raZnH^^^^^^^^^^

whth' hLr^b^Vngrs^l'TritL't^X^^^^^^ ^'^^^^ - P-« "^ P»P«'. on
mission, of or to any such nXc b'eneffc7att.

^^ «uch grant, appointment, or ad.
tion of the same, within i'otSr SoTthe^riffd.'?'^'-^™'"*^^^
duty of six pmnUs. ^ '^^ ^"''''^ dominions m America, a stamp

wiych'irbeintLrd''tye';'o^^^^^ r ^'^t*
°' p^-« "^-p^p^. "«

tract, stipulation, bill ofsairSer nar v nrn^^
indenture leaae, conveyance, c'on-

naat; (except for' thi h re of servantsC-I'pSreS
ters as herein before charged ) Sn theEh ^i '

-^ a'^f except such other mat-
a stamp duty of tu,o shmlag:\Zrl^pllfe'^^

•=°''''^'*^' '^°'' plantations in Americ«,

grunt, or certificate, under any public seal or under thrj^^ll"' warrant, order,
ernor, proprietor, or public o^Lr alone; o L con SLTou vTanrnM ^

of anygov-
persons, or with any council, or anv council nml nT^K ! .

""^
P^'i'"''

P"«o« °'
or any pasnport or lelpass, sur;ender':."rc: o%„wT?i^kt„'c"XK'"^ "'"^1'
written, or printed, within the sold colonies nnH !!inl/*-

"^^"^'"nce, shall be engrossed,
for the service of tl e arm" navv ordnanre nr1^ v '*'!l''

("'^'P.' '^"™"'« °' "'der.

grant, deed, «, olV, in. rZen^wLC,.; Kffe^t'' "?"«"j;"l »fW
co!o„ie. .„d pk„,.,i„„., . ,t.mp dutrof a™ .™ '''"^°'' """» "«' "''I

^?' ^a"""/]^^""^ P"^*^^ o^ """='» ""'Is, one shilling.
44. And for every pair of such dice, ten shillfncrs.

coJLntng JlHfner,T^Yua"es"wh1cCT^^^ ^"1 ?"h"
^^^'^ ""-P^P^'

public, wfthin any of the saTd Sies kiTd olLftSn, L"^"^'^' '^^fP"""'*' '^""^ ««*»
tisement* as are hereinafter mentinn"7th"iPi?'.t^?"!'.?"A^" '^»'' "P"" «"ch adrer-

46. Foreveryuch pamphletand-papS;co;i;^;edlnrhdf^^^^^^^^^^^

6
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•rp«p<!r, which Rhali bo lo printed, aitaiiip duty of one halfpenny for every printed

•opy thereof.

47. For orery auch pamphlet and paper, (being larger than half a sheet, and not ex-

•eediag one whole aheet,) which ahall be ao printed, a atamp duty of one p<'nny for

erery printed copy thereof
4t^ For every pamphlet and paper, being larger than on*? whole aheet, and not ex-

ceeding aix aheeta in octavo, or in a leaser page, or not extreeding twelve sbeeta in

•uarto, or twenty aheeta in folio, which ahall be h(i printi-d, a duty niter the rate of one

Mulling for every aheet of any kind of paper which ahull bo contained in one printed

copy tnereof.

49. For every advertiaemcnt to be contained in any gaiettc. newapnper, or other

paper, or any pamphlet which ahall be ao printed, a duty of two ahillinga.

50. For every almanac or calendar for any one particular year, or for any lime leaa

than a year, which ahull be written or printed on one aide only of any one ghcet, skin

or piece of paper, parchment, or vellum, within the aaid colonies and plantations, a

•tamp duty ot two pence.

61. For every other almanac, or calendar, for any one particular year, which shall b«

written or printed within the said colonies and plantations, a stamp duty ofj'oiirjitnce.

52. And for every almanac or calendar, written or printed in the said colonics rind

plantations, to serve for several years, dutiM to the same amount respectively shall

DO paid for every such year.

53. For every skin or piece of vellum or parchment, or sheet or piece of paper, on

which any instrument, proceeding, or other mailer or thing aforesaid, shall be engross-

ed, written,or printed, witliin the said colonies and plantations, in any other than the

English language, a stamp duty of double the amount of the respective duties befom

charged thereon.
.

54. And there shall be also paid, in the said colonies and plantations, a duty ofsu
pence for every twenty shillings, in any sum not exceeding fifty pounds sterling

money, which shall be given, paid, contxacted, or ajgreed for, with or in relation ti>

any clerk, or apprentice, which shall be put or placedlo or with any master or mis-

Iress, to learn any profession, trade, or employment. II. And also a duly ofone shilling

for every twenty shiUings, in any bum exceeding fifty pounds which shall be given,

paid, contracted, or agreed for, with, or in relation to, any such clerk or apprentice.

55. Finally, tlie produce of all the aforementioned duties shall be paid into his majea-

tjr'streaaury ; and there held in reserve, to be used, from time to time, by the parliament,

for the pnrpoae of defraying the expenses nocessarv for the defense, protection, and

ecurityofthe aaid colonies and plantations. [1765. Statutes at Large. fiektnii£'*

tditien. 4, 6, Owrge HI. Vol. XXVL Chap. XII. page 17S) i

•fvii'
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BOOK SECOND.

1765. It 18 difficult to deacribe the eflTervescenc© excited in

America, by the news that the stamp act had been adopted in

parHament.

The minister, Grenville, knowing how odious it was to the Ameri-

car and foreseeing the tumults it might cause, had endeavored tc

mil oute its severity, by strictly avoiding to employ, as collectors of

the duty, any individuals born in England ; but this precaution

proved ineffectual to abate, iu the least, the tempest of indignation

with which it was received.

The American gazettes began to be filled with complaints of lost

liberty ; the most influential citizens declared openly, that this was

a manifest violation of their rights, which proceeded from no tran-

sient error of the English government, but from a deliberate design

to reduce the colonies to slavery ; * This,' they exclaimed, ' is but the

commencement of a system of the most detestable tyranny.'

Such as opposed the schemes attributed to the government either

to contract a stricter union by a common name, or to render them-

selves more agreeable to the people, alluding to the words of colonel

Barre in his speech before parliament, Eissumed the specious title of

ions of liberty. They bound themselves mutually, among other

things, to march at their own expense to any part of the continent,

where if should be necessary to maintain the EngUsh constitution

in America, and to use all their efforts to prevent the execution of

the stamp act.

A committee of correspondence was organized, to address circular

l(?tters to the principal inhabitants of the country ; exhorting them

to adopt the same principles and the same resolutions. These meas-

ures gave a powerful activity to the opposition, and to the tumults

which soon followed. The people were prepared for insurrection,

the moment an occasion, or a signal, should be given them.

The Virginians, again at this time, were the first to give it. The
29th of May, 1765, the house of burgesses of Virginia, upon the

motion of George Johnson and Patrick Henry, came to the follow-

ing resolutions

:

' Whereas the honorable house of commons in England, have of

late drawn into question, how far the general assembly of this colo-

ny hath power to enact laws for laying taxes and imposing duties,

nnvnKlf" \\v thf Twnnip nf thia b'o mnipotw'a moot nnriflnt rnlrtnv fnr

settling and ascertaining the same to all future times^ the house of
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burgesses of this present general assembly, have come to the several

following resolutions •

* That the first adventurers and settlers of this his majesty's colony

and dominion of Virginia, brought with them and transmitted to their

posterity, and all other his majesty's subjects since inhabiting in this

his majesty's colony, all the privileges and immunities that have at

any time been held, enjoyed and possessed by tl>e people of Great

Britain. That by the two royal charters granted by James I., the

colonists aforesaid are declared entitled to all privileges of faithful,

liege and natural born subjects, to all intents and purposes, as if they

had been abiding and born within the realm of England.
' That his majesty's liege people of this his most ancient colony,

have enjoyed the right of being thus governed by their own assem-

bly, in the article of taxes and internal police, and that the same
have never been forfeited, or any other way yielded up, but have

been constantly recognized by the king and people of Great Britain.

' That consequently the general assembly of this colony, together

with his majosty, or his substitute, have in their representative capaci-

ty the only exclusive right and power to lay taxes and impositions

upon the inhabitants of this colony ; that every attempt to vest such

a power in any person or persons whatsoever other than the general

assembly aforesaid, is illegal, unconstitutional, and unjust, and has a

manifest tendency to destroy British, as well as American freedom.

That his majesty's liege people, the inhabitants of this colony, are

not bound to yield obedience to any law or ordinance whatsoever,

designed to impose any taxation whatsoever upon them, other than

the laws and ordinances of thi« general assembly. That any person

who shall by speaking or writing, maintain that any person or per-

sons, other than the general assembly of this colony, have any right

or power to impose or lay any taxation whatsoever upon this people,

shall be deemed an enemy to this his majesty's colony.'

These resolutions were passed on this day, by an immense ma-
jority ; but the day following, the assembly being more full, as many
of the older and more prudent citizens attended, the subject was re-

considered ; and by their influence and representations, the last two

articles were retrenched. M. Fauquier, the lieutenant-governor,

being informed of these debates, dissolved the assembly ; but this

measure had little success, for when the new elections took place,

those who did not assent to the resolutions were excluded, and all

ihose who did were re-elected. Meanwhile, the resolutions circu-

lated from hand to hand, not as they had been modified, but in

their original form=

The members of the confederacy, called the sons of liberty, were

;

I
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especially active in comR>unicating them from one to another, and

in a short time they were di>!persed every where, and every where

perused and reperused with '^qual avidity and enthusiasm.

But in New England, and pcrticularly in the province of Massa-

chusetts, the warm advocates of American privileges were not con-

tent with these marks of approbation, but to propagate them the

more rapidly among all classes of people, caused them to be printed

in the public journals, which was the principal occasion of the tu-

mults that shortly ensued.

Very early on Wednesday morning, the 14th of August, and it is

believed at the instigation of John Avery, Thomas Crafts, John

Smith, Henry Welles, Thomas Chase, Stephen CleverUng, Henry
Bass, and Benjamin Edes, all individuals extremely opposed to the

pretensions of England, and zealous partisans of innovation, two

effigies were discovered hanging on a branch of an old elm, near the

southern entrance of Boston, one of which, a ording to the label

that was attached to it, represented a stamp officer, the other a jack-

boot, out of which rose a horned head, which appeared to look

around. This spectacle attracted the curious multitude, not only

from the city, but as the rumor spread, from all the adjacent

country.

As the crowd increased, their minds, already but too much heated,

were inspired with a spirit of enthusiasm by this strange exhibition,

and the day was immediately devoted to recreation. About dusk,

the images were detached from the tree, placed on a bier, and car-

ried in procession with great solemnity. The people followed, stamp-

ing, and shouting from all quarters, ' Liberty and property forever

—

no stamp.' Having passed through the town house, they proceeded

with their pageantry down King street, and into Kilby street ; wher»

arrived in front of a house owned by one Oliver, which they sup-

posed was designed for a stamp office, they halted, and without

further ceremony, demolished it to the foundation. Bearing oft*, as

it were in triumph, the wood of the ruined house, with continually

increasing shouts and tumult, they proceeded to the dwelling of Oli-

ver himself, and there having beheaded his effigy, broke all his witt-

dows in an instant. Continuing to support the two figures in pro-

fession, they ascended to the summit of Fort hill, where, kindling

with their trophies a bonfire, they burnt one of them, amidst peals

of universal acclamation. Not satisfied with this, the populace re-

turned to the house of Oliver, with clubs and staves ; the garden,

fences, and all the dependencies of the edifice were destroyed.

Oliver had fled, to avoid the popular fury, leaving only a few friends

to use their disaction, for the prevention of further damage. But
VOL. I. Q^
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Mome imprudent words of theirs having exasperated the rage of the
mulUtude, tJiey broke open the doors, entered the lower part of Uie
house, and destroyed the furniture of every description. At mid-
night they disbanded. The next day, Ohver, finding himself thus
tlie object of public detestation, and apprehensive of a second visit,
notified the principal citizens that he had written to England, re-
tjuesiing the liberty of being excused from the office of distributor
of stamps. In the evening, the people re-assembled, erected a pyra-
mid, intending another bonfire, but upon hearing of OHver's resigna-
Uon, they desisted, and repaired to the front of his house, gave three
cheers, and took their departure without damage.

Meanwhile, a rumor having got abroad, that Hutchinson, the lieu-
tenant-governor, had written to England in favor of the stamp du-
ties, the multitude immediately repaired to his house, and could not
be persuaded to retire till they were assured, that this gentleman had
even written to dissuade from the bill. Upon which their cries of
rage were followed by shouts of acclamation

; they kindled a bonJirti,
and quietly returned to their respective habitations. But far more
serious were the disorders of the 26th of the same month. Some
boys were playing around a fire they had kindled in King street ; the
fire ward coming to extinguish it, he was whispered, by a person un-
known, to desist, which he not regarding, received a blow on his arm,
and such other marks of displeasure, as obliged him to withdraw!
aieanvvhile, a particular whisde was heard from several quarters,
which was followed by innumerable cries of ' Sirrah ! Sirrali !' At
this signal advanced a long train of persons disguised, armed with
clubs and bludgeons, who proceeded to invest the house of Paxton,
marshal of the (iourt of admiralty, and superintendent of the port,'
who had time to escape

; and, at the invitation of the steward,* the
assailants accompanied him to the tavern, were pacified, and the
house was spared. But their repeated libations having renewed
their frenzy, they saUied forth, and assaulted the house of William
Story, register of the vice-admiralty, opposite the court-house, the
lower part of which, being his office, they broke open, seized and
committed to the flames the files and public records of that court,
and then destroyed the furniture of the house. Nor did the riot
end here. The mob, continually increasing in numbers and intoxi-
cation, stimulated by the havoc already committed, rushed onwardi
to the house of Benjamin Hallowell, collector of the customs, the
iurniture of which they soon destroyed. They renewed their pota-
tions, in the cellar ; and what they were unable to drink, they wast-

.a-ir.r. ^-rss oiilj a tenant; the owner of the house, T. Painier, Esq.. myt th*

;!
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ed ; they searched every corner, and carried off about thirty pounds
sterling in money. They are joined by fresh bands. In a state bor-

dering on madness, they proceed to the residence of Hutchinson,
the lieutenant-governor, about ten o'clock at night ; they invest it,

and employ every means to enter it by violence. After having sent
iiis children, as yet of tender age, to a place of safety, he barricaded

his doors and windows, and seemed determined to remain ; but, un-
able to resist the fury of the assailants, he was constrained to quit

the place, and take refuge in another house, where he remained con-
cealed till four in the morning. Meantime, his mansion, perhaps
the most magnificent and the best furnished house in the colony,

was devoted to ruin and pilK-ge. The plate, the pictures, the furni-

ture of every kind, even to the apparel of the governor, were car-

ried off, bdsides nine hundred pounds sterling in specie. Not con-
tent with this, they dispersed or destroyed all the manuscripts Avhich

the governor had been thirty years in collecting, as well as papers,

relating to the public service, deposited in his house ; an immense
and irreparable loss.

It appears that Hutchinson had become the object of a hatred so

universal, because he was accused of having been accessory in lay-

ing on the stamp duties ; which imputation, however, was absolutely

false
; for it is ascertained, on the contrary, that he had always op-

posed that measure, in his letters to the government. Hence it is

seen how erroneous are often popular opinions ; and that those who
govern should propose to themselves a nobler object, in the per-

formance of their duty, than that of pleasing the multitude, who
are more often found to fawn upon their oppressors, than to applaud
their benefactors.

The next morning was the time for holding the assize and the su
prcme courUfi^ judicature. Hutchinson, who was its president, wajs>

obliged to appear on the bench in the dress of a private citizen, while
the other judges, and the gentlemen of the bar, were in their re-

spective robes. This contrast was observed with grief and pity by
tiie spectators. The court, to evince with what indignation they re-

ceived the affront they had sustained in the person of their presi-

dent, and how much they detested the scenes of anarchy which the
pieceding day had witnessed, resolved to abstain from all exercise

of their functions, and adjourned to the 15th of October.
Some individuals who had been apprehended, refusing to de

nounce the authors of the tumult, were committed to prison ; but
one of them effected his escape, and the rest were released soon af-

ter ; lOr it was seen uistmetiy, tuat the people were not disposed to

tolerate any further proceedings against the delinquents.
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Meanwhile, the principal citizens, either from a ."WjJ Wtestatioa
of the excesses committed by the rioters, or perceiving that such
outrages must infalhbly injure a cause they considered just, were
very strenuous to distinguish this tumultuous conduct from a truly
noble opposition,, as they called it, to the imposition of internal taxes
by authority of pariiament. They assembled, in consequence, at
Faneuil Hall, a place destined for public meetings, in order to de-
clare solemnly how much they abhorred the extraordinary and vio-
lent proceedings of unknown persons, the preceding night ; and
voted, unanimously, that the selectmen and magistrates of the city
be desired to use their utmost endeavors, agreeable to law, to sup-
press such disorders for the future; and that the freeholders and
other inhabitants, would do every thing in their power to assist them
therein.

The next day, a proclamation was published by the governor, of-
fering a reward of three hundred pounds for the discovery of any of
the ringleaders, and one hundred pounds for any of the other per-
sons concerned in that tumult. The tranquillity of the city was re-
stored, and preserved by a nightly military watch.
But the disorders were not confined to the limits of the city of

Boston, or the province of Massachusetts. They also broke out in
many other places, and almost at the same time ; which renders it

probable that they had been previously concerted between the inhab-
itants of the different provinces. On Tuesday, the 27th of August,
about 9 o'clock in the morning, the people of Newport, in Rhode
Island, bt'gan to manifest their agitation, by bringing forth, in a cart,
three images, intended as the effigies of Martin Howard, Thomas
Moffatt, and Augustin Johnston, with halters about their necks, to
a gallows placed near the town-house, where they were hung to
public view, till near night, when they were cut down and burnt
amidst the acclamations of the multitude.

The following day, having probably received the news of what
had taken place in Boston, they assembled again, and beset the
house of Martin Howard, a celebrated advocate, who had written
with great zeal in favor of the rights of parliament. All was plun-
dered or destroyed, except the walls. Thomas Moffatt, a physi-
cian, maintained the same opinions, in all societies; his house
was pillaged, also, in a moment. Both fled and took shelter on
board an English ship of war, at anchor in the port ; and soon al-

ter, believing it no longer safe to remain in the country, departed
for Great Britain. The populace proceeded towards the house of

^.. £'«-|—.rvr'-t *v wiiixMtj. ^11'^ soxixv uiauzuvrs j uui \\crG met.
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*»nrt parleyed with, by a gentleman, who persuaded them to desist

and disperse.

At Providence, the principal city of Rhode Island, a gazette ex-
traordinary was published, on the 24th of August, with * Vox Pop-
CLi, vox Dei,* in large letters, for the frontispiece j and underneath,
* Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is Hberty. St. Paul.' It

congratulated the people of New England, on the glorious ac-
counts, from all parts, of the laudable commotions of the people
in the cause of hberty ; and on the lawful measures adopted to pre-
vent the execution of the stamp act, not hesitating to treat as
such these blamable excesses of the populace. The writers ex-
tolled to the skies the zeal of the Bostonians, who, they said, had
not degenerated from their fathers, but had preserved entire that
spirit of freedom which had already rendered them so celebrated
throughout the world. Pasquinades, farces, satires, and popular
railleries were not spared, in the public prints. The effigies of
such as were the objects of popular displeasure, were dragged, with
halters about their necks, through the streets, hung to gibbets, and
afterwards burnt.

In Connecticut, Ingersoll, the principal stamp officer, having
appointed for his deputy an inhabitant of Windham, wrote him to
come and receive his commission at New Haven. The inhabitants
of Windham, on hearing of this, demanded the letter of Ingersoll,

and warned him not to accept the office; which, preferring the less

evil, ho consented to renounce. Ingersoll himself was reduced to
the same extremity, at New Haven. He wrote a letter, v.'hich was
afterwards published, in which he declared, that since the inhabit-

ants had such an aversion to stamped paper, he would not compel
them to m^ it. He hoped, however, that if they should change
their minds on further consideration, or from a conviction of ne-
cessity, tlioy would receive it from him. This declaration was
much applauded

; but the people having conceived new suspicions
of his sincerity, they surrounded his house, and he was informed
that he must decide immediately, either for or against the resigna-
tion of his office. He answered, that this choice was not in his
power. They next demanded, wheiher, when the stamped paper
arrived, he would deliver it to *hem, to make a bonfire ? Or
have his house pulled down ' He then replied, and with evident
reluctance, that when the stamps arrived he would either reship
them to be sent back ; or when they were r. \:\h house, he would
leave his doors open, that they might then act as they thought
proper=

Similar tumults also took place in tho town of Nf>rwi;j]). end that
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of Lebanon ; but in the latter the ceremony of a mock trial was
added, by which the effigies were condemned, in due form, to be
hung and burnt.

The next morning the same scenes were repeated, with the ex
caption of the trial ; but the deputy collector of the stamp duty
had already resigned.

In New Hampshire, Messerve, another stamp officer, was com-
pelled by the multitude to renounce the exercise of his functions.

In Maryland, Flood, principal distributor of stamped paper, was
menaced in property if he refused to resign ; he fled for refuge,

first to New York, and afterwards to Long Island. But the mul-
titude, having unexpectedly crossed the strait, constrained him not

only to renounce his employment, but to confirm his resignation

upon oath before a magistrate.

At New York, the stamp act was held in such contempt, that it

was printed and cried through the country as the Folly of England
and Ruin ofAmerica. The stamp officers in this quarter perceived

they could not resigi?. too promptly. Similar scenes took place

in the other American provinces.

To foment the general excitement, and encourage the people to

persevere in the opposition commenced, their leaders took care to

multiply satirical pamphlets and pasquinades ; epigrams and popular

jests were incessant in the public prints. At Boston, among others, a

newspaper was published, under the following title ; ' The Constitu-

tional Courant ; containing matters interesting to Liberty, and no
wise repugnant to Loyalty.' The frontispiece represented a serpent

cut into eight pieces ; on the part of the head, were the initial let-

ters of New England ; and on that of the body, the initials of the

other colonies, as far as South Carolina ; and over it, ' Join or Die,'

in large letters.

In many places, the advocates, attorneys and notaries, held meet-

ings, in which the query was proposed, Whether, when the stamps

should arrive, and the day prefixed for using them, they would agree

to purchase stamped paper for their legal writings ? The negative

was decided unanimously : they protested, however, in strong terms,

against all riotous and indecent behavior, and pledged themselves to

discountenance it, by every means in their power ; their sole inten-

tion being, by the refusal of the stamps, and other quiet iiiethods,

to endeavor to procure the repeal of the law.

The justices of the p<5ace for the district of Westmoreland, in Vir-

^nia, published, that, on account of the stamp act, » tl^y had discon-

tinued their functions ; unwilling, they said, to become instruments
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of the destruction of the most essential rights, and of the liberty of

tlieir country.

Thus, while the frantic populace rushed headlong into the most
odious excesses, men of reputation only testified their resistance by

moderate acts, but not less, and perhaps even more, efficacious, to

obtain the repeal of a law they abhorred, and to re-establish Amer-
ican liberty. Thus the spirit of independence, originating at first in

Virginia and Massachusetts, was progressively propagated in the

other provinces ; and passed from the populace to the middle classes,

and from these to the most eminent citizens.

Meanwhile the time drew nigh, when the stamped paper destined

for America was expected to arrive from England ; and the day was
no longer distant, when, by the terms of the law, the stamp act was
to go into effect : it was the first of November.
The Americans already viewed it as a day of sinister presage, and

the harbinger of future calamities to their country. On the 5th of
October, the ships which brought the stamps, appeared in sight of

Philadelphia, near Gloucester Point. Immediately, all the vessels

in the harbor hoisted their colors half-staff high ; the bells were muf-
fled, and tolled for the rest of the day ; and every thing appeared
to denote the most profound and universal mourning. At four in

the afternoon, several thousands of citizens met at the State House,
to consult on proper measures to prevent the execution of the stamp
act. Upon the motion of William Allen, son of the president of the
court of justice, it was agreed to send a deputation to John Hughes,
principal officer of the stamps for the province, to request he would
resign his office ; to which, after long resistance, and with extreme
reluctance, he at length consented.

The tumult continued many days ; during which Hughes was ac-

tive in barricading his house, and securing the succors of his friends,

apprehensive, notwithstanding his resignation, of being attacked ev-
ery moment. Amidst this general effervescence, the quakers, who
are very numerous in Philadelphia, maintained a perfect calm, and
appeared disposed to submit to the stamp act. The same also was
the conduct of the episcopal clergy ; but they were few in number.
The stamped paper arrived at Boston the 10th of September.

The governor immediately wrote to the assembly of representatives,

requesting their advice, Oliver having resigned his office. The as-

sembly replied, that this affair was not within their competency ; and
therefore the governor, they hoped, would excuse them, if they could
not see their way clear, to give him either advice or assistance. The
renrfiRPntntivflH thna nvoiHorl tho onovo nnA Inft *U^ „^, I-n-—

X

— — —.——.« ~,,~j •-'ei«n^j miv* l\jxt, iiic Mwciiivji aiuHc,

ic estricete himself as he could. Ho finally caused tl]R btlss of
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Stamped paper to be lodged in the castle, where they could be de-
fended, if necessary, by the artillery.

But on the first of November, at dawn of day, all the bells of
Boston sounded the funeral knell. Two figures, of immense pro-
portions, were found suspended on the elm, of which we have spo-

ken before. This tree, since the date of the first tumults, had ac
quired the name of ' the tree of liberty.' Under its shade the pat-

riots assembled to confer upon their affairs ; and thence arose the

custom of planting, in every town, or naming those already planted,

trees of liberty. The Bostonians poured into the streets in throngs,

and all was uproar. At three in the afternoon, the two effigies were
detached from the tree, in the midst of universal acclamations, car-

ried round the city, hung to a gallows, and afterwards cut in pieces,

and thrown to the winds. This executed, the people withdrew to

their habitations, and tranquillity seemed re-established. But the

agitators, soon after, proceeded to a highly biamable excess. Oli-

ver, who had long since resigned his employment, was dragged with
violence to the foot of the tree of hberty, through the tumultuous
crowd, and there compelled, a second time, to renounce upon oath

;

as if any importance could be attached to these oaths, extorted by
coercion ! They attest the tyranny of those who exact them, not
the will of him that takes them.

In many places, over the doors of the public offices, was seen this

inscription :
' Let him that shall first distribute or employ stamped

paper, look well to his house, his person, and his furniture. Vox
PopuLi.' The people went armed ; the friends of stamps were in •

timidated.

Nor less serious were the disorders in the city of New York.
The stamped paper arrived there about the last of October. Mac
Ever, who had been appointed distributor, having resigned the of-

fice, the lieutenant-governor. Golden, a person httle agreeable to the

multitude on account of his political opinions, caused the paper to

be lodged in fort George ; and having tCvken some precautions for

its security, the people began to suspect some sinister intention on
nis part.

In consequence,, on the first of November, towards evening, the

populace assembled in great numbers, and rushed furiously to the

citadel. The governor's stables were forced, his coach taken out,

and drawn in triumph through the principal streets of the city. A
gallows having been erected in the grand square, the effigy of the

lieutenant-governor was there hung, with a sheet of stamped paper
in the right hand, and the figure of a demon in the left. It was af-

terwards taken down, and carried in procession, the coach in the van,

<
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to the gat J of iIms fortress, and finally to the counterscarp, under
the very mouths of the cannon, where they made a grand bonfire of
the whole, ainidst the shouts and general exultation of many thou-
sands of people. But this irritated multitude did not stop here.
They soon repaired to the residence of major James. It was dis-
tinguished for its rich furniture, a library of great value, and a gar-
Jen of singular beauty. In a moment all was ravaged and destroy-
ed. They kindled also the accustomed bonfire; exclaiming, Such
are the entertainments the people bestow on the friends of stamps

«

The coffee-houses had become a species of public arena, and
schools for political doctrines, where the popular orators, mounting
the benches or tables, harangued the multitude, who commonly re-
sorted to these places in great numbers. In a very crowded con-
course of this sort, an honest citizen of New York arose and exhort-
ed the people to a more regular and less blamable conduct. He
entreated the inhabitants even to take arms, in order to be prepared
to repress the factious on the first symptoms of tumult. Hts dis-
course was received with great approbation. But captain Isaac
bears, who had commanded a privateer, and wa^ violently opposed
to the stamps, urged the people not to give eai- to these timid men,
who take alarm at cobwebs ; let them follow him, and he would
soon put them in possession of the stamped paper.
He is joined at first by a few popular chiefs; all the rest follow

their example. A deputation is sent to tho lieutenant-governor, to
mform him that he will do well to deliver up the stamped paper.
He endeavored at first to gain time, alleging that the governor, Hen-
ry Moore, was expected shortly, and would determine what was
proper in this conjuncture. The answer was by no means satisfactory.
It was represented more imperiously to the lieutenant-governor, that*
peaceably or by force, the people must have the stamped paper;
and that a moment's delay might cause the effusion of blood. To
avoid, therefore, a greater evil, he consented to put it in their hands

;

and they, with great exultation, deposited the same in the City-Hal!.'
Ten bales, however, which arrived afterwards, were seized by the
populace and buret.

Notwithstanding all the disorders committed in New York by the
lower classes, citizens of a more quiet character abounded in this
city

;
who, if, on the one hand, they were averse to the pretensions

of the British parliament, and especially to the stamp act, on the
other, felt an equal abhorrence for these excesses of popular inso-
lence

;
well knowing, that they are only excited by the worthless

aud desperate, who alone can be gainers by anarchy. Believing
therefore, it was no longer advisable to leave the headlong multitude

VTWi. I. 7
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without Q check, but, on the contrary, that it was essential to direct
ihelr mov<jments towards the object proposed by thenisclvrs, they
convoked a general meeting of the people, in the fields adjacent to
the city. It was there |)ropo8ed to appoint a committee of persons
of known patriotism, to -n icpuud with the frionds of liberty in
other provinces, and roij-mivi'- U- intelligence of all occurrences;
in order to enable the people ol the difierent provinces to move, if

requisite, all at once, smd as it were in a single body. This meas-
ure, however, was not without danger, since it inclined towards an
open rebellion, if not even already of this character.

Many, therefore, who had been nomin;! ..; k jibers of the com-
mittee, excused themselves upon various pretexts ; but finally, Isaac
Sears and four others of distinguished intrepidity, offered themselves,
and were approved by the multitude. They commenced their labors
immediately, subscribing the letters with all their names. They re-
quested their correspf/ndents of Philadelphia, to transmit their dis-
patches to the more southern colonies ; and the Bostonians, to those
of the north. This produced, as it were, a second generation of the
Sons of Liberty, who, by means of regular couriers, were enabled
to reciprocate intelligence, and to form a league in opposition to par-
liamentary taxation. But if the utility of a regular correspondence
was recognized by all the party, they were not long in perceivin-,^
that it was insufhclont to accomplish their views. They saw that it

was requisite to determine all the principles of the association, and
cause them to be accepted by all its members, in order that each
might know his duty, and the counsels to be pursued. The authors
of this plan believed, also, that as the articles of confederation were
to be solemnly subscribed, many even of the adverse party would
not dare to oppose it, and would therefore give their signature?

:

they would thus have been rendered accessaries, and their future
support consequently secured. The articles were soon drawn up,
and accepted by the Sons of Liberty in the two provinces of New
York and Connecticut ; and afterwards, passing from hand to hand,
by those of the other colonies.

In the preamble to this league, which was composed very ably,
the confederates affirmed, that perverse men had formed a design to
alienate the mmds of the loyal and aiTectionate American sul^ects
from his majesty's person and government, and therefore they pro-
fessed and declared their fidelity and allegiance to the king to be
immutable

; that they would defend and support the crown with all

their forces
; that with the greatest promptitude they submitted to

Its government, and this in conformity to the British constitution,
founded upon the eternal principles of equity and justice ; that

i

I
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every violation of this constitution was at the same time a hi<»h of-
fense against Heaven, and an audacious contempt of the neonlcfrom whom under God, all just government proceeds; that fhov
were therefore resolved to unite all their endeavors, th^ir vi<n|ance
and their industry, to defeat these criminal designs. ' And "since '

they ad. led, ' a certain pamjMct (thus designatinir a law passed Sv
he pruhument of Great Britain) has appeared m America, under
the form of an act of parliament, and under the name of the stamp
act, although It has not been legally published nor introduced • bywinch the colonists would be divested of their dearest rights and
especially that of taxing themselves; in order to preserve ihesenghts entire, and to defend them as well as every other part of the
British constituuon, we bind ourselves, and promise to march with
all our forces, and at our own expense, upon the first advice, to thosuccor of those who shall be menaced with any peril whatever, o„
account of any thing done in opposition to the stamp act. We will
attentively watch all those, who, by commission or of their own accord shall endeavor to introduce the use of stamped paper, whichwould be he total subversion of the English constituticii, ;nd of

.K^r?"rtr
'^'

K
''^" ^«^'Pr««=^% designate to each other allper ons of this sort that we may discover, whatever shall be theirran c or their names, and will endeavor, with all our power, by evervlawfu means, to bring these traitors to their country to condi^ipumshment. We will defend the liberty of the press from all iire-

^11 violation and from every impediment which may result from thestamp act
;
the press being the only means, under Divine Providence

and protect the judges, advocates, attorneys, notaries, and similarpersons agamst all penalties, fines or vexations, they may incu byno eonforming to the act aforesaid, in the exercise of thdr res^ec'
II \e avocations. ^

Such was the league of New York, which increased the ardorand c ..ncert of the parties, then fermenting at every point of theAmerican colonus. ^ *

Meanwhile, the seeds of the new doctrine, in respect to covern-ment, were rapidly propagated in the province of New Yo?k • thepublic journals offered them to the daily consideration of their ;ead.
ers. It wa.s every where asserted, that the colonies ought not to'|avc any other connection with Great Britain but that of living un-

I

er the same sovx^reign
; and that all dependence ought to ceale, aslo legislative authority. '

These opinions, supported with equal ardor and ingenuity, were
daily acquiring new roots

; they were disseminated in the othir coj-
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onies, and insensibly prepared the minds of the people for the new
order of thuigs, towards which tJie niuititiKU; udvunced without sus-
pecting It, but its leaders, with deliberate puri)o«e—a revolution
or which England, with quite opposite views, had herself paved tho
way, and prepared the most favorable cireurnstunces.
The merchants of New York resorted to another mode of oppo-

sition, very efficacious, and well aiUipted to obtain the repeal of tho
act. They er»tered into reciprocal a^rreenM!r»ts, not only to order no
more goods from Great Britain, until the act was repealed, and to
withdraw all the orders already given, and which slmuld not be exe-
cuted previous to the 1st of January, lHHi, but also, not even to
permit the sale of any English merchandise, which s!K)uld be shipped
after this dale. According to the ordinary progress of minds once
agitated, which l>ecome continually more bold in their opinions, the
merchants added, tlml they would j)crscvere in these resolutions,
ontil the acts relative to sugar, molasses, and bills of credit, were
also revoked. Tlie same resolutions were voluntarily adopted also
by the retail traders, who agreed not to buy or sell any English mer-
chandise, that should be introduced into the country in contraven-
tion of these stipulations.

The merchants and traders of Philadelphia also assembled, and
entered into an agreement ; but not with the same unanimity.

'

The
Quakers refused their concurrence. They thought it was prudent,
however, to conform to circumstances

; and wrote to England, re-
questing that no more goods might be sent them. The Philadel'phi-
ans went still further, and prohibited any lawyer from institutin<r an
action for moneys due to an inhabitant of England

; and no x\nTeri-
can was to make any payment for the benefit of a subject of that
kingdom, until the acts shoukl be repealed. At Boston, although a
little later, similar associations were formed ; and the example of
these principal cities was imitated by nearly all the other cities and
commercial towns of English America.
From these measures, England experienced, in her majiufactures

an incalculable prejudice
; whik; Ireland, on the contrary, derived

an immense advantage from their effects ; for the Americans resort-
ed to the latter country, to obtain such articles of merchandise aa
they considered indispensably necessary, and carried, in exchange
immense quantities of the seed of flax and of hemp. But the colo-*
nists were desirous also to withdraw themselves from this necessity.
A society of arts, manufactures and commerce, was formed at New
York, after the model of that in London. Markets were opened, m
.:' fterent places, for the sale of articles manufactured in the country

;

to which were brought, in abundance, clotiis and linens, stu.is of
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wool and of flax, works in iron, of a tolerable quality, though a lit-

tle rough, spirits, distilled from barley, paper stained for hangings
and other articles of general utility. That tho Hrst nmterials of
fabrics in wool might sustain no diminution, it was resolved to ab-
stain from eating the flesh of lambs, and also from buying meat of
any sort, of butchers who should kill or ofler for sale any of these
animals.

Every citizen, even the most opulent, the most ostentatious, con-
forming to the general mode, preferred to wear clothing made in
the country, or their old clothes, to using English manufactures,
i liMs a general opinion obtained, that America could suffice to her-
Rolf, without need of recourse to the industry and productions of
England. And, as if these wounds, inflicted upon the commerce
of the mother country, were not sufficiently severe, it was proposed
\n \ irginia and South Carolina, to suspend all exportation of tobac-
co to any pr.rt of Great Britain ; from which the latter must have
sustained a very serious detriment, not only by the diminution of
public revenue, consequent to that of the duties upon importation
but by the diminution of commerce itself; for the English supplied
foreign markets with gieat quantities of these tobaccos.
On the first of November, the day prefixed by the law for tho

omission of stamped paper, not a single sheet of it could have been
/onnd in all the colonies of New England, of New York of New
Jersey, of Pennsylvania, of Marykmd, and of the two Carolinas
It had either been committed to the flames during the popular com-
motions, or sent back to England, or fallen into the hands of the
party in opposition, who guarded it carefully. Hence originated a
sudden suspension, or rather a total cessation, of all business that
could not be transacted without stamped paper. The printers of
newspapers only continued their occupation

; alledging for excuse
that if they had done otherwise, the people would have given them'
such admonitions as they little coveted. None would receive the
gazettes coming from Canada, as they were printed upon stamped
paper. The courts of justice were closed ; the ports were shut •

even marriages were no longt^r celebrated ; and in a word, an ab-
solute stagnation in all the relations of social life vas estabhshed
The governors of the provinces, though bounc by their oaths

and the severest penalties, to cause the stamp act to be executed'
considering, on the one hand, the obstinacy of the Americans, and'
on the other, the impossibility of finding any stamped paper, in the
greater part of the towns, considering also the incalculable detn-
ment that must result, as well to the public as to individuals, from a
total stagnation ol all civil transactions, resolved to grant letters of

r
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dispensation to such as requested them, and particularly to ships
about to sail from the ports; for the captains, without this precau-
tion, would have been hable to heavy penalties, in other ports of the
British dommjons, for not having conformed to the stamp act. The
lieutenant-governor of South Carolina, the governor being absent
alone obstinately persisted in exacting a strict execution of the law^
and never consented to grant dispensations. Nor is it easy to con-
ceive how great was the damage sustained, in all civil transactions,
by the inhabitants of this opulent colony, in consequence of the
obstinacy shown by the two parties.

But the province of Massachusetts, the most populous of all and
that m which the opposition to the designs of England was the most
determined and the most universal, took another resolution, of ex-
trfm^ importance, which was soon adopted by all the others. The
leading patriots of Massachusetts reflected that popular commotions
are oommonly of little duration

; and that governments, to preserve
tiieir digmty, are more disposed to punish their authors, than to re-
move their causes

;
and consequently, that both reasons of state

and the wounded pride of those they had braved, would be united
against them. They reflected, also, that the regular correspondence
estabhshed between the Sons of Liberty in the different provinces
although of great importance to diff-usc and uphold u common
opinion, was still but a correspondence of private men, acting by no
public authority

; and that, although the assemblies of representa-
tives of each province, had opposed the late laws by suitable de-
hberations, yet these acts were but the remonstrances of particular
provinces, which did not represent the entire united body of the
English colonies. T^hey resolved, therefore, to take measures pre-
liminary to the formation of a general congress, to which e-^.ob of
the provinces should send its deputies, for the purpose of concluding
a general and public confederacy against the laws of which America
complained. They hoped that England would pay more regard to
the opposition and remonstrances of such a bodv than to those of
private individuals, or of the provincial assemblies, separated one
from another. Perhaps they also hoped, as they probably already
meditated the design of independence, that, by means of this con-
gress, the colonies would become accustomed to act in concert, and
consider themselves as a single and united nation. The first au-
thors of this deliberation were the Otises, father and son, and
James Warren, who took a more active part than others in affairs
of this nature.

The nrnncksitlnn hovinrr K<u>n <...v.,n»UA—i i_ ^u- i /•
- - - J.--J ,„ .-^^^iz oui/miiicu lu int; nouse of assembly,

u wBs immediately adopted, by passing a resolution; that it was high-

h
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ly expedient to form a congress without delay, to be composed of
all the deputies that should be sent by the houses of representatives
or burgesses of the different colonies, to consult together respecting
the present occurrences, and to form and transmit to England the
remonstrances which might be deemed proper. It was decided, that
this congress should be convoked in the city of New York on the
first Tuesday of October.

'

This was the first general congress held in the colonies since the
commencement of the tumults; it served as a model to the other
which governed the affairs of America during the course of the war
vvhich broke out some time after. The other colonies addressed
their acknowledgments to the province of Massachusetts, for its zealm the common cause

; and sent their deputies to the congress of
INew York—a memorable example ! The same councils which
tended to establish a law by the divisions supposed to have resulted
from the conflict of interests, produced, on the contrary, an univer-
sal combination against this law ; and where it was expected to find
general obedience, an unanimous resistance was encountered-^
manifest proof, that where no powerful armies exist, to constrain the
opinion of the people, all attempts to oppose it are fraught with
danger. The rulers of free states ought to show themselves their
administrators, rather than masters ; they should be capable of guid-
ing, without frequent use of the curb, or of the spur.
On Monday, the 7th of October, 1765, the delegates of the

American provinces convened in the city of New York. The bal-
lot being taken, and the votes examined, Timothy Ruggles was elect-
ed president. The congress, after a long preamble, full of the ordi-
nary protestations of afiection and loyalty towards the person of the
king, and the English government, inserted a series of fourteen arti^
cles, winch were but a confirmation of the rights claimed by the
Americans, both as men and as subjects of the British crown of
which we have already made frequent mention ; concluding with
complaints of the restraints and impediments to their commerce,
created by the late laws.

They afterwards drew up three petitions, or remonstrances, ad-
dressed to the king, to the lords in parliament, and to the house of
commons. They enlarged upon the merits of the Americans, in
having converted vast deserts, and uncultivated lands, into populous
ciiies and fertile fields

; inhospitable shores into safe and commodi-
ous ports; tribes of ignorant and inhuman savages into civilized
and sociable nations, to whom they had communicated the knowl-
edge of tilings, divine and human ; and thus had greatly advanccjU
the glory, power, and prosperity of the Britisb nation.
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'We have always enjoyed,' they said, 'the privileges of English
subjects

: to the?e we are indebted for the happy life we have led

for so long a time. We cannot, we ought not, to renounce them

;

none has the right to tax us but ourselves. We have been aggrieved
and injured, beyond measure, by the late commercial restrictions

;

but especially by the new and extraordinary act for imposing stamp
duties. The peculiar circumstances of the colonies render it impos-
sible to pay these duties ; and, though it were possible, the payment
would soon drain them of all their specie. The execution of these
laws would, by reaction, become extremely detrimental to the com-
mercial interest of Great Britain. The colonies owe an immensely
heavy debt, as well to England for British manufactures, as to their

own inhabitants, for advances made by them for the public service

in the late war. It is evident, the more the commerces of the colo-

nies is favored, the more also that of England is promoted and in-

creased. In such a country as America, where the lands are ex-

tremely divided, and transfers of property very frequent, where a
multiplicity of transactions take place every day, the stamp act is

not only vexatious, but altogether insupportable ; the house of com-
mons cannot, at so great a distance, be acquainted with our wants
or with our faculties ; every one knows the distinction between the

jurisdiction of parliament, in regulating the affairs of commerce in

all parts of the empire, and colonial taxation ; for the latter object,

the provincial assemblies have been expressly instftuted in the colo-

nies, which would become altogether useless, if the parliament

should arrogate the right of imposing taxes ; the colonists have never
obstructed, but have always promoted, to the extent of their power,
the interests of the crown ; they bear a filial affection towards the

government and people of England ; they love their opinions, their

manners, their customs ; they cherish the ancient relations, which
unite them ; they hope, therefore, that their humble representations

will be heard ; that their deplorable situation will be taken into a
just consideration ; that the acts which have oppressed their com-
merce and their property, with such grievances, will be repealed, or

that the British government will otherwise relieve the American peo-
ple, as in its wisdom and goodness shall seem meet.'

But, as if they feared being called to participate in the general

representation in parliament, by sending their delegates also, they

inserted in their petitions an assertion entirely new, which was, that,

considering the remote situation, and other circumstances of the col-

onies, it would be impracticable that they should be 'Otherwise repre-

plaints was directed against the clauses of the late laws, by which I
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the penalties and forfeitures, that might be incurred by the violation
of the late regulations, and of the stamp act, were not to be decided
as m England, by the ordinary tribunals, but, at the election of the
mformer, by one of the courts of admiralty. Thus, they affirmed
at the good pleasure of the first suborner, they were liable to be car-
ried, for trial, from one end of the continent to the other ; while at
the same time, they would be deprived of the right, so dear to all
of bemg tried by a jury; their foriunes, their characters, would bem the hands of a single judge.
The 24th of October, it was determined by congress, that the pe-

titions should be preferred in England, with the requisite solicita-
tions, by special agents, to be appointed for this purpose by the
several provinces, and indemnified for all their expenses. The day
follovymg, having accomplished the objects for which it was con-
vened, the congress dissolved itself.

The news of the disturbances excited in America, by the stamp
act, being arrived in England, the minds of all were deeply but dif-
lerently affected, according to their various opinions and interests.

Ihe merchants, foreseeing that the sums they had lent the Ameri-
cans could not bo reimbursed, censured and detested the extraordi-
nary law which had interrupted the ancient course of things The
greater part of them did not blame, but even appeared to approve
the resolution taken by the Americans, to discontinue all remittances
10 England, persuaded that the new duties had deprived them of
the means The manufacturers, finding their orders diminished,
and tlieir business rapidly declining, were reduced to the greatest
straits, and many to ruin. Some abandoned themselves to dejection
and despondency, others manifested a lofty indignation at the ex-
cesses committed by the Americans. Disputations and controversi^ s
were without number. Pamphlets were daily published, written
upon different, and even opposite principles. In some, the Ameri-
cans were extravagantly extoUed, and praised as the defenders of
liberty, the destroyers of tyranny, the protectors and supporters of
aJl that IS dear to man upon earth ; in others, they were acrimoni-
ously accused of ingratitude, evarice, turbulence, suspicion, and
(inaily, of rebellion.

Those who in parliament, or elsewhere, had promoted the late
laws, were disposed to employ force, and constrain the obedience
of the Americans at all hazards ; and to inflict condign punishment
upon the autiiors of such enormities. Those, on the contrary, who
had opposed the act, declared for more lenient measures : they af-J- II 1

""i«- i^iiiuiii measures;
lirmed, that all other means should be tried bfiforP rP«Qr*;n„ c"
Uiat an 'ittempt should first be made to soothe the minds o°f the colo

> > >•/>«-» •
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nists, as it was nevor too late to employ coercion ; that the signal of

civil war once given, the first blood once shed, it was impossible to

foresee the consequences, or the termination of the contest.

It was believed, at the time, that lord Bute, who had the king's

entire confidence, and, concealed behind the scenes, was the prompt-

er of all, had strongly advistJ to trample down all obstacles, and to

use the promptest means to subdue all opposition. The gentlemen

of the royal household, who in their ambrosial life are ignorant of

human miseries, would have winged the dispatches lo Ameri'.a with

fire and sword. The members of the episcopal clergy itself, for-

getting the clemency of their character, professed the same senti-

ments
;
perhaps they already imagined that the Americans being

reduced to submission, and the petulaiice, as they said, of their spirits

Drought under the curb, to prevent the return of similar disorders,

\t would be determined to introduce in the colonics the English hi-

erarchy. It was also known that the king was inclined to enforce

the execution of the stamp act, but that if this could not be effected

without bloodshed, he wished its repeal. '

Meanwhile, the ministry, who had been the authors ot the restraints

imposed on American commerce, and of the stamp act, had received

their dismission. In appearance, and perhaps in reality, this change

took place on account of the coldness with which they had proposed

and supported the regency bill, before the two houses of parliament

;

such at least v/as the general opinion ; but it is not improbable that

it was occasioned by the alarming commotions raised in England by
the silk-weavers, who complained of the declension of their manu-
facture ; the cause of which was imputed, by rome, to the intro-

duction of an unusual quantity of foreign silks, and particularly those

of France, but the real or principal cause, was the diminution of

purchases for American account. Perhaps, also, the government

already suspected, or was apprised of the tumults in America. But
it was given out and circulated with much industry, that the change

of ministry ought to be attributed solely to the statute of regency.

The government thus sheltered itself from the blame incurred by the

new direction given to the affairs of America, and left the people at

liberty to throw it upon the late ministry. For it is a salutary prin-

ciple of the F.ngUsh constitution, that when, in consequence of a

false or unfortunate measure, the state is menaced with serious dan-

gers, (as this measure could not, however, be renounced without pre-

judice to the dignity of government,) some occasion of a nature quite

foreign, is eagerly sought as a pretext for dismissing the ministers.

Then, without other accusation, the censure attaches to them ; the

oiToif is again brought under deliberation, and tiie plan of conduct

'l-ii!
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is entirely changed. Thus it is seen, that what, iu other govern-

ments, where the sovereign is absolute, could only be obtained by

his abdication, or otherwise would expose the state to the most disas-

trous events, and perhaps total ruin, is easily obtained in England,

by a simple change of ministers. In this manner the wishes of the

nation are gratified without impairing the dignity of the throne, or

the security of the state. But, as in all human things evil is always

mingled with good, this procedure has also its inconveniences, and

the new ministers are placed in a situation full of embarrassment

;

for to march in a direction altogether opposite to that of their pred-

ecessors, would be giving a complete triumph to the factious, to in

surgents, to enemies, domestic or foreign, and would tend to ani-

mate them with new audacity. On the other hand, to follow tame-

ly the same track, would be continuing in evil, and doing precisely

that which it is desired to avoid. It happens, therefore, too often,

that the new ministers are obliged to pursue a certain middle course,

which rarely leads to any desirable end ; a remarkable example of

which is exhibited in the hi tory of the events we retrace.

The marquis of Rockingham, one of the wealthiest noblemen of

the kingdom, and much esteemed by all for the vigor of his genius,

and especially for the sincerity of his character, was appointed first

lord of the treasury, in the room of George Grenville ; the other de-

partments of the ministry passed from the friends of the latter to

the friends of the former. The greatci part were, or at least pro •

fesscd to be, friendly to the American causes One of them, general

Conway, had been appointed secretary of stace for the colonies ; and

no choice could have been more agreeable to the Americans. The
new ministers soon turned their attention to the state of the colo-

nies, which they resolved to meliorate, by procuring the abro^^iia-

tion of the laws which had caused such bitter complaints, and par-

ticularly of the stamp act. But this they could not do at present,

without a great prejudice to the dignity of government ; it was also

necessary to wait for the regular meeting of parliament, which is

usually convened at the close of the year ; finally it was requisite to

take, at least in appearance, suflicient tirje to acquaint themselves

thoroughly vv'ith the state of affairs in America, and to weigh tliem

with much delil ; r.^ i:'n, ir* order to lay them before parliament with

all due precisio a-v' illustration**. They endeavored in the mean
lime to SI .othe the minds of the Americans, and bring them back to

reason, by }.runing from the odious acts all the conditions that could

be removed by an extreme laxity of interpretation ; by speaking,

in their correspondence with the governors of the colonies, with

great indulgence of the American disturbaiices ; and by encourag-
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ing the colonists themselves to hope that their grievances would be
redressea.

The boat i of treasury decided that all the produce of the Ameri-
can stamp duties should be paid, from time to time, to the deputy
paymaster in America, to defray the subsistence of the troops, and
any military expenses incurred in the colonies.
The members of the board of trade, having taken into considera-

tion the energetic resolutions of the assembly of Virginia, were ur-
gent in their representations to the king, that he should notice them,
ly a declaration of the royal disapprobation, and send instructions
t J the agents of tiie crown in Virginia, to enforce the strict execution
<»f the stamp act, and all other laws proceeding from the legitimate
authority of parliament. But all this was but a vain demonstration,
for they well knew that their opinion would not be approved by the
king's privy council. In effect, the council decided that the present
matter could not be determined by the king in his privy council, but
was within the coiiipetency of parliament.

The resolutions of th-- other colonial assemblies having been de-
nounced to the king, liie privy council r^ade the same answer in
respect to them. Thus it was apparent, that a disposition existed
to discourage all deliberations directed against America.
The secretary of state, Conway, found himself in a very difficult

situation. He could not but condemn the excesses to which the
Americans had abandoned themselves ; but, on the other hand, he
detested the thought of procuring, by force, the execution of a law
which had been the cause of such commotions, and was considered
by the new ministers, and by himself, perhaps, more than any other,
if not unjust, certainly, at least, unseasonable and prejudicial. H<;^
therefore, had recourse to temporizing and subterfuges

j and dis-
played in all his conduct a surprising address.

In the letters addressed to the lieutenant-governor of Virginia, and
to the other colonial governors, he expressed a full persuasion of the
attachment of the mass of the Virginians to the mother country

;

that the violent proceedings of some among them, had in no degree
diminished the confidence his majesty had always placed in his good
colony of Virginia ; that neither the crown nor its servants had any
intention to violate the real rights and liberties of any part of his
majesty's dominions ; that, on the other hand, the government would
never endure that the dignity of parliament shcald be made a sac-
rifice to certain local and anticipated opinions. He therefore ex-
horted the governors to maintain, with all their power, but by all

prudent n:>easureg, the just rights of the British ffovernment, (without,
however, explaining what rights were intended.) He recommended
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to them, especially, to preserve the peace and tranquillity of the
provinces committed to their care ; then, adverting to the violences
and outrages which had taken place in the colonies, he did not hesi-
tate to attribute them to the lowest of the population, always fond
of change ; he was confident, the better and wiser part of the citi-

zens had taken no part in them, who must know that submission
and decency are more efficacious than violence and outrage, to ob-
tain redress, indulgence and favor. * If prudence and lenity slrould
pi»ove insufficient to calm the fermentation, it would be necessary
to provide for tlie maintenance of peace and good order, by such a
timely exertion of force as the occasion might require ; for which
purpose, they would make the proper applications to general Gage
or lord Colvil, commanders of his majesty's land and naval forces
in America.'

He praised, however, the patience and magnanimity of the gov-
ernor of New York, in having abstained from firing the artillery of
the fort on the infatuated populace, which so provokingly approached

;

and testified his joy, that amidst so many disorders no blood had
been spilt. He remarked that the distance of places prevented him
from giving them more precise instructions ; and, finally, that he
placed great reliance upon their wisdom, discretion and prudence.
These dispatches of the secretary of state sufficiently evince

what was his mode of thinking, with respect to American affairs

;

for, although he recommends the employment of force, if requisite,'
for the repression of tumults, he no where speaks of constraining
the Americans to submit to the stamp act.

In the midst of so many storms, the year 1765 approached its con-
clusion, when the parliament was convoked, on the 17th of Decem-
ber. Although the king, in his openin^r speech, had made mention
of American affairs, this subject, which held in suspense not only
Great Britain and her colonies, but even all Europe, was adjourned
till the meeting of parliament, after the Christmas holidays. Ac-
cordingly, on the 14th of January, 1766, the king adverted again to
the events which had occurred in America, as matters of extreme
importance, which would require the most serious attention of par-
liament during its present session. Things were on all sides brought
10 maturity. The new ministers had laid before parliament all the
information relating to this subject ; and, having previously arranged
the system of measures they intended to pursue, they were fully pre-
oared to answer the objections which they knew it must encounter
from the opposite party. Likewise, those who from personal inter-
est, or from conviction, vohintnrilv. o«* »* *^f^ ei>r,rract\r.n ^f ^tu^s^

proposed to support the ministfjrs in their debates, had made all tho

8
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dispositions tliey believed conducive to the object in view. On liie

other hand, the late ministers, and all their adherents, had strenu-
ously exerted themselves, in making preparations to defend a law
they had ushered into being, and the darling object of their solici-

tude
; fully apprised, apart from partiality for their own opinion,

what dishonor, or at least what diminution of credit, they must sua-

tain from its abrogation. But, whatever might have been the mo-
tives, deducible from reasons of state, for the maintenance of tho
law, the prejudice which must result from it to the commerce of
Great Britain, was already but too evident.

Accordingly, as if tho merchants of the kingdom had leagued for

the purpose, they presented themselves at the bar of parliament,
with petitions, tending to cause the repeal of the act. They
represented how much their commerce had been affected in

consequence of the new regulations and new laws concerning
America.

' At this moment,' they said, ' we see accumulated or perishing

in our warehouses, immense quantities of British manufactures,
which heretofore have found a ready market in America ; a very

great number of artisans, manufacturers, and seamen, are withoul
employment and destitute of '"ipport. England is deprived of rice,

indigo, tobacco, naval stores, oil, whale fins, furs, potash, and other

commodities of American growth, that were brought to our ports

in exchange for British manufactures. The merchants of Great
Britain are frustrated of the remittances, in bills of exchange and
bullion, which the Americans have hitherto procured them ; and
which they obtained in payment for articles of their produce, not
required for the British market, and therefore exported to other
places ; already, many articles are wanting, heretofore procure d by
the Americans with their own funds, and with English manufac-
tures, and which they brought eventually to the ports of England.
From the nature of this trade, consisting of British manufactures
exported, and of the import of raw materials from America, it must
be deemed of the highest importance to the British nation ; since,

among other advantages, it tended to lessen its dependence on for-

eign states ; but it is henceforth annihilated, without the immediate
interposition of parliament. The m.erchants of Great Britain ar-ii

in advance to the colonists for the sum of several millions sterling,

svlio are no longer able to make good their engagements as they

have heretofore done, so great is the damage they have sustained

from the regulations of commerce recently introduced ; and many
bankruptcies have actually occurred of late in the colonies—a thing

aLnOftt wiihoul exanq>Ie in times past.' Tlie peiitioners added, tiial
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their situation was critical; without the immediate succors of
parliament, they must be totally ruined ; that a multitude of manu-
facturers would likewise be reduced to the necessity of seckin'^ sub-
sistence in foreign countries, to the great prejudice of their own.
They implored the parliament to preserve the strength of the nation
entire, the prosperity of its commerce, the abundance of its reve-
nues, the power of its navy, the immensity and wealth of its navi-
gation, (the sources of the true glory of England, and her strong-
est bulwark,) and finally to maintain the colonies, from inclination,
duty and interest, firmly attached to the mother country.
The agent of Jamaica also presented a petition, in which were

detailed the pernicious effects produced, in that island, by a stamp
law, which had originated in the assembly of its own representa-
tives. Other petitions were presented by the agents of Virginia
and Georgia. All these were got up at the suggestion of the min-
isters. The representations of the congress of New York were
not admitted, because this assembly was unconstitutionally formed.
Not trusting to these preparatives, the ministers, passionately

desirous of obtaining the revocation, resolved to employ the name
and authority of Benjamin Franklin, the man who enjoyed at that
time the greatest reputation. He was therefore interrogated, dur-
ing the debates, in the presence of the house of commons. The
celebrity of the person, the candor of his character, the recol-
lection of all the services he had rendered his country, and the
whole human race, by his physical discoveries, roused the attention
of every mind. The galleries were crowded with spectators, ea-
ger to hear so distinguished an individual speak upon a subject
of so much moment. He answered with gravity, and with extreme
presence of mind. ' The Americans,' he said, ' already pay taxes
on all estates, real and personal ; a poll tax ; a tax on all offices,
profefsions, trades, and businesses, according to their profits ; ari
excise on all wine, rum, and other spirits ; and a duty of ten pounds
per head on all negroes imported ; with some other duties. The
assessments upon real and personal estates amount to eighteen
pence in the pound

; and those upon the profits of employments to
half a crown. The colonies could not in any way pay the stamp
duty

;
there is not gold and silver enough, in all the colonies, to

pay the stamp duty even for one year. The Germans who inhabit
Pennsylvania are more dissatisfied with this duty than the native
colonists themselves. The Americans, since the new laws, have
abated much of their affection for Great Britain, and of their re-
spect for parliament. There exists n great difference between in-
ternal and external duties ; duties laid on commodities imported
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Imve no other eiFeet than to raise the price oi these articles in tli«

American market ; they make, in fact, a part of this price ; but n
is optional with the people either to buy tlicm or not, and onse-
quently to pay the duty or not. But an ifttcrnal tax is forced
from the people without tltcir own consent, if not laid by their own
representatives. The stamp act says, we shnll have no commerce,
make no exchange of property with each other, neither purcliase,

nor grant, nor recover debts, we slvall neither marry, nor make our
wills, unless we pay such and such i-nma ; aiul thus it is intended
to extort our money from us, or ruin us by the consf queiices of re-

fusing to pay it. The American colonists could, in a short time,
find in their own manufactures the m.eans of sufficing to themselves.

The repeal of the stamp act would restore tran uillity, and things

would resume their pristine course.'

Thus spoke Franklin ; and his words were a powerful support to
the ministers. But the advocates of the law were not inactive ; and
they marshaled all their strength to obstruct tlicir repeal. TIiq
disquisitions and debates had continued with equal warmth on both
sides, and the moment of decision approached ; when George Grerv-
ville, the same who, being prime minister, had first proposed the
stamp act in parliament, a man whose influence was extensive, and
his adherents very numerous, arose in his pkice and spoke in the
following terms ;

< If I could persuade myself that the pride of
opinion, the spirit of party, or the aflection which man usually bears
to things done by himself, had so fascinated my intelh^ctual sighl

and biased the faculties of my mind, as to deprive me of all power
to see and distinguish that which is manifest, I certainly, on this

occasion, should have intrenched myself in silence, and thus dis-

played, if not my zeal for the public service, at least my fM-udence
and discretion. But, as the aftair now before us has been the sub-
ject of my most attentive consideration, and of my most deliberate

r(^flection, at the period when the general tranquillity we.s uninter-

rupted by scandalous excesses ; and as from a contingency for

w liich I claim no merit, it appears that to my honor and reputation

tha honor and dignity of this kingdom are attached, my prudence
might be reputed coldness, and my discretion a base desertion.

' But where is the public, where is the private man, whatever may
be his moderation, who is not roused at the present dangers which
so imminently threaten the safety of our country ? Who docs not
put forth all his strength to avert them ? And who can help indulg-

mg the most sinister anticipation, in contemplating the new coun-
sels and fatal inactivity of the present servants of the crown ? A
solemn law has been enacted in parliament, already a year since it
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waf and still b, the duty of ministers to carry it into effect Thn
constitution declares, that to suspend a law, or the execution of n
law, by royal authority, and without conscmt of parlamcnt, is felo-
ny; in defiance of which, this law has been suspended,—lias be. n
openly resisted,—but did I say resisted ? Your delegates aro insult-
ed, their houses are pigged; even their persons are not secure
from violence, and, as if to provoke your patience, you are mocked
and braved under the mouths of your artillery. Your ears are as-
sailed from c ry quarter, with protestations that obedience cj. inot,
shall not, ougnc not, to be rendered to your decrees. Perhaps other
ministers, more old fashioned, would have thought it their duty in
such a , ise, to lend the law the aid of force ; thus maintaining the
dignity of ( lie crown, and the authority of your deliberations. But
those young gentlemen whr> sit on the opposite benches and no one
knows how, look upon the. principles as the antiquated maxims of
'

ir simple ancestors, and disdain to honor \x ah their attention mere
acts of not, sedition, and open resistance. With a patience truly
exemplary, they recommend to the governors lenity and moderation

;they grant them permission to call in the aid of three or four soldiers
Irom general Gage, and as many co( k-boats from lord Colvil • they
commend them for uot having employed, to carry the law into effect,
the means which had been placed in their hands.
'Be prepared to see that the seditious are in the right, and thot

we only are m fault; such, assuredly, is the opinion of the minis-
ters. And who could doubt it ? They have declared it themselves
they incessantly repeat it in your presence. It is but too apparent
tliat, much against their will, they have at length laid before you the
disorders and audacious enormities of the Americans; for they be-
gan in July, and now we are in the middle of January

; lately thcv
were only occurrences—they are now grown to disturbances, tumults
and riots. I doubt they border on open rebellion

; and if the doc-
trine I have heard this day be confirmed, I fear they will lose that
name, to take that of revolution. May Heaven bless the admirable
resignation of. our ministers ; but I much fear we shall gather no
truits from it of an agreeable relish. Occasion is fleeting, the dan-
gens urgent

;
and this undisciplinable people, the amiable object of

their fond solicitude, of their tender care, are forming leagues, are
weaving conspiracies, are preparing to resist the orders of the kin-r
and ot the parliament. Continue then, ye men of long sufferimr, to
march m the way you have chosen; even repeal the law; and^'see
liow many agents you will find zealous in the discharge of their du-
ty, in exccutuig the laws of the kingdom, in augmenting the reve
nues and diminishing the burthens "

rOL. I.

your people ; sec, also, how
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many ministers you will /:nd, who, for the public service, will op-
pose a noble and invincible firr;ness against the cabals of malignity,

against the powerful combination of all private interests, against
the clamors of the multitude, and the perversity of faction. In a
word, if you would shiver all the springs of government, repeal
the law.

* I hear it asserted, from every quarter, by these defenders of the
colonists, that thsy cannot be taxed by authority of parliament, be-
cause they are not there represented. But if so, why, and liy what
authority, do you legislate for them at ail ? If they are represent-

ed, they ought to obey all laws of parliament whatsoever, whether
of the nature of taxes, or any other whatever. If they are not,

they ought neither to submit to tax laws nor to any other. And if

you believe the colonists ought not to be taxed by autiiority of par-

liament, from defect of representation, how will you maintain that

nine tenths of the inhabitarjts of this kingdom, no better represent-

ed than the colonists, ought to submit to your taxation ? The Ameri-
cans have taken a hostile attitude towards the mother country ; and
you would not only forgive their errors, dissemble their outrages,

remit the punishment due, but surrender at discretion, and acknowl-
edge their victory complete ! Is this preventing popular commo-
tions ? Is this repressing tumults and rebellion ? Is it not rather to

foment them, to encourage them to supply fresh fuel to the confla-

gration ? Let any man, not blmded by the spirit of party, judge and
pronounce. I would freely hsten to the counsels of clemdncy, I

would even consent to the abrogation of the law, if the Americans
had requested it in a decent mode ; but their modes are outrages,

derision, and the ways of force
;

pillage, plunder, arms and open re-

sistance to the will of government. It is a thing truly inadmissible,

and altogether new, that, at any moment, whenever the fancy may
take them, or the name of a law shall happen to displease them.,

these men should at once set about starvir g our manufacturers, and
refuse to pay what they owe to the subjects of Great Britain. The
officers of the crown, in America, have repeatedly soHcited, and
earnestly entreated, the ministers, to furnish them with proper means
to curry the law into effect ; but the latter have disregarded their

instances ; and, by this negligence, the American tumults have taken

the alarming character we see. And shall we now suffer the minis-

ters to come and alledge the effects of their own neglect, to induce

us to sacrifice the best interests of this kingdom, the majesty, the

power, and even the reputation of the government, to an evH, ovrir-

grown indeed, but not past cure, the moment a suitable resolution L»

demonstrated to bring this ini'atuated multitude to a sense of duty }
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But, again, if the colonists are exempted, by their constitutions, from

parhamen*ary taxes, as levies of seamen have been either prohibited

or restricted in America, by different acts of parHament, it follows,

of necessity, that they are not bound either to furnish men for the

defense of the common country, or money to pay them ; and that

England alone must support the burthen of the maintenance and
protection of these her ungrateful children. If such a partiality

should be established, it must be at the hazard of depopulating this

kingdom, and of dissolving that original compact upon which nil

human societies repose.

' But I hear these subtle doctors attempting to inculcate u fantas-

tical distinction between external and internal taxes, as if they were
not the same as to the effect—that of taking money from the subjects

for the public service. Wherefore, then, these new counsels ? When
I proposed to tax America, I asked the house if any gentleman would
object to the right ? I repeatedly asked it ; and no man would at-

tempt to deny it. And tell me when the Americans were emanci-
pated. When they want the protection of this kingdom, they are

always very ready to ask it. This protection has always been afford-

ed them in the most full and ample manner ; and now they refuse

to contribute their mite towards the public expenses. For, let not
gentlemen deceive themselves, with regard to the rigor of the tax

;

it would not suffice even for the necessary expenses of the troops

stationed in America ; but a peppercorn, in acknowledgment of the
right, is of more value than millions without. Yet, notwithstanding

the slightness of the tax, and the urgency of our situation, the Ameri-
cans grow sullen, and instead of concurring in expenses arising from
themselves, they renounce your authority, insult your officers, and
break out, I might almost say, into open rebellion.

' There has been a time when they would not have proceeded
tlius ; but they are now supported by ministers more American than
English. Already, by the artifice of these young gentlemen, in-

flammatory petitions are handed about against us, and in their favor.

Even within this house, even in this sanctuary of the laws, sedition

has found its defenders. Resistance to the laws is applauded, obsti-

nacy encouraged, disobedience extolled, rebellion pronounced a vir-

tue ! Oh more than juvenile imprudence ! Oh blind ambition of the
human mind ! But you give a fatal example

;
you will soon have

ample cause to repent your own work.
' And thou, ungrateful people of America, is this the return for

die cares and fondness of thy ancient mother ? When I had the
honor of serving the crown, while you yourselves were loaded with

811 enormous debt, you have given bounties on their lumber, on their-»;
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iron, their hemp, and many other articles. You have relaxed in
their favor, the act of navigation, that palladium of the British
commerce; and yet I have been abused, in all the public papers, as
an enemy to the trade of America. I have been charged with
giving orders and instructions to prevent the Spanish trade. I dis-
couraged no trade but what was illicit, what was prohibited by act
of parliament.

' But it is meant first to calumniate the man, and then destroy his
work. Of myself, I will speak no more ; and the substance of my
decided opimon, upon the subject of our debates, is briefly this ; let
the stamp act be maintained ; and let the governors of the American
provinces be provided with suitable means to repress disorders, and
carry the law into complete effect.'

William Pitt, venerable for his age, and still more for the services
he had rendered his country, rose to answer this discourse ; ' I know
not whether I ought most to rejoice, that the infirmities which have
been wasting, for so long a time, a body already bowed by the weight
of years, of late suspending their ordinary violence, should iiave al-
lowed me, this day, to behold these walls, and to discuss, in the pres-
ence of this august assembly, a subject of such high importance,
and which so nearly concerns the safety of our country

; or to grieve
at the rigor of destiny, in contemplating this country, which, within
a few years, had arrived at such a pinnacle of splendor and majesty,
and become formidable to the universe from the immensity of its
power, now wasted by an intestine evil, a prey to civil discords, and
madly hastening to the brink of the abyss, into which the united
force of the most powerful nations of Europe struggled in vain to
plunge it. Would to Heaven that my health had permitted my at-
tendance here, when it was first proposed to tax America ! If my
feeble voice should not have been able to avert the torrent of ca-
lamities which has fallen upon us, and the tempest which threatens
us, at least my testimony would have attested that I had no pait
in them. ^

' It is now an act that has passed : I would speak with decency of
every act of this house, but I must beg the indulgence of the house
to speak of it with freedom. Assuredly, a more important subject
never engaged your attention, that subject only excepted, when
near a century ago, it was the question whether you yourselves were
to be bound or free. Those who have spoken before me, with so
much vehemence, would maintain the act because our honor de-
mands it. IfgenUemen consider the subject in that light, they leave
all measures of right and wrong to follow a delusion that may lead
to destruction. But can the point of honor stand opposed against
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justice, against reason, against right ? Wherein can honor better
consist than in doing reasonable things ? It is :ny opinion that Eng
land has no right to tax the colonies. At the same time, I asseH
the authority of this kingdom over the colonies to be sovereign and
supreme, in every circumstance of government and legislation what-
soever. The colonists are the subjects of this kingdom, equally en-
titled with yourselves to all the natural rights of mankind, and the
peculiar privileges of Englishmen ; equally bound by its laws, and
equally participating of the constitution of this free country. The
Americans are the sons, not the bastards, of England. Taxation is

no part of the governing or legislative power. The taxes are a vol-

untary gift and grant of the commons alone. In legislation, the
three estates of the realm are alike concerned ; but the concurrence
of the peers and the crown to a tax, is only necessary to close w'ltli

the form of a law. The gift and grant is of the commons alone

;

now this house represents the conmions, as they virtually represent
the rest of the inhabitants ; when, therefore, in this house, we give
and grant, we give and grant what is our own. But in an American
tax, wh",t do we do ? We, your majei t) \. commons of Great Brit-
ain, give and grant to your majesty, what ? Our own property ?

No. We give and grant to your majesty the property of your com-
mons of America. It is an absurdity in terms. It was just now
affirmed, that no difference exists between internal and external
taxes, and that taxation is an essential part of legislation. Are not
the crown and the peers equally legislative powers with the com-
mons ? If taxation be a part of simple legislation, the crown, the
peers, have rights in taxation as well as yourselves ; rights which they
will claim, which they will exercise, whenever the principle can be
supported by power.

' There is an idea in some, that the Americans are virtually rep-

resented in this house ; but I would fain know by what province,

county, city, or borough, they are repiesented here ? No doubt by
some province, county, city, or borough, never seen or known by
them or their ancestors, and which they never will see or know.

' The commons of America, represented in their several assem-
blies, have ever been in possession of the exercise of this, their con-
stitutional right, of giving and granting their own money. They
would have been slaves if they had not enjoyed it.

' I come not here armed at all points, with law cases, and acts of

parliament, with the statute book doubled down in dog's ears, as my
valiant adversary has done. But I knovv, at least, if we are to take

example from ancient facts, that, even under the most arbitrary reigns,

parliaments were ashamed of taxmg a people without their consent,
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and aDowed them representatives ; and in our own times, even those
who send no members to parhament, are all at least inhabitants ot
Great Britain. Many have it in their option to be actually represent-
ed. They have connections with those that elect, and they have in-
fluence over them. Would toHeaven that all were better i epresent-
ed thaii they are

! It is the vice of our constitution
;
perhaps the

day will arrive, and I rejoice in the hope, when the mode of repre-
sentation, this essential part of our civil organization, and principal
safeguard of our liberty, will be carried to that perfection, which
every good Englishman must desire.

* It has been asked, When were the Americans emancipated ? But
I desire to know when they were made slaves.

It is said, that in this house the signal of resistance has been
given, that the standard of rebellion has been erected ; and thus it

is attempted to stigmatize the fairest prerogative of British senators,
that of speaking what they think, and freely discussing the interests
of their country. They have spoken their sentiments with freedom

,

against this unhappy act ; they have foreseen, they have predicted
the perils that impend ; and this frankness is imputed as a crime.
Sorry I am to observe, that we can no longer express our opinions
in this house, without being exposed to censure ; we must prepare
for a disastrous futurity, if we do not oppose, courageously, with
our tongues, our hearts, our hands, the tyranny with which we arc
menaced. I hear it said that—America is obstinate, America is almost
in open rebellion. I rejoice that America has resisted. Three mil-
lions of people, so dead to all the feelings of liberty, as voluntarily
to submit to be slaves, wonld have been tit instruments to make
slaves of ourselves. The honorable member has said also, for he is
fluent in words of bitterness, that America is ungrateful ; ho boasts
of his bounties towards her; but are not these bounties i- nded,
finally, for the benefit of this kingdom ? And how is it true that
America is ungrateful? Does she not voluntarily hold a good cor-
respondence with us ? The profits to Great Britain, from her com-
merce with the colonies, are two millions a year. This is the fund
that carried you triumphantly through the last war. The estates
tliat were rented at two thousand pounds a year, seventy years ago,
are at three thousand pound," at present. You owe this to America!
This is the price she pays for your protection. I omit the increase
of population in the colonies ; the migration of new inhabitants
from every part of Europe

; and the ulterior progress of American
commerce, should it be regulated by judicious laws. And shall we
hear a miserable financier come with a boast that he can fetch a pep-
percorn into the exchequer, to the loss of millions to the nation ?
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The gentleman complains that he has been misrepresented in the

fiirh .f? r' '''!; °",'^
'^V

'* '' ^ "^'«f«rtune common to all thatm high stations and take a leading part in pubUc affairs. He saysalso that when he first asserted the right of parliament to taflmer

-

•ca he was not contradicted. I know not how it is, but there is arnodesty m this house, which does not choose to contradict a mil!
tei If gentlemen do not get the better of this modesty, perhapsthe collective body may begin to abate of its respect for [he reVre!sentative A great deal has been said without door., and more th^
|s discreet, of the power, of the strength, of America. Bu ! 71good cause, on a sound bottom, the force of this country can crushAnienca to atoms

;
but on the ground of this tax, when it is wishedto prosecute an evident injustice, I am one who will lift my handsand voice against it.

^
'In such a cause, your success would be deplorable, and victoryWdous America if she fell, would fall like the strong m^

smution along with her. Is this your boasted peace ?_not to«heath the sword in its scabbard, but to sheath it in the bowds of

whole hTTp- J^"* ^^" ^"^^^^' -•^'^ y--J-«' now thwhole house of Bourbon is united against you?-while France disturbs your fisheries in Newfoundland, embarrasses ylr! ave trad^with Africa and withholds from your subjects in Canada thJr p^op-ony stipulated by treaty ^-while the ransom for the Manillas is de-

Tt^J '?rr •'' ^"u""'
'°"^""''^'' ^••"^"^^^ '"to a mean plun-

tlerer
? The Americans have not acted in all things with prudenceand temper. They have been wronged. They have been driven tomadness by injustice^ Will you punish them for the madness youhave occasioned? Rather let prudence and benignity come Sfrom the strongest side. Excuse their errors ; learn to honor the

virtues. Upon the whole, I will beg leave to tell the house what I
really my opinion. I consider it most consistent with our dimitymost useful to our liberty, and in every respect the safest for thUkingdom, that the stamp act be repealed, absolutely, totally, and im-
mediately. At the same time, let the sovereign authority of tWscountry over the colonies be asserted in as strong terms as^an be
devised, and be made to extend to every point of legislation what-
soever; that we may bind their trade, confine their manufactures,and exercise every power whatsoever, except that of taking theimoney out of their pockets without their consent.'

^
These words pronounced in a firm and solemn tone, by a man

Ihe'heflers
'^' ""^"'^ ^'"^ "'*'""'" ^^''' "P^" *^^ "^'"^« «^
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They still retained, however, a deep resentment, on account of tho

excesses committed by the Americans ; and perhaps the repeal of
the act would not have taken place, if, at the same time, the minis-

ters had not accompanied it with the declaration of which we shall

speak presently. Some also are of the opinion, that the affair was
much facilitated by the promise of an early repeal of the cider tax,

which was, in effect, afterwards debated, and pronounced in the

month of April. The members from the counties where cider is

made, all voted for the repeal of the stamp act. However the truth

of this may be, the question being put, on the 22d of February,
whether the act for the repeal of the stamp act should pass ? it was
carried in the affirmative ; not, however, without a great number of
contrary votes ; two hundred and sixty-five voting in favor, and one
hundred and sixty-seven against. It was approved in the house of
peers; one hundred and fifty-five votes were in favor, sixty-one

were contrary. At the same time was passed the declaratory act,

purporting that the legislature of Great Britain has authority to make
laws and statutes to bind the colonies in all cases whatsoever. On
the 19th of March, the king, having repaired to the house of peers,

gave his assent to the act of repeal, and that oi the dependence of
the colonies towards Great Britain, The American merchants at

that time in London, went, in a body, to testify their joy and grati-

tude upon this occasion. The ships which lay at anchor in the

Thames, displayed their colors in token of felicitation. The houses
were illuminated in all parts of the city ; salutes were heard, and
bonfires were kindled, in all quarters. In a word, none of the pub-
lic demonstrations, usual on similar occurrences, were omitted, to

celebrate the goodness of the king, and the wisdom of parliament.

Couriers were immediately dispatched to Falmouth, to spread

throughout the kingdom, and transmit to America, the tidings of a
law, which, to appearance, must, on the one hand, by appeasing
irritation, put a stop to all further tumults ; and, on the other, dis-

sipate the alarms produced by the losses the manufacturers had
sustained.

END or BOOK SECOND.
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BOOK THIRD.
The Americans, generally, either weary of the present disorders,

annoved by the interruption of commerce, or terrified at the aapect
of the future, which seemed to threaten the last extremities, receiv-
ed with great exultation the news of the revocation of the stamp act.

With infinite delight, they found themselves released from the
necessity either of proceeding to the last resort, and to civil blood-
shed, a thing horrible in itself, and accompanied with innumerable
dangers, or of submitting their necks to a yoke equally detested,
and which had become the more odiout^ from the efforts they had al-
ready made in resistance. It is easy to imagine, therefore, how great
were, in every place, the demonstrations of public joy. Even the
assembly of Massachusetts, either from a sentiment of gratitud-^, or
to confirm itself in opposition, for among its members were many of
the most distinguished citizens of the province, all firmly resolved to
maintain the dependence of America towards Great Britain, unani-
mously voted thanks to be addressed to the duke of Grafton, to
William Pitt, and to all those members of the house of peers, or of
commons, who had defended the rights of the colonies, and procured
the abrogation of the odious law. In like manner, the assembly
of burgesses of Virginia resolved that a statue should be erected to
the king, in acknowledgment and commemoration of the repeal of
the stamp act ; and an obelisk, in honor of those illustrious men who
had so efficaciously espoused their cause. William Pitt, especially,
had become the object of public veneration and boundless praises,
for having said the Americans had done well in resisting ; little heed-
ing that he had recommended, in terms so strong and remarkable,
the confirmation of the authority of parliament over the colonies'
in all points of legislatioti ^ ,,d external taxation. But th^y saw the
consequences of these measures only in the distance ; and considered
the assertion of certain rights of pariiament merely as speculative
principles thrown out to spare its dignity, to soothe British pride,
and facilitate the digestion of so bitter a morsel. Besides, to justify
past events, and perhaps also to authorize their future designs, the
colonists were glad to have the shield of so great a name. They
received with the same alacrity the declaratory act, which the secre-
tary of state transmitted to America at the same time with that for
the repeal of the stamp act.

Notwithstanding this expression of universal exultation, the pub-
Kc mind was not entirely appeased. Secret grudges, and profound

70L. I A
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resentments, still rankled under these brilliant appearances. The
restraints recently laid upon commerce, had caused a disgust no
less extreme than the stump act itself, particularly in the northern
provmces

;
and the success of the first resistance encouraged ulte-

rior hopes.

During the late disturbances, men had become extremely conver-
sant with political disquisitions ; every charter, every right, had been
the subject of the strictest investigation ; and the Americans rarely,
if ever, pronounced against themselves. From these discussions
and debates, new opinions had resulted upon a great number of
points, and some of them strangely exaggerated, respecting the
rights of the Americans, and the nature of their relations with Great
Britain. The irritation and inflexibility of theii minds had in-
creased m the same proportion. In this state of excitement, the
shadow of an encroachment upon their political or civil liberty
would have caused a sudden insurrection ; and the atlentivo ob^
server might easily have perceived, that the reconciliation between
the colonies and the mother country was more apparent than real

;

and that the first occasion would be seized, to break out afresh in
discord and revolt.

The occasion of new dissensions, and the elements of a new com-
bustion, originated in the provinces of Massachusetts and of New
York. The assembly of the former bore ill will to the governor
Sir Francis Bernard, for being, as they believed, a foe to the cause
of America

;
and having chosen for their speaker James Otis, one of

the warmest advocates of liberty existing in America at that period,
ihe governor refused to confirm the choice ; at which the represen-
tatives were highly exasperated. Otis, meanwhile, to retaliate, suc-
ceeded in causing to be excluded from the assembly the officers of
the crown, and the members of the superior court of judicature
who were Hutchinson and Oliver. The governor, much incensed
pronounced, on his part, the exclusion of six of the proposed can-
didates for the speaker's chair. Thus the spirit of di ision was re-
ciprocally fomented. But the patriots went further still ; and pro-
cured a resolution of the assembly, that their debates should be pub-
lic, and that galleries should be constructed, for the accommodation
of such as might wish to attend them ; this was promptly executed.
Ihe mtervention of the public at their dehberations encouraged the
partisans of liberty, and disheartened fhe friends of power ; the for-
mer were sure of increasing their popularity, by warmly advocating
the privileges of the colonies; the latter, of incurring greater aver-
sion, and more universal hatred, in proportion tc their zeal in sup-
porting the cause of the government. Hence, numbers were deter
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red from taking part in the debates. The first had, besides a pow-
erful advantage over them

; for it sufficed to render th.ir advcrsa-
ries odious to the people, to reproach them, true or fu!,e, with hav-
.ng favored the stamp act. The secretory of state, along with theact repealmg the stamp act, had also sent the governors of the prov-
inces a resolution of the house of commons, purporting, 'That all
persons, who, on account of the desire which they had manifested
to comply with or to assist in carrying into execution, any acts of
parliament, had suffered any injury or damage, ought to have full
compensation made to them, by the respective colonies in whichsuch injuries or damages were sustained.' The secretary had alsorecommended to the governors, to be particularly attentive that such
persons should be effectually secured from any further insult or dis-

wvL ^ '^ ""'^^^ ^' ^"""^^"^ ^'*^ th'^t "-^^P^t and justice

dttdtr^^^^^^
''' ^^°^"' '^"^ ''-'' '-' '^^-'-^^'-

It was principally in the province of Massachusetts, that these dis-
orders had taken place

; and the governor, Bernard, lost no time in
communicating to the assembly the resolution of the house of com-mons

;
but this he did in such intemperate language as gave great

offense to the representatives, and greatly imbittered, on both sides,
the misunderstanding already existing between them. Much alter-
cation ensued; in which the assembly armed itself sometimes withone excuse, and sometimes with another, for not granting the indem-
nifications required; till at length, resuming the further considera-
tion of the subject, and reflecting, on the one hand, that in anv
event the parliament would have the power to raise the sum neces'-
sary for the compensations, by imposing some new duty on the mari-
ime ports, and on the other, that this new resistance might render
tljem odious in the eyes of prudent men, as the refractory spirit of
Massachusetts had already been greatly censured, they resolved, that
the indemnifications should be made, at the expense of the province •

and accordingly passed an act for granting compensation to the suf^
erers, and general pardon, amnesty and oblivion, to the offenders

;

to which the king afterwards refused his sanction
; denying the au'

thonty of the colonial assemblies to grant acts of general pardon.
Meanwhile, the indemnifications were made ; and the offenders weie
not prosecuted. The assembly of New York appeared to receive

'

ir.c act of compensation more favorably ; and the greater part of the
sufferers were indemnified. Golden, the lieutenant-governor, was.one refused compensation

;^
the assembly ^Hedging, ih^t if the peo-

mi c d "r
'^'"^:': '?'*^^1'-* f^^ ^^^«Sht it Mpon himself bv his
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But, in the iamo province, another dispute soon arose, which
manifested how imperfectly the seeds of di.scord wore extinguished.
General Gage was expected ut New Yorit with a considerable body
of troops

; in consequence of which, the governor addressed a mes-
nage to the assembly, requesting it to put in execution the act of
parliament called the mutiny act, which requires, that in the colo-
nies where the royal troops are stationed, they shall be provided
with barracks and other necessary articles. The assembly complied
only in part with this requisition, and with evident repugnance.
They passed a bill for providing barracks, fire-wood, candles, bed-
ding, and utensils for tlie kitchen, as demanded ; but Hhey refused ta
grant salt, vinegar, and cider or beer ; saying, it was not customary
to furnish these articles to soldiers when in quarters, but only when
ihey are on the march.

The governor thought it prudent to acquiesce in this decision.
And here is presented a striking example of the mildness of the
British ministers at this epoch ; for, instead of resenting and chas-
tising, as some advised, this new disobedience, they contented them-
selves with procuring a law to be passed, by which it was enacted
that the legislative power of the general assembly of New York
should be totally suspended, until it fully complied with all the terms
of the requisition. The assembly afterwards obeyed ; and things
were restored to their accustomed order.

The same disputes were renewed in Massachusetts. Towards
the close of the year, some companies of artillery were driven, by
stress of weather, into the port of Boston. The governor was re-
quested to lodge them, and procure them the necessary supplies

;

the council gave their consent ; and the money was drawn from the
treasury, by the governor's order. Meanwhile, the assembly met

;

and, desirous of engaging in controversy, sent a message to the
governor, to inquire if any provision had been made for his majes-
ty's troops, and whether more were expected to arrive, to be quar-
tered also in the town ? The governor replied by sending them tho
minutes of the council, with an account of the expenses incurred

;

and added, that no other troops were expected. They had now
ample matter for discussions. They exclaimed, that the governor,
in giving orders for these supplies, upon the mere advice of his coun-
cil, had acted, in an essential point, contrary to the statutes of tho
province. They added, however, some protestations of their readi-
ness to obey the orders of the king, when requested according to
established usages. , .

This obstinacy of two 'principal provlrtopi; of .America, this dispo-
sition to seek new causes of contention, sensibly afflicted those per
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ons in England who had shown themselves fuvorahle to American
privileges

;
and furnished a pretext for the bitter sarcaams of their

udvcrsaries, who repeated, every where, that such were the fruits of
ministerial condescension,—such was the loyalty, such the gratitude
of the colonists towards the mother country

!

'Behold their attachment for public tranquillity ! Behold tlie re-
upect and deference they bear towards the British government ! They
have now thrown otT the mask ; they now rush, without restraint,
towards their favorite object of separation and independence. It is
quite time to impose a curb on these audacious spirits ; they must bo
taught the danger of contending with their powerful progenitors of
resisting the will of Great Britain. Since they are thus insensible to
the mdulgence and bounty she has shown them in the repeal of the
stomp duty, they must be made to pay another ; both to maintain
the right, and compel them to contribute directly to tlie common de-
fense of the kingdom.*

These suggestions were greatly countenanced by the landholders
of the British islands

; who persuaded themselves, that the more
could be raised by a tax laid upon the colonies, the more their own
burthens would be lessened. These opinions were also flattering to
British pride, which had been hurt to the quick by the revocation of
the stamp act, and still more profoundly stung by the repugnance
of the Americans to any submission. The king himself, who, with
extreme reluctance, had consented to the repeal of the act, mani-
fested a violent indignation ; and lord Bute, always his most inti-
mate counsellor, and generally considered as the author of rigorous
counsels, appeared anew much disposed to lay a heavy hand upon
tne Americans. Hence, about the last of July, an unexpected change
of ministry was effected. The duke of Grafton was appointed first
secretary of the treasury, in the place of the marquis of Rocking-
ham; the earl of Shelburne, secretary of state, instead of the duko
oi Uichmond

;
diaries Townsend, a man of versatile character, but

ot brilliant genius, chancellor of the exchequer, in the room of Wil-
liam Dowdeswell

;
and finally, William Pitt, who had recently been

created viscount Pincent, and eari of Chatham, was promoted (1767)
to the charge of keeper of the seals. The new ministers, with the
exception, however, of the earl of Chatham, who was prevented by
his infirrnities from taking part in the councils, resolved to impose
certain duties on tea, glass, and paints, upon their introduction into
he colonies of America. The bill was drawn up to be submitted
to parhament. No sooner was it convched, than Charles Townsend
began, vauntingly, to vociferate in the house of commons, that ne
knew a mode of drawing a revenue fiom the colonies, without vto-

9*
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lating rheir rights or opinions. Grenville caught at the words, and
urged the minis ler to deciare what it was, and to promise, that he
wculd bring it before parhament without delay. A short time after,
in efftict, the chancellor of the exchequer moved in the house of
commons, to impose duties '>n tea, glass and colors, i.nported from
England into th^ American colonies ; he proposed, also, to suppress
the duties on teas that should be shipped from England, intended
for America; and impose a duty of three pence per pound, upon
their Jatrodaction into the American ports. These two bills were
passed without much opposition, and approved by the king.

In the preamble it was declared that the produce of the duties
should be epplied to defray the expenses of the government and
administration of the colonies. In one article it was provided, that
in each province of North America should })e formed a general
civil list, without any fixed limit ; that is, that from the produce of
ihe new duties, a public fund should be composed, of which the
government might dispose immediately, even to the last shiUing, for
the salaries and pensions to bt paid in America. The ministers
were authorized to draw this money from the treasury, and employ
it at their discretion ; the surplus was to remain in the treasury, sub-
ject to the disposal of parliament. It was also enacted, that the
government might, from the same funJ^, grant stipends and salaries
to the governors and to the judges, in the colonies, and determine
the rmount of the same. These last measures were of much
greater importance than the taxes themselves, since they were en-
tirely subversive of the British constitution.

In effect, since the time of Charles II., the ministers had many
times attempted, but always without success, to establish a civil list,

or royal chamber, in America, independent of the colonial assem-
blies; and vet Charles Towasend, with his shrewd and subtle ge-
nius, thus obtained, as it were, while sporting, this difficult point

;

and obtained it, while the remembrance of American opposition, in
a matter of much less importance, was still recent ; while the traces
of so great a conflagration were still smoking ! These new meas-
ures produced anothpi change of great importance ; the governors
and the judges, Leing able to obtain, through the ministers, their re-
spective emoluments, from funds raised by an act of parliament,
without the intervention, and perhaps against the will of the co.o^
nial assemblies, became entireJy independent of the American na
tion, and of its assemblies; and founded all their future hope*
on the favor of the general government alone, that is, of the British
minisiers. The act imposhig the new dutifiw wns tn tnlfo offoot «.
the 20th of Noi^mber ; but as if it was apprehended in England
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that the new tax would be too well received by the colonists ; and
purposely to irritate their minds, by placing before their eyes the im-
pressive picture of the tax gatherers to be employed in the collec-
tion of these duties, another act was passed, creating a permanent
administration of the customs in America. And, to crown such a
measure, the city of Boston was selected for the seat of this new es-
tablishment

;
for such a purpose, less proper than any other ; for no

where were the inhabitants more restless or jealous of their privi-
leges; which they interpreted with a subtilty pecuhar to themselves.
They were, besides, not accustomed to see among them an order

of hnanciers, lavishing in the refinements of luxury, the large emol-
uments to be defrayed with the money of the colonies, while they
were themselves constrained to observe the limits of an extremely
narrow mediocrity. From these causes combined, it resulted that
many commotions were excited anew among the Americans. The
recent disturbances had given them a more decided inclination
towards resistance

; and their political researches had increased the
pretensions of rights, and the desire of a liberty more ample As
this was an external tax, if more tranquil times had been chosen for
Its introduction, and without the combination of so many circum-
stances, which wounded them in their dearest interests, the people
perhaps, would have submitted to it. But in such a state of things'
what could have been expected from a tax, the produce of which
was destined to form a branch of the public revenue, and which ex-
ceeded the hmits of a commercial regulation, a thing which had
already furnished the subject of so much controversy ? It was too
manifest that the British government had resolved to renew its an-
cient pretensions, so long and firmly disputed, of establishing a
public revenue in the colonies, by the authority of parliament.

°

li-sistance, therefore, was every where promptly resolved ; and as
the passions, after being compressed for a time, when rekindled in
the human breast, no longer respect their ancient hmits, but com-
monly overleap them with impetuosity ; so the political writers of
Boston began to fill the columns of the public papers with new
and bold opinions respecting the authority of parliament. Already
intimations were thrown out, allusive to independence; and it was
asserted, that freemen ought not to be taxed, any more than eov-
crned, without thoir consent, given by an actual or virtual repre-
sentation. ^

The legislative power of the parUament over the colonies was notmade the subject of doubt, but denied. Adopting the opinion of

,
:. :

*"^ !y^ """=*^» "aa opposea the repeal of the stamp
act, the patriots afiinned ihat aU distinction between internal and
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external taxes was chimerical, and that parliament had no right to
impose the one or the other ; that it had no power to make laws tobmd the colonies

; and, finally, they went so far as to maintain, that
not being represented in parliament, they were exempted from every
sort of dependence towards it.

^

The rights which thecolonists pretended to enjoy, were explained
with great perspicuity, and a certain elegance of style, in a pamphlet
entitled, ic«er,/rom a Pennsylvania Farmer, to the Inhabitants ofthe English Colonies. They were received with great and universal
lavor; the author was John Dickenson.
The excitement soon became general. New associations were

formed against the introduction of British manufactures, and in fa-
vor of those made at home. A paper to this effect was circulatedm Boston, for such to subscribe as were disposed to become parties
to the confederacy; they bound themselves by it not to purchase
certain articles of commerce, after the last day of December.
But on the other hand, James Otis, from a motive unknown,

whether from levity of character, or because the most ardent are
frequently the least constant in their opinions, or because he really
was apprehensive that the colony of Massachusetts would be left
alone m the present controversy, passing from one extreme to the
other, pronounced a long discourse in favor of government. Not-
withstanding which, the league was approved at Providence, at
Newport, and m all Connecticut. The affair of these combinations
however, advanced very slowly this time, in spite of all the efforts
ol the most zealous patriots.

1768. The assembly of Massachusetts opened their session at
the commencement of the year 1768, and immediately took into
consderation the subject of the new taxes; a very elaborate letter
w;.v addressed to Dennis de Berdt, their agent at London, instruct-
ing him to make remonstrances. They protested their affection
towards Great Britain, and condemned all idea of independence • they
gloried m the English name, and their participation in the British
constitution.

' The design,' they observed, * to draw a public reve-
nue froni the colonies, without their consent, is manifest; a thing
al-oi.:iely contrary to the established laws, and to our rightt
Though men are known sometimes to disregard life, and even to
contemn hberty, they are always at least inviolably attached to their
property; even those who ridicule the ideas of right and justice
who despise faith, truth and honor, and every law, divine and hu'
man, will put a high value upon money; the savages themse.ves.
who inhabit the forests, know and admit the right of property • *' •

nri* as o*rr»»>/»1" oft""!""-! *- *!--i > -> . .
' ' ' Je ^..g.j aiiaviicu lu ihe uow, me arrow, and the tomaha,»k,
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to their hunting and fishing ground, as other nations can be to gold
or silver, and the most precious objects. The Utopian schemes of
leveling, and a community of goods, are as visionary and impracti-
cable, as those which vest all property in the crown, are arbitrary
and despotic. Now, what property can the colonists be conceived
to have, if their money may be granted away by others, without
their consent?' They added a long enumeration of their riglits,
and of the commercial advantages accruing to Great Britain, from'
her colonies; they affirmed, that stipends and salaries, granted by
the crown to governors and judges, were things of a nature to alarm
the freemen of America; that a more solid foundation for tyrannv
could not be laid, since the judges in America hold their places, no't
as in England, during gor>d behavior, but during pleasure; that the
colonists were ready to supply the subsidies necessary for the public
service, without the intervention of parliamentary authority ; that a
standing army was unnecessary in America ; that the inhabitants had
an aversion to these armies, as dangerous to their civil liberties •

that England herself, considering the examples of ancient times,'
ought to fear lest these large bodies of mercenary troops, stationed
in a country so remote, might occasion another Caesar to arise, and
usurp, at length, the authority of his sovereign. They also com-
plained of the new board of customs, as tending to create a swarm
of pensioners; a race ever obnoxious to the people, and prejudicial
to the rectitude and purity of manners. « Can any thing be more
extraordinary than the suspension of the assembly of New York>
Liberty has no longer an existence, and these assembUes are useless
if, wilhng or not willing, they must conform to the mandates of par-
liament. And supposing also, what we deny, that the new laws are
founded in right, it is not the less certain that a real prejudice to
the two nations will be their result, and that the confidence and af-
fection which have hitherto united them, will experience, from their
continuance, a signal diminution. These are points which merit the
serious consideration of a good government. The colonists are
not insensible that it has become fashionable in England, to speak
with contempt of the colonial assembUes ; an abuse from which the
English have more to apprehend than the Americans themselves-
lor only a few reigns back, the habit also prevailed of contemning
the parliament

;
and it was even an aphorism with king James I^

that the lords and commons were two very bad copartners with a
monarch, in allusion to the ancient proverb, that supreme power de-
cine, all participation

; and these attacks, though at present aimed
nt the colonial assembhes, will one dav be directed Pim;n<=f fho oa--
linment itself.

' " ^^ ^'~
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The) joncluded by recommending to their agent to exert his ut-
most endeavors to defeat the projects of those who persisted with
obstmacy in their attempts to sow dissensions, and foment jealousy
juid discord between the two parts of the realm ; dispositions, which,
if not promptly repressed, it was to be feared, would lead to irrep-
arable mischief.

The assembly of Massachusetts wrote in similar terms to the earl
of Shelburne, and to general Conway, secretaries of state ; to the
marquis of Rockingham, to lord Camden, to the earl of Chatham,
and to the commissioners of the treasury. These letters, as usual,'
recapitulateil the rights of the colonies, and their grievances ; those
to whom they were addressed, were styled the patrons of the colo-
nies, the friends of the British constitution, the defenders of the hu-
man race. The assembly of Massachusetts also addressed a petition
to the king, with many protestations of loyalty, and strenuous re-
monstrances against the grievances already mentioned. But not
content with these steps, and wishing to unite all the provinces in
one opinion, they took a very spirited resolution, that of writing to
all the other assemblies, that it was now full time for all to take the
same direction, and to march in concert towards the same object.
This measure gave the ministers no httle displeasure, and they cen*
sured it, in their letters to the governors, with extreme asperity.
The governor of Massachusetts, not without apprehensions from

the refractory spirit of this assembly, dissolved it. Nor should it be
omitted, that for a long time, there had existed an open breach be-
tween these two authorities, which proceeded from no defect of ge-
nius or experience in affairs, on the part of the governor, who pos-
sessed, on the contrary, an ample measure of both ; but he was re-
puted a secret enemy to American privileges, and it was believed
that in his letters to the earl of Hillsborough, he had prompted the
government to acts of rigor, and exaggerated the colonial disturb-
ances. On the other hand, the representatives were of a lofty spirit,
and devotedly attached to their prerogatives. In this state of recip-
rocal umbrage and jealousy, the smallest collision led to a dissen-
sion, and few were the affairs that could be concluded amicably. In
effect, it cannot be doubted, that the animosity which subsisted be-
tween the assembly of so capital a province, and governor Bernard,
was one of the principal causes of the first commotions, and event-
tially, of the American revolution.

The government of Great Britain, continually stimulated by the
exhortation.^ of the governor,—dissatisfied with the Bostonians, and
the inhabitants generally of the province of Massachusetts, was ap-
prehensive oi new tumults ; and feaolved to provide onectuallv ftir
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the execution of the laws. Orders were dispatched to general
Gage, to send a regiment, and even a more considerable force^ if he
should deem it expedient, to form the garrison of Boston. It wai
also determined, that a frigate, two brigs, and two sloops of war
should be stationed in the waters of Boston, to aid the officere of
the customs in the execution of their functions.
At this same epoch, u violent tumult had occurred in this city.

The Bostonians, wishing to protect a vessel suspected of illicit traffic'
had riotously assailed and repulsed the officers of the revenue.

'

Informed of this event, general Gage detached two regiments in-
stead of one, to take up their quarters in Boston. At this news,
the mhabitants assembled, and sent a deputation to the governor
praymg him to inform them, if the reports in circulation, relative to
a garrison extraordinary, were true ; and to convoke another assem-
bly. He answered, that he had indeed received some private inti-
mation of the expected arrival of troops, but no official notice ; that
as to the convocation of an assembly, lie could take no resolution
without the orders of his majesty.
He flattered himself, that the people would become more submis-

sive, when, left to themselves, they should no longer have a rallying
point for sedition in the colonial assembly. He endeavored, there-
lore, to gam time; inventing, every day, new m.otives for delaying
the session of the assembly. But this conduct produced an effect
directly contrary to his anticipations. The inhabitants of Boston
liaving received the answer of the governor, immediately took an
unanimous resolution, sufficiently demonstrative of the real nature
ot the spirit by which they were animated ; it was resolved, that as
there was some probability of an approaching war with France,'all
the inhabitants should provide themselves with a complete military
equipment, according to law ; and that, as the governor had not
nought proper to convene the general assembly, a convention should
be convoked of the whole province. These resolutions were trans-
muted, by circulars, to every part of Massachusetts ; and such was
the concert of opinions, that out of ninety-seven townships, ninetv-
six sent their deputies to the convention of Boston
They met on the 22d of September. Wishing to proceed with

moderation, they sent a message to the governor, assuring him that
they were, and considered themselves, as private and loyaJ individu-
als

;
but no less averse to .->. iing armies, than to tumults and se-

dition They complained, but in measured terms, of the new lawsand the imputations of disloyalty with which they had been traduc-
ed m England. Finally, they entreated the ffcvernor to mnvnt.
the general assembly, as the only constitutiond remedy that could
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be resorted to in the present calamities. The governor answered
haughtily, as the troops already approached. The convention, after

having communicated what had occurred to De Berdt, the agent at

London, dissolved itself.

The day preceding their separation, the soldiers destined for the

garrison, arrived, on board a great number of vessels, in the bay of
Nantasket, not far from Boston. The governor requested the coun-
cil to furnish quarters in the city. The council refused ; alledging

that castle William, situated on a small island in the harbor, was suf-

ficiently roomy to receive the troops. But the commanders of the

corps had orders to take their quarters in the town. Meanwhile, it

was given out, that the Bostonians would not sufier the soldiers to

land. This menace, and especially the resolution of a general ar-

mament, inspired the commanders of the roya! troops with much
distrust. Consequently, general Gage, whose intention, it appears,

had been at first to land one regiment only, gave orders to colonel

Dalrymple, to disembark' the two, and to keep a strict guard in the

city. Accordingly, on the first of October, every preparation hav
ing been made, the squadron, consisting of fourteen ships of war,
began to move, and took such a position as io command the whctle

city ; the ships presented their broadsides, and the artillery was in

readiness to fire upon the town, in case of any resistance. The
troops began to disembark at one o'clock in the afternoon, without
receiving any molestation ; they immediately entered the town, with
their arms loaded, a suitable train of artillery, and all the military

parade usually displayed in such circumstances. The selectmen of

Boston being requested, in the evening, to provide quarters for the

soldiers, peremptorily refused. The governor ordered the soldiers

to enter and occupy the State House. Thus stationed, the main
guard was posted in front of this edifice, with two field pieces point-

ed towards it. The Bostonians were naturally much shocked at

these arrangements. They could not see, without extreme indigna-

tion, the palace of the public councils, the ordinary seat of their gen-
eral assemblies, and the courts of judicature, occupied by so many
troops, and on all sides surrounded by such a display of arms. The
streets were full of tents, and of soldiers, continually coming and
gomg to relieve the posts ; who challenged at every moment the citi-

zens as they passed. The divine services were interrupted by the

continual beating of drums and the sound of fifes ; and all things

presented the image of a camp. The inhabitants experienced the

most insupportable constraint from a state of things not only extra-

ordinary, but even without example, in the province of Massachu-
setts. Cries of displeasure resounded from every quarter against
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Ehese new orders of the governor. The soldiers beheld the citizens
with an evil eye, believing them to be rebels ; the citizens detested
the soldiers, whom they looked upon as the instruments of nn odious
project to abolish their rights, and sent to impose on them the yoke
of an unheard of tyranny. The most irritating language frequently
passed between them, and thus exasperated their reciprocal ani-
mosity.

It is true, however, that this display of military force so repressed
the multitude, that for a considerable space of time tranquillity was
preserved.

1769. But in England, the parliament having been convoked
about the close of the year 1768, the obstinacy of the Americans,
m refusing obedience to its new laws, determined the government to
adopt rigorous measures against the colonies, and especially against
the province of Massachusetts, where sedition had acquired the
profoundest roots. The parliament condemned, in the severest
terms, all the resolutions taken by this province. They approved
that the king should employ force of arms for the repression of the
disobedient

;
and declared, that he had the right to cause the chief

authors of the disorders to be arrested, and brought to En«rland
for tiial, according to the statute of the 35th year of the reign of
Henry VIII. *

But these new measures of the English encountered a very ill re-
ception in America. The assembly of Virginia immediately tookm the strongest terms that could be devised, the resolutions they be-
lieved the most proper to secure their rights. They also drew up a
supplication to be presented to the king, with a view of exciting his
compassion towards an unfortunate people. He was conjured as
the father of his subjects, and as a clement king, to interpose his
royal intercession, and avert the evils which menaced and already
oppressed them

;
his pity was implored, that he would not suffer the

colonists, who had no powerful protection, to be forced from their
firesides, wrested from the embraces of their families, and thrust into
dungeons, among robbers and felons, at the distance of three thou-
sand miles from their country, to linger until judges whom they
knew not should have pronounced their fate. A condition so deplor-
able would leave them no other wish, no other prayer, but that re-
lentmg death might soon deliver them from so many miseries. These
proceedmgs incurred the displeasure of the governor, who dissolved
them, with a severe reprimand. But they assembled in another
pkce, as private individuals ; and having chosen for their moderator
Feyton Randolph, a man of great influence in the province, they
resorted, more strenuously than ever, to the ordinary remedy of as-

10
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sociations against the introduction of British manuftictures. The
articles of the league, having been circulated for the purpose, wore
soon invested with all the signatures, not only of the assembly, but
of the entire province. The other colonies followed the exauiple.
and adhered to the confederacy upon oath. The inhabitants of
Charleston, the capital of South Carolina, even discontinued all
commerce with those of Rhode Island and of Georgia, as well be-
cause they had refused to join this combination, or the preceding,
as because they had exercised an extensive contraband traffic. But
at length, these provinces also concurred with the others ; Georgia,
m September, Providence and Rhode Island, a month later.

In order to prevent the contraventions which avarice, or a secret
opposition, might have produced, committees of inspectors were
created, to examine the cargoes of all vessels arriving from England,
and to stigmatize with the censure specified in their regulations,'
those who should violate tiieir compact, by publishing their namesm the public papers, and declaring them enemies to the country

;

and, as the people were always ready to take those in hand who
should be thus denounced, the decrees of these committees were re-
ceived with general obedience, as if they had proceeded from the
authority of government. All were emulous to make use of the
manufactures of the country

; even the women, hitherto so decided
in their taste for English merchandise, not only renounced it, but
took a laudable pride in adorning themselves with objects of do-
mestic manufacture.

It is not to be understood, however, that in the midst of this gen
eral zeal and enthusiasm, there were no examples of persons, who.
governed by interest and a thirst of gain, these powerful motives of
the human breast, sought to make their profit of circumstances ; ex-
tolling, m public, the magnanimity of the American people, but de-
riding it in their hearts, they addicted themselves to a secret com-
merce in the merchandise proscribed. Even among those who
preached liberty, and aftected to be called by its name, even among
those who with the most forwardness had embraced the league, there
was more than one individual who clandestinely bought and sold.
The patriots had declared with so much violence against tea, that, in
several provinces, nearly all the inhabitants abstained from the use
of it

;
but this first ardor having abated with time, many, either in

secret, or even openly, regaled themselves with this beverage, giving
It some other name. The British officers themselves, affecting a
military contempt for the civil laws, but not less than others mindful
of private interest, ordered merchandise from England in their own
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nmnes, as if destined for the use of their troops, which they secretly

introduced into the country.

Notwithstanding these infringements of the general compact, men
of integrity, as always happens, faithful to their public professions,

persisted in the retrenchments exacted by their pledge, from which
there eventually resulted an incalculable prejudice to the English
commerce.

The assembly of Massachusetts, having met, about the last of
May, immediately resumed the ancient controversy, and sent a mes-
pago to the governor, purporting that whereas the capital of the
province was invested with an armed force by land and sea, and the
gates of the State House occupied with cannon by a military guard,
the assembly could not deliberate with that freedom and dignity
which became them ; that they hoped, therefore, this hostile appa-
ratus would be removed from the city and port. The governor an-
swered, briefly, that he had no authority over his majesty's ships
that were moored in the port, or over the troops which occupied the
city. The assembly repHed, that this display of armed force was
contrary to law ; and, no power being superior to that of arms, they
asked, what privilege, or what security, was left to the house ? that,

where arms prevail, the civil laws are silent ; that, therefore, the as-
sembly had resolved to abstain from all deliberation whatever, until

it should be re-established in all its authority. The governor ad-
journed it to Cambridge, a town at a short distance from Boston

;

and addressed it a requisition for a supply of money for the troops.

"Without noticing this demand, the assembly answered with new res-

olutions, which discovered the extreme exasperation of their minds.
They represented that the discontent which had been excited in the
province by the tax laws, the expectation of more iroops, the ap-
prehension that they were to be quartered in private houses, and the
people reduced to desperation, were things which demonstrated the
necessity of new conventions ; that the presence of a standing armv
in the province in time of peace, was a violation of their natural
rights, and imminently perilous to public liberty : that governor Ber-
nard, in his letters to the earl of Hillsborough, had recommended
new modes of tyranny ; that general Gage, in writing that there was
no longer a government at Boston, had written the truth ; but that
tliis ought not to be attributed to an innocent and loyal people, Jbut,

in justice, to those who had violated the laws, and subverted the
foundations of the constitution. At length, the governor having re-

turned to the charge for subsidies to subsist the troops, the assembly
declared, that, for their own honor, and the interest of the province,

they could not consent to grant them. Soiuth Carolina, Maryland,
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Delaware, and New York, following the example of the province*
of Massachusetts and Virginia, took tlw same resolutions, and
lefuged obedience to the mutiny act.

Meanwhile, the Enghsh government, willing to give some indi-
cation of a better spirit towards its cobnies, announced to them its
determination to propose, at the next session of parliament, the re-
peal of the duties upon glass, paper, and colors ; thus maintaining
only the duty on tea. This new mildness did not suit the Ameri-
cans

;
the exception of tea, and the declaration that the law should

be abrogated as contrary to the regulations of commerce, persuad-
ed them that it was intended to maintain the right ; and this in
reality was the truth. They were apprehensive that the aflair might
be revived when the present heats were dissipated ; and tliat tho
government, then proceeding with more address and vigor, mitrht
lenew its attempts to establish the authority of taxation forever.
The assembly of Virginia protested in stronger terms tiian at first.

Combinations were again formed, as well in this province as in Mas-
aachusetts and the greater part of the otliers , but they were this
time upon tlie point of being dissolved, by the defection of New
York

;
this province authorized the importation of every species of

English merchandise, except such as were charged with some duty.
Governor Bernard was at length succeeded. He departed, with-

out leaving any regret; which should be attributed to circumstan-
ces. He was a man of excellent judgment, sincerely attached to
the interests of the province, and of an irreproachable character

;

but he was also a defender of the prerogatives of the crown, and
wanted the pliancy necessary in these difficult times ; ardent, and
totally devoid of dissimulation, he could never abstain from declar-
ing his sentiments

; qualities, none of which, however laudable, can
fail to prove unprofitable, or rather pernicious, as well to him that
possesses them, as to others, in the political revolutions of states

;

for the multitude is either indulged without profit, or opposed with
detriment.

Meanwhile, at Boston, things assumed the most serious aspect.
The inhabitants supported with extreme repugnance the presence of
the soldiers

; and these detested the Bostonians. Hence, mutual
insults and provocations occurred.

1770. Finally, on the morning of the 2d of March, as a soldier
was passing by the premises of John Gray, a ropemaker, he was as-
sailed with abusive words, and afterwards beaten severely. Ho
soon returned, accompanied by some of his comrades. An affray
ensued between the soldiers and the ropemakers, in which the lat-
tcr had the worst.
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The people became greatly exasperated ; and, on the 5th of the
Bnme month, between seven nnd eight o'clock in the evening, q vio-
lent tumult broke out. The multitude, armed with clubs, ran
towards King street, crying, 'Let us drive out these ribalds ;' they
have no business here.* The soldiers who were lodged in the bar-
racks of Murray, were eager to fall upon the populace ; and their
officers had the greatest difficulty in restraining them. Meanwhile,
it was cried that the town had been set on fire ; the bells pealed
alarm, and the crowd increased from all parts. The rioters rushed
furiously towards the custom house ; they approached the sentinel,
crying, ' Kill him! kill him !

' They assaulted him with snow balisi
pieces of ice, and whatever they could lay their hands upon. The
sentinel in this conjuncture, having called the guard, captain Pres-
ton detached a corporal and a few soldiers to protect this man, and
the chest of the custonis, from the popular fury. They marched
with their arms loaded, and the captain himself followed ; they en.
countered a band of the populace, led by a mulatto named Attucks,
who brandished their clubs, and pelted them with snow balls. The
maledictions, the imprecations, the execrat'ons of the multitude,
were horrible. In the midst of a torrent of invectives from every
quarter, the military was challenged to fire. The detachment was
surrounded

;
and the populace advanced to the points of their bayo-

nets. The soldiers appeared like statues ; the cries, the bowlings,
the menaces, the violent din of bells, still sounding the alarm, in-
creased the confusion and the horrors of these moments ; at length
tlio mulatto and twelve of his companions, pressing forward, envi-
roned the soldiers, and striking their muskets with their clubs, cried
to the multitude; 'Be 7iot afraid, they dare not fire; u-hi/ do you
hesitate, why do you not kill them, ivhy not crush them a) onceV
The mulatto lifted his arm against captain Preston, and having turned
one of the muskets, he seized the bayonet with his left hand, as
if he intended to execute his threat. At this moment, confused
criea were heard, ' The wretches dare not fire.* Firing succeeds

;

A ttucks is slain. Two other discharges follow. Three were killed]
five severely wounded ; several others slightly ; the greater part,'
persons that were passing by chance ; or quiet spectators of this
scene. Eight soldiers only fired, and none more than once. The
populace dispersed, but returned soon after to carry of£ the dead
and wounded.

Meanwhile, the whole city was become a scene of incredible con-
fusion, the crowd was seen hurrying through all the streets. The
fiound of drums, and cries to arms, were heard from every quarter
The citizens flocked together by thousands. The lieutenfint gover

VOL. I. lO,
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nor, Hutchinson, being arrived upon t!ie Bpol, said in a menacing
tone to captain Preston, * IVhy have yon fired without the ordert of
the civil magist-ate ?

' The other answered, ' m have been imulted:
But no more was said, either by the one or by the other ; this being
neither the proper time, nor place, for an in<iue8t.

Hutchinson made his way through the press of the muUitude, and
they were persuaded, by his efforts, to di';perse.

The following morning, at a very early hour, the people rc-asscm-
bled. A message was dispatched to the governor, declaring in tho
name of all the inhabitants, that without the immediate rcriioval of
the soldiers, it would be impossible to restore the tran(iuillity of tho
city, or to prevent the effusion of blood. After repeated menaces,
on the one part, and many evasions on tho other, the troops were
removed to castle William. Captain Preston, with all the detach-
ment he commanded, were committed to prison.

It was resolved to celebrate the obsequies of the slain, in the most
public and solemn manner ; not that they were persons of note, but
to testify and excite the regrets and compassion of the people,
towards those who had perished miserably by the hands of British
soldiers, in open violation of civil liberty. On the morning of tho
8th, the shops were closed

; all the bells of Boston, of Charlestown,
arid of Roxbury, towns of the vicinity, were tolled. The proces-
sions, attending each corpse, proceeded to King street, and met in
the same place, where, three days before, the individuals whose
memory they honored thus had received their death. Whence the
funeral train, followed by an immense multitude of people, and a
long file of coaches, belonging to the most distinguished citizens,
moved, in profound silence, and with every mark of grief and indig-
nation, through the main street, to the place of sepulture, where the
bodies were deposited in the same tomb.
The trial ot captain Preston, and the soldiers, was afterwards

taken up. John Adams, and Josiah Quincy, two principal chiefs of
the opposition in Massachusetts, and lawyers of the grcal.r-t eelrbri-
ty, made their defense, with singular eloquence and f 'i', *'he
captain and six of the eight soldiers accused were acqumed ; two
were declared guilty of homicide, without premeditation. A thing
truly remarkable, that in the midst of such a commotion, and at the
moment when the effervescence of minds was so extreme, this
judgment, ro 'Htle conformable to the wishes of the multitude, should
have bor y-HiOunced. So admirable were the judicial regulations
establists' d ihese countries, and so firm was the resolution of the
judges to ob«y the law, in defiance of all influence whatsoever!
Auams and Otiinr.v ^n«f Kv thoi* mn«*nnnifv.,:«<.. ^.^.^..^i.:—, r al.!. />.
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vor, at tho time, with the people. Notwithstanding the issue of the
trial, tho greater nunilwjr persisted in believing that the wrong woi
on tho part of the soldiers, and that their conduct woh the more bar-
barous, as it had not been provoked. Thus, at least, tho leaders of
party had an interest th d it should be supposed. These opinioni
contributed not a little to foment and even exa.spt'rnfe the hatred and
animosities already so intense in all parts of America.

While tho minds of the Americans were thus excited to greater
unanimity, and rage fermented in every heart, those half resolutions
\ver(! taken in England, which were the evident cause, on her pait,
ol the fatal issue of this crisis. Several causes contributed, at once,
to produce this result ; the prejudices and the incapacity of the min-
isters

;
the unfaithful reports of the agents of the state, in America

;

and, perhaps, it was no less the work of Benjamin Franklin, who,
residing at London, as the agent of the colonies, deceived the min-
isters, as he used to say, by telling them tho truth. So corrupt, ho
added, were the men in power, that they reputed his sincerity artifice,
and the truth deception. Hence, they blindly abandoned them-
selves to illusions, that made them see things diftcrent from what
they 'vero in reality, and with a bandage over their eyes, they trod
incessantly upon the brink of a precipice.

The 5th of March, lord North, who had been appointed by the
king, prime minister, proposed, in a speech to the house of com-
mons, the repeal of taxes, excepting that upon tea. Nowithstand-
ing the opposition of many members, who insisted that the Ameri-
cans would not be satisfied with this partial repeal, the proposition
was finally approved by a great majority. The predictions of the
minority were but too well verified in America; the continuance
of the duty on tea had the eflfect to keep alive the same discon-
tents. The combinations were dissolved, however, so far as related
to the importation of merchandise not taxed; the article of tea
alone continued to be prohibited. The fermentation maintained
Itself principally in the province of Massachusetts, the local authori-
ties of which were incessantly engaged in altercations with the offi-
cers of the crown.

On the whole, how many motives combined to create in America
an insurmountable resistance to the designs of the government ! On
the one hand, the obstinacy inherent to man, rendered still more in-
flexible by obstacles, and the blood which had flowed, as also by
the love of liberty

; on the other, the species of triumph already ob-
tained by perseverance, and the opinion resulting from it, that not
from any spirit of indulgence, but a consciousness of inferior force,
the government had consented to revocations. The Americans
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if' I! were, besides, persuaded that the rumors which daily increased, of awar with France, would lay the British ministers under tlie necessity
of conceding ull their demands ; and finally, tiiey well knew the"had powerful protectors, both within and without the walls of parha-

ylarnTO
""^'^ ^^^ ^"^''"^ occurrences in the colonies during the

1771. In the course of the following year there happened few
that are worthy of memory; only the ordinary altercations contin-
ued between the assembly of Massachusetts and Hutchinson, who
had been appointed governor. All the provinces persisted in open
resistance to laws of taxation and of commerce; smuggling was no
longer secretly but openly transacted. The officers of the customs
had fallen mto utter contempt. In Boston, a tidesman of the cus-
toms, having attempted to detain a vessel for breacli of the acts of
trade, was seized by the people, stripped, and carted throuHi th»
principal streets of the city, besmeared with tar, and then covered
with feathers. Th/. ^ was some tumult, also, at Providence ; tlie
inhabitants naving plundered and burnt the king's ship Wa«p

1772 The government then reflected, that in such a distempered
state of minds, ,t could not hope to repress the boldness of the
Americans, and secure the observation of the laws, without rcsortin-
to «ome more effectual means. It resolved, among others, to rei|!
der the officers of the crown totally independent of the colonial as-
semblies; to eflect this, it decided that the salari(.s and stipends oi'
the governors, judges, and other principal officers of the colonies
should, m future, be fixed by the crown, and paid without the inter-
vention of the colonial assemblies. Immediately new commotions
broke out m America, and particularly in the province of Massachu-
setts where it was declared that these who should consent to be paid
by tlie crown, independently of the general assembly, should be
deemed enemies to the constitution, and supporters of arbitrary gov-
ernment. Thus, all measures taken in England, to vanquish re-
sistance, and re-establish submission in America, not being sustained
by an armed force sufficient to coerce, tended to a result absolutely
contrary. ^

And if the government meditated the display of greater vigor
the Americans were occupied with the same thoughts. They were
not Ignorant, that in popular agitations, nothing tends more directV
to the desired object, than having chiefs to direct the movements
ascertain the opinions of all the members of the confederacy and
act with concert in their respective operations. Accordingly, the
inhabitants of Massarhns^tts foilouM"'- >- *=-_ f% ,

Adams and James Warren, of Plymouth, formed a council of the
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partisans of a new order of things, suid established a species of po-
litical hierarchy, by creating committees of correspondence in all the
cities and towns of the province ; all referring to the central commit-
tee of Boston. The chiefs were six in number, each of whom
commanded a diviiion

; the chiefs of a division, in like manner,
commanded a subdivision, and a movement being given by the first'
was communicated progressively, and without delay, to the whole'
province. These committees, or clubs, were composed of individu-
als of different characters; some entered them mechanically, and
because they saw others do it ; some from attachment to the public
cause

;
others to acquire authority, to gratify their ambition, or their

avarice; others, finally, because they believed the general good is
the supreme law, and that all the maxims of private morils should
bend to this sovereign rule. All were resolved, or said they were
resolved, to secure the liberty of their country, or part with hfe in
the glorious attempt.

Tlie governor affirmed, that the greater part of them were athe-
ists, and contemners of all religion ; which made him wonder, he
said, to see deacons, and other members of the church, who pro-
fessed a scrupulous devotion, in league with characters of such a
description.

This new poUtical order, instituted by the few, was soon adopted,
by the whole province; and every city, village, or town, had its
committee, which corresponded with the otliers. Their deliber-
ations and decrees were considered as the will and voice of ihe
people.

The minds of the inhabitants were thus regularly inflamed and
prepared for a general explosion. The other provinces imitated
this example.

The first occasion to act was offered to the committee of Boston
by the determination of the government, to charge itself with the
salaries of the judges. Very spirited resolutions were framed, and
distributed profusely throughout the provinces. The committee ac-
companied them with a vehement letter, in which they exhorted the
inhabitants to rouse from their long slumber, to stand erect, and
sliake off indolence

; 'now while,' as it was said in the turgid style
o that epoch, ' ihe iron hand of oppression is daily tearing ihe
choicest fruits from the fair tree of liberty: The effervescence
became as extreme as universal.

1773. Meanwhile, an event occurred, which supplied fresh fuel
to this fire, which already menaced a general conflagration. Doc-
tor rraiiidui, agent at London of several colonies, and particularly
of Muscachusetts, had found means, it is not known how, to obtain'
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from the office of state, the letters of governor Hutchinson, of lieu-

tenant-governor OUver, and of some others adhering to the party of
government in America. In these dispatches, they acquainted tlio

ministers with all that passed in the colonies ; and delivered their
opinions with great freedom. They represented, that the members
of the American opposition were generally persons of little weight,
audacious and turbulent, but few in number ; that they were even
without influence with the multitude ; that the mildness and for-

bearance of the government had been the sole cause of their bold-
ness

; that if it should take vigorous measures, all would return to
their duty

; they recommended, especially, that the public officers

should receive their stipends from the crown. Frankhn transmitted
these letters to Massachusetts ; they were printed and distributed
copiously in all parts of the province. It is easy to imagine the
ebullition they produced.

While the inhabitants of the colonies were thus exquisitely sensi-
ble to whatever they deemed hostile to their rights, resenting with
equal indignation the most trivial as the most serious attack, a reso-
lution was taken in England, which, if it had been executed, would
have given the victory to the government, and reduced the Ameri-
cans to the condition for which they demonstrated such an extreme
repugnance. Their obstinacy, in refusing to pay the duty on tea,

rendered the smuggling of it very frequent ; and their resolutions
against using it, although observed by many with little fidelity, had
greatly diminished the importation into the colonies of this com-
modity. Meanwhile, an immense quantity of it was accumulated in
the warehouses of the East India company in England. This com-
pany petitioned the king to suppress the duty of three pence per
pound upon its introduction into America, and continue the six

pence upon its exportation from the ports of England ; a measure
which would have given the government an advantage of three pence
the pound, and relieved the Americans from a law they abhorred.
The government, more sohcitous about the right tiian the revenue,
would not consent. The company, however, received permission
to transport tea, free of all duty, from Great Britain to America

;

ftnd to introduce it there, on paying a duty of three pence.
Plere it was no longer the small vessels of private merchants, who

went to vend tea, for their own account, in the ports of the colo-
nies, but, on the contrary, ships of an enormous burthen, that trans-

ported immense quantities of this commodity, which, by the aid of
the public authority, might easily be landed, and amassed in suitable

magazines. Accordingly, the company sent to its agents at Boston,
New York, and Philadelphia, six hundred chests of tea, tmd a pro
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portionate numoer to Charleston, and other maritime cities of the
American continent.

The colonists were now arrived at the decisive moment, when
they must cast the die, and determine their cause in regard to par-
liamentary taxes ; for if the tea was permitted to be landed, it would
be sold, and the duty consequently paid. It was tlierefore resolved
to exert every effort to prevent the landing. Even in England, in-
dividuals were not wanting who fanned this fire ; some from a desire
to baffle the government, others from motives of private interest, and
jealousy at the opportunity offered the East India company to make
immense profits to their prejudice. They wrote, therefore, to Amer-
ica, encouraging a strenuous resistance. They represented to the
colonists, that this would prove their last trial ; and if they should
triumph now, their liberty was secured forever ; if they should yield,
they must bow their necks to the yoke of slavery ! The materials
were too v/ell prepared and disposed not to kindle. At Philadel-
phia, those to whom the teas of the company were intended to be
consigned, were induced by persuasion, or constrained by menaces,
to promise not in any mode to accept the proffered consignment. At
View York, captains Seers and Macdougall, daring and enterprising
men, effected a concert of will between the smugglers, the merchants
and the Sons of Liberty. Pamphlets, suited to the conjuncture, were
daily distributed; and nothing was left unattempted, by the populai
leaders, to obtain their purpose. The factors of the company were
obliged to resign their agency, and return to England. In Boston,
tiie general voice declared the time was come to face the storm.

J

Why do we wait ?' they exclaimed ;
' soon or late, we must engage

ill conflict with England. Hundreds of years may roll away^be-
it:>re the ministers can have perpetrated as many violations of our
rights as they have committed within a few years. The opposition
is formed

;
it is general ; it remains for us to seize the occasion. The

more we delay, the more strength is acquired by the ministers. Do
you not see how many arrogant youths they send us, to exercise the
offices of the revenue, to receive enormous salaries, and to infect us
with their luxury and corruption ? They will take American wives,
and will become powerful instruments of ministerial tyranny. This
is ti»e moment to strike a decisive blow, while our cause is stron^ in
hope

;
now is the time to prove our courage, or be disgraced with our

brethren of the other colonies, who have their eyes fixed upon us,
and will be prompt in their succors, if we show ourselves faithful
and firm.'

The factors were urged to renounce their agency ; but they re-
fused, and took refuge in the fortress. Immediately after, captain
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!' Hall arrived in port, with a cargo of more than an hundred chests

of tea. The people instantly assembled, in great fury, and sent

notice to Rotch, the consignee of this cargo, that if he valued his

safety and interest, he must abstain from receiving the tea, and caw
tion captain Hall against attempting to land it. They also placed a

guard on Griffin's wharf, near which the ship was moored. It vvaa

agreed, that a strict watch should be kept ; that, in case of any in-

sult during the night, the bell should be rung immediately ; that

some persons should be always in readiness to bear the inteUigence

of what might occur to the neighboring towns, and to call in the

assistance of the country people.

The committee of correspondence performed their duty with

activity. Captain Bruce and Coffin having arrived, with other car-

goes of tea, they were ordered to cast anchor near captain Hall.

The people from the country arrived in great numbers ; the inhab-

itants of the town assembled. Rotch was requested to demand a
certificate of clearance, that captain Hall might put back to sea with

his ship.

Things appeared hastening to a disastrous issue. In this conjunc-

ture, Josiah Quincy, a man of great influence in the colony, of a

vigorous and cultivated genius, and strenuously opposed to ministe-

rial enterprises, wishing to apprise his fellow citizens of the impor-

tance of the crisis, and direct their attention to results, demanded
silence, and said, ' This ardor, and this impetuosity, which are mani-

fested within these walls, are not those that are requisite to conduct

us to the object we have in view ; these may cool, may abate, may
vanish, Uke a ffitting shade. Quite other spirits, quite other efforts,

are esse>itial to our salvation. Greatly will he deceive himself, who
shall think, that with cries, with exclamations, with popular resolu-

tions, we can hope to triumph, in this conflict, and vanquish our in-

veterate foes. Their malignity is implacable,—their thirst for ven-

geance insatiable. They have their allies, their accomplices, even

in the midst of us,—even in the bosom of this innocent country

;

and who is ignorant of the power of those who have conspired our

ruin ?—^who knows not their artifices ? Imagine not, therefore, that

you can bring this controversy to a happy conclusion, without the

most strenuous, the most arduous, the most terrible conflict. Con-
sider attentively the difficulty of the enterprise, and the uncertainty

of the issue. Reflect and ponder, even ponder well, before you
embrace the measures which are to involve this country in the most
perilous enterprise the world has witnessed.'

The question was put, wheti\er the landing of the tea should be
opposed ? and carried in the affirmative unanimously. Rotch was
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then requested to demand of the governor a permit to pass the cas-
tie. The latter answered, haughtily, that for the honor of the laws
and from duty toy^rards the king, he could not grant the permit until
the vessel was regularly cleared. A violent commotion immediately
ensued. A person disguised after the manner of the Indians, who
was in the gallery, shouted, at this juncture, the -ry of war'; the
meeting was dissolved in the twinkling of an eye. The multitude
rushed in mass to Griffin's wharf. About twenty persons, al«o disi
guiscd as Indians, then made their appearance ; all either masters of
ships, carpenters or calkers. They went on board the ships laden
with tea. In less than two hours, three hundred and forty chests
were staved, and emptied in the sea. They were not interrupted •

Uie surrounding multitude on shore served them as r. safeguard.'
The affair was conducted vithout tumult; no damage was done to
the ships, or to any other eff,? >? v^hntever. When the operation
Nvas terminated, every one repanou to ni» own habitation, either in
the city or in the country.

In New York and in Philadelphia, as no person coufd be found
that would venture to receive the tea, the ships of the company,
vvhich had arrived in these ports, returned, with their cargoes, to
Lngland. In the former city, however, captain Chamber, having
on board his ship some chests of tea for account of a private mer^
chant, they were thrown into the sea. At Charleston, the tea was
permitted to be landed

; but, having been deposited in certain
liumid cellars, it perished.

1774. The news of these events having come to the ears of the
ministers, they determined to take more vigorous measures. The
province of Massachusetts, and especially the city of Boston, had
always stood foremost in resistance, had been the scene of the great-
est disorders, and appeared the head-quarters of sedition. The
ministers therefore resolved to distinguish them by the first marks
of their displeasure. They hoped that the principal agitators beinir
tlius repressed, the rest would voluntarily return to submission^.
Considering, also, that .ity of Boston was very flourishing ; that
It was accounted not on.y one of the most commercial cities of the
contment, but even considered as the emporium of all the province'^
ol New England

; it is not surprising that they should have taken
the resolution to deprive it entirely of its commerce, by means of a
rigorous interdict, and turn it all towards some other maritime city
of this coast. It was thought, likewise, that the civil magistrates,
who according to the statutes of the province, were chosen by the
people ought for the future, to be appointed by the government

;

that, placed thus entirely under its influence, they might no longer
VOL. I.

II
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be inclined to favor the popular tumults, but become, f ojn duty as
well as inclination, interested to suppress them, by requiring the ne-
cessary assistance from the mihtary authorities ; for it was seen that
the late tumults owed their origin and alarming increase to the inac-
tivity of .he military, which, according to the established laws, could
not interfere without the requisition of the civil magistrates, from
which they had purposely abstained. It was also in deliberation to
pass a law for enabling the soldiers to execute with perfect security
the orders they might receive for the suppression of tumults, without
any fear of consequences. The ministers expected thus to create
divisions, to render the civil magistrates absolutely dependent on the
government, and to re-establish the soldiery in that independence
which is essential to the complete exertion and efficacy of their

force. But whoever has a competent share of natural capacity, and
a slight acquaintance with political aftuirs, will readily see how wide
were these resolutions of the British ministers fiom corresponding
with the urgency of circumstances. Is it not surprising, that a govern-
ment like that of England, which at all times had exhibited the evi-
dences of an extreme ability, and of singular energy, having before
its eyes the example of the revolutions of Switzerland and of Hol-
land, well knowing the inflexible pertinacity inherent to tJie Ameri-
can people, and the astonishing unity of sentiments they had recent-
ly manifested in all their movements, is it not even astonishing that
this government could have brought itself to believe, that the block-
ing up a port and change of some old statutes, things that tended
more to irritate than coerce, would suflice to curb such headlong fury,

vanquish such unyielding obstinacy, dissolve a league so formidable,
and re-establish obedience where rebellion had already commenced
its impetuous career ? The display of a formidable force, and not the
reforn)s of charters, presented the only mode of promptly termi-
nating the contest, maintaining the ancient order of things, and re-
storing tranquillity in America.

The ministers ought to have been the more prompt in their military

preparations, as they should not have been ignorant that France se-

cr(;tly encouraged these commotions, and was no stranger to their ul-

timate object. Arms were not wanting ; they abounded. Due fore-

cast, or the requisite vigor, were indeed wanting in the British coun-
cils. Twenty or thirty thousand men, sent to America immediately
alter the commencement of the disorders, v/ould indubitably have
surmounted all resistance, and re-established obedience ; which it

was idle to expect from a few modifications of the laws. England,
in this instance, appeared to have forgotten the famihar aphorism,
'.hat wars, to be short, must be vigorous and terrible.
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Nor could it be alledged, that the principles of the British constitu-
tion would not have permitted the sending of a regular army into n

British province, and in time of peace ; for, if the parliament sub-
verted the fundamental statutes of the province of Massachusetts,
and destroyed the most essential bases of the constitution itself, by
the laws it was about to enact, it could also have authorized the
presence of an efficient standing army. But lord Bute, the favorite
counsellor of the king, and author of mo?t of the secret resolutions,
was a man whose passions were more remarkable than his sagacity

)

and lord North, the prime minister, was rather an accurate and la-

borious financier, than a statesman. He had formed about him a
council of the most celebrated lawyers of the kingdom, to have their
advice upon the present state of affairs; and too many examples
attest, what is to be expected from these doctors, when, with their
schemes, and sophistical refinements, they undertake to interfere in

the government of states, and to direct the revolutions of nations
Good armies, large and vigorous measures, are the only means of
success in such circumstances. In critical moments, the direction
of affairs should be confided to men of firmness and decision, not to
those whose cautious timidity can venture only half measures, and
who are incapable of embracing a magnanimous policy.

Lord North, on the 14th of March, proposed in the house of com-
mons a bill, of the following purport; that, dating from the 1st of
June, 1774, it should be prohibited to land or discharge, lade or em-
bark, any goods, wares, or merchandise, whatsoever, at the town or
within the harbor of Boston ; and that the oflicers of the customs
should be transferred immediately to the port of Salem. The min-
ister remarked, that this law was no less necessary than just ; as
from this city had issued all the mischief which disturbed the colo-
nies, and all the venom that infected America.

' Thrice already have the officers of the customs been prevented
from discharging their duty. At the epoch of the disorders, the in-

habitants, instead of interfering to appease them, maintained regular
guards, day and night, to prevent the landing of tea and other Brit-
ish merchandise. Nay, more ; still fearing it might be landed, with
an excess of popular insolence, absolutely unheard of, they have
thrown into the sea the tea of the East Ind.a company. The meas-
ure proposed is more severe in appearance than in reality ; for the
Bostonians may cause it to cease, by yielding due respect to the laws.
A few frigates stationed at the entrance of the harbor, will be smtfi-

cient to carry it into effect, without caUing in the aid of the military
' It is now quite time to assume a firm attitude, and to take such

vigorous steps as shall ultimately persuade the Americans tliai En^-
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Jand has not only the power, but also the will, to maintain them in
obedience

;
in a word, that she is unalterably determined to pro-

tect her laws, her commerce, her magistrates and her own diff-
nity.'

=^

The project of the minister was opposed by the agent of Massa-
chusetts, named Bollan, and by several orators of the house of com-
mons, among whom Burke and Dowdeswell appeared the most
animated

;

' It is wished, then, to condemn the accused without a hearin^r—
to punish indiscriminately tlie innocent with the guilty ! You^wilJ
thus irrevocably alienate the hearts of the colonists from the mother
country. Before the adoption of so violent a measure, tho principal
merchants of the kingdom should at least be consulted. The bill is
unjust

;
since it bears only upon the city of Boston, while it is noto^

nous that all America is in flames ; that the cities of Philadelphia
of New York, and all the maritime towns of tlte continent, have ex-
hibited the same disorders. You are contending for a matter which
the Bostomans will not give up quietly. They cannot, by such
means, be made to bow to the authority of ministers ; on the con-
trary, you will find their obstinacy confirmed, and their fury exasper-
ated. The acts of resistance in their city have net been confined to
the populace alone

; but men of the first rank and opulent fortunem the place, have openly countenanced them. One city in pro^
scnption, and the rest in rebeliion, can never be a remedial measure
lor general disturbances. Have you considered whether you havp
troops and ships sufficient to reduce the people of the whole American
continent to your devotion ? Ic was the duty of your governor, anc»
not of men without arms, to suppress the tumults. If this ofiicer haa
not demanded the proper assistance from the military commanders
why punish the innocent for the fault and the negligence of tiie offi-
cers of the crow n ? Who is ignorant that certain foreign powers wait
only lor an occasion to move against England? And will England
now offer them this object of their desires ? The resistance is generalm all parts of America

; you must therefore let it govern itself by its
own internal policy, or make it subservient to all your laws, bv an
exe.tion of all the forces of the kingdom. These partial counsels
are well suited to irritate, not to subjugate.'

Notwithstanding all these arguments, the ministers obtained an
immense majority of the suffrages ; and the bill passed, almost with-
out opposition.

A few days after, lord North proposed another law, which went
to subvert entirely the fundamental statutes of Massachusetts, by
mvcstmg the crown with the power to appoint the counsellors, judges
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and magistrates of all denominations ; with the clause that each
should hold his office during the pleasure of the king. Thus the
people of Massachusetts no longer had authority to interfere, either
directly or by their representatives, in the administration of the
province, which became, therefore, completely dependent on the
government ; as the latter controlled, at will, the measures of all the
civil authorities.

The ministers alledged that in doing this, no more was attempte'I
than to place that province on the same footing as several others

;

that the government did not, at present, possess a sufficient share of
power,—too much being lodged in the hands of tr...

^,^^i^\q ;

' If such a state of things be suffered to Continue, it will no longer
be possible to repress the seditious, and prevent the repetition of dis-
orders. The magistrates, so long as they are chosen by the people,
will never attempt to resist them ; but, on the contrary, will endeavor
to flatter their caprices, than which nothing can be imagined more
fatal, or more contrary to the public repose. In this province, all is

confusion and uproar. In desperate cases, the most active remedies
are necessary. Such is the crisis of the moment, that we must eitiier

renounce all supremacy over America, or curb with more eftectual
means these unruly spirits ; and, in such an extremity, what is the
use of cavils and subtile distinctions ?'

But the members of the opposition, and the agents of Massachu-
setts, represented, on their part, that the measure proposed was
flagrantly tyrannical ; that this alone, setting aside the affiiir of
'^xation, was more than sufficient to excite the greatest commotions
in America.

• What can the Americans believe, but that England wishes to de-
-noil them of all liberty, of all franchise ; and, by the destruction of
-eir charters, to reduce them to a state of the most abject slavery ?

a thing of no little peril, however, to undertake the reformation
1 charters. The princes of the house of Stuart found it so ; who

lost the crown in attempting to gratify so fatal an ambition. Great
Britain has always held similar proceedings in just abhorrence ; and
how can she now herself pretend to imitate them ? Hitherto the
Americans have only complained of the loss of one of their immu-
nities

; but at present it is proposed to usurp them all. The other
colonies will believe, that what is commenced in Massachusetts will
soon be introduced in each of them ; and thus, it cannot be doubted,
they will all combine to oppose such attempts in the outset. As
the Americans are no less ardently attached to liberty than the Eng-
lish themselves, can it even be hoped they will cubmit to such ex-
orbitant usurpations,—to such portentous resolutions ?'
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These, with other considerations, were advunccd by tliosc wfio
ndvocnted the American cause ; but all was in vain. The bill was
passed, by an immense majority.

Lord North then proposed a third, by which it was provided, that
in case any individual should be questioned, in the province of Mas-
sachusetts, for homicide, or other capital olFonse, and it should ap-
pear to the governor, that the act was done in the execution of the
law, or in assisting any magistrate to suppress tumults, and that a
just and impartial trial was not to bo expected in the province, the
same governor should have authority to send the accused to take
his trial in another colony, or, if expedient, even in Great Britain.
This act was to be in force, for the term of four years.
The minister insisted in his discourse, that without the measure

proposed, those whoso office it was to enforce the execution of the
laws, wouhl be very remiss in the discharge of this duty, having no
hope to find, in case of need, an impartial tribunal to judge them.
' it is impossible, without inconsistency, to commit the "trial of such
persons to those against whom, in obedience to the laws, they may
liave acted. The bill now submitted will crown the resolutions
taken with respect to the colonics

;
your work, without this, would

remain unfinished and defective. We must consider, that every
thing we have, tliat is valuable to us, is at stake ; and the question
at issue is very shortly this, Whether the Americans shall continue
the subjects of Great Britain or not? I feel assured of a good
result, wlien all these new arrangements shall be carried properly
into execution.'

But colonel Barre, and Edmund Burke, opposed the minister
with great warmth

; and spoke, in substance, as follows : ' This k
indeed the most extraordinary resolution that was ever heard in the
parliament of England. It -offers new encouragement to military
insolence, already so insupportable ; which is the more odious, in
the present case, as the soldiers are expected to act against their own
fellow citizens ! By this law, the Americans are deprived of a right
which belongs to every human creature,—that of demanding justice
before a tribunal composed of impartial judges. Even captain
Preston, who, in their own city of Boston, had shed the blood of
citizens, found among them a fair trial, and equitable judges. It is
an idea so extravagant, this of taking the trial over the Atlantic seas,
three thousand miles, to Great Britain, where the prisoner may cal!
upon and subpoena as many witnesses as he pleases, that it is hard
to conceive how it could have entered the brain of any man in his
senses. Instead of stimulating the audacity of regular troops, on
the contniry the provincial militia should be encouraged, that they

i
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moy serve as a shield and a bulwark against thcin in favor of civil

.iberty. To approve this law is ecjuivulent to a declarution of war
against the colonies. Let us but look a little into our behavior.

When we are insulted by Spain, wo negotiate ; when wc disputo
with our brethren of America, we prepare our ships and our troops
to attack them. In the one house of parliament, ' we have pas^ied
the RuLicon;' in the other, ' Jclcmla est Carthago' But I see
nothing in the present measures, but inhumanity, injustice, and
wickedness

; and I fear that the hand of Heaven will full <lown on
this unhappy country, with the same degree of vengeance wc desire
to wreak on our brethren of America. And what is the unpardon-
able oftensc the Am ricans have been guilty of? Of no other but
that of refusing their consent to an act that was contrary to the writ-
ten laws, and to the unalterable principles of the British constitu-
tion. And if England herself, in certain ancient times, had not re-
sisted such arbitrary laws, should we have enjoyed our present free

government, or should we have existed as a house of commons hero
this day ?

'

Lord Germaine, having risen, spoke thus on the side of ministers

;

' If I beheved that the measure in question could be deemed unjust
and tyrannical, I certainly should not undertake to support it against
such vehement attacks. But as I think it, on the contrary, not only
just, but seasonable and necessary, I shall freely defend it, even at
the risk, in so doing, of wounding the delicate ears of the orators
seated opposite. The trial of the military on this side of the water
has been much objected to. What is it, sir, but a protection of inno-
cence ? Can any thing be more desirable to generous minds, than
that ? America, at this instant, is nothing but anarchy and confu-
sion. Have they any one measure, but what depends upon the will

of a lawless multitude ? Where are the courts of justice ? Shut up.
Where are your council ? Where is your governor ? All of them
intimidated by the infuriate rabble. Can you expect, in the midst
of such tumults, in the midst of such ferocious anarchy, that these
men could have a fair tria".? No ; assuredly not. It has been ob-
served, that we negotiated, however, with Spain. But the Spaniards
disavowed the fact, and acknowledged our right with respect to the
Falkland Islands ; whereas, the contumacious Americans continue
to resist and deride us ! It is objected, that these proceedings are
to deprive persons of their natural right. Let me ask, of what natu-
ral right ? Whether that of smuggling, or of throwing tea over-
board ?—or of another natural right, which is not paying their debts ?

But surely this bill does not destroy any of thtlr civil rights. You
have given the mnocent man a fair trial. It ig not s iniiitary govern-
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ment that ia established ; but the alteration of a civil one, oy which
it is made conformable to existing circumstances. If peace, if obe-
dience to the laws and legitimate authorities, uro still to Ikj rc-cHtab-
lished in the province of Massachusetts, this is the only measure that
can conduct us to a result so desirable.*

The question being put, it was resolved in the affirmative
; an

hundred and twenty-seven voted in favor of the bill, and only
twenty-four against.

Notwithstanding the resolutions recently taken, which were to
produce such salutary effects in the colonies, the government re-
flected thai Lie Americans might possibly proceed to the last ex-
tremities, and liivij render it necessary to use open force to reduce
them

;
the ministers therefore thought it might bo well to secure a

place near the colonies, where they could make the necessary prep-
arations, and disembark, upon occasion, their troops and munitions
of war, without obstacles, without discontent on the part of the in-
habitants, and, especially, without these eternal complaints of tho
violation of rights and of statutes. For such a purpose, no prov-
ince appeared more suitable than Canada, which, from its situation,
was well adapted to overawe the colonies where tho late tumults had
arisen. But, to facilitate this design, it was requisite to satisfy the
Canadians, who, till very lately, having been French, were not yet
accustomed to the laws of their new masters, and were even much
inclined to detest them. The Canadian nobility, heretofore pocrossed
of great authority in their province, complained that they had no
longer so considerable a part in public affairs, as they had enjoyed
under the French dominion. The people, professing generally the
Catholic religion, were dissatisfied because they were not permitted
to partake of all tho privileges and civil advantages enjoyed by
Protestant subjects.

These motives determined the government to extend the author-
ity of the nobility, and establish a perfect equality of rights between
the Catholics and Protestants. Accordingly, upon the motion of
lord North, the parliament passed an act, establishing, in the prov-
ince of Canada, a legislative council, invested with all powers, ex-
cept that of imposing taxes. It was provided, that its members
should be appointed by the crown, and continue in authority during
its pleasure

;
that the Canadian subjects professing the Catholic faith,

might be called to sit in this council ; that the Catholic clergy, with
the exception of the regular orders, should be secured in the enjoy-
ment of their possessions, and of their tithes towards all those who
professed the same religion ; that the French laws, without jury,
should be re-established, preserving, however, the English laws, with

i
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trial by jury, in criminal cases. It was also addoti, in order to fur-

nish the ministers with a larger scope for their designs, that the hmits
of Canada should be extended so as to embrace the territory situ-

ated b(!tween the lakes, the river Ohio and the Mississipfji. Thus, it

was hoped, tiiat being flanked by a province reduced to a state of
absolute dependence on the government, and with this bridle, as it

were, in the rnouth, the Americans would no longer dare to renew
their accustomed sallies.

In the lust place, a bill was proposed and passed, which author-
ized, in case of exigency, the quartering of soldiers in the houses
of citizens.

These new laws were received in England with universal applause;
as a general and violent indignation had been excited there, by the
insolence and enormities of the Americans. The bill of Quebec,
how(!ver, as that of Canada was called, found a much less cordial re-

ception. It even occasioned much murmuring among the English
peoi)Ic. ' The other laws,' it was said, ' are judt and proper, because
they tend to establish English authority over the seditious ; but this

is an attempt against the national liberty and religion.'

Governor Hutchinson, become odious to the Americans, was suc-
ceeded by general Gage, a man much known, and highly respected,
in America. He was invested with the most ample authority, to
pardon and remit, at discretion, all treason or felony, and even all

murders or crimes, of whatever denomination, as also all forfeitures

and penalties whatsoever, which the irhabitants of Massachusetts
might have incurred.

An universal curiosity prevailed, to know the result of the new
measures taken by the English ministers, and what would be the
issue of a contest, in which all the authority of a most ancient and
powerful kingdom, formidable even from the terror of its name, and
the recent glory of its arms, combated against the obstinacy of a
people naturally headstrong, and attached to their privileges almost
to infatuation. Nor did the course of events remain long in doubt.
For, upon the arrival in Boston of the news of the port bill, a meet-
ing of the inhabitants was immediately called ; in which, the act was
declared to be unjust and cruel ; they made their appeal to God and
to the world. A vast number of copies of the act were printed and
dispersed throughout the colonies ; and, to make the deeper impres-
sion on the multitude, the copies were printed on mourning paper,
bordered with black lines ; and they were cried through the country,
as the ^barbarous, cruel, sanguinary and inhuman murder.* In
many places, it was burnt with great solemnity by the assembled
multitude
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In the midst of this effervescence, general Gage arrived at Bos-
ton

;
where, notwithstanding the general agitation, he was received

with distinction.

The committee of correspondence perceived all the importance
of uniting in a common sentiment the committees of the other colo-
nies

;
but they also felt the c6nstraint of their present position, since

the particular interests of Boston were now especially concerned.
They wrote, therefore, with a modest reserve, and their letters mere-
ly expressed a hope, that the city of Boston would be considered as
suffering for the common cause.

The flames of this combustion were soon communicated to all

parts of the continent ; there was not a place that did not convene
its assembly, that did not dispatch its letters, animated witli the
same spirit

; the praises, the congratulations, the encouragements,
addressed to the Bostonians, were without end. The province of
Virginia was also on this occasion prompt to give the signal and the
example

; its assembly was in session when the news arrived of the
Boston port bill. It was immediately resolved, that the first of
June, the time prefixed for the law to take effect, should be observed
by all as a day of fasting, prayer and humiliation ; that on this
day, the divine mercy should be supplicated, that it would deign to
avert the calamities which threatened the Americans with the loss of
their rights, and a civil war ; that it would inspire all hearts and all

minds with the same affections and with the same thoughts, that they
might effectually concur in the defense of their liberty. The other
cities followed this example. The popular orators in the public
halls, and the ministers of religion in the churches, pronounced dis •

courses ad&pted to inflame the people against the authors of the
usurpations, and all the evils of which the Bostonians were the
victims. The governor thought it prudent to dissolve the assembly
of Virginia. But prior to their separation, they contracted a league,
by which they declared, that the attempt by coercion, to induce one
of the colonies to consent to an arbitrary tax, was to be considered
as an outrage common to all ; that in such a case, it was just and
necessary that all should unite, with one consent, to oppose such
pernicious, such detestable counsels. Not content with this, they
adopted a resolution, which was the most important of all ; it pur-
ported that all the colonies should be invited to choose deputies, to
convene every year, in a general congress, to deliberate in common
upon the general interests of America.

In Boston, the general assembly of the province having met, the
new governor informed the house, that on the first of Junej in con-
formity to the port bill, their sittings must be transferred to Salem.
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But perceiving, that, to avoid this translation, they hastened to ter-

minate the affairs in deliberation, he adjourned them himself to Sa-

lem, for the 7th of June. When re-assembled in this place, the

house immediately took into consideration the events of the day.

The leaders, among whom Samuel Adams was the most active, had

prepared the resolutions. The assembly decreed that a genera,

congress should be convoked ; they elected the deputies that were

to represent the province in the same, and made provision for their

expenses.

Maryland held its assembly at Annapolis ; South Carolina, at

Charleston ; Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia ; Connecticut, at New
London; Rhode Island, at Newport; and, in a word, all the provinces

from New Hampshire to South Carolina, pursued one course ; all

adhered to the measure of holding a general congress ; and elected

their deputies accordingly. No province sent less than two, or more
than seven representatives. TLe city of Philadelphia, being rich,

flourishing and populous, and forming a central point between the

provinces of the north and those of the south, was chosen for the

seat of the general congress.

The associations against British commerce were also resumed with

great spirit ; the provincial assemblies, the town meetings, and the

committees of correspondence, all co-operated with admirable effect,

in promoting the same object. Had it been possible to increase the

animosity and indignation already kindled by the Boston port bill,

they must have redoubled at the news of the two other acts, con-

cerning the civil administration of Massachusetts, and that of Que-
bec. Tho Boston committee of correspondence originated a mo-
tion, upon this occasion, of great moment ; it was to form a general

combination, which should be called, ' The League and Covenant,^

in imitation of the leagues and covenants made in the times of civil

wars in England. The covenanters were required to obligate them-

selves, in the presence of God, and promise in the most solemn and
religious manner, to cease all commerce with England, dating from

tiie last of the ensuing month of August, until the late detestable acts

should be repealed, and the colony reinstated in all its rights, fran-

chises, liberty and privileges ; not to purchase or use, after tliis term,

any British goods, wares or merchandise whatsoever ; and to abstain

from fill commerce or traffic whatever with those who should

use or introduce them, or refuse to enter into the solemn league.

Finally, a menace was added, which, in a period of such universal

excitement, was sufficient to intimidate, that the names of those
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of their attachment to the rights and liberty of their country. If
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tlie resolution was bold, its execution was not tardy. The articles

of the league were transmitted, by circulars, to the other provinces,
with invitation to the inhabitants to annex their names. Either vol-

untarily or out of fear, an infinite number subscribed in all the prov-
mces, and particularly in those of New England. The citizens of
Philadelphia alone discovered a repugnance to the measure ; not that
they felt less abhorrence for the proceedings of England, or were
less attached to their privileges ; but a total suspension of commerce
with Great Britain, appeared to them a thing of so great importance,
and so prejudicial to many industrious inhabitants of their city, that

they could not but hesitate as to its adoption. They desired, there-

fore, to leave it for the determination of the general congress
;
prom-

ising to execute, scrupulously, whatever might be the resolutions of
that assembly.

General Gage, astonished and inflamed at the very name of league,
a name so fuli of dread for the ears of an oflicer of the crown of
England, issued a proclamation, declaring it to be an illegal and
criminal combination, and contrary to the allegiance due to the kinw.
But these were mere words. The people of Massachusetts publish-
ed, on their part, that the declaration of the governor was of itself

tyrannical; they contended, that no authority could prevent the
subjects from consulting together, and forming conventions for the
maintenance of their rights, in cases of oppression.

Thus the laws upon which the British ministers had rested their

hopes of dividing the counsels, appeasing the tumults, securing
obedience, and re-establishing tranquillity in America, were those
which originated more union, greater commotions, more open revolt,

and a more determined spirit of resistance. Nor should it be im-
agined, that so much agitation was excited only by men of obscure
condition, or a few party leaders ; on the contrary, men of all ranks
engaged in the work ; and among the foremost, numbers remarkable
for their opulence, their authority or their talents. The landholders,

especially, were exasperated more than all others, and manifested a

more vehement desire to triumph over the ministers ; whom they
called wicked, and whom they detested so mortally.

Meanwhile, on the first of June, at mid-day, all business ceased
in the custom house of Boston, and the port was shut against every
vessel that offered to enter; and, on the I4th, permission to depart
was refused to all that had entered before. This day was observea
as a day of calamity at Williamsburg, the capital of Virginia ; and
as a day of general mourning in all the other cities of the continent.
At Philadelphia, all business ceased, and all tradesmen, excepting
the liuakers, closed their shops; the bells sounded the funeral knell.
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But the Bostonians excited pity ; their city, lately so rich, so pros-
perous, so distinguished for the number and courteous character of
its inhabitants, now presented, in every part, only the images of deso-
lation and despair. The rich, in having lost the rents of their build-
ings, were becoming poor; the poor, deprived of employment, had
fallen into indigence. Each sustained his share of the general ca-

lamity. A malignant soldiery, parading through the city, seemed
also incHned to insult their miseries.

The inhabitants of the province of Massachusetts, and of all the
others, came, indeed, to their succor; subscriptions went round,
in Philadelphia, to procure some rehef for those Bostonians, who,
by the effect of the new law, were deprived of subsistence. But
how inadequate were these succors, to satisfy the exigencies of such
distress

! Many of these unfortunate sufferers v/ere reduced to the
last extreme of penury. If tlie miseries, however, they experienced,
were extreme, so also were the resignation and the fortitude with
which they supported them. It may well be supposed, they perus-
ed with singular attention the pages of ancient and modern story,

wiiich have recorded the sufferings of the apostles of liberty, either
to publish them, as they did, in a style often of virulence, and more
often of emphasis, in the public journals, or to repeat them in
popular assemblies, and paragon with such illustrious examples,
the tribulations of the Bostonians, whose constancy they magnified
with boundless encomium. They were styled the living martyrs
of liberty,—the generous defenders of the rights of man ; they
were pronounced the worthy descendants of their virtuous and
heroic ancestors.

The government had persuaded itself, that, the port of Boston
being shut up, the inhabitants of the neighboring towns would en-
deavor to avail themselves of it by drawing to their own ports the
commerce hitherto transacted in that city. But things took a direc-
tion very wide of its expectations. The inhabitants of Marblehead,
a small seaport, at a few miles distance from Boston, and even those
of Salom, offered the Bostonians their ports, wharves, and ware-
houses, free of all expense or remuneration.

During these occurrences, most of the civil magistrates had sus-
pended the exercise of their functions ; for those who had been ap-
pointed under the new laws, had either declined acceptance, or were
prevented by the people from acting in their several offices. The
council only which assist* I the governor, was permitted to dispatch
bome affairs, as, out of lirty-six new counsellors, who had been ap-
pointed, only two had declined ; but the others, having been de-
nounced to the public as enemies to the country, and the^ multitude

18
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collecting in fury about their houses, the greater part resigned. The
courts of justice were suspended, because their members refused to
take the oath prescribed by the laws, or to conform, in any shape, to
its provisions. The attorneys who had issued writs of citation, were
compelled to ask pardon in the public journals, and promise not to
expedite other, until the laws should be revoked, and the charters
re-established. The people rushed in a throng to occupy the seat of
justice, that no room might be left for the judges ; when invited to
withdraw, they answered, that they recognized no other tribunals,
and no other magistrates, but such as were established according to
ancient laws and usages.

The greater part of the inhabitants, persuaded that things must,
finally, terminate in open war, diligently provided themselves with
arms, and exercised daily, in handling them. They succeeded in
this with extreme facility, being naturally active, accustomed to fa-
tigue, and experienced huntsmen. They excelled particularly in
the use of the rifle, which they leveled with unerring aim. In all
places, nothing was heard but the din of arms, or the sound of fifes
and of drums

;
nothing was seen but multitudes intent upon learning

the military exercise and evolutions
;
young and old, fathers and

sons, and even the gentle sex, all bent their steps towards these mar-
tial scenes

;
some to acquire instruction, others to animate and en-

courage. The casting of balls, and making of cartridges, were be-
come ordinary occupations. All things oifered the image of an
approaching war.

The arrival of general Gage, at Boston, had been followed by that
of two regiments of infantry, with several pieces of cannon. These
troops had been quartered in the city ; they were re-inforced by
several regiments, coming from Ireland, from New York, from Hali-
fax, and from Quebec ; all directed upon this point, to smother the
kindling conflagration. The inhabitants beheld this with incredible
jealousy, which was still increased by an order of the general, to
place a guard upon the isthmus, which connects the peninsula, where
Boston is situated, with the main land. The pretext assigned was,
to prevent tlie desertion of the soldiers, but the real motive of this
step was to intimidate the inhabitants, that they might not so freely
as they had done heretofore, transport arms from the city into the
couutry. Every day gave birth to new causes of contention between
the soldiers and the citizens. Popular rumors were circulated rap-
idly, and heard with avidity ; at every moment the people collected
as if ripe for revolt.

The governor, attentive to this agitation, and fearing some unhap-
py accident, resolved to fortify the isthmus, and proceeaed in the
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vorks with great activity. The inhabitants of Boston, as well as
those of the country, were extremely exasperated by it ; they ex-
claimed, that this was an act of hostility on the part of the general,
and a manifest proof that it was resolved to make every thing bend
to military authority. Many conjectures were in circulation among
the people, and violent menaces were thrown out. General Gage,
apprehensive of an explosion, detached two companies of soldiers
to seize the powder that was deposited in the magazine at Charles-
town, near Boston. He considered this the more prudent, as the
time was now approaching for the annual review of the militia

;

when, if any hostile designs were in agitation, they might probably
be put in execution.

The rage of the people had now reached its acme. They assem-
bled from all quarters, and hastened with arms, to Cambridge. The
more prudent had great difficulty to prevent them from marching
furiously to Boston, to demand the restitution ot the powder, or in
case of refusal, to fall immediately upon the garrison.
But soon after, and probably by a secret device of the patriot

chiefs, to let the British soldiers perceive, that, if they should ven-
ture to offer the shadow of violence, a signal to the inhabitants of
the province would suffice to make them repent of it, a report was
circulated among this exasperated multitude, that the fleet and gar-
rison had commenced hostilities, that their artillery was firing upon
tlie town, and that the Bcstonians were hard pressed to defend
themselves. The rumor was spread with incredible rapidity through
the whole province

; in a few hours, above thirty thousand men
were under arms

; they proceeded towards Boston with the utmost
speed, and made no halt till they had full certainty that the alarm
was premature.

This movement gave origin to many others ; and it became an
almost daily custom to attack the houses of such as either had ac-
cepted the new offices, or in any way had shown themselves favor-
able to English pretensions, or opposed to American privileges. No
longer, therefore, able to find safety except within the city itself, the
commissioners of the customs, and those under their authority, as
well as all other public officers, who had removed to Salem for the
exercise of their functions, went back to Boston. Thus, in the
space of a few months, the regulations were annihilated, which the
ministers had designed to introduce by means of the port bill.

The province of Massachusetts was not the only theater of popu-
lar commotions

; all jird a part io tins general convulsion. The in-
.s.a.jiiantH, at many fioints, fearing ihu governor might get the start
of thjrn in respect to seizing the powder, as he had done at Charles-
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town, flew to possess themselves of what lay in the forts and now-
der m^azines of the king. Thus it happened at Portsmouth, inINew Hampshire, where the provincials stormed the fort, and carried
off the powder and artillery. The inhabitants of Rhode Island did
the same

;
the people of Newport rose, and took possession of forty

pieces of cannon, which defended the harbor.
The removal of the powder at Charle«town, and the fortiiications

carrying on at Boston, together with the popular agitations, occa-
sioned a meeting of delegates from the diflerent towns and borou<Ths
01 the county of Suffolk, of whir!- -, ^^ori is tiie capital. They
took very spirited resolutio ,c.

; pu;, that no obedience wasdue to the late acts of parhcvuent, bu,-, .n the co.trury, hatred and
execration, since they were attempts to enslave America; that the
appointment of public officers by virtue of these acts, was contrary
to constitutional statut-es and principles ; that the country would in-
demnify the subordinate officers, who should refuse to execute the
orders of their superiors, appointed under the new laws; that the
CO] ectors of the public money should retain it in their hands, andmake no payment, until the ancient laws of the colony should be
re-estabhshed, or until it should be ordered otherwise by the pro-
vincial congress

;
that those who had accepted the new offices must

resign them before the 20th of September ; and if not, they should
be declared enemies to the country : that officers of the militia should
be chosen in every town, selecting, for this purpose, individuals skill-
lui in arms, and inflexibly attached to the rights of the people ; that
as It had been reported it was in contemplation to apprehend cer-
tain persons of the county, if this menace should be executed the
royal officers should be immediately seized, and detained as hos-
tages; that the people should be exhorted to maintain tranquillity
a; id merit, by their moderation, by their stea, ', uniform and perse-
vering resistance, in a contest so importdnt, m a cause so solemn
the approbation of the wise, and the admiration of the brave of
every country, and of every age.

'

Another assembly, but of the entire province of Massachusetts,
was held at Salem. The governor not choosing to sanction it by his
presence, they formed themselves into a provincial congress, and
elected Hancock president. After having addressed their complaints
to the governor of the fortifications of the isthmus, they took extraor-
dinary measures for the defense of the province. They prepared
munitions of war, they filled magazines with provisions, they enrolled
twelve thousand of the mihtia, whom they called minute men ; that
18, soldiers that must hold themselves in readiness to march at a
....!.„.^ , x,^,i.,v. J. uc dccreos and recommendations of the provin
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cial congress were executed with the same exactness as if they hod
emanated from a legitimate authority.

Thus, the plans of the British ministers produced, in America,
effects contrary to their intentions. Aheady, every appearance
announced the approach of civil war.

In the midst of this agitation, and of apprehensions inspired bv
the future, the general congress assembled at Philadelphia; it wii
composed of delegates from all the American colonies.

ENn or BOOK THIBD.

TOIi I 1%
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BOOK FOURTH.
1774. The deputies of the diflerent colonies arrived in Philadel-

phia on the 4th of September, except those of North Carolina, who
delayed their appearance until the 14th of the same month. All
were men of note, and distinguished by the public favor. Far from
being persons destitute of the goods of fortune, thev were all landed
proprietors, and some possessed even great opulence. Several had
been instructed by their constituents, to exert their utmost endeavors
to secure the liberty of America, by the most suitable means, and to
restore the ancient course of things with England ; others, to vote
lor resolutions relative to the exercise of commerce, calculated to
induce the English government to embrace milder counsels towards
the colonies

;
others, finally, were invested with unlimited authority

to do whatsoever, in the present circumstances, they should judge
most conducive to the public good.

Having met on the 5th, they resolved that their deliberations
should be kept secret, until the majority should direct them to be
published

;
and that, in determining questions, each colony should

have but one vote, whatever might be the number of its deputies
They elected for president, Peyton Randolph, of Virginia ; and for
secretary, Charles Thomson. They were in number fifty-five.*

For a long time, no spectacle had been offered to the attention ot
mankind, of so powerful an interest as this of the present American
congress. It was indeed a novel thing, and as it were miraculous,
that a nation, hitherto almost unknown to the people of Europe, or
only known by the commerce it occasionally exercised in their ports,
should, all at once, step forth from this state of oblivion, and, rous-
ing as from a long slumber, should seize the reins to govern itself;
that the various parts of this nation, hitherto disjoined, and almost
in opposition to each other, should now be united in one body, and
moved by a single will ; that their long and habitual obedience
should be suddenly changed for the intrepid counsels of resistance,
and of open defiance, to the formidable nation whence they derived
their origin and laws.

There had been observed , at intervals, it is true, in the vast domin-
ions of Spain in America, some popular agitations ; but they were
easily repressed by th 3 government. In the colonies of Portugal, the
public repose had ne> er been interrupted. France; m like manner

* See Note I.
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had ilways found her American subjects inclined 'o a willing sub-
mission. It was reserved for the English colonies to afford the first

example of resistance, and of a struggle to separate themselves from
the parent state. Such, however, was the necessary consequence
of the constitution of England, and of her colonies ; of the opinions
which prevailed in the latter ; of the memory of ancient revolutions

:

and of the discontents which, from time to time, had manifested
themselves in America, but which now, for the first time, menaced
an inevitable, and not distant explosion ; for the congress of Albany
had presented nothing illegal in its character, since it had been con-
voked by the legitimate authorities. It had manifested no tendency
towards a new order of things ; though perhaps the secret counsels
of those who composed it, eventually aspired at independence ; but,
m effect, nothing was regulated by that assembly, except the interests
of the English colonies with regard to the Indian nations of the vi-
cmity. When the congress of New York was convened, the excite-
ment of men's minds was not yet so extreme, thd popular disorders
had not taken so alarming a character, nor had the government then
displayed so much rigor, nor prostrated so many colonial statutes.
On the other hand, the members of this congress, though possessed
of much, had not so entire an influence with the American people
as those of the congress of Philadelphia ; nor did they excite such
public expectation of future events as the latter assembly. The col-
onists looked upon it as a convention of men who, in some mode
or other, were to deliver their country from the perils that menaced
It. The greater part beheved that their ability, their prudence and
their immense influence with the people, would enable them to ob-
tain from the government the removal of the evils that oppressed
them, and the re-establishment of the ancient order of things. Some
others cherished the belief, that they would find means to conduct
the American nation to that independence which was the first and
most ardent of their aspirations, or rather the sole object of that in-
tense passion which stung and tormented them, night and day. The
confidence they had placed in the congress, was equal to the aver-
sion they had conceived to the new laws. The generality of peo-
ple, usually ignorant what obstacles must be encountered in great en-
terprises, deem their grievances already removed, when they have
confided to a few the interests of aU ; the colonists, accordingly, at-
tributing to theur new delegates greater power than they in reality
possessed, were generally elated with the most flattering hopes.
I uey ^new that a union of minds is the most eflicacious instrument
of success; and theu- concord was prodisious : all wpr^ r^iaiv ««^,
rifice tlieir Uves aad their fortunes to the triuir^i of their cause
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Not that there existed none of another mind, who would gladiv
have held a quite different course ; but they were few, in this first
impulse, and they were reduced to silence by the consent and en-
thusiasm of all the others. No other government, however consoli-
dated by the lapse of ages or the force of arms, ever experienced so
much promptness and punctuality of obedience as the American
congress. The colonists were disposed to receive its deliberations,
not only as the useful and salutary laws of a good government, but
as the revered precepts and oracles of men conse^jratcd and gener-
ously devoted to the salvation of their country.

Such was the posture of affairs in America at the epoch of the
convocation of congress. But in Europe, the novelty of circum-
stances had excited strong emotions in the minds of all ; in some,
creating feer,—in others, hope,—in all, astonishment. In England,'
the ministerial party declaimed with vehemence against the audacity
of the Americans, who were called rebels; and the most rigorous
counsels were already proposed. They could not comprehend how
a people like that of America, divided, as they had always been, by
a sectarian spirit, into various schisms and parties, should now be
capable of a concord so entire, as to present but one only sentiment,
and but one same will ;—how, laying aside the mutual rancor result-
ing from the diversity of their opinions and interests, they should
all, at the present moment, have concurred in a resolution to de-
fend and maintain what theyconsidered their rights, against England.

' Is it conceivable, that a nation which subsists by its commerce,
that has no naval armament, and whose principal cities are exposed
to the vengeance of a maritime enemy, that is unprovided with reg-
ular and veteran troops, should have the hardihood to dispute the
will of the British nation, powerful in arms, radiant with the glory of
Its recent acliievements, inexhaustible in puLjc and private resources,
strong in a government cemented by the hand of time, formidable
for the prodigious number of its ships, and abounding in experi-
enced commanders, both of land and sea ?

'

But it was answered on the other side

:

' Wherefore this astonishment at the resolution of the Americans i

Even though it were true, that, as to the means of sustaining war,
they were thus inferior to Great Britain, who is ignorant that men
inflamed by the zeal of political opinions do not descend to nice
calculations, or spend time in weighing the probabilities of the future ?
And has not England herself many difficulties to surmount ? Is she
not divided, even upon this question ofAmerica, by the spirit of par-
ty ? Opinions are so much at variance on this subject, thai a great
number, it is r.lftnr. wnnlH mnrnh annina* !.« ^^1^.:-* '.Al. A^^^.
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repugnance. A vast ocean separates from us the countries in which
the war must be carried on ; tliis circumstance alone will, of neces-
sily, cause an incalculable expense, an enormous waste of military
stores, a frightful sacrifice of men, the most fatal delays, and o
frequent defect of correspondence between measures and exigencies
The finances of England are exhausted by the exorbitant debt con-
tracted in times past, and especially during the late war ; the reve-
nue falls far short of meeting the ordinary expenditure ; and so pon
derous an increase of burthen as the disbursements of this new war
must involve, would absolutely crush the resources of the state.

Besides, what country is better adapted than America for a long
defense ? It is covered with trackless forests, f )rtified by lakes,

rivers, and mountains ; it has few passable roads ; and abounds in
strong defiles, and fords, which are only known to the in-
habitants.'

Nor should it be omitted, that the recollection of past events must
have acted with great force upon the minds of those who directed
the counsels of England. They were abandoned to doubt and un-
certainty

;
for this was the same cause which in the precedmg cen-

tury had been contested in England, and which, after so many ef-
forts, and so much blood, had produced a total revolution, and placed
the British scepter in the hands of a ne;*^ line of princes. Bui
even this reflection was calculated to excite, in the members of the
government, a certain indignation, but too proper to pervert their
reason, and alienate them from the counsels of moderation and pru-
dence. Assuredly, since the epoch of this revolution, the British
cabinet never had a more difficult enterprise to conduct ; it had
never witnessed a crisis of such fatal augury, or that menaced, with
a wound so deadly, the very heart of the state. Nor was it possible
to dissemble, that the Americans would not be destitute of foreign
succors

;
for, although the European powers, who possessed colo-

nies in America, could not, but with certain solicitude, contemplate
these commotions in the British provinces, viewing them as a danger-
ous example for their own subjects, who, if success should attend
the designs of the Americans, might, they apprehended, indulge
pernicious tlioughts, and contrary to their allegiance, yet they were
greatly re-assured, by reflecting that their colonists were far from
cherishing the same political opinions that prevailed among the in-
habitants of the English colonies. And, on the other hand, their
vehement desires to see the power of England reduced, prevented
them from perceiving the danger, or caused them to despise it; for
this danger was remote and uncertain ; whereas the advantage of
the humiliation of England, which was expected to result from the
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American war wqs near at hand, and, if not certain, at leaat ex-
trenioly probable.

> «» «*

But, among the various nations of Europe, all more or loss favor-
able to the cause of the Americans, and equally detesting the tyr-
anny of England, none signalized themselves more than the French
Ihe desire of vengeance, the hope of retrieving its losses, the re-
membrance of ancient splendor, the anguish of recent wounds, all
stimulated the French government to side with the Americans It
waited only for the maturity of events, and a propitious occasion, to
declare itself. These dispositions of the ministry were not unknown
to the nation

;
and, as no people are more susceptible of impres-

sions from those in power than the French, the cause of the Ameri-
cans found among them the most ardent and the most inge-
nious advoratos. Many other causes, no less evident, concurred"to
the same effect. The people of France, though accustomed to live
under a very absoluic =,^stem of government, have uniformly testified
a particular esteem for. such men, and for such nations, as have
valiantly defended their liberty against the usurpations of tyranny •

for, when they are not led astray, and as it were transported out of
themselves, by their exorbitant imagination, their character is natu-
rally benevolent and gentle; they are always disposed to succor the
oppre.<;sed, especially when they support their ill fortune with con-
stancy, and contend, with courage to surmount it ; in a word, when
their enterprise presents an aspect of glory and of greatness. Such
was, or appeared to be, the cause of the Americans ; and such were
the general sentiments of the French towards them.

It should also be added, that, at this epoch, the writers who had
treated political subjects, in all countries, and especially in France
had manifested themselves the advocates of a more liberal mode of
government; and thus the opinions which prevailed, at that time
were extremely propitious to civil liberty. These writings were in
more eager request, and these opinions were still more rapidly dis-
seminated, at the news of the commotions which agitated America •

than which nothing could more evidently prove wliat was the spirit
of that epoch. In all social circles, as well as in numerous publica-
tions which daily appeared in France, the Americans were the oojects
ol boundless praise

; their cause was defended by the most spe-
cious arguments, and justified by a multitude of illustrious exam-
pies. Arid if, at the epoch when France, after the cession made by
the republic of Genoa, had undertaken the conquest of Corsica, ma-
ny were found, among the French, who professed themselves the
apologists of those islanders, and ventured openly to condemn tho
determmation of their own cmvfimmpnf in attUA,^^ 4U^^ u n
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bo thought, the partisans of the Americans were far more numer-
ous, and demonstrated an enthusiasm still more ardent. It would
be difiicult to express what joy and what hopes were excited by the
intelligence of the convocation of the American congress. The
names of the deputies were extolled to the skies ; « Let them has-
ten,' it was said, every where, * to shako oflf the yoke of Englislj
despotism, to sever these bonds of servitude ; let them establish
civil liberty in their country ; and let thorn serve as a perpetual ex-
ample that princes cannot, without peril, violate the fundamental
laws of their states, nor attack with impunity the privileges and im-
munities of their subjects.' Thus the French excited continually by
new motives and plausible arguments, the already exasperated minds
of the Americans

; and irritated those wounds which had already
the appearance of canceration, in order to render them absolutely
incurable.

Thus the congress saw united in its favor, not only the opinions
of the American people, but also those of all the European nations,
and even of their governments

; as likewise of no small part of the
inhabitants of Great Britain itself. So great was, at this epoch,
either the spirit of innovation, or the love of liberty, or the desire to
shake oflT the restraints of all authority whatsoever ! Meanwhile all
minds were suspended with expectation, for the issue of so important
a contest

;
and all eyes were attentive to see what measures the

American convention would first adopt to sustain it.

It was natural, that the first thoughts of congress should have
turned towards the j)rovince of Massachusetts, and the city of Bos-
ton. The resolutions of the assembly of Suffolk having been the
most vigorous, and the most important, it was determined to confirm
tiiem. They accordingly resolved, that they deeply felt the suffor-
mgs of their countrymen, of the province of Massachusetts, under
the operation of the late unjust and cruel acts of the British parlia-
ment

;
that they much approved the wisdom and fortitude which the

people of Massachusetts had displayed, in opposing such wicked
mv-asures

;
they exhorted them to perseverance, and recommended

the complete execution of the resolutions taken by the assembly of
Suffolk

;
they expressed their confident hopes that the united efforts

of North America, would so persuade the British nation of the im-
prudence, injustice, and danger of the policy of the present minis-
ters, as quickly to introduce better men, and wiser measures

; and
finally, they recommended, that the contributions which had beei
commenced, in all the colonies, should continue to be collected fo
the relief and support of the Bostonians. And as those who'ar.
nc»neu lO war, generally anect the most earnest desire ot peace,
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congress addressed a letter to general Gage, praying him to put a
stop to the hostile preparations, which might provoke a pacific peo-
ple to have recourse to arms, and thus prevent the endeavors of the
congress, to restore a good understanding with the parent state, and
involve the nation in all the horrors of a civil war. He was es[)c-

cially requested to discontinue the fortifications of Boston, to repress
military Hcense, and to restore a free communication between the
city and country.

Although the congress was not, constitutionally, a legitimate as-

sembly, general Gage, desirous of testifying his disposition to pre-
serve peace, answered, that no troops had ever given less cause for

complaint, than those that were then stationed in Boston, notwith-
standing the insults and provocations daily given to both officers and
soldiers ; that the communication between the city and country had
been always free, and should remain so, unless the inhabitants should
constrain him to take other measures. The congress also decreed
that if it should be attempted to carry into execution, by force, the
late acts of parliament, in such case, all America ought to support
the inhabitants of Massachusetts in their opposition ; that in case it

should be judged necessary to remove the citizens of Boston into the
country, the injury they might thereby sustain, should be repaired at

the public expense ; and that every person whomsoever, who should
accept of any commission, or authority, emanating from the new
laws, should be held in universal detestation and abhorrence.

Tiie congress also deemed it useful and necessary to resort to the
accustomed confederacies against English commerce ; the merchants
of the colonies were therefore requested to suspend all importation
of merchandise from Great Britain, until the congress should have
published its intentions, touching the course to be pursued for the

preservation of the liberties of America. The agreement was prompt-
ly and universally contracted, according to its desires ; and it was
further stipulated, that all exportation of merchandise to Great Brit-

ain, Ireland and the West Indies, should cease after ihe 10th of
September, 177-5, unless the wrongs of which the Ameiicans com-
plained, were redressed prior to that period. The league was ob-
served, this time, with an astonishing consent.

There still remained an affair of the last importance ; Ihat of de-
termining what were the pretensions of America, and the tsrms upon
which she would consent to resume her ancient relations of amity
with Great Britain. To this effect the congress published an elabo-

rate declaration, entitled, a Declaration of Rights. This paper com-
menced with very bitter complaints, that the parliament had, of late

years, undertaken to tax the colonies; to estahU<^i} an extraordinary
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board of customs ; tc extend the jurisdiction of the courts of admi-
ralty ; to grant salaries to the judges, without the concurrence of the

colonial assemblies ; to maintain a standing army in times of peace

;

to ordain that persons charged with offenses, affecting the state,

should be transported to England for trial ; to annul the regulations

of the government of Massachusetts, respecting the prosecution of

those who should be questioned for acts committed in the execution

of the laws, and in opposition to tumults ; and, finally, to abolish

the English laws in Canada, and to grant in that province extraordi-

nary favor to the Catholic religion. Which acts of the parliament

were pronounced impolitic, unjust, cruel, contrary to the constitu-

tion, most dangerous and destructive of American rights. They
continued with saying, that whereas the legal assemblies of Ameri-
ca, which had peaceably convened to deliberate on grievances, and
remonstrate against unjust and oppressive laws, had been frequently

dissolved, and their petitions and supplications treated with contempt
by the ministers of the king; the Americans had, therefore, deter-

mined to convoke this congress, in order to vindicate and secure

their rights and liberties.

Then followed the enumeration of these rights, such as life, lib-

erty and property ; which, they affirmed, no power could dispose of

without their consent. To these were added the rights peculiar to

English subjects, as, for example, to participate in the legislative

council ; and as the inhabitants of the colonies were not, and, from

local and other circumstances, could not be represented in the Brit-

ish parliament, they were entitled, it was asserted, to enjoy this right

of legislation in their respective assemblies, consenting cheerfully,

however, to the operation of such acts of parliament as were, bono.

Jide, restrained to the regulation of commerce, excluding every ideci

of taxation, internal or external. They claimed, in like manner, tho

right of being tried by their peers of the vicinage, and that of peace

ably assembling and addressing their petitions to the king. It was

also declared, that tlie keeping a standing army in the colonies, in

times of peace, without the consent of the respective colonial assern -

blies, was altogether contrary to law. The congress here recapitu -

lated the acts of parliament which had violated the foregoing rights

,

affirming that the Americans could not submit to such grievous act;?

and measures, nor in any mode return to the former state of things,

without their revocation.

It was hoped, that their fellow citizens of Great Britain, would,

on the revision of these laws, see the necessity of repealing them, and

tiius restore the ^-Lmericans to that state of happiness anu prosper"

ity, which they had enjoyed in times past; that, in the meantini<»,

nnv. 1. 13
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and for the present, thej- were resolved to enter into a non-imooria
. on „o„<„„3„„p«„„, ,„d „„„^,p„,^,i„„ agreement,TreXu;alUrtKles ofeommeree with Great Britain. TI.ev determinoniV
to prepare an addres, to the people of Great Sint^^Tit::
.al to the .nhab,tants ofBritish Ameriea, as also another to the k n^in conformity to resolutions already taken.

^'

By the first, their design was to conciliate the Enfflish peonle and

ml^e This1 ">e A-ncrKan combinations against their com-merce. This thoy executed with singular address ; on the one handflattermg the self-love of the British, and on the o her, averring th„;.t was with repugnance, and compelled, as it were, by Sbfo „e

incy were ready, they added, to dissolve them the moment thegovernment should have restored them to their original condil*We transcribe a part of this address of the American co2ess to

were the ''T'''
" "> P^^"""^'^ P™?"' '» demonstratfwhat

nexinie resolution the Americans supported their cause- and .!,„great progress they had made in the art of writiL w th that do

iTemT f "''^ '° '""""^ "P°" *" -'"ds of m°en The tht;Cr fT'"^'"'"
"'"• '^'""P™^' '" ™«=. Lee, Liviniiton and

;:/:;dt lXiiLir,r;:r*^^'''
-- -^^ -"- >'--

' ™<="
^

nation, led to greatness by the hand of liberty and dos-OS ed of all the glory that heroism, munificence and humaX c™bestow, descends to the ungrateful task of forging chZ for he,fr ends and children, and instead of giving support tofSm „
'

,advocate for slavery and oppression, there is reason to susp^; sTe

Ca:tii'si^;-™/r„r:n;v^^^^^^^^
ngamst the open assaults of en ,ies, and the moreZ„'ea"hery of friends, have the inhab, .ts of your island, yol^rTreaT andglorious ancestors, maintained

, ir independence and trl^lmittedhe rights of men, and the blessn, , of liberty, to UtheTr posted

L ,^:
""' ^"'P™^^'' •k^'^f"-' that we, whi are'deseendrftom

n a lTheTir,h"Tr.' '

'^"'7"' '"'°" '•"^'"''ers participat" d
hi f ! u .

''"""''' ""'' "«' <:<'n"i«ution, you so fustlvboast of, and who have carefully conveyed the same fair inheriCceto us, guarantied by the plighted faith of government, and tSe most•o emn compacts with British sovereign. .h™.iJ »r„l "
. _° ""?"
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them to men, who found their claims on no principles of reason, andwho prosecute them with a design, that by having our lives and proo-
erty m their power, they may, with the greater facility, enslave yok
Ihe cause of America is now the object of universal attention : it
has, at length, become very serious. This unhappy country has not
only been oppressed, but abused and misrepresented ; and the dutywe owe to ourselves and posterity, to your interest, and the general
welfare of the British empire, leads us to address you on this very
important subject. ^
'Know, then, that wo consider ourselves, and do insist that we

are and ought to be, as free as our fellow subjects in Britain, and
that no power on earth has a right to take our property from us
without our consent. That we shall claim all the benefits secured
to the subject by the English constitution, and, particularly, that in-
estimable one of trial by jury. That we hold it essential to English
hberty, that no man be condemned unheard, or punished for sup-
posed offenses, without having an opportunity of making his defense.
That we think the legislature of Great Britain is not authorized by
the constitution, to establish a religion, fraught with sanguinary and
impious tenets, or to erect an arbitrary form of government, in anv
quarter of the globe.

* These rights, we, as well as you, deem'sacred. And yet, sacred
as they are they have, with many others, been repeatedly and fla-
grantly violated. Are not the proprietors of the soil of Great Brit-am lords of their own property ? can it be taken from them without
their consent? will they yield it to the arbitrary disposal of any man
or number of men whatever? You know they will not. Why then
are the proprietors of the soil of America less lords of their proper-
ly than you are of yours? or why should they submit it to the dis-
posal of your parliament, or any other pariiament, or council in the
world, not of their elecUon ? Can the intervention of the sea that
divides us, cause disparity in rights ? or can any reason be given why
English subjects, who live three thousand miles from the royal pal-
ace, should enjoy less liberty than those who are three hundred
nnles distant from it ? Reason looks with indignation on such dis-
inctions, and freemen can never perceive their propriety. And vet
however chimerical and unjust such discriminations are, the parlia-
ment assert, that they have a right to bind us in all cases without ex-
reption, whether we consent or not ; that thev may take and use our
property, wnen and in what manner they please ; that we are pen-mners on their bounty for all that we possess, and can hold it no
longer than they vouchsafe to permit. Such declarations we con-
sidcr as heresies in hnghsh politics, and which can no more operate
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to deprive us of our property, than the intor<iicts of the pope can
divest kings of scepters, wliicli the laws of tli. land and the voice of
the people have placed in their hands.

* ^^t the conclusion of the late war—a war rendered glorious by
the abihty and integrity of a minister, to whose efforts the Britisl,
empire owes its sofety and its fame ; at the conclusion of this war
winch was succeeded by an inglorious peace, formed under the aus-
pices ol a minister, of principles, and of a family unfriendly to the
Protestant cause, and inimical to liberty. We say, at this period,
and under the influence of that man, a plan for enslaving your fel'low subjects m America was concerted, and has ever since bec« per-
Imaciously carrying into execution.

'Prior to this era, you were content with drawing from us thewealth produced by our commerce. You restrained our trade inevery way that could conduce to your emolument. You exercisedunbounded sovereignty over the sea. You named the ports andnations to which, alone, our merchandise should be carried and withwhom, alone, we should trade; and though some of the^e restr c-tions were grievous, we, nevertheless, did not complain ; we lookedup to you as to our parent state, to which we were b;und by thestrongest ues
;
and were happy in being instrumental to your pros!pen y and your grandeur. We call upon you yourselves to witnessour loyalty and attachment to the common interest of the whoSempire

;
d.d we not, in the last war, add all the strength of this vast

continent to the force which repelled our common enemy ? Did wenot leave our native shores, and meet disease and death, to promotethe success of British arms in foreign climates ? Did you not thankus tor our zeal, and even reimburse us large sums of money, whichyou confessed we had advanced beynx,d our proportion! and far'beyond our abilities ? You did. To whai causes, then, are we to
attribute the sudden change of treatment, and that system of slaverywJnch was prepared for us at the restoration of peace '

'

After having gone through a recital of the present disturbances,
and specified all the laws of which they complained, they continued

wl!Jnn^^f,"^ ^^ *T '^f!
°^ ^^'''' '"' "' ^'^^^^» y^" to consider touhat end they lead. Admit that the ministry, by the powers ofBritam, and the aid of our Roman Catholic neighbors, should boable to carry the point of taxation, and reduce us to a state of per-

feet humiliation and slavery; such an enterprise womd doubLsmake some addition to your national debt, which already pressesdown your hbert.es and fills you with pensioners and placemen.we presume, also, that your commerce will fiomourho* Ke ,i.L:„:-.k-j
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However, suppose you should prove victorious, in what condiUon
will you then be? What advantages, or what laurels, will you reap
from such a conquest ? May not a ministry, with the same armies,
enslave you ? It may be said, you will cease to pay them ; but. re-'
member, the taxes from America, the wealth, and we may add' the
men, and particulariy the Roman Catholics, of this vast continent,
will then be in the power of your enemies ; nor will you have any
reason to expect, after making slaves of us, many among us should
refuse to assist in reducing you to the same abject state.

* We believe there is yet much virtue, much justice, and much
public spirit, m the English nation. To that justice we now appeal.
You have been told, that we are seditious, impatient of government,
and dcsirou.s of independency ; but these are mere calumnies. Per-
mit us to be as free as yourselves, and we shall ever esteem a union
with you to be our greatest glory , and our greatest happiness. But
if you are determined that your ministers shall wantonly sport with
the liberties of mankind

; if neither the voice of justice, the dictates
of the law, the principles of the constitution, or the suggestions of
humanity, can restrain your hands from shedding human blood in
such an impious cause, we must then tell you, that we shall never
submit to be hewers of wood or drawers of water for any minister
or nation in the world.

' Place us in the same situation that we were at the close of th^
war, and our former harmony will be restored. But lest the same
supineness, and the same inattention to our common interest, which
you have for several years shown, should continue, we think it pru-
dent to anticipate the consequences. By the destruction of the
trade of Boston, the ministry have endeavored to induce submission
to their measures. The like fate may befall us all. We will en-
deavor, therefore, to live without trade, and recur for subsistence to
the fertihty and bounty of our native soil, which will afford us all
the necessaries, and some of the conveniencies, of life. We have
suspended our importation from Great Britain and Ireland ; and, in
K'ss than a year's time, unless our grievances should be redressed,
shall discontinue our exports to those kingdoms and the West Indies^
It IS with the utmost regret, however, that we find ourselves com-
pelled, by the overruling principles of self-preservation, to adopt
measures detrimental in their consequences to numbers of our fel-
low subjects in Great Britain and Ireland. But we hope that the
magnanimity and justice of the British nation will furnish a parlia-
ment of such wisdom, independence and public spirit, as may savo
t.^e violated n^his of the whole empire from the devices of wicked
mmisters and evU counsellors, whether in or out of office; and there-

13*
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by restore that harmony, friendship and fraternal affection, between
all the inhabitants of his majesty's kingdoms and territories, so ar-
dently wished for by every true and honest American.'
The scope of their address to the inhabitants of America, was to

manifest the justice of their cause, by an exact enumeration of the
offensive laws ; to confirm them in resistance ; and to prepare their
minds for the worst. They observed, that the designs of the min-
isters to enslave America, had been conducted with such constancy,
as to render it prudent to expect mournful events, and be prepared,
iji all respects, for every contingency.

In the petition addressed to the king, they made protestations of
their attachment towards the crown and the royal family ; they af-

firmed that nothing short of the usurpations which wicked counsel-
lors, deceiving the paternal heart of his majesty, had attempted,
could have induced them to depart from that submission of which
they had given, in happier times, such signal examples ; that it was
with extreme reluctance, and urged by imperious necessity, thev
Imd entered into resolutions detrimental to the commerce of theiV
European fellow subjects; and after having recapitulated tlieir griev-
ances, they proceeded

:

« From this destructive system of coionial administration, adopted
since the conclusion of the last war, have flowed those distresses,
dangers, fears, and jealousies, that overwhelm your majesty's dutiful
colonists with aflliction

; and we defy our most subtle and inveterate
enemies, to trace the unhappy differences between Great Britain
and these colonies, from an earlier period, or from other causes tiian
we have assigned. Had they proce«ded, on our part, from a rest-
less levity of temper, unjust impulses of ambition, or artful sugges-
tions of seditious persons, we should merit the opprobrious terms
fretjuently bestowed upon us by those we revere. But, so far from
promoting innovations, we have only opposed them ; and can be
charged with no offence, unless it be one to receive injuries and be
sensible of them.

* Had our Creator been pleased to give us existence in a land of
slavery, the sense of our condition might have been mitigated by
ignorance and habit. But, thanks be to his adorable goodness, we
were born the heirs of freedom, and ever enjoyed our rights under
the auspices of your royal ancestors, whose family was seated on
the British throne to rescue and secure a pious and gallant nation
from the popery and despotism of a superstitious and inexorable
tyrant.

' Your rnajesty, we are confidentj justly rejoices that your title to
tlie crown is thus founded on the title of your people to liberty ; and
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therefore we doubt not but your royal wisdom must approve the
sensibiliiy that teaches your subjects anxiously to guard the blessing
tiiey received from Divine Providence, and thereby to prove the per-
formance of that compact which elevated the illustrious House of
Brunswick to the imperial dignity it now possesses. The apprehen-
sion of being degraded into a state of servitude, from the pre-emi-
nent rank of freemen, while our minds retain the strongest love of
liberty, and clearly foresee the miseries preparing for us and our pos-
terity, excites emotions in our breasts, which, though we cannot de-
scribe, we should not wish to conceal. Feeling as men, and thinking
as subjects, in the manner we do, silence would be disloyalty. By
giving this faithful information, we do all in our power to promote
the great objects of your royal cares, the tranquillity of your govern-
ment, and the welfare of your people ; and, as your majesty enjoys
the signal distinction of reigning over freemen, we apprehend the lan-
guage of freemen cannot be displeasing. Your royal indi-nation,
we hope, will rather fall on those dangerous and ^iesigning men, who,'
daringly interposing themselves between your royal person and your
faithful subjects, and for several years past incessantly employed to
dissolve the bonds of society, by abusing your majesty's authority,
misrepresenting your American subjects, and prosecuting the most
desperate and irritating projects of oppression, have at length com-
pelled us, by the force of accumulated injuries, too severe to be
any longer tolerable, to disturb your majesty's repose by our com-
plaints.'

Tne congress having, by these different writings, endeavored to
mollify the breast of the sovereign, to conciliate the favor of the
Englisii people, to dispose and prepare the colonists to brave all the
terrors of the crisis, and, generally, to propitiate the favor of the
uropean nations, turned their attention towards the inhabitants of

Canada, whose benevolence it was desirable to cultivate, in order to
secure, if not their adherence, at least their neutrality, in the grand
struggle that was approaching

; for, omitting the increase of force
which must have resulted to one or other of the belligerent parties,
from the alliance of the brave and warlike Canadians, it was of the
greatest importance to the colonists, to be secure of the friendly dis-
position of a country, which, from its position alone, appeared to
menace their provinces. This negotiation, however, required a very
delicate management

; for the Canadians were not accustomed to
English liberty

;
and had been long contented with their condition

under the government of France. The difference of religion was
also an obstacle of great moment. How was it possible to persuade
them to undertake the defense of rights they scarcely knew, or
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which they esteemed of little value ? And how hopeless must have
appeared the attempt to induce them to complain of the act of Que-
bee, which favored, protected, and placed in a condition, even better
than at first, a religion they held so much at heart ! The congress
however, m their address to the Canadian people, eluded these em-
barrassments with singular dexterity.

They commenced with a declaration that the Canadians were en-
titled to possess all the rights enjoyed by English subjects ; they ac-
cused the ministers of a design to deprive them thereof, and to en-
slave them totally. They endeavored to explain, in the most insin-
uating style, what these rights were ; how extreme their importance,
and how conducive they were to the happiness of every human
being. They sufficed, it was affirmed, to defend the poor' from the
rich, the feeble from the powerful, the industrious from the rapa-
cious the peaceable from the violent, the tenants from the lords,
and all from their superiors. ' These are the rights without which a
people cannot be free and happy, and to whose protection and en-
couraging mfluence the English colonies are indebted for their pres-
ent prosperity and numerous population. Of these rights the act
of Queuec has completely divested the Canadians ! It has not left
the people even a shadow of authority, but has placed it all in the hands
ot those who are thenselves absolutely dependent on the crown. Can
any government be imagined more arbitrary or tyrannical ? What-
ever may have oeen the rigors of the French domination, your pres-
ent condition IS infinitely worse ; for then they were Frenchmen,
who ruled other Frenchmen ; and that benignity which the mode of
government appeared to exclude, resulted, nevertheless, from the
community of language, manners, opinions, and the bonds of na-
tional fraternity. But since they are Englishmen who now govern
a French people, the latter can no longer expect from the sympathy
of their rulers, but only from the protection of laws, a refuge from
the abuses of authority, and the rapacious passions of foreign min-
isters, always disposed to suspect them of pernicious designs. Seize
then, the occasion which is offered, by joining with us, to acquire
that liberty and those privileges which the colonists have always en-
joyed

;
and which they are, with one mind, resolved never to resign

but with their lives.'
'

As to religion, in order to quiet their minds upon this subject, it
was observed, that the tolerant opinions which prevailed, at the pres-
ent epoch, among the French people, would doubtless remove all
obstacles to a sincere amity between them. They cited the example
of the Swiss, wno, notwithstanding the difference of their religion.
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lived with one another in the utmost concord, and were thus enabled
to defy and defeat every tyrant that had invaded them.

* Let the inhabitants of Canada, therefore, take advantage of cir-
cumstances. Let them form a provincial convention ; let them
elect their delegates to congress, and attach themselves to tlie com-
mon cause of North America. Has not the present congress al-
ready resolved unanimously, that they considered the violation of
the rights of the Canadians, by the act for altering the governniont
of their province, as a violation of the rights of the colonists tliem-
sclves ?

'

Letters of a similar style, and tending to the same object, were
addressed to the colonies of St. John's, Nova Scotia, Georgia, and
the Floridas.

At the same time, the congress passed a resolution, declaring, that
the arrest of any person in America, in order to transport such per-
son beyond the sea, for trial of offenses committed in America, be-
ing against law, authorized resistance and reprisal.

Having concluded these transactions, and appointed the 10th of
the ensuing May for the convocation of another general congress,
the present dissolved itself.

No one will deny, that this assembly knew how to appreciate the
circumstances ot the time., and demonstrated a rare sagacity, in
leading them to co-operate in their designs. They not only found
means to invigorate the opinions which then prevailed in America,
but also to diffuse and propagate them surprisingly ; applauding the
ardent, stimulating the torpid, and concihAting the adverse. They
were lavish in protestations of loyalty to the king ; which could not
fail to answer the end they proposed—that of finding a pretext and
excuse for ulterior resolutions, in case their remonstrances should
prove ineffectual. With the same apt policy, they flattered the pride
of the British nation, with the view of engaging it to favor their
cause. They manifested equal dexterity in fomenting the political
opinions that were beginning to prevail in this century. Originating
at first in England, they had been diffused, by degrees, among the
neighboring nations, and particularly in France, where they had been
introduced, and defended with a fascinating eloquence, by the most
celebrated writers of that period. Accordingly, in every place and
circle, the Americans, and especially the members of congress, were
considered as the generous champions of these favorite principles

;

for, as to the object they had in view, there no longer existed a doubt.
Though it was possible, however, to excuse, and even applaud this

resolution of the Americans, to defend, by force of arms, the rights
for which they contended, it was difficult,' it must be acknowledged,
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to reconcile with the loyahy they so frequently professed, their in-

sinuating writings to draw into their confederacy otlier subjects of
the crown of England, as the Canadians, for example, who had not,

or who made no pretensions to have, the same rights. But in af-

fairs of state, utility is often mistaken for justice; ; and, in trutii, no
event could have happened more useful to the colonists than the ad-
hesion of the Canadians to their cause.

1775. The resolutions of congress were received in America
with universal consent. They were approved not only by the peo-
ple, but also by the authorities, whether established or provisional.

The assembly of Pennsylvania, convened about the close of the
year, was the first constitutional authority which ratified formally all

the acts of congress, and elected deputies for the ensuing. A con-
vention having soon after been formed in this province, it was there-

in declared, that, if the petition of congress was rejected, and the
government should persist in attempting to execute by force the late

arbitrary acts of parliament, it would then be requisite to resist also

with open force, and defend, at all hazards, the rights and liberties

of America. Not content with words, this assembly recommended
that provision should be made of salt, gunpowder, saltpetre, iron,

steel, and other munitions of war. Charles Thomson and Thomas
Mifflin, afterwards general, both men of great influence in the prov-
ince, and much distinguished for their intellectual endowments,
were very active on this occasion ; and, by their exertions, the reso-

lutions of the convention were executed with singular promptitude
and vigor.

The inhabitants of Maryland displayed an equal ardor ; all within
their province was in movement. Meetings were convoked, in every
place

; associations were formed ; men were chosen, for the purpose
of seeing that the resolutions of congress were punctually observed
and executed. The provincial convention voted funds for the pur-
chase of arms and ammunition ; they declared enemies to the coun-
try those who should refuse to provide themselves with a military

equipment. The most distinguished citizens made it their glory to

appear armed in the cause of liberty ; the militia was daily assembled
and exercised ; it was withdrawn from the authority of the governor,
and placed under that of the province ; they held themselves in read-
iness to march to the assistance of Massachusetts.

The same precautions were taken in the lower counties of Dela-
ware, and in New Hampshire. The legal assembly of the latter

was convoked. They approved the proceedings of congress, and
wrote to congratulate the Marylanders upon their patriotism and
DUnlir. snirit • nrnmieinrr tn ctP'i'l rn-orinm/l tn AofonA thi" llr>.->v*»r c^
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dear to every heart. Tlie inhabitants, not content with u.i,, formed
a convention at Exeter, which ratified the doings of cv^ngiess, and
elected delegp.tes for the new session.

But in South Carolina, so important a province, things went for-
ward with great anmiation. A convention was formed of tl»e repre-
sentatives of the whole province. Their first decree was to render
immortal thanks to the members of congress, to approve its resolu-
tions, and to ordain their strict execution. ' The manufacturers of
the country received encouragement

; and ample hberalities were
granted to the indigent inhabitants of the city of Boston. The same
enthusiasm inspired every breast. And, to prevent the infractions
Which the love of gain, or private interest, might occasion, inspectors
were appointed, to watch, with rigorous diligence, over the execution
ol those public resolutions,

^

In Massachusetts and Virginia the ardor of the people was aston-
ishing. All places etpally presented the images of war, and the
semblance of combats. The inhabitants of Marblehead, of Salemand of other seaports, finding their accustomed maritime occupa

'

tions interrupted by the present occurrences, turned their efforts to-
wards the land service, and engaged in it with incredible zeal.Ihey soon organized several regiments of men woll trained to the
exercise of arms, and prepared to enter the field, if things shouldcome to that fatal extremity. The officers of the Virginia miht abeing assembled at fort Gower, after protesting their loyalty towards
the king, declared that the love of hberty, attachment to countryand devotion to its just rights, were paramount to every other con
sideration; that, to fulfill these sacred duties, they were resolved to
exert all the eftbrts which the unanimous voice of their fellow-citi-
zens should exact.

The provinces of New England presented a peculiar character.
Their inhabitants being extremely attached to religion, and more ea-
sily influenced by this than any other motive, the preachers exr ,

cised over their minds an authority scarcely conceivable. They uten insisted, and always with new vehemence, that the cause of iW^
Americans was the cause of Heaven; that God loves and prote. t.
freemen, and holds the authors of tyranny in abhorrence ; ',at theschemes of the Enghsh ministers against America were, beyond
measure, unjust and tyrannical, and consequently it was Uieir mostrigorous duty, not only as men and citizens, but also as Christians, toopi^se these attempts

; and to unite under their chiefs, in defense ofwha man has the most precious, religion the most sacred. The in
habitants of New England thus took thp fi^W .*:^^u*^a u.. .u^ rA
vor oi their religious opmions, and fully persuaded that Heaven wit

i
' ! i

1
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ncRscd their efforts with complacency. The two most powerful

Hprings of human action, religious and political onthusiasni, wuro

blended in their breasts. It is therefore not surprising that, in the

events which followed, they exhibited fretjuent examples of singuiiir

courage and invincible resolution.

Amidst a concord so general, the province of New York alono

hesitated to declare itself. This colony, and principally the capital,

was the scene of much party division. Its assembly having taken

into consideration the regulations of congress for the interruption of

commerce with Great Britain, refused to adopt them ; whereat the

inhabitants of the other provinces testified an extreme indignation.

This unexpected resolution must be attributed principally to ministe-

rial intrigues, very successful in this province, on account of the great

number of loyalists that inhabited it ; and who, from the name of

one of the parties that prevailed in England at the time of the revo-

lution, were called Tories. To this cause should be added the very

flourishing commerce of the city of New York, which it was unwil-

ling to lose, and perhaps, also, the hope that the remonstrances of

congress would dispose the British ministers to milder counsels, if

they were not accompanied by such rigorous determinations in rrgard

to commerce. Some also believed, that this conduct of New York

was only a wily subterfuge, to be able, afterwards, according to cir-

cumstances, to use it as a ground of justification.

The first of February was the destined term for suspending the

introduction of British merchandise into the American ports, accord-

ing to the resolutions of congress. Though it was known every

where, yet several vessels made their appearance, even after this

period, laden with the prohibited articles ; which the masters hoped

to introduce either in a clandestine mode, or even by consent of the

Americans, weary of their obstinacy, or yielding to necessity and

the love of gain. But their hopes were frustrated in the greater

part, or rather in all the provinces except that of New York. Their

cargoes were thrown into the sea, or sent back.

Thus, while the forms of the ancient government still subsisted in

America, new laws were established, which obtained more respect

and obedience on the part of the people. The assemblies of the

provinces, districts and towns, had concentrated in their hands the

authority which belonged to the magistrates of the former system,

who had either wanted the will or the power to prevent it. And
thus it was no longer the governors and the ordinary assemblies, but

the conventions, the committees of correspondence and of inspec

tion, that had the management of state affairs. Where these were

wanting, tht: people supplied the deficiency, by tussembiages and
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tumultuary movements. Tho greater nunajcr were impressed with
a belief, that, by the effect of the leagr.es against liritisli c.Muiiierce,
this time strictly observed, and by the unanimous firmness of the
colonists, the elTusion of Wood wouW Iw avoided. Tiiey hoped th«
British government would apply itoelf in earnest to give another di-
rection to American aflkirs

; and 'Jiat public trantiuillity would thus,
without effort, bo re-estaWished. The popular leaders, on the con-
trary, were aware of the necessity of an appeal to arms ; some fear-
>^'!, others desired, this result.

Such was the situation of the English colonies, towards the close
of the year 1774, and at the commencement of 1775. Meanwhile,
whatever was the ardor with which the Americans pursued their de-
signs, the interest excited by this contfoversy in England had mate-
rially abated. The inhabitants of that kingdom, as if wearied by
the long and fre(iuent discussions which had taken place on either
side, betrayed an extreme repugnance to hear any thing further on
the subject. They had therefore abandoned themselves to an indif-
ference approaching to apathy. As this contest was already of ten
years' date, and though often on the point of issuing in an open
rupture, had, however, never yet come to this fatal extremity, the
prevailing opinion was, that, sooner or later, a definitive arrange-
ment would be efTected It was even thought, that this object might
easily be accomplished, by making some concessions to the Ameri-
'jans, similar to those they had alreadv obtained. Finally, it was
considered possible, that the Americans" themselves, finding their in-
terests essentially aflfected by the interruption of commerce, would
at length submit to the will of the parent country. This opinion
appeared the more probable to all, inasmuch as the courage of the
colonists was in no great repute. It was not believed they could
ever think of provoking the British nation to arms; and much less
of makmg a stand before its troops in the field. It was asserted
that, to procure the execution of the late prohibitory laws a«Tainst
the province of Massachusetts, which, if thought expedient, mic^ht
easily be extended to the other colonies also, would not only not rc-
quire all the troops of Great Britain, but not even all the immense
force of her marine; that a few ships of the line, stationed at the
entrance of the principal ports of the colonies, and a number of
frigates ordered to cruise along the coast, to prevent the departure
of American vessels, would be more than sufficient to accomplish
this affair.

* And how can it be imagined,' it was said, ' that the colonists
should persevere in a resistance without an obiect. as they hnvp no
naval force to oppose against England; wh©; on the other hand.
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caw, at a trifling expense, and with a few tioops, enforce the prohi-

bitions she has pronounced, and reduce the American commerce to

an indefinite stagnation ? On the part of the mother country, the

means of annoyance are, in fact, almost infinite and irreyistible

;

whereas, the colonies have nothing to oppose but a mere passive re-

sistance, and a patience of which they can ncitiier foresee the re-

sult nor the period. Besides, so many other markets remain open

for British merchandise, that, even though its introduction into tlie

colonies should be totally interdicted, this commerce would experi-

ence but a barely perceptible diminution. Nor can it be doubted,

that private interests, and the usual jealousies, will ere long detach

from the league, successively, all the maritime parts of America.

The towns of the interior will necessarily follow the example ; and

then what becomes of this boasted confederacy ?

'

From these difl'erent considerations, it ceases to be astonishing,

that the minds of tiie English people should have manifested, at this

epoch, so perfect a calm ; and that it should have been the general

determination to await from time, from fortune, and from the meas-

ures of the ministers, the termination of this vexatious quarrel.

In the midst of such universal torpor, and near the close of the

year 1774, tlie new parliament convened. The proceedings of the

general congress, and the favor they had found in America, not be-

ing yet well known, some reliance was still placed in intestine divis-

ions, and the efficacy of the plan which had been adopted. The
king mentioned in his speech the American disturbances ; he an-

nounced, that disobedience continued to prevail in Massachusetts;

that the otlier colonies countenanced it ; that the roost proper meas-

ures had been taken to carry into execution the laws of parliament

;

and that he was firmly resolved to maintain unimpaired the supreme

legislative authority of Great Britain, in all parts of his domiiiions.

Tiie addresses proposed in the two houses were strenuously opposed
;

and it was not without difficulty they were at length adopted. On
the part of the opposition it was alledged, that, if the preceding par-

liament had consented to the measures proposed by the ministers, it

was only upon their positive assurance that they would efl'ectually re-

establish tranquillity. ' But, do we not see how illusory their prom-

ises have proved ? Why persist, then, in resolutions that are fruit-

less, and even pernicious ? Has any suppHant voice been heard on

the part of America ? Has she given any token of repentance for

the past, any pledge of better dispositions for the future ? She haa

not ; but, on the contrary, has exhibited still greater animosity, a

ra^e more intense, a concord more strict-, a faith more confirmfid in

the ustice of her cause. And still, from pride, if net from ven-
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eance, it is desired to persevere in measures so decidedly repro-
bated by reason, equity, and fatal experience

!

'

But, from the side of the ministers, it was answered

:

' The proceedings of the colonists ere so void of all respect, that
to endure them longer would be disgracefiil. Can any thing be
more extraordinary, than to licar it asserted that the Americans'are
persuaded of the justice of their cause,—as if the English were not
persuaded also of the justice of theirs ? And if England, as a party,
has no right to judge of this controversy, is America to be reputed
entirely disinterested ? The Americans know perfectly well that this

is a question of right, and not of money ; the impost is a mere trifle,

of no importance whatever, but as it concerns the honor of this

kingdom. But what care they for the honor of the kingdom? Noth-
ing can ever satisfy these peevish Americans. To content them how
many ways of gentleness have been tried ! They have only become
the more insolent. They haughtily expect the English to approach
them in a suppliant attitude, and to anticipate all their capricious de-
sires. To conciliate them, all, except honor, has been sacrificed al-

ready
; but Heaven does not permit us to abandon that also. The

question is no longer taxation, but the redress of wrongs, the repa-
ration for deeds of outrage. This the Americans refuse,—and there-
fore deserve chastisement ; and, should England fail to inflict it, she
must expect a daily increase of audacity on the part of her colonies,
and prepare to digest the contempt which the nations of Europe al-

ready entertain towards her ; surprised and confused at the tameness
and patience of the British ministers, in the midst of provocations
so daring and so often repeated.'

The address of thanks was voted, according to the wishes of the
ministers

; and thus the Americans, who had flattered themselves
that the new parliament would be more favorably disposed towards
them than the preceding, were forced to renounce this hope.

It appeared, however, notwithstanding these animated demonstra-
tions on the part of the government, that when, previous to tiio

Christmas recess, the certain intelligence was. received of the trans-
iivA'ions of congress, and the astonishing concord which prevailed in
America, the ministers, perhaps loath to embrace extreme counsels,
seemed inclined to relax somewhat of their rigor, and to leave an
opening for accommodation. Lord North even intimated to t!ie

American merciiants then in London, that if they presented peti-
tions, iiiey should meet attention. But in the midst of these glim-
.nerings of peace, the news arrived of the schism of New York ; an
event o! great moment in itself, and promising consequences still

mojc miportant. The minister felt his pride revive ; he would no

;|
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longer hear of petitions, or of accommodation. Things turned

anow to civil strife and war. All the papers, relating to the afTairs

of America, were laid before the two houses. Lord Chatham, per-

ceiving the obstinacy of the ministers in their resolution to persist

in the course of measures they had adopted, and fearing it might re-

sult in the most disastrous effects, pronounced a long and extremely

eloquent discourse in favor of the Americans, and was heard with

solemn attention.

Nor was the opposition to the projects of the ministers confined

to the two houses of parliament ; but even a considerable part of

the British nation was of the adverse party. The cities of London,
Bristol, Liverpool, Manchester, Norwich, Birmingham, Glasgow,

and others, where commerce had hitherto flourished, preferred their

petitions to parliament. They painted, in glowing traits, the detri-

ment their commerce had already sustained, and the still more ruin-

ous losses with which they were menaced by the impending contest

M'ith America. They implored this body to interpose their authority

for the re-establishment of that calm and pacific state, which had
been heretofore enjoyed. But the prayers of the merchants had no
better success than the authority and the words of the earl of Chat-

Jiam ; the ministerial party even rejected them with an unfeeling

harshness.

In the meantime, BoUan, Franklin, and Lee, presented themselves

before the house of commons, with the petition which the congress

had addressed to the king, and by him had been referred to the

house. They demanded to be heard in its defense. A very warm
discussion arose ; the ministerial party contending, that neither

ought the petition to be read, nor the agents to be heard ; and the

party in opposition, the contrary. The former affirmed, that the

congress was not a legal assembly ; that to receive its petitions would

be to recognize it as such ; that the provincial assemblies and their

agents were the sole true representatives of the colonies ; and that

the petition only contained the customary lamentations about rights,

vvitliout offering any means, or any probable hope of coming to an

arrangement.

But it was answered, that however the congress might not be a

legal assembly, it was, nevertheless, more than competent to present

petitions; every one having, either individually, or jointly with

others, the right to present them ; that those who had signed the pe-

tition were the most distinguished inhabitants of the colonies, ami

well deserved to be heard, if not in their public, at least in their

private character. ' There no longer exists any government in the

colonics ; the populnr conimotions have disorganized it absolutely

;
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we should therefore learn to appreciate the representation of this

government, which has been established by the force of things. Can
it be forgotten, that the American disturbances have originated, and
arrived at their present alarming height, from our unwillingness to
hear petitions ? Let us seize this occasion ; if we allow it to escape,
a second will not be offered, and all hope of accord is vanished.
This is probably the last attempt the Americans will make to sub-
mit, which, if received with haughtiness, will become the source of
inevitable calamities ; for despair, and with it, obstinacy, will obtain
the entire possession of their minds.' But the ministers would hear
nothing, pleading the dignity of state. The petition was rejected.

Nor was a petition of the West India proprietors, representing the
prejudice they suffered from the interruption of their commerce with
the Americans, received with greater benignity. The ministers con-
sidered petitions as merely the stratagems of faction. ' Admitting,'
they said, ' that some detriment may result from the measures re-

lating to America, it is a necessary evil, an inevitable calamity. But
this evil would become infinitely greater, if the government should
appear to yield to the will of the seditious, and descend to nego-
tiate with rebels.'

After having repulsed, with a sort of disdain, the petitions of the
Americans, and those presented in their favor by the i^ands of the
West Indies, and even by England herself; and after having rejected

all the counsels of the party in opposition, the ministers unveiled
their schemes, and announced, in the presence of the two houses,
the measures they intended to pursue, in order to reduce the Ameri-
cans to obedience. Always imbued with the opinion, that the di-

versity of interests and humors, and the rivalships existing between
the different provinces, would, in a short time, dissolve the Ameri-
can combinations, independently of the detriment and constraint

they occasioned to individuals ; believing, also, that the colonists

^vould not easily support greater privations of things necessary to

nfe
;
they flattered themselves, that, without sending strong armies

to America, and merely by a few rigorous regulations, a few prohib-
itory resolutions, that should extend beyond the province of Mas
sachusetts, and affect the most internal parts of the American com-
merce, tiiey should be able to accomplish their purpose. It should
also be added, that the ministers thought the partisans of England
were very numerous in America, that they were among its most dis-

tinguished inhabitants, and waited only for an occasion to show
themselves with effect ; and, finally, that the Americans, as they
were, according to the notions of fh** mJnJotoro nF n \«c;|inn!"io!!s

spirit, and little accustomed to war, would not dare to look the Brit-
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ish soldiers in the face. Thus they were induced to adopt certain
resolutions, which were perhaps more cruel, and certainly more irri-

tating, than open war ; for man feels less bitterness towards the foe,

who, in combating against him, leaves him the means of defense,
than the adversary who exposes him to the horrors of famine, while
he is unable to escape them by a generous etfort. Such, as we shall

soon see, was the plan of the British, from which they gathered the
fruits they ought to have expected. But, in order to carry it into

execution, it was necessary that they should first arm themselves
with a word that should legitimate all their measures, and this was,
rebellion. The doctors, whom they had invited to their consulta-
tions, after having considered the affair under all its faces, came to a
conclusion, which, however admissible in other kingdoms, might still

have appeared extremely doubtful in England. They pronounced,
that the province of Massachusetts was found in a state of rebellion.

Accordingly, the 2d of February, lord North, after having expatiated
on the benignity witli which the king and parHament had proceeded
in maintaining the laws of the kingdom, and the necessity incum-
bent on the ministers, of protecting loyal and affectionate subjects
against the rage of the seditious, proposed, that in the address to
the king, it should be declared, that rebellion existed in the province
of Massachusetts, and that it was supported and fomented by illegal

combinations and criminal compacts with the other colonics, to the
great prejudice of many innocent subjects of his majesty.

To declare the inhabitants of Massachusetts rebels, was to refer

the decision of their cause to the chance of arms—was to denounce
war against them. Accordingly, the opponents of ministers exhib-
ited great ardor in combating this proposition ; and even in their

own party, a great number of individuals appeared to feel great re-

pugnance, and a species of horror, at so grave a determination, and
so fraught with future calamities. The orators of the opposition
contended, that all the disorders in Massachusetts, however multi-

plied and aggravated, ought to be attributed, originally, to the at-

tempts of those who were aiming to establish despotism, and whose
measures evidently tended to reduce the Americans to that abject

condition of slavery, which they hoped to introduce afterwards into

the very heart of England. ' To resist oppression,' it was said, * is

the subject's right, and the English kingdoms have presented fre-

quent examples of its exercise. No act of violence has been com-
mitted in the province of Massachusetts, that has not been equaled,
or surpassed, in each of the others ; from what fatal partiality, then,
is this province alone to be made responsible for all ? To press with
rigor upon a single province, in tlie hope of separating it from the
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others, is a false measure ; all are united in the same cause ; all de-
fend the same rights. To declare rebellion, is an act full of danger,
and of no utility ; it only tends to aggravate the evil, to increase the
obstinacy of dispositions, to prepare a resistance more desperate and
sanguinary, as no other hope will be left them but in victory.'
But the partisans of the ministers, and particularly the doctors,*

who backed them, maintained, that acts of rebellion constituted re-
bellion itself; that to resist the laws of the kingdom being repated
rebellion in England, ought also to be so reputed in America ;

' As
for the rest,' they said, « due clemency and liberality towards those
who shall submit, will be mingled with the rigor to be exercised
agamst the obstinate. Reasons of state, no less than justice, demand
the chastisement of these insurgents ; which being visited upon a
few, will reclaim all to their duty ; and thus the union of the colo-
nies will be dissolved. Can we, in fact, make a serious matter of the
resistance of the Americans ? Cowards by nature, incapable of any
sort of military discipline, their bodies are feeble, and their inclina-
tions arc dastardly. They would not be capable of sustaining a
smgle campaign, without disbanding, or becoming so wasted by sick-
ness, that a slight force would be more than sufficient for their com-
plete reduction.' General Grant was so infatuated with this opinion,
that he declared openly, he would undertake, with five regiments of
infantry, to traverse the whole country, and drive the inhabitants
Irom one end of the continent to the other. The ministers, whose
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comprehension seems to have had certain limits, suffered themselves,

without reluctance, to be guided by such opinions as these ; and this

was one of the princiml causes of their precipitancy to commence
the war with such feeble preparations.

The propositions of lord North were adopted, by a majority of

more than two thirds of the suffrages.

But the party in opposition, aware of the importance of pro-

nouncing so formal a declaration of rebellion, did not suffer them-
selves to be discouraged ; and, on the 6th of the same month, lord

John Cavendish moved, in the house of commons, to reconsider tho

vote. It was then that Wilkes, one of the most ardent defonders of

liberty of that epoch, and the declared partisan of republican prin-

ciples, arose, and spoke in the following terms

:

* I am indeed surprised, that in a business of so much moment as

this before the house, respecting the British colonies in America, a

cause which comprehends almost every question relative to the com-
mon rights of mankind, almost every question of policy and legis-

lation, it should be resolved to proceed with so little circumspection,

or rather with so much precipitation and heedless imprudence.
With what temerity are we assured, that the same men who have
been so often overwhelmed with praises for their attachment to this

country, for their forwardness to grant it the necessary succors, for

the valor they have signalized in its defense, have all at once so de-

generated from their ancient manners, as to merit the appellation of

seditious, ungrateful, impious rebels ! But if such a change has in-

deed been wrought in the minds of this most loyal people, it must
at least be admitted, that affections so extraordinary could only have
been produced by some very powerful cause. But who is ignorant,

who needs to be told of the new madness that infatuates our minis-

ters ?—who has not seen the tyrannical counsels they have pursued
for the last ten years ? They would now have us carry to the foot of

the throne, a resolution stamped with rashness and injustice, fraught

with blood, and a horrible futurity. But before this be allowed

them, before the signal of civil war be given, before they are per-

mitted to force Englishmen to sheath their swords in the bowels of
their fellow subjects, I hope this house will consider the rights of

humanity, the original ground and cause of the present dispute.

Have we justice on our side ? No ; assuredly, no. H<. must be al-

together a stranger to the British constitution, whc does not know
that contributions pre voluntary gifts of the peo|'le; and singularly

blind, not to perceive that the words * liberty an -J pioperty, so grate-

ful to English ears, are nothing better than moikery and insult to

the Americans, if their property can be taken without their con-
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sent. And what motive can there exist for this new rigor, for these

extraordinary measures ? Have not the Americai.s always demon-
strated the utmost zeal and liberality, whenever their succors have
been required by the mother country ?

' In the last two wars, they gave you more than you asked for, and
more than their faculties warranted; they were not only liberal

towards you, but prodigal of their substance. They fought gallant^-

and victoriously by your side, with equal valor, against our and their

enemy, the common enemy of the liberties of Europe and America,
the ambitious and faithless French, whom now we fear and flatter.

And even now, at a moment when you are planning their destruc-

tion, when you are branding them with the odious appellation of
rebels, what is their language, what their protestations ? Read, in the

name of heavea. the late petition of the congress to the king ; and
you will find, ' they are ready and willing, as they ever have been,
to demonstrate their loyalty, by exerting their most strenuous efforts

in granting supplies and raising forces, when constitutionally re-

quired.' And yet we hear it vociferated, by some inconsiderate indi-

viduals, that the Americans wish to abolish the navigation act ; that

they intend to throw off the supremacy of Great Britain. But
would to God, these assertions were not rather a provocation than
the truth ! They ask nothing, for such are the words of their peti-

tion, but for peace, liberty and safety. They wish not a diminution
of the royal prerogative ; they solicit not any new right. They are

ready, on the contrary, to defend this prerogative, to maintain the

royal authority, and to draw closer the bonds of their connection with
Great Britain. But our ministers, perhaps to punish others for their

own faults, are sedulously endeavoring not only to relax these pow-
erful ties, but to dissolve and sever them forever. Their address

represents the province of Massachusetts as in a state of actual

rebellion. The othe. provinces are held out to our indignation, as

aiding and abetting. Many arguments have been employed, by
some learned gentlemen among us, to comprehend them all in the

same offense, and to involve them in the same proscription.

' Whether their present state is that of rebellion, or of a fit and
just resistance to the unlawful acts of power, to our attempts to rob
them of their property and liberties, as they imagine, I shall not de-

clare. But I well know what will follow, nor, however strange and
narsh it may appear to some, shall I hesitate to announce it, that I

may not be accused hereafter of having failed in duty to my country,

«^»n so grave an occasion, and at the approach of such direful calami-

ties. Know, then, a successful resistance is a revolution, not a rebel-

Rebrllion, indeod, anpears on the back of a flying enemlion. ,V Kilt
J :

••"*
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revolution flumes on the breastplate of the victorious warrior. Who
can tell whether, in consequence of this day's violent and mad address

to his majesty, the scabbard may not be thrown away by them as well

OS by us ; and whether, in a few years, the independent Americans
may not celebrate the glorious era of the revolution of 1775, as wo
do that of 1668 ? The generous efforts of our forefathers for free-

dom, heaven crowned with success, or their noble blood had dyed
our scaffolds, like that of Scottish traitors and reljcls ; and the period

of our history which does us the most honor, would have been

deemed a rebellion against the lawful authority of the prince, not a

resistance authorized by all the laws of God and man, not the ex-

pulsion of a detested tyrant.

' But suppose the Americans to combat against us with more
unhappy auspices than we combated James, would not victory itself

prove pernicious and deplorable ? Would it not be fatal to British

as well as American hberty ? Those armies which should subjugate

the colonists, would subjugate also their parent state. Marius, Syl-

la, Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius, did they not oppress Roman liberty

with the same troops that were levied to maintain Roman suprema-

cy over subject provinces ? But the impulse once given, its effects

extended much farther than its authors expected ; for the same sol-

diery that destroyed the Roman republic, subverted and utterly de-

molished the imperial power itself. In less than fifty years after

the death of Augustus, the armies destined to hold the provinces in

subjection, proclaimed three emperors at once ; disposed of the em-
pire according to their caprice, and raised to the throne of the Caj-

sars the object of their momentary favor.

' I can no more comprehend the policy, than acknot^ledge the

justice of your dehberations. Where is your force, what are your

armies, how are they to be recruited, and how supported ? The sin-

gle province of Massachusetts has, at this moment, thirty thousand

men, well trained and disciplined, and can bring, in case of emer-

gency, ninety thousand into the fifJ i ; and doubt not, they will do

it, when all that is dear is at stake, when forced to defend their lib-

erty and property against their cruel oppressors. The right honor-

able gentleman with the blue ribin assures us that ten thousand of

our troops and four Irish regiments, will make their brains turn in

the head a little, and strike them aghast with terror. But where

docs the author of this exquisite scheme propose to send his army ?

Boston, perhaps, you may lay in ashes, or it may be made a strong

garrison ; but the province will be lost to you. You will hold Bos-

ton as you hold Gibraltar, in the midst of a country which will not

be vours ; the whole American continent will remain in the power
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of your anomics. The ancient story of the philosopher Calanus and
the Indian hide, will be verified

; where you tread, it will be kept
down

; but it will rise the more in all other parts. Where your
fleets and armies are stationed, the possession will be secured, whilo
they continue ; but all the rest will be lost. In the great scale of
empire you will decline, I fear, from the decision of this day ; and
the Americans will rise to independence, to power, to all the great-
ness of the most renowned states ; for they build on the solid basis
of general public liberty.

' I dread the effects of the present resolution ; I shudder at our in •

justice and cruelty ; I tremble for the consequences of our impru-
dence. You will urge the Americans to desperation. They will
certainly defend their property and liberties, with the spirit of free-

men, with the spirit our ancestors did, and I hope we should exert
on a like occasion. They will sooner declare themselves indepen-
dent, and risk every consequence of such a contest, than submit to the
galling yoke wiiich administration is preparing for them. Recollect
PJiilip II. king of Spain ; remember the Se^en Provinces, and the
duke of Alva. It was deliberated, in the council of the monarch,
what measures should be adopted respecting the Low Countries

;

i5ome were disposed for clemency, others advised rigor ; the second
l>revailed. The duke of Alva was victorious, it is true, wherever he
appeared

; but his cruelties sowed the teeth of the serpent. The
beggars of the Briel, as they were called by the Spaniards, who de-
spised them as you now despise the Americans, were those, however,
who first shook the power of Spain to the center. And comparing the
probabilities of success in the contest of that day, with the chances
in that of the present, are they so favorable to England as they
were then to Spain ? This none will pretend. You all know, how-
ever, the issue of that sanguinary conflict—how that powerful em-
pire was rent asunder, and severed forever into many parts. Profit,
then, by the experience of tlie past, if you would avoid a similar
fate. But you would declare the Americans rebels ; and to your in-
justice and oppression, you add the most opprobrious language, and
the most insulting scoffs. If you persist in your resolution, all hope
of a reconciliation is extinct. The Americans will triumph—the
whole continent of North America will be dismembered from Great
Britain, and the wide arch of the raised empire fall. But I hope the
just vengeance of the people will overtake the authors of these per-
nicious counsels, and the loss of the first province of the empire be
speedily followed by the loss of the heads of those ministers who
first invented them.'

Thus spoke this ardent patriot. His discourse was a prohecy *

!l
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and hence, porhaps, a new probability might be argued for the vul-

gar maxim, that the crazed read the future often better than the

sage ; for, among other things, it was said also of Wilkes, u.t that

time, that his intellects were somewhat disordered.

Captain Hervc} .;. \ ; 1..1 ''im, in substance, as follows :

*I am very far lium believing myself capable of arguing the pres*

ent question with all the eloquence which my vehement adversary

has signalized in favor of those who openly, and in arms, resist the

ancient power of Great Britain ; as the studies which teach man the

art of discoursing with elegance, are too different and too remote
from my profession. This shall not, li. nvevt.r, deter me from declar-

ing my sentiments with freedom, on so important a crisis ; though my
words should be misinterpreted by the malignity of party, and myself

represented as the author of illegal counsels, or, in the language of

faction, the defender of tyranny.

* And, first of all, I cannot but deplore the misery of the times,

and the destiny which sefems to persecute our beloved country. Can
I see her, without anguish, reduced to this disastrous extremity, not

only by the refractory spirit of her ungrateful children on the other

side of the ocean, but also by some of those who inhabit this king-

dom, and whom honor, if not justice and gratitude, should engage,

in words and deeds, to support and defend her ? Till we give a check
to these incendiaries, who, with a constancy and art only equaled

by their baseness and infamy, blow discord and scatter their poison

in every place, in vain can we hope, without coming to the last ex-

tremities, to bring the leaders of this deluded people to a sense of
their duty.

' To deny that the legislative power of Great Britain is entire,

general ai d sovereign, over all parts of its dominions, appears to me
too puerile to merit a serious answer. What I would say is, that,

under this cover of rights, under this color of privileges, under these

pretexts of immunities, the good and loyal Americans have concealed

a design, not nevv, but now openly declared, to cast off every species

of superiority, and become altogether an independent nation. They
complained of the stamp act. It was repealed. Did this satisfy

them ? On the contrary, they embittered more than ever our re-

spective relations ; now refusing to indemnify the victims of their

violence, and now to rescind resolutions that were so many strides

towards rebellion. And yet, in these cases, there was no question

of taxes, either internal or external. A duty was afterwards imposed
on glass, paper, colors, and tea. They revolted anew ; and the

bounty of this too indulgent mother again revoked the greater part

of these duties ; leaving only that upon tea. which may yield, at the
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Utmost, sixteen thousand pounds sterling. Even tliis inconsiderable
impost, Great Britain, acUiated by a meekness and forbearance
without example, would have repealed also, if the colonists had
peaceably expressed their wishes to this effect. At present 'Akcy

bitterly complain of the regular troops sent among them to main-
tain the public repose. But, in tfi(> name of God, what is the cause
of heir presence in Boston ? American disturbances. If the colo-

viists had not first interrupted th»; general tranquillity, if they had re-

iipected property, public and private ; if they had not openly resist-

ed the laws of parliament and the ordinances of the king, they would
not have seen armed soldiers within their walls. But the truth is,

they expressly excite the causes, in order to be able afterwards to
bemoan the effects. When they were menaced with real danger,
when they ivere beset by enemies from within ana from without, they
not only consented to admit regular troops into the very heart of their

provinces, but urged us, with the most earnest solicitations, to send
them

; but now the danger is past, and the colonists, by our treasure

and blood, are restored to their original security, now these troops
have become necessary to repress the factious, to sustain the action
of the laws, tlieir presence is contrary to the constitution, a manifest
violation of American liberty, an attempt to introduce tyranny ; as if

It were not the right and the obligation of the supreme authority, to
protect the })eace of the interior as well as that of the exterior, and
to repress internal as effectually as external enemies.

* As though the Americans were fearful of being called, at a fu-

ture day, to take part in the national representation, they pre-occupy
the ground, and warn you, in advance, that, considering their dis-

tance, they cannot be represented in the British parliament ; which
means, if I am not deceived, that they will not have a representative

power in common with England, but intend to < njoy one by them-
selves, perfectly distinct from this of the par. at state. But why do
t waste time in these vain subtleties? Not content with exciting

discord at home, with disturbing alt the institutions of social life,

they ende.i vor also to scatter the germs of division in the neighbor-
•ng coloii.es, such r.s Nova Scotia, the Floridas, and especially

Canada. Nor is this the end of their intrigues. Have we not read
iiere, in this land of genuine felicity, the incendiary expressions of
their address to the English people, designed to allure them to the
side of r(ibellion ? Yes ; they have wished, and with all their power
tmve attempted, to introduce into the bosom of this happy country,
xitrage, tumults, devastation, pillage, bloodshed, and open resistance

to the laws ! A thousand ti ues undone the English people, should

lliev suffer themselves to he sedueed hy th*> flnffpripa nf tho 4mpF>
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cans ! The sweet pcaec, the incstirniihle hbci ty, they now «!njoy,

would soon bo replucccl by the niost forooiouH anarchy, devouring
iheir weulth, annihilating tlieir Hlrength, contamniating and destroy-

ing all the Imppiness of their exist<!iiee. Already iiave the colonists

trampled on all restraints; already have they cast olfall human re-

spect; and, amidst their subtle machinations, and the shades in

which they envelop themselves, they suHer, as it wore, in spite of

themselves, their culpable designs to appear. If they have not yet

acquired the consistence, they at least assume the forms of an inde-

pendent nation.

' Who among us has not felt eirwtions kindling deep in his breast,

or transj)orts of indignation, at the reading of the decrees of con-

gress, in which, with a language and a tone better beseeming the

haughty courts of Versailles or of Madrid than the subjects of a

great king, they ordain imperiously the ces.sulion of all commerce
between their country and our own? We may transport our mer-
chandise and our comnwdities among all other nations. It is only

under the iniiospitable skies of America, only in this country, dyed
with the blood, and batluid in the sweat, wo have shed for the sai'etv

and prosperity of its inhabitants, that English industry cannot hope
lor protection, cannot find an asylum ! Are we then of a spirit to

endurc! that our subjects trace around us the circle of Popilius, and
proudly declare on what conditions they will deign to obey the an-

cient laws of the common country ? But all succeeds to their wish
;

they hope from our magnanimity that war will result, and from war,

independence. And what a people is this, whom benefits cannot
oblige, whom clemency exasperates, whom the necessity of defense,

created by thems(,'Ives, oftcnds !

' If, therefore, no doubt can remain as to the projects of those

ungrateful colonists ; if an universal resistance to the civil govern-

ment and to the laws of the country ; if the interruption of a free

and reciprocal commerce between one part and another of the

rcaUTi ; if resisting every act of the British legislature, and absolute-

ly, in word and deed, denying the sovereignty of this country ; if

layirg a strong hand on the revenues of America; if seizing his

majesty's forts, artillery and ammunition ; if exciting and stimu-

lating, by every means, the whole subjects of America to take arms,

and to resist the constitutional authority of Great Britain, arc acts

of treason, then are the Americans in a state of the most flagrant

rebelhon. Wherefore, then, should we delay to take resolute meas-
ures ? If no other alternative is left us, if it is necessary to use
the power which we enjoy, tinder heaven, for the protection of the

whole empire, let us show the Americarw that, as our ancestors
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deluged this country with their blood to leave us a free constituti(»ii,
we, like men, in defiance of faction at home and rebellion abroad^
arc determined, in glorious emulation of their example, to transmit i..'

perfect and unimpaired, to our posterity. I hear it said by thow
propagators of sinister auguries, that we shall be vanquishi.d in this
contest. But all human enteri)riHes are never witliout a something',
of uncertainty. Are high minded men for this to stand listless, and
indolently abandon to the caprices of fortune the conduct of their
aflairs? If this dastardly doctrine jmjvailed, if none would ever
act without assurance of the event, assuredly no generous enterprise
would ever be attempted

; chance antl blind destiny would govern
the world. I trust, however, in the present crisis, we may cherish
better hopes

; for, even omitting the bravery of our soldiers and tho
ability of our generals, loyal subjects are not so rare in America as
fiome believe, or affect to believe. And, besides, will the Americans
long support the privation of all the things necessary to life, which
our numerous navy will prevent from reaching their shores ?

' This is what I think of our present situation ; these are the
sentiments of a man neither partial nor vehement, but free from all

prepossessions, and ready to combat and shed the last drop of nis
blood, to put down the excesses of hcense, to extirpate the germs
of cruel anarchy, to defend the rights and the privileges of this most
innocent people, whether he finds their enemies in the savage des-
erts of America, or in the cultivated plains of England.
'And if there are CatiHnes among us, who plot in darkness per-

nicious schemes against the state, let them be unveiled and dragged
to light, that they may be offered a sacrifice, as victims to the just
vengeance of this courteous country; that their names may be
stamped with infamy to the latest posterity, and their memory hehl
ill execration by all men of worth, in every future age !

'

The vehemence of these two discourses excited an extraordinary
agitation in the house of commons ; after it was calmed, the propo-
sition of the ministers was put to vote and carried, by a majority of
two thirds of the house.

Such was the conclusion of the most important affair that for a
long time had been submitted to the decision of parliament. The
inhabitants of all Europe, as well as those of Great Britain, awaited,
with eager curiosity, the result of these deba es. During their con
tinuance, the foreign ministers, resident ii London, attentively
watched all the movements of the ministry, and the discussions of
parliament, persuaded that whatever might be the decision, it could
not fail to prove fertile in events of the highest importance, not only
for Englano, but also for all the ->ther European states

t
I
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On the same day was read a petition from the island of Jamaica,
very energetic, and totally in favor of the colonies. Jt displeased,

and, as usual, was thrown aside.

The ministers, having attained their object, in causing the inhab-

?tants oi" IMassachusetts to be declared rebels, resolved to lay before

parliament the system of measures they intended to pursue, in regard

to the affairs of America. Having either no adequate idea of the

inflexibility of men, inflamed by the zeal of new opinions, or being

pre-occupied by passion, or perhaps restrained by the timidity of their

characters, they persisted in believing, that the Americans would not

long endure the privation of their commerce, and thus becoming
divided among themselves, would solicit an arrangement. Relying
also too implicitly on the assertions of Hutchinson, and other officers

of the crown, that had been, or still were in America, who assu<-ed

them that the friends of England, in the colonies, were powerful in

numbers, resources and influence, they no longer hesitated to adopt
the most rigorous measures, without supporting them by a com-
mensurate force.

Thus guided, as usual, by their spirit of infatuation, they confided
their cause, not to the certain operation of armies, but to the sup-

posed inconstancy and partiality of the American people. Upon such
a foundation, lord North proposed a new bill, the object of which
was to restrict the commerce of New England to Great Britain, Ire-

land and the West India islands, and prohibit, at the same time, the

fishery of Newfoundland. The prejudice that must have resulted

from this act, to the inhabitants of New England, may be calculated

from the .«!ingle fact, that they annually employed in this business

about forty-six thousand tons and six thousand seamen ; and the

produce realized from it, in foreign m::rkets, amounted to three

hundred and twenty thousand pounds sterling. This bill, however,
did not pass without opposition in the two houses ; en the contrary,

the debates and the agitation it excited, were vehement in both.

Many of the members exerted all their efforts to defeat it, and more
than any, the marquis of Rockingham, who presented, to this end,

a petition of the London merchants.

The bill was, however, approved by a great majority. The oppo-
sition protested ; the ministers scarcely deigned to perceive it.

This prohibition of all foreign commerce, and of the fishery of

Newloundland, at first comprehended only the four provinces of
New England ; but the ministers, finding the parliament placid and
docilp, afterwards extended it to the other colonies, with the excej>-

tion of New York and North Carolina. T!in»' alledTed it was ex=

oediont to pimish all the provinces which had participated in tlw?
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league against British commerce and manufactures. This proposi-
tion was approved without difficulty. After a few days had trans-
pired, they moved, that the counties situated on the Delaware,
New Castle, Kent, and Sussex, should be subjected to the same
laws, as they alco had manifested a spirit of rebellion. The clause
was added. Thus the English ministers employed only partia.
measures

; imitating those little children, who, having constructed a
dyke of clay for their amusement, are incessantly occupied in stop-
ping, one after another, all the apertures through which the water
seeks to escape.

Meanwhile they had given orders to embark a corps of ten thou-
sand men for America, as they considered this force sufficient to
re-establish submission and obedience to the laws ; always confident-
ly relying upon the divisions of the Americans, and the great number
of those they conceived to be devoted to the British cause. To this

error of the ministers must be attributed the length of the war and
the termination it had ; as it was essential to success, that tiie first

impressions should have been energetic ; that the first movements
should have compelled the Americans to banish all idea of resist-

ance
; in a v/ord, that a sudden display of an overwhelming force

should have reduced them to the necessity of immediately^laying
down arms. But the ministers preferred to trust the issue of this

all important contest, to the intrigues, however at all times uncer-
tain, of factions and parties, rather than to the agency of formidn-
hle armies.

But the counsels of the ministers ended not here. Wishing to
blend with rigor u certain clemency, and also to prevent new occa-
sions of insurrection in America, they brought forward the project
of a law, purporting, that when, in any province or colony, the gov-
ernor, council, assembly, or general court, should propose to rnake
provision according to their respective conditions, circumstances and
faculties, for contributing their proportion to the common defense

;

such proportion to be raised under the authorities of the g'^neral
court or assembly in each province or colony, and disposable by
parliament

; and should engage to make provision also for the sup-
port of the civil government, and the administration of justice in
such province or colony, it would be proper, if such proposal should
be approved by the king in his parliament, and for so long as such
provision should be made accordingly, to forbear in respect of such
province or colony, to impose any duties, taxes, or assessment,
except only such as might be thought necessary for the regulation

If this proposition displeased many among tlie members of tho

15*
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ministerial party, as being greatly derogatory to the dignity and rights
of the parhament, which ought to make no concessions to rebels,
while they have arms in their hands ; it may be presumed that it

was received with every mark of the most violent disapprobation by
the adverse party ; they declared it to be base, vile, and insidious.
But the ministers considered, that whatever might be the fate of the
law in America, and even supposing it should not be accepted, the
people of England, at least, would be convinced that nothing could
subdue the obstinacy of the colonists, and that, as to finances, they
were determined to bear no part of the public burthens. According
to the views of the ministry, if this law was to produce greater con-
cord in England, it would be likely, they apprehended, to create
divisions in America ; for if a single province accepted the offer,

and consented to an accommodation, the confederacy of the Amer-
icans, by which alone they were formidable, dissolved of itself,

l.ord North, in his discourse to the parliament, did not dissemble
this last hope.

The colonists affected to resent this project as a .iolent outrai^e
they complained that thv minister attempted to follow the too vvell

known maxim of divide and reign ; as if the English ministers
ought not to consider laudable what they reputed biamable ; as if

between declared enemies, things were to be estimated by a com-
mon weight and measure.

Such were the sentiments of the ministers respecting Ameriean
iiffalrs. Meanwhile, those who in England, and even in pailiament,

favored the cause of the colonists, had not been discouraged bv the
little success it obtained. They plainly foresaw the extent of the
evils to which the Americans would be exposed if the resolutions of
the ministers should be executed. Unwilling to fail in their duty to
their country, and perhaps also stimulated by ambition, in case thint^s

should take an unfortunate direction, they resolved to renew their

efforts, to induce, if {tossible, the government to embrace measures
more calculated to calm the exasperated minds of the colonists, and
dispose them to concord ; for they were very far from believing that
the mode proposed by lord North would have the expected result.

Accordingly, Edmund Burke, one of the members of the house
of commons, who, by his genius, his knowledge, and his rare elo-

quence, had acquired the most brilhant reputation, declared upon
this occasion, that it gave him singular satisfaction to find the minis-
ters disposed to make any concessions to the Americans, and since
lord North himself had proposed a way which he supposed miwht
load to r.oririliatinn. hfi nrcpnioA it na n mrio* Im ->mr o>>»<...v . «^ -„

-•
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avowal, that in the present question, no regard was to be had for
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vain imaginations, for abstract ideas of rights, and general tiicories
of government, but on the contrary, that it was essential to reason
from the nature of things, from actual circumstances, from practice,
and from experience.

He then entered into an accurate investigation of the actual state
of the colonies

;
he considered their situation, extent, wealth, popu-

lation, agriculture, commerce, with their power and weight in the
scale of empire. He adverted to that invincible spirit of freedom
which distinguishes them in so peculiar a manner from all other
people. He observed, that while Great Britain had governed
America, conformably to all these circumstances, both countries
had been united and happy ; and that to re-establish this prosperous
state of things, it was only necessary to resume the accustomed sys-
tem of government. In examining the different plans proposed for
the government of America, he animadverted particularly upon that
of force

;
a method which, as the most simple and easy to compre-

hend, men were apt to have recourse to in all difficult circum-
stances

;
without reflecting that what appears the most expeditious,

IS frequently the least expedient. He remarked, that the utility of
employing force, depended upon times and circumstances, which
were always variable and uncertain

; that it destroyed the very ob-
jects of preservation

; that it was a mode of governing hitherto un-
known in the colonies, and therefore dangerous to make trial of

;

that their flourishing condition, and the benefits thence resulting to
England, were owing to quite other causes, to a method totally'dif-
ferent

;
that all discussions of right and of favors, should be disclaim-

ed in such a subject
; the surest rule to govern the colonies was to

call them to participate in the free constitution of England, by givin<»
the Americans the guaranty of parliament, that Great Britain shall
never depart from the principles which shall be once established

;

that, in such matters, it was better to consult prudence than cavil
about right

;
that the solemn doctors of the laws had nothing to do

with this aftair
;
that practice was always a wiser counsellor than

speculation
;
that experience had already marked the road to be

taken on this occasion
; it had long been followed with advantage

and safety
;
that this tested system could not be resumed too soon,

by abandoning all new and extraordinary projects. He concluded
by saying, that, as there existed no reason for believing that the col-
onists would be less disposed in future to grant subsidies, voiuntari
ly, than they had been in times past, he would have the secretaries
of state address the customary requisitions to their assemblies.
The ministers rose to reply ; and this time, a thing rather strange,

and not to have been expected from the partisans of lord Bute, thoy
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demonstrated great solicitude for liberty ; so true it is, that if some-
times the promoters of popular anarchy, as also those of absolute
power, frequently vociferate the name of liberty, it is because they
know that if the people cannot love what oppresses them, they may
at least easily be deceived by the appearance and tho name alone of
that which constitutes their happiness. Accordingly, the ministers
declared, that it would be a dangerous thing for liberty, if the colo-
nies could, without the consent of parliament, and simply upon the
requisition of ministers, grant subsidies to the crown.

' Besides,' they added, ' the colonial assemblies have never had
the legal faculty to grant subsidies of themselves ; it is a privilege
peculiar to parliament, which cannot be communicated to any otlSr
body whatsoever. We read, in the Declaration of Rights, " that
levying money for the use of the crown, by pretense of prerogative,
and without the consent of parliament, is an act contrarv to law."'
A minister who should suffer the grant of any sort of revenues from
the colonies to the crown, without the consent of parliament, would
be liable to impeachment. Although, in time of war, and from the
urgency of circumstances, this abuse has sometimes been tolerated,
It could not be admitted in times of peace, without the total subver-
sion of the constitution. What will be the consequence, if the par-
liament once divests itself of the right to tax the colonies ? It will
no longer be possible to ground calculations upon any subsidies on
their part; for, because they have furnished them heretofore, can it

be inferred that they will always furnish them in future ? It may
happen, that on some pressing occasion they will refuse ; and if
they should, what means will remain to enforce their contributions ?

Finally, if they passed resolutions for levying money in the late
war, it was because their own interests were concerned, and the
dangers immediately menaced themsehes; but, in other circum-
stances, and for interests more rem.ote, whether they would furnish
similar subsidies, appears extremely doubtful.'

Such was the answer of the ministers. The motion of Burke
was rejected

; not, however, without causing pain to many among
the English, who ardently jesired that some means migh-t be dc'^
vised, by which a reconciliation could be effected. But'^such were
not the impressions of the still greater number that adhered to the
party of the ministers. In the present state of things, the affliir of
taxation was, or appeared to have become, the least important part
of the controversy ; the quarrel, increasing in virulency, had extend-
ed to other objects of still greater moment, and concerning the very
nature of the government.

The ministerial party entertained the most violent suspicions, that.
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under this shadow of pretensions about taxes and constitutional
liberty, machinations were concealed, tending to alter the form of
government, to propagate, and perhaps to reaUze, those ideas of a
republic which had occasioned in England so much discord and so
many wars.

The present partisans of liberty in America, and those who favor-
ed them in Great Britain, much resembled tliose of times past ; and
it was apprehended they were plotting the same designs. The least
partiality for the cause of the Americans was viewed as a criminal
scheme against the state ; all those who declared themselves in their
favor were considered as an audacious set of men, full of ambition
and obstinacy, who, to acquire power and gratify their vengeance,
would have involved the whole empire in devastation and carnage.
It was believed, that, as fathers leave their inheritance to their chil-
dren, the patriots of the times of the revolution had transmitted the
venom of their opinions to those of the present epoch ; and that
these, by means of the American revolution, were seeking to ac-
complish their pernicious plots. The insurrection of the colonies,
and the intestine dissensions in England, seemed to be the prelude
of their nefarious purposes. It appeared manifest, that, in the ex-
pectation of future events, unable as yet to make themselves masters
of the state, they had formed a conspiracy to attack incessantly
those who governed it, wi'.h their odious ih,putations and incendiary
clamors. In effect, the partisans of the Americans had, for some
tune, abandoned themselves to ihe most extraordinary proceedings.
They observed no human respect,—no sort of measure ; all ways,
all means, they reputed honest, if conducive to their purposes. Con-
sequently in a discussion sustained with so much vehemence, and
imbittered by the r(>membrance of ancient outrages, every motion
in favor of the Americans was interpreted in the most unfavorable
manner. It was thought that Great Britain had no interest in com-
ing to an accommodation with her colonists, uniil this repubhcan
Rj.irit was first put down and exiinguished ; and, as this could not
K»e effected but bv force of arms, ihc friends of govc • .ment wished
they might be employed

;
' Whatever,' said they, ' ma> be the result

of mild counsels, they will but palliate tne evil,--not effect its cure
;

it will re-appear, on the first favorable occasion, more formidable
than ever.'

Such wet tK prevailing opinions, both within and without the
parhiunent. 'To these ai)prehensions must be attributed, principally,
the harsh recei)tion encountered by all the propositions foran accom-
modation

^ which were made by the friends of the Americans. The
ininihtcrs. besides, were persuaded that the msurrcctson of the colo
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nies proceeded rather from a popular effervescence than a concerted
plan

;
and that this flame would expire, as promptly as it had been

kindled.

Propositions of arrangement, and petitions, continued, however,
still to be offered ; but perhaps they were made merely because it

was known they would be rejected, as they were in effect. Thus
were extinguished all hopes of reconciliation ; thus the last extrem-
ities were rendered inevitable ; thus was announced the precipitate
approach of war ; and good citizens perceived, with horror, the
calamities about to fall upon their country.

Meanwhile, the horizon became every day more lowering, in
America

; and civil war seemed only waiting the signal to explode.
The congress of Massachusetts had passed a resolution for the pur-
chase of all the gunpowder that could be found, and of every sort
of arms and ammunition requisite for an army of fifteen thousand
men. This decree was executed with the utmost solicitude ; and,
as these ubjects abounded principally in Boston, the inhabitants
employed all their address to procure and transport them to places
of safety in lie country, by deceiving the vigilance of the guard
stationed upon tl,< isthmus. Cannon, balls, and other instruments
of war, were carried through the English posts, in carts apparently
loaded with manure

;
powder, in the baskets or panniers of those

who came from the Boston market ; and cartridges were concealed
in candle boxes.

Thus the provincials succeeded in their preparations ; but, as it

was feared that general Gage might send detachments to seize the
military stores in places where they were secreted, men were chosen
to keep watch at Charlestown, Cambridge and Roxbury, and be
ready to dispatch couriers to the towns where the magazines were
kept, as often as they should see any band of soldiers issuing from
Boston. General Gage was not asleep. Having received intima-
tion that several pieces of artillery were deposited in the neighbor-
hood of Salem, he sent a detachment of the garrison at the castle
to seize them, and return to Boston. They landed at Marblehead,
and proceeded to Salem

; but without finding the object of their
search. They had to pass a drawbridge, which formed the commu-
nication with Danvers, where the people had collected in great num-
bers. The bridge had been drawn, to impede the passage of the
royal troops

; the captain in command ordered the bridge down

;

the people refused ; and a warm altercation ensued with the sol-
diers A smister event appeared inevitable. At this juncture,
came up a clergyman, named Bernard, a man of great authority
witli the people, who persuaded them to let down the bridge. Tho
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soldiers passed it ; and having made a slight incursion on the other

side, in token of the liberty they had obtained to scour the country,

they returned peaceably on board. But the country people had

already concealed, in places more secure, the artillery and ammu-
nition. Accordingly, the expedition of general Gage completely

failed of success.

Thus, by the prudence of a single man, the effusion of bbod was

prevented ; of which the danger was immin,jnt. The resistance,

however, which the soldiers encountered, had greatly exasperated

their minds ; and if, before, the people of Boston lived in a state of

continual jealousy, after this event, the reciprocal irritation and

rancor had so increased, that it was feared, every moment, the sol-

diers and the citizens would come to blows.

But war being momently expected, the particular fate of the in-

habitants of Boston had become the object of general solicitude.

The garrison was formidable ; the fortifications carried to perfec-

tion ; and little hope remained that this city could be wrested from

British domination. Nor could the citizens flatter themselves more

with the hope of escaping by sea, as the port was blockaded by a

squadron. Thus confined amidst an irritated soldiery, the Bosto-

nians found themselves exposed to endure all the outrages to be ap-

prehended from military license. Their city had become a close

prison, and themselves no better than hostages in the hands of the

British commanders. This consideration alone sufficed greatly to

impede all civil and military operations projected by the Americans.

Various expedients were suggested, in order to extricate the Bosto-

nlans from this embarrassing situation ; which, if tliey evinced no

great prudence, certainly demonstrated no ordinary obstinacy.

Some advised, tliat all the inhabitants of Boston should abandon

the city, and take refuge in other pl>'"'es, where tliey should be suc-

cored at the public expense ; but this design was totally impractica-'

ble ; since it depended on general Gage to prevent its execution.

Others recommended, that a valuation should be made of the houses

and furniture belonging to the inhabitants, that the city should then

be fired, and that all the losses should be reimbursed from the public

treasure. After mature deliberation, this project was also pronounced

not only very difficult, but absolutely impossible to be executed.

Many inhabitants, however, left the city privately, and withdrew into

the interior of the country ; some, from disgust at this species of

captivity ; others, from fear of the approaching hostilities ; and

others, finally, from apprehensions of being questioned for acts

against the government ; but a great number, also, with a firm reso-

iiifiz-m i^rrxfitrrf^A ir\ roinpin nnrl Krnvo nil *^nnaonimnr'#^o whntPVCT
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The soldiers of the garrison, weary of their long confinement, de-
sired to sally forth, and drive away these rebels, who interrupted
their provisions, and for whom they cherished so profound a con-
tempt. The inhabitants of Massachusetts, on the other hand, were
proudly indignant at this opinion of their cowardice, entertained by
the soldiers ; and panted for an occasion to prove, by a signal ven-
geance, the falsehood of the reproach.

Tn the meantime, the news arrived of the king's speech at the

opening of parliament ; of the resolutions adopted by that body

;

and, finally, of the act by which the inhabitants of Massachusetts
were declared rebels. All the province flew to arms ; indignation

became fury,—obstinacy, desperation. All idea of reconciliation

had berome chimerical ; necessity stimulated the most timid ; a
thirst of vengeance fired every breast. The match is lighted,—the

materials disposed,—the conflagration impends. The children are

prepared to combat against their fathers ; citizens against citizens

;

and, as the Americans declared, the friends of liberty against its

oppressors,—against the founders of tyranny.

' In these arms,' said they, ' in our right hands, are placed the hope
of safety, the existence of country, the defense of property, the

honor of our wives and daughters. With these alone can we re-

pulse a licentious soldiery, protect whatman holds dearest upon earth,

and unimpaired transmit our rights to our descendants. The world
will admire our courage ; all good men will second us with their

wishes and prayers, and celebrate our names with immortal praises.

Our memory will become dear to posterity. It will be the example,
as the hope of freemen, and the dread of tyrants, to the latest ages.

It is time that old and contaminated England should be made ac-

quainted with the energies of America, in the prime and innocence
of her youth ; it is time she should know how much superior are

our soldiers, in courage and constancy, to vile mercenaries. We
must look back no more ! We must conquer or die ! We are placed

between altars smoking with the most grateful incense of glory

and gratitude, on the one part, and blocks and dungeons on the

Dther. Let each then rise, and gird himself for the combat. The
dearest interests of this world command it ; our most holy religion

enjoins it ; that God, who eternally rewards the virtuous, and pun-
ishes the wicked, ordains it. Let us accept these happy auguries

;

for already the mercenary satellites, sent by wic-ked ministers to re-

duce this innocent people to extremity, are imprisoned within the

walls of a single city, where hunger emaciates them, rage devours

them, death consumes them. Let us banish every fear, every alarm

;

foitune smiles upon the efforts of the bravo I'
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By similar discourses, they excited one another, and prepared

themselves for defense. The fatal moment is arrived ; the signal of

civil war is given.

General Gage was informed, that the provincials had amassed

{arge quantities of arms and ammunition, in the towns of Worcester

and Concord ; which last is eighteen miles distant from the city of

Boston. Excited by the loyalists, who had persuaded him that he

would find no resistance, considering the cowardice of the patriots,

and perhaps not imagining that the sword would be drawn so soon,

he resolved to send a few companies to Concord, in order to seize

the military stores deposited there, and transport them to Boston, or

destroy them. It was said also, that he had it in view, by this sud-

den expedition, to get possession of the persons of John Hancock
and of Samuel Adams, two of the most ardent patriot chiefs, and

the principal directors of the provincial congress, then assembled in

the town of Concord. But to avoid exciting irritation, and the;

popular tumults, which might have obstructed his designs, he resolved

to act with caution, and in the shade of mystery. Accordingly, he

ordered the grenadiers, and several companies of light infantry, to

hold themselves in readiness to march out of the city, at the first

signal ; adding, that it was in order to pass review, and execute dif-

ferent maneuvers and military evolutions. The Bostonians enter-

tained suspicions ; and sent to warn Adams and Hancock to be upon
their guard. The committee of public safety gave directions that

the arms and ammunition should be distributed about in different

places. Meanwhile, general Gage, to proceed with more secrecy,

commanded a certain number of officers, who had been made ac-

quainted with his designs, to go, as if on a party of pleasure, and

dine at Cambridge, which is situated very near Boston, and upon the

road to Concord. It was on the 18th of April, in the evening, these

officers dispersed themselves here and there upon the road and pas-

sages, to intercept the couriers that might have been dispatched to

give notice of the movement of the troops. The governor gave or-

ders that no person should be allowed to leave the city ; neverthe-

less, doctor Warren, one of the most active patriots, had timely inti-

mation of the scheme, and immediately dispatched confidential mes-

sengers ; some of whom found the roads interdicted by the officers

that guarded them ; but others made their way unperceived to Lex-

•ngton, a town upon the road leading to Concord. The intelligence

was soon divulged ; the people flocked together, the bells, in al'

parts, were rung to give the alarm ; the continual firing of cannon

•prfcad the agitation through all the neighboring country. In the

16
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midst of this tumultuous scene, at eleven in the evening, a stron/»

detachment of grenadiers, and of light infantry, was embarked at
Boston, and went to take land at a place called I'hipp's Farm,
whence ihey marched towards Concord. In this state of tlniigs, the
irritation had become so intense, that a spurk only w.^^ wanting, to
produce an explosion ; as the event soon proved.

The troops were under the command of hcutenant-colonel Smith,
and major Pitcairn, who led the vanguard. The niihtia of Lexing-
ton, as the intelligence of the movement of this detat hment was
uncertain, had separated in the course of the nij^ht. Finally, at

five in the morning of the 19th, advice was received of the near
approach of the royal troops. The provincials that happened to
be near, assembled to the number of about seventy, certainly too
few to have had the intention to engage in comlMit. The English
appeared, and major Pitcairn cried in a 1 ml \ou v., ' Disperse, reb-
els, lay down arms, and disperse.' The provincials did not obey,
upon which he sprung from the ranks, discharged a pistol, and,
brandishing his sword, ordered his soldiers to fire. The provincials
retreated

; the English continuing their fire, the former faced about
to return it.

Meanwhile, Hancock and Adams retired from danger ; and it is

related, that while on the march, the latter, enraptured with joy, ex-
claimed, ' Oh ! what an ever glorious morning is this

!

' considering
this first effusion of blood as the prelude of events which must
secure the happiness of his country. The soldiers advanced to-

wards Concord. The inhabitants assembled, and appeared disposed
<o act upon the defensive, but seeing the numbers of the enemy,
they fell back, and posted themselves on the bridge, which is

found north of the town, intending to wait for re-inforceinents
from the neighboring places ; but the light infontry assailed them
with fury, routed them, and occupied the bridge, while the others
entered Concord, and proceeded to the execution of their orders.

They spiked two pieces of twenty-four pound cannon, destroyed
their carriages, and a number of wheels for the use of the artillery

;

tiirew into the river, and into wells, five hundred pounds of bullets,

and wasted a quantity of flour deposited there by Uie provincials.

These were the arms and provisions which gave the first occasion
to a long and cruel war

!

But the expedition was not yet terminated ; tTie minute-men ar-

rived, and the forces of the provincials were increased by continual
accessions from every quarter. The light infantry who scoured the
country above Concord, were obliged to retreat, and on entering the
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town a hot skirmish ensued. A grcnt numljer wore killed on both

ides. The light infantry having joined the muin body of the de-
tJichment, the English retronted precipitately towards Lexington

;

already the whole country had risen in arms, and the militia, from
all parts, flew to the surcor of their own. Hfforo the British de-

tachment had arrived at Lexington, its roar guard and flunks suf-

fered great annoyance fronj the provinciiils, who, posted beh\iid the

trees, walls, and fn ,uent hedges, kept up a brisk fire, which tho

•memy could not return. The soldiers of the king found thei.iselvcs

in a most perilous situation.

Gen* 1 Gage, apprehensiv(3 of the event, had dispatched, in haste,

under tli command of Lord Percy, a reinforcement of sixteen com-
panies, with some marines, and two fu\d pieces. This corps arrived

very opportunely at Lexington, at the moment when tho roynl troops

entered the town from the other side, pursued with fury by the pro-

vincial mihtia.

It appears highly p. ibable, that, without this re-inforcement, they

would have been all cut to pieces, or made prisoners ; their strength

was exhausted, as well as their ammunition. After making a con-

siderable halt at Lexington, they renewed their march towards Bos-
ton, the number of the provincials increasing every moment, although

tho rear guard of the English wts less molested, on account of the

two field pie( cs, which repressed the impetuosity of the Am<'iicans.

But the flanks of the column remained exposed to a very destruc-

tive fire, which assailed them from all the points adapted to serve as

coverts. The royalists were also annoyed by the heat, which was
excessive, and by a violent wind, which blew a thick dust in their

eyes. The enemy's marksmen, adding to their natural celerity a

perfect knowledge of the country, came up unexpectedly through

cross roads, and galled the English severely, taking aim especially

at the officers, who, perceiving it, kept much on their guard. Fi-

nally, after a march of incredible fatigue, and a considerable loss of

men, the English, overwhelmed with lassitude, arrived at sunset in

Charlestown. Independently of the combat they had sustained, the

ground they had measured tliat day was above five and thirty miles.

The day following they crossed over to Boston.

Such was the alfair of Lexington, the first action which opened
the civil war. The English soldiers, and especially their officers,

were filled with indignation at the fortune of the day ; they could

not endure, that an undisciplined multitude, that a flock of \ankees,

as they contemptuously named the Americans, should not only have

maintained their ground against them, but even forced them to show
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their backs, and take refuge behind the walls of a eity. The pro
vincials. on the contrary, felt their courage immeasurably increased,
since they had obtained a proof that these famous troops ^vere not
invincible, and htd made so fortunate an essay of the goodness of
their arms.

Both parties were at great pains to prove that their adversaries
had been the aggressors. The English insisted, that the Americans
had fired first from the houses of Lexington, and that this provoca-
tion had forced the British troops to fire also, and to march thence
to Concord. The Americans denied the fact, and affirmed very
positively, that major Pitcairn had commanded his detachment to
firr, when, on their part, they continued to observe a perfect calm;
and many judicial certificates and solemn depositions were made to
this effect. Certain it is, that lieutenant-colonel Smith was much
displeased that his troops had fired ; and it seems probable, that
general Gage had given orders not to fire, except in case of a real
attack on the part of the provincials. If it be true, therefore, as
there is much reason to believe, Ihat the first firing came from the
soldiers of the king, this ought to be imputed rather to the impru-
dence of major Pitcairn than to any other order or cause.

The two parties also reciprocally accused each other, as it usually
happens in civil wars, of many and horrible cruelties. The Ameri-
cans pretended that the English had burnt and plundered several
houses, destroying what they were unable to carry away, and that
they had even massacred several individuals without defense. The
English, on the contrary, afllirmed, that several of their comrades,
made prisoners by the rebels, had been tortured and put to death
with savage barbarity. They even related, a thing horrible to re-

peat, that one of the wounded English, being left behind, and en-
deavoring, with great efforts, to rejoin his corps, was assailed by a
young American, who ferociously split open his skull with an axe,
and forced out the brains, for his sport. We dare not affirm the
truth of this abominable fact ; although we find it related, as not
doubtful, by authors worthy c f credit ; but we can at least attest the
falsehood of a report which had at the time much currency. It

was rumored, that the inhabitants of New England, imitating, in

their fanatical rage, the barbarity of the savages, their neighbors, had
severed the scalp, torn out the eyes, and cut off the ears of many
English soldiers, both wounded and dead. It is pleasing to think,

and authorities are not wanting to affirm, that these imputations are
excessively exaggerated, both on the one part and on the other

;

and if any excesses were committed in the heat of battle, it is cer-
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tain that after the action was over, humanity rscoverea its nghts.
It is known with perfect assurance, that the wounded, who° fell

into the hands of the provincial militia, were treated with all the
cares and attentions in use among the most civilized nations. The
Americans even gave notice to general Gage, that he was at liberty
to send surgeons to dress and attend the wounded that were found
in their hands.

This first feat of arms had two results ; the first was to demon-
strate how false and ridiculous were the vaunts of those Gascons,
who, within parliament as well as without, had spoken in such un-
worthy terras of American courage ; from this moment the English
nation, and especially its soldiers, persuaded iliemselves that the
struggle would be far more severe and more sanguinary, than had
been at first believed. The second effect of this combat was, to

increase astonishingly the confidence of the colonists, and their
resolution to defend their rights. It should be added, also, that
the reports of the cruelties committed by the British troops,
which, whether true or false, the leaders never failed to prooagate
and exaggerate, in every place, repeating them with words of ex-
treme vehemence, and painting them in the most vivid colors, had
produced an incredible fermentation, and a frantic rage in the minds
of the inhabitants. To give, if it were possible, still greater ac-
tivity to these transports of hatred and fury, the obsequies of the
slain were celebrated with every mark of honor, their eulogies were
pronounced, they were styled the martyrs of liberty ; their famihe«
were the object of universal veneration. They were continually
cited as the models to be imitated in the arduous contest which
America was forced into, by the injustice and the pride of English
supremacy.

The provincial congress of Massachusetts was then in session at

Watertown, ten miles distant from Boston. Upon the news of the
battle of Lexington, it addressed a long letter to the English peo-
ple, containing the most circumstantial details of this event ; the
congress endeavored to prove that the royal troops had been the first

to engage battle, by firing upon the peaceable militia; and by com-
mitting at Concord, as well as at Lexington, many excesses, abso-
lutely unworthy of the British name. They entreated the English
nation to interfere, and avert the ulterior calamities which were
about to fall upon the colonies and Great Britain; they declared and
protested their loyalty ; at the same time they afiirmed it was their
firm and irrevocable resolution not to submit to any species of tyi-

winy
;
they appealed to Heaven for the justice of a cause for which

VOL. I.
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they wore propaied to sacrifice theii* fortunes, and, if necessary,

existence itself.

But, not content v/ith words, and desirous of giving a regular

direction to the war, and to the movements of the people, who as-

sembled every Avhere in tumultuary crowds, they assigned a fixed

pay to the officers and soldiers ; they made regulations for organ-

izing and discipHning the militia. In order to be able to meet the

expenses, which were rendered necessary by circumstances, the

congress issued a certain quantity of bills of credit, which were to

be received as money, in all payments ; and for the guaranty of

which, they pledged the faith of the province. They declared that

general Gage, having sent armed soldiers to destroy what existed in

the public magazines in the town of Concord, a violence which had
occasioned the illegal and barbarous death of a great number of the

inhabitants of the province, was no longer entitled to receive any
obedience, but ought, on the contrary, to be regarded as an enemy
to the country.

The congress also resolved, that a levy should be made in the

province, of thirteen thousand six hundred men, and chose for

their general, colonel Ward, an officer of much reputation. This
militia was designed to form the contingent of Massachusetts ; the

provinces of New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, were
invited to furnish theirs, in order to complete an army of thirty

thousand men, to be commanded by general John Thomas, an offi-

cer of great experience. Connecticut dispatched immediately a
considerable corps, under the command of colonel Putnam, an old

officer, who, in the two late wars, had often given proof of courage
and intelligence. The other provinces were not slow in causing

their standards to move, and, in a short time, an army of thirty

thousand men was found assembled under the walls of Boston. So
great and so universal was the ardor produced among the inhab-

itants by the battle of Lexington, that the American generals were
obliged to send back to their homes many thousand volunteers.

Putnam took his station at Cambridge, and Thomas at Roxbury,
upon the right wing of the army, to cut off entirely the communi-
(iation of the garrison, by the isthmus, with the adjacent country.

Thus, a few days after the affair of Lexington, the capital of the

province of Massachusetts was closely besieged ; thus, a multitude

assembled in haste, of men declared rebels, and mean spirited cow-
ards, held in strict confinement, not daring to sally forth even to

procure food, many thousands of veteran troops, commanded by an
.ible general, and combating under the royal standard. Such was
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the situation of troops which had been sent from Europe with the

firm expectation that they would only have to show themselves, in

order to drive before them all the inhabitants of a country, infinitely

more vast and more difficult to traverse than England itself. But,
in all times, regular troops have regarded with disdain the militia

of an insurgent people ; and often has this militia baffled all the

dfTorts of regular armies.
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NAMES OF MEMBERS COMPOSING THE CONGRESS OP 1774

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

John Sullivan,
Nathaniel Fulsoh.

MASSACHUSETTS.
James Bowooin,
Thomas Ccshino,
Samdel Adamh,
John Auams,
Robert T. Paine.

RHODE ISLAND.

Stephen Hopkins,
Samuel Ward.

CONNECTICUT.
Eliphalet Dyer,
Roger Sherman,
Silas Di, vne.

NEW YORK.
James Duane,
Henry Wisner,
John Jay,
Philip Livingston,
Isaac Low,
John Alsop,
William Flotd.

NEW JERSEY.
James Kinset,
William Livingston,
John De Hart,
Stephen Crane,
Richard Smith.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Joseph Galloway,
Charles Humphrxtb,

Samuel Rhoads,
George Ross,
John Morton,
Thomas Mifflin,
Edward Biddle,
John Dickinson.

DELAWARE.

CiESAR Rodney,
Thomas M'Kean,
George Read.

MARYLAND.

Robert Goidsborough,
Thomas Johnson,
William Paca,
Samuel Chase,
Matthew Tilghman.

VIRGINIA.

Peyton Randolph,
Richard HErfRY Lee,
G:.C»RGE ^^'^ASIIiNGTON,

Patrick enry,
Richard inland,
Benjamin Harrison,
Edmund Pendleton.

NORTH CAROLINA.

William Hooper,
Joseph Hughes,
Richard Casweij..

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Henrt Middleton,
John Rutledoe,
Thomas Ltnch,
Christopher Gadsdiit,
Edward Rotledsje.
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1775. Boston is situated near the middle of the province of

Massachusetts, upon a tract of land, which, connecting with the con-

tinent by an extremely narrow tongue, called the neck, afterwards

distends sufficiently to comprehend a city of very ample dimensions.

The figure of this peninsula is irregular, and forms, alternately, bays

and promontories. In one of these bays, facing towards the east, is

found the port, which is admirably adapted to receive ships of any

burthen, as well of war as of commerce. Towards the north, the

land branches into two parts, resembhng horns ; one of which, point-

ing to the northeast, is called Hudson's Point ; and the other, bearing

to the northwest, Barton's Point. In front of these two points,

another peninsula is perceived, which, from the name of a consider-

able town there situated, opposite Boston, is called Charlestown, and
is joined to the main land by an exceedingly narrow neck, which also

bears the name of Charlestown. An arm of the sea, about half a

mile in breadth, enters between the points of Hudson, of Barton,

and of Charlestown ; and, then expanding, embraces all the western

part of the peninsula of Boston. A number of streams empty them-
selves into this cove ; the principal of which, are Muddy, Charles,

and Mystic, or Medford, rivers. Not far from the isthmus of Boston, •

the continent stretches into the sea, and forms a long promontory,

which extends, on the right, towards the east ; from which results

another peninsula, though joined to the main land by a much wider

neck than either that of Boston or of Charlestown ; these are known
by the appellations of Dorchester Neck, and Point. The peninsulas

of Charlestown, and of Dorchester, are so near to that of Boston,

that batteries placed upon either can reach the city with their shot.

This can be done with the greater facility, as in both there are many
hills, or eminences, peculiarly favorable for the position of artillery.

There is one, above the village of Charlestown, called Breed's Hill,

which commands the city of Boston ; and another, behind it, towards
Charlestown Neck, and consequently further from Boston, which
boars the name of Bunker's Hill. In like manner upon the penin-

sula of Dorchester are heighte, which have the same name ; and
another, called Nook's Hill, which crowns the spur of land towards

Boston. The inlet of the sea, through which the port is approached,

is sprinkled with little islands ; the most considerable of which are

Noddle's, Thompson's, Governor's, Long Island, and Castle Island.

West of Boston, uoon the river Charles, is situated the exteusivo
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village of Cambridge
; and to the south, at tlie entrance of tlie Neck,

that of Iloxbury.

The American army had rested its left wing upon the river of
Medford, and thus intercepted the communication of Charlestown
Nock

;
the center occupied Cambridge

; and the right wing, posted
at Roxbury, ropressed the garrison on the part of the isthmus, which,
being fortifibd, might have facihtated their saUies and excursions into
the country.

[n this situation, respectively, the two armies were found ; but the
number and quality of the combatants, their opinions, their military
science, their arms, ammunition and provisions, created a great
difterence in their condition. The Americans were much superior
in number

;
but this number was subject to continual variations ; for

that severe discipline, without which neither order nor stability can
exist in armies, not being as yet introduced among them, the soldiers
joined or quitted their colors, as best suited their inclinations

; and
fresh bands of volunteers were daily arriving, to take the place of
those who had left the camp. They had every kind of food in great
abundance, and especially vegetables, so necessary to the health of
troops. But their arms were far from being sufficient. They had,
m all, but sixteen field pieces, six of which, at the very utmost, were
in a condition for service. Their brass pieces, which were few, were
of the smallest caliber. They had, however, some heavy iron can-
non, with three or four mortars and howitzers, and some scanty
provision of balls and bombs. But of powder they were almost
totally destitute ; for, upon visiting the magazines, only eighty-two
halfbarrels of it were found. A certain quantity, it is true, might have
been procured in the neighboring provinces ; but this feeble resource
would soon be exhausted. Muskets were in abundance

; but they
were all of different caliber, each having brought his own. They
were admirably skilled in the use of this weapon, and therefore well
adapted for the service of light troops and skirmishing parties ; but
in regular battle, they would have made but an indifferent figure.
They had no uniforms, and no magazines stocked with provisions

:

they lived from day to day, without taking thought for the morrow •

but, in these first moments, the zeal of the neighboring country
people suffered them to want for nothing. They had no coined
tnoney, or very little ; but they had bills of credit, which, at this
epoch, were current at equal value with gold. The officers wanted
due instruction, excepting ihose few who had served in the preceding
wars. They were not even known by their soldiers; for, the oi"
ganization of the several corps not being yet completed, the changes
in them were continual. Orders were ill executed; every OM
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wished to command, and do according to his own fancy; lew

deigned to obey. Upon the whole, with the exception of some few

regiments, which had been trained in certain provinces by experi-

enced chiefs, the residue had more the appearance of a tumultuary

assemblage, than of a regular army. But all these defects were com-

pensated by the determined spirit of their minds ; by the zeal of

party ; the profound persuasion, in all, of the justice of their cause

,

the exhortations of their chiefs, and of the ministers of religion,

who neglected no means of daily exciting this people, already of

themselves inclined to the enthusiasm of religious ideas, to signali/'?

their firmness and valor in an enterprise pleasing in the sight of

Heaven and all the good of the human race.

With these feeble preparations, but with this extraordinary ardor,

the Americans commenced a war, which every thing announced

must prove long, arduous and sanguinary. It Avas, however, easy

to foresee, that, whatever reverses they might have to encounter in

the outset, an unshaken constancy must render them eventually tri-

umphant ; for, by preserving all their courage, and acquiring disci-

pline, and the science of war, their soldiers could not fail to become
equal, in all respects, to any that could be opposed to them.

As to the British troops, they were abundantly provided with all

things necessary to enter the field ; their arsenals were glutted with

artillery of various caliber, excellent muskets, powder, and arms of

every denomination. Their soldiers were all perfectly exercised,

accustomed to fatigues and dangers ; they had long been taught the

difficult art, so essential in war—to obey. Their minds were full of

the recollection of the achievements, by which they had distinguished

themselves at various times, in the service of their country, while

combating against the most warlike nations of the world. A partic-

ular motive added still greatly to the martial resolution of this army

—the reflection that they were to combat under the royal standard,

which is usually a powerful incentive to military honor. The English,

moreover, considered the enemies they were about to encounter, in

the light of rebels ; a name that inflamed them with an animosity

more intense than simple courage. They panted to avenge them-

selves for the affront of Lexington ; they could by no means admit

that these Americans were able to resist them ; they persisted in

viewing them as cowards, who were indebted for their success at

Lexington, exclusively to their numbers, and the advantage ofground.

They were persuaded that, in the first serious action, in the first

regular battle, the colonists would not dare to wait their approach

But, until the arrival of the re-inforcements expected from England^

prudence exacted a circumspect conduct towards the Americans,
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whose forces were more than threefold in number. Meanwhile, so
strict was the siege, no provisions being permitted to enter the city

from the neighboring towns, that fresh meat and dl kinds of vege-

tables began to become excessively scarce; and, although the sea
was open to the English, and they had a great number of light ves-

sels at their disposal, they could procure no supplies from the coasts

of New England ; the inhabitants having driven their cattle into tho

interior of the country. As to the other provinces, they could ob-

tain nothing from them by their consent ; and they could not

employ force, because they were not yet declared rebels. Tho
scarcity became therefore extreme at Boston. The garrison, as
well as the inhabitants, were reduced to salt provisions. The Eng-
lish, therefore, were impatient for the arrival of re-inforccments from
England, in order to make some vigorous effort to extricate them-
selves from this difhcult situation.

The besieging army, aware that the inhabitants of Boston had no
ether resource but from the magazines of the king, exercisjd the

greater vigilance to intercept all supplies from the adjacent country;
hoping that the exhaustion of these stores would at length induce tho

governor to consent that the inhabitants, or at least the women and
children, as superfluous mouths, might leave the city. This the pro-

vincials had several times requested, very earnestly ; but the governor,

notwithstanding the embarrassment he experienced in providing
sustenance for the troops, appeared little disposed to listen to the

proposition. He considered liie inhabitants as so many hostages for

the safety of the city and garrison ; being apprehensive the Ameri-
cans might attempt to carry the place by assault ; of which however,
there was not the least danger, although theyhad purposely circulated

such a rumor. Their generals were too considerate not to perceive

how fatal an impression of discouragement must have been made on
the public mind, by the miscarriage of so important a stroke, at the

very commencement of the war ; and the probabilities m favor of
this assault v/ere not great, as the fortifications of the Neck were
extremely formidable; and, on the other hand, there could have been
little hope of success, so long as the English had command of the

sea, and the movements of a numerous fleet. But, finally, general

Gage, urged by necessity, and wishing also to withdraw arms from
the hands of the citizens, on whose account he was not without

appnohensions, after a long conference with the council of the city,

acceded to an arrangement, by which it was stipulated, that all citi-

zens, on giving up their arms, and depositing them in Faneuil Hall,

or some other public place, should be at liberty to retire wherever
they might think proper, with all their effects ; it was, however,
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ur.dfirstood, thai llicir arnis shouM, in duo time, bo restored them.
It was also ngrccd, thnt thirty carts should he permitted to enter
Hoston, to take away the tnovnhles of the emigrants ; and that the
udmirahy should furnish the transports requisite for the san.e pur-
pose. This compact was at first faithfully observed by the two
parties

; the inhabitants deposited their arms, and the general de-
livered them passports. But soon after, either unwilling to deprive
himself entirely of fiostages, or apprehensive, as it had been rumored,
that the msurgents meditated the design of setting fire to the city,

so soon as their partisans should have evacuated it, he pretended
thnt individuals who had gone out to look after the affairs of persons
attached to the royal cause, had been ill treated ; and liegan to re-

fuse passes. This refusal excited violent complaints, both among
the Bostonians and the provincials stationed without. The govern-
or, however, persisted in his resolution. If he afterwards permitted
some few citizens to depart, it was only upon condition that they
should leave their furniture and efTects; which subjected *' em to no
little detriment and inconvenience. Many of them, who were nc-
customod to live in a style of great elegance, found themselves re-

duced, by this extraordinary rigor, to an absolute destitution of things
of the first necessity. It was also said, and with too much appear-
ance of probability, that, from a certain cruelty, which no motive
can excuse, in granting passports, he studied to divide families,

separating wives from husbands, fathers from children, brothers from
each other

;
some obtained permission to depart—others were forced

to remain.

The poor and sick might all retreat, without opposition ; but their

departure was accompanied with a circumstance, which, if it was
not the efTect of a barbarous intention, ought at least to have been
prevented with the most sedulous care ; among the sick, those were
.suffered to pass who were attacked with the smallpox, a very mortal
disease in America, where it excites the same horror as the plague
itself i^ Europe and in Asia. The contagion spread rapidly, and
mtv^

. iVightful ravages -among the provincials

vVhile these things were passing within and about Boston, the
other provinces were making their preparations for war with extreme
activity. The city of New York itself, in which the English had
more friends than in any other on the continent, and which hitherto
had manifested so much reserve, at the first news of the battle of
Lexington, was seized with a violent emotion, and resolved to make
common cause with the other colonies. The inhabitants adopted
the resolutions of the general congress, with the determination to

persist in thenri until the entire re-establishment of constituticMid

VOL. I. n
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laws. They drew up an energetic address to the common council

of the city of London, which had shown itself favorable to the causo

iif t!ie colonies ; they declared, that all the calamities in the train

of civil war, could not constrain the Americans to bend to the will

oJ Great Britain ; and that such was the universal sentiment, from

Nova Scotia to Georgia ; they conjured the city of London to exert

al' its endeavors i<j restore peace between the two parts of the em-

pire ; but as to themselves, they protested their determination never

to endure ministerial tyranny.

The inhabitants were all indefatigable in training themselves to

the use of arms ; the patriots to resist England ; and the partisans

of the government, forming no inconsideraHe number, either be-

cause they thought it prudent to go with the current, or to prevent

disorders, or to be prepared, with arms in their hands, to declare

themselves upon the first occasion. But as the city of New York is

entirely exposed towards the sea, and as the inhabitants could have

no hope of defending it against the attack of an English fleet, they

resolved to risk nothing by delay, and to seize the arms and ammu-
nition deposited in the royal magazines. The women and children

were removed from the seat of danger ; which done, they prepared

to defend themselves ; and, in case they siioukl have lost all hope of

resisting the forces of the enemy, it was lesolved, horrible as it seems,

though but too common ,. civil wars, to fire the city.

In South Carolina, it was hoped, universally, that perseverance in

the resolutions taken against British commerce, would suffice to dis-

pose the government to embrace milder counsels. But the intelli-

gence of the rigorous acts of parliament v.'as received there the veiy

day on which was fought the battle of Lexington, the tidings of whicli

arrived a few days after. The inhabitants were struck with surjjrise,

and even with terror ; well knowing to what dangers they exposed

therns3lves, in under taking to wage wa:' with Great Britain; as her

formidable squadrons could reacii them at all the points of a coast

two hundred miles in length, and as they found themselves aimost

totally destitute of arms or munitions of war ; without means to

equip their soldiers, without ships, without money, without officers o*"

experience, or skilled in tactics. They were even not without serious

apprehensions relative to the negro slaves, formidably numerous in

this province. They were accessible to seduction, by gifts and prom-

ises ; and might be instigated to massacre their masters, at the mo-
ment of their most unsuspecting security. The province itself had

not been comprehended in the parliamentary proscription ; and could

lioi, therefore, without manifest treason, spcnianeously take part in

rebellion and open war. At length, however, the resolutions in-
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spired by couiage prevailed ; and such measures were taken as were

deemed best suited to the occasion. On the night subsequent to

the advice of the hostilities at Lexington, the inhabitants rushed to

the arsenal, and seized all the arms and ammunition it contained, and
diijtributed them among the soldiers in the pay of the province. A
provincial congress was convoked ; a league was contracted by the

delegates, purporting, that the Carolinians considered themselves

united, by all the ties of honor and religion, for the defense of their

country against all enemies whatsoever ; that they were ready to

march, whenever and wherever the congress, whether general or

provincial, should judge necessary ; that they would sacrifice their

fortunes and their lives to maintain the public liberty and safety

;

that they would hold for enemies all those who should refuse to siib-

scribe the league ; which was to be in force, until a reconciliation

was eflected between Great Britain and America, conformably to the

principles of the constitution. It was afterwards determined to

raise two regiments of infantry, and one of cavalry, called rangers.

Such was the general ardor, that more officers presented themselves

than were wanted ; the greater part from among the wealthiest and

most respectable families of the country. At the same time, an

emission was made of bills of credit, which, at this epoch, were re-

ceived by all the citizens, with the greatest promptitude.

In New Jersey, at the news of the affiiir at Lexington, the people

took possession of the provincial treasure ; and a part of it was
destined to pay the troops which were levied at the same time in

the orovince.

At Baltimore, in Maryland, the inhabitants laid a strong hand upon
all the military stores that were found in the public magazines ; and,

among other arms, fifteen hundred muskets thus fell into their power.

A decree was published, interdicting all transportation of commod-
ities to the islands where fisheries were carried on, as also to the

British army and fleet stationed at Boston.

Tiie inhabitants of Philadelphia took the same resolution, and
appeared, in all respects, equally disposed to defend the common
cause. The Quakers tlRmselves, notwithstanding their pacific in-

stitutions, could not forbear to participate in the ardor with which
their fellow-citizons flew to meet a new order of thmgs.

When Virginia, this important colony, and particularly opposed to

the pretensions of England, received the intelligence of the first hos-

tilities, it was found in a state of extreme commotion, excited by a

cause, which, though trivial in itself, in the present conjuncture be-

came of serious importance. The provincial congress, convened in

the m<mth of March, had recommended a levy of volunteers in each
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county, for the better defense of the country. The governor, lord
Dunmore, at tlie name of volunteers, became highly indignant ; and
conceived suspicions of some pernicif>iis design. Apprehending the
inhabitants intended to take possession of a public magazine, in the
city of Williamsburg, be caused all the pov/der it contained to be
removed, by night, and conveyed on board an armed vessel, at

anchor in the river James. The following morning, the citizens, on
being apprised of the fact, were violently exasperated ; they flew to

arms, assembled in great numbers, and demonstrated a full determi-
nation to obtain restitution of the powder, either by fair means oi

force. A serious affair was apprehended ; but the municipal coun
cil interposed; and, repressing the tumult, dispatched a written
request to the governor, entreating him to comply with the public
desire. They complained, with energy, of the injury received ; and
'represented the dangers to which they should be exposed, in case of
insurrection on the part of the blacks, whose dispositions, from va-
rious recent reports, they had too much reason to distrust. The
governor answered, that the powder had been removed, because he
had heard of an insurrection in a neighboring county ; that he had
removed it in the night time to prevent any alarm ; that he was
much surprised to hear the people were under arms ; and that he
should not think it prudent to put powder into their hands in such
a situation. He assured them, however, that, in case of a revolt

of the negroes, it should be returned immediately. Tranquillity

was re-established ; but in the evening, an alarm was given, that

the soldiers of the ship of war were approaching the city in arms

;

the people again also took up theirs, and passed the whole night

in expectation of an attack.

The governor, not knowing, or unwilling to yield to the temper of
the times, manifested an extreme irritation at these popular move-
ments. He suffered certain menaces to fall from his lips, which it

would have been far more prudent to suppress. He intimated, that

the royal standard would be erected ; the blacks emancipated, and
armed against their masters ; a thing no less imprudent than bar-

barous, and contrary to every species of civilization ; finally, he
threatened the destruction of the city, and to vindicate, in every
mode, his own honor, and that of the crown. These threats ex-

cited a general fermentation throughout the colony, and even pro-
duced an absolute abhorrence towards the government. Thus,
mcidents of slight importance, assisted by the harsh and haughty
humors of the agents of England and Amsrica, contributed to ac-

celerate the course of things towards tliat crisis, to which they
tended already, but too strongly, of themselves.

,i
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Meanwhile, in the popular meetings that assembled in all the

counties of the province, the seizure of the powder, and the menaces
of the governor, were condemned with asperity. But, in the coun-
ty of Hanover, and the country adjacent, the inhabitants were not

content with words. They took arms ; and, under the command of

Henry, one of the delegates to the general congress, marched
against the city of Williamsburg, with the design, as they declared

openly, not only of obtaining restitution of the powder, but also of

securing the public treasury against the attempts of the governor.

An hundred and fifty of the most enterprising were already in the

suburbs of the city, when a parley was opened, which concluded in

an accommodation, and tranquillity was restored ; but it was evident

that the public mind was too much inflamed to admit of its long con-

tinuance. The people of the country, however, returned peaceably

to their habitations.

The governor fortified his palace to the utmost of his power ; he

placed a garrison of marines within, and surrounded it with artil-

lery. He issued a proclamation, by which Henry and his followers

were declared rebels. Finally, with an imprudence of conduct un-
worthy of a magistrate, who ought never, in the exercise of his func-

tions, to suflfer himself to be transported with anger, in acrimonious

terms, he attributed the present commotions to the disaflfection of

the people, and their desire to excite a general revolt. These im-

putations served only to imbitter hatred, and cut oflT all hope of a
better futurity.

In the midst of these divisions between the people of Virginia

and the governor, an incident happened, v/hich still added to their

violence.

In like manner as doctor Franklin had procured the letters of

Hutchinson, some other person had found means to convey from

the oflice of state, the oflicial correspondence of lord Dunmore

;

which was transmitted to the Virginian chieis. Immediately upon
its publication, a cry of indignation arose against the governor, for

having written things false, and injurious to the province. Thus all

reciprocal confidence was destroyed ; the slightest casualty became a
serious event, and mutual enmity more and more imbittered the in-

evitable effects of this misunderstandinff.

During these disputes, which, apart from the irritation they sup-

ported against the government, could have no considerable influ-

ence, of themselves, upon public affairs, the inhabitants of Con-
necticut attempted an important enterprise.

The road which leads from the English colonies to Canada, is traced

almost entirely along the rivers and lakes, which are found between

17*
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these two countries, and in the direction of south to north. Those
who undertake this excursion, begin by ascending the river Hudson,
up to fort Edward, whence, keeping to the right, they arrive at

Skeenesborough, a fort situated near the sources of Wood creek :

or, bearing to the left, they come to fort George, erected at the south-

ern extremity of the lake of that name. Both the former and the

latter afterwards embark, the first upon Wood creek, the second
upon lake George, and are landed at Ticonderoga ; at which point,

the two lakes unite to form lake Champlain, so called from the name
of a French governor, who drowned himself there. By the lake,

and thence by the river Sorel, which flows out of it, they descend
into the great river St. Lawrence, which passes to Quebec. Ticon-
deroga is then situated near the confluence of these waters, between
lake George and lake Champlain. It is tiierefore a place of the

highest importance, as standing upon the frontier, and at the very

entrance of Canada ; whoever occupies it can intercept all commu-
nication between this province and tlie colonics. Accordingly, the

French had fortified it with such diligence, that the English, in the

preceding war, were unable to carry it without extraordinary efforts,

and great effusion of blood on both sides.

The chiefs of this expedition, colonels Eaton and Allen, consid-

ered how essential it was to seize this key of Canada, before the

English should have thrown into the place a sufficient garrison for

its defense ; for, in the profound peace which prevailed at that time,

without apprehension of war either abroad or at home, the govern-

ors of Canada had made no preparations at Ticonderoga ; and it

was left to the charge of a feeble detachment. It was evident, that

if the British government resolved to prosecute war against its colo-

nies, it would send troops into Canada with a view of attacking the

Americans in the rear, by the way of Ticonderoga. It was known,
besides, that this fortress, and that of Crown Point, situated a little

below it, upon the same lake, Champlain, were furnished with a

very numerous artillery, of which the Americans stood in the great-

est need. Finally, it was thought of no little importance, in these

first movements, to strike some capital blow, in order to stimulate

the ardor of the insurgent peopie. Accordingly, this enterprise,

having been maturely considered in the plan, and directed with

great prudence in the execution, had the result which might have
been expected.

It was deemed an essential point, to attack the enemy by sur-

prise ; they resolved, therefore, to proceed with profound secrecy

;

for if the commanders of Ticonderoga and of Crown Point had
any su8j)icion of the project, they could draw re-inforcements from
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the neighboring fortress of St. John. The general congress itself,

then in session at Philadelphia, had no intimation of their design

;

Jts authors being apprehensive, lest, in so great a number of mem-
bers, there might be found some individual deficient in discretion.

To defray the experises of the enterprise, the assembly of Con-
necticut appropriated the sum of eighteen hundred dollars. Pow-
ller, bullets, and all the utensils requisite for a siege, were secretly

provided. The troops were promptly assembled at Castleton, a

place situated upon the banks of Wood creek, and the great road

to Ticonderoga. The greater part were inhabitants of the Green
Mountains, and thence, in their own style, they were called Green

Mountain Boys ; a race of men accustomed to fatigue and danger.

Amovig the superior officers, besides Allen and Eaton, were colonels

Brown and Warner, and captain Dickinson. They were joined at

Castleton by colonel Arnold, who came from the army of Boston.

Possessed by nature of an extraordinary force of genius, a restless

character, and an intrepidity bordering upon prodigy, this officer had

of himself conceived the same plan ; so manifest was the utility of

the enterprise, and so bold the spirit of these American chiefs.

Arnold had conferred, to this end, with the committee of safety of

Massachusetts, who had appointed him colonel, with authority to levy

soldiers, in order to attempt the capture of Ticonderoga ; in pursu-

ance whereof, he arrived at Castleton ; and his surprise was extreme,

at finding himself anticipated. But, as he was not a man to be baf-

fled by trifles, and as nothing could delight him more than the occa-

sion for combat, he concerted with the other leaders, and consented,

however hard he must have thought the sacrifice, to put himself un-

der the command of colonel Allen.

They posted sentinels upon all the roads, to prevent the least r ;-

moi of their approach from reaching the menaced point ; and thev

arrived, in the night, upon the bank of lake Champlain, opposite

Ticonderoga. The chief hope of success depending on dispatch,

Allen and Arnold rapidly surmounted the difficulties of crossing

;

and landed upon the other bank, in the environs of the fortress.

They continued their maich, and at day break, entering by the cov-

ered way, arrived upon the esplanade ; here they raised the shouts

of victory, and made a deafening uproar. The soldiers of the gar-

rison roused from sleep at this tumult, and soon commenced firing.

A hot scuffle ensued, with gun-breeches and bayonets. The com-
mander of the f -*^ at length appeared; colonel Eaton having in-

ormed him that he was prisoner of America, he was much confused,

and repeated, several times, ' What does this meanV The English

threw down arms, and all was surrendered to the victors.
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They found, at Ticonderoga, about one hundred and twenty
pieces of twenty-four pound brass cannon, several howitzers and
mortars, balls, bombs, and ammunition of every denomination.
The detachment that was left upon the other bank, having rejoined
the first, a party was sent against Crown Point, where the garrison
consisted of only a few soldiers. This expedition succeeded with-
out difficulty

; more than a hundred pieces of artillery were found
m the fort.

But the plan of the Americans would not have been completely
accomplished, except they secured to themselves the exclusive con-
trol of ti e ji.Ke ; which they could not hope to obtain, however
without seizing a corvette of war, which the English kept at anchor
near fort St. John. They resolved, therefore, to arm a vessel of the
species they call schooners, the command of which was to be given
to Arnold

; while Allen should bring on his men upon the flat boats
employed in the navigation of these lakes. The wind blowing fresh
from the south, the vessel of Arnold left the boats far in the rear.
He came unexpectedly alongside of the corvette, the captain of
which was far from suspecting the danger that menaced him, and
took possession of it without resistance ; and, as if Heaven was
pleased to distinguish with evident tokens of its favor these first

achievements of the Americans, the wind suddenly changed from
south to north, so that, in a few hours' time, colonel Arnold re-
turned, sound and safe, with his prize, to Ticonderoga.

Things passed no less propitiously for the Americans at Skeenes-
borouffh. The fortress fell into their hands, with its garrison ; and
thus ,)laced at their disposal a great quantity of light artillery.

Colonel Allen put sufficient garrisons in the conquered fortresses,
and deputed Arnold to command them in chief. As to himself, he
returned directly to Connecticut.

Such was the fortunate issue of the expedition of the Americana
upon the northern frontiers. It was no doubt of high importance

;

but it would have had a much greater influence upon the course of
the whole war, if these fortresses, which are the shield and bulwark
of the colonies, had been defended, in times following, with the
same prudence and valor with which they had been acquired

But about Boston, the course of events was far less rapid. The
Americans exerted their utmost industry, to intercept from the Eng-
lish all supplies of provisions ; and they, all their endeavors to pro-
cure them. This gave occasion to frequent skirmishes between the
detachments of the two armies. One of the most severe took place
about Noddle's and Hog Island, both situated in the harbor of Rog-
ton northeast of the city; the first opposite Wmnesimick, and the
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second in front of Chelsea, and very near it. These two islands,

abounding in forage and cattle, were a great resource for the Eng-
lish, who went there often in quest of provisions. This the provin-

cials resolved to put a stop to, by removing the cattle, and destroy-

ing all the provender they could find. They carried their purpose

into effect ; not, however, without a vigorous opposition on the part

of the royalists. The provincials landed a second time upon Nod-
dle's Island, and took off a great number of cattle, of various de-

nominations. They effected the same purpose, a few days after, in

Pettick's and Deer Island. In all these actions, they demonstrated

the most intrepid courage, and acquired greater confidence in them-

selves. The garrison of Boston, already suffering greatly from the

scarcity of food, experienced, from these operations, a prejudice dif

ficult to describe.

These feats were tne prelude to an action of far greater moment
which followed a few days after. The succors expected from

England, had arrived at Boston ; which, with the garrison, formed

an army of from ten to twelve thousand men ; all excellent troops.

Three distinguished generals, Howe, Clinton, and Burgoyne, were
at the head of these re-inforcements. Great events were looked

for on both sides. The English were inflamed with desire to wash
out the stain of Lexington ; they could not endure the idea that the

Americans had seen them fly ; it galled them to think, that the sol-

diers of the British king, renowned for their brilliant exploits, were
now closely imprisoned within the walls of a city. They were de-

sirous, at any price, of proving that their superiority over the herds

of American militia, was not a vain chimera. Above all, they ar-

dently aspired to terminate, by some decisive stroke, this ignominious

war ; and thus satisfy, at once, their own glory, the expectations of

tlieir country, the orders, the desires, and the promises of the

ministers. But victory was exacted of them still more imperiously

by the scarcity of food, which every day became more alarming

;

for, if they nmst sacrifice their lives, they chose rather to perish

by the sword than by famine. The Americans, on their part, were
not less eager for the hour of combat to arrive ; their preceding

successes had stimulated their courage, and promised them new
triumphs.

In this state of things, the English generals deliberated maturely

upon the most expedient mode of extricating themselves from thi?

diflicult position, and placing themselves more at large in the country.

Two ways were suggested of issuing from the city ; one, to sally out

from the Neck, and attack the American intrenchmcnts at Roxbu-
ry ; and. having forced them, to scour the country on thi- oart of the
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county of Suffolk ; the other was, to pass the feny of Charlestown,
traverse the peninsula of Uiis name, issue by the isthmus, and dis-

lodge the enemy, who occupied the heights between Willis creek

and Mystic river ; and then dilate in the direction of Worcester.

General Gage had for some time been decided to attempt the

first of these alternatives. He calculated, that in case of a repulse,

the fortifications of Boston Neck would secure his retreat. The
Americans, having been apprised of it, on the very day appointed

for the attack, stood much upon their guard. Whether from this

motive, or some other more probable, the EngHsh general altered

nis resolution, and neither marched out on that dav nor the followinjr

The provincials look advantage of the delay, and strengthened their

intrenchments with parapets and palisades. They also concentrated

their artillery, and re-inforced this part of the army with all the

militia of the adjacent country. All these dispositions were made
with so much intelligence, that the English could no longer attempt

an attack upon this quarter, without exposing themselves to manifest

peril. Accordingly, they abandoned all thoughts of it, and directed

their views towards the peninsula and Neck of Charlestown. The
American generals had immediate notice of it ; and resolved to exert

their most strenuous endeavors to defeat this new project of the

enemy. Nothing was better suited to such a purpose, than to fortify

diligently the heights of Bunker's Hill, which commanded the en-

trance and the issue of the peninsula of Charlestown. Orders were

therefore given to colonel William Prescott, to occupy them witli a

detachment of a thousand men, and to intrench himself there by the

rules of art. But here an error was committed, which placed the

garrison of Boston in very imminent danger, and reduced the two
parties to the necessity of com'ng to action immediately. Whether
he was deceived by the resemblance of name, or from some other

motive unknown, colonel Prescott, instead of repairing to the heights

of Bunker's Hill, to fortify himself there, advanced further on in the

peninsula, and immediately commenced his intrenchments upon tho

heights of Breed's Hill, another eminence, which overlooks Charles-

town, and is situated towards the extremity of the peninsuk , nearer

to Boston. The works were pushed with so much ardor, that the

following morning, by day-break, the Americans had already con-

structed a square redoubt, capable of affording them some shelter

from the enemy's LiO. The labor had been conducted with such

silence, that the English had no suspicion of what was passing. It

was about four in the morning, when the captain of a ship of war

first perceived it, and began to play his artillery. The report of the

cannon attracted a multitude of spectators to the shoic.
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The English generals doubted the testimony of theiv senses.

Meanwhile, the thing appeared too important not to endeavor to

dislodge the provincials, or at least to prevent them from completing

the fTortifications commenced ; for, as the height of Breed's Hill ab-

solutely commands Boston, the city was no longer tenable, if the

Americans erected a battery upon this eminence. The English

therefore opened a general fire of the artillery of the city, of the

fleet, and of the floating batteries stationed around the peninsula of

Boston. It hailed a tempest of bombs and balls upon the works of

the Americans ; they were especially incommoded by the fire of a

battery planted upon an eminence named Copp's Hill, which, situ-

ated within the city, forms a species of tower, in front of Breed's

Hill. But all this was without effect. The Americans continued

to work the whole day, with unshaken constancy ; and, towards

night, they had already much advanced a trjnch, which descended

from the redoubt to the foot of the hill, and almost to the bank of

Mystic river. The fury of the enemy's artillery, it is true, had pre-

vented them from carrying it to perfection.

In this conjuncture, there remained no other hope for the English

generals, but in attempting an assault, to drive the Americans, by

dint of force, from this formidable position. This resolution was

taken without hesitation ; and it was followed, the 17th of June, by

the action of Breed's Hill, known also by the name of Bunker's Hill

;

much renowned for the intrepidity, not to say the temerity, of the

two parties ; for ^he number of the dead and wounded ; and for the

effect it produced upon the opinions of men, in regard to the valor

of the Americans, and the probable issue of the whole war.

The right wing of the Americans was flanked by the houses of

Charlestown, which they occupied ; and the part of this wing which

connected with the main body, was defended by the redoubt erected

upon the heights of Breed's Hill. The center, and the left wing,

/ormed themselves behind the trench, which, following the decliviiy

of the hill, extended towards, but without reaching, Mystic river.

The American officers having reflected that the most feeble part of

their defensive was precisely this extremity of the left wing, for the

trench not extending to the river, and the land in this place being

smooth and easy, there was danger of being turnea, and attacked in

the rear, they determined, therefore, to obstruct this passage by two

parallel palisades, and to fill up with herbage the interval between

tlie one and the other. The troops of Massachusetts occupied

Charlestown, the redoubt, and a part of the trench ; those of Con-

necticut, commanded by captai^n Nolten, and those of New Hainp-

siiire, under colonel Stark, the rest of the trench. A few moments
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before the action commenced, doctor Warr.m, who had been ap-

uoinicd general, a i)ersonage of great authority, and a zealous patriot,

arrived ^yith some re-inforcements. Gcnornl Pomeroy made his

appearance at the same time. The first joined the troops of his

own province, of Massachusetts ; the second took conunand of those

from Conned -cut. General Putnam directed in chief; and held

himself ready to repair to any point, where his presence should be

most wanted. The Americans hcd no cavalry ; that which was

expected from the southern provinces was not yet arrived. The

artillery, without being very numerous, was nevertheless competent.

They wanted not for muskets ; but the greater part were without

bayonets. Their sharp shooters, for want of rifles, were obliged to

use common firelocks ; but as marksmen they had no equals. Such

were the means of the .Americans; but their hope was great; and

they were all impatient for the sig'ial of combat.

Between mid-duy and oi.e o'clock, the heat being intense, all was

in motion in the British camp. A multitude of sloops and boats,

filled with soldiers, left the shore of Boston, and stood for Charles-

town ; they landed at Moreton's P0..1I, without meeting resistance

;

as the ships of war and armed vessels effectually protected the

debarkation with the fire of their artillery, which forced the enemy

to keep within his intrenchments. This corps consisted of ten com-

panies of grenadiers, as many of light infantry, and a proportionate

artillery ; the whole under the command of major-ge.ieral Howe,

and brigadic'-general Pigot. The troops, on landing, began to

display, the light infantry upon the right, the grenadiers upon the

left ; but, having observed the strength of the position, and the good

countenance of the Americans, general Howe made a halt, and sent

to call a re-inforcement.

The English formed themselves in two columns. Their plan was,

that the left wing, under general Pigot, should attack the rebels in

Charlestown ; while vhe center assaulted the redoubt ;
and the right

wing, consisting of light infantry, should force the passage near the

river Mystic, and thus assail the Americans in flank and rear
;
which

would have given the English a complete victory. It appears, also,

that general Gage had formed the design of setting fire to Charles-

town, when evacuated by the enemy, in order that the corps destined

to assail the redoubt, thus protected by the flame and smoke, might

be less exposed to the fire of the provincials.

The dispositions imving all been completed, the English put them-

selves in motion. The provincials that were stationed to defend

Charlestown, fearing lest the assailants should penetrate between

this town and the redoubt ; and thus to find themselves cut off from
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the rest of tl»e army, retreated. The English immediately entered
the town, and fired the buildings ; as they were of wood in a mo-
ment the combustion became general.

They continued a slow march against the redoubt and trench
;

halting, from time to time, for the artillery to come up, and act with
some effect, previous to the assault. The flames and smoke of
Charlestown were of no use to them, as the wind turned them in a
contrary direction. Their gradual advance, and the extreme clear-

ness of the air, permitted the Americans to level their muskets.
They, however, suflered the enemy to approach, before they com-
menced their fire ; and waited for Che assault, in profound tranquil-

lity. It would \)c difficult to paint the scene of terror presented by
these circumstances. A large town, all enveloped in flames, which,
excited by a violent wind, rose to an immense height, and spread
every mon>ent more and more ; an innumerable multitude, rushing
from all parts, to witness so unusual a spectacle, and see the issue of
the sanguinary conflict that was about lo commence. The Bosto-
nians, and soldiers of the garrison not in actual service, were mounted
upon the spires, upon the roofs, and upon the heights. The hills,

and circumjacent fields, from which the dread arena could be viewed
in safety, were covered with swarms ( f spectators, of every rank, and
Qge, and sex ; each agitated by fear or hope, according to the party

he espoused.

The English having advanced within reach of musketry, the

Americans showered upon them a volley of bullets. This terrible

fire was so well supported, and so well directed, that the ranks of
the assailants were soon thinned and broken ; they retired in disor-

der to the place of their landing ; some threw themselves precipi-

tately into the boats. The field of battle was covered with the slain.

The officers were seen running hither and thither, with promises,

with exhortations, and with menaces, attempting to rally the soldiers,

and inspirit them for a second attack. Finally, after the most pain-

ful efforts, they resumed their ranks, and marched up to the enemy.
The Americans reserved their fire, as before, until their approach,
and received them with the same deluge of balls. The English,

overwhelmed and routed, again fled to the shore. In this perilous

moment, general Howe remained for some time alone upon the

field of battle ; all the officers who surrounded him were killed or

wounded. It is related, that at this critical conjuncture, upon which
depended the issue of the day, general Clinton, who, from Copp'g
Hill, examined all the movements, on seeing the destruction of his

troops, immediately resolved to fly to their succor.

This experienced commander, by an able movement, re-established

18
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order ; ond seconded by the officers, who felt all the importance of

success, to English honor and the course of events, he led the trooi)fl

to a third attack. It was directed against the redoubt, at three

several poirUs. The artillery of the ships not only prevented all

re-inforcements from coming to the Americans, by the isthmus of

Charlestown, but even uncovered, and swept the interior of the

trench, which was battered in front at the same time. The ammu-

nition of the Americans was nearly exhausted, and they could have

no hopes of a recruit. Their fire must, of necessity, languish.

Meanwhile, the English had advanced to the foot of the redoubt-

The provincials, destitute of bayonets, defended themselves valiantly

with the but-end of their muskets. But the redoubt being already

full of enemies, the American general gave the signal of retreat, and

drew off his men.

While the left wing and center of the English army were thus

engaged, the light infantry had impetuously attacked the palijiulca,

which the provincials had erected in haste upon the bank of the

river Mystic. On the one side, and on the other, the combat waa

obstinate ; and if the assault was furious, the resistance was not

feeble. In spiteof all the efforts of the royal troops, the provincials

still maintained the battle in this part ; and had no thoughts of retir-

ing, until they saw the redoubt and upper part of the trench were

in the power of the enemy. Tneir retreat was executed with an or-

der not to have been expected from new levied soldiers. This strenu

ous resistance of the left wing of the American army, was, in efTect,

the salvation of the rest ; for if it had given ground but a few in-

stants sooner, the enemy's light infantry would have taken the main

body and right wing in the rear, and their situation would have been

hopeless. But the Americans had not yet reached the term of their

toils and dangers. The only way that remained of retreat, was by

the isthmus of Charlestown, and the English had placed there a ship

of war and two floating batteries, the balls of which raked every

part of it. The Americans, however, issued from the peninsula,

without any considerable loss. It was durin,«i; the retreat, that doc-

tor Warren received his death. Finding iht '.orpc ne commanded

hotly pursued by the enemy, despising all '^.wn^^ci, he stood aloiiC be-

fore the ranks, endeavoring to rally his troops, and to encourage them

by his own example. He reminded them of the mottos inscribed on

their ensigns ; on one side of which were these words, ' An appeal

to Heaven ;' and on the other, ' Qui transUilii, sustmet ;' meaning,

b. t the same Providence which brought their ancestors through so

V anv perils, to a place of refuge, would also deign to support theii

•d*2s»:endant?=
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An Engliiih officer perceived doctor Warren, and knew him ; he

borrowed the musket of one of his soldiers, and hit him with a ball,

either in the head or in the breast. He fell dead uj«»n the 8|)ot,

The Americans were apprehenxivc lest the English, availing them-

selves of victory, should snily out of iho peninsula, and attack their

liead-quarters at Cambridge. But they contented themselves with

taking possession of Bunker's Hill, where they intrenched them-

selves, in order to guard the entrance of the Neck against any new
enterprise on the part of the enemy. The j)rovincial8, having the

same suspicion, fortified Prospect Hill, which is situated at the mouth

of the isthmus, on the side of the main land. But neither the one

nor the other were disposed to hazard any new movement ; the first,

discouraged by the loss of so many men, and the swond, by that of

the field of battle and the peninsula. The provincials had to regret

five pieces of cannon, with a great number of utensils employed in

fortifications, and no little camp equipage.

General Howe vitis greatly blamed by some, for having chosen to

attack the Americans, by directing his battery in front against the

fortifications upon Breed's Hill, and the trench that descended

towards the sea, on the part of Mystic river. It was thought, that if

he had landed a respectable detachment upon the isthmus of Charles-

town, an operation which the assistance of the ships of war and float-

ing batteries would have rendered perfectly easy to him, it would

have compelled the Americans to evacuate the peninsula, without

the necessity of coming to a sanguinary engagement. They would
thus, in effect, have been deprived of all communication with their

camp situated without the peninsula; and, on the part of the sea,

they could have hoped for no retreat, as it was commanded by the

English. In this mode, the desired object would, therefore, have

been obtained without the sacrifice of men. Such, it is said, was

the plan of general Clinton ; but it was rejected, so great was the

confidence reposed in the bravery and discipline of the English

soldiers, and in the cowardice of the Americans. The first of these

opinions was not, in truth, without foundation ; but the second was
absolutely chimerical, and evinced more of intellectual darkness in

the English, than of prudence, and just notions upon the state of

things. By this fatal error, the bravery of the Americans was con-

firmed, the English army debilitated, the spirit of the soldiers abated,

and, perhaps, the final event of the whole contest decided.

The possession of the peninsula of Charlestown was much less

useful than prejuaicial to the royalists. Their army was not suffi-

ciently numerous to guard, conveniently, all the posts of the city and

of the p<>ninfinla. The fatigues of the soldierg multiplied in an ex
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eessiye manrrer ; added to the heat of the season, which was extreme,
they generated numerous and severe maladies, which paraiyzed the
moveiiiftnts cf the army, and enfeebled it from day to day. The
greater part of the wounds became mortal, from the influence of the

climate, and defect of proper food. Thus, besides the honor of
having conquered the field of battle, the victors gathered no real

fru>t ii-wn this action ; and, if its effects be considered, upon the

opinion of other nations, and even of their own, as also upon the

force of the army, it was even of serious detriment. In the Ameri-
can camp, on the contrary, provisions of every sort were in abun-
dance, and the troops being accustomed to the cfimate, the greater

part of the wounded were eventually cured; their minds were
animated with the new ardor of vengeance, and the blood they had
lost exacted a plenary expiation. These di9j)ositions were fortified,

not a httle, by the firing of Charlestown, which, from a flourishing

town, of signal commercia) importance, was thus reduced to a heap
of ashes and of ruins. The Americans could never turn their eyes
in this dire'- ^on, without a thrill of indignation, and without exe-

crating the European soldiers. But the loss they felt the most
sensibly, was that of general Warren. He was one of those men
who are more attached to liberty than to existence, but not more
ardently the friend o€ freedom, than foe to avarice and ambitiou.

He was endowed with a solid judgment, a happy genius, and a bril-

liant eloquence. In all private affairs, his opinion was reputed

authority, and in all public councils, a decision. Friends and ene-

mies, equally knowing his fidelity and rectitude in all things, re})osed

in him a confidence without limits. Opposed to the wicked, without

hatred, propitious to the good, without adulation, affable, courteous

and humane towards each, he was beloved, with reverence, by all,

and respected by envy itself. Though in his person somewhat spare,

his figure was peculiarly agreeable. He mourned, ai this epoch, the

recent loss of a wife, by whom he was tenderly beloved, and whom
he cherished with reciprocal affection. In dying so gloriously for

his country, on this memorable day, he left several orphans, still in

childhood ; but a grateful country assumed the care of their educa-

tion. Tnus was lost to the state, and to his family, in so important

a crisis, and in the vigor of his days, a man equally quahfied to ex-

cel in council or in the field. As for ourselves, faithful to the pur-

pose of history, which dispenses praise to the good and blame to the

perverse, we have not been willing that this virtuous and valiant

American should be deprived, among posterity, of that honorable

remembrance so rightfully due to his eminent qualities.

The expedition of the English against the peninsula of Charles-
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town, inspired the Americans with a suspicion that they might per
haps also attack Roxbury, in order to open a communication with
the country. In consequence of this apprehension, they strength-
ened their fortifications with incessant application, adding new bas-
tions to their lines, and furnishing them copiously with artillery, of
which they had obtained a fresh supply. The garrison of Boston,
which abounded in munitions of war, kept up a continual fire of its

artillery, and particularly of its mortars, to impede the works of the
Americans. The latter had a certain number of dead and wound-
ed, and several houses were burnt in Roxbury. The works were
nevertheless continued with incredible constancy, and the fortifi-

cations wore carried to the degree of perfection desired, and ad-
equate to serve for a sufficient defense against the assaults of the
enemy.

The Bostonians having seen theircountrymen dnven not only from
Breed's Hill, but also from the entire peninsula, and dreading the
horrors of a siege, which every thing presaged must be long and
rigorous, experienced anew a strong desire to abandon the city and
seek refuge in the interior of the province. Accordingly, the se-

lectmen of the city waited on general Gage, entreating him to de-
liver llie requisite passports; and protesting that, according to

the accord previously made., all the citizens had deposited their arms
in the Town Hall. But the general, desirous of a pretext for his

refusal, issued a proclamation, two days subsequent to the affair of
Breed's Hill, declaring, that, by various certain ways, it had come to

liis knowledge, that great quantities of arms were concealed in the

interior of houses, and that the inhabitants meditated hostile designs.

This, at least, was what the loyalists reported, who, terrified at the

valor and animosity the patriots had manifested in this battle, were
apprehensive of some fiital accident, and were unwilling to release

their hostages. But the truth is, that the greater p^rt had delivered

up their arms, though some had concealed the best and the most pre-

cious. However, the English general, who kept his word with no-
body, would have others to observe the most scrupulous faith. He
refused, therefore, for a long time, all permission to depart. But,

finally, the scarcity increasing more and more, and all hope of be-

ing able to raise the siege becoming illusory, he found himself con-

strained to grant passes, in order to disburthen himself of useless

mouths. He strenuously still persisted in refusing to permit the in-

habitants who retired, to remove their furniture and effects. Thus,
when compelled by necessity to consent to that which he had no
power to prevent, he annexed to it a rigorous condition, the more
inexcusable, as it was altogether without utility, and even could

VOL. I. .16
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have none but prejudicial results. In this manner, men who re-

nounce all moderation of mind, and abandon themselves to the vio-

lence of their irritated passions, often take resolutioris, which, far

fsom approaching them to the end proposed, powerfully tend to ren-

der its attainment hopeless.

The dearth of provisions to which the garrison of Boston found

themselves reduced, caused them to endeavor to procure supplies,

by falling suddenly upon the differentislands of the environs. Hence

frequent encounters ensued between the English and the Americans,

in which the latter acquired greater courage, and greater experience;

while the former oecame but the more surprised, and the more irri-

tated, at these demonstrations of prowess. The provincials, per-

fectly conversant with the places, and knowing how to avail them-

selves of occasions, generally had all the advantage, in these collis-

Sometimes they bore off the stock which remained ;
some-ions.

times they burnt the forage, or the houses which might serve as a

covert for the enemy. In vain did the English appear every where

with their numerous marine ; the provincials slid themselves sometimes

into one island, and sometimes into another, and cut off the royal-

ists, thus taken by surprise. In like manner upon the coast fre-

quent skirmishes took place ; the one party coming for booty, and

the other flying to repulse them. This predatory warfare could

have no effect to incline the balance more to one side than to the

other ; it served only to envenom the minds of men, and convert

them from partisans, as they were, into viperous and irreconcilable

enemies.

While these events were passing within Boston and its environs,

the new congress had convened at Philadelphia, in the month of May.

If the first had commenced a difficult work, this had it to continue;

and the difiiculties were even increased. At the epoch of the for-

mer, war was apprehended ; now it had commenced ; and it was

requisite to push it with vigor. Then, as it usually happens in all

new enterprises, minds were full of ardor, and tended, by a certain

natural proclivity, towards the object ; at present, though greatly

inflamed by the same sentiments, it was to be feared they mifjht cool,

in consequence of those vicissitudes so common in populf r move-

ments, always more easy to excite than to maintain. A great number

of loyalists, believing that things would not come to the last extremi-

ties, and that either the petitions sent to England would dispose the

government to condescend to the desires of the Americans, or that,

in time, the latter would become tranquil, had hitherto kept them-
—^1..^^ — -!»4- . l^*-4- 14- «2v>^n 4y-t \%rx fr\n,^r\A ilnnf nf nvooAnf coomrv oil K/>riA
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of reconciliation vanished, and war, no longer probable, but already
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waged against that king towards whom they wished to remain faith-

ful, they would break out, and join themselves to the royal forces,

against the authors of the revolution. It was even to be doubted,

lest many of the partisans of liberty, who had placed great hope in

the petitions, should falter at the aspect of impending losses and

inevitable dangers. All announced that the contest would prove

long and sanguinary. It was little to be expected, that a popula-

tion, until then pacific, and engaged in the arts of agriculture, and

of commerce, could all at once learn that of war, and devote them-

selves to it with constancy, and without reserve. It was much more

natural to imagine, that, upon the abating of this first fervor, the

softer image of their former hfe recurring to their minds, they would

abandon their colors, to go and implore the clemency of the conquer-

or. It was, therefore, an enterprise of no little difficulty for the

congress to form regulations and take measures, capable of main-

taining the zeal of the people, and to impart to its laws the influence

which at first had been exercised by public opinion. What obsta-

cles had they not to surmount, in order to reduce a multitude, col-

lected in haste and in tumult, to that state of rigorous discipline,

without which it was not permitted to hope for success ! Nor was

it an easy task to prevent, in the conduct of the war, the revival of

those jealousies which had heretofore existed between the different

colonies ; and which might serve as a motive, or a pretext, for some

of them to consent to an accommodation, and thus desert the com-

mon cause. The money requisite to defray the expenses of the

war, was almost totally wanting; and there was no prospect of

being able to remedy, for the future, the defect of this principal

sinew. It was, on the contrary, more rationally lo be expected, that

the penury of the finances would progressively increase, in conse-

quence of the interruption, or rather total cessation, of commerce,

produced by the acts of the British parliament. The want of arms

and munitions of war, was no less afflicting ; not that there was ab-

solutely no provision of military stores, but it was very far from be-

ing adequate to the exigency. And further, it may be considered

as a thing very doubtful, whether even the American chiefs sincerely

expected to be able, of themselves, to resist the forces of England,

and to attain the object of so arduous an enterprise. Nay, it is al-

lowable to believe they placed great dependence upon foreign suc-

cors ; and these were only to be looked for on the part of the princeu

of Europe ; who, if they beheld with satisfaction the effects of the

American disturbances, must at least have detested their causes, and

the orinciples for which the colonies combated* It was no less evi-

dent, tnai these sovereigns would not declare themselves in favor of
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the Americans, and would not lend them assistance, until the latter

should have signalized their arms by some brilliant achievement, of

decisive importance for the eventual success of the war. The Amer-

icans themselves were perfectly aware, that it would be vain to at-

tempt, at first, to draw the European states into their quarrel ; that

the first brunt of the war must be borne by themselves alone ; and

that, if they proved unfortunate, all hope of foreign aid must be aban-

doned. The prosperity of the enterprise was therefore precisely so

much the less probable, as it was the more necessary ; since the means

did not exist for providing, in so short a time, the necessary prep-

arations of war. So many obstacles demonstrated the little foun-

dation there was for expecting the support of foreign nations. This

consideration was calculated to damp the ardor of the American

chiefs, and to introduce a certain vacillation into all their measures.

Finally^ there was an object of primary interest, which demanded

the attention of congress ; that of ascertaining what line of conduct

the Indian nations were likely to observe in the present contest.

Their neutrality, or their adhesion to this party or to that, was of

essential importance to the issue of the whole enterprise. The
Americans had reason to fear the influence of the English over these

nations ; as they are only to be swayed by gifts, and the hope of

plunder ; and the EngUsh, in the control of these means, had greatly

the advantage of their adversaries. The Indians, with much greater

assurance, could promise themselves pillage in combating for Eng-

land ; since her arms, at this epoch, appeared secure of victory, and

since the American territory was to be the theatre of the war. Can-

ada, also, presented to the English a way of communication with the

Indian tribes, who mostly inhabit the banks of the lakes situated

behind the colonies, and in front of this English province. It was,

besides, of the last importance to those who conducted the affairs of

America, to avoid exposing themselves to the least reproach on tiie

part of the people of Great Britain, and even of such of their fel-

low-citizens as, being either adverse, wavering, or torpid, could not

have witnessed the breaking out of hostilities, without a severe

shock. Now, though it was little difficult to undertake the justifica-

tion of the affairs of Lexington and of Breed's Hill, in which the

colonists had combated in their own defense against an enemy who
assailed them, could the same motives have been alledged in favor of

the expeditions upon the frontiers of Canada, directed against the

fortresses of Ticonderoga, and of Crown Point, in which the Amer-
icans had been the aggressors ? Not that these hostilities would

stand in need of excuse, with men conversant in affairs of state
;

for, the war once kinc^led, it was natural that the Americans should
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endeavor to do the enemy all the harm in their power, and to pre-

serve himself from his assaults. But the mass of people could not

see things in the same light ; and still it was essentially the interest

of the patriot leaders, to demonstrate, even to evidence, the justice

of the cause they defended. All their force consisted in opinion
;

and arms themselves depended on this; so dissimilar was their

situation to that of governments confirmod by the lapse of ages, in

which, by virtue of established laws, whether the war be just or not,

the regular troops hurry to battle, the people pay the cost ; arms,

ammunition, provisions, all, in a word, are forthcoming, at the first

signal ! But the greatest obstacle which the congres-s had to sur-

mount, was the jealousy of the provincial assemblies. As all the

provinces had joined the league, and taken part in the war, it was
requisite that each should concur in the gener,?! counsels, which di-

rected the administration ; and that all the movements of the body
politic should tend towards the same object. Such had been the

origin of the American congress. But this body could not take the

government of all parts of the confederacy, without assuming a por-

tion of the authority which belonged to the provincial assemblies

;

as, ior example, that of levying troops, of disciplining the army, of

appointing the generals who were to command it in the name of

America, and finally, that of imposing taxes, and of creating a pa-

per currency. It was to be feared, if too much authority was pre-

served to the provincial assemblies, they might administer the affairs

of the Union with private views, which would have become a source

of the most serious inconveniences. On the other hand, it was sus-

pected that these assemblies were extremely unwilling to invest the

congress wiith the necessary authority, by divesting themselves of

a part of their own ; and, therefore, that either they would oppose

its deliberations, or not exercise in their execution that exactness

and promptitude so desirable to secure the success of military op-

erations.

From this outline of the circumstances under which the congress

assembled, it is seen how difficult was their situation. Others, per-

I'aps, endow' J with less force of character, though with equal pru-

dence, would have been daunted by its aspect. But these minds, in-

spired by the novelty and ardor of their opinions, either did not per-

ceive, or despised, their own dangers and the chances of the public

fortune. It is certain, that few enterprises were ever commenced
with greater intrepidity ; for few have presented greater uncertainty

and peril. But the die was cast ; and the necessity itself in which

hey were, or believed themselves placed, did not permit them to

recede. To prevent accidents, not willing to wait for the times to
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Decomc their law, they resolved to have recourse, the first moment,

to the most prompt and the most eflicacious means.

The first thoughts of congress were necessarily turned towards

the army that blockaded Boston, to see that there should be want-

ing neither arms, nor ammunition, rior re-inforccments, nor able and

valiant generals. As for those who were then employed, it was to

be remarked, that having received their authority from the colonial

assemblies, they could not pretend to command the army in tho

name of the whole Union. If they had all consented to serve un-

der general Putnam, it was on account of his seniority ; and tho

power he enjoyed was rather a sort of temporary dictature, conferr

red by the free will of the army, than an office delegated by the gen-

eral government. The new state of things required a new military

system, and the confederate troops ought, necessarily, to have a

chief appointed by the government, which represented the entire

confederation. The election of a generalissimo was an act of su-

preme importance ; on this alone might depend the good or ill suc-

cess of the whole series cf operations. Among the military men

that were then found in America, and had shown themselves not

only well disposed, but even ardent for the cause of liberty, those

who enjoyed the greatest esteem were Gates and Lee ; the first for

his experience ; the secoRd, because, to much experience, he joined

n. very active genius. But the one, and the other, were born in

England ; and whatever were their opinions, and the warmth with

which they had espoused the cause of America ; whatever even was

the confidence the congress had placed in them, they would have

deemed it a temerity to commit themselves to the good faith of two

Englishmen, in a circumstance upon which depended the safety of

all. In case of misfortune, it would have been impossible to per-

suade the multitude they had not been guilty of treason, or, at least,

of negligence, in the accomplishment of their duties ;
suspicions

which would have acted in the most fatal manner upon an army

whose entire basis reposed on opinion. Besides, Lee was a man of

impetuous character, and, perhaps, rather hated tyranny than loved

liberty. These searching and distrustful spirits were apprehen-

sive that such a man, after having released them from the tyr-

anny of England, might attempt, himself, to usurp their liberty.

And further, the supreme direction of the war, once committed to tho

hands of an individual, English born, the latter would be restricted

to the alternative of abandoning the colonies, by a horrible treason,

to the absolute power of England, or of conducting them to a state

of perfect independence. And the American chiefs, though they

detested the first of these conditions, were not willing to deprive
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themselves of the shelter aflforded by a discretion, with regard to

the second. It was the same consideration which determined the

congress against appointing one of the generals of the provinces of

New England, such as Putnam or Ward, who then commanded tho

army of'the siege, and who had recently demonstrated such signal

valor and ability, in all the actions which had taken place in the

vicinity of Boston. Both had declared themselves too openly in

favor of independence ; the congress desired, indeed, to procure it,

but withal, in a propitious time. Nor should it escape mention, that

the colonists of Massachusetts were reproached with a too partial

patriotism ; showing themselves rather the men of their province

than Americans. The provinces of the middle and of the south be-

trayed suspicions ; they would have seen with evil eye, the cause of

America confided to the hands of an individual who might allow

himself to be influenced by certain local prepossessions, at a time in

which all desires and all interests ought to be common. Tiiere oc-

curred also another reflection, no less just ; that the office of gene-

ralissimo ought only to be conferred upon a personage, who, in the

value of his estate, should offer a suflicient guaranty of his fidelity,

as well in conforming himself to the instructions of congress, as in

abstaining from all violation of private property.

It was too well known that military chiefs, when they are not

softened and restrained by the principles of a liberal education, make

no scruples to glut their greedy passions, and lay their hands very

freely, not only upon the effects of the enemy, but even upon those

of their allies and of their own fellow citizens ; a disorder which has

always been the scourge, and often the ruin of armies.

Accordingly, after having maturely weighed these various consid-

erations, the congress proceeded, on the 15th of June, to the election

of a generalissimo, by the way of ballot ; the votes, upon scrutiny,

were found all in favor of George Washington, one of the repre-

sentatives of Virginia. The delegates of Massachusetts would have

wished to vote for one of theirs ; but seeing their votes would be

lost, they adhered to the others, and rendered the choice unanimous.

Washington was present ; he rose, and said, that he returned his

most cordial thanks to the congress, for the honor they had conferred

upon him ; but that he much doubted his abilities were not equal to

so extensive and important a trust ; that, however, he would not

shrink from the task imposed for the service of the country, since,

contrary to his expectation, and without regard for the inferiority of

his merit, it had placed in him so great confidence ; he prayed only,

that in case any unlucky event should happen, unfavorable to hia

reputation, it might be remembered, that he had declared on that
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day, with tho utmost sincerity, he did not think himself equal to the
command he was honored with. He assured the congress, that ua
no pecuniary consideration had induced him to abandon his domestic
ease and happiness, to enter this arduous career, he did not wish any
profit from it ; that pay he would no* accept of any sort.

Colonel Washington, for such was his rank before his election, had
acquired the reputation of a brave and prudent commander, in the
late wars against the Indians, and against the French ; but at the
peace of 1763, he had retired to private life, and no longer exercised
the military profession. It is not, therefore, extraordinary, that many
should have thought him unable to sustain the burthen of so fierce a
war. But, however, the greater part of the nation having full confi-
dence in his talents and his courage, the Americans had no hesitation
in raising him to this high dignity. He was not only born in Amer-
ica, hut he there had also received his education, and there had made
a continual residence. He was mod'^st, reserved, and naturally an
enemy to all ambition

; a quality most of all esteemed by this dis-
trustful and jealous people. He enjoyed a considerable fortune, and
the general esteem due to his worth and virtue. He was especially
considered for his prudence, and a character of singular energy and
firmness. It was generally thought, that he did not aim at indepen-
dence, but merely desired an honorable arrangement with England.
This opinion of his well corresponded with the intentions of the
principal representatives, who had no objection to advancing towards
independence, but were not yet prepared to discover themselves.
They expected to be able so to manage aflfairs that one day this

great measure would become a necessity, and that Washington him-
self, when he should have got warm in the career, would oasily allow
himself to be induced, by the honor of rank, the force of things, or
the voice of glory, to proceed with a firm step, even though, instea;

of the revocation of the oppressive laws, the object of his etlbrts

should become total independence. Thus in the person of this

general, who was then in iiis forty-fourth year, and already far from
the illusions of youth, were found united all the qualifications wished
for by those who had the direction of affairs. Wherefore, it is not
surprising that his election gave displeasure to none, and was even
extremely agreeable to the greater number.

Having given a chief to the Union, the congress, to demonstrate
how much they promised themselves from his fidelity and virtues
resolved unanimously, that they would adhere to, maintain, and assist

him, with their lives and fortunes, to preserve and uphold American
liberty. Then, wishing to place at the head of the army, other
experienced oflieers, who might second Washington, they appointed
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Artemas Ward, first major-general ; Charles Lee, second major-

general ; and Hiilip Scliuylor, lliird inajor-genoral ; Horatio Gates

was named adjutant-general. A few days after, they created the

eight brigadier-generals following: Seth Porneroy. Wijlinm Heath,

and John Thomas, of Massachusetts ; Richard Montgomery, of New
York ; David Wooster and John Spencer, of Connecticut ; John
Sullivan, of New Hampshire ; and Nathaniel Greene, of Rhode
Island. If any thing demonstrated the excellent discernment of

congress, it was, doubtless, the choice of the first generals ; all con-

ducted themselves, in the course of the war, as intrepid soldiers, and
faithful guardians of American liberty.

Immediately on being invested with the supreme command, Wash-
ington repain (i to the camp, at Boston ; he was accompanied by
general Lee. He was received, wherever he passed, with the great-

est honors ; the most distinguished inhabitants formed themselves in

company to serve him as an escort. The congresses of New York,

and of Massachusetts, went to compliment him, and testify the joy

his election had given them. He answered them with suavity and
modesty ; they might be assured that all his thoughts, all his efforts,

as well as those of his companions, would be directed towards the

re-establishment of an honorable intelligence between the colonies

and the parent state ; that as to the exercise of the fatal hostilities,

m assuming the character of warriors, they had not laid aside that of

citizens
; and nothing could afford them a gratification so sincere, as

hr the moment to arrive, when, the rights of America secured, they

sliould be at liberty to return to a private condition, in the midst of

a free, peaceful, and happy country.

The general, having made the review of the army, found, exclu-

sively of an almost useless multitude, only fourteen thousand five

hundred men in a condition for service ; and these had to defend a

Ime of more than twelve miles. The new generals arrived at the

camp most opportunely ; for the discipline of the army, having fallen,

as it were, into desuetude, it was urgently necessary to introduce a

reform. The officers had no emulation ; the soldiers scarcely ob-

served the regulations, and neglected all care of cleanliness. And,
being mostly drawn from New England, they manifested a refractory

spirit, impatient of all subordinancy.

The generals of congress, but not without the most painful efforts,

succeeded in repairing these disorders. General Gates, who was
profoundly versed in all the details of military organization, contrib-

uted more than any other to this salutary work. The soldiers

l>ecame gradually accustomed to obedience; the regulations were

observed ; each began to know his duty ; and, at length, instead of

VOL. I. 19
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a mass of irregular militia, the camp prrsontod tho spectacle of a

properly disciplined army. It was divided into three corps ; the

right, under the command of Ward, occupied Roxhury ; the left,

conducted by Lee, defended Prosijoct Hill ; nnd the center, which

comprehended a select corps, destined for reserve, was stationed at

Cambridge, wJiere Washington himself had established his head-

quarters. The circumvallation was fortified by so great a number of

redoubts, and supplied with so formidable an artillery, that it had

become impossible for the besieged to assault Cambridge, and spread

themselves in the open country. It was believed, also, that they had

lost a great many men, as well upon the field of battle, as in conse-

quence of wounds and disease.

But the American army was near wanting a most essential article

;

the inventory of powder deposited at Hoxbury, Cambridge, and other

places of the vicinity, represented a public stock of only ninety bar-

rels. It was known also, that there existed but thirty-six in the

magazines of Massachusetts. Though to this quantity had been

added all that New Hampshire, Rhode Island, tmd Connecticut could

furnish, the whole would have fallen short of ten thousand pounds

;

which allowed but nine charges a man. In this scarcity and danger,

the army remained more than fifteen days ; and, if the English had

attacked during the time, they might easily have forced the lines,

and raised the siege. At length, by the exertions of the committee

of New Jersey, a few tons of powder arrived at the camp, which

supplied, for the moment, tlie necessities of the army, and averted

the evils that were feared.

There remained, also, an important part to be organized in the

American army ; it had, as yet, no special corps of riflemen, which,

however, were extremely essential for sudden and desultory opera-

tions ; for maintaining discipline in the camp ; and for protecting the

arrival of recruits, of ammunition, and of provisions. It was neces-

sary, withal, to consider, that if the war, as it was probable, after the

arrival of re-inforcements from England, should be established in the

open country, light troops became absolutely indispensable, in such

a country as America, broken incessantly by ravines and waters, and
obstructed by forests, hedges, mountains, and almost impracticable

defdes. Accordingly, the congress resolved that there should be

raised in Pennsylvania and Virginia, a sufficient number of riflemen
;

who, the moment the companies should be formed, were to com-
mence their march tcrtvards the camp of Boston, where they were
destined for the service of light infantry. At the news of the battle

of Breed's Hill, the congress decreed that two companies more
should be levied in Pennsylvania, and that they should all be united

i
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in a single battalion, to bo commanded by such oflicers ns tho pro-

vincial asttcmbly or congress might appoint. These companies of

riflemen arrived at the camp about the conunencement <'f August;
they formed a corps of not far from fourteen hundred men, hght

clothed, and armed, for the most part, with rifles of great projectile

power.

While the American army that besieged Boston was thus daily

re-inforced, and furnished with all articles of immediate necessity,

the congress employed themselves with extreme activity in taking

such measures as they thought best calculated to keep on foot tho

troops already assembled ; and even to augment and ecjuip them more
completely in case of need. Accordingly, it was recommended by

a resolution of congress, that all the colonies should put themselves

in a state of defense, and jirovide themselves with the greatest pos-

sible number of men, of arms, and of munitions ; and, especially,

that they should make diligent search for saltpeter and sulphur, and

collect all they could find of these articles, without delay. An exact

scrutiny was therefore commenced, in the cellars and in the stables,

in i)ursuit of materials so essential to modern war. In every part,

manufactures of gunpowder, and founderies of cannon, were seen

rising ; every place resounded with the preparations of war. The
provincial assemblies and conventions seconded admirably the oper-

ations of the congress ; and the people obeyed, with incredible

promptitude, the orders of these various authorities.

The congress having perceived that zeal for the liberty of Amer-

ica at length prevailed over local partialities, and over the jealousy

of power, in the provincial assemblies, took greater courage, and re-

solved to introduce a general system, which might serve to regulate

all the levies that were about making in each province. They were

not ignorant of the extreme utility of uniformity, in whatever relates

to war, as the means of directing all minds towards the same object,

and of preventing dissensions. They passed, therefore, a resolution,

by which it was recommended—and their recommendations at this

epoch were received and executed as laws—that all men fit to bear

arms, in each colony, irom sixteen years to fifty, should form them-

selves into regular companies ; that they thould furnish themselves

with arms, and should exercise in wielding them ; that the compa-

nies should organize themselves into battalions, upon the footing of

habitual defense ; and, finally, that a fourth part of the militia, in

every colony, should be selected to serve as minute men, always

ready to march wherever their presence might be necessary. Those

who, from their religious opinions, could not bear arms, were invited

to come to the succor of their country, at least with all the otncr
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means in their power. The military pay v/as regulated after the rate
of twenty dollars a month to captains, thirteen to lieutenants and
ensigns, eight to sergeants and corporals, six to mere soldiers. The
congress also recommended, that each province should appoint a
committee of safety, to superintend and direct all those tli'iigs that
might concern the public security during the recess of the assem-
blies or conventions ; also, that they should make such provision

as they might judge expedient, by armed vessels or otherwise, foy

the protection of their coasts and navigation against all insults from
the enemy's ships.

The intentions of congress were fulfilled, in all parts of the Union,
with the utmost cheerfulness ; but no where with more ardor than
in Pennsylvania, and particularly in the city of Philadelphia. The
militia of this city were divided into three battalions of fifteen hun-
dred men each, with an artillery company of one hundred and fifty,

and six pieces of cannon. It comprehended, besides, a troop of
light horse, and a hw companies of light infantry, riflemen, and
pioneers. This corps assembled often ; and, exhibiting the sem-
blance of battle, maneuvered in the presence of congress, and of the
inhabitants, who thronged to the spectacle from all parts. The
dexterity and precision of the movements excited a general surprise
and joy. There were, at least, eight thousand men, of these excel-
lent troops, and in their ranks were seen a great number of persons
distinguished for their education and condition. The same thing
was done in the country towns of Pennsylvania. It appeared that
the number of all the men who had taken arms therein, and exercised
themselves in handling them, amounted to upwards of sixty thousand.
So active, this year, was the zeal of the colonists for their cause,
that even a great number of Quakers, however their religious opin-
ions forbid them to take arms, and to shed human blood, and not-
withstanding their discipline is all of patience and of submission,
allowing themselves to be transported by the general ardor, also
joined the companies of the Philadelphians. They said, that
ah hough their religion prohibited them from bearing arms in favor
of a cause the object of which should be either ambition, cupidity, or
revenge, they might, nevertheless, undertake the defense of national
rights and liberty. Thus there exist no opinions, however rigorous,
but what find evasions—no minds, however pacific, but kindle in
great political convulsions.

A spectacle, no less extraordinary, attracted the eyes of all the
inhabitants of Philadelphia ; whether it was reality, or merely an
artifice, with a view of excitins others. The German pmiarnnta

who mhabited the city, were almost all very aged, and had seen
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service in Europe At the name of liberty, they also were fired

;

and, what was little to have been expected from their years and
decrepitude, formed themselves into a body, which was called the

Old Men's Company ; resuming the profession of arms, which they

had already rehnquished so long, they resolved to bear a part in the

common defense. The oldest of all was elected captain, and his

age wanted not much of a century of years. Instead of a cockade
in their hats, they wore a black crape, to denote their concern at

those unfortunate causes that compelled them, in the decline of life,

to take up arms, in order to defend the liberty of a country which
had afforded them a retreat from the oppression which had forced

them to abandon their own.

Even the women became desirous to signalize their zeal in de-

fense of country. In the county of Bristol,* they resolved to raise

a regiment, at their own cost ; to equip it entirely, and even to arm
such as were unable to afford that expense of themselves. With
their own hands they embroidered the colors with mottos appropriate

to the circumstances. The gentlewoman who presented them to

the regiment, made an eloquent discourse upon public affairs. She
earnestly exhorted the soldiers to be faithful, and never to desert

the banners of the American ladies.

All these things, though of little importance in themselves, served,

however, admirably to inflame the minds, and render them invincibly

resolute. The public papers contributed incessantly to the same
end, by a multitude of harangues, of examples, ;md of news. The
battles of Lexington and of Breed's Hill were the subjects upon
which the American writers chiefly delighted to exercise their

talents. Every circumstance, all the minutest details of these en-

gagements, were accurately described ; and those who had lost life in

them, were commemorated with exalted praises. But doctor War-
ren, especially, was the object of the most touching regrets, of the

most unaftected homage. They called him the Hampden of their

age ; they proposed him as a model of imitation, to all who, like

him, were ready to devote themselves for the public. The eulogium

published in the papers of Philadelphia, was particularly pathetic,

and calculated to act powerfully upon the minds of the multitude.

' What spectacle more noble,' said the encomium, ' than this, of a

hero who has given his life for the safety of country ! Approach,

cruel ministers, and contemplate the fruits of your sanguinary edicts.

What reparation can you offer to his children for the loss of such a

father, to the king for that of so good a subject, to the country for

that of so devoted a citizen ? Send hither your satellites ; come,

* Pennsvleania

19'
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feast your vindictive rage ; the most implacable enemy to tyrants is

no more. We conjure you, respect these his honored remains

Have compassion on the fate of a mother overwhelmed with despair

and with age. Of him, nothing is left that you can still fear. His
eloquence is mute ; his arms are fallen from his hand ; then lay

down yours ; what more have you to perpetrate, barbarians that

you are ? But, while the name of American liberty shall live, that

of Warren will fire our breasts, and animate our arms, against the

pest of standing armies.

' Approach, senators of America ! Come, and deliberate here,

upon the interests of the united colonies. Listen to the voice of this

illustrious citizen ; he entreats, he exhorts, he implores you not to

disturb his present felicity with the doubt that he perhaps has sacri-

ficed his life for a people of slaves.

' Come hither, ye soldiers, ye champions of American liberty, and

contemplate a spectacle which should inflame your generous hearts

with even a new motive to glory. Remember, his shade still hovers

unexpiated among us. Ten thousand ministerial soldiers would not

suffice to compensate his death. Let incient ties be no restraint

,

foes of liberty are no longer the brethren of freemen. Give edge to

your arms, and lay them not down till tyranny be expelled from

the British empire ; or America, at least, become the real seat of

liberty and happiness.

' Approach ye also, American fathers and American mothers

;

come hither, and contemplate the first fruits of tyranny ; behold your

friend, the defender of your liberty, the honor, the hope of your

country ; see this illustrious hero, pierced with wounds, and bathed

in his own blood. But let not your grief, let not your tears be steril.

Go, hasten to your homes, and there teach your children to detest

the deeds of tyranny ; lay before them the horrid scene you have

beheld ; let their hair stand on end ; let their eyes sparkle witV»

fire ; let resentment kindle every feature ; let their lips vent threats

and indignation ; then—then—put arms into their hands, send them

to battle, and let your last injunction be, to return victorious, or to

die, like Warren, in the arms of liberty and of glory

!

' And ye generations of the future, you will often look back to this

memorable epoch. You will transfer the names of traitors and of

rebels from the faithful people of America, to those who have merited

them. Your eyes will penetrate all the iniquity of this scheme
of despotism, recently plotted by the British government. You will

sfe good kings misled by perfidious ministers, and virtuous ministers

b perfidious kings. You will perceive that if at first the sovereigns

ol Great Britain shed tears in commanding their subjects to accept
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atrocious laws, they soon gave themselves up to joy in the midst of

murder, expecting to see a whole continent drenched in tl:e blood

of freemen. O, save the human race from the last outrages, and

render a noble justice to the American colonies. Recall to life the

ancient Roman and British eloquence ; and be not niggardly of

merited praises towards those who have bequeathed you liberty. It

costs us floods of gold and of blood ; it costs us, alas ! the hfe of

Warren.'

The congress, wishing to uphold this disposition of minds, and to

render it, if possible, still more ardent and pertinacious, had recourse

to the power of religious opinions over the human affections. At
their instigation, the synods of Philadelphia and of New York pub-

lished a pastoral letter, which was read, to crowded congregations,

in all the churches. They aflirmed, that unwilling to be the instru-

ments of discord and of war between men and brethren, they had

hitherto observed a scrupulous silence ; but things were now come
to such a height, that they were resolved to manifest their senti-

ments ; that they exhorted the people, therefore, to go forth as

champions in their country's cause ; and to be persuaded, that in so

doing, they would march in the ways of the Master of the kings of

the earth, and find, in battle, either victory or inevitable death. The
letter concluded with certain moral considerations and precepts,

well adapted to stimulate the zeal of these religious minds, and to

satisfy them that the cause of America was the cause of God. It

was recommended to the soldiers to approve themselves humane and

merciful ; and to all classes of citizens, to humble themselves, to

fast, to pray, and to implore the divine assistance, in this day of

trouble and of peril. The congress recommended that the 20th of

July should be kept as a day of fasting, in all the colonies ; which

was religiously observed, but more solemnly at Philadelphia than

elsewhere. The congress attended the divine services in a body
;

and discourses adapted to the occasion were pronounced in the

church.

On the same day, as the congress were about to enter the temple,

the most agreeable dispatches were received from Georgia. They
announced that this province had joined the confederation, and ap-

pointed five delegates for its representation in congress. This news
was accepted by all as a happy augury ; and the joy which its im-

portance excited, was heightened in consideration of the moment at

which the govf rnment and people were apprised of it. The loyal-

ists had long 1 1 evailed in this colony ; and thus it had hitherto con-

tinued in a . late of immobility, and apparent neutrality. But the

extremity to which affairs were come, the battles of Lexington and
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of Breed's Hill, the cruelties, real or supposed, committed by the
royal troops, the probabilities ot the success of tne war m lavor of
the Americans, the union and concord of the other colonies, and the
efficacious movements of the friends of liberty, among whom Dr.
Zubly distinguished himself especially, were at length the cause that

a provincial convention adhered to all the resolutions of the general
congress, and took severaj very energetic measures against England

;

either as a compensation for their former coldness, or that the patri-

ots, heretofore repressed, were thus animated with greater fury.

They declared, that the exception made of Georgia, in the acts of
parliam«3r.l against America, ought rather to be considered as an
injury than a favor, since this exemption was only an artifice to sep-
arate them from their brethren. They resolved, also, that they
would admit no merchandise which should have been shipped in

England, after the 1st of July; and that, dating from the 10th of
September, none should be exported from Georgia for England ; and,
besides, that all commerce should cease with the English islands of
the West Indies, and with those parts of the American continent
which had not accepted the resolutions of congress. These decis-

ions were of great importance ; Georgia being, though not one of
the most considerable provinces, extremely fertile in grain, and prin-

cipally in rice. It was determined also to abstain from all superP-iity,

and to banish luxury ; to give encouragement to the farmers who
should rear the most numerous flocks. Nor was it forgotten to

address a petition to the king, very eloquent, and full of the accus-
tomed protestations of loyalty ; which were lavished, perhaps, the

more prodigally, as they were intended no pledges of the reality.

The general congress cast an anxious eye upon the province of
New York, as well because the loyalists abounded there, as because
it is naturally much exposed to the attacks of an enemy strong in

naval forces. To obviate these dangers, it was ordained, that five

thousand infantry should be stationed in the environs of New York

;

and, in order to secure the soldiers the succors they might need, in
case of wounds and sickness, that a hospital should be established,

with accommodations for the invalids of an army of twenty thou-
sand men. It was placed under the direction of Dr. Benjamin
Church, principal physician of the army.

Considering, also, of how great importance was the prompt
transmission of letters, and desirous that the service of the post

should be confided to zealous and faithful men, the congress ap-
pointed Dr. Benjamin Franklin director-general of this establish-

ment. He had filled the same office in England, for the letters of

America ; and had lost it, for having shown too much attachment to
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the privileges ol the colonies. Regular mails were established upon
the route from Falmouth, in New England, to the city of Savannah,
in Georgia.

But, as the congress could not forget that the principal sinew of

war is money, they soon turned their attention to this object, no less

important than men and arms themselves, especially in a defensive

war, as from the very nature of things, this, which had broken out

in America, was to be. In offensive wars, where the enemy is as-

sailed in his own country, by ravaging his territory, men and arms
can obtain money with victory ; whereas, in a war of defense, it is

money that must procure men and arms. In the present circum-

stances, however, it could not be obtained, but with the greatest dif-

ficulties ; since the only resources were loans or taxes. Both pre-

sented not only many obstacles, but almost an absolute impossibility.

For several years, the misunderstanding which had arisen with Eng-
land had greatly diminished the quantity of specie that circulated

in the colonies. The provinces of New England had always been
rather sparingly supplied with it ; and the prohibitory acts of par-

liament, of the last ten years, had excessively attenuated this slender

mass. In the southern provinces, though, from the fertility of their

lands, tlie most opulent, this scarcity of coin was still increased,

not only by the above mentioned causes, but also by a numerous im-

portation of negroes, which had taken place within the last few years.

To draw money from these piovinces, by way of loans or taxes,

wonld have been an imprudent and dangerous operation, or rather

a thing impracticable, at least in the quantity exacted by the wants

of the state. It should be added, as to loans, that whether the rich

should furnish the money or not, they could always, however, lend

their credit ; and the employment of the second means offered more
advantages than the first ; for, if the wealthy could aid the state

with their funds and their credit at the same time, men of moderate

or narrow fortune had not the same faculty ; thus partial loans of

money could not have been effected ; while, on the contrary, a par-

tial loan of credit might be used, which, though made collectively,

in the name of all, would in fact be supported partially, in general

opinion, by the powerful means of the rich. In respect to taxes,

this way offered only inconveniences ; the people of the colonies

being little accustomed to assessments, this sudden stroke at their

property, in the outset, would infallibly have produced the most per-

nicious effects. The people inflamed for a common cause more
willingly make the sacrifice of their existence than of their proper-

ty: because to the first of these sncrifirns is anne^d f "lorv which

is foreign to the other, and that honor is more frequently found
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among the brave than among the rich. Hence the congress found

themselves placed, with respect to this business, in a situation of

singular difficulty. This will easily be conceived, when it is con-

sidered that they could indeed recommend, but not command ; and

that the obedience of the people was more voluntary than constrain-

ed. It was much to be feared they would refuse it, if it were at-

tempted to subject them to contributions.

It was also greatly to be apprehended, that the provincial assem-

blies, extremely jealous of the right of establishing public burthens,

would consent with rep'v? • r -.e, if nC. absolutely refuse, that the

congress should ai same th

.

of taxation. How, besides, could

the latter hope to >. ssess tht .; in a jus* proportion, with respect to

each colony, when their means, founded, in great part, upon com-

merce, and consequently subject to all the variations resulting from

the disturbances, could not be appreciated upon any certain prin-

ciple ? It would have been necessary to undertake this operation,

without basis, and without rule ; and even the semblance of partial-

ity, however imaginary, would have sufficed to excite general clamors,

and the most prejudicial dissensions.

Such were the shoals the congress had to encounter, in their ef-

forts to obtain the money necessary to the wants of the state and of

war. They resolved, therefore, to avoid them, in resorting to loans

of credit, by an emission of bills which should have for guaranty

the faith of the united colonies. It was hoped that the abundance

of provisions, the ardor and unanimity of the people, and particu-

larly of the rich, for the most part favorable to the new order of

things, would support the public credit, and prevent a depreciation

of the bills. It seeme, however, that what had happened in the

northern provinces, where the paper money had fallen very serious-

ly, should have served as an examf 'e and a warning. Besides, pru-

dent men plainly foresaw that the lacility of the thing, and the al-

ways increasing multiphcity of wants, would lead to the emission of

so great a quantity of this paper, that even its superabundance must

deprive it of much of its value. Indeed, could this have been

doubted, considering the congress would not have an exclusive

authority to emit bills of credit, and that the provincial assemblies

might as freely exercise the same right ? The cause of the evil was

too evident for the most prejudicial consequences not to have been

anticipated. It was also to be considered, that the chances of war,

always uncertain, might prove favorable to the English, and open

them a passage into the interior of the provinces ; the inevitable re

uult of which would be, the total ruin of credit, and the annihilation

of the bills. It is known by experience, that in similar cases, the
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distrust of the people admits of no remedy. Such were the mo-
tives of hesitation and of foar, which perplexed the minds of the

thoughtful, relative to the emission of bills of credit. But there was

no room for option ; and the congress found themselves reduced to

an extremity so imperious, that any resource became desirable. Ac-

cordingly, they had no scruple in adopting the present, which, if not

good, was at least necessary. They decreed, in the month of June,

that the sum of two millions of Spanish dollars should be issued, in

bills of credit ; and that the faith of the united colonies should be

the guaranty of their redemption. Some time after, they made
another emission of bills, to the value of one million of dollars, in

bills of thirty dollars each. They were received, in this first ardor,

with universal promptitude.

Having provided TOen, arms, tnd money, the congress took into

consideration the means of gaining the Indian nations, respecting

whose dispositions they were not without a certain anxiety. It was

known that general Gage had dispatched from Boston one of his

emissaries, named John Stuart, to the nation of the Cherokees, who
inhabit the countries bordering upon South Carolina; and that gene-

ral Carleton, governor of Canada, had sent colonel Johnson to the

Indians of St. Francis, and others belonging to the Six Tribes, that

were nearer to this province. Their object was, to induce these

nations with promises, with money, and with presents, to take arms

against the colonies ; an expedient which could barely have been

tolerated, if every other hope had been lost, and England had been

reduced to the necessity either of employing the Indians, or of re-

ceiving conditions from the Americans. But how is it possible not

to condemn it, not to view it with abhorrence, when other soldiers,

and other arms, offered themselves from all parts in abundance, to

prosecute the war successfully against the colonies ? Posterity can-

not fail to execrate the counsels of those who, without the least ne-

cessity, were capable of preferring the barbarous Indians to the dis-

ciplined troops of England. This act of detestable ferocity, more-

over, turned at length to the confusion of its own authors ; but the

mind of man is blind, his character often crnel, and civil fury im-

placable. The congress, consequently, thought of opposing, by the

most efficacious means, these English attempts. In order to pro-

ceed with more method, they made an ideal division of the Indian

tribes into as many districts as there were tribes, and stationed with

each an agent, who, knowing the language, customs, and country of

these savages, should observe their motions, satisfy their reasonable

desires, and provide for their wants ; in a word, these emissaries

were t J neglect no means of conciliating the benevolenco of tf« In-
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dians, in order that they might give no aid to the royal arms, and

observe a strict neutraUty. It has been attempted to insinuate, on

the contrary, that the congress had instructed its agents to use aH

then endeavors to engage the Indians on the AnieTicnn side. But

this accusation appears to want probabihty ; for it was evident that

the vvar was to be carried on upon the American territory, and it

was well known that the Indians plunder and massacre friends as

well as enemies. Besides, it is not to be supposed that tlie Ameri-

cans could have had the design to sully with a stain of barbarity, in

the very outset, a cause which they wished might be reputed by

the universe both just and holy.

We will not, however, omit to relate, that in Philadelphia it was

beUeved, and was announced as a happy event that the Mohawk

Indians, having sent the belt to those of Stocftridge, vvhich, with

these nrtions, was the token of alliance, were ready to march with

the colonists against the English. It was in like manner published

in Massachusetts, that the Senecas, another Indian nation, were

prepared to take arms in favor of America. In addition to this, an

Indian chief, named Swashan, accompanied by four other chiefs of

the tribe of St. Francis, was conducted, in the month of August, to

the camp at Cambridge, by a certain Reuben Colburn. They came

to offer themselves as ready to undertake the defense of American

liberty; they were well received, and pay was assigned them.

Swashan boasted that he would, if required, produce a good band

of his people. He added, that the Indians of Canada, and the

French themselves, were disposed in favor of the Americans, and

were ready to join them. These reports were circulated, and gene-

rally believed. But, whatever were the wishes of the people, the

congress desired merely to maintain the savages in neutrality. This

moderation did not prevent the English from availing themselves

of those first demonstrations ; affirming, that they had employed

the Indians in their army, because the Americans had first endeav-

ored to gain them for auxiUaries.

The congress having arranged the business of the Indians, which

had caused them great perplexity, and imboldened by the affairs of

Lexington and Breed's Hill, they resolved to manifest the dignity of

their cause, and justify their appeal to arms, in the sight of all the

nations of the world ; in doing which, they employed the style of

independent nations. They pubhshed a declaration, wherein they

recited, in a strain of singular energy, the toils, the hardships, the

perils, which had been the portion of the first colonists, when they

went to seek refuge in these foreign and distant regions ;
their cares

to promote the increase and prosperity of their establishments; their
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compacts made with the crown ; the advantages and wealth wliich

England had derived from them. After having mentioned the long

fidelity and uniform promptitude of the Americans, in coming to the

succor of tne mother country, they proceeded to speak of the new
measures taken by the ministers upon the conclusion of the last war

;

and made an exact enumeralion of the laws which had been the

subject of complaints, so often, and always so fruitlessly, repeated.

They glanced at the iniquitous conditions of accommodation pro-

posed in parliament by lord North, insidiously calculated to divide

them, to establish an auction of taxations, where colony should bid

against colony, all uninformed what ransom would redeem their lives.

They described the hostile occupation of the city of Boston, by the

troops under the command of general Gage ; the hostilities of Lexing-

ton, commenced by the royal soldiers, and the cruelties committed in

this expedition ; the violation of faith on the part of this general, in

the refusal of permissions to pass out, and by permissions more cruel

than refusal, in having, with barbarous inhumanity, separated wives

from their husbands, children from thei'- parents, the aged and sick

from their relations and friends, wlio wished to attend and comfort

ihein ; the proprietors from their furniture and most valuable effects.

They related the butchery of Breed's Hill, the burning of Charles-

'iown, the seizure of their vessels, the ravage of provisions, and the

menaced ruin and destruction of all things. The attempts of the

governor of Canada to excite the ferocious savages of that province

against the colonists, were not omitted ; and they accused the min-
isters of a determination to inflict upon an innocent and unhappy
country, the complicated calamities of fire, sword, and famine.

' We are reduced,' they exclaimed, ' to the alternative of choosing

an unconditional submission to the tyranny of irritated ministers, or

resistance by force. We have counted the cost of this contest, and
find nothing so dreadful as voluntary slavery. Honor, justice, and
humanity, forbid us tamely to surrender that freedom which we re-

ceived from our gallant ancestors, and which our innocent posterity

have a right to receive from us. We cannot endure the infnmy of

resigning succeeding generations to that wretchedness which inevi-

tably awaits them, if we basely entail hereditary bondage upon them.

Our cause is just. Our union is perfect. Our resources are great

;

and, if necessary, foreign asfsistance is undoubtedly attainable. We
gratefully acknowledge, as signal instances of the divine favor to-

wards us, that his providence would not permit us to be called into

this severe controversy, until we were grown up to our present

strength, had been previously exercised in warlike operations, ajid

possessed of the means of defending ourselves. With hearts fortified

20

I
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with tijese animating reflections, we most solemnly, before God and

the world, declare, that, exerting the utmost energy of tliose powers

which our beneficent Creator hiith graciously bestowed upon us, tho

arms we have been compelled by our enemits to assume, we will, in

defiance of every hazard, with unabating firmness and perseveran<H!,

employ for the preservation of our liberties ; being, with one mind,

resolved to die freemen rather than to live slaves. Lest this decla-

ration should disquiet the minds of our friends and fellow subjects

in any part of the empire, we assure them thut we mean not to

dissolve that union which has so long and so happily subsisted be-

tween us, and which we sincerely wish to see restored. Necessity

has not yet driven us into that desperate measure, or induced us to

excite any other nation to war against them. Wo have not raised

armies, with ambitious designs of separating from Great Britain, and

establishing independent states. We fight not for glory or for con-

quest. We exhibit to mankind the remarkable spectacle of a people

attacked by unprovoked enemies, without any imputation or even sus-

picion of offense. They boast of their privileges and civilization, and

yet proffer no milder conditions than servitude or death.

' In our native land, in defense of the freedom that is our birth-

right, and which we ever enjoyed till the late violation of it,—for

the protection of our property, acquired solely by the honest indus-

try of our forefathers and ourselves, against violence actually offered,

we have taken up arms. We shall lay them down, when hostilities

shall cease on the part of the aggressors, and all danger of their

being renewed shall be removed,—and not before.

' With an humble confidence in the mercies of the supreme and

impartial Judge and Ruler of the universe, we most devoutly implore

his divine goodness to protect us happily through this great conflict,

to dispose our adversaries to reconciliation on reasonable terms, and

thereby to relieve the empire from the calamities of civil war.'

This manifesto, which was generally received with great culogium,

was subscribed by John Hancock, who had been elected president

of congress in place of Rutledge, and countersigned by the secretary,

Charles Thomson.

The congress, in this occurrence also, omitted not to employ the

means of religion. The declaration was sent into every part of the

continent, and read from the pulpits by the ministers of religion,

with suitable exhortations. In the camp of Boston it was read with

particular solemnity. Major-general Putnam assembled his division

upon the heights of Prospect Hill, to hear it. It was followed by a

prayer analogous to the occasion ; the general having given the signal,

^11 the troops cried three times, Amen; and, at the same instant, the
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artillery of the fort fired a genera! salute ; the colors, recently sent
to general Putnam, were seen waving, with the usual motto, ' An
appeal to Heaven;' and this other, *qui transtulit sustinct.' Tho
same ceremony was observed in the other divisions. The joy and
enthusiasm were universal. At Cambridge, the manifesto was read
in the presence of the most distinguished citizens of Massachusetts,
and of an immense multitude that were assembled upon this occasion
There resulted from it, in all minds, no little increase of constancy,
fortified by religious zeal. All this was done in imitation of what
had been practiced by the patriots in the time of Charles I. It

seemed as if this same war was renewed, in which the Protestant
religion served as a motive or a pretext to the defenders of liber,'-

,

or to the promoters of anarchy ; and the Catholic religion, as a title,

or a veil, to the partisans of limited monarchy, or to the supporters
of despotism—so powerful is the voice of religion over huran hear*.T

!

And such has always been the propensity of those who govern nations,
to profit by it

! Hence religion itself sustains an incalculable injury

;

hence that coldness towards it, which, to the regret of prudent men,
has been observed at certain periods. The generality of people have
<liscovered that politic men make use of religion as an instrument to

arrive' at their worldly ends. Man, being naturally a foe to restraint,

and inordinate in his desires, instead of restricting himself within the
limits of good, is too often precipitated into its contrary. Thus re-

ligion, which should always be holy and spotless, too often has fa-

vor(!(l culpable enterprises, to the great scandal of the people, and
manifest diminution of its own authority, and of good habits. Be thi

j

as it may, it is quite certain, that if the semblance of religion, with
which the Americans endeavored to color their enterprise, produced
greater unanimity and ardor among themselves, it engendered also

more obstinacy and rigor on the part of the English government, in

the conduct of the war. In their contemplation, state policy was
coupled vith the remembrance of the obstacles which the ancient
British mo larchs were forced to contend with ; which, mingled wit^
a certain terror, excited them to greater bitterness and fury.

Tiie congress having thus attempted to justify their conduct be-
fore the tribunal of the world, they employed their thoughts in pro-
testing to the English people, that the intention of the Americans
was to maintain those ancient relations which had been, and still

were their glory, their happiness, and the first of their desires. They
admonished them, in a grave and pathetic style, to remember the

ancient friendships, the glorious and common achievements of theif

ancestors, and the affection towards the heirs of their virtues, which
had hitherto preserved their mutual connection ' But when,' they
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added, ' that friendship is violated by tho grossest injuries ; whon

the piidc of ancestry becomes our reproach, and we are no oiiur-

wise allied than as tyrants and slaves ; when reduced to the melan-

choly alternative of renouncin,!,' your favor or our freiidoiii
;
our

choice cannot be doubtful.' After some; lined upon their merits to-

wards the mother country, and expatiating upon the pernici(»U3

laws, they concluded, by saying, that victory would prove c(,.ially

fatal to England and to America; that soldiers who had sheatheil

their swords in the bowels of tlie Americans, would have as littK; re-

luctance to draw them against iJritons ; that they entreatcid Ibaven

to avert from their friends, brethren and countrymen, for by these

names they would still address them, before the remembrance of

former kindness was obliterated, the destruction and rnn that threat-

ened them.

They also drew up an address to the king, which commenced

with a recital of the services rendered by the coh)iiists, of their fidel-

ity towards the crown, and of the calamities that now op[)ressed

them. Tlvey supplicated his majesty, tliat he woidd deign to inter-

pose his authority, to procure them relief from their present eon-

diilon ; that he would be pleased to direct some mode, by which the

unileil applications of the colonists to the throne, might be improv-

ed iuio a happy and permanent reconciliation. They implored also,

that arras, in the, mean time, might cease ; and that such statutes as

more imn\ediately distressed them, might be repealed ;
ainrming,

that, having done them this justice, the king would receive such

proofs of the good disposition of the colonists, as would soon restore

them to his royal favor ; while, on their part, they should neglect

nothing to testify their devotion to their sovereign, and attection

towards the parent state.

The congress had motives for wishing to render the Irish nation

favorable to their cause; a great number of useful citizens ammally

emigrated from Ireland to America : and thus, among the soldiers,

and even among the American generals, were found some Irish.

They were apprehensive that the people of Ireland might receive

impressions unfavorable to the colonists, i i consequence of the as-

sociations against commerce, which were seriously prejudicial to that

country. They were not ignorant, besides, that the Irish were, for

many reasons, dissatisfied with the English government, and that,

notwithstanding the concessions which had recently been made

them, no httle animosity still rankled in their minds. The congress

purposed to avail themselves of this misunderstanding, and to irri-

tate the wounds already festering in th.o breast of the Irish. Il

would be difficult to prove this conduct strictly consistent with lov-
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alty. But the war was now commenced, and the Americans wcro
tlisposed to use all means to curry it on with advantage ; and none
arc more sanctioned by usage, than th(;se of feigning to desire peace,
and of exciting and exasperating the minds of the enemy's subjects,

against lawful authority. To this intent, the congress addressed u
very elo(|U(nt letter to the Irish peoph;. ' They were d(!sirous,' they
affirmed, ' as injured and innocent, of possessing the good opinion
of the virtuous and humane ; however incredible it n»ight ap[)(;ar,

tliat, in so enlightened a period, the leaders of a nation, which in

every ag(! had sacTitiecd h(;catombs of her bravest patriots on the
altar of liberty, should att(!mpt to establish an arbitrary sway over
the lives, liberties, and jiroperty of their fellow subjects in America;
it was, nevertheless, a most deplorable and indisputable truth.' Tho
battles of Lexington and Hreed's Ilill, the burning of Charlestown,
and the iniprisonii-ients of Hoston, were mentioned in suitable terms.
' Who can blame us,' they added, ' for endeavoring to restrain the

progress of so much desolation ? for repelling the attacks of such a
barbarous band ? We have no doubt, with the divine assistance, of
rising superior to the usurpations of evil and abandoned ministers.

Wo already anticii)ate the golden period, when liberty, with all the

gentle arts of {)eaee and humanity, shall establish her mild dominion
in this western worhl, and erect eternal monuments to the memory
of those virtuous patriots and martyrs, who shall have fought, and
bled, ar... suffered, in her cause.

' Accept our most grateful acknowledgments for the friendly dis-

position yoi' have always shown towards us. We knov/ that you
are not without ydur grievances. We sympathize with you in your
distress, and are pleased to find, that the design of subjugating us,

has persuaded administration to dispense to Ireland some vagrant
rays of ministerial sunshine. Even the tender mercies of govern-
ment have long been cruel towards you. In the rich pastures of
Ireland, many hungry parricides have fed and grown strong, to la

bor in its destruction. We hope the patient abiding of the meel<

may not always be forgotten ; and God grant that the iniquitous

schemes of extirpating liberty from the British empire may be soon
defeated. We have taken up arms to defend it; and with it, our
property, our honor, our existence ; all, in a word, that is dearest to

man upon earth. For the success of oui- efTorts, we confide in the

good offices of our fellow subjects beyond the Atlantic, aware, as

they nmst be, that they have no other favor to expect from the

same common enemy, than that of being last devoured.'

With the same view, the congress wrote a letter to the city of
London, to return thanks for the part it had taken in favor ofAmer-

Toi,. I. 20>
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ica; a conduct, thoy said, which well became the first city in the

world, that, in all ages, had approved itself the defender of liberty

and just government, against lawless tyranny and oppression.

In the midst of these cares, the congress had not forgotten how

important it was to the success of their enterprises, to conciliate the

friendship of the Canadians, in order that they might either make

common cause with the Americans, or, at least, stand neutral. They

knew that the first letter had not been without effect, and they re-

solved to confirm it with a second. The situation of affairs was

favorable to their hopes ; the act of Quebec had, in this province,

produced effects altogether contrary to those its authors had antici-

pated. The greater part of the inhabitants had received it with evi-

dent marks of displeasure, and, by all except the nobles, it was con-

sidered tyrannical, aad tending to oi)pression. And although it

could not be expected that the Canadians, long accustomed, under

the French, to a more rigid rein, sliould be as much inclined to resist-

ance as the English colonists, habituated to live under tiie laws of

a milder government, yet there was ground to hope, that from aver-

sion to the English domination, they might be induced to take part

in the quarrel, and unite their arms to those of their neighbors. It

was known, however, that a part of the Canadians, and especially

those of aiontreal, and other places nearer to the colonies, had

manifested great displeasure at the occupation by the colonists of

Ticonderoga, Crown Point, and the lakes which lead fio.. the colo-

nies to Canada. The congress wished to dissipate entirely these

suspicions and jealousies ; but, what was more worthy of their con-

sideration, is, that they had positive intelligence of the exertions

which the English governor was continually making, to dispose the

Canadians to take arms, and inarch under the British banners. The

agents of the king spared neither gold nor promises, to attain tiieir

object. General Carleton, who was then governor, though of a char-

acter naturally severe, derived great facility in this point from the

extensive influence he enjoyed with the inhabitants, and the reputa-

tion he had deservedly acquired, of a good chieftain, a humane man,

and an upright citizen. It was known, that he was arrived in the

province with very ample powers. He could appoint or dismiss, at

w ill, all the members of the council ; compel as many Canadian

subjects as he should see fit, to march against whatever enemy he

micrht deem it expedient to combat ; construct forts and dismantle

them ; in a word, take all the measures he might think necessary for

the security of the province. He was, besides, not a man to hesi-

tftte how to exercise the authority which had been confided to him.

lio had already made use of it, in proclaiming that the Canadians

If
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who should present themselves, should be received as volunteers,

into the king's pay, and formed into a regiment. Tlie Americans
had learned, besides, that the government had resolved to expedite,
for Canada, fifteen thousand muskets, in order to arm the Roman
Catholics of that country. All announced, that it was intended to

assemble a strong force, with a view of attacking the colonies in the
rear, and of co-operating with general Gage. Lord North himself,

in his discourse to parliament, had intimated that such was the design
of the government. The moment was critical; and, without a
prompt remedy, it was to be feared the Canadians would take their

resolution to act against the colonies. The congress, therefore, de-
cided to address them a letter, entitling it, ' To the oppressed Inhab-
itants of Canada.' It was strong in thoughts, expressed in a
style as elegant as it was spirited. They reminded the Canadians,
that, by their late address, they had already apprised them of the
designs in agitation to extirpate the rights and liberties of all Ameri-
ca

;
they had now to condole with them most sincerely, that these

schemes were about to be carried into execution ; or rather, that, by
the new form of government given to the province of Canada, were
already introduced ; that thus its inhabitants, their wives, and their

children, were made slaves ; that thus they had nothing they could
any longer call their own ; that all the fruits of their labor and in-

dustry might be taken from them, whenever an avaricious governor
and a rapacious council might incline to demand them ; that they
were liable to be transported into foreign countries, to fight battles

in which they had no interest ; that the enjoyment of their very re-

ligion depended on a legislature in which they had no share ; that
their priests were exposed to expulsion, banishment, and ruin, when-
ever their wealth and possessions should furnish sufficient tempta •

tions ; that they could not be sure that a virtuous prince would
always fill the throne ; and, should a wicked or a careless king con-
cur with a wicked miijistry, in extracting the treasure and strength

of their country, it was impossible to conceive to what variety, and
to what extremes of wretchedness they might, under the present
establishment, be reduced ; that the Americans knew full well that

every exertion was made, that every artifice was employed, to arm
their brethren of Canada against them ; but should they, by com-
plying in this instance, assent to their new establishment, and a war
break out with France, let them recollect their wealth and their sous
might be sent to perish in expeditions against the French islands in

the West Indies ; that as to the colonists, they were determined to
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vessels on the lake, was dictated by necessity ; but that they might

place full trust in the assurance that the colonics would pursue no

measures whatever, but such as friendship, and a regard for the

mutual interests of the two people, might suggest; and, finally,

that they still hoped the Canadians would unite with the colonists

in defense of iheir common liberty.

This address had the effect its authors desired, at least in that it

produced the neutrality of the Canadians. In answer to the in-

stances of the governor, they said, that without regret they found

themselves under the English government, and that they should al-

ways deport themselves peaceably and loyally ; but that being en-

tirely strangers to the controversy arisen between the government

and the colonies, it was not for them to undertake to be the judges of

it ; that consequently it would in no shape become them to take any

part in the quarrel ; that if the government thought proper to arm

the militia of the province, in order to defend it in case of attack,

they should give it their cordial assent ; but that to march beyond

the frontiers, and attack the neighboring people, they could not con-

sent. These favorable dispositions of the Canadians were a guar-

anty to the congress of their security on the part of the north.

Gener J Carleton, finding the Canadians so decided in their oppo-

sition, had recourse to the authority of religion. He therefore so-

licited Brand, the bishop of Quebec, to publish a niandament, to be

read from the pulpit, by the curates, in time of divine service. He

desired the prelate should exhort the people to take arms, and second

the soldiers of the king, in their enterprises against the colonies

But the bishop, by a memorable example of piety and religious

moderation, refused to lend his ministry in this work; saying, thai

such conduct would be too unworthy the character of the pastor,

and too contrary to the canons of the Roman church. However,

as in all professions there are individuals who prefer their interest to

their dtity, and the useful to thn honest, a few ecclesiastics employea

themselves with great zeal in this affair ; but all their efforts were

vain; theCanadii s persisted in their principles of neutrality. The

nobility, so well tr ted in the act of Quebec, felt obligated in grati-

tude to promote in his occurrence the views of the government,

and very strenuous, exerted themselves with that intention, but

without any better success. The exhortations of congress did not

contribute alone to confirm t!ie inhabitants in these sentiments ;
they

flattered themselves, also, that their pacific conduct in so urgent a cri-

sis, and when their junction with the colonies might have been so

prejudicial to the interests of England, would determine the gov-

ernment to exercise greater mildness towards them, and grant them
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favors vvh'ch otherwise they could have had no expectation of

obtaining.

General Carleton, perceiving that he could make no calculation

upon being able to form Canadian regiments, and knowing, withal,

that there existed in the province certain loyalists, who would have
no repugnance to taking arms, and other individuals whom interest

might easily induce to enlist as volunteers, resolved to employ a new
expedient. He caused the drums to beat up, in Quebec, in order

to excite the people to enroll themselves in a corps to which he gave
the name of the .Royal Highland Emigrants. He offered the most
favorable conditions. The term of service was limited to the con-

tinuance of the disturbances ; each soldier was to receive two hun-
dred acres of land, in any province of North America he might
choose ; the king paid himself the customary duties upon the acqui-

sition of lands ; for twenty years, the new proprietors were to be ex-

empted from all contribution for the benefit of the crown ; every

married soldier obtained other fifty acres, in consideration of his wife,

and fifty more for account of oach of his children, with the same
privileges and exemptions, besides the bounty of a guinea at the

time of enlistment. In this manner, Carleton succeeded in glean-

ing up some few soldiers ; but he was reduced to attach much more
importance to the movements of the Indians. The governor, and
tlie agents of the king with these savage nations, had pushed their

negotiations with so much zeal, that they had at length accomplished

a part of their wishes ; having persuaded some of them to take arms
in favor of the English party, notwithstanding they had so many
times sworn to observe an absolute neutraUty ; but savage nations

are not more scrupulous in keeping faith than the civilized ; and gold,

the love of rapine, and thirst of blood, are with them omnipotent.

Towards the last of July, arrived, however, in Montreal, colonel

Guy Johnson, intendant-general of the king for Indian affairs, ac-

companied by a great number of chiefs and warriors of the Six

Tribes. A solemn assembly was formed, where they appeared as

the chiefs and warriors of the confederate Indians ; their troop was
considerable. They swore, according to their custom, and in the

j^resence of general Carleton, to support the cause ot the king.

Such was the first origin of the Indian war. These were the bar-

barians, who, having joined the troops of general Burgoyne, exer-

cised, two years after, such ravages, and perpetrated such cruellies,

as we shall be constrained to relate, in the sequel of this history.

Meanwhile, the congress could not overlook in silence the act of
conciliation of lord North, without manifesting too great an inflexi-

bility, and avowing tiiat the Americans would listen to noaccommo-
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dation. They, nevertheless, were not disposed to take a precipitate
resolution on this point, aiul reflnrted upon it for the space of full two
months. By this delay, they int aded to show either a great matu-
rity of judgment, or perhaps their indifference towards Jie act.
But what appears more certain, is that the war being commenced,
they desired to wait the event of the first actions. The answer
could not, in effect, be the same, if victory had crowned their efforts,

as in case fortune had favored the English arms. When the concil-
iatory act arrived in America, the 30th of May, it is true the affair

of Lexington had taken place, and the Americans had acquired in it

a reputation for incontestable courage ; but it was no more, in fact,

than a warm brush between militia collected in haste, and a detach-
ment of regular troops ; not a set battle, from which any prognostic
could be drawn relative to the final issue of the war. The congress
saw perfectly well, that it would always be time to enter into a nego-
tiation of arrangement; and, in case of any disastrous event, they
wished to reserve a way open to accept the conditions which Eng-
land herself had offered. Victory x'ould become of no utility to the
Americans, if they had commenced by submitting to the terms pro-
posed

;
and ill fortune would have made the conditions of accord no

worse. No risk, therefore, was incurred by temporizing ; and there
might result from it great advantages. But the battle of Breed's
Hill entirely changed the state of things. The ardor with which
the Americans pressed the siege of Boston, their activity in procur-
ing themselves arms and ammunition, the constancy and even alac-
rity they discovered in supporting the hardships of war, and evils

produced by the late acts of parliament, rendered their situation
much less desperate. If the event might still appear dubious to in-
different men, minds stiongly excited must have conceived more hope
than fear. Accordingly, the members of congress, encouraged by
the favorable aspect of affairs, delayed their answer under pretext of
dignity. But at length they proceeded to the examination of the
conditions of accord, with a full determination to reject them. This
resolution, however, was not without inconvenience ; for, at the very
moment they refused all arrangement, they wished to retain the ap-
pearant*: of a desire for the return of concord. It was requisite to
color this refusal, and to demonstrate to the eyes of the world, that
they rejected not all conditions, but only such as were offered them
They declared themselves of opinion, that the colonies of America
were entitled to the sole and exclusive privilege of giving and grant-
ir g their own money ; that this involved the right of deliberating
wfiother they would make any gift, for what purpose it should be
made, and what should be its amount ; which privileges weie taken
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from the colonists altogether, by the resolution of lord North ; that,

as the colonies possessed the right of appropriating their own gifts,

so were they entitled to inquire into their application, to see that they
were not wasted among the venal and co. rupt, for the purpose of
undermining the civil rights of the givers, nor diverted to the sup-
port of standing armies, inconsistent with their freedom, and sub-
versive of their quiet ; which right was violated by the resolution in

question, since it placed the money voted at the disposal of parlia-

ment
; that this proposition was unreasonable, because it could not

be known what sum the parliament would exact ; and insidious, be-
cause the parliament itself might accept the trivial grants of one
colony, and refuse the considerable offers of another, thus maintain-
ing a good intelligence with some, and reducing the others to a state

of enmity, in order to compel their compliance with harder condi-
tions, and by the division of the colonies, thus prepare, at its pleas-
ure, the slavery of all ; that the suspension of the right of taxing
the colonies, being expressly made commensurate with the continu-
ance of the gifts, these, at the will of parliament, might become per-
petual

; a thing that would aim a fatal blow at public liberty ; that
the parliament itself was in the established practice of granting their

supplies from year to year only ; that even upon the supposition
that the proffered terms had been as fair and reasonable as they were
unjust and insidious, the din of arms resounding from all parts, the
armies, the fleets that infested and surrounded America, were alone
suflicient to render them odious and inadmissible ; that they thought
the attempt unnecessary to draw from their hands by force their pro-
portional contributions to the common defense, since they had al-

ways contributed freely ; that they only were competent judges of
the measures proper to be taken in regard to this point, and that
they did not mean the people of America should be burthened to
furnish sinecures for the idle or the wicked, under color of providing
for a civil list ; that while the parliament pursued its plan of civil

government within the limits of its own jurisdiction, they hoped also
to pursue theirs without molestation ; that the proposition was al-

together unsatisfactory, because it imported only the suspension,
and not a renunciation, of the pretended right of taxation, and be-
cause it did not propose to repeal the odious acts of parliament

;

that the minister wished to have it believed there was nothing in
dispute but the mode of levying taxes, whereas, in truth, their ad-
versaries still claimed the right of demanding arbitrarily, and of tax
ing the colonies for the full amount of their demand, if not com-
plied with

:
that the English government even claimed a ri'^ht to

alter their charters and fundamental laws

.

'H
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' But when the world reflects,' they added, ' how inadequate to

justice are these vaunted terms ; when it attends to the rapid and

bold succession of injuries, which, during a course of eleven years.

have been aimed at these colonies ; when it reviews the pacific and

respectful expostulations, which, during that whole time, were tiic

sole arms we opposed to them ; when it observes that our com-

plaints were either not heard at all, or were answered with new

and accumulated injuries ; when it recollects that the minister him-

self, on an early occasion, declared, that ' he would never treat

with America till he had brought her to his feet,' and that an avow-

ed partisan of ministry has more lately denounced against us the

dreadful sentence, ' Delenda est Carthago,' that this was done in

presence of ti British senate, and being unreproved by them, must

be taken to be their own sentiment ; when it considers the great ar-

maments with which they have invaded us, and the circumstances

Df cruelty with which they have commenced and prosecuted hostili-

ties ; when these things, we say, are laid together, and attentively

considered, can the world be deceived into an opinion that we are

unreasonable ? or can it hesitate to believe, with us, that nothing but

our own exertions may defeat the ministerial sentence of death, or

abject submission ?

'

Such were the conclusions of the congress, relative to the resolu-

tion of adjustment of lord North ; they caused them to be published,

and distributed in all places. No one can observe the acrimonious

style, and the new pretensions of the Americans, without perceiving

how little they were inclined to concord. Wishing, however, to

remove the prejudice resulting to their cause, from the opinion,

which began to be general, that they already aimed at independence,

they resolved to clear themselves of the blame of not having deigned,

from the commencement of the controversy, to bring forward any

conciliatory proposition ; and intending, perhaps, to reserve a free

access with the conqueror, in case of disaster, or perhaps also to

preclude the propositions of lord North, which they were determined

not to accept, the congress had it in contemplation to offer the

following conditions ; the colonies should not only continue to grant

extraordinary subsidies in time of war, but, besides, if allowed a free

commerce, they were to pay into the sinking fund, such sum annu-

ally, for the space of an hundred years, as at that period would, if

faithfully appropriated, suffice to extinguish the present debt of Great

Britain. In case this condition was not accepted, they proposed to

stipulate with Great Britain, a compact, by virtue of which, that

kingdom should be authorized, for the same term of an hundred

years, to make such laws as it might judge necessary, to regulate
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commerce, and direct it towards the general utility of Ihf empire :

but m such case, no other pecuniary contribution could be required
of them. This proposition, as is seen, implied no new concession

;

smce, on the contrary, this was precisely the subject in controversy]
Some believed, also, that they would have proposed that the par-
liament should impose a general tax upon all the empire, meaning,
upon England, Scotland, and the American colonics, of which tax
each of these countries should bear its proportion, according to its

faculties. They imagined that this mode of imposition would render
the parliament extremely circumspect upon this point, since it could
no longer charge America, without charging England at the same
time, and in the same proportion. But the action of Breed's Hill,

the rigorous siege of Boston, the ardor of the people, and perhaps
the hope, aheady more probable, of foreign succors, so wrought,
that these propositions were .soon consigned to oblivion, and the
whole mind was given to thoughts of war.

Hitherto the congress had made all the dispositions which related
cither to the support of the war, to the negotiations of alliance with
the neighboring nations, or to the justification of their cause with the
inhabitants of Gr^^it Britain and of Ireland ; they now applied them-
selves to the busincKs of establishing the bases of their authority ; of
ascertaining how far its limits ought to extend ; and what we're its

relations with the authority of the provincial assemblies. This fixa-

tion of powers was, with good reason, considered as an operation of
the first necessity. For, until then, the transactions of the congress
were supported rather upon the opinion of the people, than upon
statutes approved by them, or by the assemblies of their representa
tives. They were obeyed, because such was the general inclinatio-ri

but not because the constitutional laws required it. It was even
because it was intended to conduct America to the state of an inde-
p'.indent nation, having its own government, and a supreme magis-
fmte, that it was desired to direct things gradually towards this

object, and to withdraw, little by little, the management of affairs

from the local administrations, in order to concentrate it in one only
and common point. It was also an efficacious means of providing
that no province, individually, should ever think of detaching itself

from the Union, as, in such case, it would become not only unfaith-
ful to the others, but also rebellious towards the general government
of America. Notwithstanding considerations of such moment, this

sffair could not be managed without extreme diflliculty, on account
of the reciprocal jealousies of the provincial assemblies, which were
not likely to renounce, but with the utmost repugnance, a part of
.leir ancient authority, to be vested in a new and unusual adminia

roL. 1 31
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tration. If the impulsion of tiie people had boon less general, ii tho

necessity of pursuing the career in which they were already so far

advanced, had been less imperious, perhaps the total plan of the en-

terprise would have been marred by these partial ambitions. But

the die was cast, and it was requisite either to move onward farther

than would have been wished, or to return back, much farther than

would have been apprehended. It was therefore in the midst of

these hopes, and of this necessity, that the congress drew up and

pubhshed the articles of confederation ; thus establishing invariably

their authority, no longer upon the momentary impetus of popular

feeling, but upon laws approved and sanctioned by the general will.

In the first place, the colonists bound themseJves and their pos-

terity, for the common defense against enemies, for the protection of

their liberty and property, as also of their persons, and of the pros-

perity of America. Each colony retained its jurisdiction entire

within its owri limits, the right of regulating its internal administra-

tion, and an independent sovereignty in respect to all its domestic

affairs. But, for the more convenient direction of public transac-

tions, each colony was to elect deputies, who should convene in con-

gress at the time and place which should be appointed by the pre-

ceding congress. In ordinary circumstances, the congress should

hold their session successively in each colony, observing a regular

rotation. This body should have power to make war and peace, to

contract alliances, to adjust controversies between the different

provinces, and to establish colonies wherever it should be thought

necessary. The congress should be authorized to make laws oi

general utility, and for wiiich the provincial assemblies should not bo

competent, as, for example, all those concerning the forces of the

Union, and the affairs relating to commerce and the mint ; the con-

gress should appoint all the officers, civil and military, of the Union,

.such as generals, admirals, ambassadors, and others ; the charges of

the war, and other expenses of the Union, should be supported by

the public treasure, which should be replenished by each colony, in

proportion to the number of male inhabitants, from the age of sixteen

to sixty years ; the number of delegates per colony, should, in like

manner, be determined by that of the male citizens, so that there

should be one representative for every five thousand individu-

als ; the deliberations of congress should be enacted with half the

suffrages, and it should be allowable to vote by proxy ; there should

be an executive council, composed of twelve persons, elected without

congress, four of whom should be succeeded every year ; the coun-

cil, dtiring the recess of congress, should superintend the execution

of its laws ; the executive decisions being always to be taken by two
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tliirds of the votes; the same council should be charged with the
direction of general affairs, both internal and external ; it should
receive all dispatches coming from princes and foreign governments

;

should prepare matters to be submitted to the coiisideration of the
next congress

;
should fill, during the mterval of its sessions, all the

offices which should have become vacant ; and should, besides, have
power to draw money from the public treasury. It was also regu'lated,
that no colony should make war upon the Indian tribes, without the
consent of congress; that, consequently, the frontiers and territory
of every Indian nation should be acknowledged theirs and respected

;

that agents should be established on the part of congress among the
Indian nations, in suitable places, with instructions to prevent fr^auds
and mipositions in the traffic with them. It was established as a
prmciple, that the Union should subsist until the terms of arrange-
ment proposed to the king, by the preceding congress, shouldle
accepted by England, the acts prohibitory of American commerce
repealed, an indemnity granted for the shutting of the port of Boston
for the burning of Charlestown, and for the expenses of the war

;'

finally, until the British troops should have entirely evacuated the
territory of America. It was added, that when the British govern-
ment should have accomplished the foregoing conditions, the colonies
would resume their ancient relations of friendship with Great Britain

;

but that otherwise the confederation should be perpetual. Space
was left to accede to the league for the provinces of Quebec, of
St. Johns, of Nova Scotia, of the two Floridas, and the Bermudas.
Thus the congress laid the foundations of American greatness.

Meanwhile, the colonies hesitated to accept the articles of confed-
eration. North Carolina absolutely refused. Things were not yet
arrived at the point of maturity, desirable for the establishment of a
perfect union. The people suffer themselves too often to be guided
by vain fears, or by vain hopes

; and, at this epoch, the greater part
of the colonists still flattered themselves with the possibility of return-
ing, some day or other, upon honorable terms, to their ancient footing
with Great Britain. It was, indeed, quite evident, to what object
the congress was tending. They considered reconciliation, if not
as absolutely impossible, at least as extremely improbable. And,
besides, if there had existed any hope of arrangement, the articles
of union would have enfeebled it greaily, not to say totally extin-
guished

;
and therefore, perhaps, the congress had proposed ihem.

For, omitting the offensive declarations, the menaces, and the laws
contrary alike to the English constitution and to the tenor of char-
ters, this new pretension of indemnities would alone have sufficed
to interrupt all approach to reconciliation

; for it could not be pre-
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sumcd that the British government would stoop to such ignominious

conditions. It was therofore manifest, that vvliilc the two parties

Drotcstcd tlicir desire to meet each other, they were both exerting

all their cfVorts to render it impossible. It was no less evident, that

when in parliament the adversaries of the ministers proposed con-

cessions and terms of arrangement, it was with reason the latter

rejected them, saying, that all these conciliatory measures would not

only be useless, but even detriniental, because they would encourage

the colonists to new demands, less admissible still. If the ministers

themselves proposed, afterwards, and carried an act of conciliation,

it was only a pretext to divide, and not to re-unite. They were

therefore in the right, when they resolved to continue the war, at all

hazards ; but they were in the wrong, not to carry it on with suffi-

cient means.

I have no doubt, but in reading this history, it will be observed

with extreme surprise, that while the people in all the colonies flew

to arms, subverted all public order, and exc-cised every species of

hostile demonstrations against the authority of the king, the govern-

ors, who represented him, preserving the calm of immobility, took

no resolutions proper to re-establish obedience. But if no one of

these governors is seen acting in a manner conformable to the impor-

tance of circumstances, it should be considered that none of them

had regular troops at his disposal, to constrain the inhabitants to

submission. The only force to which they could have recourse, to

maintain the public tranquillity, and carry the laws into execution,

was composed of the militia of the country, themselves a part o1 the

insurgent people, and consequently favorable to their cause, it was

not in America as in Europe, where a militia, which no longer makes

>art of the people, but which controls ti.ern, and with arms contin-

aally in hand, is always ready to execute the orders of the prince.

in the English colonies, on the contrary, the militia was not distinct

from the people themselves ; and if this support was wanting to

the government, it found itself, of necessity, to have none. The
governors, however, did what was in their power to defend the au-

thority of the king, each according to his character, and the circum-

s^tinces in which he was placed. Their efforts had memorable

cHects, as will be seen by what follows ; they produced the absolute

extinction of the royal government.

We have already spoken of tlie misunderstanding which prevail-

ed between the governor, lord Dunmore, and the assembly, and,

generally, all the inhabitants of the province of Viiginia. New dis-

giists broke out, upon the arrival of the news from England, of lord

rSortirs resolution of accord. It may be said, thai an iuaiirumeni
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invested with the nonres of peace and concord, was the occasion, on
the contrary, not only of discord, but of open war. The 'rovernor
having convoked the MFombly, placed this act before thcirt-ycs en-
larging greatly upon the goodness of parliament. He also hiiitcd
that the fruit of their compliance would be the abrogation of the
laws complained of. But soft words had little influence over the
jealous and exasperated minds of the Virginians. The assembly
wishing to broach the quarrel, instead of entering into the discu«.'
Bion of the matter proposed, immediately took up the afliiir of the
arsenal, and demanded its restitution ; but the intervention of the
governor being here necessary, they sent him a message, importin.*
^at he would be pleased to permit the entrance of this magazine!
1 he altercation now became vehement ; and during the wordy con-
flict, the people forced the gales of the arsenal, and bore off' the
arms. The state in which they found them, carried their fury to
extremity. The powder was spoiled, the muskets without locks the
cannon without carriages

; every thing had been plundered or de-
stroyed, in the late disturbances.

The governor, on seeing the revolt, retired, with his wife and
children, on board a ship of war,^ anchored near Yorktown, in the
river of this name. Previous to his departure, he addressed a mes-
sage to the assembly, by which he announced, thai in order to with-
draw from the danger to which himself and his family were exposed
on the part of a furious multitude, he had thought prudent to take
retuge in a place of security ; he invited them to continue their
busmess, while, on his part, he should continue his functions ; and
to send him a deputation on board his vessel, whenever they sliould
think it necessary to confer with him upon the aflliirs of the time.
The assembly answered, that tliey did not believe there existed!
among the Virginians, any individual capable of perpetrating the
excesses the governor apprehended

; they expressed their regrets
that he had not made them acquainted with his fears, before aban-
doning the scat of government ; assuring him, that tiiey would have
taken ail the measures he might himself have proposed, for his own
security and that of his family. Finally, considering the little facility
afforded, in such a place, for the transaction of affairs with the
requisite convenience and promptitude, they earnestly request-
ed him to return

;
to yield to the impatience of the inhabitants,

and dispose them, by this proof of confidence, to order and tran-
quillity.

The governor replied with much bitterness, as the popular move-
ments had agitated his mind beyond all reason. He concluded his

The Fowej man of wax.

8U
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letter, however, l)y glanciii;; ufresh at the coiiciHutory rcsohition, and

with the a.ssuruncu that he siiould esteem it his fcUcity to be the

iiistniment of concord between the jarring jmrts of the British

Cinpire.

This bliind conclusion was not sufficient to njitigute the irritation

created by the menacing commencement of the letter. Accordingly,

the answer of the assembly was more acrimonious still ; as to tlio

act of accord, they replied, it was a vain and insidious measure,

which only changed the mode (if oppression, without tending to

relicive it ; that, conscMpicntly, they would not accept it.

Hueh a tempter of mind, in both the parties, i)recluded every

glimpse of a better understanding. The asseml)ly, having linally

matured the bills and resolves before them, invited the governor to

repair to Williamshtirgh, in order to pass them. Lord Dunmoro

replied, that he would not expose his person in the midst of a mad

l)o])ulace ; that they might send him the bills for examination ; that

lie siiould be ready to receive the house, at his ivesent residence, for

the purpose of giving his assent to such acts as he should approve

of. Here ended all correspondence between the governor and tho

colony of Virginia. If he would not trust himself with the Virgin-

ians, they were as little disposed to trust themselves with him. It.

might, besides, appear strange enough, that, in the midst of so many

suspicions, tho chief citizens of an entire province should go to im-

mure themselves on board a ship of war, completely in the power

of a person they looked upon as their enemy, and who might have

retained them as hostages for the execution of his ulterior designs.

The assembly, when informed of the sentiments of the governor,

declared publicly, that they suspected the existence of a sinister con-

spiracy against the people of the colony ; they consequently warned

the inhabitants to stand prepared to defend their jiroperty, and their

rights, still more precious ; they renewed their protestations of fidel-

ity towards the king, of affection for the mother country ; and, ad-

journing themselves to the month of October, separated. Thus

ceased to exist, about the middle of July, the royal government in

Virginia, after having lasted during more than two hundred years,

with the tranquillity and happiness of all.

But arduous toils, and numerous dangers, still awaited the

province.

The inroads of an enemy so superior in naval force, were to be

feared upon the coasts, and upon the borders of all the great rivers

which bathe it. Nor were the inhabitants without disquietude, in

regard to the slaves, who were extremely numerous, and whom, lord

Dunmore had given out, he should instigate to revolt against their
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masters. If this cruel race, and cruelly treated, had joined tho

loyalists in these first moments, when the Virginian government
was still so recent, the most terrible consequences nnght have re-

sulted, and perhaps the total extermination of the province. This
consideration decided the Virginians to form a convention, in

which they placed great confidence. They proceeded immediately
to levy troops, provide munitions, and raise money ; in a word, to

take idl the measures they believed proper to secure the success of
their cause.

Lord Dunmorc, finding himself thus expelled from his own
government, as well by his personal obstinacy as by the force of
things, would not, however, being versed in arms, abandon the hope
of recovering his authority. Independent of his character, (perti-

nacious, and capable of the greatest resolutions) he was also ani-

mated by a desire to perform some brilliant achievement for the ser-

vice of his king, and encouraged by the idea that some violent move-
ment would inevitably discover itself among the slaves. He like-

wise believed, that the number of the loyalists was considerable

;

and that their party would not fail to put themselves in motion, when
he should make his appearance upon the coasts, and even in tho
heart of the province, with a formidable squadron. This hope, if

not absolutely chimerical, was at least very slightly founded ; but it

is an error common to all times, and to all generals, to build ex-
travagantly upon the intestine divisions of revolted subjects. All

tho auxiliaries that joined the governor, consisted in those individ-

uals, who, having incurred the suspicion of the people, could no
longer reside with safety in the province, and a certain number of
slaves, of a profligate stamp.

With this troop, and with the frigates upon that station, he flat-

tered himself he should be able to make some impression of impor-
tance in the adjacent country. He omitted no exertion to increase

the strength of his squadron, and the number of his men ; and es-

l)ccially to approach nearer to the land. Having accomplished this

purpose, by joining to his frigates a great number of light vessels, he
began to move, at one time showing himself in this part, at another,

in that ; but of himself he was not able to produce any conside-
rable efTect. He expected, but in vain, that the people would rise,

and take arms in favor of the king. Reduced to his own forces, he
commenced hostilities, which more resembled the attacks of pirates,

than a fair and regular war. It was, in truth, a shocking spectacle,

to see the governor of a pi evince rushing upon all points to lay it

waste, and to wrest by violence the provisions of which he had need

;

while the people, who recently had obeyed his orders^ endeavored
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to repulse him. But the Virginians alledged, that their conduct waa
sufficiently authorized by that of the royal troops, wlio, under pre-

text of self-preservation, meditated the destruction of the whole

province. They complained, that persons obnoxious to the gov-

ernor were seized, and confined on board ships ; that their planta-

tions were ravaged, their houses fired, their negroes carried off;

devastations that were never executed without effusion of blood.

The Virginians marched, for the protection of the rivers and coasts,

a few corps of militia, recently taken into pay by the provincial

convention. The war that ensued was the more cruel, as it was

useless, and could have no other effect but that of still more in-

flaming and exasperating the minds on both sides.

The governor, having surprised the town of Hampton, situated

upon the bay of the same name, devoted it to the flames. His

wish had been to take up his quarters, and assemble a considerable

force at that point; but the Virginians came up in multitude, anc'

forced him to re-embark.

Lord Dunmore proclaimed martial law ; the effect of which would

have been to suspend all civil authority in the province. He exhorted

the loyalists to repair to the royal standard ; to retain in their hands

the contributions due to the crown, as well as other taxes, until the

re-estabhshment of peace. Moreover, he declared free all slaves or

servants, black or white, belonging to rebels, provided they should

take arms and join the royal troops.

This proclamation, and especially the clause concerning slaves,

proved that lord Dunmore was a man extremely deficient in prudence

and moderation, but produced none of the effects he had expected.

In the colonies, and even in all other countries, an universal cry

arose against a measure which tended to disturb society in its very

foundations, to destroy domestic security, to engender mortal sus-

picions, and to excite a race, naturally ferocious, to vengeance and

to murder. In fact, this step of the governor was not merely use-

less,—it was pernicious ; it irritated the minds of the greater number,

and gained over none.

Meanwhile, lord Dunmore again came on shore, and occupied

Norfolk, an important city, situated upon the banks of Elizabeth

river. In this place and its vicinity, a great number of loyalists

resided. Some hundreds of these, and of the negroes, joined the

governor, and gave him, in this part, the superiority over the ene-

my. Some of the provincial militia, having made a show of resist-

ance, were routed without difficulty. He had already conceived

the hope of reconquering the province, and of replacing it under

tht authority of the king
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The administration of the state of Virginia directed all their at-

tention upon this point, where they perceived, with reason, the germ
of a war more formidable ; and resolved to avert the evil, by a prompt
remedy. They dispatched, therefore, with all speed, for Norfolk, ,i

regiment of militia, and a detachment of minute-men, under the
command of colonel Woodford. The governor, apprised of tiiis

movement, very prudently occupied a strong position upon the north
bank of Elizabeth river, called Great Bridge, a few miles from Nor-
folk. This point was situated upon the direct route of the provin-

cial troops. Here he promptly threw up works on the Norfolk side,

and furnished them with a numerous artillery The intrenchments
were surrounded on every part with water and marshes, and were
only accessible by a long dike. As to the forces of the governor,

they were little formidable ; he had only two hundred regulars, and
a corps of Norfolk volunteers ; the residue consisted in a shapeless

mass of varlets of every color. The Virginians took post over
against the English, in a smn'T village, at cannon shot distance.

Before them they had a long narrow dike, the extremity of which
they also fortified. In this state, the two parties remained for sev-

eral days, without making any movement. Lord Dunmore, having at

length perceived that this delay was prejudicial to him, as well as

beneficial to the Americans, who abounded in provisions, and re-

ceived every day new re-inforcements, found a motive in his per-

sonal courage, and perhaps in his contempt for the enemy, sufficient

to order the attack. He hoped to be able thus to open himself a
passage mto the heart of the country. Accordingly, the 9th of De-
cember, before day, he directed captain Fordyce to assault the
enemy, at the head of a company of grenaoiers.

They marched boldly towards the American works, captain For-
dyce leading the vanguard, and lieutenant Bathurst the forlorn hope.
Captain Leslie followed, with a detachment of three hundred blacks
and whites, and two hundred soldiers of the line. All the American
camp mstantly flew to arms, and prepared to defend themselves.

The action continued for a good space of time, with incredible ob-
stinacy. At length, captain Fordyce having been killed, at a few
paces from the intrenchments, after exhibiting prodigies of valor, and
a grout part of his troop being either wounded or slain, the British

fell back upon the bridge. The artillery of the redoubt prevented
tlic Americans from pursuing. The negroes behaved very shabbily,

and saved themselves by flight. The Americans treated the Eng-
lish fallen into their power with humanity, but the loyalists with

rigor. Tliis feat, on the part of lord Dunmore, sav oreu more of iho

rash general, than the soldier of courage.

I
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Experience having convinced the governor that he could not hope

to make progress in this part, lie abandoned Great Bridge, and re-

tired to Norfolk, leaving a few pieces of cannon in the power of the

enemy. Finally, not thinking himself secure in this city and the

adjacent country, he took the resolution to repair to his ships again,

the number of which was increased by the junction of all those that

were found in the port of Norfolk. He could not, in fact, have too

many ; for many of the loyalists, forced to quit their country, sought

refuge on board the fleet, bringing with them their furniture and

most valuable efFects. The provincials occupied Norfolk, which

they found almost deserted; the greater part of the inhabitants

having departed in the squadron of the governor.

While these events were passing upon the coasts of Virginia, a

project of great importance was planned ; this was to raise in arms

the inhabitants of the parts situated in the west of the colonies, but

particularly of Virginia and of the two Carohnas, which were known

to be well affected towa: ds the royal cause. It was also hoped that

the Indians would take the field, and not only harass the rear of the

provincials, but even that, increasing in number and force, they would

be able to traverse the provinces, and coalesce with lord Dunmore

upon the coasts. A certain John Connelly, an enterprising, audacious

man, born in the county of Lancaster, in Pennsylvania, was consid-

ered a fit instrument for the execution of this project. Having con-

ferred with lord Dunmore, he received from him the most brilliant

promises, and the most ample authority, to enable him to accomplish

the objects of the mission which was confided to him. In pursuance

whereof, he repaired to the banks of the Ohio, in order to sound the

dispositions of the Indians, and of the loyalists who inhabited this

part of the frontiers. Having succeeded beyond his hopes, he

returned to make report to the governor. It was arranged, that the

garrisons of the vicinity, and principally those of Detroit and fort

Gage, in the country of the Illinois, should lend him assistance ;
and

it was expected, also, that the officers of the garrisons of Canada

would second him. It was understood, that whenever his troops

should have made their preparations, they were to assemble at Pitts-

burgh, and thence, passing the Alleganies, scour Virginia, and effect

their junction with lord Dunmore at the city of Alexandria, situated

upon the banks of the Potomac. Fortune had shown herself propi-

tious to these first essays. Connelly had passed several times without

acci dent from one place to another, and kept his correspondence with

the loyalists and Indians a profound secret. On his way to Detroit,

nc had ahead'- reached the extreme frontier »>f Maryland, near the

lowH of Tamar, rejoicing w thin himself at having escaped so many
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perils, when he was detected, and arrested- The papers of which
he was the bearer were published by order of congress. Thus this

mysterious plot, which lord Dunmore, for want of open arms, had
been reduced to concert, proved like several others completely abor-

tive ; its sole results were greater animosity on the part of the colo-

nists, and the annihilation of his own influence.

Meanwhile, Norfolk was menaced with a disastrous event. Al-
though the greater part of the loyalists of this city and its environs,

had sought refuge in the governor's fleet, there had, nevertheless,

remained a considerable number of them ; either on account of their

reluctance to leave their properties, or their dread of the sea and of

famine, or perhaps because they hoped to find more lenity on the

part of their fellow citizens, who made profession of liberty, than
they had shown towards them, when they had been superior in this

country.

But it is certain that the patriots, on acquiring the ascendancy,
made them feel it cruelly, and overwhelmed them with all those vex-

ations of which there are so many examples in civil wars, between
men of different parties. The governor, transported with rage, and
touched by the piteous cries of the loyalists, panted to avenge them.
This reciprocal hatred was daily exasperated by the rencounters

which took place very frequently between the two parties ; the pro-

vincials watching at all points of the shore to prevent the royal

troops from landing, in order to forage in the country, and the lat-

ter, on the contrary, eagerly spying every means to plunder provis-

ions upon the American territory. The multitude of mouths to be
fed, kept them continually in a famishing state. A ship of war ar-

riv'ed, in the meantime, in the bay of Norfolk. Lord Dunmore sent

a flag on shore to apprise the inhabitants, that they must furnish

provisions, and cease firing, otherwise he should bombard the town.
The provincials answered only by a refusal. The governor then
resolved to drive them out of the city with artillery, and to burn the

houses situated upon the river. He sent in the morning to give no-
tice of his design, in order that the women, children, and all except

combatants might retreat to a place of safety. The first of January,

1776, the frigate Liverpool, two corvette^, and the governor's armed
sloop, opened a terrible fire upon the city, and at the same time a
detachment of marines landed and set fire to the houses. The
flames spread with rapidity, the conflagration became general, all

was consumed. Finally, the provincials themselves fired all the ad-

jacent country, that nothing might fall mto the hands of the enemy,
and to deprive the royal troops of this position

Such are the effects of civil fury ; stich the results of human dia
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co.ds. But man is too often ambitious or deceived ;
and if all ages

are fertile in the authors of tumults and wars, these artisans of mis-

chief are no less fertile in expedients to clothe their projects witn

plausible pretexts ; and thus the unfortunate people, victims of every

calamity, are frequently ignorant of the real origin of the woes that

overwhelm them. In this manner was destroyed one of the most

opulent and flourishing cities of Virginia.

Having described the state of the province of Virginia, after the

royal government had ceased, the order of history requires that we

should relate what took place at this epoch in the other provmccs.

We have already mentioned the ardor manifested by the inhabitants

of South CaroHna, on their receiving intelligence of the affair Df Lex-

jntrton, that a provincial convention was formed, that its members

eirtered into a confederation, and organized corps of infantry and

cavalry lor the defense .of the colony.

In the m'Ml of this general movement, governor Campbell arrived

in the pr.)vince, who, notwithstanding the public agitation, was re-

ceived with the attentions due to his rank. He conceived the idea

of employing the miUtia, as a counterpoise to the regiments on pay,

which had been levied by the convention or congress of the prov-

ince, -nd to oppose against the convention itself, the provincial as-

sembly He hoped bv this management to divide the patriots, and

overturn *heir projects. Accordingly, of his own authority, he is-

sued comn.issions to the officers of the militia, and convoked the as-

sembly according to ancient forms. But in both these measures he

failed of success; the militia continued firm in the cause ot he

people, and the assembly refused all his propositions so rigidly, that

he was necessitated to dissolve it. He appeared disposed to remain

peaceable for some time ; but it was known that he maintained a

secret intelligence with the loyalists, who were very numerour,, and

luincipallv upon the frontiers, towards the mountains and lakes,

'j'o unmask him, the patriots resorted to the agenc:' of a certair

Adam INIacdonald, captain in a provincial regiment, a man entirely

devoted to their interests. He presented himself to the governor

under the name of Dick Williams, and in the character of an emis-

sary of the loyalists, commissioned to protest their fidelity, and re-

ceive his orders.
, . , . • .

T!ie governor, delighted at this overture, answered with unrestrict-

ed confidence. Macdonald came to make full report before the

general council ; the agitation was vehement. The council deputed

to the .rovernor some of its members, and with them Macdonald hun-

self to" request that he would show them the dispatches he had re

coived from England. Campbell firmly refused.
A «^r*f irw*! ivrno
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made to arrest him, but it was not adopted. The governor became
intimidated, and retired on board a corvette at anchor in the port.

He took with him the seal of the province. The council sent a mes-
sage, entreating him to return ; he would not. Thus ceased tho
royal government in South Carolina ; all public authority was trans-

ferred from the ancient administrations to the provincial convention,
the committee of safety, and other popular establishments, to whose
r^ower the people fixed no other limits, except that they should pro-

tect the republic from all detriment.

But in the meantime, governor Campbell was not inactive. He
knew the royalists were numerous in certain parts of the province,

and he hoped that by exciting them, and erecting a standard, round
which they could rally, he should be able to profit essentially by
their succors. In the interior of the country, there existed a set of
men called regulators. They had arrogated, in 1770, the right of
executing the laws against malefactors ; and they exercised their

functions so openly, that of their own authority they inflicted corpo-
ral punishments upon such as incurred their animadversion. Lord
Montague was sent to repress so odious an enormity, and his severity

eifectually re-established the authority of the laws among this un-
ruly generation. But the regulators had not forgotten the chastise-

ments their unlawful combination had drawn upon them, nor would
they ever consent to adhere to the congress and other popular ad-
ministrations, which they deemed equally as irregular and illegal.

In the same places were found many Dutch and Irish, who held
their lands from the bounty and liberality of the king. Either out
of gratitude, or the fear of losing their estates, if they should join

the patriots, they stood firm in their loyalty, and were strenuously

opposed to the new government. Their number was increased by
certain other Irish, who had retired from the disturbances in the
northern provinces, into this.

Governor Campbell had it in mind, to employ these individuals

for the accomplishment of his designs. He circulated among them
that the American colonies were altogether too feeble to resist the

power of Great Britain ; that the whole question turned upon a
trivial duty on tea, which they were not accustomed to use; that the
inhabitants r>( the coast opposed this impost, in order to have tea at

a low price, without regarding that their obstinacy deprived the in-

habitants of the u»>per country of a multitude of articiea the most
necessary to life ; ihat the single expense of maintaining the provin-
cial regiments, greatly exceeded the amount of all the taxes impeded
by the parliament. The il) humor of these foreigners was still in-

creased by the Vso'enees of the patriots, who insisted, whether willing

22
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or not, that they should accede to the confederation. And thus a

great number that would have remained neutral, were constrained

to throw themselves into the opposite party. In no part of the prov

ince were the lojalists so numerous, as in the space comprehended

»)etween the Broad and Saluda rivers. They refused to execute the

resolutions of congress, to subscribe the league, and to make levies

of soldiers. The patriots, desiring to proceed peaceably, sent into

those [>laces two men of the greatest authority, William Henry Dray-

ton and William Tennent. All their efforts and arguments, to dissi-

pate the suspicions which had arisen among these people, produced

little effect, if any. The rivalship between the two parties became

every day more rancorous. At length, they flew to arms ;
and they

were soon encamped, the one in front of the other. The wiser citi-

zens interposed, to prevent the effusion of blood ;
and, after some

days of negotiation, a compact was concluded, by which the loyal-

ists pledged themselves to remain neuter. But these hopes of tran-

quillity were soon destroyed, by acertain Robert Cunningham, a tur-

bulent spirit, and one of the most influential leade»-s of the loyalists

;

he industriously scattered the elements of discord. From all parts

they iushed to arms anew. The congress, wishing to smother these

first sparks, ordered major Williamson, commanding the militia, to

marcli against the seditious ; but the latter were superior in number.

The moment was critical ; the Carolinian congress, having in front

a British fleet and army, and a party of disatlected citizens in the

rear, could have no hope of victory. Nevertheless, to disconcert the

plan of their adversaries, they marched towards the suspected places

detachments of militia and of troops, under the command of colo-

nels Richardson and Thompson; who were joined by colonels

Rutherford and Polk, at the head of the militia of North Carolina.

The loyalists, scattered, without a rallying point, and without 'eaders

of reputation, transacting every thing with fear and hesitation, were

forced to receive the terms of their conquerors.

This first expedition kept them quiet for a long time ;
they made

no further movement until the English arms acquired the superior-

ity in Georgia and South Carolina.

The inhabitants of the latter province being totally decided for

war, all their attention was given to making the preparations that

might enable them to carry it on with success. They resolved, in

the first place, to provide themselves with powder, of which they

were almost entirely destitute. They kntw that an English vessel,

laden with a great quantity of it, was iS.on at anchor upon the bank,

callet' ihe bar of St. Augustine, urm the coast of East Florida.

S<juie Toitrless patriots, accusiomcd Ix; the sea, made for the ship with
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extreme celerity, boarded her, and became possessed of fifteen thou-
sand pounds of powder ; which, with equal good fortune, they trans-
ported safe into Charleston. This acquisition was of singular utility
in their great need. They supplied, from it, the militia of Massa-
chiisetts, as well as the army which soon after undertook the expe-
dition of Canada.

But there was stiU in the power of the king, fort Johnson, erected
upon James' Island, which is situated in front of Charleston ; this
fortress, thfjrefore, commanded the city. Colonel Motte having land-
ed upon the island in the night with a strong detachment of new
levies, occupied the fort without obstacle ; the garrison, as too feeble
to resist, had retired on board the ships of war.
The chiefs of the people prohibited all persons whatsoever from

supplying water or provision to the ships of ihe king, otherwise than
from day to day. The English blockaded the port, and made a
great number of prizes, to the infinite prejudice of the city. This
induced colonel Moultrie to occupy Point Huddrel, with a detach-
ment of provincial troops. He planted there a battery of heavy
cannon, which constrained the English to retire from this position
and gain the open sea. Thus the city was liberated, for the pres-
ent, from the blockade of the British squadron. But to prevent its

renewal, it was resolved to erect fortifications upon Point Huddrel,
which defends the entrance to Charleston, by the channel of Hog
Island

;
and to strengthen the work of fort Johnson, which secures

the port on the side of James' Island. A new fort was also con-
structed in this island, west of fort Johnson ; then another upon
Sullivan's Island, which received the name of Moultrie.
The provincial militia exercised, and the regiments upon pay

increased their numbers every day. In all parts of the province
preparations were made to repulse the attacks of the enemy.
However sincere was the zeal of the inhabitants to defend theii

country, it '' as stimulated, also, by the resolutions of the general
congress. They had resolved, that if Charleston was attacked\y the
English, three regiments of infantry should be maintained in the
province at the expense of the Union ; that if the convention or
committee of safety should judge it necessary to seize or destroy
any vessel whatsoever, it might do so, and rely upon the approbatiori
of congress. They recommended also the erection of forts and
batteries, in such places as should be thought most suitable.

^
Some agitation also began to manifest itself about this time in

North Carohna, a province in which the loyalists were perhaps more
Humorous than in any other, with the exception, however, of New
Vu/k. The governor, Martin, was an active man, who studied con •
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linually to devise new expedients to increase the parly of the king.

The patriots were especially solicitous with respect to the inhabitantd

of the upper countries of the colony, all Scotch and Highland emi-

grants, with whom it was ascertained that the governor held con-

tinual correspondence. The congress had not neglected to take all

proper measures to disconcert these projects. They had exhorted

the partisans of liberty to form themselves into corps of militia, which,

in case the provincial convention should see fit to order levies;, should

he considered as making part of the general army, and received into

the pay of the Union.

The desires of the congress were accomplished, if not with unani-

mous consent, at least with all requisite promptitude. A provincial

convention was formed, which assumed the authority of the ordinary

assembly of representatives. The committees of safety, and other

popular institutions, were created as usual. The governor took

umbrage at these measures, although he was not intimidated by

them ; and, in order to be able to sustain a first attack, and to give

time, 'in case of emergency, for the loyalists of the upper parts to

come to his assistance, he fortified, and furnished with artillery, his

residence at Newbern. The people rose and seized six pieces of

these cannon ; the governor then fled precipitately for refuge to fort

Johnson, upon Cape Fear river. The provincials, fearing he might

fortify himself, and rally his forces at this point, in order to keep an

open communication for the troops which should be sent against the

colony, resolved to dislodge him. It also appears that they were

apprehensive, lest the governor should proclaim the hbert) of the

negroes, in order to employ them for the re-establishment of the royal

authority. Time was precious. They assembled their forces at

Wilmington, an important city of the province, and gave the com-

mand of the expedition to colonel Ashe, who had passed from the

service of the king, into that of the people. They marched imme-

diately to fort Johnson ; but the governor, not choosing to await so

formidable an attack, had retired on board a ship of war. The fol-

lowing night, colonel .' he entered the fort and reduced it to ashes.

He afterw^ards ravaged the country, that it might furnish nothing to

his adversary. The governor was declared an enemy to America.

and accused of a design to raise the blacks against their masters.

This imputation was not without foundation. He answered with a

writing of excessive length, which he caused to be circulated in the

province. But the provincial congress pronounced this proclama-

tion an infamous libel, and caused it to be publicly burnt by the

hand of the executioner.

They drew up, about the same time, a long address to the people

4
it
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of Great Britain, full of the usual protestations. All these events

singularly agitated the people ; but a new incident soon carried their

fury to extremity. In the garden and cellars of the governor, it was

discovered that he had secreted arms, powder, balls, and other mu-
nitions. The provincial congress decreed a levy of one thousand

regular troops, and another of three thousand minute-men. They
created bills of credit for their support. The general congress,

wishing to give more stability to their authority, and knowing of what

importance it was to propitiate the regulators and mountaineers that

inhabited the upper countries, sent them two ministers of the gospel,

to expound the nature of the present controversy between Great

Britain and the colonies. The chiefs of the people neglected no

means proper to forward their cause. Arms and money were pro-

vided, soldiers were exercised, the militia were organized, the torpid

or lukewarm were stimulated and encouraged. The popular leaders

in this province, surrounded by enemies, manifested an activity

always increasing with the obstacles they had to surmount.

In Pennsylvania, affairs were transacted witl: greater moderation
;

either because the character of the inhabitants was more pacific, or

that the governor was endowed with greater prudence. However,

the provincial assembly, which continued to sit in Philadelphia, and

all the inhabitants generally, appeared not to want activity, in their

preparations for defense ; the militia were exercised with great dili-

gence and success. It was perceived that the breadth and depth of

the Delaware, which bathes the walls of Philadelphia, exposed the

city to imminent danger. The English ships might come thus far up

the river, and cause infinite mischief not only to the city and prov-

ince, but even to the entire confederation. It was therefore resolv-

ed to obstruct the passage, by sinking in the channel a construction

of heavy timber, called a chevaux-de-frise. It consisted in two

immense beams, laid across the bed of the river, parallel-wise, and

at a suitable distance apart ; they were locked with traverse timbers

;

and upon their upper surface rose, with a certain inclination towards

the current of water, two other lieavy beams, armed on the top with

tusks of iron, to pierce the vessels that should attempt to ascend.

All these frames, ponderous of themselves, and charged besides

with enormous stones, could not be easily broken, subverted, or dis-

placed. Ingeniously contrived, as well as skilfully executed, they

were of no little utility, in the course of the war. The Pennsylva-

nians were also very diligent in providing themselves with arms and

ammunition. The provincial assembly had appointed a committee

of superintendence, to see that the arms were made with a desirable

promptitude, and the requisite perfection. The gunsmiths, and

vo2« 1. 23*
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Other armorers, were continually watched and stimulated. Tho

assembly also decided, that several battalions should be levied and

completely equipped. A great quantity of powder was manufactured

in the environs of Philadelphia ; a single mill supplied five hundred

pounds a week. Every thing, in brief, tended towards war. The

governor wum uiiai'V' to resist an inclination so universal ;
he had no

royal tr^ps <it 1 11.=' disposal.

The piovince, and particularly the city of New York, found

themselves in a painful situation. They were exposed, on all parts,

to the insults of the British llect ; the city had even still a garrison,

though feeble, of royal troops. New rc-inforcemcnts were expected

from England ; and it w-;, l-o n that all the corps that arrived m
America, landed at New York, as their destined place of arms

The delegates of the province were therefore instructed to move

the congress to prescribe the course to be pursued, in case of th(i

arrival of the troops that were already embarked from Ireland lor

America. The congress answered, they should stand upon the

defensive, allow the !inglish to land, and permit them to occupy the

barracks, provided they snould behave themselves peaceably; not.

however, to sufler that they should erect fortifications, to interrupt

the communication between the city and country ;
if they should

employ force, to resist them with force ; to transport the munitions

of war into the interior of the province ; to designate places of

refuge for the women and children ; finally, the congress exhorted

all the inhabitants to arm, and hold themselves in preparation for

every event.

But It was not long before they were relieved from these anxious

apprehensions. The royal troops arrived ; but, instead of landing

at New York, they went on shore at Sandy Hook, whence, by the

,>rders of general Gage, they re-embarked for Boston. The battle

of Breed's Hill had enfeebled the garrison of that city, and new

soldiers were needed to fid up the companies. At lengtii, the

detachment itself, which for so long a time had been stationed at

New York, retired on board a ship of war which was anchored in

the port. The city, thus delivered entirely from the presence of

the royal troops, was repla<;ed absolutely at its own discretion.

At this epoch, governor Tryon arrived from London at New York.

He was a man of an active genius, an ardent character, and possess-

ed of great influence in the province. He was received with mark-

ed respect. His continual efforts in favor of the royai cause, were

generally crowned with success. Tranquillity, for a certain timO;

remained undisturbed. Then followed a quarrel, in which a rydl

ship fired upon the city with bails anu grapc-^»»iTiT\r>_cKr\* Kianaiio** thp inha.".
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itants had seen fit to transport artillery from one place to another.
A groat number took refuge in the country. Tho governor demand-
ed a conference with the convention, tho committee of safety, and
the officers of the militia. It was granted. He expressed the deep-
est concern at the present discord ; he begged they would use pru-
dently the power which they had entire ; he observed, that violent

measures would only widen the breach, and hazard the destruction
of the city. This example shows clearly to what terms was • 'jduced,
and upon how frail a basis reposed, the royal authority at thai time in

America
; since even in the province of New York, that of all which

numbered the most loyalists, tho governor was driven to sur l» ex-
tremity, that, instead of commanding, he was constrained to pray.
Hence also it is manifest, that Tryon had been sent, not to govern a
province that would no longer obey him, but to intrigue clandes-
tinely, to sow division, to corrupt the good, and dispense to the
wicked their hire.

How opposite such conduct was to the dignity of a powerful
nation, and how proper to render it contemptible in the estimation
of the universe, every one can imagine for himself. It would have
been a much more seemly resolution, if the governor, upon ascer-
taining the situation of affairs, should have withdrawn from the p.-ov-

ince, and left it altogether m the power of the patriots ; for to
govern without connnanding, and to command without being obeyed,
was a degradation of his rank, and of the royal authority itself.

The general congress had become greatly alarmed at the artifices

of governor Tryon. They feared he would at length succeed in

exciting such malignant humors, as might issue in fatal results. They
thought it expedient to prevent the evil ; and accordingly recom-
mended, that, in all the colonies, every person, of whatever name or
condition, whose opinions afforded motives of siispicion, should be
arrested, and detained under a sufficient guard ; this was th( 'aw of
suspected persons. The deputies of New York sent copies of it

into their province. At this news g( .vernor Tryon, having doubts of
some strange resolution, promptly took refuge on board an English
vessel moored in the port ; he carried off the seal of the province.
JUit, leewards the close of the year, with the approbation of the king,

lie addressed a proclamation to the inhabitants of New York, to
apprise them of the dispositions of the prince, and the earnest desire

he entertained that some honorable way of reconciliation between the
two parties might be devised. Thus vnnished even the shadow of
royal authority in this colony, after its action had in reality ceased
long since. Such was the success of the hopes the ministers had
nlared in the manmivf^rsi nnH intrianK^a nf imvomn* T'rirrvr. «fky>~«
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they hftd comidercd as the most proper instrument to net upon a

province of sucli principal importance.

It had recently been divided by the provincial convention into a

certain number of districts, each destined to furnish a company. The

organization of these companies was the object of a s{)ecinl rrguhi-

tion. But this appearance of ardor was in many fur from being sin-

cere. Even members of the provincial congress presumed to suy,

openly, that they would not receive the bills of credit
;
and thai,

when the English troops should have arrived, they would join the

royal standard. The provincial soldiers themselves were emulous

in deserting. So efficacious had been the whisp('rs of Tryon ;
or,

perhaps, so great were the avarice, the fear, or the loyalty, of the in-

habitants. Admitting only the latter reason, it would be impossible

for the colonists of New York to clear themselves of the reproach

of hypocrisy and of cowardice, for not having dared openly to fol-

low the royal banners, and for having, on the contrary, pretended a

naming zeal for the cause which the greater part of the Americans

had espoused. Bui simulation and perfidy are never more frc(iuent

than in the political revolutions of (^mpires. Those who lately served

kings, afterwards serve republics ; and ardent republicans become all

at once royahsts, according to the dictates of their ambition or their

avarice. Such is the miserable condition of human nature, that it

is never consistent with itself; and when a man abandons one party

to coalesce with another, he is often more actuated by a culpable

motive than a virtuous conviction.

Maryland followed the example of the other provinces. The

authority of the ordinary assembly was here also transferred to a

convention which assembled in tiie city of Annapolis. It proposed

the articles of a league, to be composed of its own members, and all

the freemen of the province. They pledged their faith reciprocally,

and all towards America, to persist, according to tlieir power, in

opposition , whether with arms or with commercial restrictions. They

decreed, that forty companies of minute-men should be levied
;
and

that all the inhabitants of the province, freemen, from sixteen to fifty

years, except only the ministers of religion, and physicians exercising

iheir profession, individuals in the service of the governor, minute-

men, artillery-men, and those prevented by their religious opinions

from bearing arms, should attach themselves to some one com-

pany of militia. Hence it appears how calm, how remote from all

blind transport, was this people ; since, in such a crisis, individuals,

reputed most essential to the general utility, were exempted from

military service ; and since religious opinions were also perfectly re-

spected. The regular organizatioPx of the militia ascerteined the pay
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of the officers and that of the soldiers. A conunittce of safety was
invested with the direction of affairs relating to the militia and min-
ute-men

; and even with the power of taking, during the recess of
the convention, the measures deemed neccssairy for the «'ood of the

province. Sulmltern committees were established, for lOcal super-

intendence upon every point, and for the reciprocal transmission of
useful intelligence. Finally, the convention created two hundred
and sixty-six thousand six hundred and sixty-six dollars, in bills of
credit, in order to defray the charges of the militia. Meanwhile, the

people had already forced the gates of the provincial arsenal, and
seized the arms and ammunition, which were found there in consid-

erable quantity.

In New Jersey, the royal authority still subsisted in its ancient

forms ; but it was without power, since it was without arms. Accord-
ingly, the real directing authority was that of the people ; which had,

for its support, both arms and the general opinion. The militia

organized and exercised themselves, according to the regulations

published by the provincial congress. The people had taken pos-

session of the public chest ; a sum of twenty to thirty thousand
pounds sterling it contained, was appropriated to pay the militia.

Besides the provincial mihtia, the general congress invited the con-
vention of New Jersey, to levy, without delay, two battalions, at the

expense of the public treasure ; the officers were to have the same
pay as those of the confederate army, and the soldiers to be engaged
but for one year. In. ihe meantime, governor Franklin convoked the

provincial asseruDly. In the speech he addressed them, he express-

ed his ^rief at the present troubles ; and announced, that the com-
manders of the British fleets upon all the American coasts had or-

ders to act offensively against every port or place whatsoever, ir.

which the officers of the king should be insulted, or in which troops

should be levied, forts erected, or the public magazines plundered.

He spoke also of the desire of independence ; and added, that, as to

the safety of his own person, he would refer it to their good faith.

The assembly, in their answer, expressly denied any thought of in-

dependence ; they assured the governor, that he might be tranquil

with respect to his seilety ; and, final'y, that as to the disturbances,

they deplored them sincerely, but could do nothing to remedy them,
since their cause was in the acts of parliament.

The two provinces of Connecticut and Rhode Island were in-

habited by men naturally the zealots of liberty ; and, not having the

restraint of a royal governor, as by their charters they had the priv-

ilege of electing their own, they had long since provided themselves

with men, arms, and munitions. These measures of safety were the
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more essential, as the vicinity of the English troops of Boston u>arn>

ed their suspicions; and they saw enemy vessels continually upon

the coasts, employed in carrying off provisions, not only for their

own use, but also for that of the garrison be'::egcd m that city. Be-

sides this, captain Wallace, commandi;.g a ship of the king, with

some other armed vessels, greatly harassed their commerce, captur-

ing daily merchant vessels belonging to one or other of these pr(W-

inces. At length, he made a furious attack uoon the town ol

Bristol. The houses, the stores, the churches, suffered excessively

from the fire of his artillery ; which continued till the inhabitants, at

evening, consented to supply with fresh meat this man without pity.

But these hostilities committed by the vessels of the king against a

defenseless town, did but increase the already too violent disgusts

of the Americans, who complained of them with much asperity, in

a multitude of writings-, both public and private.

But Wallace was not of a character to allow himself lightl}' to be

diverted from his resolutions ; and perhaps he was also spurred on

by necessity. The blame should not be imputed to him, but to those

ministers who by their rigorous counsels had provoked the war, with-

out having prepared the requisite means to sustam it ;
consequently,

as it was impossible to fight in the open field, to conquer, it became

necessary to pillage, in order io live. Captain Wallace therefore,

employed himself with great activity, in ravaging, by his piracies,

the coasts of Connecti-it and Rhode Island. The army of Massa-

chusetts sent to the succor of the Rhode Islanders a detachment of

soldiers, under the command of general Lee. This man, of a violent

character, and little accustomed to respect the laws and public order,

when it was in question to favor the American revolution, immediate-

ly compelled the people he came to defend, to bind themselves, by

aie most terrible oaths, to break off all communication with the in-

struments of ministerial tyranny, vulgarly called, said the words ot

the ocith, the troops and fleets of the king ;
not to lend them any

assistance whatever ; to denounce traitors before the public authori-

ties
• and to take arms for the defense of American liberty, as often

as it should be required of them by the general congress, or the

provincial magistrates. The congress disapproved this conduct of

Uneral Lee ; at which he gave himself little concern. He declared

it pusillanimous to respect the civil laws, in the midst of arms
;
and,

in times of revolution, he considered all means legitimate, by which

he might attain his ends ; a manner of acting, which, if it conducts

one revolution to its object, leaves, and even prepares, as experience

demonstrates, al! the elements of another to follow it

The assembly of Rhode Island decreed, that those of the iiJiab
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itants of the colony who should hold intelligence with the British
mmisters or with their agents, or should supply the armies or fleets
with arms or military or naval stores, or should serve as pilots to the
Enghsli ships, should incur the pain of death, and the confiscation
of their lands and effects. They pronounced the confiscation of the
estates of some individuals, whom they declared enemies to the
liberties of America. They emitted the sum of twenty thousand
pounds sterling, in bills of credit. These measures, and the pres-
ence of general Lee, secured the tranquillity of Rhode Island.

Governor Wentworth still continued in New Hampshire ; but,
httle by little, the patriots acquired the superiority, and his authority
dechned in proportion. Fearing, at length, some vexatious accident,
he withdrew into the castle denominated William and Mary.
The popular administrations had also succeeded the ancient au-

thorities, in Georgia. The partisans of the king were, however, the
prevailing number

; and the general cangress had sent thither, by
way of precaution, a battalion armed at the expense of the Union.
But, before it had reached its destination, a very sanguinary action
had happened in the city of Savannah, between the patriots, wiio
occupied the fort, and the royal troops, who assaulted and retook it.

The capitulation was observed, and the vanquished had not to com-
plain of any cruelty. The patriots were, however, predominant in
the rest of the province

; and gallantly prepared themselves to n;-
capture, by storm, the citadel of Savannah. They were bctt^;'-
armed, and more united, than their enemies, who were unprovided
with munitions, and found themselves dispersed in different places.
Thus ceased, as wo have related, the royal authority in the differ-

ent provinces. It was replaced, progressively, by that of the peo-
ple

;
that is, by the congresses or conventions extraoidinary, that

were formed in each colony. But this was deemed insufficient by
those who directed the affairs of America. Their real object being
independence, and the present state of things, as irregular and pre-
carious by its very nature, leaving a way open of arrangement with
Lngland, and of return to the ancient connection and dependence
they desired that such a system should be established in each prov'
nice as should have the appearance of a perman, at constitution
m order to satisfy the world that the Americans were capable of
governing themselve?^ by their own laws. But the chiefs of the pop-
ular party had many difficulties to surmount in the execution of
this design, notwithstanding the ardor whicn manifested itself in all
parts to second their operations. The greater number approved
resistance, but were op[)o.sed to independence, or at least shuddered
at the idea of openly asserting it For this reason, those who had

'•I >
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the supreme direction of affairs, fearful of injuring their cause by

too much precipitation, resolved to proceed with extreme circum-

spection; and marched up to their object, always protesting that

their efforts were aimed in quite another direction.

It was highly important to commence the execution of this plan,

with the provinces whicii discovered the greatest aversion towards

England. It was hoped, that when it should be accomplished in

one or more, the others would soon imitate the example. No prov-

ince appeared more suitable to give it than that of Massachusetts.

The provincial congress of this colony issued circulars, for the elec-

tion of representatives, authorized to constitute the form of govern-

ment. Two hundred delegates assembled at Watertown, and adopt-

in<r the cncient forms of the British constitution, resolved themselves

inro an ordinary assembly, or house of representatives, and assumed

all the authority attributed by the ancient statutes to these assemblies.

They afterwards established a permanent council, to assist the gov-

ernor in his deliberations. Thus the royal authority was converted

at first into tumultuary popular authority, and at length into regular

popular authority. All these operations were performed, as they

said, not with any view to independence, but in order to induce the

English to co- 3ent to a just and honorable arrangement. One of

the first acts of this house was to raise the sum of thirty thousand

pounds sterhng, by means of a tax ; which excited a dudgeon the

m.)re intense, as the people had persuaded themselves that smce

they were in insurrection to avoid paying taxes to England, ihey

ought at least to be excused from paying any to their own govorii-

moTit. But the other colonies discovered great br.ckwardncss to

follow the route marked out by Massachusetts ; either because its

views appeared too manifestly aimed at independence, or thai, be-

ing placed in peculiar circumstances, the other colonies, diirerently

situated, did not think proper to tread in its steps. But the Amer-

ican chiefs, far from being discouraged, resolved to employ the

authority of the general congress. They procured from New

Hampshire new instructions to the delegates of that province, re-

quiring them to take the sense of congress respecting the mode of

administering justice, and the internal government of the colony.

This discussion excited violent debates ; many members perceiv(ul

the scope of it but too distinctly. The patriots, however, aided by

circumstances, and their own intrepidity, at length prevailed. It

was decided, that the provincial convention of New Hampshire

should be invited to convene representatives of the people, from all

the towns, that they might take such measures, and pass such laws,

as they should judge liest calculated to secure peace and order in
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the province, during the present contest. But the provincial con-
vention, either from impatience, or in order to inspire greater interest,
by a demonstration of glowing zeal, had anticipated the resolution,
and the circulars for the election of representatives were already
expedited. They assembled at Exeter, took the name and char-
acter of the house of representatives, and established the usual
council.

The example of Massachusetts and New Hampshire appeared
still not sufficient to decide the other provinces to take the same
resolutions. Th? inhabitants of the other colonies were not exempt
iiom jealousy tov\ ards those of New England. It was therefore de-
sirable that the plan proposed should be executed in some one of
the central provinces. For this purpose Virginia was the best
adapted, as well en account of its extent and power, as by reason
of the political shocks it had recently experienced, since lord Dun-
more, by the proclamation of martial law, had caused the entire
cessation, in that province, of all civil authority on the part of Eng-
land. Tne general congress, therefore, made, with respect to Vir-
ginia, tlie same resolutions as in the case of New Hampshire.
Among the members to whom this business was referred, Samuel

Adams merits to be remarked, who labored in it with distinguished
ardor, and appeared to esteem its success a personal triumph.

At this epoch, it was learned by the news from England, that the
government had disdained to make answer to the petitions of con-
gress, addressed to the king, and transmitted by Penn, the lat«
governor of Pennsylvania. It was understood further, that none of
the ministers had condescended to ask him any questions relative to
the atFairs of America. This was an unequivocal proof of their ob-
i^tinacy, and irrevocable resolutions. The animosity of the colonists
became, in consequence, more violent, and the enterprise of the
authors of independence infinitely more easy. They declared, in
all places, that nothing could be hoped for any longer from the
English government

; and that the only way of safety which re-
mained, was to display formidable forces, to shake oft' an odiotw
yoke, and learn to walk without leadingstrings.

This discourse had no success with the general assembly of Phila-
delphia, who, though inferior to none in theii zeal for resieting the
extraordinary laws of parliament, would hear no mention of inde-
pendence. They manifested their discontent, by enjoining it upon
their deputies to the general congress, to oppose every proposition
that should tend towards a separation from the parent state, or any
change in the form of government. In the midst of such conflict-
ing eflorts, America moved onward to independence.

,;^i
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But it IS time to return to the war that was carried on under the

walls of Boston. The Americans had to contend with two capital

difficulties ; the one was the want of powder, which still continued,

notwithstanding all the efforts used to procure a sufficient supply

;

the other was the approaching expiration of the term for which the

soldiers were enlisted. Either persuaded that the war would be of

short dviration, or jealous of standing armies, the colonists had en-

gag3d their troops but for one year. They were therefore in dan-

ger Df seeing the whole army disbanded, at the conclusion of the

present year, and the siege thus raised in a day. To remedy, in the

first place, the scarcity of powder, as their country could not furnish

it in sufficient quantity, they determined to exert all their efforts to

procure it from foreigners. Several fast-sailing vessels were sent to

the coast of Guinea, whence they brought home immense quantities,

having purchased it of the European ships employed in that trade.

The Philadelphians, knowing the favorable dispositions of the inhab-

itants of the Bermudas, and their great want of provisions, dispatched

thither a large brig, and the Carolinians a corvette, which brought

away about one hundred and ten casks of powder. The assembly of

Massachusetts prohibited the consumption of it in firing at game, or

in rejoicings. Then only began to be less felt the defect of this fir=;t

instrument of war. It remained to obviate the inconveniences of

the expiration of the soldiers' term of service ; the congress sent a

deputation to the camp, in order to concert with general Washington

the most efficacious means to prevent the dissolution of the army.

The deputies were all men of distinguished sagacity ; and, among

the most conspicuous for authority and reputation, was doctor Ben-

jamin Franklin. They managed this negotiation witli such address,

that almost all the troops consented, but not without extreme diffi-

culty, to continue in the pay of the Union.

The congress ordained, besides, that the besieging army should

amount to the number of more than twenty thousand men ; and that

each colony should levy battalrons, at the expense of the continent.

About this time. Dr. Church, first physician of the army, was de-

clared traitor. He kept up a secret correspondence within Boston.

Being detected, he was brought before the house of representatives,

w hereof he was a member. He did not deny, but said he had only

acted for the good of the country. Unable to prove it, he was ex-

pelled the assembly. SoniC persons pretended that this whole affair

was but an artifice The congress decreed that the accused should

he confined in the prisons of Connecticut.

General Gage returned to England, having been recalled by the

kmg. His conduct had not answered the expectation of the govern-
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hement
;
n^ nav. cmpioyea tne ^vays of mildness, when he should nave

^splayed force
;
and violence, when persuasion would have sufficed.He arrived m America, accompanied with general affection

; he left
It abhorred; perhaps less through his own fault than that of the
ministers, who, in place of rigorous decrees, should have sent pow-
ertui armies; or, instear^ of armies, conciliatory conditions, conso-
nan with the opmions of the Americans. But men commonly know
neither how to exert all their force, nor to surmount the shame of
descending to an accommodation

; hence delays, hesitations and half
measures so often prove the ruin of snterprises. William Howe acommander much esteemed for his talents, and distinguished for his
birth, succeeded general Gage.
Washington found himself, at that time, surrounded with many

and serious difficulties
;
they proceeded from the organization of his

army; and increased, every day, in proportion as the first ardor of
his troops abated. Every hour it became more evident, that the sue
cess of wars resides not in popular impulses, but in good arms, dis-
cipline, and obedience

; things the American camp was far from of-
fering; and especially the Ia«t vvvo. One principal vice was this-
the greater part of these troops not having been raised by authority
of congress, but by that of the provincial assemblies, their organiza-
tion, instead of being uniform, presented an excessive variety in the
formation, equipment, rank, pay, discipline, and, generally, in all
that relates to military service.. !t is easv to conceive how much it
must have suffered from such a disparity] Washington had placed
great dependence upon the troops of Massachusetts, not only as they
were the most numerous, but also as he believed thein animated with
that zeal which distinguished their province, and therefore qualified
to undertake and support whatever might contribute to th.: success
of the vvar. The general was much deceived in his expectation
The soldiers of Massachusetts, guided by the enthusiasm of liberty,
had themselves elected their own officers,_a thing incompatible with
discipline

;
these officers not being respected, they exacted obedience

in vain. It must bo admitted, moreover, that some of them de-
graded thenselves by a rapacity which fell indiscriminately upon pri-
vate as well as public property. Thf;y clamored liberty, in order to
be able, without restraint, to satiate their incredible avarice. The
state of affliction in which their country v/as plunged, far from touch-
tog V

.
la with compassion or concern, t^eemed rather to increase in

<ner.. tneirmfamous propensity for pillage. This disastrous scourge^H at all times been one of the first resuks of political revolutions.
J he most depraved, the mosi profligate men, while they profess the
jnosi ardent love for the public good, are even those who, under this

^1
' <i
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oil, abandon themselves without shnme io the thirst of rapine tliut

consumes them. In this tUsorder, the voice of good ciuzcns is not

heard, because the wicked are the loudest in their protestations of the

same zeal ; and the wicked cannot be repressed, because their services

are wanted. Another vice of the American army was that each col-

ony, and not the general congress, paid, clothed, and victualed its

own troops ; which resulted in a confusion extremely prejudicial to

good order and discipline. As yet it had not been thought of, or per-

haps, in the mid?t of so many different interests, it had not been pos-

sible to create a commissary or intendant-general, having charge of

all these details of administration. The disorder was greater still

Some American generals, dissatisfied with the promotions made by

congress, had retired disdainfully to their homes. Maladies, also,

had found their way into the camp, and especially the dysentery, a

pest so fatal to armies.. The close of autumn already had rendered

the cold vt r}' sensible ; the soldiers suffered severely, from want of

barracks. The congress, however, had not neglected this point ; but

the contractors, after having received the necessary funds, furnished

nothing ; and, according to their customs, exclaimed every where

that they were not paid. Thus all the wrongs appeared to reboimd

upon iuQ government ; so industrious is this race of men in creating

confusion, in order to veil their jugghng operations ! Nevertheless,

Washington, by his prudence and by his authority, provided for all

wonts. If he acquired an imperishable glory, in having conducted

the present war to a happy conclusion, praises not inferior are as-

suredly due him for having kept together an army composed of so

many different elements, and beset by so many afflicting wants.

The latter success is not less honorable, and perhaps of more difficult

attainment, than victory itself.

The Americans, to whom the spectacle of an army was entirely

new, came from all the environs, and even from remote parts, to be-

hold it. Men and women arrived in throngs at the camp of Boston,

and demonstrated a lively satisfaction at the martial air of their fel-

low citizens. The soldiers felt their courage revive, and the inhabit-

ants their hopes. The Indians themselves were attracted. Distrustful

and incredulous by nature, they wished to ascertain with their own

eyes the truth of what they had heard related. They were received

with particular civility. In order to amuse the Americans, or to

create a high opinion of their strength and address, they gave fre-

quent representations of feasts and combats, after their mode. The
mutual expressions of benevolence, the familiarity that ensued, and

the presence of the numerous battalions of the Americans, which

held the British troops locked up within the walls of a city, mad«
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such an impression upon the Indians, that, notwithstanding all the
seductions and all the importunities of the English, they generally
testified a great repugnance to follow their banners. The colonists
observed these sentiments with no little satisfaction.

Although no action of moment was engaged about Boston vetwarm skirmishes happened frequently, in which the Americans
acquired new intrepidity and love of glory. Washington ardently
desired that his troops should often encounter the enemy, in these
miniature battles, that their energy might not languish from inaction,
and that they might become familiar with the din of arms, and the
lace of the enemy.

Meanwhile, the distress in which the garrison of Boston found
Itself, increased from day to day. The supplies procured by the
English vessels, m their excursions upon the neighboring coasts, were
altogether inadequate to the exigencies of a necessity so extreme.
Ihe inhabitants had removed their grain and cattle to inland places •

and what remained they resolutely defended with arms. Nor could
the English have much hope of drawing provisions from the adjacent
islands or from other parts of the American continent, still subject
to the king, smce they were themselves in want. This scarcity was
produced by a decree of congress, which prohibited all exportation
of provisions or merchandise from the colonies towards Canada,Nova Scotia, the island of St. John, Newfoundland, and the two
Floridas, as well as to the places where tiie English carried on their
tisheries. It often happened, that the parties landed by the latter to
forage upon the coasts of Marsachusetts, were attacked and repulsed
by the provincials. The English marine had orders to treat as
enemies the places that should resist the authority of the king Not
content with resisting, the inhabitants of Falmouth, a flourishinir
maritime town of Mii..achusetts, had molesied a ship laden with
the efTects of some loyalist:. The English bombarded it, and also
landed a detachment which reduced it to ashes.
The destruction of Falmouth provoked a very energetic resolution

on the part of the assembly of Massachusetts. A short time before
they had ordamed the armament of several ships, for the protection
Of the coasts. Then, exercising sovereign power, they decreed that
le ters of mark and reprisal should be granted

; and that courts of
admiralty .hould be created, to judge of the validity of prizes.
1 hey declared, moreover, that their intention was merely to defend
their coasts

;
and that no vessels were to be seized, but such only

as should be laden with provisions for the soldiers who made war
against the Americans.

Not long after, the general congress itself, perceiving the neces
2^
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sity of intercepting the English navigation, and of protecting the

coasts of the continent, and also observing the success of the cruis-

ers of Massachusetts, decreed that a fleet of five ships of thirty-two

guns, five others of twenty-eight, and three of twenty-fotir, should

be constructed and armed ; one in New Hampshire, two in Massa-

chusetts, one in Connecticut, two in Rhode Island, two in New

York, four in Pennsylvania, and one in Maryland. The command

of this squadron was given to commodore Hopkins.

The congress appeared to hesitate as to granting letters of mark

and reprisal. They decided, however, for a measure, whicii, though

in name less hostile, yet in reality produced the same effects. They

authorized their ships to capture all those which sliould attempt to

lend assistance to the enemy, in any mode whatsoever. They also

created courts of admiralty.

Thus, little by little^ they drew into their hands the entire sove-

reign authority. The Americans made incredible dispatch in equip-

ping their ships ; they soon swarmed in the neighboring seas, and

took from the English an immense number of prizes, who, little sus-

pecting so bold a sally, saw themselves, with confusion, surprised

upon an element, of which, until then, they had with reason consid-

ered themselves the absolute masters. The activity of this new

marine was no less beneficial to the Americans, than fatal to their

enemies. The British government, informed of the distress to

which the garrison of Boston was reduced, had embarked, at a pro-

digious expense, an immense quantity of oxen, and all sorts of live

cattle, of salt meat and of vegetables, to victual a place of such im-

portance with all expedition.

Contrary winds, in the first place, retarded the transports at sea,

beyond the expected term ; the cattle died, the vegetables perished.

The residue at length arriving upon the coast of America, became

almost entirely the prey of the American ships, and that often under

the very eyes of the British Commanders, who, either becalmed or

opposed by the winds, were unable to succor them. At Boston,

wood was totally wanting ; the government, in order to remedy this

deficiency, had embarked in this convoy a large quantity of coal.

The greater part fell into the power of the Americans ; thus, the

garrison, and even the inhabitants of Boston, in the midst of the

most rigorous season, found themselves absolutely destitute of fuel

Nor did fortune show herself only propitious to the Americans in

their eflbrts to intercept the means of subsistence, which had been

sent from England for the garrison ; she delivered also into their

hands the arms and munitions of war, of which they were themselves

in the mcnrt urgent neeck
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Pressed by a necessity continually increasing, general Howe nad
already sent out of Boston, and caused to be transported to the
neighboring shores, more than seven hundred useless mouths. It

was said at the time, that among those individuals were found several
diseased with the smallpox. If the fact be true, at least it cannot
be thought to have been the result of an odious design to infect the
American camp ; the mind of general Howe being certainly alto-

gether incapable of such an atrocity. It is true, however, that many
Americans both credited and pubhshed it. The assembly of JNIa.*-

sachusetts, either believing these rumors, or wishing them believed,

decreed all the precautions usual in similar cases. Meanwhile, in

order to procure fuel, general Howe was constrained to demolish
several houses in Boston ; for the light vessels of the Americans
cruised so actively along the coasts, that all hope of procuring
either wood or coal from the neighboring towns had vanished.

Meanwhile, the house of representatives of Massachusetts cre-

ated fifty thousand pounds sterling in bills of credit, and knowing
how naturally men allow themselves to be guided by words and im-
ages, they caused the bills to be decorated with great care. Their
emblem was an American, holding in the right hand a sword, around
which were inscribed these Latin words, ' Ensc petit placidam sub
libertate quietem.' With the left, he supported the motto, ' Mag-
na Charto,' and at the foot, ' Made in defense of American liber-

ty.^ The House also ordered, that the army should be supplied with
frel. But it seemed that they did these things with a certain reluc-

tance, and very ill grace ; impatience or avarice had sensibly chilled

the zeal of these patriots, of late so ardent. General Lee, accus-
tomed to express himself without any sort of reserve, was not spar-

ing of censures towards them ; he openly called them narrow and
p.usillanimous souls, who, apprehensive of losing popular favor, want-
ed courage to take a vigorous resolution, or to strike a decisive blow.
The congress, meanwhile, decreed, that by virtue of the law of re-

taliation, any harsh treatment which should be inflicted upon those
among the Americans who might fall into the power of the enemy,
should be revisited upon those partisans of ministerial oppression,

whom the fortune of war might place in their hands. This question

of the reciprocal treatment of prisoners of war, had given birth to

violent debates between the one party and the other. We have let-

ters written upon this subject, in a very animated style, to each other,

by generals Gage and Washington. Though it is probable that

the wrongs might have been mutually exaggerated, it is certain that

the laws of war were not observed towards the prisoners, and that

much inhumanity was manifested in the proceedings against them.

ill

f^«
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Arc not these the ordinary fruits
Can it excite our astonishment ?

of civil war ?

Such was, about the close of the year 1775, the political and
military situation of the province of Massachusrtts, and such the
events which took place under the walls and in the vicinity of Bos-
ton. Those who occupied this city wero afraid to venture out,
and every day oxperienc^cd a more afflicting dearth of provisions
and firing; wl ile those without made no attempt to attack them,
believing themselves secure of an eventual triumph by simple pei-
severance.

But ihe most important expediti')n of all this year was incompar-
ably the invasion of Canada, by the American troops. The congress
had reflected, that it was not, assun dly, without views of great inter-

est, that the ministry had sent, for governor in this province, general
Carleton, a man of resolute char icter, vast genius, and brilliant n^ime
for military achievements. lit was in\ osted, as we have seen, with
such extensive powers as no governor before hi.n had evti ITered

example of. It was known that he exerted all his eflx)rts to stir the
Canadians and Indians, and stimulate them to arms against thn colo-
nies. Though, at the commencement, he had found great repug-
nance among the first, it was to be feared that, by employing ad-
dress and authority, he might succeed, at length, in drawing them to
his standard. The dispositions of the people of Canada were not
unknown

; always French at heart, and even somewhat fickle. It

was known, also, that they cherished a sullen discontent on account
of the act of Quebec ; which, though favorable to their religion, re-
placed them, however, in their ancient dependence towards the no-
bles, whom they detested. It was therefore essential to take advan-
tage of their present sentiments, before Carleton should have gained
them. It was hoped that when the Americans should have pene-
trated into Canada, the inhabitants would not hesitate to espouse
their cause, excited on the one hand by their hatred towards the no-
bility, and re-assured on the other by the moderation which the colo-
nists had generally manifested in matters touching religion. The
province of Canada was, besides, unfurnished with troops of the
line

; they had all been called to Boston. Moreover, the congress
had been infDrmed, that in the following spring the government was
to make a grand effort in this province ; that numerous forces, arms,
and munitions, would be poured into it, in order to attack the colo-
nies in the back ; an operation, which, if not seasonably prevented,
might have fatal consequences. The colonists, assailed at the same
time in front and rear, could not have expected to resist.

The aesign of an expedition to Canada was also encouraged by
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Crown['icondcroga, and
Ptiint, vvhicli had opened for the Americans the gates of this prov-
ince. Occasion could never be more propitious ; the English troops,
shut up in Boston, and occupied with their own defense were in no
situation to carry succors into a part so remote from the provinces
of the conffdoration. But it was to be feared, that longer (K lays
would afford time for the British ministry to make the nec( ssary jirep-

urations to over|»()vvor the colonies by a single (tl.rt, and reduco
them to 1 ir former dependence. I fore, also, another essential con-
sideration presented itself. In the origin of populu. mov(!ments, the
chiefs should endeavor lo achieve some brilliant enterprise, in order
to maintain the excitement of minds, otherwise they run the risk of
vseoing the sudden extinction of the enthusiasm they have kindled

;

and th(< epoch of the return of order is always that of the downfall
of agitators. In perilous enterprises, attempted by insurgent peo-
ple, hope and fear are. created and annihilated with equal prompt-
ness. The more just they believe their cause, the more strenuously
they defei it; and they incHne to believe it just, as it proves suc-
cessful. According to all t'u'se considerations, the expedition of
Canada was decided. Prudent men, however, could not shut their
eyes upon the numerous difficulties it presented. This was no long-
er an adhering to the defensive, but, on the contrary, a proceeding
the most offensive, a- linst a prince to whom fidelity was still pro-
tested, even carrying arms into one of his provinces, which had in
no shape demanded the succors it was pretended to offer it. This
was not merely exciting the peaceable and uncomplaining subjects
to revolt against their lawful sovereign, but also violently occupying
their country, and dragging them by force into sedition.

Was it not to be feared, that an enterprise so audacious would dis-

cover too openly the intentions of the general congress ; and that,

then, those of the colonists who combated with sincerity to obtain tho
revocation of the oppressive laws, at the same time abhorring the idea
of a total separation, and even desiring to resume their former rela-

tions with Great Britain, would immediately abandon a cause which
would no longer be theirs ? Many members of congress were not
without apprehension of losing, by the execution of this design, tho
favor which a great number of the inhabitants of England, and ma-
ny members of parliament, had hitherto manifested towards the Amer-
ican cause. From oflcnded subjects, should the colonists become
dangerous enemies? from oppressed inhabitants, oppressive soldiers?
from citi/ens alarmed at the shadow of tyranny, the insatiable inva
ders of a peaceable province ? Prudence wou/d also suggest, that the
fear of see-'ng pillaged or destroyed the effects and the merchanaise
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belonging to England, L. this time largely accumulated in Canadai
and especially in the city of Quebec, could not fail to alienate the

minds of all the parties interested. But it was said, on the opposite

side, that, since arms had now been taken up, and the first blood

already effused, to persist in a strictly defensive war was to allow

the enemy a manifest advantage, who had not the same scruples

;

that, seeing hostilities were commenced, it was essential to prosecute

them with all possible vigor; and that certainly a more sensible

blow could not be struck at the enemy, than this of assaulting him

in his weakest part.

' Does any one imagine,' said the partisans of this system, * that

England is about to perplex herself with this distinction of opera-

tions defensive and operations offensive ? Her hand will visit ven-

geance upon us, wherever it can reach us. With arms alone, and

used too with vigor and gallantry, not by timorous counsels, can we
hope to avert the impending tempest of perdition. The enterprise

proposed offers all the probabilities of success ; when we shall have

obtained it, those who still hesitate, even those perhaps who blame,

will have vanquished all their doubts. In whatever man undertakes,

there is always a grain of uncertainty, a particle of danger ; but

generous minds are not to flinch at thij. The ancient adage should

not be A)rgotten,—He that acts not when he can, acts not when he

would.
' Let us be persuaded, finally, that the eloquent orators of the

two houses of parliament, either from love of liberty, as they pre-

tend, or at least from ambition and from the desire to thwart the

ministers, will not abstain from defending, and even extolling, our

cause, when we shall have done much more than attack the prov-

ince of Canada.'

The resolution having been carried in favor of the expedition,

the congress were not tardy in taking all the measures proper to se-

cure its success. Thnie thousand soldiers, partly inhabitants of New
England and partly of New York, were selected for the enterprise.

They were commanded by the two brigadier-generals, Wooster and

Montgomery, under the direction of major-general Schuyler ; these

three officers enjoyed the public confidence unlimited. As, in order

to reach the heart of Canada, it was requisite to traverse lake Cham-

plain, the river Sorel, and the river St. Lawrence, so broad and deep

under the walls of Quebec, orders had been given to construct rafts

at Ticonderoga and at Crown Point in order to convey the troops

wherever it might be thought necessary. The country into which it

was purposed to enter not making a part of the American Union, and

governing itself by its own laws, it could not be hoped that its inhabit-
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ants would receive the bills of credit which were cunent in the colo-
nies

;
and, on the other hand, the idea was insupportable, that the sol-

diers should live at discretion, in a country it was desired to gain and
conciliate. Consequently, the congress made an effort to glean
together the sum of fifty thousand dollars in specie. It was also pru-
dent, to avoid being taken in rear, to secure the friendship of the In-
Jans that inhabited the banks of the Mohawk, which empties into the
Hudson river, a little above Albany. For the same reason, general
bchuyler had remained in that city, in order to cultivate a good undei-
standing with those tribes, with whom he possessed a powerful in-
fluence. General Montgomery had already repaired to Crown Point
with a part of the army, and was expecting the arrival of the residue!
Governor Carleton, who was much on his guard, seeing himself men-
aced by a superior force, reflected, that if he could defend against
the Americans the entrance of the river Sorel, it would be impossible
tor them to penetrate into Canada. He accordingly caused to be
constructed and armed a large brig, with some vessels of less force,
and intended to station them at the outlet of the lake into the Sorel

;

hoping thus, and with reason, to interdict the passage, with effect, to
the Americans. General Montgomery was informed of it ; and per-
ceiving all the importance of tKis project of Carleton, determined to
prevent it, by moving rapidly, witli the few troops he had, towards
the borel. Upon his arrival there, he proceeded to occupy Ik awx
i\oia:, a httle island, situated upon the entrance of the river, near
the lake. In the meantime, general Schuyler arrived from Albany,
atter having left the necessary orders for marching the troops of the
expedition to He aux Noix. Here the two generals, having met, ad-
dressed a proclamation to the Canadians, exhorting them to join the
Americans, in order to defend their liberties. They declared they
entered their country not as enemies, but as friends and protectors,
coming only to combat against the British garrisons. Then, in order
to unite force with demonstrations, they determined to approach fort
{St. John, which, situated upon the left bank of the Sorel, commands
It entirely, and closes the passage towards the river St. Lawrence
Ihe Americans moved, therefore, but without artillery, towards St.
John, and landed at a mile and a half distant from the fort, in a
marsh, through which they marched in good order, with a view to
reconnoiter the place. In their progress, they had to sustain a furi-
ous attack on the part of the Indians, who attempted to oppose their
fording a river. Having repulsed them, they, hi the course of the
night, established themselves in sight of the fort, and began to throw
up works

;
but having learned that the fort was in a respectable state

01 defense, and not hoping to carry it so promptly, they returned,
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the day following, to He aux Noix, where they rasolved to wait for

re-inforcements and artillery. Meanwhile, to interrupt the commu-
nication for the ships of governor Carleton from fort St. John with

the lake, they obstructed the channel of the river, here very narrow,

with a chevaux-de-frise.

General Schuyler had returned to Albany, in order to terminate

the treaty with the Indians, and to accelerate the arrival of succors

at He aux Noix. But affairs, and a severe malady, detained him in

tnat: city ; and thus the entire conduct of the Canadian expedition

passed into the hands of general Montgomery, an officer endowed
with all the capacity desirable. He endeavored, in the first place,

to detach the Indians from the party of the English, and to engage

them to remain neuter ; he succeeded in this point, without much
difficulty. Then, after the arrival of his re-inforcements and artil-

lery, he undertook the siege of fort St. John. The garrison consist-

ed in five or six hundred regular soldiers, with two hundred Canadi-

ans, under the command of major Preston ; but the army of Canada,

as well as all the others of the confederation, wanted powder and

cannon balls, and therefore the siege made little progress. The de-

fect of discipline among the provincial troops created a difficulty no

loss alarming. Montgomery opposed it with patience, with prom-

ises, with menaces, and especially with his magnanimity, and the au-

thority of his person, which was very great among all. Fortune soon

offered him the means of remedying the deficiency of ammunition.

A little below fort St. John, and upon the same river, is situated

another small fort, called Chambly. The English, believing the ene-

my could not arrive there, before capturing fort St. John, had neg-

lected to arm it. The American general turned his attention to

this quarter. He put in motion a strong 'ietachment, composed of

colonists and Canadians, under the command of majors Brown and

Livingstone. They appeared unexpectedly before the fort, and took

possession of it. The garrison, a mere handful, were made prison-

ers. A few pieces of cannon, with an hundred and twenty-four bar-

rels of powder, were thus obtained. The colors conquered from the

English were solemnly sent to congress. The Americans, now pro-

vided with the necessary munitions, pressed with vigor the siege of

St. John. They established a battery, at two and fifty paces from

the fort.

Several detachments of Americans scoured the country between

the river Sorel and that of St. Lawrence. They were received with

great demonstrations of joy by the Canadians, who came in throngs

to join them, bringing arms, ammunition, and provisions. Their

spirit increased with their number. Colonel Allen and major Brown,
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both officers of real iaient, concerted the project of surprisin«r iJ,e
City of Montreal, the capital of Upper Canada, and situated !n an
island formed by two branch^'oftfie St. "Lawrence. CoJone
Allen, having reached Longueville, found boats, and crossed the
river, during the night, below IKFreal. Major Brown was to have
passed over at the same time ; but, not having been able to effect it,
the first division found itself in a critical position. Governor Carle-
ton, who was then at Montreal, having discovered the weakness of
colonel Allen, and knowing how to make his profit of occasion
marched out to meet him, with a few hundred men, among English'
Canadians, and savages. A fierce action ensued, and the Americans
cofonded themselves with bravery ; but, overpowered at length by
Jiumbers, having lost many of his men, and abandoned by the oth-
ers, especially by the Canadians, colonel Allen was forced to sur-
render. The governor would not observe towards him the laws of
war; but caused him to be loaded with irons, and sent him to
ii.ngland.

Flushed with this success, he resolved, by a vigorous effort to
raise the siege of fort St. John. He assembled what regular troops
he had, and a considerable number of Canadians 3. * Indians; but
still not believing his means sufficient, he departed from Montreal
tn order to join colonel Maclean, who, with the Scotch regiment of
Koyal Highlanders, occupied the moutii of the Sorel, near its con-
fluence with the St. Lawrence. He ^,oped, with these forces united
to be m a situation to attack general Montgomery, and compel him
to raise the siege. But fortune was not favorable to his design
The American general, foreseeing th.at a man so active as governor
Carleton would assuredly not remain idle, had taken care to scour
continually, with numerous detachments, the eastern bank of th^
light branch of the St. Lawrence.
The English, having completed their preparations, enterec their

boats to pass the river, and land the opposite side, at Longueville.
1 ne American colonel Warner, having perceived their design, plant-
ed artillery on the bank of the river, and stood ready to repulse the
enemy with musketry. He suffered the boats of the governor to
approach

;
and, when they were within reach, poured into them sev-

eral discharges of grape-shot. The English, surprised at this unex-
peeled reception, retired in the greatest disorder, and relandcd upon
trie other be.nk of the river, at Montreal. Colonel Maclean, inform-
ed of the check at Longuevilk), fell back upon Quebec, abandoning
to the Americans the mouth of the Sorel. 7

Meanwhile, the siege of fort St. JoTn was pushed with greater
ardor <}eneral Montgomery had already approached with hi«

24
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trenches to the foot of the wall, and a, as preparing to give the
assault. But the besieged defended themselves valiantly, and ap-

peared resolved to hold out to the last, notwithstanding their pro-

visions were nearly exhausted. At length, the American general,

having received the news of the governor's defeat, sent into the

place a flag, accompanied by one of the prisoners of colonel War-
ner. In the letter he addressed to major Preston, informing him of

this event, he exhorted him not to persist in an obstinate defense,

the only result of which would be an useless effusion of blood.

Preston at first hesitated, and demanded an armistice of some days.

But the American could not consent to consume time unprofitably

;

the season being already much advanced. The Englishman was
consequently compelled to surrender, the 3d of November, after a
siege of six weeks. He obtained the honors of war, and guaranty

of persons and property. The prisoners were conducted by the way
of Ticonderoga, into the colonies that were deemed the m.ost prop-

er. Thus fell into the power of the Americans the fortress of St.

John, which, since the loss of Ticonderoga and of Crown Point, was
justly considered as the key of Canada. They found in it seven-

teen pieces of brass cannon, twenty-two of iron, seven mortars,

with a considerable quantity of bails and bombs, and of naval stores
;

the munitions of war and provisions had been almost entirely con-
sumed.

Masters of this important place, the Americans hastened to occu-

py the mouth of the Sorel, and the point of land which this river

forms in its junction with the St. Lawrence. This operation was of
the utmost interest, in order to prevent the armed vessels, which the

governor had assembled at Montreal, from descending the river, and
escaping at Quebec. It was hoped, besides, that the governor him-
self might have to surrender ; he being then at Montreal, an open
city, and incapable of any defense. Accordingly, the provincial-

erected batteries upon this point ; and, as the river is here very

wide, they constructed, with extreme activity, a number of rafts and
floating batteries ; and thus not only prevented the governor from
descending the river, but even compelled him, by a furious attack,

to retire towards Montreal. All this squadron, and the governor in

person, had a very narrow escape.

General Montgomery arrived under the wal|s of Montreal, the

day after general Carleton had joined his ships and left it. The in-

habitants immediately proposed many articles of capitulation ; but
the American general refused to accept them, alledging, that, not
being in a state of defense, they could not make terms. He sum-
moned them, therefore, to surrender at discretion j but, humane aa
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well as brave, and possessed of all the civil virtues that can honor
an individual, he regulated himself for the inhabitants all the condi-
tions they could have wished, promising them, with a writing from
his own hand, that he would protect their persons, their property
and their religion. In anticipation of their adhesion to the Ameri^
can Union, he added, that he hoped the civil and religious rights of
all the Canadians would be unalterably fixed by the provincfal con-
gress, and that the courts of justice would be organized after the
principles of the English constitution. He subscribed, generally to
all the propositions that were compatible with the security of his
army and the success of his ulterior designs. This conduct ofgene-
ral Montgomery was dictated not only by his own chrracter, which
was truly noble and generous, but also by his desire to re-assure the
inhabitants of other parts of Canada, and particularly of Quebec, to
the end, that banishing all fear, and putting their confidence in his
fortune and his fidelity, they might espouse the cause of America.
Having thus satisfied the inhabitants of Montreal, he entered the
city, on the 13th of November.
The troops of Montgomery, generally but ill equipped, were

greatly annoyed by the cold of the season, which in that climate
began to be very severe.

^
Especially in their march from St. John

to Montreal, the lands being continually low and marshy, they en-
countered innumerable difficulties, which only an incredible constancy
enabled them to surmount. Arrived at Montreal, some murmurs
began to escape them ; and the greater part of the soldiers, whose
term of service had expired, were inclined to return to their homes •

but general Montgomery, by his words, by the influence he had over
them, and by a distribution of woollen clothing he had bought in the
city, retained a part of the discontented ; the others abandoned the
army, and caused it to experience a diminution the more sensible, as
It was already none too large. But, the more obstacles multiplied,
the more kindled the elastic genius of the intrepid Montgomery.
The taking of Montreal by the provincials entirely paralyzed the

naval apparatus of the governor. He found himself blockaded, in
the part of the river St. Lawrence which is comprehended between
the city and the mouth of the river Sorel. Below this point, the
passage was interdicted him, by the floating batteries and rafts,
armed with artillery, under the command of colonel Eaton. The
taking of the governor himself appeared inevitable ; which was to be
considered as the decision of the war of Canada, as the pledge of the
<;onquest of the capital, and of the entire province. Its fate depend-
ed absolutely upon the presence of this chief, whose courage and
prudence presided over all. In a position so perilous, he found the
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way to escape, and at the very instant when his rain appeared im-
pending. He threw hunself into a boat ; and, having caused the
oars to be muffled, to diminish the noise, he had the good fortune

to pass, favored by the obscurity of the night, through the guard
boats of the enemy, and to arrive sound and safe at Quebec. Gen-
eral Prescot, who, after the departure of the governor, had taken
command of the squadron, was forced to surrender.

With him fell into the power of the provhieials many other offi-

cers, several members of the civil administrations of Canada, the vol-

unteers of this province, and a corps of English soldiers ; ail cf wliom
had taken refuge on board the ships, when geneml Montgomery
was on the eve of arriving at Montreal. Having left a garrison in

Montreal, as also in the forts of St. John and Chambly, to keep oper>

a communication between Quebec and the colonies, to secure the

submission of the Canadians, and to overawe the Indians, as well as

the garrisons of Detroit and Niagara, he marched towards Quebec,
with a corps of littb more than three hundred men, the sole residue

of all the army.

While these events passed in^he^iJEPer J)art of Canada^ the city

of Quebec was itself nienaced, from an unexpected quarter, with a
most imminent peril.

Washington, in his camp near Boston, ^ad conceived an enter-

prise as surprising for its novelty as terrific for the obstacles and
dangers which it presented in the execution ; but if it was hazardous,

k was no less useful. He thought there must exist a way, which,
though unfrequented, and known only by the mountaineers in the

mild season, led from the upper parts of New Hampshire and the
province of Maine, across deserts, marshos, woods, and almost inac-

cessible mountains, into Lower Canada, on the part of Quebec. He
calculated that an attack directed against this point, would produce
the greater effect, as it would be the more unexpected ; for not only
no army was ever known to pass through these rough and dismal
solitudes, but never had human being, until then, even imagined it

was possible. Washington knew, besides, that the city of Quebec
was by no means in a state of defense. His plan coincided perfectly

with that part of the army which was to penetrate into Upper Canada
by way of the lakes and the river Sorel. It was known how insuffi-

cient were the forces of governor Carleton, who, compelled to di-

vide them, could not hope to resist tvvo corps that should attack him
simultaiicously, the one towards Montreal, the other towards Que-
bec If he persisted in defending the part contiguous to the first

of these cities, the second fell into the hands of the Americans ; if,

on the contrary, he marched to the succor of Quebec, Montreal
and all the nfljacent country could not escape them.
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The command of this adventurous enterprls d was confided to coIo-nel Arnold, a man even more rash than audacious, of a genius fertile

"cSTrir'^'' ' '^"""^ "^^ '' •'^ ^''^''-' Th'ere were se!Incted, to follow h.m, ten companies of fusileers, three of riflemen,and one of artillery, under the orders of captain Lamb. A fewvolunteers jomed them, among whom was colonel Burr, who after-wards became vice-president of the United States. The coroaamounted m all to eleven hundred men. The province of mZ
IS traversed by a river called the Kennebec, which takes its source
in the mountains that separate this province from Canada, and, run-nmg from north to south, falls into the sea, not far from Casco bay.
Opposite the sources of the Kennebec, on the other side of the
mountains rises another river, named the Chaudiere, which goes toempty itselt into the St. Lawrence, a little above the dty of QliebVc!
in going from one of these sources to the other, it is necessary to passsteep mountains, interrupted by frequent torrents and marshes.Wo living being is found in all this space. Such is the route colonel
Arnold was to take, in order to arrive at Quebec
He had received instructions to endeavor to correspond with thearmy of Upper Canada, by means of the Indians of St. Francis, who

inhabit the banks of a river of this name, situated between the Chau-
diere and the Sorel He was also to employ all possible means to
conciliate the friendship of the Canadians, and to inform generalWashington of whatever should happen to him, from day to day

in abH r ''' ^'^""''"^ P"""^^ ^^^^""S' «"^ proclamations

iheXtrei ^:^r'
-^^^ ^^'^" ^^^^ ^'^ -- p-^^^-'^^y ^^-

All the preparations being completed, and the troops appearing
animated with extreme ardor, colonel Arnold departed fVom thfcamp of Boston about the middle of September, and arrived atNewburyport, situated at the mouth of the Merrimac.
The vessels that waited for him there, conveyed him to the mouth

of the Kennebec. The wind being favorable, he entered the river,and found two hundred batteaux in preparation, at the town of Gardi-
ner Havmg laden them with his arms, ammunition, and provisions,
he thus proceeded up the river to fort Wester, situated upon the right
bank. Here he divided his corps into three detachments ; the first
composed of riflemen, and commanded by captain Morgan, formed
the vanguard, to explore the country, sound the fords, prepare the
ways, and especially to reconnoiter what the Americans denominate
portages. These portages are places where, the rivers ceasing to be
navigable, it becomes necessary to carry, by hand or sumpter, all the
lading of the batteaux, and finally the boats themselves, until the

VOL. I. S4*
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8troams become navigable anew. The second detachment marched
the day following, and the third, the day after that. The current

was rapid, the bed of the river rocky, and often interrupted by falls

and other impediments. It happened at every instant, that the water

entered the batteaux. and damaged or drowned the provisions and
ammunition. At every portage, and they were encountered contin-

ually, the boats were to be unladen, and transported upon shoulders,

to a navigable place. The way upon land offered difficulties no less

formidable than this of the water. It was necessary to penetrate

through thickest forests, to scale frightful mountains, to wade through

quagmires, and traverse horrible precipices. The soldiers, while

hewing a way through so many obstacles, were forced to carry all

their baggage; and accordingly they advanced but very slowly.

Provisions began to fail them before they arrived at the sources of the

Kennebec. They found themselves constrained to eat their dogs,

and even aliments still more strange. Numbers, wasted by continual

fatigues and hardships, were attacked with maladies. As soon as

they reached the source of Dead river, which is a branch of the

Kennebec, colonel Enos received orders to send back all the sick,

and all those to whom it was not possib' j to furnish provisions. But
this officer, embracing the occasion, returned with all his detachment
to the camp at Boston. All the army, on seeing him appear, were
transported with indignation against a man who had abandoned his

own companions, in the midst of dangers, and whose desertion might
occasion the miscarriage of the whole enterprise. He was brought

before a court martial, but acquitted, in consequence of the ac-

knowledged impossibihty of procuring sustenance in these wild and
deseri places.

Meanwhile, colonel Arnold pursued his march, with the first two
divisions. He had employed thirty-two days in traversing fearful

solitudes, without perceiving a single habitation, a single human face.

Marshes, mountains, precipices, were encountered at every step, and
appeared to cut off all hope of success, or rather all hope of safety.

Death was to all more an object of desire than of fear ; their toils,

their hardships, their sufferings, had no end. Their constancy, how-
ever, did not desert them ; the law of necessity seemed to sustain

their energies. Arrived upon the summit of the mountains that sep-

arate the waters of the Kennebec from those of the Chaudiere and
of the river St. Lawrence, the feeble relics of food that still were
found were divided equally among all the companies. Arnold said to

his soldiers, they must now push forward to ^jeek subsistence, since

they had no other resource, no other chance of preservation. As to

himself, he was to be seen every where, reconnoiteringthe piaces, and
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Bcarcliing for some means to escape famine. The companies were
still thirty miles distant from any inhabited place, when it was found
that every species of subsistence was consumed to the last morsel.
Despair became general ; all at once, Arnold appeared, and brought
with him wherewith to satisfy the first wants of nature. They
resumed their march

; and at length discovered, with inconceivable
joy, the sources of the Chaudiere, and, soon after, the first habitations
of the Canadians. These showed themselves heartily well disposed
towards the congress, and offered the Americans all the succors
that were in their power. Arnold, who was impatient to reap the
fruits of so many toils and of so many perils, would wait no longer
than was necessary for the rear guard to come up, and to assemble
the scattered soldiers. He then gave out a proclamation of general
Wasjjington. It was drawn up in the same style as those of generals
Schuyler and Montgomery. The Canadians were exhorted to enter
into the confederacy, and resort to the banners of general liberty

;

they were told, that the colonists came not to oppress or despoil them,
but, on the contrary, to protect persons and property, in a country
they considered friendly; 'Let them remain, therefore, in their
dwellings; let them not fly from their friends ; let them furnish the
troops with all the necessaries in their power, for which they might
depend upon full payment.'

Arnold continued his march, and arrived, the 9th of November, at
n place named Point Levy, situated opposite to Quebec, upon the
right bank of the river St. Lawrence. It is easy to imagine the stupor
of surprise which seized the inhabitants of Quebec, at the apparition
of these troops. They could not comprehend by what way, or in
what mode, they had transported themselves into this region. This
enterprise appeared to them not merely marvellous, but miraculous

;

and if Arnold, in this first moment, had been able to cross the river,

and fall upon Quebec, he would have taken it without difficulty.

But colonel Maclean had been seasonably apprised of the approach
of the Americans, by a letter, which Arnold, being still at the sources
of the Kennebec, had confided to an Indian of St. Francis, to de-
liver to general Schuyler, and which this savage had suffered to be
taken from him, or perhaps had voluntarily given up. The Englisli
had consequently withdrawn all the batteaux from the right bank t<i

the other side of the river. In addition to which, the wind this
day blew so violently, that it would have been impossible to cross
the river without manifest danger. These two circumstances saved
ihe city. Arnold was forced to lose several days ; and he could
have no hope of beinj^r able to pass, except in the night, the river
being guar^ied by liis fi-igate Lizard and several smaller armed ves-
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ielH, that were anchored under the walls of the city. But, during
many successive nights, the wind was even more impetuous than by
day. Meanwhile, the Canadians had furnished Arnold with bat-
teaux

;
and he waited only for a fit time to attetn{)t the passage.

The commander of Quebec found himself provided with few
means to defend the city. The spirit that prevailed among the inhab-
itonts could not fail to alarm him ; and the garrison was very feeble.
The merchants and English were much dissatisfied with the French
laws, which had recently been introduced into the province, and the
little regard shown by the government for their petitions. They
complained, that all fivors, that all privileges, were reserved for the
French inhabitants ; and that the desire to win the benevolence of
these enemies, had caused thegovernment to despise friends. < These
Frenchmen,' they said, * elated with pride by so many attentions, in-

cessantly insult and outrage the English. Even in private circles,

these zealous subjects are forward to discourse upon aflairs of state, in
order to sound the opinion of those that hear them, and afterwards
to go and report their '.vords to persons in authority. Thus the
liberty enjoyed by the English in their actions and speech, is trans-
formed into symptoms of disaffection, disloyalty, and sinister designs.'
The English citizens also manifested an extreme disgust at the li-

cense of the soldiery, and at the conduct of the governor, who hud
left the city without garrison, when the troops had been sent against
the insurgents in the part of the Sorel and of Montreal, without
even having taken the precaution to organize the companies of mi-
litia. It appeared, also, that little reliance could be placed in the
fidelity of the French, the greater part of whom were wavering, and
some even declared enemies to British domination. On the other
hand, the garrison was extremely feeble ; it only consisted in the
companies of Royal Irish, under colonel Maclean, and in a hw mi-
litia, finally assembled in haste by the lieutenant-governor. The
council of naval officers had not permitted the sailors to be landed
to serve on shore, as well on account of the season, now far ad-
vanced, as of the difficulties of the navigation.

But when the American colors were seen floating on the other
side of the river, all the citizens, soldiers or not soldiers, landsmen or
seamen, English or French, united by common danger, and fearing
for their effects, which were very considerable, hastened with emula-
tion to the defense of the city ; and exerted the utmost activity, in
order to make all necessary preparations, before the enemy could
pass the river. The companies of militia were armed, and stationed
at their posts. The Royal Irish manifested the greatest resolution.
The marines were put on shore, who, accustomed to the managemen
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of cannon, were dastincd to 8..vo the artillery of tlie ramparts. Tho
mior of colonel Maclean was of grcot benefit, in this first approach
of perils

;
he neglected nothing to inspire all minds witii firmness

nnd to assemble whatever might contribute to the defense of the city!
Finally, the wind being moderotod, and Arnold having made his"

arrangements, in order to pass the river, and attack the city ho
appointed the night of the 1.3th of November for tho execution of his
designs. He embarked all his men, with theexception of one bundled
and fifty, who remained to complete the requisite number of ladders
Notwithstanding the extreme rapidity of the current, and all tho
pains It was necessary to take in order to avoid the ships of the ene-
my he reached the left bank, a little above tho place where generul
Wolfe had landed in 1759, under auspires so happy for his country
and so fatal to himself. Unable to scale the banks of the river'
which are very steep at this point, he descended towards Quebec'
always marching upon the margin of the river, until he was come to
the foot of the same precipice which general Wolfe had found so
much difficulty in surmounting. Followed by his intrepid compan-
ions he mounted to its summit, and drew up his little band upon
the heights near the plain of Abraham. Here he waited for them to
recover breath, and to give time for the companies left on the other
side of the St, Lawrence to join him. He had hoped to surprise
the city, and to carry it by a single effort. But the notice given by
the intercepted letter, the appearance he had made at Point Levy
and the encounter of a boat that was passing from the port of Quo-
bee t.i the frigate, had given the alarm, and apprised the whole city
of the danger ready to burst upon them ; accordingly, all were at
their posts. It was not long before Arnold had full assurance of it

•

for, having sent forward the companies of riflemen to reconnoiter
the places, and the position of the enemy, they reported, on tl'elr
return, that they had encountered advanced guards, who had given
the alert. The colonel was nevertheless disposed to order the attack •

but the other officers endeavored to dissuade him from it. The
greater part of the muskets were become, by the accidents of a lornr
march, unfit for service. So great a part of the ammunition had
perished, that there no longer remained more than six charges to
each soldier. Finally, the provincials had not a single piece of can-
noij. But, if Arnold had lost the hope of taking Quebec by storm,
he had not renounced that of exciting within it a movement in his
favor, and causing its gates to be opened to him, by showing himself
111 arms under its walls Accordingly, he displayed himself fre-
quently upon the heights

; and even sent a flag, summoning the
town to surrender. But all was in vain. Colonel Maclean;who
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commanded during the absence of the goveinor, not only refused to

admit the message, but ordered his men to fire upon the bearers.

Arnold was informed, at the same time, that the soldiers who had

escaped from the discomfiture of Montreal, were coming down the

river
J
and that cclonel Maclean was preparing to mcke a sally.

Findin;^ himself, therefore, constrained to retire, he went to en-

camp at a place called Point ati Tremble, twenty miles above Quebec,
to avait the arrival of Montgomery, who was expected from Upper
Canada. He perceived, during his march, the ship in which gov-

ernor Carleton was proceeding to Quebec. When arrived at Point

au Tremble^ he learned that this general had stopped there, a few

hours before ; so uncertain are the events of war—so singular are

the chances on which often depends the fate of nations

!

The governor arrived, therefore, without accident, at Quebec.

He immediately set about takir.g all the measures of defense which

the pressure of time and the difficulty cf circumstances could allow

him. He sent out of the city, with their families, al! those who
refused to take arms. The garrison, inclusive of the militia, amount-

ed only to about fifteen hundred men, a number mudi inferior to

what would hav° been necessary to guard suitably all the fortifications,

which were extensive and multiplied ; and even of this number, the

proportion of regular soldiers was very inconsiderable. The com-
panies organized by colonel Maclean were cor -osed of new levies

;

and one company of the seventh regiment were all recruits. The
rest was a medley of militia, French and English, of some few ma-
rines, of sailors belonging to the frigates of the king, or to the mer-

chant vessels that wintered in the port. These seamen constituted

the principal force of the garrison ; for they at least knew how to

serve the artillery.

In the meantime, general Montgomery, having left garrisons in the

fortresses of Upper Canada, and secured the favorable dispositions

of the inhabitauis of the parts adjacent, commenced his march

towards Quebec. The season was extremely severe ; it being about

the beginning of December ; the roads, obstructed with snow, were

almost impassable. The Americans, however, supported so many
hardships with singular fortitude. It was owing principally to the

prudence and firmness of Montgomery, qualities which gave him a

powerful influence over his soldiers. Tiils multitude, snatched from

pacific occupations, had been all at once employed in the most

arduous toils of war, in the midst of the most rigorous season of the

yeai. Every one sees how difficult it is to introduce subordination

among men of such a sort; and it should even be added, that these,

from iheir habits and opinions, were peculiarly indisposed to that
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obedience so essential in armies. Finally, the term of their engage-
ment was nearly expired ; and already they exulted in the expecta-
tion of soon returning to the repose and solace of their homes.

Such were the difficulties which beset the American general.
But his name, dear to al?, the seduction of his eloquence, even the
splendor of his person, his virtues, and the continual example he
gave of resignation and magnanimity, supported the constancy of
his troops under their hardships, and inspired them with new ardor
to follow his steps. Certainly the march of Arnold across the horri-
ble wilderness that separates the District of Maine from Canada, and
this of Montgomery through Upper Ce.nada ; the force of talent
which enabled the two leaders to maintain discipline and good will
among soldiers lately enrolled, attached with vehemence to their in-
dependence, and accustomed to act their pleasure without restraint,
are enterprises which at least equal, if not surpass, the most painful,
the most arduous, of all those related in history of the captains of
antiquity. Such prodigies have been accomplished by armies of in-
considerable numbers, when compared with those which have over-
whelmed other parts of the world ; but ought this to diminish the
glory of these intrepid men in the memory of posterity?
Montgomery arrived, the first of December, at Point au Tremble,

with a detachment not exceeding, if it amounted to, three hundred
men. Here colonel Arnold advanced to receive him ; the joy of the
two corps, at this meeting, cannot be described. Montgomery had
brought clothing for the soldiers of Arnold, who stood in ihe most
urgent want of it.

They marched in company, and arrived, the fifth of December, in
sight of 'iuebec. Their force was inferior to that of the garrison
they purposed to attack. They sent to summon it by a fiag. The
governor ordered his troops to fire upon the bearer, Mon^omery
then resorted to the agency of an inhabitant, to convey another let-
ter to the governor

; in which, after having magnified his own forces,
the insufficiency of the garrison, and the impossibility of defense,
he demanded an in^mediate surrender, threatening an assault, a'^d
aM the calamities which irritated and victorious soldiers are wont to
inhict upon cities taken by storm. This step was also without suc-
cess

; general Carleton, a veteran commander, was not a man to be
intimidated so easily. As to the American general, considering the
weaknoas of his means, and the immobility of the inhabitants, who
made no demo.istration in his favor, he cherished but faint hopes of
success. Nevertheless, to abandon an enterprise in which he had
engaffed with so rniirh nrHnr qnn<^q>-<^'l *'^ u:r~. *— *!-- -i-i-^

name and valor. He was not ignorant, besides, that in the com-
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mencement of this revolution, the unfortunate issue of an expedi-

tion so agreeable to the people, and upon which they had founded

such brilliant expectations, would infallibly produce a pernicious

effect upon the public mind. He foresaw that, instead of ardor and

confidence, it must introduce dejection and despair. He doubted

even whether he should be able to preserve the part of Canada he

had acquired, if the capital of the province remained in the power

of the English. He had been informed, that, in the following spring,

large re-inforcements were to arrive from England ; which would

enable the enemy to expel the American troops without difficulty.

Wanting forces, but not courage, Montgomery resorted to the only

way that was left him ; he resolved to harass and reduce the garri-

son, by frequent and furious attacks. He was not without hope,

that he might thus- find some opportunity to strike a decisive blow

;

this expectation was the more probable, as the garrison was far from

being sufficient to guard effectually the numerous fortifications of so

extensive a city. The American general accordingly attempted to

throw bombs into the town, with five small mortars ; hoping in this

manner to excite some movement within. But the vigilance of the

governor, the zeal and bravery of the officers, and especially the

efforts of the seamen, prevented this siege from producing any per-

ceptible effect.

A few days after, Montgomery planted a battery of six pieces of

cannon and a howitzer, within seven hundred paces of the walls.

This artillery was laid, not upon the ground, but upon banks of

snow and ice ; tiie pieces v/ere of feeble caliber ; their fire was

nearly without result.

Meanwhile, the snow, which fell incessantly, encumbered the

earth ; and the cold had become so violent, that it was beyond hu-

man nature to support it in the open field. The hardships which

the Americans had to suffer from the rigor of the climate, and the

fatigues to which their small number subjected them, surpass all the

imagination can picture of the most severe. The attachment they

bore to tiieir cause, and the confidence which they had, the most un-

shaken, in their general -lould only have sustained them in the midst

of trials so terrible. To render their position still more dismal, the

smallpox broke out in the camp ; this scourge was the terror of the

soldiers. It was ordered that those who were attacked with it, should

wear a sprig of hemlock upon their hats, that the others might know

and avoid them. But constancy in the human breast, gives place to

despair, when sufferings appear without end. And this extremity

was the more to be feared among the provincials, as the expiration

of their time of service, with the possibility of escape from so many
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Zt:7t r ^ ^ "T^ '^l
^'^''- ^" '^^'^ considerations per-suaded Montgomery, that without a bold and immediate effort hemust renounce the idea of satisfying public expectation, and witnessthe echpse of h.s own glory. I« his position, even temerity became

prudence, and ,t was better to lose hfe in a glorious action, than re-sign himself to a shame which would have been so fatal to the Arner-
lean arms.

""^

Accordingly, Montgomery, having determined to attempt the as-
sault, convoked a council of war, and acquainted them with his pro-
ject. Without denying that it was of difficult execution, he main-
tained that It was possible, and that valor and prudence would tri.umph over all obstacles. All were in favor of his proposition. Afew companies of Arnold, dissatisfied with their commander, alone
tes ified repugnance. But captain Morgan, a man of real merit,
addressed them a persuasive discourse, and their opposition ceased.The genera had already arranged in his mind the plan of the attack,and thought of all the means proper to carry it into execution. Heintended it should take place, at the same time, against the upperand lower town. But understanding that a deserter had given no-
tice of ,t to the governor, he resolved to divide his army into four
corps, two of which, composed in great part of Canadians, under
the command of majors Livingston and Brown, w^re to occupy the
attentmn of the enemy by two feigned attacks of the upper town,
towards St. John and Cape Diamond. The two others, led, the
first by Montgomery, the second by Arnold, were reserved to assault
the lower part of the town from two opposite points. The generaJwas perfectly aware, that after he should have carried this Lt of
Quebec, there would remain many difficulties to be sunnounted in
^ der to conquer the other. But he hoped that the inhabitants, on
seeing so great a proportion of their property fallen into the power
ot the victors, would force the governor to capitulate
The last day of the year, 1775, between four and five o'clock in

the morning, m the midst of a heavy storm of snow, the four col-umns put themselves in motion, in the best order, each towards the
point a>5signed.

It is said that captain Frazer, of the Irish emigrants, m going his
round, perceived the fusees which the Americans fired to give the
signal

;
and that, immediately, without waiting further orders he

caused the drums to beat, and roused the garrison to arms. The
columns of Livingston and of Brown, impeded by the snow ani
other obstacles, were not in time to execute their feints. But Mont-
gomery, at the head of his, composed chiefly of New York men
advancea upon the bank of the river, marching by the way denomi'

YtJtit I. Jg
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nated Anse de mcr, under Cape Diamond. Here was encountered

a first barrier, at place called Potasse, which was defended by a

lottery of a few pieces of cannon ; further on, at the distance of two

hundred paces from this, stood a redoubt, furnished with a sufficient

guard. The soldiers that composed it, being the greater part Cana-

dians, on seeing the enemy approach, were seized with terror, threw

down their arms, and fled. The battery itself was abandoned ; and

if the Americans could have advanced with sufficient expedition,

they would certainly have been masters of it. But in turning Cape

Diamond, the foot of which is bathed by the waters of the river, they

found the road interrupted by enormous masses of snow. Mont-

gomery, with his own hands, endeavored to open a path for his

troops, who followed him, man by man ; he was compelled to wait

for them. At length, having assembled about two hundred, whom

he encouraged with voice and example, he moved courageously and

rapidly towards the barrier. But, in the mean time, a cannonier

who had retreated from the battery, on seeing the enemy halt, return-

ed to his post, and taking a match, which happened to be still burn-

ing, fired a cannon charged with grape-shot ; the Americans were

within forty paces. This single explosion totally extinguished the

hopes they had conceived. Montgomery, as well as captains Mac-

pherson and Cheesman, both young men of singular merit, and dear

to the general, were killed upon the spot. The soldiers shrunk back

on seeing their general fall ; and colonel Campbell, on whom the

command devolved, was not a man capable of executing so perilous

an enterprise. The flight soon became universal ; so that this part

of the garrison, no longer having enemies to combat, was at liberty

to fly to the succor of that which was attacked by Arnold.

This colonel, wlio was himself at the head of the forlorn hope,

marched by the way of St. Roc, towards the place called Saut-av-

Matelot. Captain Lamb followed him with a company of artillery,

and one piece of cannon ; next came the main body, preceded by

the riflemen under captain Morgan. The besieged had erected, at

the entrance of the avenue, a battery, which defended a barrier.

The Americans found themselves confined within a passage obstruct-

ed by deep snow, and so commanded by the works of the enemy,

that his grape-shot swept it in every direction. Meanwhile, Arnold

advanced rapidly under the fire of the besieged, who manned the

walls. He received a musket ball in the leg, which wounded him

severely, splintering the bone. It was necessary to carry him to the

hospital, almost by compulsion. Captain Morgan then took the

command, and with all the impetuosity of his character, he launch-

ftd himself against the battery, at the head of two companies. The
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nrtiHery of the enemy continued to f5re gnixi shot, hnt with little

I JI;*" '^'"^"5'V"
"^^'"'''"' celebrated for their extreme address,

killed mariy of the English soldiers through the embrasures. Thev
applied laaders to the parapet ; the besieged were daunted, and aban-
doned the battery to the assailants. Morgan, with his companies,
and a few soldiers of the center, who were come up to the vanguard
made many prisoners, English as well as Canadians; mi his situa-
tion became extremely critical. The main body had not yet been
able to jom him

;
he had no guide, and he was unacquainted with

the city
;
he had no artillery, and the day was still far from dawn-

ing. He found himself constrained to halt; his soldiers becran to
reflect upon their position

; their ardor cooled rapidly. The i^rno-
ranee m vvhich they were, of the fate of their columns, the obscurity
ot the night, the snow which fell with redoubled violence, the firing
of niusketry, which was heard on every side, and even behind therr"
hnally, the uncertainty of the future, filled the boldest spirits with
an involuntary terror. Morgan alone resisted the panic ; he rallied
his riflemen, promising them a certain victory. He ran to the bar
ner, to spur on those who had remained behind. Lieutenant-colonelWn, majors Bigelow and Meigs, joined him with their companies.
Ihe morning began to dawn, when Morgan, with a terrible voice,
summoned his troops to the assault ; he led on with fury against a
second battery, which he knew to be only a few paces distant,'thouoh
masked by an angle of the road ; en turning the corner, he en-
countered a detachment of English, who had sallied from the batte-
ry, under the command of captain Anderson. The latter summon-
ed the Americans to lay down arms. Morgan leveled a musket at
his head, and laid him dead upon the ground. The Enghsh then
retreated within the battery, and closed the barrier. A fierce com-
bat ensued, which cost many lives to the two parties, but most to
the Americans, whose flanks were exposed to a destructive fire of
musketry from the windows of the houses. Meanwhile, some of the
most adventurou<5, havir.g rested their ladders against the palisade,
appeared disposed to leap it, but on seeing two files of soldiers pre-
pared to receive them on the points of their bayonets, thev renounc
ed this project. Cut down by a continual fire, they now sought
shelter m the houses. Morgan remained almost alone, near the bar-
rier endeavoring in vain to recall his soldiers, and inspire them with
fresh courage. Weariness, and the n,<- -xdng countenance of the
enemy, had disheartened the most audacious. Their arms, bathed
by the snow, which continued to fall impetuously, were no longer of
any use to them. Morgan then, seeing the expedition frustratal, cr-

.i3
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dered the retreat to sound, in order to avoid being surrounded. But
the soldiers v/ho had taken refuge in the houses were afraid to ex-
pose themselves to the tempest of shot that must have been encoun-
tered, in gaining the corner of the avenue, where they woukl have
been out of danger, and whence they might have retired behind the;

first barrier. The loss they had sustained, the fury of the storm,
and the benumbing effects of the coW, had deprived them of all

courage. In the meantime, a detachment of the besieged sallied
out from a gate of the palace, and captain Dearborne, who, with
his company of pravincials, heW himself in reserve near this gate»
having sunendered, the English retook all this part of the city ;

consequently, Morgan saw himself encircled by enemies. He pro-
posed to his followers, to open, with arms, the way of retreat ; but
they refused, in the hope that the assault given on the other part
might have succeeded, and that Montgomery would soon come to
their relief. They resolved to defend themselves, in the meantime

;

but having at length perceived, by the continually increasing multi-
tude of enemies, the true slate of things, they yieMed to destiny,
and laid down arms.

Such was the issue of the assault given by the Americans to the
city of Quebec, in the midst of the most rigorous season of the year

;

an enterprise, which, though at first view it may seem rasli, was
certainly not impossible. The events themselves have proved it

;

for if general Montgomery had not been slain at the first onset, it is

more than probable that on his part he would have carried the bar-
rier, since even at the moment of his death the battery was aban-
doned, and only served by a few men ; by penetrating at this point,
while ArnoW and Morgan obtained the same advantages in their
attacks, all the lower city would have fallen into the power of the
Americans. However this may be, thoi^h victory escaped them,
their heroic efforts will be the object of sincere admiration. The
governor, using his advantages nobly, treated the prisoners with much
humanity. He caused the American general to be interred with all

military honors.

The loss of this excellent officer was deeply and justly lamented
by all his party. Born of a distinguished Irish family, Montgomery
had entered, in early youth, the career of arms ; and had served,
with honor, in the preceding war between Great Britain and France.
Having married an American lady, and purchased an estate in the
province of New York, he was considered, and considered himself,
an American. He loved glory much, and liberty yet more. Neither
genius, nor valor, nor occasion, failed him ; but time and fortune.
And if it is allowable, from the past actions of mari> to infer iho fu-
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jure What motives are there for believing, that if death had not taken

ilThe Zd fTV '" f ^'^ "S^^ '' ^'^ ^^' ^^ --'d havf left
t the mod^l of military heroism and of civil virtues ! He was be-loved by the good, feared by the wicked, and honored even by en^-mies. Nature had done all for him ; his person, from its perfection
answered to the purity of his mind. He left a wife, the^b^ct o,
all his tenderness, with several children, still infants ;-a spectacle
*or their country, at once of pity and of admiration ! The statefrom gratitude towards their father, distinguished them with every'mark of kindness and protection * Thus died this man-whose
name, ever p.unounced with enthusiasm by his own, has never ceased
to be respected by the warmest of the opposite party; marvelous
eulogium, and almost without example

!

General Carleton sUll added to his reputation for prudence and
intrepidity, m having maintained, under circumstances of such diffi-
culty, both order and union, among soldiers assembled in haste, and
altogether strangers to discipline. If, with means so feeble, he was
able to repulse the formidable attacks of an enemy rendered more
terrible by despair, he acquired an honor not inferior by the r^ene-
rosity with which he used victory.

^

Arnold who, after the death of Montgomery, had taken the com-mand of the troops not thinking himself in safety under the walls of
the city, extended his camp, with the intention of converting the
siege into a blockade. He retired to a distance of three miles'from
the town

;
and intrenched himself, as well as the season, the want

of all necessary articles, and the shortness of time, would admit of.Though still suffering much from his wound, he was vigilant to scour
the countr3^ and to intercept the provisions that were conducted to
the city. The governor, on his part, satisfied with seeing the return
of tranquillity for the present, and trusting in the hope of succors
already announced would not, by a second trial of fortune, expose
himself to hazard the glory he had acquired, the fate of the province
and perhaps that of all the war. He therefore remained peaceablJ
within the walls of the city, waiting for the favorable season, and
re-inforcements from England.
Thus terminated, in America, the year 1775, to give place to the

subsequent, teeming with actions no less glorious, and events no less
memorable.

wlnTcSloifn"' """l "^'"^"'T,'*
"^^ ««P«°t to thi- ftct; Uie widow of generalMontgomery never had any children. m *
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1776. The general attention in England was now turned upon
the great spectacle presented by the Americans, and their resistance

rekindled the animosity of the different parties. It had been hoped,
and the ministers themselves had confidently affirmed, that the late

laws, and especially the troops recently dispatched to the colonies,

would promptly suppress sedition and reduce the factious to obedi-

ence. It was not doubted that the partisans of the royal cause, en-

couraged by the presence of soldiers, and desirous to avoid the ven-
geance of the laws, would display great energy, and separate them-
selves from the insurgents, to join the troops of the king, and re-es-

tablish the authority of government. It was also firmly believed

that the southern provinces, on seeing the storm ready to burst upon
their heads, would never espouse the quarrel of the provinces of the
north

; and it appeared infallibly certain that the dissensions which
alienated the one from the other, would bring about the submission
of all. But these hopes having proved entirely deceitful, a general
discontent succeeded them, and on all parts the conduct of ministers

was censured with asperity. It was deemed intolerable that the
soldiers of the king, instead of victoriously keeping the field, should
shamefully languish behind the walls of a city without daring to
show themselves. The popular movements, which at first were only
partial, now extended over the whole continent. The governors, in

the room of re-establishing the royal authority, were forced to fly

from th»ir posts and take refuge en board of ships.

The Americans, heretofore represented as trembling, and ready
to humble themselves, were daily acquiring new audacity, and a more
formidable energy in resistance. The members of parliament who
had combated the influence of ministers, repeated, with loud cries,

' that such were the necessary fruits of their incapacity, of their in-

fatuated obstinacy.' ' Since they have not been wiUing, it was said,

to grant the colonists the peace they implored, they ought, at least,

to have made war upon them with suflicient forces ; they have done
too much to irritate, too httle to subdue. Instead of surprising their

adversaries before they could have furnisliod themselves with means
o^ defense, they have given them a long warning, as if they v/ished

to see them duly prepared ; they have chosen to stake the entire

fortune of the colonies, and brought into play only a part of their

forces ; they have dishonored the British nation not onlv with the
A mericans, but among all the nations of the world ; they have sullied
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t with tl,o name of cruel, without having veiled the st>gma with theustre of victory. But we rejoice indeed, and greatly rScT to i^thus defeated ,„ their utter shame, all the projects ofZ minTs^ngamst Amenca. They will pe.ceive, at length, that it hnTZeasy to estabhsh tyranny in the British empire,I they had p esumed

do we behold that opposiUon, so worthy to be admired by alS
Z:r.nr''^'"', 'r^'r' '"^^/which ha, resumed „'^„
wreck of these Scotch machinations, of this policy of the StuarS^^.t attempted m America, but intended eventujiy for EnS'We are cheered by the happy augury

; and we no longer des^rof

n.!^" l^r"
^^''""'^' """"O'l "i^ ministers, that the ways of meek-ness m this commencement of troubles, were most agreeable "the

P nt of our laws and of our national character ; thardemency andforbearance ought to form the basis of the conduct of theSh
rzrtimirTd' '" "''^"'^•. '"'^ "'"'="'" '«'- "-"-™^so many times, and upon grounds so frivolous, of wishing to intro-duce a system of despotism, that in the present occasionlhey ha™been very e.reumspeet to keep U.emselves aloof from all suspicbnof a s,m,lar desne. What would their adversaries have ^djfa"the begmmng of disturbances they had hurried to arms : if thev hadsent formrdable armies to America, and consigned it to fie andbio"Then would they have raised the voice against tyranny; we have

ClT '''"1.*"'.''r''"'''«'*^^™» Whathavewereftthen

^nt ?Tf "T- ^'" '" " ""' demonstrated, that not the loveof I berty but amb.t.on, not the desire of justice, but that of bafflingthe ramisters have been the motives of their conduct ? Before p'^ceedmg to he last extremities, our duty was to allow time for^e-

^ZtiZ:T^' '"'™'^-"«""^ -"» - to be treated

hi a'I'"'"' ""T
'''"

° !°"S •™"' " ' ""<=' ">e effervescence ofdie An^ericans
;
but we should hope that this long suffering wouldpersuade them of the maternal sentiments of our lommon fountry;that has endured outrages with magnanimity, which it might havepumshed at a single blow. The colonists themselves haveL douM

P„!V !i
4""" '"""" "•" '™"*"'^ superiority of the forces cfEngland. The measures of the government would have opened

their eyes already, if they were not continually deceived, e/cit«land misled by chiefs in delirium, here as well as there, by th^ erie^
an imprudent onnositmn Tin* u ,.r\\] a-% »- •

.. i .
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1
1' V" " " ^°"" "*^ ^^^n "» earnest, by the

vigorous resolutions of government, and the energetic empl^^yment
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it IS about to make of all its forces, that it will no more be wanting
to itself than forgetful of what is due to the honor of the crown and
tne interests of the country.

* The Americans have no more indulgence to expect on our part.

They are no longer to be looked upon as British subjects, but as
implacable enemies. With as much confidence as justice, we can
henceforth overwhelm them with the formidable arm of Great Brit-

oin.' Such were the answers of the ministers to the imputations of
their adversaries. These excuses might have been valid, if the
ministry had not assailed the Americans with laws far more irritating

than open force. For armies, though victorious, may be resisted

with glory ; but the patience, that must tolerate oppression, is with-
out this illusion.

Far from abating with time, these intestine dissensions appeared
every day to acquire new activity. The more necessary a consent
of opinions became to avert the perils that menaced the country,

the more they were divided and marshaled in opposition by the spirit

of party. This internal fermentation was of an augury the more
fatal, inasmuch as it brought to mind those ancient and sanguinary
quarrels which raged in the time of Queen Anne with so much peril

lo England, between the republicans and the royalists, under the
names of whigs and tories. The friends and the enemies to the

cause of America manifested the same animosity, and the same ob-
stinacy

; and there was much appearance that not only America,
but England itself, was on the point of breaking out into open dis-

cord and civil war.

' The tories,' it was said on one side, ' are themselves the authors

of the frequent addresses to the king and parliament, urging that the

continent of America should be put to all that fire and sword can
inflict ; these are the false reporters, these the incendiaries of discord.

Bigoted as they are, and infatuated in the maxims of the house of
Stuart; neither the example of the evils taey have brought upon
England, nor the total ruin of this family, which they caused, can
illuminate their obstinate minds, and induce them to renounce the

cruel principles of tyranny. The bitter fate of the father is not

sufficient to divert an obstinate son from pursuing the dangerous path

which led him to destruction ; such are all the tories. They sacri-

fice their rank, their fortune, their existence, to their prejudices and
thirst of domination. When the inauspicious reign of the Stuarts

had visited our island with foreign servitude and civil war, then the

tories, trampling upon national honor and public felicity, abandoned
themselves to joy. Their maxims coincide with those of the abso-

luU princes of Europe, and they would not Wush to place their
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country in sue!, hands .f, in so doing, their ambition migat receive anew support. All the countries of Europe are subject To soveroi^.
Whose power « without limits. England alone, by the special fator
of Providence, enjoys a moderate and free government ; but the
tones would fain subvert it to estabhsh the uniformity of despotism

vr^lwH T"" f""'""'• ^^'" *^^"^« '^'^ contaulated
with all the Vices of proud, perfidious, and profligate courts ; with
the.r mfected brea h they propagate them, like a pestilence, over thewhole nation. They esteem no man but for his baseness; theyhonor none but the proud and the arrogant. Their superiors they
flatter, their inferiors they oppress ; the prosperous they envy, the
unfortunate they rarely succor, and never but from vain glory. The
public felicity becomes in their hands the instrument of slavery, and
oiir submission they deem far more essential than our prosperity.The sovereign good they place in absolute dominion ; and the best
possible state of society they believe to consist in mute servitude.
Revolutions they applaud when they conduct a people to tyranny •

they deplore their mischiefs with a hypocritical pity, they exaggerate
them With the gloss of words, when liberty is to be their fruit The
argument of public tranquillity is always upon their lips ; but when
were they ever heard to speak of the abuses of arbitrary power of
consuming taxes, of the vexations of the powerful, of injuries with-
out reparations, and of outrages without redress ? If they are now
opposed to the cause of the Americans, it is because it clashes with
their plan of attack against the happy free government of our coun-
try, and their schemes for introducing into the very heart of the
kingdom the laws of Charles and of James. They flatter themselves
that after having strangled the germs of liberty in America, and van-
quished those generous spirits, victorious troops will also know how
to bend our necks to the same cruel yoke. Such are the thoughts,
such the desires that agitate them without intermission, and not the
wish to see the return of peace upon that unfortunate continent
where they have themselves kindled the flames of war. Let us then
prevent such fata! designs, let us preserve in its integrity the inher-
itance which our ancestors, thanks to their valor, to their generosity
and to the magnanimous enterprises of the great WiHiam III have
handed down to us. Thus shall we serve our country, and perhaps
even the house of Brunswick, which cainot without danger show
itself ungrateful towards the friends of liberty, nor depart with safety
tram those maxims which have raised it to the British throne.'
The tones answered these declamations with no little warmth.

It 111 becomes the whigs,' they said, ' to tax us with cruelty and
nrrogance, since no one is ignorant what their conduct wai, whwi,

f
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in the limo of Iho commonwealth, and even under tho monarchy,

they had the supreme power in their hands ; thon did exile, con-

fiscations and scaffolds spread desolation and ruin over our unhappy

country ; then prisons and chains were tho inHtrunients of popular

clemency ! If a generous prince had not arrested their career of

anarchy and blood, if he had not substituted, by the aid of all good

citizens, a system of liberty, so dear to the torics, England would

have seen her last hour, and fallen a prey to foreign enemies. But

what is, in fact, our desire ? That in every affair which interests the

nation, that in every controversy which divides it, there should be a

supreme authority to regulate and to determine them irrevocably

;

and this authority we believe to reside in the king united with the

parliament. But tho republicans will not submit to the laws of this

legitimate authority, but are in chase of nobody knows what popular

authority, which they pretend to consist in the universality of the

citizens, as if a tumultuary, ignorant, and partial multitude, should

or could judge of objects wherein the eyes even of the most enlight-

ened and prudent discover the greatest difficulties.'

* A way must, however, be found to terminate national dissensions

;

are they to be referred to the decision of a populace ever more apt

to be misled by daring and profligate demagogues, than to be guided

by men of prudence and of virtue ; of a rabble that hunger itself puts

in the power of the first intriguer? For this purpose kings and the

parliament have been instituted ; it is for this end that, in the ordi-

nary direction of aflfairs, as well as in unforeseen and difficult cases,

they provide, and watch that the country should experience no

detriment.'

* In the present dispute with America, have the ministers actea

singly and of their own motion ? The king and the parliament have

decreed, have approved all their measures ; this consideration ouffhl

to have great weight with every man who is a friend to public author-

ity, and to the principle? of the constitution. But the whigs are

gasping for the moment to arrive when England, as well as America,

shall be a prey to an unbndled multitude, in order to be able to

enrich themselves by plunder, to gratify their insatiable ambition,

and to operate the total subversion of this free government. Th >i<}

pretended patriots are the sons and representatives of the republi

cans who desolated the kingdom in the last century. They din the

name of liberty continually in our ears, because they desire them-

selves to exercise tyranny. Under the pretext of the public safety

they violate and tvarspii '.nder foot every form, every civil institu-

tion; they arrogai fo ,'ieT^eives all the plenitude of arbitrary

power. If they mai.ifost an utter contempt for the laws which are
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the protoctors of poisons, of property, and of hoi.or, their cruelly is
not lesj. conspicuous; for un oj)inion, whether reul or supposed, or
inahciously imputed, for u Huspicion, for & ehimora, they t\y into a
rage, they rush to perseeutions ; they phingr into misery the fathers
of fannl.es, the fathers of the country, the best, the most useful the
most respectable citizens. They fawn upon the people so long as
they are the weaker

;
but once become the stronger, they crush

them, they decimate them, they starve them, and adding derision to
barbarity, they never cease to protest they do it all to render thorn
bappy. These friends of liLerty are perpetually declaiming against
the vices of courts, as if pillage, lx,th public and private, the scan-
dalous profusion of ill gotten wealth, the turpitude of debauch, tho
violation of the marriage bed, the infamous price extorted from
faithful vv.ves to redeem their husbands' blood, the pubHc triumph
of courtesans, the baseness of cringing to the vilest of men, as if
all the horrors which have signalized the reign of these republicans
were good and laudable customs ! But whatever bo the plots tho
wishes and the hopes of this turbulent race of men, of these parti-
sans of lawless licentiousness, which they attempt in vnin to invest
with the name of liberty, let them rest assured it is firmly resolved
to resist them, to preserve the public tranquillity, to secure to the
laws that obedience which is their due, and to carry into execution
against the rebellious Americans, those acts which have solemnly
emanated from the royal authority, and from that of the parliament,
l-he force of circumstances, the royalty of the people, and the recoU
lection of the past tyranny of pretended patriots, will cause all their
vociferations, all their maneuvers, all their incendiary attempts to
avail them nothing. As for the rest, the tories, and not their adver-
saries, are the real friends of liberty ; for liberty consists not in
calling the populace at every moment to intervene in the direction
of state affairs, but in faithfully obeying those fundamental statutes,
which are the result of the general will of the nation, and wiiich
balance and temper the royal authority by the authority of the
people.'

With such animosity, with such reciprocal bitterness, the two
political parties assailed each other. It appeared inevitable that
this must soon lead to some violent convulsion, and all prudent men
were seized with anxious apprehensions. And here, perhaps, is the
place to remark how remote are human minds from all moderation,
trom all sense of decency, when once under the control of party
zeal Assuredly, if at the different epochs of the domination of the
royalists and of the republicans, the one party and the other aban-
doned themselves to c:nlnnh]f> pyppccoo ;* :» .,^4 *i,„* .i,.... ..,. _ .
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among them men of rectitude, who, if they judged ill, yet meant
well ; with such, every form of government would be good, pro-

vided it was not purely despotic. But the ambitious, a race unfor-

tunately so prolific, are the most fata! scourge in every well consti

luted state ; always in opposition with the laws of their country, they

shake off their restraint the irst moment they can, and thus pave the

way to revolutions and ihe veign of arbitrary power. The legislator,

who is desirous to fo'ird a government upon a solid basis, should

pay less attention to forms, whether monarchical or republican, than

to the establishment of laws calculated to repress the ambitious. It

is not for us to pronounce whether such laws have ever yet existed,

or whether tliey could accomplish the end proposed ; but we may
confidently affirm, that men of moderation are not to be blamed for

desiring either a royalty or a republic ; the ambitious alone are to

be feared and detested, for they are those who cause monarchies to

degenerate into tyrannical despotism, and republics into anarchy^

more tyrannical still.

Such was the general agitation in England, when it was increased

by the declaration of lord Dartm* ch, one of the secretaries of state,

to Fenn and Lee, who had brought the petition of congress address-

ed to the king, that no answer would be given to it. The partisans

of the Americans expressed their indignation without reserve ; they

censured with new asperity the impolitic obstinacy of the ministers.

The latter had defenders who answered

;

' It is time to act ; the nation has conceived great hopes ; all Eu-
rope 13 in suspense to see what will be the fruit of our tardy reso-

lutions, and the result of our preparations. It is necessary to

strike home, and push with vigor this war which Great Britain, with

a patience unexampled, has wished to avoid ; but to which insolent

and contumacious subjects have defied and provoked her by too

many outrages.'

This language of the ministerial party acted powerfully upon a

nation naturally brave as well as proud ; and the pubUo mind be-

came gradually disposed to war, although there still appeared fre-

quent petitions in favor of peace. About this time, disastrous news
was received of the Newfoundland fisheries. The congress having

proWbited all transportation of provisions to these banks, the fisher-

men, to avoid famishing, were compelled to abandon them precipi-

tately, and repair to other shores. But another misfortune more
formidable awaited them ; the sea swelling all at once, with unusual

fury, rose more than thirty feet above its ordinary level. The irrup-

tion was so sudden, that all means of safety were of no avail ; more
than seven hundred fishing barks, were overwhelmed, and perished
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wth their crews. Several large ships also foundered with all on
tjoard. The devastation was no less terrible upon land ; the prog-
ress of the wide inundation was marked with universal destruc-
tion. ihis fatal event made a serious impression in England •

itwas looked upon as a presage of ill. It seemed as if fortune was
every where irritated against the British empire. Superstition
chilled their spirits. They were induced to form discoura-inz
comparisons. *= «>

On the part of the colonists, a propitious sky, abundance of pro-
visions, health of t^-oops, success of arms, multitudes crowding to
their standards. On the part of the English, on the contrary^an
army besieged, mortal diseases, wounds incurable, toil and pain
tamme, every species of suffering; an angry sky, a furious sea, hor-
rible shipwrecks, martial ardor extinct, every thing in rapid declen-
sion. The antagonists of government either from ambition or the
love ol liberty, the merchants from personal interest or zeal for the
pubhc good, seized this moment of general discouragement. Peti-
tions against the war arrived from all parts; the cities of London
and Bristol were the first to send them. They expatiated upon the
blood that was about to be shed, the treasure to be expended, the new
enemies to be encountered

; it was represented that the obstinacy
ot the colonists would render even victory too costly ; that the victor
and the vanquished would be involved in one common ruin. They
exhorted, they prayed, they conjured the government to renounce
Jiostile resolutions which promised no good, and threatened fo
many disasters.

But the ministers were not to be siiaken by remonstrances. The
animosity of their adversaries was, however, increased by an inci-
dent which drew the attention of all; the Earl of Effingham, an
officer distinguished for his services, and possessed of an ample for-
tune, had, upon all occasions, defended with great warmth the cause
ot the colonists. Not willing to betray his conscience, he offered
tiie king his resignation

; his conduct was greatly applauded
; the

cities of London, of Dublin and others, commended and thankedmm in public letters. Many other officers followed his example
;

resignations became frequent. Those who from taste give their at-
tention to political matters, will, no doubt, observe, upon this occasion,
with what facility in England on opinion at variance with that of the
government may be openly professed ; since its opponents, instead
ot exposing themselves to its vengeance, often become the objects
of public favor. And upon consideration of the enterprises execut-
ed in various times by the British nation, and the energy with
which it has sustained long wars against the most formidable powers,

26
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it is inipossible not to perceive how much they deceive themselves

who think that a free government enfeebles nations, and that their

force can only be completely developed by despotism.

The declamations of the party in opposition, and the numerou?
resignations of officers, had caused the affair of enlistments to labo

extremely. It was in vain that the officers appointed for this ser-

vice caused the drums to beat, and the royal standard to be erected

in the most populous cities ; in vain did they promise bounties and
exorbitant pay ; scarcely a few individuals came to offer their ser-

vice ; Catholics and Protestants, all manifested an equal repugnance.

Not but that among the inhabitants of the northern parts of Great

Britain, the regiments found where' ith to recruit themselves; but

this resource was altogether inadequate to the exigency. The min-

isters therefore found themselves in the greatest embarrassment ; to

extricate themselves from which, they determined to have recourse

to foreign aid. With gold, which they had in abundance, they hoped
to procure themselves men, of whom they had so much need. Ac-
cordingly, to this end they made overtures to the court of St. Peters-

burgh, in order to obtain twenty thousand Russians, that were to

have been transported to America the following spring. They made
great dependence upon these soldiers, who, in the preceding war
against the Turks, had acquired a brilliant reputation for bravery

and discipline. But their hopes were not realized ; this government
would not consent that its soldiers should enter into foreign service.

and for a small sum of gold, shed their blood in a quarrel wherein
Russia had no sort of interest. The ministers then turned their

views in the direction of the United Provinces. The States-denc-

ral had in their pay some Scotch battalions ; and these the English

government demanded in order to employ them in the American
war. It was hoped that their ancient alliance, and other common
niterests, would easily determine the States-General to comply witli

this demand. But it appeared of such extreme importance to the

States, that not presuming to take the decision of it upon themselves,

they chose to consult the provincial assemblies. Those of Zeland
and of Utrecht gave their consent, Holland and the others refused.

John Derk, of Chaptlle, spoke with great force against the proposi-

tion in the assembly of Overyssel. He said it was too far beneath

the dignity of he repubhc to intermeddle ni tlie quarrels of a foreign

nation ; that the forces of Holland were too weak, and her com-
merce too flourishing, for her to interfere so imprudently in the dis-

putes of others ; thai if she succored England against America, oth-

er very powerful states, alluding to France, would succor America
against England, and that thus the United Provinces would find
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themselves drawn into a dangerous war. He reminded of the tvr-
anny exercised by the Enghsli upon the seas, the forced visit of the
Dutch vessels, and the confiscation of their cargoes, under pretext
of contraband. He omitted not to paint the cruel character of this
war, m which the ferocious Indians were already taken into the Eng-
lish pay. The opinion of the orator prevailed, and there was every
motive that it should. The Dutch considered the American cause
very similar to that of their ancestors, and it appeared to them in-
tolerable to concur in chastising those who followed their own ex-
ample. The English party and the French party manifested in this
occurrence an astonishing conformity of opinion ; the first, because
they feared that violent means would fore- the Americans at length
to throw themselves into the arms of France; the second, becaSse
they wished to see humbled the pride and the power of the British
nation. It is certain, that at this epoch, the prosperity and opulence
of England excited the envy of the universe, and that her haughty
behavior filled all hearts with a secret enmity.

But the ministers having dispatched numerous agents into Germa-
ny obtained more success with the princes of the Houses of Hesse,
of Brunswick, and other petty sovereigns of this country. They ac-
ceded to a convention which filled the cabinet of Saint James with
alacrity and with hope; the ministers were overjoyed that German
promptitude should, in so pressing a need, have counterbalanced
Jtinghsh reluctance.

A double advantage was found in the employment of German
troops They had never darkened their minds with abstruse ques-
tions of liberty and public law

; and the difference of languacre was
a security against the efforts which the Americans might have made
to mislead and seduce them to join their party. This apprehension
caused the ministry great anxiety with respect to the En<rlish sol-
diers who spoke the same dialect as the Americans, and°vvent to
combat men who defended, or appeared to defend, a cause more fa-
vorable to the subjects than to the government.
When the news got abroad in England of the treaty of subsidy

with the German princes, it would be difficult to describe the furv
of the opponents of the ministry. Many even among their own par-
tisans were heard to condenm their conduct with asperity They
said, it was a scandalous thing that the mercenary soldiers of foreign
princes should come to interfere in domestic dissensions ; that dar-
ing nnd artful ministers might one day take advantage of this fatal
example to subvert the established constitution, and to put down all
liberty in England itself; that when these soldiers should have ter-
"iina.e_ t.ieir enterprise in distant regions, different pretexts might

^\
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he found for conducting them into places less remote, and perhap»

even into the heart of the kingdom ; that this was a state offense,

an act of high treason, the having attempted to open the entrance

of the British territory to foreign troops without consent of parlia-

ment.

It is certain that no resolution of the ministers had ever produced

80 much disgust, and so alarming a fermentation among the people^

as the present. It rendered more violent the fury of some, alien-

ated others, and appeared to all illegal in principle, perilous in its ob-

ject, and injurious to the Bril'sh name ; inasmuch as it seemed ai>

admission that the English were not in a situation to adjust of them-

sjelves this great quarrel. The disapprobation was general, the cause

of the war and the obstinacy of ministers began to be openly con-

demned.

In the midst of this effervescence the parliament was convoked.

But before entering into a description of the debates which took

place in this session, it appears to us necessary to relate what were,

at this time, the designs of the ministry relative to the American

war. Perceiving how odious they were become to the nation for

never having consented to Iwar of any proposition of accord, and

for having wanted either the capacity or the will to carry on the war

with adequate preparations, they resolved at length to manifest ex-

traordinary vigor, and to employ against the Americans a force so

formidable as to leave them no hope of resistance.

They could not but perceive how greatly the reputation of the

British arms had already suffered ; and tliey saw how important it

was to apply a prompt remedy in order to prevent the worst conse-

quences, and especially a war with the European powers. Although

they often affected to congratulate themselves upon the good dispo-

sitions of these powers, they were nevertheless persuaded that this

neutrality could not continue, if the war drew into length, and always

to the prejudice of England. It was easy to believe that France

had eyes open upon what passed, and that she waited but for the

occasion to show herself.

The English ministers, at this epoch, however stinted the measure

of their magnanimity and sagacity, were still not so simple as to be

deluded by friendly protestations, which are lavished with the more
profusion the more they are void of sincerity. It was known that in

all the ports of France the most strenuous exertions were emp'oycd
in equipping ships of war and accumulating naval munitions, and that

the government was animated witl. an ardent desire to repair recent

losses, and to restore all the force and the splendor of the French
marine ; that the entire nation applauded the views of the court, and
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demons rated the utmost promptitude to second them. Besides itw^s no longer a mystery that munitions of war were daily expedldfrom the French ports for America, if not by the orders ofXemment itself, at least with its tarit concurrLrp t7 u
^°''"

not without extreme jealousy, trai the Frnch1^^^ la eTv d Tr".'a numerous fleet to the West Indies, an^that thei^^^^^^
increased in that quarter, that they al eady had the appear^^^^^^^^^

'"*

mat l<rench officers were n conferenop fr.r tu^ „^ r
^"*^,^"°6

manifested m her conduct an admirable address She wn,L !throw offthe mask in these l>egi„nings, eithert auae sheS th^

entirely prepared for maritime war. She wished tf^ t^m^^ • .;
her armaments were completed, and „n.1 rh c^U^ ZnTr^i

'

ened with reject to the'^IS Ittr^eThTt^rs:''?^

strprrtrder-'"""'-^^'^"''^--'-^--^

rJ^T "'°r,'''
"" '""«"• ""= ""y l"^'""" of™ »~ord under certain

ol the French government relative to the time in which it owhulAscover ..self. But in order that the Americans n^gh, n„" it 'llhope ,1 was determined to gran, them clandestinely fll the succt^

fidenlr ""^
"i'

"^ ''"""'•'^ P^PeMoinspire^h mwUhTonhdence m a more efficacious coK)peraf.on at a suitable timeNor could it be doubted, that when F-ance shoSd ha e r;s„.vedto support the Americans without disguise. Spain also Z'^aT^c
atateiy espouse the same cause, as well in con'sequence of the Cily

I'M
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compact, as from the identity of interests, and perhaps even from an

earnest desire to efface the recent stain of the unfortunate expedi-

tion against Algiers.

All these dangers were continually present in the minds of the

British ministry ; they resolved, therefore, to prevent them by meas-

ures as prompt as energetic.

Independently of the arms and munitions which the arsenals and

armories of England could furnish in abundance, the government

ordained that eighty ships of war should be stationed upon the coasts

of America, to favor the transportation of troops and of munitions

wherever the good of the service might require, to second all the

operations of the army, to traverse those of the enemy, and to de-

stroy his marine.

Exclusively of the corps already found in America, it was deter-

mined to send thither upwards of forty-two thousand men of regu-

lar troops, between English and Germans ; that is, twenty-five thou-

sand of the first, and a little more than seventeen thousand of the

second. These German troops were composed of four thousand

three hundred Brunswickers, twelve thousand three hundred and

ninety-four Hessians of the Landgrave, and six hundred and sixty-

eight of the hereditary prince of Hesse, count of Hanau.*

In adding to this number all the recruits of Canada, the corps of

American Royalists and Indians, a totality was hoped for of fifty-five

thousand men, supposing the companies all complete. But every

deduction made, it was deemed a certainty that in any event the

army would exceed forty thousand effective combatants ; a force

that was believed more than sufficient to subdue all America.

The ministers also thought it expedient to accompany the prepara-

tions of war with several particular provisions, which they considered

as very proper to second the effect of them. Knowing, for example,

how much the Americans were in want of money, and that they had

no means to procure it but by the way of commerce, they resolved to

interrupt it entirely, hoping that private interest would carry it against

poUtical obstinacy, and that the absolute failure of metallic currency

would subject the bills of credit to a fatal depression. On the other

hand, in order not to reduce the Americans to seek their safety in

despair, they thought it best to authorize certain royal commissioners

to grant individual amnesties. They persuaded themselves that many

* England contracted for the German troops upon the conditions following. Sho
gave a Brunswicker seven guineas levy money, and four ind a half pence sterling

daily ; a Hessian of the Landgrave seven guineas bounty, and five and a half pence

sterling pay ; a Hessian of the hereditary prince, seven guineas bounty, and sizpenoo

sterling a day.
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Siet^;Tr, S^
'""^

'^r'^^'^'
"'""'^ ^'^^^^ t'^-'"«^Jves intoUie arms of England, or, at least, that the more timid would lay

quTt;""^"' ?""PT ^'^""'^" •" '"'^'^ accustomed trJ^quilhty. TTie rest, accordmg to their ideas, might then be easilvoverpowered. Such were tlie measures the ministers had matuTe^and which they mtended to submit to the deliberations of pariiam nt

di Jn
'^'"^P^^"^"^^^?' «« opening the session, a very remarkablediscourse; he spoke of the machinations employed in AmerLa toseduce the people, and infect them with opinions^epugnanHo

tl econstitution, and to their subordination towards Grea^ SritaiL Hesaid he insurgents now openly avowed their resistance and ;evoltand had assumed to themselves all the powers ofgovernment • thiunorder to amuse they had made specious protestlns of loyalty bu"that in fact they were aiming at independence ; that he hoped however, the spirit of the British nation was too high, and her re^ur^ e00 numerous, tamely to give up that which had been acqu d whh.0 many caj-es, and with so many toils ; that it was now become'hepar of wisdom to put a speedy end to these disorders, by theSavo all the forces of the kingdom ; but that, as clemenc; Ja a wa/s^be preferred to rigor, his intention was to grant particular pardonsand to withdraw, from the calamities of war, the p^^^^^^^^^

places t^^at should give evidence of their fid^H^/ The ^^^^^^^^^^^^moved for the usual address of thanks to the kig, andTatthomeasures proposed should be approved.
But lord John Cavendish answered them with an extreme vehe-mence, that he could not sufficiently testify his surprise aUherob

'You see one half the empire lost, the other discontented andouering; a kingdom of late the most prosperous, now sbk n/under every misfortune
;
a nation once renowned for its virtues°nol

contaminated with corruption
; and arrived in the train of very vielo ses, discomfiture and shame. The Americans are charged wSplanning independency; certainly it is not the merit offngWthat they have not yet adopted such a resolution, for the mistershave neglected no possible violence to compel them to it Tlevare charged with dissimulation; but they have constant]^ ffirmeJtha the terms of reconciliation were those of returning to the sTateof things existing in 1763. It is desired to send against them „tmerous armies and formidable fleets ; but they are atW surrund-ed by friends, and abounding in all things. The English are at animmense distance, stinted in the means of «„b«:«t»pol k!!!„- .?"

enemies, climate, wl«ds, and men. And what weal^ii/what U^^lures

»

I
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will not be necessary to subpist your troops in those distant coun-
tries ! Impenetrable forests, inaccessible mountains, will serve the
Americans, in case of disaster, as so many retreats and fortresses,

whence they will rush forth upon you anew. You will, therefore,

be under a constant necessity to conquer or die ; or, what is worse
than death, to fly ignominiously to your ships. The Americans will

avail themselves of the knowledge of places, which they only have,
to harass the British troops, to intercept the ways, to cut off supplies,

to surprise outposts, to exhaust, to consume, to temporize and pro-

long, at will, the duration of the war. I;-nagine not that they will

expose themselves to the hazard of battles ; they will vanquish us by
dint of fatigue, placed, as we shall be, at a distance of three thou-

sand miles from our country. It will be easy for them, impossible

for us, to receive continual rc-inforcements. They will know how
to use the occasion of their temporary superiority to strike decisive

blows ; the tardy succors that may arrive to us by the Atlan ic will

not prevent our reverses ; they will learn, in our school, the use of
arms and the art of war ; they will eventually give their masters
fatal proofs of their proficiency.

' But let victory be supposed, can there be any doubt that it will

be sanguinary, that its results will be lands laid waste, towns deso-
lated by fire, subjects envenomed by implacable hatred, the prosper-

ity of commerce annihilated, and reciprocal distrusts always ready
to re-kindle war. Long have standing armies been considered as

dangerous to liberty ; but the protracted and difficult war which you
are about to engage in will enormously increase these armies. Is it

to dissipate our fears on this point that ministers subsidize these bands
of Germans, an excellent race assuredly, but admirably adapted to

serve the purposes of the fautors of despotism ? I have supposed
that we shall be victoricis ; let us now suppose we should be beaten.

Who will restore our treasures exhausted, our commerce annihilated,

the spirit of our troops extinguished, our national glory, first source

of public virtue, unworthily eclipsed ? Who will efface the stigma

branded upon the British name ? In our reverses we shall not have
the consolation of having acted with maturity of reflection, or that

of having been taken unawares. The quarrel of America will soon
become the quarrel of Europe ; and if our country perish not there-

in, it must be attributed rather to its happy star than to the wisdom
of those who govern it. Such is the importance, such are the con-

sequences of the subject, that I cannot but deem it an incomprehen-
sible fact to see the passions allowed full scope on every side, in-

stead of that calm which ought to preside in the consideration of our
melancholy situation, and in the investigation of the most prompt,
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Uc rnost efficacious, and the most expedient remedies. Let us
the. ofore unite in praying, in conjuring his majesty to suspend the'
eflects of his anger, and to prevent the running with such precinita-
tion to shed English blood by English hands. Rather let it be stud-
led to calm and conciliate minds, to search out the causes of our dis-
cords, to discover the means which may enable us to rejoin the
acerated parts of the British empire. Let us labor to restore I
the government Its majesty, to the laws the obedience which is their
due, to the parhament its legitimate authority, and to the British
people the tranquillity and happiness of which they are so eminently

The temper of the assembly was favorable; the vehement dis-
course of lord Cavendish had made a profound impression upon the
minds of all. But the partisans of the ministry answered him with
equal warmth.

'We find it riot easy to comprehend, they said, how these elo-
quent orators, who make such parade of their patriotism, can lavish
so many pathetic flourishes to justify those who are found in rebel
hon against the authority of Great Britain ; we are ignorant what
strange pleasure they can take in embarrassing the government in its
operations in the midst of so difficult a crisis. It is equally hard for
us to conceive what motives they can have for wishing to demon-
strate tha the Americans will of necessity prove victorious. That
such should be the language of congress, and of the proclamations
of W ashington, nothmg is less surprising ; but that it is found in
he mouth of an Englishman, of one of the fathers of the country
that we should see him glory in such assertions, and study to prop-
agate them, is what cannot excite too much astonishment and in-
dignation.

' It "' -npd the Americans are not aiming at independence
;thib ^e 1 nit, if It !« intended to maintain that they are not

contending ' <^ but already possess and exercise this absolute
mdependenc ..ave they not concentrated in their hands all the
authority of government, in coining money, in creating bills of cred-
It, in imposmg taxes, in making levies, in declaring war, in commit-
ting hostilities, m granting letters of mark and reprisal > But the
kind confiding personages, seated in front of us, answer that the
colonists protest their devotion, and reject all idea of independency
:Now doctrine, indeed, that we are to give more credit to words than to
lacts

!

But while these credulous beings harangue within these walls,
the Americans model and carry into effect a new form of gov rn-
rnent, no doubt to preserve the ancient constitution and to unite
themselves more intimatelv with Grpit Rr;*n;r, i

m 1

i 11

Britai n
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* They have proposed, wc are told, conditions of accommodation
;

in what do they consist ? In consenting to acknowledge the same
sovereign. Assuredly they will acknowledge him, provided they
may be excused from obeying his orders, and permitted to act their

own will entire. AikI is it desired that England should stoop to such
an arrangement, which, if it be not outrageous, is at least ridiculous ?

The parliament has opened a way of conciliation, whereby, if the
right of taxation was not entirely renounced, it was certainly so re-

stricted that the Americans were allowed to tax themselves. But
we have to do with men who are alike insensible to benefits and to

clemency. With what words, with what a tone have they received

our propositions ! The universe knows it, and our secret enemies
themselves have been astonished at it. If England must resolve to

submit to such degradation, if she must give up honor, so essential

to monarchies, if, instead of taking arms against an enemy who de-

fies us, who despises the government and the agents of Great Brit-

ain, we must bow with humility to his demands, continually more
imperious, then let us blindly pursue the course which is marked
out for us by our ad^'crsaries. That to reduce the colonies to obe-

dience is an enterprise which may offer some difficulties, no one
undertakes to deny. But the greater the difficulty, the greater the

glory.

' Those who would sow discouragement among us, little know the

ability of the English generals, and the valor of our soldiers. The
powerful house of Bourbon, combined against us in the last war, was
unable to make us bend ; and the king of Prussia has found, in our

assistance, the means of resisting the league of the North. England
is queen of the seas ; she has conquered those same countries which
her ungrateful subjects now inhabit ; and will she not be able to

subdue also them ?

* It is not impossible, we admit, that some European powers will

take part in this war ; especially considering our prosperity, the envy
of foreigners, and the arts of these Americans, always busied in ex-

citing the whole world against us. But are we to be influenced in

our counsels by the desires or by the injustice of others ? Let us do
what we ought, to prevent what we fear. With arms we may com-
mand respect, while a timid policy would expose us to contempt.

' War pursues the weak, but retires from the strong. What chi-

meras, too, these scrupulous spirits have been dreaming of about

those innocent Germans, it is not easy to say. The example of mer-

cenary troops is not new ; their employment has always been without

danger. Foreign soldiers are not those who could establish servitude

upon the soil of England, but minds disposed to slavery ; now, the
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clamors and exaggerations of demagogues Moro often lead to this,
than the schemes of governments themselves. As to these long hun-
ontations over the vices of the present day, wo, for our part, have
no hesitation to say, that we have a better opinion of a people among
whom the sincerest respect is shown for good habits, whose civiliza^
tion has rendered the n famous throughout the world, and who have
achieved so many great actions, as well in peace, as in war. Theso
imputations are but the phantoms of a morbid imagination, or tho
suggestions of the secret rage of those ambitious minds, who persuade
themselves that no virtue can exist so long as they are not invested
with supreme power. The destiny of Great Britain is now in the
balance. After having seen her empire equally flourishing by land
and by sea, and her fortune surpass that of all the other states of
Christendom, the question is now, whether this prosperity shall con-
tinue, whether these rich and powerful colonies, the work of our
hands, the fruit of our industry, the object of all our cares, the price
of so much treasure and so much blood, shall henceforth, by the
unheard of ingratitude of their inhabitants themselves, by the artful
machinations of their false friends, and of our secret enemies, be dis-
memhfMcd from their ancient country, and torn fore-ver from the
affectionate embraces of their tender mother ? patiently to endure an
event so calamitous, not to lavish our efforts, our fortunes, our life
Itself, to prevent its accomplishment, would be a turpitude which has
no example in our history, and an opprobrium from which we ought
to preserve the British name.'
Thus spoke the ministerial orators ; the votes were taken, and the

motion of lord Cavendish was rejected. Some other members of
the opposition proposed, with as little success, different plans of con-
ciliation with the colonics. The debates were very animated ; but
tjje ministers, whose projects were already arranged, and all the
preparations of war concluded, had no difficulty in obtaining the
rejection of every contrary opinion.

Not satisfied with finding themselves in a situation to attack the
msurgents, they wished also to cut off their principal resources, that
13, to deprive them of men, arms, and money. The Americans
employed a part of their men on board of privat3ers ; they derived
their arms and munitions, either secretly, or even openly, from for-
eign countries

;
and commerce furnished them with money. Ac-

cordingly, the ministers proposed a bill, importing that every species
of traffic with the thirteen united colonies should be prohibited ; that
all American property, whether floating upon the sea or stationed in
the ports, should be declared legal prize in favor of the officers and
crews of the vessels of the king ; that the men taken in the Amer

I !
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lean ships siiould be compelled to serve indiscriminntely, as uotnmon

bailors, on board those of England ; finally, that the crown should

bo authorized to send commissioners, empovverrd to grant [)urdon«

to such individuals as shouhl appear to merit them, and to declare a

colony, in whole or in part, in a state of obedience towards the king

;

in which case they might exempt them from the rigor of the laws,

and restore them to their original condition.

This bill was a consequence of those already passed ; it was con-

formable to the plan of the war which the ministers had adopted,

and was generally to be approved. It contained, however, certain

articles deserving of animadversion. To wish to make war against

the Americans, up in sea as well as upon land, was altogether nat-

ural ; it was no less judicious to constitute commissioners with

authority to grant amnesties, as well to particular individuals as to

provinccrs. But to confiscate, without distinction, private property

and public property, to grant the booty to the captors, and force tlio

men found on board the American ships, whatever might bo their

rank or condition, to serve as common sailors on board the English

ships arc acts that cannot fail to be condemned by every sound

judging mind. The opposition expressed their abhorrence of these

features of the bill in very sharp language ; but it passed, notwith-

standing, by a triumphant majority.

1 776. The parliament having terminated the afTairs submitted to

their deliberations, the king put an end to the present session, with

the assurance that he was not apprehensive of any movement on

vhe part of the European princes, who all manifested a desire to

maintain concord and peace. The ministers had obtained from the

parliament all they had demanded, and they had scarcely a doubt

of liie favorable issue of their enterprise. It seemed to thom impos-

sible that the collectitious soldiery of the congress could hold their

arms with a firm grasp in the presence of European troops ; they

imagined that the bare rum tr of the arrival of the English army

would suffice to open f(jr It the entrance of the country it was about

to conquer.
' Even supposing, they said, that the colonial troops should pre-

sume to keep the field, how can it be imagined, that ill-armed, un-

disciplined, and so lif.le used as they are to the dangers of war,

and to the din of arms, they will be able to make any serious resist

ance against the veterans of Europe ? The first impression will be

fatal to the Americans ; and the measures which have been taken

to sow division among them, will then produce their full eifect. Let

only a small number submit to the terms of the amnesty, and the

multitude will hasten to follow their example ; such is the ordinary

P'«i
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course of revolutions. In order to nccclemte these tmppy results it
w. I be essential tl.ut the royal commissioners, individuals as inthu'n-
tial by their pirsonal authority, as by the splendor of their rank and
the renown of their military achievements, should be always present
to second tlw operations of the arnjy, by seizing the favorable instant
lor the exercise of their ministry.'

Such were the reasonings and the hopes of the iwrtisanh of the
government. And such, it must be admitted, was the way of think-
ing of the greater part of the nation. With some it was the elTect
of pride, or of confidence in the ministry ; with others, of the spirit
ol party, or of personal interest, man easily believing what he es-
teems useful to himself. There wanted not those, however, whom
the love of country inspired with serious apprehensions for the future
or whom the fury of faction urged to announce the most disastrous
presages. They judged of the obstinacy of the Americans by tJieir
own, and suflered no occasion to escape them of citing the miracles,
as they expressed it, wrought in various times, and among nranifold
people, by tiie love of liberty. They greatly extoUed the constancy,
the intrepidity, the prowess of the Americans. Their invectives,
their sarcasms, their taunts, were endless against the satellites of
tyranny; thus designating the English soldiers, and particularly the
(xerman troops. They represented a total loss in defeat, and new
dangers m victory

;
they deplored the blood shed for so iniquitous a

cause. Every day tlicre appeared new publications in favor or
against the colonists. Some reproached others with having sold
iheir pen

;
these retorted upon those that they prostituted theirs in

delense of licentiousness. A work of doctor Price, on civil liberty
was particularly distinguished^ it was read every where witJi equal
avidity. He received, on this subject, a letter of compliment from
the city of London, accompanied with the present of a gold box.
The two brothers Howe, the one admiral of the fleet, and the

other general-in-chief of the army in America, were named by the
king his commissioners for the re-establishment of peace in the colo-
nies, and for granting pardons to those who should appear worthy
of the royal mercy. Sir Peter Parker and lord Cornwallis were al-
ready, some time since, embarked for America, with several corps
of troops. Admiral Hotham, and generals Burgoyne and PhiUipps
followed them with other English and German divisions.

While these things were passing in England, the provincials, who
besieged Boston, began to entertain hopes not only of becoming
masters of the city, but even of making the whole garrison prisoners
and of destroying the British squadron anchored in the port and bay.'
They expected impatiently that the cold wonW hpn«,r,« c« ,;^^,^.,o

VOL. I. ^
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as to freeze the waters of the harbor, and the rivers that flow into it.

The frost usually set in about the last of December, and they calcu-

lated that at this season the ice would be strong enough to enable

them to march dry-shod across the arm of the sea, which separates

the peninsula from the continent, where they were encamped. The
EngUsh, in such case, would not have been able to resist the much
superior forces of the American army. But contrary to the ordinary

course, the winter was extremely moderate ; the provincials vainly

awaited the coming of ice. In this hope they had kept themselves

tranquil in their quarters ; the delay was advantageous to the gar-

rison. But the month of March arrived to re-animate operations

;

the Americans panted to put an end, by a vigorous effort, to this

long and tiresome siege. Their ardor prompted it, necessity requir-

ed it. The hostile speech of the king, at the meeting of parliament,

was arrived in America, and copies of it Avere circulated in the

camp. It was announced there, also, that the first petition of con-
gress had been rejected. The whole army manifested the utmost
indignation at this intelligence ; the royal speech was burnt in pub-
lic by the infuriate soldiers. They changed, at this time, the red

ground of their banners, and striped them with thirteen lists, as an
emblem of the number, and of the union of the thirteen colonies.

The congress, at the news of the rigorous proceedings of the

government, and particularly of the act relating to commerce, and
the engagement of the German troops, saw plainly that no other

resources were left them but in the way of arms. Without loss of
time, wishing to take advantage of the universal irritation of the

people, they urgently recommended to Washington to renounce all

delay, to brave all dangers, and at whatever cost, to terminate the

siege of Boston, and effectuate the expulsion of the enemy from the

shelter of its walls. They foresaw that this army would soon be
necessary to oppose the British forces at other points, and to protect

other parts of the American territory. It was presumed that the

English would direct their principal attack against the weakest places,

and serious apprehensions were felt particularly for the city of T^ew
York. It was, therefore, extremely important to dislodge the ene-

my from the position of Boston, since otherwise he might, after-

wards, operate against the rear of the American army. Pressed by
positive orders, and stimulated at once by the force of circumstances
and the desire of glory, Washington reflected upon the most effica-

cious means to secure the success of his enterprise. He was not
without hopes of being able to carry the city by assault.

The part of the Cove of Boston, contiguous to Cambridge and
Roxbury, was frozen, which gieatly facilitated the passage j and for
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rendered the roads easy. The batteries of Phipp's Farm, and thos?
of Roxbury, mcessantly fuhninated with a stupendous roar

Eight hundred men composed the vanguard ; it was follo\^ ed by
earriagea fitted with utensils of intrenchment, and twelve hundred
};ioneers led by general Thomas. In the rear guard were three

hundred carts of fascines, of gabions, and bundles of bay, destined

to cover the flank of the troops in the passage of the isthmus of Dor-
chester, which, being very low, was exposed to be raked on both
sides by the artillery of the English vessels.

All succeeded perfectly ; the Americans arrived upon the heights,

not only without being molested, but even without being perceived

by the enemy.

They set themselves to work with an activity so prodigious, that

by ten o'clock at night they had already cwistructed two forts, in

condition to shelter them from small arms and grape-shot ; one upon
the height nearest to the city, and the other upon that which looks

towards Castle Iskmd. The day appeared ; but it prevented not
tiie provincials from continuing their works, without any movement
ber ng made on the part of the garrison. At length, when the haze
of the morning was entirely dissipated, the English discovered, with
ej.treme surprise, the new fortifications of the Americans.

The English admiral, having examined them, declared, that if the
' neray was not dislodged from this position, his vessels could no
longer ren>ain in the harbor without the most imminent hazard of
total destruction. The city itself was exposed to be demoHshed to

its foundations, at the pleasure of the provincials. The communi-
cation, also, between the troops that guarded the isthmus of Boston,
and those within the town, became extremely difficult and dangerous.
The artillery of the Americans battered the strand, whence tlie

English would have to embark in case of retreat. There was no
other choice, therefore, left them, but either to drive the colonists

from this station by dint of force, or to evacuate the city altogether.

General Howe decided for the attack, and made his dispositions

accordingly. Washington, on his part, having perceived the design,

prepared himself to repel it. The intrenchments were perfected

with diligence; the militia were assembled from the neighboring

towns, and si;>nals were concerted to be given upon all the eminences
which form a sort of cincture about all the shore of Boston, from
Roxbury to Mystic river, in order to transmit intelligence and orders

with rapidity from one point to the other.

Washington exhorted his soldiers to bear in mmd the fifth of

March. Nor did he restrict himself to defensive measures, he
thought also of tlie means of falling- hiniself-, upon the enemy, if

i
r
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The want of a sufficient number of vessels had hitherto prevented

him from executing this order. Upon all these considerations, the

English generals determined to abandon Boston to the power of the

provincials.

This retreat, however, presented great difficulties. An hundred
and fifty transports, great and small, appeared scarcely adequate to

the accommodation of ten thousand men, the number to which the

crews and the garrison amounted, without comprehending such of

the inhabitants as, having shown themselves favorable to the royal

cause, could not with safety remain. The passage was long and
difficult ; for with these emaciated and enfeebled troops it could not

be attempted to operate any descent upon the coasts. It was even
believed to be scarcely possible to effect a landing at New York,
although the city was absolutely without defense on the part of the

sea. The surest course appeared to be to gain the port of Halifax
;

but besides the want of provisions, which was excessive, the season
was very unfavorable for tliis voyage, at all times dangerous.

The winds that prevailed then blew violently from the northeast,

and might drive the fleet off to the West Indies, and the vessels

were by no means stocked with provisions for such a voyage. Be-
sides, the territory of Halifax was a sterile country, from which no
resource could be expected, and no provision could have been pre-

viously made there, since the evacuation of Boston and retreat to

Halifax were events not anticipated. Nor could the soldiers per-

ceive without discouragement that the necessity of things impelled
them towards the north, apprised as they were that the future opera-

tions of the English army were to take place in the provinces of the

center, and even in those of the south. But their generals had no
longer the liberty of choice. The Americans however being able by
the fire of their artillery to interpose the greatest obstacles to the

embarkation of the British troops, general Howe deliberated upon
the means of obviatmg this inconvenience. Having assembled the

selectmen of Boston, he declared to them, that the city being no
longer of any use to the king, he was resolved to abandon it, provid-

ed that Washington would not oppose his departure. He pointed to

the combustible materials he had caused to be prepared to set fire,

in an instant, to the city, if the provincials should molest him in any
shape. He invited them to reflect upon all the dangers which
might result, for them and their habitations, from a battle fought
within the walls ; and he assured them that his personal intention

was to withdraw peaceably, if the Americans were disposed, on their

'>art, to act in the same manner. He exhorted them therefore to

If
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repair to the presence of Washington, and to inform him of what
they Jiad now heard.

The selectmen waited upon the American general, and made him
an affecting representation of the situation of the city. It appears
from what followed, that he consented to the conditions demanded •

but the articles of the truce were not written. It has been pretend-
ed that one of them was that the besieged should leave their muni-
tions of war

;
this, however, cannot be affirmed with assurance

Ihe munitions were, indeed, left; but it is not known whether it
was by convention, or from necessity. The Americans remained
quiet spectators of the retreat of the English. But the city present-
ed a me ancholy spectacle

; notwithstanding the orders of generalHowe all was havoc and confusion. Fifteen hundred loyalists, with
their families, and their most valuable effects, hastened, with infi-
nite dejection of mind, to abandon a residence which had been so
dear to them, and where they had so long enjoyed felicity. The
lathers carrying burthens, the mothers their children, ran weep.ncr
towards the ships

;
th. last salutations, the farewell embraces of those

who departed, and of those who remained, the sick, the wounded
the aged, the infants, would have moved with compassion the wit-
nesses of their distress, if the care of their own safety had not ab-
sorbed the attention of all.

The carts and beasts of burthen were become the occasion of sharp
disputes between the inhabitants who had retained them, and the sol-
diers who wished to employ them. The disorder' was also increased
by the animosity that prevailed between the soldiers of the garrison
and those of the fleet; they reproached each other mutually, as the
authors of their common misfortune. With one accord, however,
they complamed of the coldness and ingratitude of their country,
which seemed to have abandoned, or rather to have forgotten them
upon these distant shores, a prey to so much miserv, and to so ma-
ny dangers. For since the month of October, general Howe had not
received, from England, any order or intelligence whatever, which
testihed that the government still existed, and had not lost sight of
the army of Boston.

Meanwhile, a desperate band of soldiers and sailors took advan-
tage of the confusion to force doors, and pillage the houses and
shops. They destroyed what they could not carry away. The en-
tire city was devoted to devastation, and it was feared every moment
the flames would break out to consummate its destruction.
The fifteenth of March, general Howe issued a proclamation, for-

bidding every inhabitant to go out of his house before eleven o'clockm the morning, m order not to disturb the embarkation of the troops,

i
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which was to have taken place on this day. But an east wind pre-
vented their departure ; and to pass the time they returned to pil-

laging. In the meanwhile, the Americans had constructed a re-
doubt upon tiie point of Nook's Hill, in the peninsula of Dorches-
ter, and hnving furnished it with artillery, they entirely commanded
tlie isthmus of Boston, and all the southern part of the town. It
was even to be feared that they would occupy Noddle's Island, and
establish batteries, which, sweeping the surface of the water across
iho harbor, would have entirely interdicted the passage to the ships,
tind reduced the garrison to the necessity of yielding at discretion.
All delay became dangerous; consequently the T--\' h troops and
the loyalists began to embark the sevent -jiith oi .''• :

, , at four in
the morning

; at ten, all were on board, 'x ae vessels .. ere overlaJeri
with men and baggage

;
provisions were scanty, confusion was every

where. The rear guard was scarcely out of the city when Wash-
ington entered it on the other side, with colors displayed, drums
beating, and all the forms of victory and triumph. He was receiv-
ed by the inhabitants with every demonstration of gratitude and re-
spect due to a deUverer. Their joy broke forth with the more vi-

vacity, as their sufferings had been long and cruel. For more than
sixteen months they had endured hunger, thirst, cold, and the out-
rages of an insolent soldiery, who deemed them rebels. The most
necessary articles of food were risen to exorbitant prices.

Horse flesh was not refused by those who could procure it.* For
want of fuel, the pews and benches of churches were taken for this
purpose

;
tlie counters and partitions of warehouses were applied to

the same use
; and even houses, not inhabited, were demoHshed for

the sake of the wood. The English left a great quantity of artillery
and munitions. Two hundred and fifty pieces of cannon, of dif-
ferent caliber, were found in Boston, in Castle Island, and in the in-
trenchments of Bunker's Hill, and the Neck. The Englisl had at-
tempted, but with little success, in their haste, to destroy or to spika
these last pieces : others had been thrown into the sea, but they were
recovered. There were found, besides, four mortars, a considerable
quantity of coal, of wheat, and of other grains, and one hundred
and fifty horses.

Thus, after a siege as long as tiresome, the capital of the province
of Massachusetts fell again into the power of the Americans. The

• Provisions were become so scarce at Boston, that a pound of fresh fish cost twelve
pence sterhng, a goose eight shillings and four pence, a turkey twelve shillings and
BIX pence, a duck four shillings and two pence, hams two shillings and a penny per
pound. Vegetables were altogether wanting. A slieep cost thirty-five shillings ster-
hng, apples thirty-three shillings and four pence per barrel. Fire wood forly-one shil-
ungs and eight pence the cord; and finaiij, it was uot to be p-ocurcd at any price.
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joy of this happy event was felt, with enthusiasm, by all the confed^
eration. It acquired an especial importance by the impulse it could
not fail to imi)art to the public spirit, and even by the influence it
was likely to have upon future operations. We have here a new
occasion to remark, with surprise, the blindness and presumption of
the Jiiitish ministry who, instead of taking all the necessary meas-
ures to secure success, from the commencement of the war, seem-
ed, of preference, to adopt all those that were calculated to injure
Its cause. Whether from having listened to English pride, or from
having trusted to unfaithful reports, or, finally, from having neglected
the examples of history, the ministers iiad persuaded themselves that
the provincials would shrink at the asj)ect of regular troops, and
thin their ardor would be converted immediately into a general terror.
They omitted to reflect that the very nature of things had ex-

cited, and already, for a length of time, had nourished the American
revolution.

The colonists were become rich and powerful, and their original
enthusiasm was far from being chilled. Misled by its prepossessions
the government knew not how to employ its forces; it refused to
send succors when it was yet time, and hastened to lavish them
when it was now too late.

The Americans, come into possession of Boston, immediately con-
hscated the property, movable and immovable, of the emi<n-ants
who had accompanied general Howe to Halifax. The sal? was
made at auction, and the produce applied to the exigencies of the
public. The loyalists who had remained, were prosecuted and de-
clared enemies and traitors to the country ; their possessions were in
hke manner confiscated and sold. The first care of the Bostonians
was directed to the necessity of fortifying their city, to preserve it,
in future, from the calamities they had recently experienced. The
works were commenced without delay, and urged with extreme dili-
gence

;
all the citizens, in turn, contributed thoir labor. A French

engineer, some Americans, and four Prussians, had the direction of
the whole. It was no.\ however, expected to render Boston a place
of strength, capable of sustaining a regular siege ; it sufficed to place
It in a situation to resist a sudden attack.

Certain movements of the provincials, and especially the care they
had taken to occupy some of the little islands situated in the bay of
Boston authorized the belie, that it was their intention to attack
J'ort William, erected upon Castle Island. General Howe, perceiv-
ing that the possession of this fort would enable them to defend the
approaches of the city against the English ships, thought it expedi-
ent to dismanile and burn it previous to Jiis departure. He was
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unable, however, to carry away its artillery, which he contented hirn-

iielf with spiking very precipitately

Contrary winds, succeeded by a dead calm, prevented the Eng-
lish fleet, during more than a week, from getting out to sea. But
at length it succeeded ; and contrary to all expectation, considering

the season, its passage to the port of Halifax was fortunate and
rapid.

Admiral Shuldam had left in the waters of Boston, a squadron,
under the command of commodore Bankes, to protect the navigation
of the vessels of the king, which, in ignorance of the evacuation of
the city, might continue their voyage towards it. This precaution
had not all the effect that was desired ; the bay being extensive, the
cruisers lay in concealment behind the numerous little islands with
which it is interspersed, and sprung suddenly upon the ships that

presented themselves without mistrust. Among others, captain
Manly took a prize laden with an immense cargo of provisions.

Washington, ignorant what were the plans of general Howe, and
what direction the British fleet had taken, was not without disquie-

tude for the city ofNew York. He wrote, in consequence, to brigadier-

general lord Sterling, who commanded there, advising him to stand
prepared, and that he had sent him a re-inforcement of five battalions

and several companies of riflemen. But the royal troops were very
far from being in a condition to undertake any thing against that city

;

they esteemed themselves very fortunate in arriving sound and safe

at Halifax. Before proceeding to further- operations, general Howe
chose to refresh his troops, and wait for the re-inforcements that were
expected from England.

The affairs of congress assumed an aspect no less prosperous in

North Carolina than in Massachusetts ; in which, however, very se-

rious commotions had begun to manifest themselves.

Governor Martin, although he had taken refuge on board the ves-

sels of the king, did not, however, remain idle; and he busied himself

incessantly in devising new machinations to retrieve the royal cause

in his province. He flattered himself with the greater hopes of suc-

cess, as he knew that admiral Peter Parker and lord Cornwallis were
departed from the ports of England for an expedition against the

Carolinas. He was also informed that general Clinton, with some
companies, was on his way to join him at Cape Fear, situated upon
the river of the same name, and not far from Wilmington. At the

head of these united forces, increased by the Scotch Highlanders and
the regulators, both formidable to the disaffected from their experi-

ence in the use of arms, and their ardent zeal for England, he had
no doubt, whatever, but that he could create a revolt in the province,
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and reduce .t onow under the authority of the king. After havinirconcerted w,.h all '

:, partisans, he erected the royfl standa d su"*n.o„,ng a I the ,nha.,itants to rally round it in defense of cou"! "ndlawful a,uhor,ty against rebels. To render more efficacious the sue-cors o the h,gh anders and of the regulators, as well as of .SThe

voted to the royal cause, captain-gener^l of all the levies, that hemight organize them nito regular corps.

C^^V'^l """'fi''^
according to his hopes. The concourse atCross Creek swelled every <lay; the patriots were threatened withan attack m th.s part unless a prompt remedy was applied Thepro™c,al assembly opened their eyes upon the danger, ami dis^patched, w,th all speed, against this head of loyalists, !ll the mih athat were ,n preparation

; and, at the same time directed hatothers should be assembled from all parts of the pro;ince.

malhtl H 'Jhr""'
'^°' '":'''"* ^""^"^ ""» f™"'! themselves,marshaled the one agamst the other, animated with an equal fury.

t-lIlr^Th "f"
"'""'^"^'"^ ''yg'="<=™> Moore; he went totJce post, with a few pieces of cannon, in front of the loyalists at aplace called Rock-Fish Bridge, where, having broken thebrS; he.ntrenched himself. Macdonald summoned him to come and puthimself under the royal standard, or to expect to be treated as an

ITZ, y^ °"™"^'' ''™ "" >« '^''""•^'^If >o take an „a"h

t !h Jk """^"f'
""" '° '"^ "'''™ """» ""d that, in so dotalhe should be received as a friend. During these negotiMions, whici;Moore had the address to draw into len^h, his forces so incised

Macdonald, at length, perceived the danger of his situation andthough he was already surrounded on every side by ttprovin'cialfhe disengaged hmiself with equal ability and couiige. '^MarchS

himself and his pursuers, rivers, forests, and difficult defiles liemeasured a space of eighty miles, in defiance of the vigilance ofthe enemy, eager to cut olT his retreat, and arrived at MWsCreek, sateen miles from Wilmington
' »re s

ton'^wr
'"' '"''";'' "\^i°^'"^ by governor Martin and gene..l Clin-on vho were already arrived at Cape Fear. But the provuicialsho had never ceased to follow him, not only prevented^lii. iu°,c-

K,
.
but reduced him to the necessity of giving battle. He disp ayedin t an .treme bravery; but captain Macleod, and many otherof his officers, having been killed, his troops were seized with /panic

;,, .
'''^™«."'eirgeneralmthemid8tofliiseneraies. M»cdo„.

aid was made prisoner, with many other loyalists. Their enemira
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derived an immense advantage from this victory ; for if Macdonald
liad been victor, or if he could only have effected his juncti-on with
governor Martin and general Clinton, they might then have waited
at Capo Fear for the rc-inforcements that were coming from Ireland

;

and the affairs of the congress would have been very near desperate
in the southern provinces. The Carolinians learned, besides, to know
their own strength, and refuted the opinion which had generally pre-

vailed of the weakness of North Carolina. They had combated,
with success, the regulators and the Scotch, who had appeared to

them at first so formidable ; and in the space of ten days they had
assembled ten thousand men, full of courage and resolution.

The precipitation of the loyalists was the cause of their ruin ; if

they had temporized until the arrival of succors from Europe, and
then only raised the standard of the king, they might, without doubt,
have struck a decisive blow, and thus have caused the balance to
incline in their favor in the southern provinces.

We have left lord Dunmore cruising with his vessels upon the
coast of Virginia ; he continued still for a long time upon this station.

But all the places of landing being diligently guarded by the militia,

far from being able to make any impression, he could not even pro-
cure the sustenance necessary for the multitude accumulated on
board his squadron. Consequently the excessive heats, the corrup-
tion of the water and of the provisions, and the crowd of men in

the ships, generated offensive and deleterious miasmata. A perttilon-

tial malady carried off, in mass, the whites and the blacks ; but it was
especially mortal among the latter. In this deplorable state the

squadron of lord Dunmore wandered from island to island, from shore
to shore. He found, upon all points, the inhabitants armed to rejjulse

liim, and he wanted forces to open himself a passage through them.
To crown the measure of misfortune, the winds drove a part of the
ships upon the coasts of Virginia, where the wretched fugitives,

become the prisoners of their own fellow-citizens, did but exchange
this pestiferous abode for dark and horrible dungeons. At length, to

escape a certain death upon these shores, lord Dunmore resolved to

burn the ships of least value. The miserable wrecks of soldiers and
of Virginians, buffeted by tempests, devoured by famine, by thirst,

and by diseases, went to seek refuge in the Floridas, the Bermudas,
and the West Indies. Thus delivered of its enemy, the province
recovered tranquillity. Such was the catastrophe that terminated
the expedition of lord Dunmore against Virginia, and the result of
his plan of revolt of negroes against their masters.

Meanwhile, the congress had not remitted their preparations of
maritinie war : they felt the necessity of protecting th^oir own coasts
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of tliclr cflbrts. Tlioy wore not crowned with tlio fame Imppy suc-
cess in Cujiada. Arnoltl, who had continued, with his feeble corps,
the aiego of Uuebec, found himself oppressed by a multitude of
obstucleH. The re-inforcenuuits the congress had promised liim, ar-

rived but slowly and by parlies, either because the severity of tho
reason rendered tho roads nearly impracticable, or becauwe the ill

success of the assault of Quebec had considerably damped the a. dor
with which the novelty and brilliant commencement of this expedi-
tion had inspired the Americans.

It appeared that congress itself, cither distracted by too many
cares, or wanting the necessary means, had neglected to take proper
measures for conducting the Canadian war to the object desired. In
vain had the greater part of tho garrison of Montreal been marched
to Quebec ; the soldiers under Arnold still scarcely amounted to a
thousand ert'ective men.
The Canadians, who at first had welcomed the Americans with

cordiality, and had supplied them with all that was in their power,
finding themselves afterwards exposed to various excesses on the part
of this undisciplined troop, had passed from benevolence to aversion.
It must be admitted, they had too much reason for it. The Ameri-
cans had not only omitted to conciliate the countenance of the
Catholic priests, which irritated their self-love, but they had even
overwhelmed them with contempt, which excited among them detes-
tation and a thirst of vengeance. The insinuations of governor
Carleton and of all his partisans succeeded, therefore, without difli-

culty, in persuading them to refuse the sacraments to all those who
had declared for the Americans. This refusal produced an impres-
sion so serious upon the minds of the Canadians, that the provincials,

perceiving how prejudicial it might prove to their interests, dispatch-
ed a Catholic priest from Maryland, in order to dispense to the Cana-
dians all the spiritual succors of which they were deprived. But
this remedy was employed too late. Aflairs already assumed the
most discouraging aspect.

A French gentleman of intrepidity, named Beaujeu, had assem-
bled a corps of nobles and other inhabitants with whom he had influ-

ence, at the head of whom he had taken the field. The Americans
had engaged him with advantage ; but they had no means to re-

pair the injury their cause had sufTered, as well from its known
weakness, as from the outrages committed against the inhabitants of
the country. To increase their distress, the season approached in

which the re-inforcements, already known to be departed from Eng
land, were about to arrive. The river St. Lawrence, no longer ob-
structed with ice, opened them a free passage up to the city of Que-
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river from its mouth, in the midst of enormous masses of floating
ice. They had on board several companies of veteran soldiers, who
were immediately put on shore.

Tlie ships now,, having the command of the river, intercepted ail

communication between the different parts of the American camp,
and even captured a great number of vessel belonging to the pro-
vincials. This unexpected event threw them into the greatest con-
sternation. They precipitately abandoned their quarters, leaving
behind them their baggage, their artillery, their munitions, and
whatever might have retarded their march ; the English seized them
"mmediately.

The sick, attacked, for the most part, with the small-pox, escaped
as they could ^ the Canadians were moved with compassion, and
concealed them here and there. Meanwhile, the governor had sal-
lied out at the head of the garrison to pursue the Americans. He
made no few of them- prisoners ; but they gave themselves no pause
until they had marched full forty-five miles up the St. Lawrence

;

then, having halted a few hours, they retired to the moutli of the
Sorel, where they were joined by four regiments.

They bst, in this place, general Thomas, who died of the small-
pox

;
his valor and his integrity rendered him the object of univer-

sal consideration. General Sullivan succeeded in command. Gene-
ral Carleton, after such prosperous success, reflecting upon his ex-
treme weakness, ceased to pursue the enemy, and returned to Que-
bec, intending to wait for re-inforcements, and then take the field

with forces suflScient to maintain himself there. But he first gave
the most honorable proofs of that humanity which distinguished him.
The Americans, whether wounded or sick, were concealed in the
forests or in the habitations of the Canadians, where they had ta
sufler all evils united. The governor issued a proclamation, by
which he ordained that men, appointed for this purpose, should go
in search of these unfortunate men, to cure them at the public
expense, and provide for all their wants. Finally, that they might
not fear to discover themselves, he pledged his faith, that so soon
as they should have recovered health, he would leave them at their
full and entire Hberty to return, without conditions, to their own
habitations.

A few days subsequent to the deliverance of Quebec, that is,

about the last of the month of May, several regiments of English
and Brunswickers arrived in Canada. These re-inforcements car-
ried the British army in that province to upwards of thirteen thou-
sand men, commanded by experienced generals, among whom Carle-
ton was tho first in reputation, as in rank. Under his orders were
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come to Its assistance. General Su!livan accordingly directed gene-
ral Thompson to embark, with two thousand men, upon fifty bat-
teaux that were kept in preparation for the use of the army, and to
descend the river. Thompson coasted along the right bank of the
lake bt. Pierre, formed by the vast breadth of the river in this place
and arrived without being perceived at JNicolete, a town situated
upon the same bank of the St. Lawrence, a Httle above Trois Rivie-
res His design was to cross the river during the night, to land nine
miles above Trois Rivieres, and to fall upon the enemy before day.
Hut it had already appeared, before the Americans, retarded by many
unexpected obstacles, could gain the left bank. They marched
however, with incredible rapidity towards the destined point- but
treacherous guides misled them. On having discovered it, 'they
resumed the right road, which was excessively difficult.

Meanwhile, the sun was risen, and they were perceived by the
troops that were on board the vessels. The alarm was soon given
and general Frazer was promptly apprised of the danger. The
Americans, seeing themselves discovered, redoubled their celerity
Ihey arrived at nine in the morning in sight of Trois Rivieres

; but
they found the English drawn up in order of battle, and prepared to
receive them. The action was engaged ; the Americans, after a
feeble struggle, were thrown into disorder, and fled. This notwith-
standing, they were rallied; but the day was already lost without
remedy. Nesbit, landing all at once with his division, took the Amer-
icans in rear. From this moment their rout was complete. The
soldiers, no longer keeping any order, sought their safety in the
woods. •'

Pressed in front by Frazer, who overwhelmed them with a fire of
grape-shot, and intercepted by Nesbit, who prevented their return to
the batteaux, they sufTered horribly in the passage of a marsh. Hav-
ing, at length, by incredible efibrts, succeeded in crossing it they
plunged into thick forests, where the English ceased to pursue them
When they were able to rejoin their boats, they hastened to return

to the mouth of the Sorel. They left many nrisoners in the power
of the English, among whom were general lompson himself and
colonel Irwm, with many other officers of di^ iction ; they had few
killed. The loss of the royal troops was sti. -ss. Such was the
issue of the expedition of Trois Rivieres, conceded with ability un-
dertaken with intrepidity, but finally directed with imnrudence'.
The success depending entirely on a surprise by night, it is cer-

tain that when the Americans perceived they could only attack in
open day, and still more, that their enemy was on his guard, the
part of wisdom would have been to halt, and to recover their'first
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great number of batteaux, to serve for the transport of the troops and
munitions of a numerous army.

There had arrived from England, it is true, six large anu.;d ves-
sels destined for this use ; but the falls of the river Sorel, near Fort
Chambiy, rendered their entrance into the lake, if not impossible,
certamly very difficult. The construction of flat boats presented,
also, numerous difficulties, and required a considerable time. Upon
these considerations the English renounced all further pursuit, and
the Americans had leisure to prepare themselves to resist the future
attacks of a powerful and warlike enemy.
The Americans were thus arrested by an insurmountable obstacle

in this expedition of Canada, from which they had promised them-
selves so great advantages. But it should be considered, that either
through inexperience, or from the difficulties which are wont to ac-
company new and tumultuary governments, this enterprise was not
commenced until the season was already too far advanced in these
cold regions

;
it was not carried on with sufficient forces ; and the

excesses of military license deprived the colonies of the ancient
friendship of the Canadians, which was not only necessary, but even
indispensable to the success of their cause. It is certain, however,
that if this enterprise had been conducted with a prudence and vigor
equal to the boldness which had dictated its plan, or even if desttny
had not cut off the days of Montgomery at a moment so critical, the
Americans would have gained the object of all their efforts. But
fortune does not always favor the brave, nor do the brave always
know how to use fortune well.

This expedition of Canada, moreover, led the government or Brit-
ish generals into a signal error with respect to the conduct of all
this war

; to this cause, especially, must be attributed the inutility of
all their efforts against America.

In effect, the invasion of Canada by the Americans, was perhaps
the first motive which determined the English ministry to assemble
so considerable forces in this pfovince, and to divide their army into
two distinct parts, one of which was to descend from Canada, by
the lakes, into the interior of the colonies, and the other to attack
them in front upon the coasts.

It is not improbable, that if instead of these two armies, the Eng-
lish had formed but one only, the war would have had a direction,
and perhaps a conclusion, widely different.

The congress decreed, in honor of a man beloved and revered by
the Americans, that there should be procured from Paris a monu-
ment, with an appropriate inscription, to transmit to posterity the
memory of the virtues and heroic quahties of Richard Mont^omerv
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Sunt hie eUam sua priEmia laudi,
Sunt lachrymm rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt.

Btit it i,s time to resume the thread of the history. The Americans found a compensation for the disasters of Cana'da.Tn tht s"CSS t„.y obmmed under the walls of Charleston, in South Carolina
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The ministers had resolved to aim a vigorous blow at tlie southern
provinces, because they had persuaded tliemselves, and not without
reason, that the friends of England were more numerous there than
m those of the north. They had no doubt that they would all show
themselves so soon as the troops of the king should appear in force
upon the coasts, or should have become possessed of some impor-
tant i)ost. They hoped, with the succor of the loyalists, to re-estab
hsh the ancient order of things in these provinces, and they calcu-.
lated that thence they might .ifterwards attack in flank those of the
middle and north

; which, being pressed in the rear, on the part of
Canada, by a strong army, and in front on the part of the sea, by
forces no less formidable, would thus be deprived of all power of
resistance. The ministers already saw America returned to its

ancient submission. They determined to turn their arms at first

against North Carolina, as the weakest part, and to add to this
conquest that of South Carolina and of Virginia, according to the
success of operations.

For this reason the fleet, having on board the troops destined for
this expedition, had sailed from the ports of England and Ireland
before the others. General Clinton, who, at the head of another
considerable corps, was to come from New York to join the new
re-inf -cements, was already arrived at Cape Fear, not having been
able to execute his design of attacking Virginia. But, on the one
hand, the impatience of the loyalists of North Carolina had caused
the miscarriage of the expedition, and their own ruin ; on the other
contrary winds and storms had so retarded beyond all expectation
the passage of the fleet which, under the command of admiral Peter
Parker, was bound for Cape Fear, that it could not reach that point
until long after the calculated term, nor until tiie loyalists were
already put down, and the inhabitants of the two Carolinas were not
only apprised of the menaced attack, but had even already made all

their preparations for resistance. It is certain that if the loyalists of
North Carolina had delayed for some time longer to declare them-
selves, or if the sea had been more propitious to the English, the
affairs of congress might have taken a disastrous direction in the
south. The squadron of admiral Parker arrived at Cape Fear
about the beginning of May, with many land troops, and with gene-
rals Cornwallis, Vaughan, and several others. Here they made
their junction with general Clinton, who, from seniority, took the
con^mand in chief.

The ok?tinate resistance of the Virginians, and the disasters of
the paitisans of England in North Carolina, precluded all hope of
success in these two provinces j there remained therefore no other
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glory, and the desire of answering the universal expectation, contin-
ually excited his natural ardor. Rutledge, a man of great influence
in the province, also manifested the most active zeal in animating
the inhabitants to defend themselves. His example and his exhor-
tations obtained the most happy results. Every one was at his post,

expecting the enemy with intrepid confidence. Meanwhile, the
British fleet appeared, and cast anchor to the north of Sullivan's

Island.

The ships of war were the Bristol and Experiment^ of fifty guns

;

four frigates, the Active, the Acteon, the Solebay, and the Syren, of
twenty-eight

; the Sphynx of twenty, the Friendship of twenty-two,
two smaller vessels of eight, and the Thunder, a bomb-ketch.

It was very difficult, especially for the large ships, to pass the bar
which is found at the entrance of the channel of Charleston.

It was not without extreme fatigue that the English succeeded in

crossing it with the Bristol and Experiment, even after they had
lightened them of their artillery and a great part of their lading.

They struck, and it was thought they would bilge immediately ; but
the skill of the officers and the efforts of the sailors at length pre-

served them. The intention of the English was to reduce fort

Moultrie, in order, afterwards, to attack the city without oDstacle.

General Clinton issued a proclamation, which he sent into the city

by a flag ; he therein reminded the inhabitants of the subversion of
all laws, of the tyranny established in the hands of the congress, the
committees, and other unconstitutional authorities ; he gave them a
last admonition, before proceeding to extremities ; he exhorted them
to avert from their heads, by a prompt return to obedience, the ven-
geance of a powerful and irritated nation. He offered pardon, at

the same time, to all those who should lay down arms and submit
immediately.

This summons produced no effect whatever.

The English generals had arranged their attack in the following

manner. The ships were to cannonade fort Moultrie in front, while

a corps of troops landed for this purpose in Long Island, to the east

of Sr.lHvan's Island, should cross the narrow arm of the sea that

separates them, and which was believed fordable. This corps would
then have pressed the fort on the part of the land, which was much
less strongly fortified. This plan offered them so fair a prospect of
success, that general Lee himself, having doubts whether the fort

could be defended, recommended that it should be evacuated, and
that all efforts should be concentrated for the defense of the city.

But the inhabitants, who dreaded bombs out of measure, resolved
to attempt, by all means, the defense of the fort
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Lord Campl)cll, who a little before was governor of the province,
was mortally wountlod.

The loss of the garrison was very inconsiderable ; nevertheless

their fire slackened, and at length ceased altogether. Their ammuni-
tion was exhausted, and the English considered their victory as

already secure. But the Americans soon succored the fort, and the

cannonade was renewed with the same fury as at first. It continued

till seven o'clock in the evening.

The English then perceiving the inutility of their attack, and the

deplorable state of their vessels, and not seeing the corps make its

appearance which was to have come up on the part of Long Island,

determined to abandon the enterprise.

Generals Clinton and Cornwallis would have crossed the arm of

the sea which separates the two neighboring islands, in order to at-

tack fort Moultrie on the land side, as it had been concerted, but the

water was found too deep, and the ford impracticable ; this, at least,

ihey alledged. On the other hand, even though they should have
succeeded in surmounting these obstacles, it is probable they would
nave found others more formidable still upon the shores of Sullivan's

Island. Colonel Thompson, at the head of three hundred grenadiers

of his regiment ; colonel Clark, with two hundred soldiers of North
Carolina ; colonel Horry, followed by two hundred militia men of

South Carolina, and Racoon's company of riflemen, with some pieces

of aitillery, had occupied the posts situated at the eastern extremity

of the island. It is, therefore, credible, that it was more the prepa-

rations of defense made by the Ame- icans, than the difficulty of the

ford, which prevented the English generals from attempting the pas-

sage. Can it be supposed that officers, so experienced, should have
continued nine whole days on Long Island without having caused the

depth of the waters to be sounded, and ascertaining long before the

time of the action, whether they were fordable or not ?

It appears equally difliicult to comprehend how, after having dis-

covered either that the ford was impracticable, or the position of the

Americans impregnable, the English should have remained inactive

on Long Island, instead of endeavoring to land upon some other

part of Sullivan's Island by means of the boats they had assembled.

This circumstance presents several points which it is impossible to

Dxplain. However it may be, the English retired during the night,

and the following morning their ships were already at the distance af

two miles from the island. A fe'.v days after, having re-embarked
their troops, they made sail for New York, where the army, increased

by all the re-inforcements it had received from England, expected

genorai IIowc.
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arrive at one object, while ell those means were resorted to which led
lo another aosolutely opposite ; in effect, in no revolution of state
has there ever been observed so- much incongruity between words
and actions.

Such a state of things could not have duration ; if the vulgar per-

suaded themselves that force of arms would reduce the government
to bend before their will, enlightened citizens perceived, distinctly,

that the wound was become incurable ; and that it was hoped, in

vain, to see the restoration of ancient ties between the colonies and
the parent state. They well knew that the obstinacy of the British

government was the fruit of pride, and that whatever successes the
Americans might obtain in the course of the war, they could never
be of such a nature as to alarm this government for its own exist-

ence ; the only extremity, however, that would be capable of in-

ducing it to listen to a negotiation of accords

The Americans could wage only a defensive war ; and even sup-
posing thfiy shouki vanquish the armies of Great Britain, she would
always be able to renew the conflict. On the other hand, the mere
loss of commerce with America, would not suffice to determine the
government to accede to the conditions of the colonists, since all the
other parts of the globe were open to it. Besides, great naval forces

being the surest guaranty of the safety of commerce, that nation,

whose marine shall have acquired an acknowledged superiority, will

see its commerce increase and flourish under the protection of its

flag. Nor should it be omitted, that however the principle of the
quarrel seemed to consist in a struggle between Kmited monarchy
and absolute monarchy, it now existed, in fact, only between the
monarchy and the republic. The Americans, therefore, could have
no other prospect but of entire liberty and independence ; or of
total dependence and servitude.

In this state of things, there was not a man endowed with pene-
tration and experience, who did not perceive that an open and sol-

emn declaration of the object it was desired to attain was the wisest,

and even the only resolution the Americans could adopt. Their
situation was not rendered by it more critical ; it even offered im-
mediate advantages, and still greater in perspective. Their counsels
would thus acquire more firmness, a point essential to the success of
such an enterprise, and foreign succors would become more easdy
attainable. It might then be believed that the colonists, after hav-
ing solemnly proclaimed their independence, would combat to the
last in its defense.

The apprehension of a siulden reconciliation no longer restrain-

ing foreign powers, they m.jght openly succor them. And perhaps
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tlie pride of England wouia oe .ess hurt, in case of reverse al n.
gotrating with tIre Americans as with an independen Sn than

peUmg h,m that has waged it to give up to his enemy the very obieotm d,spute. The course, therefore, which the AmericansSo pur-

ce.ve .t If the resolution was urgent, it could never be taken incircumstances more propitious, or under auspices more favo^bl"The success of the arms of tl,e patriots in Massachusetts, Cinia
Zitfo the r;
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>t. I he plot having been discovered, many individuals, who hadbe n concerned m It, were seized ; among oJhers, two of the .^ne-rals guards, and his steward himself; some were executed.
°
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to sue infamous assassins. England herself, by her public alts
precipitated the moment of this total separation

'

The discourse held by the km^ to the parliament had persuaded
29*
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the Americans that nothing would be remitted of the measures or

rigor adopted against them, and consequently that their preparations

of war could not be too formidable.

The discussions and decisions of parliament disclosed to them the

impotence of those who attempted to defend their cause. But the

act of the fifteenth of May, which abandoned American property,

private as well as public, to those who could find the way to seize

it, had thoroughly apprised the colonists that it was resolved not only

to exercise against them the extremes of hostility, but that it was
intended to violate, with respect to them, all the principles of those

laws which, among civilized nations, still plead for humanity even

in the midst of carnage and devastation. In a word, they no longer

doubted but that the English ministry was determined to organize

against them a system of piracy and robbery. No foreign nation,

when their enemy, had ever perpetrated such excesses ; much less

could they endure them on the part of their own fellow citizens.

But was it possible still to give this name to enemies who no longer

observed any measure ? Affection, which has its source in the ties

of blood and political union, can no longer exist, when not only the

laws in use among friendly nations, but even usages respected by
civilized people in the midst of the most cruel discords, have been
trampled under foot. And if the English resolved to wage a war of

barbarians against America, the least that could follow was, that the

latter should view them as foreigners.

The resolution taken by England to employ, and send against the

Americans, the mercenary troops of Germany, whom the colonists

looked upon as men devoid of all humanity, had produced the most
violent impression upon their minds. From this moment they ab-

jured all sentiment of consanguinity towards a people who sent

against their children such cruel executors of their will. ' Behold,

then,' they cried, * the ministers of peace, the negotiators that Eng-
land sends us ! the soldiers of the princes of Hesse, of Brunswick

and of Waldeck ! The devastations, the massacres, the implacable

fury of these hireling Germans, the horrible barbarities of the Indian

savages, such are the instruments then British government employs

to vanquish our constancy, and subject us anew to its yoke ! The
English arm foreigners against us ; then let us <^ombat the English

themselves, as if they were foreigners. Their laws, no less cruel

than their soldiers, have severed all our ties ; have despoiled us even
of the hope to re-unite them ; wherefore, then, do we still hesitate

to adopt a resolution, which, if at first it appeared to us painful and
prejudicial, every thing now demonstrates to be useful and even

RQ >,es«ary r

'
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pected the return of the Americans to submission, served but toredouble their obstinacy, and furnished new arms to tre confirmand to all the partisans of independence.
congress,

Even the greater part of those who had professed contrary onin-|ons were seen to join with them, or at least to manifest an extrememdifference for the interests of England. Her enemies increasedevery day m number and hardiness; and every day her frienriostthe. influence and their zeal-^ memorable example f^^^^^^^^^^who, m their bhnd precipitation, imagine that measures proper to dtvide men, and to arm them against one another when they^are coowil produce the same effect when they are animated by some vio-lent passion! Then what should appease, irritates; JhatThouW
mtim^atcencourages; and what should divide, assembles and unUesThe desire of independence insinuated itself little by little into hommds of all. In public, particularly, the harangues had no otherobject

;
the general attention was fixed upon events. At this ep^happeared a writing entitled Co..o« SenVe; it was the product"'of Thomas Paine, born m England, and arrived not long before inAmerica No writer perhaps, ever possessed, in a higher degreehe art of moving and guiding the multitude at his wilL It mfy beaffirmed m effect, that this work was one of the most powerluTin!struments of American independence

strate that the opposition of parties, the diversity of interest thfiarrogance of the British government, and its ardent ttoTf'vn!geance, reridered all reconciliation impossible. On the other handhe^enlarged upon the necessity, utilit'y, and possibilityol":
He omitted not to sprinkle his pamphlet with declamations calcu-

w th ttT
7»"<^hy odious to the people, and to inspire themwith the desire of a republic. The excellency of the English co^

rver7fre:fv"":H
'" ''^"

'^k
^^"^' ^" ^"^^^^

>
Pafnetl sTd

It very feelyin the part which relates to the royal power; butpmised Its other mstitutions. He painted all the calamities ^hichhad weighed upon England, notwithstanding the much extolledgoodness of its constitution, especially since the re-establishment
of monarchy; thence he inferred that it contained some e se^t"a

deUh:'ffi'^!f'
*'^ '"Pr^^ ^^ *^« P-P'e

'
«"d This Egdefect ne affirmed was royalty. ^

To^^his he attributed intestine discords, and the frequency of

Sr^d jr''*^
' congratulated the Americans that Heaven had

placed It m their power to create a constitution that should embr«««
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all the excellencies of that of England without any of its defects •

and thus, again, he intimated the exclusion of royalty. The success
of this writing of Paine cannot be described.
The vehemence of opinion redoubled in the minds of all ; even

loyalists were seen to declare for liberty; an unanimous cry' arose
for independence.

The congress determined to seize the opportunity. But to pro-
ceed with prudence, they wished first to sound the minds of the
people by passing a resolution, which, if it was not independence
Itself, evidently led to it. They intended to observe its effects, in
order to govern their subsequent conduct accordingly. They de-
creed, that whereas the British king, in conjunction with the lords
and commons of Great Britain, had, by the late acts of parliament,
excluded the united colonies from the protection of his crown ; and'
whereas no answer had been, or probably would be, given to' their
humble petitions for the repeal of the obnoxious laws, and for a recon-
ciliation with Great Britain ; that, on the contrary, all the force of
that realm, with the aid of mercenary foreigners, was to be employed
for the destruction of the good people of the colonies; and finally,
whereas it is contrary to sound reason, and to the consciences of this
people, to take the oaths and make the engagements necessary to the
assumption and exercise of offices under the crown of Great Britain

;

and it is necessary that the exercise of every authority, proceeding
from the said crown, should be totally annulled, and all the powers
of government exercised under the authority of the good people of
the colonies

;
and this in order to maintain internal peace, good mor-

als, and public order, as well as to defend their lives, liberty, and prop-
erty, from the assaults and cruel rapine of their enemies ; therefore
it was recommended to the respective assemblies and conventions of
the united colonies, where no government suited to the exigency of
affairs had till then been constituted, that they should establish such
governments, as, according to the opinion of the representatives of
the people, should be most conducive to the happiness and security
of their constituents, and of America in general. This resolution of
congress, being rapidly notified to all the colonies, encountered among
them, respectively, a differeat reception. Some had already antici-
pated ii, and, assuniing the powers of government, had created insti-
tutions independent of the crown, and these no longer temporary,
as at first, but stable, and subject to no limitation of time or of con-
dition. Thus Virginia and South Carolina had proceeded. Connec-
ticut and Rhode Island needed no change ; since there, from the
earliest times, every authority originated in the people, by whom all
public officers were chosen, as well those to whom were intrusted
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he legislative, as those who exercised the executive powers. Mary-and Pennsylvama and New York, hesitated
; but at ien-^thySto the necessity of the times. Thus the people of the c^^b set

aboutfrajnmgnewconstitutions; but,withLLeption of r^^^^^^which relate to regal authority, all preserved those forms which a,opeculiar and appropriate to the English constitution.
rhe three powers, legislative, executive and judiciary, were care-

In some colonies, the legislature was divided into two branches • inothers It formed but one corps ; but in all, those who held offices oftrust or power under the executive were excluded. The judgeswere paid either by the legislature or by the executiye. In somi thel^nure of office was for a limited period, in others during good beha-
vior. The governors were elected for a longer or shorter term oftime, according to the greater or less jealoufy of the people Insome colonies they possessed the right of .e^o; in others not Herethe governor was made responsible for all his acts, there for none,

al th"e" ; .T "f''''
'" '^' ^'^'^^""^ ^^^ -^^"t-e council. In

all these deliberations, so important to the happiness of the unitedcolonies, no threats, discord, or reproaches, were heard • and" t anpeared as if all, laying aside ambition, aspired to noLg bu Zprosperity and liberty of their country-a^memorubL X" e^
t^. rTKf"'K T'T' '"^ "'"'^'^

• ^^' «th^^ "«tions reflect onthis, and blush, for having acted in all times so diflerentiy from theAmericans; ,f, indeed, corruption of morals has left still the powerof blushing to those who rush from confficts of opinion to discordand from discord to the effusion of blood.
The congress had found all minds disposed to adopt the resolutionhey meditated

;
but to accomplish the work they had commenced,

It was requisite that they should be formally authorized by the col-onies to proclaim independence.
This great business was conducted with so much prudence, andhe people were so much mclined to favor the design, that the greater

nl ' ''^^.PJ'^r''"^
""'""^'''^ '""^^^^^ '^'" representatives incongress with full powers to carry it into effect. Some also author-

T It'"", T^
'"'^"''' ^'''^ ^^''^^^^ ""»^««- Pennsylvaniaand Maryland alone remained in opposition

Such was the state of things, when, in th; sitting of congress ofthe eighth of June, a motion having been made to declare indepen
dence, Richard Henry Lee, one of the deputies from Virginia, spoke
as follows, and was heard with profound attention • ^ '

'

' I knoiv n.i whether, among all the civil discords wiiich have been
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recorded by historians, and whicn have been excited either by tho
love of liberty in the people, or by tiie ambition of princes, there has
ever been presented a deliberation more interesting or more impor-
tant than that which now engages our attention ; whether we con-
sider the future destiny of this free and virtuous people, or that of
our enemies themselves, who, notwithstanding their tyranny and this

cruel war, are still our brethren, and descended from a common
stock

; or finally, that of the other nations of the globe, whose eyes
are intent upon this great spectacle, and who anticipate from our
success more freedom for themselves, or from our defeat apprehend
Jieavier chains and a severer bondage. For the question is not
whether we shall acquire an increase of territorial dominion', or wick-
edly wrest from others their just possessions ; but whether we shall

preserve, or lose forever, that liberty which we have inherited from
our ancestors, which we have pursued across tempestuous seas, and
which we have defended m this land against barbarous men, fero-

cious beasts, and an inclement sky. And if so many and distinguish-

ed praises have always been lavished upon the generous defenders of
Greek and of Roman liberty, wh.^l /ill be said of us, who defend a
liberty which is founded not upon the capricious will of an unstable

multitude, but upon immutable statutes and tutelary laws ; not that

which was the exclusive privilege of a few patricians, but that which
s the property of all ; not that which was stained by iniquitous os-

tracisms, or the horrible decimation of armies, but that which is

pure, temperate, and gentle, and conformed to the civilization of the

present age. Why then do we longer procrastinate, and wherefore

are these delays ? Let us complete the enterprise already so well

commenced ; and since our union with England can no longer con-
sist with that liberty and peace which are our chief delight, let us

dissolve these fatal ties, and conquer forever that good which we
already enjoy ; an entire and absolute independence.

' But ought I not to begin by observing, that if we have reached
that violent extremity, beyond which nothing can any longer exist

between America and England, but either such war or such peace

as are made between foreign nations, this can only be imputed to the

insatiable cupidity, the tyrannical proceedings, and the outrages, for

ten years reiterated, of the British ministers ? What have we not
done to restore peace, to re-establish harmony ? Who has not heard

our prayers, and who is ignorant of our supplications ? They have
wearied the universe. England alone was deaf to our complaints,

and wanted that compassion towards an which we have found anicng

all other nations. And as at first bur forbearance, and then our r«

sistance, have proved equally insufficient; since our prayers were un
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availing, as well as the blood lately shed , we must go further, and
proclaim our independence. Nor let any one believe that we have
any other option left. The time will certainly come when the fated
sepjiration must take place, whether you will or no ; for so it is decreed
by the very nature ofthings, the progressive increase of our population,
the fertility of our soil, the extent of our territory, the industry of oui^
countrymen, and the immensity of the ocean which separates the two
states. And if this be true, as it is most true, who does not see that
the sooner it takes place the better; and that it would be not onlv
imprudent, but the height of folly, not to seize the present occasion,
when British injustice has filled all hearts with indignation, inspired
all minds with courage, united all opinions in one, and put arms in
every iiand ? And how long must we traverse three thousand miles
o. a stormy sea, to go and solicit of arrogant and insolent men, either
counsels or commands to regulate our domestic affairs ? Does it not
become a great, rich, and powerful nation, as we are, to look at home,
and not abroad, for the government of its own concerns ? Andhow can a ministry of strangers judge, with any discernment, of our
interests when they know not, and when it little imports thefn toknow what IS good for us, and what is not ? The past justice of the
British ministers should warn us against the futurs;, if they should
ever seize us again m their cruel claws. Since ii has pleased our
barbarous enemies to place before us the alternative of slavery or of
independence, where is the generous minded man and the lover of
his country, who can hesitate to choose ? With these perfidious men
no promise is secure, no pledges sacred. Let us suppose, which
Heaven avert, that we are conquered ; let us suppose an accommoda-
tiOD. What assurance have we of the British moderauon in victory
or good faith m treaty? Is it their having enlisled and let loose
against us the ferocious Indians, and the merciless soldiors of Germa-
ny ? Is It that faith, so often pledged and so often violated in the course
of the present contest

;
this British faith, which is reputed more false

than 1 umc ? We ought rather to expect, that when we shall have
fallen naked and unarmed into their hands, they will wreak upon us
their fury and their vengeance ; they will load us with heavier chains
in order to deprive us not only of the power, but even of the hope
of again recovering our liberty. But I am willing to admit, although
It IS a thing without example, that the British government will fo.- "et
past offenses and perform its promises ; can we imagine, that affcr^'so
long dissensions, alter so many outrages, so many combats, and so
much bloodshed, our reconciliation could be durable, and that every
day, in the midst of so much hatred and rancor, would not aff^«rd
some fresh subjpct of animosity ? The two nations are already sep
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arated in iniercst and affections ; the one is conscious of its ancient

strength, tne other has become acquainted vvitli its newly exerted

force ; the one desires to rule in an arbitrary manner, the other will

not obey even if allowed its privileges. In such a state of things,

what peace, what Concord, can be expected ? The Americans may
l)ecome faithful friends to the English, but subjects, never. And
even though union could be restored without rancor, it could not

without danger. The wealth and power of Great Britain should in-

spire prudent men with fears for the future. Having reached such

a height of grandeur that she has no longer any thing to dread from

foreign powers, in the security of peace the spirit of her people will

decay, manners will be corrupted, her youth will grow up in the

midst of vice, end in this state of degeneration, England will become

the prey of a foreign enemy, or an ambitious citizen. If we remain

united with her, we shall partake of her corruptions and misfor-

tunes, the more to be dreaded as they will be irreparable ; separated

from her, on ti.e contrary, as we are, we should neither have to fear

the seductions of peace nor the dangers of war. By a declaration

of our freedom, the perils would not be increased ; but we should

add to the ardor of our defenders, and to the splendor of victory.

Let us then take a firm step, and escape from this labyrinth ; we
have assumed the sovereign power, and dare not confess it ; we dis-

obey a king, and acknowledge ourselves his subjects ; wage war

against a people, on whom we incessantly protest our desire to de-

pend. What is the consequence of so many inconsistencies ? Hesi-

tation paralyzes all our measures ; the way we ought to pursue, is

not marked out ; our generals are neither respected nor obeyed , our

soldiers have neither confidence nor zeal : feeble at home, and little

considered abroad, foreign princes can neither esteem nor succor so

timid and wavering a people. But independence once proclaimed,

and our object avowed, more manly and decided measures will be

adopted ; ail minds will be fired by the greatness of the enterprise,

the civil magistrates will be inspired with new zeal, i o generals with

fresh ardor, and the citizens with greater constancy, to attain so high

and so glorious a destiny. There are some who seem to dread the

eflfects of this resolution. But will England, or can she, manifest

against us greater vigor and rage than she has already displayed ?

She deems resistance against oppression no less rebellion than inde-

pendence itself. And where are those formidable troops that are

to subdue the Americans ? Wha't the English could not do, can it

be done by Germans ? Are they more brave, or better disciplined ?

The number of our enemies is increased ; but our own is not dimin-

ished, and the Irattles we have sustained hnve given us the practice
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arms nnd the experience. ._ „„
ration oi independence will procure us allies ? All nations are de-
sirous of procuring, by commerce, the productions of our exuberant
soil; they will visit our ports, hitherto closed by the monopoly of
insatiable England. They are no less eager to contemplate the re-
duction of her hated power

; they all loathe her barbarous dominion
their succors will evince to our brave countrymen the gratitude they
bear them for having been the first to shake the foundations of this
Colossus. Foreign princes wait only for the extinction of all hazard
of reconciliation, to throw off their present reserve. If this measure
IS useful. It is no less becoming our dignity. America has arrived at
a degree of power which assigns her a place among independent na-
tions

;
we are not less entitled to it than the English themselves. If

they have wealth, so also have we ; if they are brave, so are we ; if
they are morenumerous, our population, through the incredible fruit-
iulness of our chaste wives, will soon equal theirs ; if they have men
of renown as well in peace as in war, we likewise have such

; politi-
cal revolutions usually produce great, brave, and generous spirits,
l-rom what we have already achieved in these painful beginnings it
IS easy to presume what we shall hereafter accomplish ; for experi-
ence is the source of sage counsels, and liberty is the mother of <rreat
men. Have you not seen the enemy driven from Lexington by'thir-
ty thousand citizens armed and assembled in one day ? Already
their most celebrated generals have yielded in Boston to the skill of
ours

;
already their seamen, repulsed from our coasts, wander over the

ocean, where they are the sport of tempest, and the prey of famine.
J^et us hail the favorable omen, and fight not for the sake of know-
ing on what terms we are to be the slaves of England, but to secure
to ourselves a free existence, to found a just and independent govern-
ment. Animated by liberty, the Greeks repulsed the innumerable
army of Persians

; sustained by the love of independence, the Swiss
and the Dutch humbled the power of Austria by memorable defeats
and conquered a rank among nations. But the sun of America also
shines upon the heads of the brave ; the point of our weapons is no
less formidable than theirs

; here also the same union prevails, the
same contempt of dangers and of death in asserting the cause of
country.

'Why then do we longer delay, why still deliberate? Let this
most happy day give birth to the American republic. Let her arise
not to devastate and conquer, but to re-establish the reign of peace
and of the laws. The eyes of Europe are fixed upon us ; she de-
mands of us a living example of freedom, that may contrast, by the
felicity of the citizens, with the ever increasing tyranny wiiich deso

30
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lutes !ior polluted shores. She invites us to prepare an asylum where
tlie unliappy may find solace, and the persecuted repose. She en-

treats us to cultivate a jnopitious soil, where that generous plan*

which first sprung up and grew in England, but is now witlvered by

tne poisonous blasts of Scottish tyranny, tivay revive and flourisn,

slieltering under its salubrious and iuitnnM'ri'i'lc shade all the unfor-

tunate of the human race. TIu.-j is the end presaged by so many
omens, by our first victories, by the present ardor and union, by the

flight of Howe, and the pestilence which broke out among Dun-
more's people, by the very winds which baffled the enemy's fleets

and transports, and that terrible tempest which ingnlf'^^l sc on hun-

dred vessels upon the coasts of Newfoundland, if we are not tiiis

day wanting in our duty to country, the names of the American
legislators will be placed, by posterity, at the side of those of The-
seus, of Lycurgus, of Romulus, of Numa, of the three Williams of

Nassau, and of all those whose memory has been, and will be, for-

ever dear to virtuous men and good citizens.'

Lee had scarcely ceased speaking, when no dubious signs of ap-

probation were manifested on all parts. But the deputies of Penn-
sylvania and Maryland not being present, and the congress desirous,

by some delay, to evidence the maturity of their deliberations, ad-

journed the further consideration of the subject to the first of July.

Meanwhile, the patriots labored strenuously to induce the two dis-

senting provinces also to decide for independence. They employed

the most earnest persuasions, to which they added also threats, inti-

mating that not only would the other colonies exclude them from the

confederation, but that they would immediately treat them as ene-

mies. The provincial assembly of Pennsylvania remained inflexible.

At length, the inhabitants of Pennsylvania formed a convention, in

uiiich the debates and disputes upon the question of independence

were many and vehement.

John Dickinson, one of the deputies of the province to the gene-

liil congress, a man of prompt genius, of extensive influence, and
one of the most zealous partisans of American liberty, restricted,

liowever., to the condition of union with England, harangued, it is

said, in the following manner against independence.
' It too often happens, fellow-citizens, that men, heated by the

spirit of party, give more importance in their discourses to the sur-

face and appearance of objects, than either to reason or justice

;

Jius evincing that their aim is not to appease tumults, but to excite

them ; not to repress the paisions, but to inflame them ; not to com-
pose ferocious discords, but to exasperate and embitter them more
and more. They aspire but to please the powerful, to gratify their
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own ambmon to flatler the caprices of tl.o multitude, in order to
capt.vate their lavor Accordingly, in popular commotions, the par-
ty of wisdom ami of c,,u.ty is commonly found in the minority

; and
I
oHmps ,t would be safer, m difficult circumstances, to consult the

.nailer mstead of the greater number. Upon this principle 1 invitehe a ention of those who hear me, since my opinion may differfrom that of the majority
; but I dare believe it will be shared by all

impartial and moderate citizens, who condemn this tumultuous pro-ceedmg, this attempt to coerce our opinions, and to drag us with <-omuch precipitation to the most serious and important of derisions
But coming to the subject in controversy, I affirm, that prudent men*do not abandon objects which are certain, to go in pursuit of those
vvhich offer only uncertainty. Now it is an established fact tha*
Anierica can be well and happily governed by the English laws,
under the same kmg, and the same parliament. Two hundred yearsof happiness furnish the proof of it ; and we find it also in the ores-
ent prosperity which is the result of these venerable laws and of this
ancient union. It is not as independent, but as subjects ; not as
republic, but as monarchy; that we have arrived at this decrree ofpower and of greatness.

°

'What then is the object of these chimeras hatched in the daysof discord and war ? Shall the transports of fury have more powerover us than the experience of ages? Shall we destroy,in a moment
ot anger, the work cemented and tested by time ?

' I know the name of liberty is dear to each one of us ; but havewe not enjoyed liberty even under the English monarchy > Shallwe this day renounce that, to go and seek it in I know not what
form of republic, which will soon change into a licentious anarchy
and popular tyranny ? In the human body the head only sustains
and governs all the members, directing them, with admirable .armo-
ny, o the same object, which is self-preservation and happinc s ; so
the head of the body politic, that is, the king in concert with the par-
lament, can alone maintain the union of the members of this empire
lately so flourishing, and pr-ve r.t civil war by obviating all the evils
produced by variety of opiaion and rliversity of interests. And sohrm IS my persuasion of this, that I fully believe the most cruel war
Which Great Britain could make upon us, would be that of not ma-
king any

;
and that the surest means of bringing us back to her obe-

d.ence would be that of employing none. For the dreud of the
H^nglish arms once removed, provinces would rise up against provinces,
and cities against cities

; and we should be seen to turn against our-
selves the arms we have taken up to combat the common enemy.

Insurmotin^able necessity would then compel us U; re«,rt to the
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lulelnry aiiiliority which we should have rashly abjured, and if it

I'onHcnted to receive us again under its Egis, it would be no longer

as free citizenn, but as slaves. Still inexperienced, and in our in-

fancy, what proof have we given of our ability to walk without a

guide? none ; and if wo judge of the future by the past, wo must

con(dude that our concord will contiime as long as the danger, and

no longer

* Even when the powerful hand of England supported us, for the

paltry motives of territorial limits and distant jurisdictions, have wo
nf)t abandoned ourselves to discords, and sometimes even to violence ?

And what must we not expect now that minds arc heated, ambitions

roused, and arms in the hands of all?

' If, therefore, our union with England offers us so many advan-

tages for the maintenance of internal peace, it is no less necessary

to procure us with foreign powers that condescension and respect

which are so essential to the prosperity of our commerce, to the en-

ioyment of any consideration, and to the accomplishment of any en-

terprise. Hitherto, in our intercourse with the ditTcrcnt nations of

the world, England has lent us the support of her name and of lier

arms ; we have presented ourselves in all the ports and in all the

cities of the globe, not as Americans, a people scarcely heard of, but

as English ; under the shadow of this respected name, every port

was open to us, every way was smooth, every demand was heard

with favor. From the moment when our separation shall take place,

every thing will assume a contrary direction. The nations will ac-

custom themselves to look upon us with disdain ; even the pirates

of Africa and Europe will fall upon our vessels, will massacre our

seamen, or lead them into a cruel and perpetual slavery.

' There is in the human species, often so inexplicable in their af-

fections, a manifest propensity to oppress the feeble as well as to flat-

ter the powerful. Fear always carries it against reason, pride against

moderation, and cruelty against clemency.
' Independence, I am aware, has attractions for all mankind ; but

I maintain, that in the present quarrel the friends of independence

are the promoters of slavery, and that those who desire to separate

us, would but render us more dependent ; if independence means

the right of commanding, and not the necessity of obeying, and if

being dependent is to obey, and not to command. If in rendering

ourselves independent of England, supposing, however, that wo
should be able to efiect it, we might be so at the same time of all

other nations, I should applaud the project ; but to change the con-

dition of English subjects for that of slaves to the whole world, is a

step that could only be counseled by insanity. If you would reduce
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yourselves to t!.e necessity of obeying, in all thi„^, the mandates ofBupercjhous France^ who is now kindling fire un<S our ZiTlt
of Holland of Venice, of Genoa, or of Ragusa. declare yours.-lveandopendent. But .f we would not change the signification of wo dslet us preserve and carefully maintain this dependence, wlVt,'
been down to t us very hour the principle and source of our n.os!penty, oi our liberty, of our real independence.

^

'But here I am interrupted, and told that no one questions iho

England
;
but that the new pretensions of the ministers have d "ar^ed

years the Enghsh government has given the most fatal direction tohe afl.-urs o the colonies, and that its n«.asures towards usTavo"o?yranny I should deny not only what .s the manifest truth bu evel

iubtth::rr'?;'r'^^'^"' ^"pp^^^^^- «"^ - 1*^- -?doubt that It already feels a secret repentance ? These arms thesesoldK^rs a prepare, against us, are not designed to establ si tyrj^^;upon our shores, but to vanquish our obstinacy, and compel us^osubscribe to conditions of accommodation. In vainHie ted

Bure of us, in order to exercise upon us, with impunity, all the rigor

bihty of resistance in cases of oppression, would be, on their part achimerical project. The distance of the scat of governmen hovast extern of intervening seas, the continual incrfale o our pop!ulation our warlike spirit, our experience in arms, the lakes Xnvers, the forests the defiles which abound in our territory a ^ ourpledges that England will always prefer to found her pow;r uponmoderation and liberty, rather than upon rigor andTpress onAn uninterrupted succession of victories ancF of triumph "ouldalone constrain England to acknowledge American independencvh ch. whether we can expect, whoever knows the instabS offortune can easily judge.
"siaumiy oi

' If we have combated successfully at Lexington and at Bostonau.bec and all Canada have witnessed our iLrses L^ryTo^eos the necessity of opposing the extraordinary pretensions of t e

'It is to be feared, that by changing the object of the war the

Enic^lT'"'
will be interrupted, that the arLr of the people Imbe ch lied by apprehensions for their new situation. By subslJtutincra total dismemberment to the revocation of the laws we complain n?

VOL. I. jO^
* '
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we should fully justify the ministers ; we should merit the infamous

name of rebels, and all the British nation would arm, with an unan-

imous impulse, against those who, from oppressed and complaining

subjocts, should have become all at once irreconcilable enemies.

The English cherish the liberty we defend ; they respect the dignity

of our cause ; but they wil ; blame, they will detest, our recourse to

independence, and will unite with one consent to combat us.

' The propagators of the new doctrine are pleased to assure us,

J hat out of jealousy towards England, foreign sovereigns will lavish

Ihcir succors upon us ; as if these sovereigns could sincerely applaud

rebellion ; as if they had not colonies, even here in America, in

which it is important for them to maintain obedience and tranquillity.

Let us suppose, however, that jealousy, ambition, or vengeance,

should triumph over the fear of insurrections ; do you think theso

princes will n-^t make you pay dear for the assistance with which they

flatter you ? Who has not learnt, to his cost, the perfidy and tho

cupidity of Europeans? They wul disguise their avarice under

pompous words ; under the most benevolent pretexts they will de-

spoil us of our territories, they will invade our fisheries and obstruct

our navigation, they will attempt our liberty and our privileges.

We shall learn too late what it costs to trust in those European

flatteries, and to place that confidence in inveterate enemies which

has been withdrawn from long tried friends.

' There are many persons, who, to gain their ends, extol tho advan-

tages of a republic over monarchy. I will not here undertake to

examine which of these two forms of government merits the pref-

erence. I know, however, that the English nation, after having

tried them both, has never found repoce except in monarchy. I

know, also, that in popular iv^publics themselves, so necessary is

monarchy to cement human society, it har, been requisite to institute

monarchical powers, more or less extensive, under tho names of

AirhoTis, of Consuls, of Doges, of Gonfaloniers, and finally of

Kings. Nor should f here omit an observation, the truth of which

appears to me incontestable ; the English constitution stjcms to be

the fruit of the experience of all anterior time ; in which monarchy

is so tempered, that the monarch finds himself checked in his efforts

to seize absolute power ; and the autlwrity of the people is so regu-

lated, that anarchy is not to be feared. But for us it is to be appre-

hended, that when the counterpoise of monarchy shall no longer

exist, the democratic power may carry all before it, and involve the

whole state in confusion and ruin. Then an ambitious citiisen may

arise, seizx* the reins of power, and annihilate liberty forever • fof
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such is the ordinary career of ill-balanced democracies, they fallmto anarchy, and thence under despotism.
' Such are the opinions which might have been offered you with

more eloquence, but assuredly not with more zeal or sincerity May
Heaven grant that such sinister forebodings be not one day accom-
plished

! May it not permit that, in this solemn concourse of the
triends of country, the impassioned language of presumptuous and
ardent men should have more influence than the pacific exhorta-
tions of good and sober citizens; prudence and moderation found

downfll'p'"''''

^"'^''"^'' *^"'''"*^ """"^ presumption occasion their

The discourse of Dickinson was heard with attention; but the
current flowed irresistibly strong in a contrary direction, and fearactmg upon many more powerfully than even their opinion the
majority pronounced in favor of independence. The deputies of
Pennsylvania were accordingly authorized to return to congress, and
to consent that the confederate colonies should declare themselves
tree and independent states.

The formal opposition of Dickinson caused him to be excluded.
1 he same things took place in Maryland; this province, feeble by
Itself and situated in the midst of the others, also empowered its
deputies to resume their seats in congress, and to approve indepen-
dence. Consequently, the fourth of July, 1776, upon the report ofTiiomas Jeff-erson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman,
and Phihp Livingston, the thirteen confederate colonies dissolved all
their allegiance towards the British crown, and declared themselves
free and independent, under the name of the thirteen United States
oj America. The manifesto which the congress caused to be pub-
lished to justify their resolution in the sight of all mankind, was
attributed particularly to Jefferson; it wcs drawn up with great
energy of style and argument. The writers of the time bestowed
the highest encomiums on this declaration, which laid the foundation
of tlie independence of a rich and powerful nation.

It commenced with these words

:

* When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary forone people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
With another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the
separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature'sGod entitle them, a decent regard to the opinion, of mankind re-
quires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the
separation.

* We hold these truths to be self-nviHon^ • thof «ii .-

.

'lil

i id
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equal ; that they aro endowed by their Creator with certain unaliena-

ble rights; that aniong these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are instituted

among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the

governed ; that whenever any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,

and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,

indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes ; and accordingly all experience

hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils

are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to

which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to

reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,

to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for their

future felicity. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colo-

nies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter

their former systems of government.'

After an exact enumeration of the wrongs received, and of the

oppression sustained, it was added, that ' a prince, whose character

is thus marked by every act which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be

the ruler of a free people.' Then, having recounted the public ap-

peals made at different times to the English people, their constant

refusal to hear the voice of justice and of consanguinity, the mani-

festo c':'ncluded with these words

:

' We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity which denounces

our separation, and hold them as we hold the rest of mankind, ene-

mies in war, in peace friends.

* We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of Ameri-

ca, in general congress assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge

of the world for (he rectitude of our intentions, and by authority of

the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and declare,

That these united colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and

independent states ; that they are absolved from all allegiance to the

British crown, and that all political connection between them and the

state of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved ; and that,

as free and independent states, they hu^'e full power to levy war,

conclude peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do ?11

other acts and things which independent states may of right do.

And for the support of this declaration, with a firm rehance on iho
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protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other
our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.'*
Such was this famous declaration of the independence of the

United States of America, which, if it was necessary, as it appears
to have been, was not, however, exempt from peril. For although
the greater part of the Americans percsived that the course of
things must have led them to this extremity, there were still manywho openly manifested contrary sentiments. They were unfortu-
nately more numerous in the provinces menaced by the English
than in any other. The American armies wercj feeble, the treasury
poor, foreign succors uncertain, and the ardor of the people might
abate all at once. ^

It was known that England was determined to exert all her forces
for the reduction of the colonies, before they should have time to
become confirmed in their rebellion ; or to form alliances with for-
eign po^vers. If the American arms, as there was but too much
reason to fear, should prove unfortunate in the ensuing campaign
It could not be disguised that the people would lay it to the charcre
ol independence

;
and that, according to the ordinary movement Sf

the human mind, they would rapidly retrograde towards the opin-
ions they had abjured. When despmr once begins, the prostration
ol energy follows as its immediate consequence. But the war was
mevitable, all arrangement impossible, and the congress urged by
necessity to take a decisive resolution. On every side they saw
dangers, but they preferred to brave them for the attainment of a
determinate object, rather than trust any longer to the uncertain
hope of the repeal of the laws against which they were in arms

lor It was even difficult to designate which of these laws were to
be revoked. Some desired to have all those repealed which had
been passed since the year 1763 ; others only proscribed a part of
them; and there were still others whom a total abrogation would
not have satisfied, and who wished also for the abolition of some an-
cient statutes. In the heat of debates, propositions had been ad-
vanced to which it was impossible that Great Britain should ever
consent. Nor can it be denied that the declaration of independence
was conformable to the nature of things. Circumstances would not
have endured much longer that a people like that of America, nu-
merous, wealthy, warlike, and accustomed to liberty, should depend
upon another, at a great distance, and little superior in power. The
Lnglish mimstry could not shut their eyes upon it; and such was
perhaps the secret reason of their obduracy in attempting to load

' See Note 1.
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the Americans with heavier chains. It is also certain that foreign

princes '''ould not have consented to succor, or to receive into their

aUiance, a people who acknowledged themselves the subjects of

another power; whereas it might be expected, that they would

unite their efforts to those of a nation determined, at all hazards,

to obtain the recognition of its liberty and independence. In the

first case, even victory would not have given allies to the Ameri-

cans ; in the second, they were assured of then> only by showing

themselves resolved to sustain their cause with fjinns in hand.

However this may be, it is certain that the declaration was received

by the people with transports of joy. Nor were any of those pub-

lic demonstrations omitted which governments are accustomed to

employ on similar occasions, to conciliate the favor of the people

to their determinations. Independence was proclaimed, with great

solemnity, at Philadelphia, the eighth of July. The artillery was

fired, bonfires were kindled ; the people seemed actually delirious

with exultation. On the eleventh, the manifesto of congress was

published in New York, and was read to each brigade of the Ameri-

can army, which, at that time, was assembled in the vicinity of the

city ; it was received with universal acclamations. The same even-

ing, the statue of king George III., which had been erected in 1770,

was taken down and dragged through the streets, by the sons of

liberty. It was decided, that the lead of which it was composed,

should be converted into musket balls. These excesses, however

blamable in themselves, were not without utility if considered po-

litically ; they excited the people, and hurried them on to the object

that was desired. At Baltimore, independence having been pro-

claimed in the presence of cannoniers and militia, the peopie could

not contain their enthusiasm. The air resounded with salutes of

artillery, and the shouts that hailed the freedom and happiness

of the United States of America. The effigy of the king became

the sport of the populace, and was afterwards burnt in the public

square.

The rejoicings at Boston were the greatest of all. Independence

was there proclaimed from the balcony of the State House, in the

presence of all the authorities, civil and military, and of an immense

concourse of people, as well from the city itself as from the country.

The garrison was drawn up in order of battle in King street, which

from that moment took the name of State street ; the troops formed

in thirteen detachments, to denote the thirteen United States. At

a given signal, a salute of thirteen cannon was fired upon Fort Hill,

which was immediately answered by an equal numbe;- from the bat-
_/• .1. .. /-<_-4l_ _r il-„ IV— 1. ^f ivr~»,*..c:.lrr%t ...-.J ^f Prsin* ALIoi-_

iern;i
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each detachment fir.ng ,n succession. The authorities and most con-
s.derable ,nhab,tants then convened at a banquet prepared in thecouncl ehamber, when they drank toasts to the perp'elX; a" d p/otpenty of the United States, to the American c;,ngress, to generalWashington to the success of U.e arms of the confcdeacy.r tl«
destruction of tyrants, to the propagation of civil and relig^u" Hb!

A?.; V'n
'"""'' "^ "'" U"'""' States in all parts of th^wo ^All he bells rung m token -,f felicitation ; the joy was universaTand

ts demonstrations were incessantly renewed. In the evening aUthe ensigns of royalty, lions, scepters or crowns, v-liether sculpfuredor painted were torn in pieces and burnt in Stat» street.

thaf:;"iI:sj:
"•""'" "^ '"p"^''"" ^ "-""' "« ->">"-„

The Virginian convention decreed that the name of the kin^

ttl eat^Tor:'*^" "" "•"= p"^"^
pr>-"=-

''''^y --'-*<''""
tne great seal of .!,e Commonwealth of Virginia should -epresentVirtue as tne tutelay genius of the provi„ce,°robed in drapery of a„Amazon, resting one hand upon her lance, and holding wUh theother a sword, trampling upon tyranny, under the figure of a pro !
rate man, having near him a crown fallen from his head, and 12-ing in one hand a broken chain, and in the other a scourg^. At footwas character-ed the word Virginia, and round the effify of Virtuewas mscribed-Sp semper tyrannh. The reverse replied agroup of hgures; in the middle stood Liberty with her wand andcap

;
on one side was Ceres, with the horn of plenty in the rilliihand, and a sheaf of wheat in the left; upon the o[her aLaS

words

—

Ileus nohu hac otia fecit.
In the midst of these transports', nothing was forgotten that ,ni..httend to mspire the people with affection for the new order osZ^^and a violent hatred, not only towards tyranny, but also a'Smonarchy

;
the republicans using .11 their addres^ ro confound tieone with the other as eternally inseparable by iheir essence

Thus, on the one hand, the American patriots, by their secretmaneuvers, and then by a daring resolution ; and on Ihe o her theBritish ministers, at first by on,,K ... .e laws,'and after" rdsthc^
tating counsels and the emphyT-ent of an inadequate force oavc

^^:::r7^r''^ ^"^"•^^^ "" »««= dismemberment of a splendid and powerful empire. So constant are men inthe pursui of iberty; and so obstinate in ambition. But also so
tiraid arc they in their resolutions, and ^v„„ ,^„,^ .,„„.., ...!:__
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their onemy of his danger by threats, than to overwhelm him by

force.

It is certain that the English ministers wanted either sagacity to

foresee the evil, or energy to remedy it. The tumults of America

broke out unobserved, and grew without obstacle, till at length,

swollen like an overflowing river, they acquired such an impetuosity

as to sweep before them the impotent dikes with which it was at

tempted too late to oppose them.

CNI) or BOOK 8I£TB
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NOTE I. PAGE 357.

THE MEMBERS WHO COMPOSED THE CONGRESS, AND WliO
ALL SIGNED THE DECLARATION, ARE THE FOLLOWING:

John Hancock, PresidenL

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
JOSIAH BaRTJCETT,
William Whipple,
Matthew Thornton.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Samuel Adams,
John Adams,
Robert Treat Paine,
Elbridge Gerrt.

RHODE ISLAND.
Stephen Hopkins,
William Ellert.

CONNECTICUT.
Roger Sherman,
Samuel Huntington,
William Williams,
Oliver Wolcott.

NEW YORK.
William Floyd,
Philip Livingston,
Francis Lewis,
Lewis Morris.

NEW JERSEY.
Richard Stockton,
John Witherspoon,
Francis Hofkinson,
John Hart,,
Abraham Clark.

PENNSYLVANU.
Robert Morris,
Benjamin Rush,
Benjamin Franklin,
John Mortow,
George C'lther,
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James Smith,
George Taylor,
James Wilson,
George Ross.

DELAWARE.
CjEsar Rodney,
George Read,
Thomas M'Kean.

MARYLAND.
Samuel Chase,
William Paca,
Thomas Stone,
Charles Carroll, (ofCarroltoa.

VIRGINIA.

George Wythe,
Richard Henry Lee,
Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Harrison,
Thomas Nei-son, Jun.
Francis Liqhtfjot Lee,
Carter Braxton.

NORTH CAROLINA.
William Hooper,
Joseph Hewes,
John Penn.

SOITII CAROLINA.
Edward Rutledge,
Thomao Hs^yward, Jun.
Thomas Lynch, Jun.
Arthur Middletoit.

GEORGIA.
Button Gwinnbtt.
T .VHff A la Vt A w -r

George Waltok.
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BOOK SEVENTH.

I

I)

li

I

1776. Hav.ng sketched the first two periods of this obstinate

contest, in the first of which we have seen the British ministers pro-

vokuig the Americans, by oppressive laws, to resistance and revolt

;

and in the second, conducting the war which ensued with feeble

counsels and insufficient means ; the order of history requires that

we should now proceed to the recital of the events which signalized

the third, wherein, at length, displaying all their force, they pro-

posed to suppress the rebellion entirely, and to reduce the colonists

to subjection.

General Hovi'C, having arrived from Halifax, landed the twenty-

fifth of June at Sandy Hook, a point of land situated at the entrance

of the Gulf, comprehended between the main land of New Jersey,

the mouth of the Rariton, Staten Island, and the opening of the bay

of New York, on the one side, and Long Island on the other. On
the second of July, he took possession of Staten Island. The reso-

lution of independence may, therefore, be praised for its boldness,

or blamed for its temerity ; which was taken, as is seen, at the very

instant when England was preparing to attack, with formidable

forces, the most vulnerable parts of America. The general would

have preferred waiting at Halifax till the arrival of the re-inforce-

nients expected from Elurope, with the fleet of his brother, the ad-

miral, in order to repair, in concert with him, to the waters of New
York, and to terminate the war by a sudden and decisive blow. But

the English fleet delayed to appear, and the quarters of Hahfax w-re

as inconvenient, as provisions were scarce there ; a part of the troops

liad been compelled to remain on board the ships. The season fcxr

operations also advancing, general Howe determined to go and wait

for his re-inforcements in the vicinity of New York ; the squadron

of convoy was commanded by admiral Shuldam.

He was joined in the passage by some regiments that, having been

separated from the Hert by contrary winds, were steering alone for

Halifax. Other corps M into the power of the American cruisers.

The inhabitants of Staten Island received the English general with

great demonstrations of joy ; the soldiers, being quartered about in

the villages, found, in abundance, the refreshments of which they

were in the greatest need. Here general Howe was visited by gov-

ernor Tryon, who gave him precise information with respect to the

state of the province, as also with regard to the forces and prepa-

riitiuiis O; i::€ SriQuij- \^* JttVTT tn
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offer themselves to be enrolled for the royal service
; even those of

btaten Island were forward to enlist under the English standard •

every thing announced that the army had only to show itself in the
provinces to be assured of a prompt victory. Admiral Howe, aftertwchmg at Hahfax, where he found dispatches from his brotherwho urged h.m to come and join him at New York, made sail again

l^^Jftfr /',' n'""^'"^';^;*^^"*
"^'^""*' ^t Staten Island, the

twelfth of July. General Chnton arrived there about the same time
with the troops he re-conducted from the unfortunate expedition of
Charleston. Commodore Hotham also appeared there with the re-
inforcements under his escort; so that in a short time the army
ainounted to about twenty-four thousand men, between En >lish
Hessmns, and Waldeckers. Several regiments of Hessian infantrJ
vvere expected to arrive shortly, when the army would be carried to
the number of thirty-five thousand combatants, of the best troops of
l^urope. America had never seen such a display of forces

It began now to appear that the ministers had at length adopted
vigorous measures, hoping to terminate the war at a blow, and to
repair the evils produced by their long hesitation and delays.

General and admiral Howe, both officers of high distinction, were
to combine their efforts against the province of New York; which
leeble by Itself, broken by a great number of islands and large rivers'
nnd offering a great extent of coasts, was more exposed than any
other to the attacks of an enemy that was master at sea.

The English army was abundantly provided with arms and muni-
tions, and the soldiers manifested an extreme ardor for the service
of the king. The English, besides their particular hatred against
the insurgents, were also stimulated by their national jealousy towards
the Germans; they considered the confidence placed by the gov-
emment in these strangers as indicating a want of it in them
They were eager to prove to the world that, without their assistance*
they were capable of subduing America. The Germans, on their
part who justly thought themselves not inferior to the English
would by no means appear to yield to them, and this reciprocal Imnl
lation warranted the expectation of extreme efforts on the one part
and on the other. When the submission of the provin .e of New York
should have given the English a firm footing in America, small gar-
risons supported by a formidable maritime force, would be sufficient
to defend it against the insuhs of the enemy, and the army might
safely proceed to the conquest of the adjacent provinces.
New York forming the center of the American colonies, the Eng-

lish armv would be able to turn at will, either upon the right, in or-

ui ana all i\ew tiUgiaud, or upon
d<»r in rn rrv r m t.'j <_\/inid; in

;!
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the left, to scour New Jersey and inenace Philadelphia itself. It was

hesides very easy, by means of frigates and ot her smaller vessels, to

maintain the communication between the two parts of the army upon

tlie right and left banks of the Hudson, and even to pass it upon

occasion, and promptly transport troops from one side to the other.

Finally, this position of New York, as well by its nature as by

reason of the numerous marine of the English, was for them a place

of arms, whence they could infest the neighboring places, attack

their enemies at their own time, combat them with success, and re-

treat without danger.

They resolved, accordingly, to make it the center of their opera-

tions ; the loyalists were also very numerous there, and in no city

of America was the party of the congress more feeble.

There occurred, also, another consideration of the highesf 'mpor-

tance. If general Carleton, after having passed, as was hop ', the

lakes of Canada, could penetrate to the banks of the Hudson, and

descend this river at the same time that general Howe should as-

cend it, their conjunction v/ould have the immediate effect of inter-

rupting all communication between the provinces of New England,

situated upon the left bank, and those of the middle and south,

which are found upon the right ; and such had always been the

favorite plan of the ministry.

Finally, it was considered that Long Island, separated from the

island of New York only by the East river, and being abundant in

grains and in cattle, oftered the means of subsistence for the most

numerous army. Its inhabitants, besides, were beheved to be well

inclined towards the royal cause.

While general Howe was seconded in his invasion of New York

by the twelve or thirteen thousand men coming from Canada under

governor Carleton, general Clinton was to operate in the provinces of

the south, and to attack Charleston. The American troops being

thus divided, and their generals surprised and pressed on so many
sides at once, it was not doubted but that the British arms would

soon obtain a complete triumph. But there happened in this oc-

currence what is often seen in the execution of human designs, when

their success depends upon the concurrence of a great number of

parts ; one proceeds towards the object, another recedes from it, and

all equally miss it.

A prosperous event in this business appeared the less probable,

since independently of the obstacles raised by men, it was necessaiy

also to combat the winds and the seasons. Would it not have been

calculating upon a scarcely possible contingency, to have expected

the arrival of three distinct corps of the army at their places of des-
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tinalion at the hour prefixed, so as to operate in perfect concert?
Was It even certain that all the three would prove victorious > This
however, was necessary to secure the execution of the plan of the
campaign.

It happened therefore, on the one part, that admiral Howe, havinK
been retarded .y contrary winds, did not land his re-inforremente
till after the expedition of Charleston ' nd totally miscarried, as we
have relai ed. And on the other, tlu army of Canada encountered
80 many obstacles to the passage of the lakes, that it was not able
to make its way this year to the banks of the Hudson. Whence it
resulted not only that Was ,gton was not compelled to weaken the
already feeble army which he had upon the coasts, in order to send
succors mto South Carolina, or towards Canada, but that the same
soldiers who had so valiantly defended Charleston, went to re-in-
forro those who gnarded the passage of iho lakes, or joined the
prm pal army. But notwithstanding tl « failures, it was still con-
fidently hoped that general Howe would be able alone to make a
decisive campaign. This hope was not perhaps devoid of all foun-
dation. It IS plain, therefore, how many probabilities the British
ministers and generals would have united in their favor, if, instead
of having scattered their forces upon several point they had con-
centrated them in a single mass, ^caving only sufficient garrisons in
the places necessary to their operations.
The Americans, on their part, had neglected no preparative in

order to resist the storm with which they were menaced. The con-
gress had ordained the construction of rafts, of gun boats, of galleys,
and of floating batteries, for the defense of the port of T^ew York
and the mouths of the Hudson. But it could not be hoped that
such feeble preparations were competent to oppose, with any chance
of success^, the formidable marine of England.
The congress had also decreed that thirteen thousand of the pro-

vincial mihtia should go and join the army of Washington, who, being
seasonably apprised of the danger of New York, had made a movement
into that quarter

;
they also directed the organization of a corps of ten

thousand men, destined to serve as a reserve in the provinces of the
center. All the weakest posts had been carefully intrenched, and
turnished with artillery. A strong detachment occupied Long Island,
to prevent the English from landing there, or to repulse them if they
sliould effect a debarkation. But the army of the congress was very
far from having all the necessary means to support the burthen of so
terrible a war. It wanted arms, and it was wasted by diseases.
Ihe reiterated instances of the commander-in-chief had drawn into
Sas camp the militia of the neighboring provinces, and some regular
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regiments from Maryland, from Pennsylvaria, and from New Eng-
land, which had carried his army to the number of twenty-seven

thousand men ; but a fourth part of these troops was composed of

invahds, and scarcely was another fourth furnished with arms. The
greatest part, without order, as without discipline, could inspire

little confidence.

These inconveniences, so seriously alarming for the success of the

Amei-ican cause, proceeded partly from the want of money, which
prevented the congress from paying regular troops and providing

for their equipment, and partly from ajti impolitic parsimony con-

tracted during peace, which withheld them from incurring, with

promptitude, the expenses rendered necessary by a state of war.

Their rooted jealousy of standing armies contributed also to the

same elfect ; it had even inspired them with t};e idle hope of being

able to organize every year an army sufficient to resist the forces of

the enemy.

Perhaps, finally, many of the colonists were reluctant to take

arms, because they still flattered themselves that the commissioners

of the king, being at the same time chiefs of the troops, and nego-

tiators of peace, might succeed in effecting a general reconciliation.

The American army, such as it was, occupied the positions most
suitable to cover the menaced points. The corps which had been

stationed on Long Island was commanded by major-general Greene,

who, on account of sickness, was afterwards succeeded by general

Sullivan. The main body of the army encamped on the island of

New York, which, it appeared, was destined to receive the first

blows of the English.

Two feeble detachments guarded Governor's Island, and the point

of Paulus' Hook, situated in front of New York, upon the right

bank of the Hudson. The militia of the province, commanded by
the American general, Clinton, were posted upon the banks of the

Sound, where they occupied the two Chesters, East and West, and

New Rochelle. For it was to be feaied that the enemy, landing in

force upon the north shore of the Sound, might penetrate to Kings-

bridge, and thus entirely lock up all the American troops on the

island of New York.

All being prepared en the one side for attack, on the other for

defense, and the two parties appearing equally decided to refer the

destiny of America to the chance of battles, the English commis-

sioners, befor<{i coming to this appeal, wished to make trial of the

pacific powers with which they were mvested. Already, in the

month of June, lord Howe, being upon the coasts of Massachusetts

in the Eagle ship of the Lne, had, in the name of the king, addressed
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he right

1 letter to all the governors who had been expelled from their prov-

trrcs '"'"' ^^ "^ ^" '''-'''' "'^-^ *° «p-^ '* -o"«

«o!l'r ' tr'" ^"""""""f
*^^* '^' ^'"S had authorized two commis-

sioner, to grant general or particular pardons to all those who, dur-ing the troubles, had departed from the obedience due to the crownbut who now desired to return to their duty, and participate in the
benefits of the royal clemency. He also declared that the commis!
sioners were empowered to proclaim any province or city whatso-
eve. to be in the king's peace, which immediately sheltered themirom the effect of the penal laws against rebellion. Finallv , he prom-

l. ^^'^^r?r^''T V"'^ "'' ^^ '^^^ ^^^^i«««' should contribute
re-estabhsh the roya authority. These writings, commonly broughtby flags, circulated m the country; and general Washington sLtDy express to congress a proclamation which had been addressed tothe city of Amboy That assembly took the noble resolution ofcausing It to be pnnted in all the public papers, in order that thegood people of the United States-such were^he words of the rel
lution^might be informed of the powers of the commissioners, andof the means by which Great Britain hoped to lull them into securi-
ty and to disarm them

; and also that the most obstinate miijht beconvmced that they could no longer expect the preservation of thei^
privileges, but from their arms alone.

sim'olvt rr''™w 'k'"'' ""^l
^'^"^'^^ ^^^™ ^""'^ «°^«' directed

TnnlV T? Washington, Esq. The general refused to receive
t, aHedging, t^iatjvhoever had written it had not expressed his pub!he station, and that as a private individual he could not, and would
not, hold any communication, whether written or verbal, with thewT.T i '^' ^^^' ^"^ ^^"^"^* i" *his instance was muchappkuded by the congress; and they decreed that in future none
ot their officers should receive letters or messages, on the part of theenemy, that were not addressed to them according to their respective

The English commissioners were unwilling that a mere point ofceremonial should interrupt negotiations from which they expectedsome advantage. They could not, on the other hand, consent toacknowledge in the generalissimo of congress a rank which hadbeen confen-ed, as they believed, by an unlawful authority.
They had recourse, therefore, to an expedient by w-hich ihevhoped to obviate all difficulty

; they changed the address of their let-
ter for the superscription following ; to George Washington, Sfc. Sfc.
Adjutant-general Patterson was sent with this dispatch. Being m-
troduced to Washington, he gave him in conversation the title of
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Excellent/. The general received him with great politeness, but at

the same time with much dignity. The adjutant expressed great

concern in the behalf of his principals, on account of the difficulties

that hcd arisen about the superscription of the letter ; assured him

of their high regard for his personal character, and that they had no

intention to undervalue his rank. It was hoped, therefore, that the

et ceteras, being in use between ambassadors when they were not

perfectly agreed upon points of etiquette, would remove all obstruc-

tions to their mutual intercourse.

Washington answered, that a letter written to a person invested

with a public character should specify it, otherwise it could not be

distinguished from a private letter ; that it was true the et ceteras

implied every thing ; but it was no less true that they implied any

thing ; and that, as to himself, he would never consent to receive

any letter, relating to public affairs, that should be directed to him,

without a designation of his rank and office. Patterson requested

that this question might be waved ; and turned the conversation up-

on prisoners of war. He expatiated in magnificent tei'ms upon the

goodness and clemency of the king, who had chosen for negotiators

lord and general Howe. He affirmed that their desire to terminate

the differences which had arisen between the two people v/as as ear-

nest as their powers were ample ; and that he hoped the general

would consider this visit as the first step towards it. Washington

replied, that he was not authorized to negotiate ; but that it did not

appear that the powers of the commissioners consisted in any more

than in granting pardons ; that America, not having committed any

offense, asked for no forgiveness, and was only defending her un-

questionable rights. Patterson exclaimed that this subject would

open too vast a field of discussion ; and repeating his regrets that

a strict observe *ion of formalities should interrupt the course of so

important an affair, he took leave of the general, and withdrew.

This conference thus remained without result, and all thoughts were

again concentrated in war. The congress were perfectly aware, on

the one hand, of the shame they must incur by departing from the

resolution so recently taken ofassertingindependence, and they feared

on the other that the propositions of England might contain some

secret poison. They caused an exact relation to be printed of the

interview between the commander-in-chief and the English adjutant-

general.

The British genera)*;, seeing that the obstinacy of the Americans

left them no lop^^^r any hope of an acconrtmodation, directed their

entire attention to the prosecution of the war, and resolved to strike

the first blows without longer delay. Wishing, in the first place, to
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on

secure a post which might serve in case of need as a place of re-
treat, and to furnish the means of subsistence for so powerful an
army, they decided to attack Long Island, in which they depended
for success upon the superiority of military talents which they be-
lieved themselves to have, and which they really had, over the
Americans. Accordingly, having made all their dispositions, the
twenty-second of August, the fleet approached the west coast of the
island near the strait, called the Narrows, which separates it from
Staten Island

;
all the troops found an easy and secure landin"

place between the villages of Gravesend and New Utrecht, wherS
they debarked without meeting any resistance on the part of the
Americans.

A great part of their army, under the command of general Putnam,
encamped at Brookland or Brooklyn, on a part of the island itself
which forms a sort of peninsula. He had strongly fortified the en-
trance of it with moats and intrenchmcnts ; his left wing rested
upon the Wallahout bay, and his right was covered by a marsh con-
tiguous to another bay, called Gowar's Cove. Behind him he had
Governor's Island, and the arm of ih.- sea which separates Long
Island from the island of New Yoik, and which gave him a direct
communication with the city, where the other pars of the army was
stationed under Washington himself. The commander-in-chief,
perceiving that battle was approaching, continually exhorted his men
to keep their ranks, and summon all their courage ; he reminded them
that in their valor rested the only hope that remained to American
liberty

;
that upon their resistance depended the preservation or the

pillage of their property by barbarians ; that they were about to
combat in defense of their parents, their wives, their children, from
the outrages of a licentious soldiery ; that the eyes of America were
fixed upon her champions, and expected from their success on this
day either safety or total destruction.

The Enghsh, having effected their landing, marched rapidly for-
ward. The two armies were separated by a chain of hills, covered
with woods, called the heights of Guan, and which, running from
west to east, divide the island into two parts. They are only prac-
•icable upon three points ; one of which is near the Narrows, the
road leading to that of the center passes by a village named Flat-
hush, and the third is approached, far to the right, by the route of
another village called Flatland. Upon the summit of the hills is

found a road which follows the length of the range, and leads from
Bedford to Jamaica, which is intersected by the two roads last do
scribed

;
these ways are all interrupted by precipices, and by exces

aively difficult and narrow defiles.

m
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The American general, wishing to arrest the enemy upon these

heights, had carefully furnished them with troops, so that if all had
done their duty, the English would not have been able to force the

passages without extreme difficulty and danger. The posts were so

frequent upon the road from Bedford to Jamaica, that it was easy to

transmit, from one of these points to the other, the most prompt in

ilelligence of what passed upon the three routes.

Colone! Miles, with his battalion, was to guard the road of Flat-

land; and to scour it continually with his scouts, as well as that of

Jamaica, in order to reconnoiter the movements of the enemy.
Meanwhile, the British army pressed forward, its left wing being to

the north, and its right to the south ; the village of Falmouth was
found in its center. The Hessians, commanded by general Heister,

formed the main body; the English under major-general Grant,

the left ; and other corps, conducted by general Clinton, and the

two lords, Percy and Cornwallis, composed the right. In this wing
the British generals had placed Uieir principal hope of success ; they

directed it upon Flatland. Their plan was, that while the corps of

general Grant, and the Hessians of general Heister, should disquiet

the enemy upon the first two defiles, the left wing, taking a circuit,

should march through Flatland, and endeavor to seize the point of

intersection of this road with that of Jamaica ; and then, rapidly de-

scending into the plain which extends to the foot of the heights, upon
the other side, should fall upon the Americans in flank and rear.

The English hoped, that as this post was the most distant from the

center of the army, the advanced guards would be found more feeble

there, and perhaps more negligent ; finally, they calculated that, in

all events, the Americans would not be able to defend it against a
force so superior. This right wing of the English was. in effect, the

most numerous, and entirely composed of select troo;

The evening of the twenty-sixth of August, general Clinton com-
manding the vanguard, which consisted in light infantry ; lord Percy

the center, where were found the grenadiers, the artillery, and the

cavalry ; and Cornwalhs the rear guard, followed by the baggage,

some regiments of infantry and of heavy artillery ; idl this part of

the English army put itself in motion with admiraUe order and
silence, and leaving Flatland, traversed the country called New Lots.

Colonel Miles, who this night performed his service with little exact-

ness, did not perceive the approach of the enemy ; so that two hours

before day the English were already arrived within half a mile of tho

road of Jamaica, upon the heights. Then general Clinton halted,

and prepared himself for the attack. He had met one of the enemy's
patrols, and made him orisoner
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General Sullivan, who commanded all the troops in advance qf

the camp of Brooklyn, had no advice of what passed in this quartar.
He neglected to send out fresh scouts; perhaps he supposed tho
bnglwh would direct their principal efforts against his right winir
as being the nearest to them.

General Clinto.., learning from his prisoners that the road of Ja-
maica was not guarded, hastened to avail himself of the circum»
stance, and occupied it by a rapid movement. Without loss of
time, he immediately bore to his left towards Bedford, and seized
an important defile which the American generals had left unguard-
ed. From this moment the success of the day was decided in favor
of the English.

Lord Percy came up with his corps ; and the entire column de-
scended by the village of Bedford from the heights into the plain
which lay between the hills and the camp of the Americans. During
this time general Grant, in order to amuse the enemy and divert his
attention from the events which took place upon the rome of Flat-
land, endeavored to disquiet Mm upon his right; accordingly, as if
he intended to force the defile which led to it, he had put himself in
motion about midnight, and had attacked the militia of New York
and of Pennsylvania, who guarded it. They at first gave ground;
but general Parsons being arrived, and having occupied an eminence^
he renewed the combat, and maintained his position till brigadier-
general lord Sterling came to his assistance with fifteen hundred
men. The action became extremely animated, and fortune favored
leither the one side nor the other. The Hessians, on their part,
had attacked the center at break of day; and the Americans, com-
manded by general Sullivan in person, valiantly sustained their
efforts. At the same lime the English ships, after having made
several movements, opened a very brisk cannonade againsrt a bat-
tery established in the little islund of Red Hook, upon the right
flank of the Americans, who combated against general Grant.

This also was a diversion, the object of which was to prevent them
from attending to what passed in the center and on the left. The
Americans defended themselves, however, with extreme gallantry,
Ignorant that so much valor was exerted in vain, since victory was
already in the hands of the enemy. General Clinton, being descended
into the plain, fell upon the ieft flank of the center, which was
engaged with the Hessians. He had previously detached a strong
corps, in order to intercept the Americans.
As soon as the appearance of the English light infantry apprised

them of theii danger, they sounded the retreat, and retired in good
order towards their camp, bringing off their artillery. But they soon
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fell in with the party of royal troops which hud occupied the ground

on their rear, and who now charged them with fury
;
they were

compelled to throw themselves into the neighboring woods, where

they met again with the Hessians, who repulsed them upon the

English, and thiis the Americans were driven several tmies by the

one against the other with great loss.

They continued for some time in this desperate situation, till, at

length, several regiments, animated by an heroic valor, opened their

way through the midst of the enemy, and gained the camp of general

Putnam ; others escaped through the woods. The inequality of the

ground, the great number of positions which it offered, and the

disorder which prevailed throughout the line, were the cause that

for several hours divers partial combats were maintained, in which

many of the Americans fell.
,. , , •

Their left wing and center being discomfited, the English, desirous

of a complete victory, made a rapid movement against the rear of

the right wing, which, in ignorance of the misfortune which had

befallen the other corps, was engaged with general Grant. Finally,

having received the intelligence, they retired. But encountering the

English, who cut off their retreat, a part of the soldiers took shelter

in the woods ; others endeavored to make their way tltfough the

marshes of Gowan's Cove ; but here many were drowned in the

waters, or perished in the mud ; a very small number only escaped

the hot pursuit of the victors, and reach«?d the camp in safety. The

total loss of the Americas, in this battle, was estimated at more than

three thousand men in killed, wounded, and prisoners. Among the

h^*, were found general Sullivan, and brigadier-generals lord Ster-

ling and WoodhuU. Almost the entire regiment of Maryland, con-

sistin<r of young men of the best famihes in that province, was cut

m pieces. Six pieces of cannon fell into llic power of the victors.

The loss of the EngUsh was very inconsiderable ; in killed, wounded,

and prisoners, it did not amount to four hundred men.

The Americans, in this day, assuredly committed a great fault,

since they were forced to combat with a part of their forces against

a'.' those of the enemy. They omitted to use the requisite diligence

to inform themselves of the quantity of troops disembarked
;
they

neglected to cause the roads of the heights to be properly scourea

by their scouts, and especially those upon their left, which was the

menaced part ; finally, they had not sufficiently guarded the difficult

passes upon the road of Jamaica. There even arose some rumors

which threw suspicions of treachery upon those who were charged

with this guard ; but it is certain that they were culpable rather of

uegligence than of evU intentions. Colonel Miles enjoyed a reputa
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tion tlijt placed hiin above suspicion. It np,^ars, indeed, that
general Sullivan, either from too much confidence or too much
mildni^ss, did not employ all the rigorous means which so Important
•I circumstance exacted, to prevent the secret Intelligence of the
loyalists with the English

; these wore, therefore, diligently informed
of the weakest places, and of the negligence with which Uie service
was performed. The English and the Hessians combated not only
with courage, but even with an impetuous ardor, excited by their
reciprocal emulation, and by the desire to efface the stains of former
defeats.

In the height of the engagement, general Washington had crossed
over to Brooklyn from New York, and seeing some of his best troops
slaughtered or taken, he uttered, it is said, an exclamation of
anguish. He could, if he saw fit, draw out of their encampment all
the troops, and send them to succor the corps that were engaged
with the enemy; he might also call over all the forces he had inNew York, and order them to take part in the battle. But all
these re-inforcements would by no means have sufficed to render his
army equal to that of the English. Victory having already declared
in their favor, the courage with which it inspired them, and the
superiority of their discipline, cut off all hope of being able to restore
the battle. If Washington had engaged all his troops in the action,
It IS probable that the entire army would have been destroyed on
this fatal day, and America reduced to subjection. Great praise
therefore, is due iii.n for not having allowed himself, in so grave an
occurrence, to be transported into an inconsiderate resolution, and
for having preserved himself and his army for a happier future.
The English were so elated with victory, that, eager to profit by

their advantages, they would fain have immediately assaulted the
American camp. But their general manifested more prudence •

whether he believed the intrcnchments of the enemy stronger than
they really were, or whether he considered himself already sure of
entering New York without encountering new perils, he repressed
the ardor of his troops. Afterwards, having encamped in front of
the enemy's lines in the night of the twenty-eighth, he broke ground
wit iin SIX hundred paces of a bastion upon the left. His intention
was to approach by means of trenches, and to wait till the fleet could
co-operate with the land troops.

The situation of the Americans in their camp became extremely
cntical. They had m front an enemy superior in number, and who
could attack them at every moment with a new advantage. Their
Entrenchments were of little moment, and the English, pushing their
works with ardor, had every prohability of success in their favor.

32
I
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For two days and two nights the rnin hnd fallen by torrents ; ihe

EfnoH nnd atiiiiiunition suH'ertid from it nUkc. The soldiers, over-

whehned with fatigue and discounigcd by defeat, would Im?e made
but a feeble resistance. The English ships were in readiness to

enter the East river. They had hitherto been prevented by a nortii-

east wind, which for them was as contrary as it was propitious for

the Americans. But it might change the next moment, and the

SngliHh once masters of this river, retreat was intercepted to the

soldiers of congress, and the whole army would have incurred the

danger of being forced to surrender to the superior force of the

enemy. The council of war being assembled, the American generals

resolved to evacuate their position, and to withdraw into New York.

All the dispositions having been made, the retreat across the East

river was undertaken. Colonel Glover commanded the vessels and

flat boats of transport, general Macdougall was charged with the

embarkation, and colonel Mifflin was to cover the rear guard. The
twenty-ninth, at eight in the evening, the troops began to move with

the greatest silence. But they were not on board before eleven.

A violent northeast wind and the ebb tide, which rendered the cur-

rent very rapid, prevented the passage ; the time pressed, however.

Fortunately, the wind suddenly veered to the northwest ; they im-

mediately made sail and landed in New York. Providence ap-

peared to have watched over the Americans ; about two o'clock in

the morning, a thick fog, and at this season of the year extraordi-

nary, covered all Long Island, whereas the air was perfectly cleat

on the side of New York.

Notwithstanding the entreaties of his officers, Washington re-

mained the last upon the shore ; he refused to embark till he saw

iiis troops all on board. They amounted in all to nine thousand

men.

The artillery, baggage, camp equipage, munitions, every thing

was safely transported to the other side. It was not till the nex:

morning, the sun being already high, and after the mist was dissi-

pated, that the English discovered, to their great surprise, that the

Americans had abandoned their camp, and were already sheltered

from all pursuit. They perceived only a part of the rear guard, out

of reach in their boats, who had returned to carry away some mu-
nitions which had been left on the island.

Whoever will attend to all the details of this retreat, wih easily

believe that no military operation was ever conducted oy great

captains with more abiUty and prudence, or under more favorable

auspices.

It still remained to evacuate Governor's Island, sitiiatea at the
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month of the Ea8t rivor; it was occupied by two regiments, with anumerouH artillery an,' abundant munitions. The Americans had
tortiJied It to mterdict the entrance of thin riv, r to the Enidinh But
ifter the loss of I.ong Islan.l, it could not be hoped to dcfe.ul the
passage, and the garrison was in danger of falling into the power of
the enemy. The evacuation of Governor's Island was also effected
tvithout accident, notwithstanding the vicinity of the English ships.Ihus all the American army, after the defeat of Lon^ Island, found
tself united on the island of New York.
The check of Brcmklyn had made upon the Amc .cans a profound

impression of terror, an<l their position actually became very alarming.
Until then, they had flattered themselves that Heaven would con-

fitantly favor their arms; and it was, in truth, the first time that
fortune had betrayed them so cruelly. But not having boen accus-
tomed to her rigors, from the excess of confidence which intoxicated
them in prosperity, they fell all at once into that of dejection.

'

1 hey had persuaded themselves that personal valor completely
supplied the want of discipline; and they had gone so far as eveii
to hold in derision the European system of tactics. But since they
had found, by fatal experience, of how much utility it was in regular
battles iheir eyes were opened, and they had lost all confidence in
themselves At first they had believed Uiat courage, without disci-
uhne, could do all

;
they now thought it could do nothing. At everymoment they were apprehensive of some new surprise ; at every stepof falling into an ambuscade. Thus, from discouragement, theybecame stiil more negligent of order. The militia, especially, ac-

cording to the usage of multitudes armed in moments of emer/encv
became every day more disorderly and intractable. Not content
with enjoying a libeuy without bounds in the camp, they abandoned
their colors by hundreds, and entire regiments deserted to return to
their provinces. Their example became fatal to the regular troops
themselves

;
their subordination diminished, and desertion enfeebled

them daily. Their engagement was but for one year, and even insome corps only for a few weeks; the hope of soon returning to
their families and friends so acted upon these soldiers, that fhey
avoided dangers. Ardor and enthusiasm had at first overruled these
domestic affections

;
but they now triumphed over a zeal e^ttinguish-

ed by ill fortune. °

The fidelity of the generals was not suspected, but their talentsW ere d^trusted, and every thing appeared to threaten a total dissolu-
tion Confounded by the blows of fortune, and little used to sup-
port them, the Americans thus gave themselves up for lost. Wash-
ington contended earnestly, with exhortations, with persuasions, and
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with prom'sss, to arrest the progress of the disorganization. Wherein,

if he did not succeed according to his desires, he obtained, howevei,

more than his hopes. The greatc i>art, yielding to his authority,

and the benevolence they bore him, consented to remain. He haa

not neglected to address the congress an energetic picture of the

deplorable situation of his at' ny ; lie represented to them how impor-

tant it was to accept no more engagements, but for tjie total duration

yf thf> war *. and he assured them that he must despair of American

liberty, unless he was furnished with an army that should stand by

him till the conclusion of the enterprise. The remonstrances and

instances of the commander-in-chief, were seconded by all the milir

tary chiefs of distinction tliat were found at that time in America,

and tl»e congress at length yielded to their desires. They decreed

that a regular army should be formed, in which the soldiers should

be enlisted io serve during the present war ; and that it should be

composed of eighty-eight battalions, to be raised in all the provinces

according to iheir respective abilities.* To induce the inhabitants

t; enlist, tl»e congress decreed^ besides, that a bounty of twenty

dollars should be given to each man at the time of engagement, and

portions of unoccupied lands were promised to the officers and «sol-

diers.f But from the difficult jf finding men who would enhst fof

the wliole term of the war, this resolution was afterwards modified,

so aa to admit of engagements either for three years or during the

war ; sfKJcifying, however, that such as enlisted only for three years

Had no right to grants of land. This measure was of great utility,

ilere also is seen the power of good or ill fortune over nations. If

those who allow themselves to be over elated by prosperity, are

without courage in adversity, those who use the favors of fortune

witl' moderation, aro able to support its reverses with fortitude.

General Howe, wishing to take advantage of the terror which

victory inspires, and persuading himself that the Americans, dis-

heariened by so many checks, would be more modest in their pre-

tensions, dispatched general Sullivan to the congress with a m, ^sage

purporting, tiiat though he could not consistently treat with that as-

sembly in the character they had assumed, yet he would gladly con-

fer with sonie of their members in their private capacity, and would

* The eighty eight battalions decreed by congress, were to be furnished in tlie follow-

ing proportion: Three in New Hampshire, fiileen in Massachusetts, two in Rhode
Island, eight in Connecticut, four in New Yorlt, four in New Jersey, twelve in Penn-

sylvania, one in Delaware, eight in Meryland, fifteen in Virginia, nine in North Coro
lina, six in South Carolina, and one in Georgia.

t The grant of 'ands was thus regulated : Five hundred acres to a colonel, foni

hundred to a major, three hundred to a captain, two hundred to a lieutenant, one hiui

dred and fifty to an ensign, and one hundred tc anHi-conimisBioncd officers and soldien
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meet Uiem at any place they would appoint. He informed them thathe was empowered, with the admiral his brother, to terminate the
contest feetneen Great Britain and America, upon conditions equally
advantageous to both

; these conditions, he added, he had not beer,
able to obtam till after two months' delay, which had prevented himJrom arriving before the declaration of independence. He express-
ed an earnest desire that an arrangement might take place before
the events of the war became so decisive as to render it no longer ama ter of choice for one of the parties to treat. He assured them,
that ,f they were inclined to enter into an agreement, much midit
be granted to them which they had not required. He concluded by
saying, that should the conference produce the probability of an ac-
commodation, the authority of congress would be acknowledged inorder to render the treaty valid and complete in every respect. The
commissioners hoped thus, by insidious words, to dispose the Amer-
icans to resume the yoke of England without dread.

It would be difficult to decide whether these propositions announced on the part of the English, more hope than despair of victory,
rerhaps the commissioners, not being authorized to grant aM the
conditions they offered, merely threw them out to creafe partTel, or
to amuse the Americans and to divert them from their preparationsof war However this may be, the congress deliberated maturelyupon diis overture. Their refusal to listen to the profTered termsmgnt alienate the minds of many; and their consenting to enter
•nto negotiation was a tacit admission that the declaration of inde-
pendence was not irrevocable, or that ill fortune began to shake
their constancy. The congress, to avoid either of these inconve-
niences, though persuaded of the insincerity of the commissioners,
decided for a middle course. They made answer, through genera
Sulhvan, that the congress of the free and independent states of
America, could not, consistently with the trust reposed in them, send
their ir.embers to confer with any one whomsoever, otherwise thanm their public capacity. But that as they desired that peace mightbeconcluded upon equitable conditions, they would depute a commit-
tee of their body to learn whether the commissioners were authoriz-
ed .o treat, and what proposals they had to offer. Washington was
instructed, at the same time, to answer any overtures that might be

TfpnH r- ^ "T^ '^'i 'u'.^"''"^
^*"*^^ ^^^^"g t^^n arms todefend their existence and their liberty, would willingly consent to

peace, provided the terms of it were reasonable, and drawn up firstm writing, in order to be laid before congress.
Thus the Americans appeared to indine for independence, with

out insisting, however, upon this point as an indispensable condition
VOL* 1. ggj^
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iji peace, in order to reserve a way open to reconciliafion if the fate

f;f arms should prove too adverse. The deputies, appointed oy

congress to hear the propositions of the commissioners, were Benja-

ntin Franklin, John Adams, and Edward Rutledge, all three zealous

j>artisans of independence. The interview took place the eleventh

of September, on Staten Island, opposite Amboy. Admiral Howe
«poke the first, saying, that though he could not treat with them as a

committee of congress, yet as he was authorized to confer with any

gentlemen of influence in the colonies, on the means of restoring

peace, he felt a real gratification in the present occasion to discourse

with them upon this important subject.

The deputies replied, that since they were come to hear him, he

was at liberty to look upon them in what light he pleased ; that they

could not, however, consider themselves in any other character than

tJiat in which the congress had placed them. Howe then entered

upon the subject of the meeting ; he demanded that the colonies

shou J return to their allegiance and duty towards the British crown

;

he assured them of the earnest desire of the king to make his gov-

ernment easy and acceptable to them in every respect ; that those

acts of parliament which were so obnoxious to them would undergo

a revisal, and the instructions to governors v/ould be reconsidered

;

that if any just causes of complaint were found in the acts or in-

structions, they might be removed.

After having recounted the tyrannical acts of parliament, of

which all their supplications had failed to procure the repeal, the

deputies added, in reply, that a return to the domination of Grea^

Britain was not now to be expected. * There was no doubt, they

.said, that the Americans were inclined to peace, and willing to enter

into any treaty with Britain that might be advantageous to both

countries. If there was the same good disposition on her part, it

would be easier for the commissioners, thoUj^h not empowered at

present to treat with them as independent states, to obtain fresh

powers "lOm their government for that purpose, than it would be

tor the congress to procure them from the colonies to consent to

submission.'

Howe then put an end to the conference, by saying that he deeply

regretted there was no longer any hope of an accommodation.

The three deputies made their report to congress of tlie issue of

tins interview, observing that the powers of tho English commission-

ers were insufficient, and that it was impossible to place any depen-

dence upon their ofTers or their promises. The congrr .improved

their conduct. This attempt at negotiation, therefore, ^orved only

lo demonstrate, on the one hand, that the congress, persevering in
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their resolution and undaunted by reverses, were determlnca not to
receive conditions from their enemies ; and on the other, how greatly
the English government was still deceived with respect to the spirit
which prevailed in America, and as to the means proper to be em-
ployed for the re-establishment of the ancient order of things.
But it seems in this revolution to have been the destiny of things

that the remedies should always arrive after the evils were become
incurable

;
and that the government, refusing, out of pride, at the fa-

vorable moment, to acquiesce in useful concessions, should after-
wards have to submit to the rejection of its useless propositions.
The English generals, convinced by experience, that they must

renounce all hope of accommodation, now turned their attention ex-
clusively to military operations. The royal army found itself sepa-
rated from that of the congress only by the East river, which, com-
municating with Harlem Creek, flows between Long Islard and
Morrisania on the one part, and the island of New York on the
other. The intention of the English was to land on some part of
this last, where the least resistance could be opposed to them. Their
ships cruised along the coasts, threatening sometimes one place and
sometimes another, in order to keep the enemy at all points in
uncertainty, and afterwards to attack upon one only with more ad-
vantage. A part of the fleet, having doubled Long Island, appearedm the Sound, a gulf of great breadth which separates this island
Irom the coast of Connecticut, and communicates with the East
nver, by means of a narrow channel, which a very dangerous navi-
^tion and frequent shipwrecks have caused to receive the name
ot Hell Gate.

The English had taken possession of the island of Montesoro
situated in this strait, where they had erected a battery to answe^
that which the Americans had planted upon the opposite side of the
nver at Hovenshook. Two frigates, passing between Governor's
Island and the point of Red Hook, had ascended into the East river
without receiving any injury from the artillery of the enemy, and
had anchored out of its reach near a little island. The main body
of the English fleet was moored in the waters of Governor's Island
ready to attack the city of Nevv York itself, or to enter either the
Last nver, or the Hudson.

Meanwhile, the ships were continually engaged with the batteries
on shore, and frequent actions ensued for the possession of the litUe
islands which are found in the first of these rivers. The English
had need of them for the execution of their projects, and the Amer-
icsRS saw Hie necessity of defending tiiem. Bu* whether the Eng-
lish artillery was better served, or that the soldiers of this nation
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had acquired more confidence from their victory, and especially

owing to the assistance of their ships, they succeeded in carrying,

one after another, such of these islands, as their convenience re-

quired, and thus secured for themselves the entrance of the East

river.

Washington had furnished the two shores of the island of New
York with a numerous artillery, and had thrown up intrenchments

in different places. He had four thousand five hundred men in the

city ; six thousand five hundred at Harlem, a village situated in front

of the opening of the sound ; and twelve thousand at Kingsbridge,

at the extremity of the island. He had been particularly careful to

fortify this passage, in order to secure a free communication with the

continent, and to prevent the enemy from seizing it by surprise, and
thus entirely locking up the American army within the island it-

self. But the commander-in-chief felt extreme apprehensions for

the city, and began to despair of preserving it in the power of the

confederation. The enemy being considerably re-inforced in the

northern parts of Long Island, and having the command of the

sound, it was to be feared he might disembark on the center of the

island of New York, near the mouth of the sound, in which case

the garrison of the city, and all the troops encamped in its environs,

having their retreat intercepted, would have been compelled to sur-

render ; or else that, traversing the sound and Morrisania, he would
go and establish himself with the greater part of his army in the

rear of Kingsbridge.

In this last hypothesis the Americans, losing all communication

with the continent, would be forced either to capitulate, or to fight

a battle whose success appeared secure in advance to the English

by the choice of ground and of time, and ^he discouragement which
still prevailed among the troops of the congress.

The fortune of the Americans would then be past all hope, as well

in consequence of the terror with which they would be seized, as

from the loss of arms, of munitions, and of baggage. Washington

had, therefore, signified to congress his apprehensions, praying them
to inform him of their intentions relative to the city of New York, if

he found himself constrained to evacuate it. The congress humane-
ly replied, that it should be left entire and safe. Having afterwards

assembled a council of war, he invited them to deliberate upon the

necessity of an immediate evacuation of the city, and it evidently

appeared that he was himself in favor of this measure. Some were
of the same opinion, for the reasons above mentioned, in which they

were confirmed by another consideration ; they calculated, that by
retirine further into the country, the English would be deprived of
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it by

the important advantage iliey derived from the co-operation of the'r
fleets. Other members of the council manifested a contrary senti-
ment, because they considered that the defense of New York woulJ
cause the enemy to consume time, and that, in the meanwhile, the
beason for military operations would have elapsed. They also though t

that the evacuation of New York would have toomuch the appearanc i

of cowardice, and that it might have the most fatal influence upon
the spirit of the soldiers and of the inhabitants ; the opinion of these
prevailed

. But at length the English, having re-inforced themselves
greatly at the entrance of the sound, and in the islands of Montcson
and of Buchanan, a second council of war decided that it was not
only prudent but even necessary to abandon New York. Accord
ingly, no time was lost in removing, by way of the Hudson river, the
sick, the baggage, and the munitions, which were landed far above

,

upon the shore of New Jersey. Some days after, the garrison march -

ed out of the city, leaving it entirely in the power of the enemy.
While this evacuation was effected with great order on the part of

the troops, but with much terror on the part of the inhabitants, a
report was suddenly spread that the enemy had landed on the island.
The soldiers hastened to make their junction with those stationed
ai Harlem.

While some of the English ships had entered the Hudson river, in
order to draw the attention of the American generals on that side

,

and to interrupt the transportation of baggage and munitions, the first

division of the British army, commanded by general Clinton, had
embarked at the head of the bay at Newtown, and proceeding by tho
sound, entered the East river through Hell Gate ; thence descending
with the current, it had gone to disembark at Kipps Bay, three miles
north of New York. This point was the weakest of all ; and the
English troops, protected by the iirc of the ships, effected a landing
there almost without resistance. When Washington was apprised o(
the debarkation, he detached the brigades cf generals Parsons and
fellows to re-inforce the corps that defended Kipps Bay. But they
had already turned their backs; the others imitated them, and shame-
fully fled, in defiance of the efforts of their officers to retain them.
Washington arrived himself, and rallied them ; but at sight of the
English troops these militia disbanded anew. If the English had
immediately pressed forward, they would, without any doubt, have
intercepted the retreat ol a garrison of New York. But whether
their generals could not credit so much pusillanimity on the part oi

the Americans, and were unwilling to risk themselves between two
fires

; or whether, as some writers assert, being elated with their suc-
cess, they halted for the space of full two hours to divert themselves

I

I i

i ill
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in the house of a gentlewoman of the country, it is certain that they
gave time to general Putnam, who commanded the garrison, to de-
file and to rejom the rest of the army. The Americans, however,
left in the power of the enemy their heavy artillery, a great propor-
tion of their baggage and munitions, and particularly their tents, of
which they had the greatest need. They lost but few soldiers, and
those in a L,kirmish near Bloomingdale.

The British army having dispatched a strong detachment to take
possession of the city of New York, wliich affords accommodation
for aconsiderable garrison, went to encamp in the centerof the island,

its right wing being posted at Horen's Hook, upon the East river, and
its left at Bloomingdale, upon the Hudson. It thus occupied the

entire breadth of the island, from one shore to the other, which in

this place is more thaji a mile. The Americans were strongly in-

trenched in the northern part of the island, and especially at Kings-
bridge ; they had, besides, a position upon the heights of Harlem,
distant only a mile and a half from the English outposts. They
occupied another difficult passage between Harlem and Kingsbridge,

as well as the fort they had named Washington, upon the left bank
-»f the Hudson.

There resulted, from the respective situation of the armies, fre-

quent rencounters, in which the Americans gradually resumed cour-

age, and accustomed themselves anew to look the enemy in the face.

Washington ardently desired that his troops should often have these

affairs with the English. Among others, there ensued a very hot
action in the plain of Harlem,, where some corps of English and
Hessians, led on too far by their ardor, fell into an ambuscade which
the Americans had laid for them, and were handled very roughly.

Washington, in his official letters, highly commended the valor dis-

played by his troops on this occasion.

A few days after the important position of New York had come
into the power of the royal troops, there broke out in it a conflagra-

tion, which some attributed to the malice of certain individuals among
the inhabitants themselves, to deprive the English of the resources

offered them by this great city ; others merely to chance. It was
published at the time, that the fire had been kindled in various places

at once, by means of combustibles disposed with great dexterity
;

but the Americans positively denied it. Such was the rapidity of

the flames, the wind being violent and the weather very dry, that

notwithstanding the speed and activity with which th3 garrison exert-

ed themselves,a fourth part of the city was consumed. In the fury

which transported them, they seized several of those whom they con-
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aidered as the authors of this disaster, and precipitated them into
the midst of the fire.

The Enghsh general, perceiving that the strength of the enemy'g
I frenchmen ts was such as to render the attempt to dislodge him by
i n attack, both extremely hazardous and of doubtful success, took
I le resolution which, perhaps, he should have taken at first, that is
I

)
go and encamp behind the position which the Americans occupied

Id Kmgsbridge, and thus compel him to combat with disadvantage,
t

)
retire with loss, or to remain with peril. Accordingly, having left

Jord Percy with two English brigades, and one of Hessians in the
(-acampment of Harlem, for the protection ofNew York, he embark-
e J with tlie rest of the army in flat-bottomed boats ; and havina
eifely entered the sound through Hell Gate, proceeded to disembark
a

J

Frogs Neck, in the vicinity of West Chester, upon the confines of
f.ew York and Connecticut.

This movement of general Howe has been the object of some
criticisms; it was pretended that the Americans might have over-
whelmed, by a sudden attack, the corps left at Harlem, and thus re-
covered possession of New York. But, perhaps, he founded the
success of his operation upon the discouragement of the colonial
t.-oops, and upon the presence of the fleet, which in any event could
pfford a shelter to the corps of Harlem, if they should find them-
selves too hard pressed. General Howe had also strongly fortified
Gowans Hill in order to cover the city. Then, with a vievir to pre-
vent the enemy from receiving provisions from New Jersey by means
of the Hudson river, he had ordered three frigates to pass up the
river above forts Washington and Lee ; the first situated upon the
left bank, and the second upon the right. This order was executed
with extreme ability, notwithstanding the artillery of the two forts,
and the obstructions with which the Americans had endeavored to
imprde the navigation.

The English general remained several days at Frogs Neck, as well
to repair the bridges which the enemy had broken, as to wait for a
considerable re-inforcement which he had called from Staten Island.
The road from Frogs Neck to Kingsbridge is excessively rough with
continual masses of small stones, and the Americans had also ob-
structed it m many places. Washington, who had assembled all his
army at Kingsbridge, sent forward his light infantry to scour the
country, and to harass the enemy in his march.

General Howe, having received his re-inforcements, put himself in
motion with all his troops ; he crossed Pelham Manor, and went to
encamp at New Rochelle, where he was joined by the second divis-
ion of Hessians, and of the troops of Waldeck under general Knyp-
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hausen, and by a regiment of cavalry lately arrived at New York

from Ireland. As the principal project of the expedition was to in-

tercept the communication of Washington with the eastern provinces,

and then, if he declijied to venture an engagement, to shut him up

on the island of New York, consequently it was necessary to occu-

py the two roads leading into Connecticut ; the one upon the coast

of the sound, and the other more inland. The first was already in

the power of the English ; but in attempting to occupy the second,

it was requisite to traverse the difficult country of which we have

Already made mention, in order to secure the post of the highlands,

known by the name of White Plains, upon the rear of Kingsbridge.

General Howe determined to take this route ; he marched, how-

ever, slowly and with extreme caution, after leaving at New Ro-,

chelle the German corps, lately arrived, to secure the lower road,

and the communication with those places whence stores and neces-

saries were to arrive.
" Washington examined, with attention, the danger of his position.

He penetrated the designs of the enemy, and consequently decided

to abandon, with the main body of his army, the encampment of

Kingsbridge. Extending, therefore, his left wing, he took post with

it in the White Plains, while the right occupied the heights of Val-

entine's Hill, near Kingsbridge ; the center exactly filled the space

comprehended between these tv\ o points. Here he intrenched him

self with the greatest care. His army thus formed a well secured

line, parallel to the river Bru'ix, which lay on its front, and separated

it from the English, who marched up along the left bank of this

stream.

Washington had behind him the great river Hudson, into which

the English frigates had not yet been able to penetrate so far as to

intercept the supplies of provisions which he received from the up-

per parts. With his left wing he occupied the upper road of Con-

necticut, by which he was also abundantly supplied with provisions

and munitions. He had left sufficient garrisons at Kingsbridge, at

Harlem, and in fort Washington ; in this last place, however, against

his own opinion. Meanwhile, he detached numerous parties, over

the Brunx, in order to retard the motions of the enemy. Hence

frequent skirmishes ensu J, and though the royalists had generally

the advantage in these rencounters, they still served to dissipate the

:error of the Americans, who every day showed themselves more

)old in defying the enemy.

Upon the approach of the English to the White Plains, Washing-

" on, all at once, called in his detachments, and abandoning the posi-

ions he had occupied along the Brunx, assembled all his troops in
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Strong camp upon the lieights, near these plains, in front of the ene-
my. His right flank was protected by the Brunx, which, by its

windings, also covered the front of the right wing. The main body
was nearly parallel to the river, and the left wing being placed at a
right angle upon the centi»r, and consequently parallel to tbe right,
extended towards the north upon the hills, «s much as was necessary
to guard the defiles leading »o the upper mountainous regions, into
which the army, if expedient, might retire. But the right wing,
being posted in more level and Jess difficult ground, found itself
more exposed

; wherefore general Macdougall was ordered to oc-
cupy, with a strong detachment, a mountain about a mile distant
from the camp; ho intrenched himself there as well as the time
would admit of.

Such was the position of the American army when the English
arrived within seven or eight miles of White Plains, and prepared
themselves to attack without loss of time. On the morning of the
twenty-eighth of October, they advanced in two columns, the right
commanded by general Clinton, and the left by general Heist'er.
At noon, all the outposts being driven bt ck by the English and
Hessian light infantry, the British army appeared before the Ameri-
can camp. Immediately there ensued a cannonade, but to very
little effect. The English drew up in order of battle ; their right
occupied the road which leads to Merrineck, about a mile distant
from the center of the enemy ; while the left, equally distant from
his right, bordered the Brunx. The English general having observed
the importance of the position taken by general Macdougall, and
being persuaded that the right of the enemy, which was his only
assailable point, could not be forced so long as it should be protected
by a post of such strength, resolved to wrest it from the Americans,
He ordered a Hessian regiment, commanded by colonel Ralle, to
ford the Brunx, and by a circuitous movement to fall upon the flank
of general Macdougall, while general Leslie should attack him in
front ivith a brigade of English and Hessians. Colonel Ralle having
arrived at the point indicated, Leslie, who had also crossed the
Brunx, furiously assaulted the intrenchments of Macdougall. The
militia soon fled, but the regular troops made a valiant resistance.
A regiment of Maryland, conducted by colonel Smallwood, and a
regiment of New York, under colonel Ratzem»r, ventured even to
come out of the lines, and to charge the enemy at the very foot of
the mountain, but they were overpowered by number and forced to
retire. Then the English and Hessians ascended the heights with
singular mtrepidity, and took possession of them after a vigorous
struggle. The Americans, however, continued for some time to lire

VOL. I. 33
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from behind the walls of iiiclosures, and thus retarded the progresi

the ussailants. But general Putnam, who had been sent to their

Kuccor, could not arrive in season. The loss of men in this action

was great on the one part as well as on the other.

VV^ashington, calmly expecting that the enemy would come to

uttuck him next, hud already sent into his rear the sick and the

baggage ; but as it grcnv towardn the close of day, the English

general determined to defer the assault till the next morning. lie

caused his troops to encamp within cannon shot of the American

lines. Washington took advantage of the night to strengthen them

with additional works, and to occupy a stronger position in the rear

with his left wing, which, by the los.s of the momitiiin, luid become;

more exposed. When the light appeared, general Howe reronnoi-

tered the intrcnchmcnts of the enemy, and found them sufficiently

formidable to determine him to wait tlie arrival of some battalions

that had been left .-xt New York, under the command of lord Tercy,

and of several companies from Merrineck. These re-inforcements

being received on the evening of the thirtieth, he appointed the fol-

lowing morning for the assault, but the excessive rain which fell during

the night and also in the morning, compelled him to defer it. The

American general, in the mean time, examined his position with

his accustomed prudence ; he was decided not to risk a pitched bat-

tle without the strongest hope of success. He perceived that the

English had already erected four or five batteries, and that by turn-

ing his right flank they might get possession of the heights situated

upon his rear. He concluded, therefore, to break up his camp in

the night of the first of November. He removed it into a country

still more mountainous in the vicinity of North Castle ; having {)re-

viously set fire to the houses in White Plains, and the neighborhood,

and to the forage that was found in the camp. He immediately

detached a strong corps to occupy the bridge over the Croton river,

which leads to the upper parts of the Hudson. On the following

morning the English took poasession of the Amuiican o? inp.

General Howe, perceiving that his enemy 'x '!',.'; i engage-

ment, and that from the situation of the country, and his knowledge

of every advantageous position, it would be impossible to compel

him to fight but upon the most unequal and hazardous terms, took

tht^ determination to discontinue the pursuit, and to turn his attei-

tioM 13 lie reduction of the forts and fastnesses still occupied by the

Acj'.f > ar^. in the neighborhood of New York. His views were

praiicu^arly directed upon fort Washington, which was its principa.

bulwark. But, though the ground where this fortress had been

elected was V3ry rougli and difficult, its fortificationp were mi suffi
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ciontly strong to rns.st l.ravy nrtillory. It vva. inr.ipr.hlc, from its

^

little extent, of containing more than u thousand (Jcfcuh-rs the out-
works that surrounded it, e«,>(,cia||y to the south, towards New Yorkmight lodge, It IS true, a much stronger garrison.

'

The commandor-in-rhief, as if he had foresorn the event had
written to general Greene, who commanded in this part, enjoininff
hiin to reflect maturely upon his position, and in case he shouM «nd
that fort WKihmgtoi. was not in a situation to sustain an assault tocause It to be forthwith evacuated

; and to transport the garrison to
fK> right bank of the Hudson. But this general, either belioviuff
that the fitren^rih of the place and tfie valor of the troops woidd
assure lum a long defense, or from the apprehension that his retreat
would increase the already too general discouragement of the Amer-
leans, took the resolution to hold out to the last. He was herein
the more easily determined, as he believed that the garrison would
always be able to retreat into fort Lee, situated upon the other
bank of the river. But Washington judged less faw.rably of the
future

;
he was persuaded that the English would not remain satis-

fied with the reduction of the first fort ; but that, crossing the river,and making themselves masters of the second, which was not tenable
hey would spread themselves in the province of New Jersey. He

left therefore general Lee, with the militia of the eastern provincesupon the left bank of the Hudson, and having secured the strong
positions towards the Croton river, and especially that of Peeks Killnear the Hudson itself, he crossed that river with the main body of
his army, and went to rejoin general Greene in his camp under fortLee General Lee himself had orders to come with all speed and
join him, in case the enemy, after having taken the forts, shouldshow himself upon the right bank of the Hudson. He afterwards
wrote to the governor of New Jersey, requesting him to remove
the magazines of provisions into the most remote parts, and to callout all the mihtia All these dispositions being made 'to his w sh .Washington watched with an attentive eye the movements of the

Meanwhile, general Howe had ordered general Knyphausen tomarch from New Rochelle, and to occupy Kingsbridge This he
executed without obstacles, the Americans, who^arded this posi!
lion, having fallen back upon fort Washington. The corps of gen-
oral Knyphausen consequently penetrated into the island of New
ITork and proceeded to invest the fort, on the part of the north.A short time after, the English general himself abandoned theWhite Plains, and d^cscending along the banks of the Hudson, con-""""

^ '^^'^ ^^ *"" "™y ^" Kingsbridge. He pitched his camp

n
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upon the l»eiglits of Fordharo, liis right wing being covered by the

Hudson, ai d his left by the Brunx.

The royalists then prepared to attack ft>rt Washington; its inte-

rior and aj»pertenanee» were defended by full three thousand men,
under the command ol" colonel Magaw, a brave and experienced

officer. He was summoned in vain to surrender. The besiegers

proceeded to the assault in four divisions, the first from the north,

commanded by general Knyphausen, and consisting of Hessians

and tl>e troops of Waldeck ; *he second fFom the east, coorposed of

English light infantry and two battalions of guards, conducted by
general Matthews. This corps was to attack the intrenchments

which extended from fort Washingtcm almost to the East river ; the

third, commanded by colonel Sterling, was destined to pass this riv-

er lower down than the second, in order to assail the fort more to

the south ; but this was only a feint. The fourth, which obeyed the

orders of krd Percy, a very strong corps, was directed to aim its as*

Kault against tl western flank of the fortress. These different di-

visions were provided with a numerous and excellent artillery. Thj
Hessiaus, under general Knyphausen, were to pass through a very

thick forest, where colonel Rawlings was already posted with his regi-

ment of riflemen. An extiemely warm affair was engaged, in which

the Germans sustained a severe loss. The Americans, ambushes}

behind the trees and rocks, fired in security ; but at last, the Hes-

sians, redoubling th 211 efforts, gained a \ery steep ascent, whence
they came down u \oii the enemy with an irresistible impetuosity ;

the divisions whi 1 followed them were thus enabled to land without

molestation. ' olonel Rawlings retreated under the cannon of the

fort. Lord Torcy, on his part, had carried an advanced work, which

facilitated tne debarkation of the party under colonel Sterling, who,

the moment he had landed, forced his way up a dif&cult height, which

was very resolutely defended ; he gair.3d the summit, where he took

a considerable number of prisoners, notwithstanding their gallant

resistance. Colonel Cadwallader, who was charged»with the defense

of this part, retired also into the fort.

Colonel Ralle, who led the right column of general Knyphausen's

attack, surmounted all obstacles with admirable valor, and lodged

his column within one hundred yards of the fort. Soon after gene-

ral Knyphausen joined him with the left colunm ; having at length

extricated himself from the difficulties encountered in the forest.

The garrison having thus lost, though not without glory, all their

advanced works, fou id themselves closely invested within the body

of the fortress. 1 ne besiegers then summoned colonel Magavv to

surrender. He 'iiad already consumed neariy all his ammunitiou.
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The very multitude of defenders pressed into so narrow a space,
was prejudicial to defense, and every thing demonstrated that he
could not sustain an assault. Accordingly he decided to capitulate.
The garrison, amounting to two thousand six hundred men, inclu-
sive of the country militia, surrendered prisoners of war. The'Amer-
icans had few killed

; the royalists lost about eight hundred the
greater part Germans.

'

The reduction of fort Washington thus gave the royal army entire
possession of the island of New York.

Wishing to avail himself to the utmost of the defeat of the Amer-
icans, and to prevent them from rallying at another point, general
Howe confided to lord Cornwallis the command of a corps of about
SIX thousand men, directing him to pass the Hudson at Dobb's Ferry
and forthwith to invest fort Lee, in order, if possible, to surprise the
garrison, which consisted in two thousand men. They had scarcely
time to save themselves by abandoning the place, the moment they
heard of the surrender of fort Washington, of the passage of the
enemy, and of his force. Their artillery and military stores, their
baggage, and particularly their tents, a loss the most sensible, fell into
the power of the victors. The vanquished retired to the other side
of the Hackensack. The British could now penetrate into the very
heart of IVew Jersey.

'

These recessive checks, the loss of the two forts, Washington
and Lee, and especially the excessive vigor of the attack, which had
constrained the first to surrender, produced a deplorable chan'^e in
the fortune of the Americans. They beheld all at once wha° the
fatal battle of Brooklyn had not been able to operate ; the dissolution
of their army.

The militia disbanded and precipitately retired to their habita-
tions

;
even the regular troops, as if struck with despair, also filed

oflT, and deserted in parties.

Every thing, at this period of the war, threatened America with an
inevitable catastrophe.

The army of Washington was so enfeebled that it scarcely
amounted to three thousand men, who had lost all courage and
all energy, and were exposed in an open country, without instru-
ments to intrench themselves, without tents to shelter them from the
inclemency of the season, and in the midst of a population little
lealous, or rather hostile towards the republic.
The general of congress had to face a victorious army, more than

twenty thousand strong, composed entirely of disciplined and vet-
. j-_. --!!.-!.,. ^...,v.aja vrnu tiuiiiiimnaea ii, using the

ardor inspired by victory, pursued their advantages with vivacity, and
o3*

h 'I
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flattered themselves that a few days would suffice to crush the wrecks
of the republican army, and put an end to the war. To all the

difficulties against which Washington had to contend, should be
added, that the English cavalry, though without being very numer-
ous, scoured all the flat country, whereas he had nothing to oppose
to it except a few diminutive and feeble hackneys from Connecticut,

commanded by major Shelden. So total a deficiency of cavalry, in

\ he immense plains of this country, appeared to extinguish for the

, Vmericans their little chance of success. They were no better pro-

vided with artillery than with horses. The greater part of theii

feeble army consisted in militia, almost all from New Jersey. Those
were either of suspicious fidelity, or desirous of returning to their

habitations, to rescue their property and families from the perils that

menaced them. The few regular soldiers who still remained with

their colors, completed their term of service with the expiration of

the year ; it was therefore to be feared that this phantom of an army
would vanish entirely in the space of a few days.

In so profound a distress, the American general could not hope to

receive prompt or sufficient re-inforcements. Consternation reigned

in all the contiguous provinces ; so that each, trembling for himself,

refused to succor others. There still remained a few regiments of
regular troops upon the frontiers of Canada ; but they were neces-

sary there to an est the progress of the enemy ; and, bisides, the

term of engagement was about to dissolve them shortly. Upon the

heel of so many disasters was the imminent danger of seditions on
the part of the disaffected, who in various places loudly invoked the

name of England. An insurrection appeared ready to explode in

the county of Monmouth, in this very province of New Jersey, so

that Washington found himself constrained to detach a part of his

army, already a mere skeleton, to overawe the agitators. The pres-

ence of a victorious royal army had dissipated the terror with which
the patriots at first had inspired the loyalists. They began to aban-

don themselves without reserve to all the fury which animated them
against their adversaries. The English commissioners determined

to avail themselves of this disj osition of the inhabitants to rtvolt

against the authority of congress. Accordingly the two brothers

Howe drew up a proclamation which they circulated profvsely

throughout the country. They :«mmanded all those who had arms
in hand to disperse and return to their habitations ; and all those who
exercised civil magistracies to cease their functions and divest them-
se.ves of their usurped authority. But, at the same time, they offer-

ed a full pardon to all such as within the space of sixty days should

present themselves before the civ?l or military officers of the crown,
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declaring their intention to take tl»e benefit of the amnesty, andpromismg a sincere return to the obedience due to the laws and to
the royal authority. This proclamation had the effect which the
commissioners had promised themselves from it. A multitude of
persons of every rank, availing themselves of the clemency of the
victor, came doily to implore his forgiveness, and to protest their
submission.

It was remarked, however, that they belonged, for the greater part,
to the class of the very poor, or of the very rich. The inhabitants
01 a middle condition manifested more constancy in their opinions,
beveral of the newly reconciled had occupied the first stations in the
popular order of things

; they had been members either of the pro-
vincial government, or of the council of general safety, or of the
ribuna s ot justice. They excused themselves by saying that thev
had only acted, m what they had hitherto done, with a view to pro'-mote the public welfare, and to prevent greater disorders ; they al-
edged, finally, that they had been drawn in by their parents and
Iriends, whom they were unable to refuse. Those who had contem-
plated them m all their arrogance, and who saw them then so meek
so subnriissive, and so humble in their words, could scarcely persuade
themselves that they were indeed the same individuals. But men ot
this stanip dread much less to be considered inconstant and per-
fidious, than rebels to the laws of the strongest ; they much prefer to
escape danger with mfamy, than to encounter it with honor. Nor was
I only m New Jersey, and in the midst of the victorious royal troops
that these abrupt changes of party were observed ; the inhabitants
of Pennsylvania flocked in hke manner to humble themselves at the
leet ot the E.nghsh commissioners, and to promise them fealty and
obedience. Among others there came the Galloways, the family ot
ti.e Aliens, and some others of the most wealthy and reputable.
Ihe example became pernicious, and the most prejudicial effects
were to be apprehended from it. Every day ushered in some new
calamity

;
the cause of America seemed hastening to irretrievable

rum. The most discreet no longer dissembled that the term of thewar was at hand
;
and that the hour was come in which the colonies

were about to resume the yoke. But Washington, in the midst of
so much adversity, did not despair of the public safety. His con-
stancy was an object of admiration. Far from betraying any symp-
toms of hesitation or of fear, he showed himself to his dejected sol-
dicrs with a serene countenance, and radiant, as it were, with a cer-
tain hope of a better future. Adverse fortune had not been able to
vanqmsii, nay, not even to shake this invincible soirit. Pirmlv r..
solved to pursue their object through every fortune, the confess
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manifested a similar constancy. It appeared as if the spirit of these

great minds increased with adversity.

America is assuredly indebted to the magnanimity of her chiefs

for the victory and independence vvhich have crowned her efforts.

Thus pressed by time and circumstances, Washington took all the

measures suggested by prudence in order to re-inforce his army, not

with the hope of being able to arrest the enemy in his triumphant
march, but at least that he might not appear to have entirely aban-

doned the republic; and, finally, to keep his standard waving till

Divine Providence, or the benignity of fortune, should offer him an

occasion to retrieve the affairs of his country.

He had some time before, as we have already related, directed

general Lee to occupy, with a part of the army, the country watered

by the Upper Hudson, in order to be at hand to succor the corps of

Canada which opposed general Carleton upon the lakes. But on

seeing New Jersey unguarded, and the danger which instantly men-
aced the city of Philadelphia itself, he ordered him to come, by

forced marches, to rejoin him. This order was the moBe easy to be

executed, as it was soon known that general Carleton, after having

occupied Crown Point and made himself master of Luke Champlain,

as will be seen in the course of this history, had retired without

having ventured to attack Ticonderoga. The commander-in-chief,

therefore, instructed general Schuyler to send him, without delay,

the troops of Pennsylvania and of New Jersey, that were upon the

frontiers of Canada. General Mercer, who commanded a corps of

light infantry at Berghen, Hkewise, received orders to rejoin the prin-

cipal army with all speed. Little calculation, however, could be

made upon these re-inforcements in the present state of things ; the

march was long, the road difficult, the engagement of the soldiers

almost expired, and the victorious enemy menaced upon all points

at once. The American general neglected not to resort to the suc-

cors of the militia. He had represented to the principal authorities of

Pennsylvania the critical situation of Philadelphia, which could not

be saved unless his army was promptly re-inforced ; he therefore

earnestly pressed them to send him the militia of the province.

Washington, finding his letters nearly without effect,dispatched gene-

ral Mifflin, who enjoyed great popular favor in this province, to paint,

with vivid coloring, the urgency of the danger, and the necessity of

a general effort to avert it. He wrote also to the governor of New
Jersey, apprising him that unless he assembled the militia and caus-

ed them to join the army immediately, he must expect to see the

enemy overrun the entire p'-ovince as a conqueror, pass the Dela-

ware, and seize Philadelphia.
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All his efforts were equally ineffectual in this part. The lower
districts ol the province, either wanting zeal or chille ' with terrormade no mo^'ement; and it was not without a sort of repugnance
that the inhabitants of the upper countries took arms for the defense*
oi country.

Reduced to the uncertain hope of these feeble re-inforcements.
the Americans saw their enemies redoubling activity to render their
triumph more complete. The army of congress, ifter its retreat,
had the Hackensack upon its front; but this narrow stream could
not be considered as a sufficient defense against tiie keen pursuit ol
the English Besides, as the Passaick flowed at no great distance
in the rear of Washington, and the light troop, of the enemy inun-
dated the country, he ran the risk of being locked in between »hesetwo rivers. He therefore crossed the Passaick over the bridge of
Aquakannunk, and took up his quarters at Newark, upon the right
bank. The English immediately also passed the Hackensack, and
overran the country up to the Passaick. Washington, seeing lord
Cornwahis approach witl. rapidity, abandoned the borders of this
nvcr, and retiring behind the Rariton, took post at New Brunswick.
Here the troops of Maryland and of T^ex, Jersey declar< d their
term of engagement was expired, and deserting the rest of th ) army

m lith Ml A :r
'P'"''""

I

'''""'• ^"™" ""--P^ '^^ '^' Pennsylvania
mil t,a follo>yed this examph)

; and the army, already so feeble, found
Itself upon the point of ceasing to exist. The English showed them-
selves every where, and always equa«y animated

Washington, with the few regiments he had left, ventured to makesome demonstrations as if he intended to resume the offensive ; but
this maneuver was, in fact, designed to cover his retreat to Trenton
upon the left bank of the Delaware. Lord Sterling was left at
Princeton with twelve hundred men, to observe the motions of theenemy Having little hope of being able to maintain even this po-
sition long, he sent across the river the sick, the baggage, and themumtions and cau ed all the boats to be withdrawn tS the opposite
bank, hat the English might not use them to effect their passage.He determined, however, to remain upon the frontiers of New Jer-
sey, in order to be always at hand to retard the progress of the ene-my. At length, havng received a re-inforcement of two thousandmen, composed of the armed citizens of Philadelphia, and of theGerman battalion already mentioned, he pressed forward with the
in entmn of returnmg to Princeton. But upon the rumor, contin-
ually increasing, that lord Cornwallis was on his march from New
Biunswick with a formidable force, divided in several rolniDn. so as
to ^-ndanger his communications with the river, he retreated anew.

)|
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and the eighth of December, leaving the frontiers of New Jersey

entirely in the power of the enemy, he withdrew upon the right

hmik of the Delaware, having first, however, cut the bridges, broken
the roads, and removed all the ferry boats. Scarcely had the rear

guaru gained the right bank, when the English light troops began

to appear upon the left ; but finding no means to cross the river,

they could pursue no further.

The river Delaware was now the last defense that remained to

the American troops ; if the English could pass it, they infallibly

became masters of PhiJadelphia. And the acquisition of a city of

such importance, which was at once the capital of the confederation,

the seat of government, as well as of the principal authorities, and

the central repository of military stores and provisions, must have

produced such an eflfect upon the minds of the people, as perhaps

would have given the English a complete triumph, or at least would

have authorized them to expect a prompt termination of the war in

their favor.

But lord Cornwallis, following the orders of general Howe, who
did not proceed in this operation with the requisite ardor, had re -

mained too long at New Brunswick ; he thus left Washington at

liberty to interpose every obstacle to the passage of the river. It if

hnposs ble here not to blame the neglige ice of the Engli sh generals,

who had not seasonably collected all the materials for laying bridges,

and who even never thought of constructing rafts in order to gain

the other bank. They might have done it in these first moments.

Perhaps, no longer doubting of the certain success of their arms,

they imagined they could pass the river whenever they pleased, and

that Philadelphia would immediately open its gates to them—

a

memorable example, which proves that in war, more than in any

other circumstance of life, it should never be thought that all is done,

while there still remains something to do ! It is perfectly certain

that this unexpected delay of the English operated to their preju-

dice through the whole course of the war, and that it was to this

capital fault the Americans owed their safety.

The English general established his head-quarters at Trenton, ex-

tending his two wings, above and below, along the left bank of the

Delaware. This river, after having run from northwest to southeast

till it reaches Bordentown, there makes a sudden bend, and flows

to the southwest towards Philadelphia; if the English, therefore, had

passed it above Trenton, at a place called ConelVs Ferry, or in its

vicinity, they would have found themselves as near to this capital as

the Americans themselves, who guarded the banks of the Delaware

opposite Trenton. That they had formed this dosis3jn is demon-
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c:rated by the attempt they made to seize certain boats at Coriell's
Ferry, which, however, was defeated by the vigilance of lord Ster-
Img. To oppose an obstacle to this passage, the commander-in-
chief directed general Putnam, an engineer of great ability, to draw
lines from the Schuylkill to the heights of Springatsburgh. Put as the
enemy had repaired the bridges below Trenton, and the corps he
had at Bordcntown were daily re-inforced, the Americans became
apprehensive that he would attempt to pass the river at once above
them at Coriell's Ferry and below them at Burlington ; which would
have enabled him to close upon their rear, and thus to shut up their
whole army in the point of land formed by the flexure of the Dela-
ware. To obviate this danger, Washington stationed his galleys in
places the most proper to observe the motions of the English, and
to repulse them if they attempted the passage. The upper parts
being the most mei^aced, he detached his best troops to guard them.
Redoubts were erected from distance to distance, and furnished
with artillery. Finally, the order was given, in case of misfortune,
and if the enemy passed the river, that all the troops should fall back
upon Germantown, a large village, but a few miles distant from
Philadelphia.

The English generals, seeing the enemy's preparations of defense,
and perhaps hoping to be able to pass the Delaware in safety, when
It should be frozen, which, as the season was now advanced, might
be expected very shortly, instead of following the Americans in
their retreat, and of allowing them, no time to rally, distributed their
troops in winter quarters. Four thousand men took their lodginc^s
upon the v^ry bank of the river, at Trenton, at Bordentown, at Black
horse and at Burlington. Strong detachments occupied Princeton
and New Brunswick, where were found their magazines of provis-
ions and of munitions. The rest of the troops were cantoned about
in the villages of New Jersey.

While the English army was thus arrested upon the banks of the
Delaware, either by the negligence or presumption of its chiefs, or
by the firmness and prudence of Washington, this general omitted
no exertions to re-inforce his army with militia, as well as with
regular troops.

Generals Mifflin and Armstrong, who both enjoyed a great in-
fluence in Pennsylvania, went through the province, exhorting the
people to take arms and fly to the defense of the capital, and of the
country. Their exhortations and the approach of danger produced
the desired effect. Many of the inhabitants repaired to the repuWi-
can standard, though without manifesting all of them a very ardent
seal That the regular troops might serve as a nucleus, for the

t 1
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militia to rally about, Washington ordered general Gates to bring

him promptly the best of the troops he commanded in Canada, after

having posted the militia of New England to guard the most impor-

tant passes. Gates arrived the t^ventieth of December at the arrny

of Pennsylvania. General Lee had received the same order ; but he

executed it with great slowness and a sort of repugnance ; whether

his ambition led him to prefer the command of a separate army, or

that he considered it as more advisable to maintain himself in the

upper and mountainous parts of New Jersey, in order to be always

ready to annoy the right flank of the British army. He was drawn

from this languor by an event which threw him into a painful cap-

tivity, and which filled all America with profound regret, where his

zeal, his intelligence, and his military skill, were held in the highest

consideration.

Being at a place called Baskinbridge, distant about twenty miles

from the quarters of the enemy, he thought himself so out of all

danger that he neglected the usual precautions. He took up his

r^uarters at a house considerably removed from the main body, where

he remained with a slender guard. Colonel Harcourt, who scoured

the country with his cavalry, was informed of this circumstance by a

loyalist, and immediately galloped towards the place where Lee was

so incautiously lodged. The colonel, appearing suddenly, secured

the sentinels without noise, and darting into the house, arrested the

general. He caused him immediately to mount a very swift horse,

and with the same promptness and good fortune conducted him

prisoner to New York. This news spread as much consternation

among the Americans, as alacrity among the English ; who boasted

that they had seized the Palladium of America. This capture of

general Lee occasioned transports of joy even at the court of Saint

James, as if some great victory had been obtained, or as if this inci-

dent was more fortunate than the conquest of New Jersey itself, and

the fair prospect opened of soon entering the city of Philadelphia.

From tliis time there arose a violent controversy between the chiefs

of the two parties, relative to the manner in which general Lee and

the other prisoners of war should be treated. General Gage, when

he was invested with the command, had always refused to consent

to the exchange of prisoners. There resulted from it a deplorable

system of cruelty on the one part as well as on the other. But when

general Howe appeared at the head of the British army, either be-

cause his character was more humane than that of his predecessor

or that he had received particular instructions from his government,

or, finally, that he was constrained to it by the great number of Eng-

lisn who were lallen into the power of the Americans, he had agreed

M
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irom time to time to make exchanges. But when he found himselfm possession of general Lee, he refused to fulfill with respect to him
the laws of war, and caused lum to he closely confined, as if he had
been a prisoner of state. He advanced as a reason for his conduct
that Lee being invested with the rank of an officer in the English
army, he was to be considered as a deserter and a traitor. He had
formerly received, it is true, his half pay as a British officer • but
upon the breaking out of hostilities, he had resigned his rank in Eng-
land, to be at liberty to enter the service of America. But this res-
ignutron had not perhaps arrived seasonably; cr .i.c hatred borne
him by the government and British generals having more power over
them than the usage of civilized nations, they aftected to consider
and treat him rather as a prisoner of state than as a prisoner of war.
As Washington had no Bridsh officer in his power of ecjual rank
with general Lee, he had proposed to general Howe to give six Hes-
sian officers in exchange for him; adding, that in case this offer
should not be accepted, he demanded at least that Lee should be
treated m a manner suitable to his rank, and this not only in con-
formity with the laws of nations, but also in reciprocity for the good
treatment which the English officers that were prisoners received on
the part of the Americans. General Howe persisted in his refusal •

the congress then resorted to reprisals. They ordered that lieuten-
ant-colonel Campbell and five Hessian officers should be imprisoned
and treated as general Lee. This order was executed even with
more rigor than it prescribed. The lieutenant-colonel, being then
at Boston, was thrown into a dungeon destined for malefactors.
Washington blamed this excess ; he knew that Lee was detained,
but not ill treated. He also apprehended reprisals, since there were
more Americans in the hands of the English, than English in the
'^inds of the Americans. He wrote with great earnestness to con-
gress upon this subject, but without effect; lieutenant-colonel Camp-
bell and the Hessians were not liberated until general Howe had
consented to consider Lee as a prisoner of war.

During these altercations the exchange of prisoners was entirely
suspended. Those in the hands of the English at New York had
to experience every sort of ill treatment. They were shut up in
churches and in other places, exposed to all the inclemency of the
air. They were not allowed sufficient nourishment ; their fare was
scanted even of coarse bread, and certain aliments which excited
disgust. The sick were confounded with the healthy, both equally
a prey to the most shocking defect of cleanliness, and exposed to
the outrages of the soldiers, and especially of the loyalists. Nothing
alleviated their sufferings. A confined and impure air engendered
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mortal diseases ; moie than fifteen hundred of these unfortunatiy

men perished in a few weeks. It was believed that so much cruelty
was purposely exercised with a view of constraining the prisoners to
enHst under the royal standard. It is certain at least, that the offi-

cers of the king incessantly exhorted them to it. But they all re-

fused
; preferring a certain death to the desertion of their country.

The fate of the officers was not much less deplorable. Despoiled
of every thing by tlie rapacity of the English soldiers, they were
abandoned to all wants. Some of them, though wounded and witlv-

out clothing, were carted through the streets of New York for the

sport of the populace. In the midst of hisses and imprecations, they
were denominated rebels and traitors. Several were even caned few

having attempted to procure some relief for their soldiers, who were
perishing with hunger and disease in their infected dungeons.
Washington had addressed fretjuent and bitter complaints 1.0 general

Howe erf this barbarous conduct towards prisoners of v>ar. The
Enghsh general answered by denials, by excuses, and even by re-

criminations. But that he was culpable, is proved by his having
refused the offer of the American general, who proposed to sejjd

an agent to New York to provide for the wants of the prisoners.

Hence the hatred between the two people acquired a new degree
of violence. At length, those who had survived so many evils, were
exchanged, and set at liberty. But such v.ds their miserable con-
dition that many died on the way before they could revisit their

country and all the objects of their affection. There arose new
difficulties upon this subject between the two generals ; the EngUsh-
man insisting that his prisoners should be restored even in exchange
for the dead, and the American refusing it. All this aflair of pris-

oners proves but too clearly that in civil wars, friends become worse
than natural enemies, and the most civilized nations no better than
barbarians. But the greater part of tliese inhuman excesses are

incontestably attributable to the English.

After general Lee had fallen into the hands of the enemy, general

Sullivan, who succeeded him, manifested greater promptitude in

obeying the orders of Washington. He crossed the Delaware at

Phillipsburgh, and joined him about the last of December ; this re-

inforcement carried the American army to not far from seven thou-
sand men. But the greater part of these troops completed their

engagements with the year, and they were upon the point of a totaJ

dissolution.

AVhile the English pursued the relics of the American army
through the plains of New Jersey, and the latter, happy in having
been able to cross the Delaware, found itself almost without hope.
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fortune d.d not show herself more propitious to the cause of therevolufon upon the coasts of Rhode Island. Adr^i^, ^PeferParker, and general Clinton, with four brigades of i.nlh as welas Hessmns, had undertaken an expedition against this Cince o"board a numerous squadron. The provinckls, not expecZ tSsattack, were totally unprepared for defen«> fK.^ ^

.

abandoned Rhode /,la„d'wL„tJlltZferrl'cup.ed ,t ,ho «.™e day that Washington pa,«d the Detl^'Th,s lo„ „a, of great iraportance, a, well fnlm the .ituatbnTtreprovince as because the American squadron, under comm^llreHopk.ns, was compelled to withdraw^ far up the ProvMence1v«
?:' z/tr^'-^e'i'm""" "•"" "^^-^ -p »nsior a long time. The Enghsh also occupied the two neiehborin.sland, of conanicut and of Prudence. Two pieces JZZkf,.nto the r power, but they made few prisoners. The conZst ofRhode Island was of great utility for their ulterior opemtZ fromIhis province they could harass Massachusetts ; and the re-llformen s that general Lincoln had assembled with the intention of .1ducting them to the army of Washington, we«Sd rnthaiprovince, to observe genemi Clinton, and p4vent him from dist, A
.ngitatmnquillity. Even Connecticut shared the a2,3^.a^^

The English, in like manner desirous to prevent the colon!™ ^f .1,.south from transmitting succors to those o'f the iJddle,"^^^mended to attack, renewed, during the summer of the ir^l, yea?their negot,atK,ns w th the loyalists and with the savages of rupoe;parts, m order to induce them to act against GeorgS the two cZmas and Virgima. Notwith.,U,„dingrhe little success wtichh^

and Ae Scotch emigrants, the Enghsh agents, and particolfrIv on»S uart a man of exheme activity and audacity, flat.e'^red th mirv«

p^o'?:J:rdL?tr."Vh7::ttrhzzr; "- '^1

ot Enghsh would disembark n West Florida • thn* *.^
"S^"rp»

a-rritoryof the Creeks, the Chickaslw! td' Ihl'cVeX^th'
,"

would join with the warriors of these nations, and invade the twoCarolinas and Virginia; while, at the same time, a n™mer, „s fleet

culartoTh:
"7.*™"

""'t''
"' '='-''• «'"-" addr led ci .

culars to the loyalists, inviting them to com- and put themselves n„.der the royal standard, erected in the country of Sie ChZT^s T;urged tnem to bring with then, their horws, iheir cattle; and provl

I
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ioa3 of every sort, for which they should be paid a Hberal price. The
loyalists, who remembered too well their recent defeat, made no
movement of importance. But the Indians, excited by the wordf
«nd presents of the emissaries, no bss than by the probabilities of

success, and their thirst of pillage, assembled in considerable narn-

hers, and manifested great animosity against the colonies. The Six

Nations themselves, who, till this epoch, had observed a strict neu-

trality, began to waver, and had already committed hostilities upon
their borders. The Creeks, still more audacious, took the field, and

displayed their accustomed ferocity. But having found that deeds

did not correspond with words, and that the promised succors did

not appear, they desisted, and demanded a pardon, which was easily

granted them. They manifested afterwards so much regard for their

oaths, or so much distrust for the promises of the English, or, finally,

such profound terror, that when the Cherokees not long after urged

them for succors, they answered that they had buried the hatchet so

deep that it could not bo found. But the Cherokees listened only

to their fury ; they fell furiously upon the colonies, exercising fright-

ful ravages, scalping and mutilating their prisoners. They massa-

cred with the same barbarity those who were able to carry arms, and
those who were not ; old men, women, and children, were butcher-

ed without discrimination. Their security was increased by the ap-

pearance of the fleet under sir Peter Parker, which had "'rived in tho

waters of Charleston. But when this fleet, after the unsuccessful

attack of fort Moultrie, had abandoned the shores of Carolina, the

Cherokees found themselves in a very critical situation.

Having no longer any thing to fear, upon their coasts, the inhab-

itants of the two Carolinas and of Virginia, devoting all their cares

to free themselves from this scourge, turned their forces against the

savages, who devastated their country. These barbarians were not

only defeated in several rencounters, but the Americans pursued

them even into their own territory, putting all to fire and sword,

burning their habitations, cutting their trees, destroying their corn,

and slaying all those who had borne, or still bore arms. This expe-

dition was almost the total ruin of the nation of Cherokees. Those

who survived it, submitted to all the conditions of the conqueror, or,

wanting provisions, took refuge with this Stuart, the author of the

war and of their disasters, in West Florida, where the British govern-

ment was forced to support them. Thus terminated this year the

campaign against the savages ; it may be observed, that no chastise-

ment was ever more severe, or more deserved, than that which was

inflicted upon the nation of the Cherokees. The avaricious and

cruel men who excited these barbarians to commit so many liorress,
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were the more inexcusable, inasmuch as they had received their birthand education under the more clement sky of Europe

entions, fur from being suspended, were pursuecl with extren^

had been constrained by the superiority of the British arms (oevacuate all Lower Canada, and oven Montreal andSst JohlIhey had retired to Crown Point, whither the English were u iZ'
^tZ ""r^' ^7 ^""' "'* *^" "^^^•'^"y vessels, not only to cZLake Champlain, but also to combat those the Americans hid armedfor their defense Such, however, was the importance to the designs of he English of obtaining an absolute control of the lake'that

g neral Urieton set himself with all diligence to the equipment Ifa
fleet. His plan was, according to the instructions of the ministry
to penetrate by way of the lakes to the Hudson river, and thusToeffect a junction with the army of New York, at Albany. By the

found themselves separated from the others by a powerful andv.etoru^us army, and the cause of America would have been ev-^sed to the most imminent perils. Long deliberated in the councds of the British ministers, it was their favorite scheme. And, ineffect, the very natui.3 of the places between Canada and NewYork appeared to favor this enterprise. With the exception of theheights which are found between the upper extremity of Lake

tor n h "
™''?'

u'
'"'"' ^''''^' ^'^'^ «"« «f these provincesto the other, can easily be made by water, first by ascending from thebaml Lawrence into the Sorel, and then traversing the Lakes Cham!

from" the nr^^' ^r^'^^^'
''"^'^' ^^ '"^^ '-^^^^^-^ -Pa-telt

I^ewYork. The English having an immense superiority at sea, Cai>-ada being entirely in their power, and as the principal Lat of resist

o?NerYl'r
'" TT'" "^ ^^" ^"S"^"^' ^h''« the coast,

nnt h./ ^ 7u?
peculiarly accessible to maritime attacks, it can-

But tlfdlffi U iT""
'^''"«" P"^"*^'^ g-^t advantages.But the difficulty of the enterprise of general Carleton was equal

to lis importance. It was requisite to construct, or at least to equipa fleet o thirty vessels of different dimensions, and to arm themwith art.llery
;
the want of materials rendered either of these object

nfr h , 'T^^^J^f
^^' transportation afterwards in certain^aces by land and drawing up the rapids of Saint Theresa and

^^Ir /'fl^'f K
^^ ^ K'? '•'"^ ^"^' ^ «°"^«'^ «» t»»irty tons, anumber of flat bot*o'"p'^ ho-j*" -<" -.--^; i m • , /, . 'i-i.5,...e« Doaia v^i v,uiisidcrable Durthen, with aboTeVOU I. 34*
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four hundred batteaux, was an operation which offered not only great

obstacles, but even an appearance of impossibihty. But the English

seamen, from their skill and patience, were not intimidated by it.

The soldiers seconded them, and the peasants, taken from their n tic

labors, were compelled to share the toil. The generals urged foi-

ward this laborious undertaking on account of the lateness of the

season ; as the winter already approached. It was necessary to pass

two lakes of considerable extent ; they had no certain intelligence

respecting the force of the enem) in the fortresses of Crown Point

and Ticonderoga: finally, after having worsted him upon Lake

Champlain, by means of large vessels, it was to be feared that the

squadron would not be able to pass the strait which joins this lake

to Lake George, into which, however, it was absolutely necessary

that it should enter. Meanwhile, if it should be possible to surmount

so many obstacles, there still would remain to be effected the pas-

sage of the woods, the marshes, and the defiles which are found

between the point of debarkation and the banks of the Hudson, in

order to gain the city of Albany, where only they could meet with

such accommodations as would enable them to winter commodious-

ly. But far from appearing discouraged, the English seemed to be

animated with new ardor, and the soldiers rivaled their officers in

zeal. They felt all the importance of the enterprise, and persuaded

themselves that if they could reach Albany before winter, their de-

finitive success would be secured . The brilliant advantages obtained

by the army of New Jersey, filled them with emulation ; they were

eager to share them, and fearful of arriving too late upon the theatre

of glory. They labored therefore with incredible activity ; but not-

withstanding all their efforts, the preparations could not be complet-

ed, nor the armament fully equipped, till the middle of the month

of October. It was numerous, and superior in strength to any that

had ever been seen upon these lakes, and would have made no

contemptible figure even upon the European seas. The admiral's

ship, called the Inflexible, carried eighteen twelve pounders, and

was followed by two stout schooners, the one mounting fourteen,

the other twelve six pounders ; a large flat bottomed radeau, with

six twenty-four and six twelve pounders. Twenty vessels of less size

carried each a brass piece of ordnance, from nine to twenty-four

pounders, or howitzers. Several long boats were equipped in the

same manner. Besides these, there was a great number of boats

and tenders of various sizes, to serve as transports for the troops,

baggage, warlike stores, provisions, and arms of every sort.

The whole fleet was commanded by captain Pringle, a sea officer
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of great experience; it was manned by a select body of seamen
anmiated with an extreme desire of victory. The land troops, en-
camped in the environs, prepared, as soon as the navigation of the
lake should be secured, to fall upon the enemy. Three thousand
men occupied He aux Noix, and as many were stationed at Fort
baint John

;. the remainder were distributed either in the vessels orm the neighboring garrisons.

The Americans united all their forces to resist such formidable
preparations. Generals Schuyler and Gates were at their head and
Arnold showed himself every where, inspiring the soldiers with that
ardent courage for which he was hunself distinguished.
As the event of the campaign upon this frontier depended totally

upon naval operations, the Americans exerted themselves to the
utmost of their power to arm and equip a fleet capable of opposing
that of the enemy. But their success little corresponded with their
efforts. Besides the want of materials for construction, they had not
a sufficiency of other stores, and their seaports were so occupied in
the building of privateers and ships for the service o/ congress, that
few carpenters could be spared. Accordingly, notwithstanding the
activity and perseverance of the American generals, their squa'dron
amounted to no more than fifteen vessels of different sizes, two bri-s
one corvette one sloop, three galleys, and eight gondolas. Theii^
largest vessel mounted only twelve six and four pounders. But
that this armament might not want a chief whose intrepidity equaled
the danger of the enterprise, the command of it was given to general
Arnold. It was expected ofhim to maintain, upon this new element
the reputation he had acquired upon land. The American army'
notwithstanding all the obstacles it had encountered, and the ravages
of the small-pox, still amounted to eight or nine thousand men- it
was assembled under the cannon of Ticonderoga, after having left a
sufficient garrison at Crown Point.

All the dispositions being made on both sides, general Carleton
impatient to conquer, ordered all his naval forces to advance towards
Crown Pomt, intending to attack the enemy there. He had already
reached the middle of the lake without having l>een able to discover
him and was proceeding without any distrust, when all at once the
English perceived the American squadron, which was drawn up with
great skill, behind the Island of Valincour, and occupied the passage
between the island and the western shore of the lake. This unex-
pected interview caused a violent agitation on both sides. A fierce
engagement immediately^ ensued. But the wind being unfavorable
to the English, they could not display their whole line : the Tnflevi-
bie, and their other vessels of the largest class, took no part in the
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action. The brig Carleton, accompanied by several gun boats, as-

sailed the enemy with singular courage and ability. The Americano
suppoited the combat with equal bravery ; it lasted above four hours.

The wind continuing to be contrary for the English, captain Pringle
perceived that he could not hope to obtain advantages with a part
of his forces against all those of the enemy, and accordingly gave
the signal of retreat ; ordering the fleet to be anchored in a line, in

presence of the American squadron.

The Americans had lost in the action their largest brig, which
took fire and was consumed, as also a gondola which went to the
bottom. They considered it as extremely dangerous to await s

second engagement in the anchorage they occupied, and consequent-
ly determined to retire under the walls of Crown Point, hoping
that the artillery of the fortress would counterbalance the superiori-

ty of the enemy's force. Fortune seemed inclined to favor this de-
sign of general Arnold ; and already his vessels, having lost sight of
those of the English, sailed rapidly towards their new station ; when
suddenly the wind became favorable to tho enemy, who pursued
and came up with them before their arrival at Crown Point. The
battle was immediately renewed with greater fury than at first ; it

continued upwards of two hours. Those vessels in the meanwhile
which were most ahead, crowded sail, and passing Crown Point, ran
for Ticonderoga. Only two galleys and five gondolas, remained
with general Arnold. With these he made a desperate defense

;

but his second in command, brigadier-general Waterburgh, being
taken with his vessel, and the others making but a faint resistance,

he determined, in order to prevent his people and shipping from fall-

ing into the power of the enemy, to run these ashore and set them
on fire. He executed his intention with great address. He remain-
ed on board the vessel he commanded, and kept her colors flying,

till she was on fire. Though he had been unsuccessful on this occa-
sion, the disparity of strength duly considered, he lost no reputation,

but rose, on the contrary, in the estimation of his countrymen. He
had, in their opinion, acquitted himself with no less ability in this

naval encounter, than he had done at land before. The Americans,
having destroyed whatever could not be carried off*, evacuated Crown
Point and withdrew to Ticonderoga. General Carleton occupied
the former immediately, and the rest of the army came soon after to

join him there.

Such was the issue of the expedition which the Americans had
undertaken in Canada, with a view of establishing the theatre of war
upon the territory of their enemies, before they could attempt to in-

vade their own. Completely masters of Lake Chainpiain, the Eng-
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hsh liad no other obstacle to surmount besides the fortress of Ticon-
deroga, m order to penetrate into Lake George. If Carleton, rap-
dly avaihng himself of his advantage, had pushed forward against
the enemy, thrown into confusion by defeat, perhaps he might have
seized this important place without difficulty. But he was prevent-
ed from doing it by a south wind, which prevailed for several days,rne Americans made the best use of this time in preparing and in-
creasing their means of defense. They mounted their cannon con-
structed new works, and repaired the old, surrounding them' with
moats and palisades. The garrison was re-inforced with extreme
expedition; and conformably to the orders of Washington, the ox-
en and horses were removed into distant places, that the English
might not seize them for provision or draught. Meanwhile, gene-
ral Carleton had not r -glected to detach scouting parties upon thetwo banks of the lake; and, when the wind permitted, some light
vessels were also sent towards Ticonderoga to reconnoiter the fo7ce
of the enemy and the state of the fortress. All the reports agreed
that tne fortifications were formidable, and the garrison full ofTrdorHe reflected, therefore, that the siege must be long, difficult, and san-
guinary, and concluded, accordingly, that the possession of this for
•ress would not indemnify him for all it might cost. The severe sea-
son approached

;
the want of provisions, the difficulty of direct com-

munication with Canada, and the little hope of success from an ex-
pedition in the cold and desert regions which separate the river Hud-
son Irom Lake George, rendered the wintering upon this lake ex-
rcmely perilous. In consequence of these considerations, the Eng-
:sh general deemed the reduction of Ticonderoga of little utility in
lis present circumstances, whereas the command of the lakes secured
l.un a clear passage to return in the spring to the attack of this
fortress, without exposing his troops lo the hardships of a siege, un-
dertaken Ml the midst of the rigors of winter. After having taken
the advice of a council of war, he renounced the project of an at-
tack, and early in November conducted his army back towards
Montreal, leaving his advanced posts in He aux Noix. But prior to
his retreat, from the singular courtesy and humanity of his charac-
ter he sent to their homes the American officers who had Men in-
to his power, administering generously to all their wants. He exer-
cised the same liberality towards the common soldiers. The greater
part were almost nr'^ed; he caused them to be completely clothed,
an<i set them at '.berty, after having taken their oath that they
would not serve against the armies of the king. General Carleton
was blamed for having taken winter quarters ; this resolutior. .vas
considered as a mark of weakness, and as highly prejudicial ty the

'.:i-\
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success of ulterior operations ; since, if he had immediately made
himself master of Ticonderoga, his troops, after having passed the

winter in its vicinity, would have been able to enter the field early

the following spring. It is probable, in effect, that the war would,

in that case, have had a very different result from what it actually

had. But the conquest of a place so strong by nature and by art as

Ticonderoga, depended on the resistance which the Americans would

have m2,de ; and certainly their number, the valor they had display-

ed in the naval actions, the extreme confidence they had in their

chiefs, all announced that their defense would have been long and

obstinate. Nor should the consideration be omitted cf the difficul-

ty of subsistence, and of the communications with Canada. Be this

as it may, the retreat of the English general, and his inaction during

the winter, had the most happy results for the Americans. The ar-

my which had made the campaign under general Lee, was enabled

to effect its junction with that of Washington, upon the banks of the

Delaware ; and a part of the army of Canada itself could take the

same direction, under the conduct of general Gates.

It cannot be doubted, however, that the Americans at this time

trod upon the brink of precipices ; a single reverse might have com-

pleted their ruin. Two important provinces. New York and Rhode

Island, as well as the greater part of New Jersey, were fallen into

the power of the victorious army. And though the arms of Clin-

ton, equally successful, had arrested their course under the walls of

Ticonderoga, it was but too probable that on the return of spring he

would make a new effort to carry this fortress, and to penetrate to

the banks of the Hudson, in order to operate his junction with the

army of New York. As to Washington, it was not to be expected

that, while inferior himself to his adversary, he would be in a situa-

tion to send back to the army of Canada the troops that were enabled

by the cessation of hostilities upon the lakes, to come to join him

upon the Delaware.

Though he had received, as we have seen, some re-inforcements,

he was still as far from being able to match the enemy either in the

number, spirit, or discipline of his soldiers, as in the quantity and

quality of his munitions of every sort. He was also continually

subject to that scourge of the American army, desertion, authorized

by the expiration of engagements, which incessantly menaced it with

an approaching, and almost total dissolution. It was no slight mo-

tive of alarm for the most influential members of congress, to remark

the promptitude with which the inhabitants of the conquered prov-

inces, and especially of New York, hastened to change sides and to

take advantage of the proffeied pardon.

^f*"
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Some individuals were even seen to enroll themselves under the
royal standard

;
it seemed that they were determmed to add to Eng-

lish civil war, the horrors of American civil war. It was to be fear-
ed that their example would prove contagious for the other provinces,
and that disaffection would manifest itself on all parts
The intrigues of governor Tryon, to compass <his object, were no

longer a secret
;
for this very purpose he had been appointed briga-

dier-general, and his maneuvers had already succeeded in many
places. On the contrary, the business of recruiting moved very
heavily on the part of the Americans, whereas desertion enfeebled
their armies from day to day. To so many evil, was joined another
more fatal still

;
the bills of credit began to depreciate. The govern-

ment, however, had no other source of revenue. It was not yet
sufficiently confirmed to hazard the imposition of taxes, payable in
specie; and this measure would besides have produced only an in-
rease of the evil by augmenting the discredit of paper; it was
therefore much to be apprehended that money, this principal sinew
of war would ere long be totally wanting. The emission of new
bills of credit would infallibly accelerate their daily depreciation •

and yet it was impossible, by reason of the ever increasing exigent
cies of the public service, to abstain from continual issues. Already
there were not wanting those who refused not only t. receive them
at a discount, but even at any rate whatever. The present time was
painlu!, and the future appeared still more alarming. It was feared
by all, and asserted by many, that the tomb of independence was not
tar from its cradle

; some even openly blamed the congress for hav-
ing declared independence, and thereby closed all avenue to an hon-
orable accommodation

; before this declaration, they said, we could
treat with honor, but since, not without shame, and even becoming
the lable of the universe.

°

Surrounded by obstacles so numerous and so fearful, the congress
fost none of their firmness, and resolved to set fortune at defiance.
* ar from betraying any symptoms of despair, they manifested great-
or confidence than ever, and appeared to admii no doubt respect-
ing the eventual success of the great enterprise in which they were
engaged. They knew that constancy triumphs over fate. Full of
a noble ardor they preferred the dangers of war to those of peace.
The admirable fortitude with which they sustained the assaults of
adverse fortune, when a common ruin seemed ready to ingulf them
with the cause they supported, must eternally attach to their names
the glory of having laid the foundations of a new state. The na-
tions of tlie earth rp.nAf>rf>A tko U^^ _r *l_! i„.^ is^magc ui iricir aamirauon to so
much magnan unity.

(1
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When at first, the ship of America, impelled by propitious breezes,

seemed about to enter the port in safety, the wisdom of the pilots

was universally applauded ; but in the midst of a tremendous tern

pest, their intrepidity and their constancy shone with a splendor still

more dazzling. The people of Europe felt an increase of aflection

for the Americans, and of hatred against England, for attempting to

reduce to slavery so generous a nation. So natural it is to the hu-

man heart to take an interest, from the sentiment of its indepen-

dence, in the efforts made by th^ -vak against the powerful, or from

commiseration, to syr.pathi:..! the brave in their struggles

against the perversity of fate. jus the Ame/icans honored their

reverses by virtues, at the epoch when the public fortune appeared

upon the verge of ruin, and no cheering ray was seen to gleam in the

perspective.

We have already mentioned the measures taken by the congress,

in order to re-inforce the army by new levies, to remedy the danger

resulting from the shortness of engagements, and to call into the

field the provincial militia. As if they had intended to defy the pres-

ence and the menaces of a formidable enemy, they employed them-

selves in drawing up various articles of confederation and perpetual

union between the states, that each of them might know its particu-

lar authority within, and its reciprocal duties towards the others ;
as

also to ascertain the extent of executive power with which it was

requisite that congress should be invested. These articles were

adopted in the sitting of the fourth of October, and immediate-

ly sent to the respective assemblies of each state for approbation.

The principal were the following

:

The thirteen states confederated under the name oi the United

States of America.
' They all and each obligated themselves to contribute for the

common defense, and for the maintenance of their liberties.

' Each particular state preserved the exclusive right of regulating

its internal government, and of framing laws in all matters not in-

cluded in the articles of the confederation, and which could not any

way be prejudicial to it.

' ]No particular state was either to send or receive ambassadors,

enter into negotiations, contract engagements, form alliances, or

make war, except in case of sudden attack, with any king, prince,

or power whatsoever, without the consent of the United States.

• No individual holding any magistracy, office or commission what-

soever from the United States, or from any one of them, was allow-

ed to accent of any presents, nor any offices, or titles of any kind

whatever, from any foreign king, prince, or potentate.
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* No assembly was to confer titles of nobility
*No state was to make aJliances or treaties of what kind soever

with another, without the consent of all.

' Each particular state had authority to maintain in peace as well
as in war the number of armed ships and of land troops, judged
necessary by the general assembly of all the states, and no more.

* There should be a public treasury for the service of the confede-
ration, which was to be replenished by the particular contributions
of each state; liic same to be proportioned according to the number
of inhabitants of every age, sex or condition, with the exception
however, of Indians.

'

* A general congress was to be convoked every year on the first
Monday of November, to be composed of deputies from all the
states; it was invested with all the powers that belong to the
sovereigns of other nations.' These powere were exactly «nu-
merated.

' Every individual holding any office, and receiving either salary,
wages, or emolument whatsoever, was thereby excluded from con-
gress.

* There was to be a council of state, composed of one deputy for
each province, nominated annually by his colleagues of the same
state, and in case these should not agree, by the general congress.*
Lach state was to have but one vote.

' During the session as well as the recess of the general congress,
the council of state was to be charged with the management of the
public affairs of the confederation, always restricting itself, however,
within the limits prescribed by the laws, and particularly by the
articles of the confederation itself

The province of Canada was invited to enter into the Union.
The congress afterwards desiring to revive the courage of those

who had suffered themselves to be intimidated by reverses, and to
prevent their sentiments from changing with fortune, issued a proc-
lamation, wherein they represented anew the justice of their cause,
heir long and fruitless supplications, the cruel proceedings of the
ministers, the necessity of the declaration of independence, and the
unanimous approbation with which it had been received. Then fol-
lowed the enumeration of all the successes which had attended the
American arms in the northern provinces

; the English driven from
Boston, repulsed before Charleston, arrested in their progress at
Ticonderoga. Finally, the American people were invited to consider
the immense value of the prizes made at sea, the abundance of pro-
visions, and tlie probabilitv of soon sfiRinff tho arm,, o!>:toK!" rW^—

!

and equipped. All the citizens, and especially those of Pennsylva
VOL I 35
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nia, of New Jersey, and of the neighboring states, were exhorted to

show themselves united and firm in the defense of country. ' Con-
sider,' said the proclamation, ' that the present state of our affairs

is not to be attributed to any faults of the generals, or want of valor

in the scJdiers, but to the shortness of the term of enlistments. Re-

flect, that foreign princes have already furnished us with a multitude

of articles necessary to war, and be assured that we shall receive

from them succors still more eflicacious. Be not wanting to your-

selves, nor sufler the rich and populous city of Philadelphia to fall

into the power of the enemy ; let not the occasion escape of over-

whelming his principal army, now it is far from the ships which fornv

so great a part of lis force. The loss of Philadelphia would not be

followed by the ruin of our cause, but wherefore should the enemy
enjoy this triumph ? Let us arrest his career, let us baffle his efforts

;

let us prove to the friends of America, even tJie most distant, that

we are all animated with one same spirit, and with one only will, to

defend against cruel enemies what man holds, and ought to hold,

the most dear. Remember, that the success of our efforts will

secure the eternal repose and safety of the United States, and

attach to our names an immortal glory ; stand firm, therefore, and

presc.ve yourselves for the day of victory; be prepared for a hap-

pier destiny.'

Desirous that the authority of religion should encourage and con-

firm the people in their fidelity, the congress recommended, that the

assemblies of the different states should appoint a day of fasting,

humiliation and prayer, to obtain from the clemency of the Most
High, prosperity for the arms and success for the just cause of

America.

But the danger mereasing continually, and the enemy approach-

ing the banks of the Delaware, the congress, upon the representa-

tions of generals Putnam and Mifflin, took the resolution, on the

twelfth of December, to withdraw from Philadelphia, and adjourned

themselves to the twentieth of the same month at Baltimore, in

Maryland.

The departure of congress spread great consternation in the city,

from fear as well of the English as of the loyalists, who were very

numerous there, though a part of them had repaired to the commis-

sioners to avail themselves of the amnesty. It was greatly appre-

hended that they would seek to disturb the public tranquilUty;

already by their cries and menaces, they had prevented the fortifi-

cation of the city, which it had been intended to accomplish. The
greater part of the Quakers belonged to this party. Washington had

found it necessary to send to Philadelphia a numerous corps undt'/
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the commnnd of lord Sterling, in order to support the friends of thfl
revolution, and io repress its adversaries.

The congress being assembled at Baltimore, in consideration of
the imminent peril, which seemed to exact the dictatorial authority
decreed, that having the most entire confidence in the wisdom, vigor,
and uprightness of general Washington, they invested him with the
most ample and complete powers to levy and organize in the most
expeditious mode, from any or all of the United States, sixteen bat-
talions of infantry, in addition to those already voted by congress
and to appoint the officers ; to raise, equip, and provide with officers!
three thousand light horse, three regiments of artillery, and a corps
of engineers; and to establish their pay; to call into service the
mihtia of the several states; to form such magazines of provisions,
arid m such places as he should think proper ; to displace and appoint
all officers under the rank of brigadier-general, and to fill up all va-
cancies in every other department in the American armies ; to take,
wherever he might be, whatever he might want for the use of the
army, if the inhabitants would not sell it, allowing a reasonable price
for the same

;
to arrest and confine persons who refused to take the

continental currency, or were otherwise disaffected to the American
cause; returning to the states of which they were citizens, their
names and the nature of their offenses, with the proofs to substan
tiate them. It was resolved that these extraordinary powers should
be vested in general Washington during the term of six mor^hs.
unless sooner determined by congress.
Thus the rulers of America, urged by extreme peril, and confiding

in the virtue of the captain-general, reposed on him alone the enfire
weight of the war. In the midst of so many reverses, not a single
American was heard to hint a suspicion of treason, or even of neg-
ligence or incapacity in the chiefs of the army; nothing especially
diminished the respect and confidence of which the commander-in-
chief was the object—a remarkable example of moderation and
popular reserve. Pride had not persuaded this people that they .vere
mvmcible, and ambition Imd not rendered them suspicious. They
attributed their defeats to the force of things, and not to the faults
of their generals. This confidence in the good faith of their defend-
ers entitled them to find, and they did find, those that were faithful.
Too often, on the contrary, the people of other countries, prone to
suspicions, lending a credulous ear to the suggestions of envy, irri-
tated by reverses, or intoxicated by success, experience, to their cost
that whoever has no confidence in others, finds none in return.
As it was essential to provide pecuniary resources, the congress

passed a law authorizing a loan of five milfions of dollars, at the an-
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nual interest of fcir per cent. The fuith of the United States wa«
pledged for the roiinburseinent of the capital, at the end of three
years, and of the interest annually. For this purpose they estutv

iished a loan office in each of the United States, to Ikj sui)erinlend-

ed by a commissioner appointed by the said states respectively, who
should receive a conimiission of one eighth per cent, on all moneys
that should be brought into the offictJ. A short time after, observ-

ing that the loan made little progress, the interest was raised to six

per cent.

With the same jntontion, the congress also created a lottery, con-
sisting of one hundred thousand tickets, each ticket divided into four

billeis at ten twenty, thirty or foity dollars each, and to be drawn in

four classes. This lottery, aft'jr deduction of the prizes, was to raise

the sum of fifteen hundred thousand dollars. Tlie holders of the

fortunate billets nnght receive, under certain conditions, a treasury

bank note for the prize or prizes drawn, payable at the end of five

years, and an annual interest on the same of four per cent. It waa
hoped thus to amass a considerable sum, as well by the gain of the
lottery, as by the hmn of the prizes. These operations had besides

another object ; by obviating the necessity of emitting new bills of
credit, they tended to enhance the value of those in circulation. But
the evil was already so great, that if these remedies were not alto-

gether useless, at least they could aflford but little palliation. It was
therefore deemed necessary to resort to more efficacious mean&.
As it was especially in Pennsylvania that the paper money was
depreciated, the congress decreed, that the council of safety of this

province, should take the most prompt and effectual measures for

punishing those who should refuse the bills, and that the general

should lend assistance to carry into effect the resolutions of the coun-

cil. This committee resolved that whoever should refuse to receive

the bills of credit in payment of any debt or contract, or as the price

of any commodity or merchandise whatsoever, or who should demand
a greater price in bills, than in coined money, should be considered,

for the first time, as an enemy of society, and should lose either the

amount of his debt, or of the article sold ; which should be consid-

ered thenceforth as the property of the debtor or of the purchaser.

He was punished besides with a fine more or less considerable, ac-

:ording to the value of the sums stipulated. But in case of relapse,

independently of the penalties above mentioned, the delinquents were
to be banished or confined in such mode and place as the council of

safety should think proper. Several offenders against this law hav-

ing been condemned to shut their shops and to cease their traffic,

some even havinc been banished the former were permitted to
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return to tho.r commerce, and the latter to their homes, in the hope

bt'urlJ"lT. r"'" "^T'
puniHhment,«nd the apprehension^
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'" "^-^^•" ''^'» these practice., 80
prejudicial to the pub ic credit, and to the cause of independence.A Hhort time after the congress perceived that not only the nuthor-
ty of the council of safety in Pennsylvania, had proved insufficient

but that the evil began to manifest itself also in the others. Thevdeemed it therefore expedient to labor directly themselves to prevent
this scourge, an<l decreed that whoever in any purchase, sale cr bar-gam, of whatsoever nature, should presume to rate gold and silvercom at a higher value than the bills of credit issued by congress

Ind" hn !nt .f
"" '"'"^y '" '''" ^^''y ^^ ^''« ^^^^'^^ States!and should lose the price stipulated of the transaction in hich thig

difference of value should have been made. They further decreed,
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«'>«"'d be requested to constitute the

whether pubic or private
; and that the refusal should operate the

extinction of the debt. The assemblies took the measures whch
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irst effect of these different regulations was, that all vendible articlesrose in proportion to the depreciation of paper; which seemed tomerease in the ratio of the efforts that were made lo prevent' t. A^?other consequence was that the debtors liberated themselves fromthe claims of their creditors with a money continually declininc, Tn

an hundred dollars m specie might be had for one hundred and four
[n paper, many private fortunes suffered from it ; and the examplebecame pernicious. In order to arrest so serious an evil, the con-gress invited the provincial assemblies to become responsible for theredemption of the bills it had emitted, hoping that the guaranty ofeach sta e for its proportional part, added to that of congress, might
restore the public confidence. It was also thought very proper that
theassembhesofthe several states should imposerwithou7do%^^^^^^^^^^^
taxes as they might judge, from the condition of the people couldbe best supported, and collected with the least difficulty. The con-
gress promised, that the sums produced by these taxes should bepassed to he credit of each state in liquidation of their proportionof the public debt. The assemblies conformed to the recommenr
tions of congress; and this body also decreed another loan of twomdhons of dollars. But all these measures produced little or no

InTiL "H A P^'^^'J'-P
«f the times, the uncertainty of the future,and the abundance of bills already emitted from tb/facility and the
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need, which tho rongroHs had, ns well us the particular states, to put
more into circulation every day.

But whatever migiit prove to be tho Buccesi of the efforts of con-
gress to raise troop.s, to innintain the public credit, and to wrest vic-

tory I'rom the hands of the oneeny. they wt!l knew that if the Eu-
ropean powers came not promptly to the succor of America, she

could cherish but a feeble hope of triumph. Fortunately it was
known that these powers, and especially those whose naval forces

rendered their assistance of the most importance, at the head of whom
was France, were all disposed to favor America, either out of hatred

towards England, or from the prospect of private advantages. In-

dc'cndently of the general inclinations of the European nations,

these jH)litical sentiments manifested themselves by no equivocal to-

kens The American ships were received in the French and Span-
ish ports, in Europe as well as in the West Indies, as belonging to a
nation i.ot oidy friendly, but moreover as belonging to a nation really

and absolutely independent. The French and the Spaniards deriv-

ed an immense advantage from it; they began to reap the fruits of
this commerce with America, whereof England had hither monopo-
lized the exclusive benefit. Nor did they restrict themselves to

receiving the Americans with cordiality in their ports ; they also

permitted their privateers publicly to sell therein the prizes they had
taken from the English, whether in Europe or in tho West Indies.

The remonstrances which the British ministers had addressed upon
this subject to the courts of Versailles and of Madrid, had not pro-

duced any sensible effect. It was no longer a secret that there daily

departed from the ports of France, ships laden with munitions of
war for America. There was also a fact which the English could

in no shape endure, and against which they raised a violent clamor

;

jiot only, OS we have related, were the American privateers received

into the ports of the French West Indies, where they sold their

prizes, and provided themselves with all necessary articles, but no
small number of the French themselves fitted out privateers under
the American flag, and, furnished with tho commissions of con-

gress, infested every sea, and depredated upon the English commerce,
which procedure, as the French government did not interdict, it

was necessary to conclude that it approved. There was remarked
also in France a general inclination in all classes, and especially

among the noblesse, to enter into the service of the United States

;

already several of these last were arrived in America, and had treat-

ed with the congress ; among others, the Chevalier de Fertnoy, ap-

pointed brigadier-general in the American armies, and M. de Portail,

an oilicer of distinguished talents and valor, who was placed at tiio
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head ol the engmcers, a corps as yet very imperfectly organized in
America. Never, in any other war, had the French, naturally so
propense to military enterprises, manifested an equal ardor to place
themselves under the colors of a foreign power. If this enthusiasmmay bo attributed in part to tfie political opinions which then pre-
vailed generally in Europe, nevertheless, it must chiefly be imputed
to the known disposition of the government. It is even extremely
probable that 1« ranee would have declared war against Great Britain
sooner than she did, if Louis XVI. had been of a less pacific char-
actor. England saw with as much solicitude, as the Americans with
hope, the preparations that were made with incredible activity in
the ports of France and of Spain.

If the British ministers demanded the reason of t^em, they were
answered, that a discussion with Portugal rendered a;i approaching
rupture with that kingdom a thing to be apprehended

; that the sew
were covered with English fleets and American privateers, apd U,ai
independently of so furious a maritime war, such armies were sent
by England into the New World as there never had been example
oi

;
tnat consequently France and Spain owed it to themselves to

mcrease th. r forces, for the protection of their commerce and the
secunty of their colonies. It was observed, also, that it appeared
sufficiently surprising that those, who, not content with putUng in
motion all their national troops, had aJso dispatched to America a
large army oi foreign mercenaries, should find it extraordinary that
their neighbc s should stand upon their guard against all the events
with which they might be menaced. These explanations were by
no means satisfactory to the English government, and in no degree
dimmished the hopes of the Americans, who saw clearly that the
motives alledged were far from corresponding with th« immensity
of the preparations. It had never been questioned that the family
compact, concLJed in 1761, between his most christian majestv
and the catholic king, was chiefly designed to unite and confeder-
ate all the branches of the house of Bourbon, in order to reduce
the power of England

; and what more favorable occasion could
present itself than the American war ?

Such evidently was the object of the extraordinary preparations
of I ranee and Spain

; and if, iiwtead of those profound lawyers who
then directed the councils of England, the energetic earl of Chatham,
or some other statesman of his stamp, had guided the helm of state'
It IS impossible to doubt that England would at that very time have
declared war against the house of Bourbon. Experience has proved
this time, that fortune assists the bold, and that this world belongs ta
him that can seize it. As to Holland, if, being less warlike Than

i

h

ii

i I
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France and Spain, she made no armaments that could give umbrage,
at least her merchants, attracted by the lure of gain, supplied tlie

Americans abundantly with munitions, with arms, and with whatever

they had need of to sustain the war. All the other powers of Eu-
rope appeared to be animated, more or less, with the same spirit.

Portugal alone persisted in fidehty to England, and would never

consent to supply the Americans with arms or munitions, or that

their privateers should be received into any Portuguese port.

Maturely reflecting upon this state of things, and urged by neces-

sity, the congress resolved to make the most of the present occasion

The entire league that was forming against England, had France for

its foundation, or rather for its heart ; accordingly, so early as the

beginning of the year 1776, the congress had sent Silas Deane to

reside near the French government, in order to penetrate its inten-

tions respecting America. He was instructed to neglect no efforts

to dispose minds in her favor, and to obtain immediately all the suc-

cors of arms and munitions that circumstances might admit of. He
acquitted himself of his mission with extreme diligence, especially

in what related to the material part. He succeeded in obtaining

supplies from private companies as well as from indivii. lal contrac-

tors, among whom should be mentioned Caron de Beaumarchais,

who manifested in this transaction an activity no less advantageous

to himself, than to the Americans. These arms and warlike stores

were openly shipped in American vessels, or privately put on board

those of France. Silas Deane did more ; he found means to obtain

them from the royal arsenals. They delivered him fifteen thousand

muskets, which he hastened to expedite for America, where they

were of essential utility. He treated with all those French gentle-

men who were desirous of serving under the standard of Washing-

ton, but not always to the satisfaction of congress, who sometimes

could not confirm tho conditions, or even the choice of persons,

made by their envoy.

But independence being declared, and military operations having

taken an alarming turn, the congress had thought it expedient to

send men of greater authority, that a solemn embassy, worthy to rep-

resent the republic, might bear to the king, Louis XVI., the homage
of their singular attachment and respect. They wished, especially,

that, by the agency of these new ministers, what was only a simple

desire, might be rendered an eflicacious will, and that the effect

should finally follow the intention. Accordingly, in their sitting ot

the twenty-sixth of September, they appointed commissioners to the

court of France. Franklin. Jefferson and Deane. all men of sinmilar

address and excellent judgment. But Jefferson having excused him-
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self he was r-eplaced by Arthur Lee. Their instructions were, toa)nlinue to procure arms and munitions ; to obtain permission from
the government to fit out in the French ports, at the expense of theUnited States a number of ships of war, in order to harass the com-

ZJZ t ft""^ '
'"^'

^"t"^'
*" "^^ «" P^^P^^ ™«-»« to induce

the court of France to conclude a treaty of alliance, of which the
congress had communicated the plan to their commissioners. Theywere also ditected to solicit a loan of ten millions of francs, or at
east of SIX, and even of four, in case they should not be able to ob-
tain more. But above all things, they were to endeavor to procure
the recognition of the independence of the United States. The con-
gress, knowing that what caused the indecision of foreign princes on
this point, was the fear that the Americans might abandon them aU
at once after having engaged them to espouse their cause, and re-
turn to their ancient submission, enjoined it upon their commission-

tTt^.T'^T •. .^a^"'^^^'^'''
*^ P^^'"^*^^ ^'« ™««t christian maies-

ty that the United States would never again come under the scepter
of the king of England; that the confidence he might deign to
place in their efforts and constancy, should not in any time be de-
ceived

;
that there never should be granted to the English any ex-

elusive traffic, or any commercial advantages and privileges greater
than those that should be conceded to the subjects of France The
congress proposed, besides, that, in case of war between France andGreat Bntam the United States and France should reciprocally ob-
ligate themselves to communicate to each other the negotiations of
peace that might take place, in order that each party might, if so dis-
posed, participate therein. The commissioners were ordered to soU-
cit a new supply of twenty or thirty thousand muskets, with a cer-
tain quantity of artillery, and abundant munitions, all to be convey-
ed to America in French vessels, but at the expense of the United
States. Finally, that tht hopes of advantages to be derived from an
alliance with the Americans, might be seconded by the fear of the
detriment that would result from their re-union with England the
congress strictly charged their envoys to give out that notwithstand-
ing the good will of the United States, they would not be able, un-
assisted, to hold out for any length of time against the greatly supe-
rior power of Great Britain; that therefore it was to be feared if
they were abandoned to themselves, that they would be forced to
submit, and that the British government would gain by conquest
what would neve r nave been yielded by consent. Then, as to Spain,m

,
rder to remove the apprehensions she might have conceived of a

revolt m her colonies, the commissioners were authorized to assure
her by the most energetic protestations, and to persuade her, that
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the Spanish colonies should, in no event, ever receive any molesta-

tion from the United States. Finally, it was prescribed them to use

q1! vigilance, in order to discover whether the British cabinet had
opened any new negotiations in Europe for subsidizing still other

mercenary troops to be sent against America ; and in such case they

were to endeavor to obtain the interference of France, to defeat so

pernicious a design.

Furnished with these instructions, the American envoys com-
menced their voyage. Franklin arrived at Nantz the thirteenth of

December, and a few days after, at Paris. For a long time there had

not appeared in this city a man more venerable or more venerated,

as well in consideration of his age, which already exceeded seventy

years, as for the superiority of his genius, the vast extent of his

knowledge, and the brilliant renown of his virtues. At no epoch,

perhaps, have the French, naturally so fond of novelties, manifested

an equal expectation. Their conversations, their writings, even their

thoughts, appeared to have no other object but the cause of America.

It found among them only admirers and zealous partisans. Accord-

ingly, from the moment the American envoy was arrived in their

capital, his person, his actions, his words, his opinions, became the

object of public curiosity. Nor can it be denied that he assumed

with sagacity a demeanor well suited to the situation of his country

and to his own. He presented himself in every place as the citizen

of an unfortunate country, reduced to extremities by the cruelty of

England. Who could remark his hoary locks, and tottering walk,

without reflecting that this aged man had traversed an immense

ocean to recommend the cause of his country to those who were

able to embrace its defense ? ' Never before,' it was exclaimed, ' has

so meritorious a work been proposed to French generosity ; France

is the refuge of the unfortunate, the protectress of the oppressed.

The war waged by England ajniinst her colonies is impious and bar-

barous ; the blood she sheds, is innocent blood ; it is only by the

tutelary assistance of our king that the Americans can hope to be

extricated from their t lel embarrassments, and to enjoy at length a

secure and tranquil exi nee.' Franklin soon made choice of a re-

treat at Passy, situated i r Paris ; he appeared to deplore in this re-

tirement the misfortunes of America. A rumor got abroad, and

perhaps it was purposely circulated, that the British government,

taking umbrage at his presence, had demanded of the court of France

that he should be sent away. Hence that compassion which is natu-

rally felt for persecuted virtue, was excited among all classes. He
became the object of a still more eager curiosity. Whether accom-

rjanied bv several of his countrvmen-, cruellv banished or nroscribed
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\ lu^
^"^"'^ government, he appeared in tne public walks orwhether he presented himself in places of public or private resort olm he^eetm. of the Hterary academies,L multitude thr^nP Z

Sifpf th
""' '"

"i' ?
'"'' '^' ^''"^'^ «^ Franklin weVe ex-h bued

;
they represented him with a venerable countenance, anddressed, as usual, in rather a singular costume, the more to attmct

attention. He lived at Passy in a certain style'of si^, m"chresembling that of the ancient philosophers. His humorousLTngs
and grave aphorisms, caused many to compare him to Socrates The

Xhl!r "r "P"? '^' "P' ""^'"''y ^y 5
«»<» the mode,which so often m France directs public attention upon vain frivoli'

ties, had this time attached itself to an object worthy of all the con-
sideration of the observer. y

"i an me con-

But the politic sage, however he might have been gratified in hav-ing dmwn upon himself and upon his country the attention and in-

desired to obtain more real advantages. Employing as much dex-
terity as mystery, he visited the ministers as^duoufly, and availed
himself of the distinguished reception he found with'them, to p o-mote the interests of h.s constituents. His efforts were browned

Zt I "T ''P'^ '""""''' ^"^ '^' '"«'"«"* appeared already at

r2' h K ;r' """'^ "" '""«^^ ^•^^^'"We the vigorous co-ope-ration she had determined to afford the Americans.
^

But, m the meantime, fortune had shown herself so unpropitious

al ont""Tr
" '''" ''"' ^"' ^^" J^-^y' that evenTcapi!

of tt 4r TI
''"'

'" r"' '^'"S^' "^ ^«"'"g '"*« the handsof tae victor. The congress became apprehensive that when this
disastrous mtelligence should arrive in Europe, it might have a fet^influence upon the negotiations opened by their envoys with the gov-ernments of France and of Spain; and that the interest theyliad
hrtherto manifested m favo. of America, might be totally extinguish-

to fhJ. TTv u^""'^
determined to renew their protestations

to the courts of Versa.l^s and Madrid, and with more energy than
before, to assure them that the Americans would persist in their en-
terprise at all hazards; and at the same time to suggest to these
powers that the advantages they would derive from their co-operation
should be more considerable than had been promised them at first.
1 he envoys of congress were instructed to use all their endeavors

TrfnT%u '^'''"'' herself against England, by attacking the

«llr V
""''

^L^"/
°*'^''" P"'* «* the British possessions,

as well in Europe as m the East or West Indies. To arrive at this
object, they were ordered to promise the most christian king, that if
.,!- majesty consented to break with Great Britain, the United States

' \
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«vouId join their forces with his to effe the conquest of the island of

Newfoundland and of Cape Breton ; taat the subjects of the British

king, as well as those of every other power, should Le forever ex-

cluded from the cod fishery upon these banks, so that the French

and the Americans only should have the right to carry it on ; that the

king of France should possess in absolute property the half of tho

island of Newfoundland, provided he would furnish the United States

with the na^al forces necessary to subdue the province of Nova

Scotia ; and that this provmce, as well as the remaining part of New-
foundland, and the island of Cape Breton, should belong to the

American republic. If these offers proved insufficient to decide

France, they were to propose further, that the United States were

ready to consent that all the English islands of the West Indies that

should be conquered in the course ot the war by the joint forces of

France and America, should become the entire property of his most

christian majesty, and moreover, to effectuate these different con-

quests, that the Americans would furnish provisions at their own
expense, to the value of two millions of dollars, as also six frigates,

completely rigged and equipped, ready for sea ; in a word, that they

would deport themselves in all respects as good and faithful allies.

Finally, they were authorized to stipulate that all the commerce

which shou'.d in future be carried on between the United States and

the French West Indies, should be exercised exclusively by the

vessels belonging to the subjects of his most christian majesty, or to

the citizens of the United States. As to the king of Spain, the

congress proposed to engage, in case he would declare war against

Great Britain, to assist him in reducing the city and port of Pensa-

cola ; they offered, oesides, to conclude with him a treaty of alliance

and commerce, similar to that which had been proposed to the king

of France. The Americans added, that in case it was true, as it was

already reported, that the king of Portugal had driven from his ports

with outrage, or confiscated their vessels, i'ae United States would

immediately declare war against him, if such was the desire of the

courts of France and of Spain. The congress extended their views

still further ; they sent commissioners to the courts of Vienna, of

Berlin, and of Tuscany, i' all of which they had recognized a sincere

interest for the cause of America. They desired that these sove-

reigns should be persuaded of the determination of the United States

to maintain their independence. Their ager^^ were ordered, espe-

cially, to exert themselves with assiduity, in order to induce the

emperor of Germany and the king of Prussia to interfere in behalf

of America to prevent new levies of German or Russian troops, to
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Berlin a treaty of commerce and amity, provided it was perfectly
agreeable to the kings of Fn.nce and'of Spain. Such were t Jresolutions adopted by the congress to confirm the state, threatenedn Its mfancy, with approaching ruin. But the assiduity with whichhey prosecuted their political negotiations, in no degree diminished
the vigor of their military pieparations. They not only manifestedno disposition to abandon the design of independence, and come toan arrangement with England, but it is also seen that they made no
proposition to the foreign powers that was either demonstrative of
despair, or unworthy of a state enjoying the entire plenitude of its
lorce and of its freedom. Certain members of congress, it is true
proposed resolutions that denoted less confidence and firmness ; cne'
ior example, was disposed to authorize the commissioners at the courtof France to transfer in favor of that power the absolute monopoly
of eomnierce which had been enjoyed by England ; another suggest-ed that France should be oficred the exclusive commerce of ceftain
articles

;
others, finally, proposed a treaty of alliance, offensive and

defensive But the fortune of the .^public prevailed, which had
reserved ,t a higher destmy. All these propositions were rejected byhe wiser and more numerous part of the members of Congress
It was evident that if they had been adopted, they might have been
considered as a tacit avowal of the desperate state of affairs, andmust consequently have produced an effect directly contrary to thatwhich their authors expected from them. Besides, France had quite
other and far more cogent motives for breaking with England, andsuch as would suffice to induce her to take this^esolution^ proCided

L tK kT"'
"""'^ manifested a determination to combat to the lastwith unshaken constancy.

The instructions sent by the congress to their commissioners
were intercepted by the English, who caused them to be published.'
Ihis gave the congress no regret; they had no doubt that such anevidence of their unalterable resolution to maintain their indepen-
dence, m the midst of so many reverses, would convince the Euro-
pea

..
princes who desired the dismemberment of the British empire

that It was time to declare themselves, unless they were willing tosee the resistance of the Americans rendered fruitless by the inferi-
ority of their forces, and the conquest of their country

But whatever vvas the constancy of congress, or the attraction of
their proposals to foreign sovereigns, they could little expect that, in
so deplorable a state of their affairs, they would consenf to espouse
the cause of the Americans

; it being but too natural, in policy, to
abandon those who appear to be sinking. Words little avail, when
ihey are unsupported by arms and the smiles of fortune, But she

33
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had shov/n herself so hostile to America towards the conclusion of
tlie present year, as to render it but too probable that two or threo

cold nights, by freezing the waters of the Delaware, would place in

the power of the English, in spite of all the Americans could do to
prevent it, the capital of the entire confederation. And even if the

cold should not prove so rigorous as was usual at this season, the

army of Washington, already so weak, would be dissolved with the

expiration of the engagement of the soldiers, at the end of the year.

Nor could it be expected, that in so much adversity new recruits

would come forward to replace the disbanded troops. In this state

of things, the best that could be expected was, that after the entire

submission of the more open provinces, the miserable fragments of
the American army would seek refuge in the strongest places, in

the forests and inaccessible mountains, when a partisan war would
commence, that could have no decisive effect upon the final issue of
the war. But Washington was not discouraged ; and before the

coming of severe frost, or the departure of the greater part of his

soldiers deprived him of all power, he resolved, by a bold and well

directed movement, to make a new fial of the fortune of the re-

public, by attacking a strong and victorious enemy, who was far from
suspecting that he could have the thought of such an attempt—an
heroic resolution, for which posterity ought to bear him an eternal

gratitude ! Jb'rom this moment, the war suddenly assumed a new
face, and victory began at length to incline in favor of the Amer-
icans.

W^ashington had observed that general Howe, either to procure
more commodious quarters for his troops in this rigorous season, or

io impede the Americans in recruiting, or finally because he believed

the war at an end, and his enemy no longer in a condition to act,

had too far extended the wings of his army, which occupied the

entire province of New Jersey and the left bank of the Delaware,
from Trenton down to Burlington. Colonel Ralle, a Hessian officer

of great merit;, was cantoned in the first of these places, with his

brigade of infantry and a detachment of English dragoons, the whole
constituting a corps of fourteen or fifteen hundred nien. Borden-
tov\n, a hw miles below, was occupied by colonel Donop, with
another brigade of Hessians ; and still lower down, within twenty
miles of Philadelphia, was stationed another corps of Hessians and
English. Knowing the extreme weakness of their enemy, and
holding him as it were degraded by his recent defeats, they kept
a negligent guard. The rest of the army was lodged in places

more distant, and principally at Princeton, at New Brunswick, and
at A mboy. Washington having attentively considered the extent of
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the enemy s quarters, conceived the hope of surprising the corn!,
that were nearest to the river, and too remote from the others to be
succored .n season. In order to make his attack with more ordnr
and effect, he .hvided his army, which consisted almost entirely in
the mditiaof Pennsylvania and Virginia, into three corps, the first
and most considerable of which was to pass the Delaware at Mac
kenky s I erry, about nine miles above Trenton. Tiie commander
m-chief, accompanied by generals Sullivan and Greene, had reserved
to hnnself the conduct of this corps, to which a few pieces of artillery
were attached. It was destined to attack Trenton. The second
division, under the command of general Irwin, was directed to cross
at 1 ronton Ferry, about a mile below the village of this name, and
having reached the left bank, to seize, without loss of time, the brid-^e
over the little river Assumpink, in order to intercept the retreat of
the enemy when he should be dislodged from Trenton by the di-
vision under Washington. Finally, the third corps, commanded by
general Cadwallader, was ordered to pass the river at Bristol and
proceed to take post at Burlington. The night of Christmas was
appointed for the expedition. The dispositions be; ng made accord-mg to the plan above mentioned, the Americans proceeded with
admirable order and silence towards the Delaware. The chiefs
exhorted their soldiers to be firm and valiant, to wash oat the stains
of Long Island, of New York, and of New Jersey ; they represented
to them the necessity, the glory, and the brilliant fruits of victory

:

they incessantly reminded them that this night was about to decide
the late of their country. An extreme ardor manifested itself
throughout the ranks. The three columns arrived in the dusk of
evening at the bank of the river. Washington had hoped that the
passage ol the troops, and transportation of the artillery, mio-ht have
been effectuated before midnight, so as to have time to reach the
destined points by break of day, and to surprise the enemy at
Ire^nton. But the cold was so intense, and the river so obstructed
with floating ice, that it was impossible to cross and to land the
artillery eariier than four in the morning. All the troops havin^ at
length gained the left bank, the first corps was parted into two di'^is-
lons, one of vyhi.ih, turning to the right, marched towards Trenton,
by the road which runs along the river; the other, guided by Wash-
ington in person, took the upper or Pennington road. The distance,
by their route, being nearly equal, it was hoped that the two columns
might arrive at the same time. It was enjoined them to engage in
combat without any deltiy, and after having driven in the outposts,
to tall immediately upon the main body of the enemy, nf Trpnton
without giving him time to recover from his surorise. They ex-'
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ertcd all llieir cflbrts to arrive before day ; but a thiclv fog, and a
mist niingled with sleet, whieh rendered the road slippery, retarded
their march. The two divisions, howev^jr, reached Trenton at ei^ht
o'clock. Notwithstanding so nmny obstacles, and the hour already
so late, the Hessians of colonel Ralle had no suspicion of the ap-
proach of the enemy.
The Americana having, therefore, fallen unexpectedly upon the

advanced guards, routed them immediately. Colonel Rallc sent his
regiment to their succor, in order to sustain the first shock, and to
give time for the rest of his forces to arrange themselves for defense.
But the first line involved the second in disorder, and both fell back
tumultuously upon Trenton. Colonel Ralle, having hastily drawn
out Ijis Hessians, advanced to encounter the enemy in the open
field; but he was mortally wounded in the fir«t onset, and the
Americans charging the Germans with great fury, the latter betook
themselves to flight, leaving upon the field six pieces of light artillery.

They attempted to escape by the road of Princeton, but Washington,
perceiving it, dispatched several companies to pre-occupy the way,
who received the fugitives in front. Thus surrounded on every
side, the three German regiments of Ralle, of Anspach, and of
Knyphausen, were constrained to lay down arms and surrender at
discretion. Some few, and chiefly cavalry or light infantry, iu all
not exceeding five hundred men, succeeded in effecting their escape
by the lower road which leads to Bordentown. Another detachmenf.
of Hessians, who were out this same morning upon a foraging excur-
sion, at some distance from their camp, warned by the noise, and af-

terwards by the flight of their countrymen, retired precipitately to
Princeton. General Irwin had exerted his utmost endeavors to i)ass

the river at the time prescribed, in order to take part in the action

;

but the floating ice was so accumulated, in this part of the river, as
to render the passage absolutely impracticable. This part of the
Hessians, therefore, had the facility of retiring in safety to Borden-
town. General Cadwallader was not more Ibrtunate in the attempt
he made to cross lower down, and to take post at Burhngton, pursu-
ant t'^ the plan of attack. When a part of his infantry had reached
the left bank, it was found impossible to advance with the artillery

;

unable, therefore, to act with any effect, and finding himself in a
perilous situation, he re-passed to the right bank of the Delaware.
Thus the design of the commander-in-chief was accomplished only
in part

;
but the event demonstrated, that if the rigorous cold of this

night had not prevented its entire execution, all the royal troops thai
were stationed in the vicinity of the river, would have been sur-

rounded and taken The loss of the Hessians, in killed and 'vounded.
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oinountcd only to thirty or forty , but the number of prisoners was at
first upwards of nine hundred, and even exceeded a thousand, when
all those were collected who had concealed themselves in the houses.
After havuig obtamed this success, Washington naused ; not willing
to lose by imprudence the advantages he owed to . -e wisdom of his
measures. II,s forces were not sufficient to cope vv.th those which
the Lnghsh generals could have assembled in a few hours. A strong
eorps of light infantry was quartered at Princeton, a town only a
few miles distant from Trenton : to this might easily have been
joined the brigade of Donop, and other battalions that were cantonedm the neighboring places. The Americans consequently evacuated
Trenton, n.nd passed over to the right bank of the river, with their
prisoners, and the trophies of their victory. I'iieir generals resolved
to make the most of it, in order to revive the courage and confidence
of the dispirited people. They caused the captive Hessians to
defile, with a sort of triumphal pomp, through the streets of Phila-
delphia, followed by their arms and banners. And yet such was the
error inspired by the very name of these Germans, that even at the
iioment in which they traversed the city as vanquished and prison-
3rs, many of the inhabitants suspected it was only a stratagem of
Amr own leaders to animate them ; so impossible it seemed to them
that warriors from Germany should have been overcome by Ameri-
can soldiers. The English appeared to them far less formidable,
aecause they knew them. Man is naturally disposed to fear most
those objects of which he has the least knowledge; the uncouth
language, the novel manners, and even the dress of the German
sold-ers, inspired a certain dread. But when thev were satisfied that
the spectacle they beheld was not an illusion, words cannot describe
their exultation at so unexpected a success; having at first rated the
Hessians far above the English, they now held them as much below.
And, in effect, this affair of Trenton had so changed the face of
things, that the public mind was rapidly elevated from despondent y
to an extreme confidence. The English themselves could not re
mark without astonishment this sudden metamorphosis in an enemy
whom they considered as already vanquished and quelled. They
were unaule to conceive how troops of such high fnown had been
compelled to lay down arms before militia, hastilv collected, ill pro-
vided with arms, and totally devoid of discipli'ne. Hence, as it
happens in reverses, suspicions, reproaches, and accusations arose
on all parts. It was vociferated that the English general had too far
extended his quarters

; that colonel Ralle had committed an impru-
dence, findmg himself the weaker, in marching out of his n.,artpr« t^
charge the enemy

; that he had, besides, nefffected his guard : and
VOL.1. gfl
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tJmt I11.S soldiers, instca.l of being at tl.cir posts, were gone out in
quest of pluiulcr. However this might liuve been, tlu; entire British
nnny put itself in motion

; colonel Donop, trembling for himself und
•or his corps, retired with -ipitation, by the way of Amboy, to
unite with general Leslie a . .wiceton

; and general Grant, who
with the mam body of the army occupied New Brunswick, advanced
upon 1 rmceton to join the vanguarfl, stationed at that place. Lord
t^ornwalhs himself, who was then at ^cw York, on the point of
embarking for England, at the news of this fatal event, returned with
the utmost expedition into New Jersey. JJut the Americans felt
their courage revive

; on all parts they ran to arms, and the forces
ot Washington wore so increased that he conceived the desirrn of
more extensive operations, and thought himself in u situation to
attempt an expedition upon the frontiers of New Jersey. Aceord-
ingl)

,
he ordered general Cadwallader to pass the Delaware and

take a strong position upon the left bank ; but to advance with ex-
treme caution, and to avoia unexpected rencounters. General
MifHin with a considerable corps of Pennsylvania militia, had joined
general Irwm, and they both crossed the river. Washington himself
followed them immediately, and concentrated all his troops at Tren-
ton. Here the militia of f^cw England, wJiosc term of service was
expired, were inchned to quit the army, and go to their homes ; but
the instances of their generals, and a bounty of ten dollars, induced
the greater part of them to remain. The English, who had assem-
bled in great strength in Princeton, resolved to lose no time, but to
go and Utack Washington in his quarters at Trenton, before he
should receive new re-inforcements

; they also hoped tiiat the expi-
ration of engagements would greatly reduce the number of his sol-
diers.

1777. The second of January, lord Cornwallis marched with the
vanguard towards Trenton, where he arrived about four in the morn-
ing. The rear guard was posted at Maidenhead, a village situated
half way between Princeton and Trenton ; other regiments were on
the march from New Brunswick, to re-inforce the principal army.
^^ashlngton, finding the enemy in such force, and so near, retired
behind the river of Trenton, also called the Assumpink, where he
set about intrenching himself, having first secured the bridge. The
English attempted the passage at various points, but every where
without success

; all the fords being diligently guarded. A cannon-
ade was engaged, which produced little effect, though it lasted until
night

;
the Americans stood firm in their intrenchments. Cornwallis

waited for re-inforcements, intending to advance to the assault the
day following

j but his adversary was not disposed to put so much
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nel Mawhood, who commanded one of them, after having intrepidly
sustained the attack for some moments, made a violent effort, and
opening hij way with the bayonet through the ranks of the enemy,
retired in safety to Maidenhead. The other, which formed the rear
guard, finding itself, after a vigorous struggle, unable to follow the
first, returned by the way of Hillsborough to New Brunswick. The
third, which was found still at Princeton, retreated also, after a light

conflict, with great precipitation, to Brunswick. About one hundred
of the English were killed in this affair, and upwards of three hun-
dred made prisoners. The loss of the Americans in slain, was near-
ly equal

; but of this number was general Mercer, an able and ex-
perienced officer of the province of Virginia. He was universally

regretted, but especially by Washington, who bore him great esteem
and affection.

After the combat, the Americans occupied Princeton. At break
of day, lord Cornwallis, having perceived that the Americans had
deserted their camp of Trenton, and soon penetrating what was
their design, abandoned in like manner his own, and marched with
all expedition towards Brunswick, fearing, lest the baggage and
munitions he had accumulated there, should fall into the hands of
the enemy. He arrived at Princeton almost at the same time with
the American rear guard. Washington found himself again in
imminent danger. His soldiers fell with sleep, having taken no
repose for the two preceding days ; hunger tormented them, and
they were almost naked in this rigorous season. The enemy who
pursued them, besides the advantage of number, had every thing in
abundance. Thus situated, far from the hope of continuing to act
offensively, it was much for him if he could retire without loss to a
place of security

; wherefore, departing abruptly from Princeton, he
moved with rapidity towards the upper and mountainous parts of
New Jersey. To retard the enemy, he destroyed the bridges over
the Millstone river, which runs between Princeton and Brunswick.
Having afterwards passed the Rariton, a more considerable river, he
proceeded to occupy Pluckemin, where his troops refreshed them-
selves, after so many toils and sufferings. But soon finding that his
army was too feeble, and also that it was daily diminished by mala-
dies and desertion, he resolved to encamp higher up, and in a place
of nriore security. After necessity had constrained him to make trial

of fortune by adventurous feats, he was disposed to become again
tJie master of his movements, and take counsel of prudence alone.
He retired, accordingly, to Morristown, in upper Jersey. Cornwal-
lis. despairing of being able to continue the nnrsuit v/ith success
directed his march to New Brunswick, where he found general
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Matthews Who m the violence of his terror, had commenced th«removal of the baggage and warhke stores. But Washington, hav.ing received the few fresh battalions of infantry, and his lUtle armybemg recovered from their fatigues, soon entered the field anewand scoured the whole country as far as the Rariton. He -vencrossed this river, and penetrating into the county of Essex madehimself master of Newark, of Elizabethtown, and,W oTwood!
bridge

;
so that he commanded the entire coast of New Jersey, in

fZfip fh
'" f"^-ii V?' T J"^^'^""^^^ ''^'^'^^ his positions, and

forUfied them so formidably, that the royalists shrunk from all att;mpt
to dislodge him from any of them. Thus the British army, afterhaving overrun victoriously the whole of New Jersey, quite to theDelaware, and caused even the city of Philadelphia to tremble for^s safety found itself now restricted to the two only posts of New
Brunswick and Amboy, which, moreover, could have no communi-
cation with New York except ^ r sea. Thus, by an army almost re-duced to extremity, Philadelphia was saved, Pennsylvania protected,New Jersey nearly recovered, and a victorious and powerful enemy
laid under the necessity of quitting all thoughts of acting offensivelym order to defend himself. ^ ^^"Mveiy,

Achievements so astonishing acquired an immense glory for the
captam-genera of the United States. All nations shared in the sur!
prise of the Americans

; all equally admired and applauded the
prudeijcc, the constancy, and the noble intrepidity of general Wash-
ington. An unanimous voice pronounced him the savior of hiscountry

;
all extolled him as equal to the most celebrated command-

ers of antiquity
;

all proclaimed him the Fabius of America Hisname was m the mouth of all ; he was celebrated by the pens of tiiemost distinguished writers. The most illustrious personages of Eu
rope lavished upon him their piaises and their congratulations. TheAmerican general, therefore, wanted neither a cause full of grandeur
to defend, nor occasion for the acquisition of glory, nor genius to
avail hunself of it, nor the renown due to his triumphs, nortn entire
generation of men perfectly well disposed to render him homage.
Keposmg new confidence in their general, and having seen that itwas Ins arm which had retrieved the pubHc fortune, the congress

decreed that m al! councils of war, Washington should not be bound
by the plurality of voices, nor by the opinion of the generol officers
he might think proper to consult. They even preferred that in all
circumstances he should take such resolutions as might appear to
h.m the most likely to prove advantageous. The congress immedi-
ately after returned to Philadelphia, with a view of encouraging the
people still more. There passed nothing of importance during Uie
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rest of the winter and the greater part oi the spring, with the excep-
tion of some skirmishes, of which the usual effect was to harass and
fatigue tlie Enghsh army, and to inspire the Americans with greater
confidence in themselves. The royal troops, as we have said, were
locked up in the two villages of Brunswick and Amboy, whence they
rarely ventured to make excursions ; they could not go out to plun-
der, nor even to forage, without extreme peril. Not only the soldiers
of Washington, but even the inhabitants of New Jersey, transported
iwith rage at the shocking excesses committed by the English, and es-
pecially by the Hessians, prepared frequent ambuscades for these
preda*x)ry bands, and exterminated them by surprise. Those who
could not bear arms performed the office of spies, so that whenever
the royalists made a movement, the republicans were apprised of it,

and prepared to oppose it. This sudden change in the dispositiori
of the inhabitants, who, after the occupation of New York, had shown
themselves so favorable to the royal cause, must be attributed entire-
ly to the unheard of ferocity with which the English carried on the war.
An universal cry was heard in America, against the cruelties, the
massacres, the rapes, and the ravages, perpetrated by their soldiers.
And even supposing that their crimes were exaggerated, the truth is

still but too horrible. The Hessians, as if they had believed them-
selves released from all respect for humanity and justice, knew no
other mode of making war but that of carrying devastation into the
midst of all the property, whether public or private, of their adver-
saries. It was published at the time, that the Germans had been
taught to believe, that all the lands they could conquer in America
should become their own property, which led them to consider the
possessors of them as their natu.al enemies, whom they were bound
to exterminate in every possible mode. But, that finding themselves
not likely to profit by this expectation, they set about plundering and
destroying whatever they could lay their hands upon. It was also
affirmed, that this rapacious soldiery had so burthened themselves
with booty, as to become almost incapable of service. The violent

hatred which the Americans manifested for the Hessians, rendered
them but the more outrageous in their depredations. Men accustomed
to liberty, could not behold without abhorrence these brutal merce-
naries, « who, not content,' they said, ' with submitting to be slaves in

their own country, are willing, for a few pence, to become the instru-

ments of tyranny with others, and come to interfere in a domestic
quarrel, in which they have no interest.' * Why,' added the Ameri-
cans, ' have they left their homes in the old world to contribute in the
new to the butchery of an innocent and generous people, who had
never oflTended them ; who, on the contrary^ had exercised a nobie
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1 hospitality towards a multitude of their ancestors, who sought refugo
from a tyranny similar to what their countrymen were now attempt-
ing to establish m America ?

' This language did but the more exas-
perate the Germans

,
they manifested their fury by the most atrocious

actions. It was a terrible and lamentable spectacle, to behold these
fertile fields covered with ashes and with ruins. Friends and foes,
republicans and loyalists, all shared a common fate. Wives and
daughters suffered violence in the houses, and even before the eyes
of their husbands and fathers

; many fled into the forests ; but could
find no refuge even there from the brutal rage of these barbarians,
who pursued them. The houses were either burnt or demolished

;

the cattle either driven off or killed ; nothing escaped their thirst of
devastation. The Hessian general Heister, far from endeavoring to
repress this licentious soldiery, seemed to have given them a free
rein. The English general wished, but had not the power, to curb
them. The Hessians were as numerous as the English themselves
and it was not thought prudent to offend them. Their example be-'

came infectious for the British troops, and they were soon found to
vie wit:, the Germans in all the scenes of violence, outrage, cruelty,
and plunder. New Jersey presented only the vestiges of havoc and
desolation. Complaints arose from all parts of America ; and they
were echoed throughout Europe, to the heavy reproach of England.
Among the indignant nations, the French were especially distinguish-
ed

;
naturally humane, enemies to the English, and partisans of the

Americans. It was exclaimed every where, that the English gov-
ernment had revived in the new world the fury of the Goths, line
the barbarity of the northern Hordes. But so much immanity re-
turned upon its source, and became more fatal to its authors than tc
their victims. The few remaining friends that England had, became
enemies, and her enemies were filled with new hatred, and a more
vehement desire of vengeance.

Citizens of all classes flew to arms with a sort of rage, to expe
from their territory, as they said, these infamous robbers. Thus the
excesses of the royal army were not less, and perhaps more, preju-
dicial to the British cause than even the efforts of Washington and
the resolutions of congress. But it must be admitted, that this ardor
of pillage had also contaminated the American army. The houses
and property of the unfortunate inhabitants of New Jersey were
sacked under pretext that they belonged to loyalists ; the officers

themselves gave their soldiers the example of depredation. Thus
they were pillaged by the Hessians and English as rebels to the king,
and by the Americans as being his partisans. These excesses be-
came so revolting, that Washmgton, to whom they caused infinite
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pain, Wits constrained, in order to put a stop to them, to issue a proc-
lamation, denouncing the most rigorous penalties against the perpe
trators of such enormities.

At this epoch, the loyaHsts manifested a spirit of revolt in the
counties of Somerset and Worcester, in Maryland, and in that of
Sussex, in the state of Delaware ; as also in the neighborhood of
Albany, and in the country of the Mohawks. Troops were sent to
these places, in order to overawe the disafFected ; the congress or-
dered that suspected persons should be arrested and detained ia se-

cure places.

About the same time, general Heath, who guarded the high lands
of New York, summoned Fort Independence, situated in the vicinity

of Kingsbridge. But the commander of the garrison answered with
intrepidity, and prepared himself for a vigorous resistance. The
Americans, despairing of success by assault, abandoned the enter-
prise, and returned to their high and inaccessible positions.

General Howe not making any movement at the commencement
of the year, indicative of an intention to enter the field very shortly,

Washington resolved to avail himself of this interval of repose to

deliver his army from the small-pox, a scourge so formidable in these
climates. It had made such terrible ravages the preceding year in

the army of the north, that but for the obstacles the English had
encountered upon the lakes, nothing woiild have prevented them from
penetratmg to the Hudson. The army of the middle was threatened

with a similar calamity. W^ashington therefore judged it necessary

to subject all his troops, as well as the militia that joined him fiom
different parts, to a general inoculation. The affair was conducted
with so much prudence in the camp that no occasion was offered the

enemy to disturb its tranquillity. The physicians of the hospital of
Philadelphia were ordered, at the same time, to moculate all the sol-

diers who traversed that city, on their way to join the army. The
same precautions were taken in the other military stations, and thus

the army was totally exempted from an evil, which might have clash-

ed with the success of the ensuing campaign. The example of the

Boldiery proved a signal benefit to the entire population ; the salutary

practice of inoculation soon became general ; and, by little and little,

this fatal malady disappeared entirely.

IMeanwhile, the month of March was near its conclusion, and the

defect of tents and other camp equipage which general Howe ex-

pected from England, had not yet permitted him to open the cam-
paign. He resolved, nevertheless, to attempt some expedition, which
might occasion a sensible prejudice to the enemy. The Americans,

during the winter, had ftrmed immense magazines of provisions,
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forage, and stores of all sorts, in that rough and mountainous tract
called Courtland Manor. The great natural strength of tlie country,
the vicinity of the Hudson river, with its convenience in respect to
the seat of war, had induced the American generals to make choice
of these heights for their general repository. A little town called
Peek's Kill, which i'tes about fifty miles up the river from New York,
served as a kind of port to this natural citadel, by which it both
received provisions, and dispensed supplies. As a general attempt
upon Courtland Manor presented insurmountable difficulties, notonlj
from the strength of the country and impracticability of the ground,
but from the force of the corps that were stationed in that quarter'
the English general confined his views to an attack upon Peek's Kill
His troops were sent on board transports up the river for this service
the Americans, upon the approach of the British armament, finding
themselves unequal to the defense of the place, and that there was
no possible time to evacuate the magazines, set fire to them, and
retired. The English landed without delay. The damage was
considerable

; but not so great as general Howe had been led to
expect, though irreater than the Americans would acknowledge. The
English a few days after undertook a similar expedition, upon the
lorders of Connecticut. The Americans had deposited large quan-
tities of stores and provisions in the town or village of Danbury, in
the county of Fairfield. The charge of this enterprise was com-
mitted to general Tryon ; who, besides the destruction of these
stores, had flattered himself with finding a junction of many loyalists
in that quarter, as soon as he should appear with the troops of the
king. He appeared not to doubt it, in consequence of the confi-
'dence he placed in the assertions of the refugees

; always prompt to
believe what they strongly desire. The twenty-fifth of April, a de-
tachment of two thousand men, having passed through the Sound,
landed after sunset upon the coast of Connecticut, between Fair-
field and Norwalk

.
They advanced without interruption, and arrived

at Danbury the following day. Colonel Huntingdon, who occupied
this place with a feeble garrison, retired, at the approach of the ene
my, to a stronger position in the rear. As the English could pro-
cure no carriages, to bring off the stores and provisions, they imme-
diately proceeded to the destruction of the magazine. The loss was
serious to the American army, and particularly in the article of seve-
ral hundred tents, of which it had great need, and which were the
more regretted as the materials were wanting to replace them. The
loyalists made not the lea? movement.

Meanwhile, the whole country was in agitation. The militia,

eager to manifest their aevotion to the republic, had assembled at
TOL. I. 37
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Reading under tiie banners of congress. Arnold, who happened to
be in the vicinity, engaged in the business of recruiting, at the sound
of arms, always so grateful to his ear, had hastened to join the rom-
panies at Reading. General Wooster, who from the immediate
service of congress had passed into that of the state of Connecti-
cut, as brigadier-general of militia, arrived from another quarter,
with considerable re-inforcements. All these troops were impatient
to engage the enemy. The English, perceiving their danger, retreat-
ed with great precipitation, by the way of Ridgefield. The Ameri-
cans endeavored by every possible means to interrupt their march,
until a greater force could arrive to support them with effect in tho
design of cutting off their retreat. General Wooster hung upon
the rear of the British, and using every advantage of ground, har-
assed them exceedingly, notwithstanding they had large covering
parties, well furnished with field pieces, both on their flanks and
rear. In one of these skirmishes. Wooster, at an age approaching
closely to seventy, and in the active exertion of a valor which savored
more of youthful temerity than of the temperance and discretion of
that time of life, was mortally wounded, and being carried out of the
field, died shortly after, with the same resolution that he had lived.
Filled witii consternation at the loss of their commander, his soldiers
immediately dispersed. But in the meantime, Arnold had got pos-
session of Ridgefield, where he had already thrown up some sort of
an intrcnchment, to cover his front. The Enghsh presented them-
selves, and a hot action ensued, which lasted a considerable time.
The English, having carried the heights which covered the flanks of
the Americans, overwhelm^-d them with their fire. The latter were
immediately thrown into confusion, and notwithstanding the efforts of
Arnold to rally them, retired with extreme p- icipitation to Pauaa-
tuck, three miles from Norwalk. Tryon lay that night at Ridgefield,
and having set fire to some houses, renewed his march on the morn-
ing of the twenty-eighth towards the Sound. He was again en-
countered by Arnold, who had assembled fresh troops, with some
pieces of artillery. Condnual skirmishes took place from the one
bank to the other of the river Sagatuck, and a sharp contest at the
bridge across this stream. But, finally, the English, superior in
number and discipline, surmounted all obstacles, and arrived at the
place where their ships waited to receive them ; they were unable
to embark, however, without new difliculties and other combats.

T/ie congress decreed that a monument should be erected to
Wooster, and testified their satisfaction towards Arnold by the gift

of a horse, richly caparisoned
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This expedition, entered upon with so much {)arade, furnished

little indemnity for the expense it had occasioned.

The stores destroyed, with the exception of the tents, were of
inconsiderable value ; and the burning of the houses of Danbury
and Ridgcfield, together with the other brutalities committed by the

royal troops, did but increase the fu:y of the people, and confirm

them in resistance. This occasion served also to demonstrate, how
vain were the hopes which general Tryon had placed in the loyal-

ists. Not one of them ventured to declare himself in favor of the

English ; the inhabitants rose, on the contrary, in all parts, to repulse

the assailants. It is even probable, that this enterprise of the

English gave origin to another, full of audacity, on the part of the

Americans. The generals of Connecticut had been informed that

a commissary of the British army had formed immense magazines
of forage, grain, and other necessaries for the troops, at a little port

called Sagg Harbor, on Long Island ; it was defended only by a
detachment of infantry, and a sloop of twelve guns. The Englisii,

however, believed themselves sufficiently protected by their armed
vessels which cruised in the Sound; they could never persuade
themselves that the Americans would dare to pass it, and attempt
any thing upon Long Island. But the latter were nowise intimidated

by the obstacles, and resolved to surprise Sagg Harbor, by a sudden
incursion. Accordingly, colonel Meigs, one of the intrepid com-
panions of Arnold in the expedition oif Canada, crossed the Sound
with as much rapidity as ability, and arrived before day at the place
where the magazines were situated. Notwithstanding the resistance

of the garrison and the crews of the vessels, he burned a dozen brigs

and sloops which lay at the wharf, and entirely destroyed every
thing on shore. Having accomplished the object of the expedition,

he returned without loss to Guilford, in Connecticut, bringing with
him many prisoners. The Americans manifested, in this enterprise,

the greatest humanity ; they abstained from the pillage of private

property, and even permitted the prisoners to retain their effects.

The winter had completely elapsed in the midst of these opera-
tions, and the season approached in which the armies were about to

lake the field anew . No one doubted that the English would exert

their utmost endeavors to terminate the war in the present year. A
Ibrmidable corps was prepared to attack ihe American provinces on
the side of Canada, and a still more numerous army menaced those

of the middle. All minds were suspended with the expectation of
approaching events.

If the English generals could have commenced the campaign as

soon as the season for action was arrived, it is certain, thoy might

ter?-:
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have ohlamed the most important advantages. When the spring
opened, the army of Washington was still extremely feeble. If n
part of those whose term of service was expired, had been induced
to rcmam from a consideration of the weakness of the army, and the
rum which nmst attend their departure before it was re-inforced, the
greater t. .i.

; . r, ,,, ible to endure the severity of winter in the fields,
had retunie.i h >me. In the mean time, the business of recruiting
nnder an engagement to serve during the war, or even for three
years, went on but slowly, notwithstanding the promised advantages

;the genms and habits of the people being averse to all subjection.
The making of drafts from the militsia, which was tlie final resource'
was considered as a «

>mgcious innovation.
'

Asa further cheds upon the increase of the force in New Jersey,
the Now England provinces, which abounded with men of a warlike
spirit, were taken up with their domestic concerns, fearing for Ticon-
deroga, the river Hudson, and even for Boston itself. A multitude
of American privateer* had gone into that port with their prizes, and
the English retained all their ancient hatred against the inhabitants.
The British troops cantoned in Rhode Island, afforded continual

'

room for apprehension
; they might attack Massachusetts in flank,

and make inroads with impunity into the neighboring provinces!
Such, m effect, was the difficulty of raising men, that in some of the
provmces the enlisting of apprentices and Iri^h indented servants
was permitted, contrary to the former resolutions and decrees, with
a promise of indemnification to their masters. The winter and
spring had been employed in these preparations, but towards the lat-
ter end of May, the mild weather having commenced, the Americans
took arms with promptitude, and Washington found himself daily
re-inforced from all quarters. The English thus lost the occasion of
an easy victory

; perhaps, as some have written, by the delay of
tents. However this may have been, they deferred taking the field
till obstacles were multiplied around them.

Washington, unable as yet to penetrate the designs of general
Howe, sought with vigilance to observe the direction he was about
to give to his arms. It was apprehended that renewing the war inNew Jersey, he would endeavor to penetrate to the Delaware ; and,
passing the river by means of a bridge, known to be constructed for
the purpose, make himself master of Philadelphia. It was conjec-
tured also, and this was the expectation of Washington, that the
English general would proceed up the Hudson river into the uppei
parts of the province of New York, in order to co-operate with the
British army of Canada, which was at the same time to attack the
fnrtres.5 of Ticonderoga, and alter its reduction, to operate a June-
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tion with generul Howe in the vicinity of Albany. This movement
of the enemy was the more to be apprehended, as besides tlie ad-
vantages it promised, it was known to have been i)rescribcd by the
instructions of tfie British ministers. General Howe had been di-
verted from following them by the successes he had obtained in New
Jersey, and the hope he had conceived of being able, of iiimself, to
bring the war to a successful conclusion.

In so great an uncertainty in respect to the future o,)erations of
the enemy, Washington, having received his re-inforccnicnts, deter-
mined to take such positions as should be equall} proper to oppose
them, whether the English should move towards Albany, or should
resolve to march against Philadelphia, by way of New Jersey. Ac-
cording to this plan, the troops raised in the northern provinces,
weres*ntioncd partly at Ticonderoga, and partly at Peek's Kill; those
of the middle and southern provinces, as far as North Carolina, oc-
cupied New Jersey, leaving a few corps for the protection of the
more western provinces.

In this manner, if general Howe moved against Philadelphia, he
• found in front all the forces assembled in New Jersey, and in addi-
tion, those encamped at Peek's Kill, who would have descended to
harass his right flank. If, on the other hand, he took the direction
of Albany, the corps of Peek's Kill defended the passages in front,
while his left flank might also be attacked by the troops of New
Jersey, upon the banks of the Hudson. If, on the contrary, the
English army of Canada came by way of the sea, to join that of
general Howe upon the shores of New Jersey, the troops of Peek's
Kill could immediately unite with those that occupied the same prov-
ince, and thus compose a formidable army for the defense of Phil-
adelphia. If, finally, the army of Canada attacked Ticonderoga,
the camp of Peek's Kill might carry succors to thos( who were
charged with the defense of ^hat fortress. But as it was of inex-
pressible importance to preserse Philadelphia in the power of the
United States, the congress ordained the formation of a camp upon
the western bank of the Delaware, with the double object of receiv-
ing lil the troops that arrived from the south and west, and of serv-
mg, in case of need, as a reserve. Here also were to assemble all

the recruits of Pennsy.vania, re-inforced by several regiments of reg-
ular troops. This army was placed under the comi ind of general
Arnold, who was then at Philadelphia. All these arrangements
being made, on the twenty-eighth of May, Washington quitted his
former position in the neighborhood of Morristown, and advancing
within a kw rnilcs of Brunswick, upon the left bank of the Kariton,
took possession of the strong country along Middlebrook He

37,
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'^

turned this atlvnntagcous situation to every account of which it was
capable

;
his cuuip, winding along the course of the hills, was strong-

ly uifrcnched and covered with artillery ; nor was it l)ctter secured
by its immediate natural or artificial advantages, than by the dilficul-
tics of approach which the ground in front threw in the way of an
enemy. In this situation, he commanded a view of the British en-
campment on the hills of Brunswick, and of most of the intermediate
country towards that place and Aml)oy. The American army, at
this epoch, amounted to fifteen thousand men, inclusive of the North
Carohmans, and the militia of NG^^r Jersey; but this number com-
prehended many apprentices, and some totally undisciplined com-
panies.

Always controlled by a sort of fatal necessity, which was the
manifest cause of all the reverses of his party, general Howe would
never ascend the river Hudson towards Canada, to co-operate and
jom with the northern British army. He persisted in his favorite
object of invading New Jersey and Pennsylvania, according to the
design he had conceived of penetrating through the first of these
provinces to the Delaware, driving Washington before him, and
reducing the whole country to so eflectual a state of subjection as
to establish a safe and open communication between the army andNew York. ^

He presumed cither that Washington would hazard a battle, and
in that case he entertained no doubt of success ; or that the Ameri-
cans would constantly retire, which appeared to him the most proba-
ble. In the latter case, having, by the reduction of New Jersey, left
every thing safe m his rear, and secured the passage of the Dela-
ware

;
he became, of course, master of Philadelphia, which, from its

situation, was mcapable of any effectual defence, and c<.uld only
be protected by Washington at the certain expense and hazard of a
battle

;
than which nothing was more coveted by the English

If the obstacles in ^ew Jersey were found so great that they
could not be overcome without much loss of time and expense of
blood, his intention was to profit of the powerful naval force, and the
great number of transports and vessels of all sorts which lay at New
York. By means of this numerous marine, the army might be con-
veyed eiUier to the mouth of the Delaware and thence to Philadel-
phia, or into the bay of Chesapeake, which opened the way into the
heart of the central provinces, and led either directly, or by crossing
a country of no great extent, to the possession of that city That
point gamed, Philadelphia was to become the place of arms and
center of action, while every part of the hostile provinces of Penn-
sylvania, Virginia, and Maryland would, from their deep bays and
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navigablo rivers, ho exposed to the continual attacks of an enemy so
powerful by sea. But it is evident that the first object of the viewn
of the Enghsh general, was the destruction of the urmv of Washing-
ton, and therefore before resorting to the aid of his inarnie, he resolved
to make trial of fortune in New Jersey, by using all the resources
of art to force the enemy to an action. Accordingly, having received
from Kurope his tents, and other field equipage, with some re-inforco-
ments composed principally of German troops, he passed over to tho
frontiers of New Jersey, and moved with his whole army to Bruns-
wick, having left, however, a sufficient garrison at Amboy. When he
had accurately examined the strength of the posts which Washington
occupied, he renounced the scheme of assaulting him in his camp.
He continued for several days in front of his lines, offering him bat-
tle

;
but the American general refusing it, he pushed on detachments,

and made movements as if he intended to pass him, and advanced to
the Delaware, hoping that hia enemy, alarmed for the safety of Phil-
adelphia, would have abandoned this impregnable post to follow
him. But Washington, firm in his resolution of never committing
the fortune of America to the hazard of a single action, made no
movement.

Meanwhile, having observed by the demonstrations of the English,
that their design was to prosecute their operations, not against the
passages leading to Canada, but in the province of New Jersey, he
ordered the troops at Peek's Kill to march to his succor. He gave
colonel Morgan, the same who had displayed so brilliant a valor at
the assault of Quebec, the command of a troop of light horse, destined
to annoy the left flank of the English army, and to repress, or cut off.
Its advanced parties. General Sullivan, who occupied Princeton
with a strong detachment, was ordered to fall back to a more secure
position, upon the heights of Rocky Hill. But general Howe, per-
ceiving that Washington was not to be enticed by these demonstra-
tions to quit his fastnesses, resolved to put himself in motion and to
approach nearer to the Delaware. Accordingly, in the night of tho
fourteenth of June, the entire British army, with the exception of two
thousand soldiers, who remained lor the protection of Brunswick,
began to move, in two columns, towards the river. The van of the
first, conducted by lord Cornwallis, and which had taken the road to
the right, arrived by break of day at Somerset Court House, nine
miles distant from New Brunf^wick, having passed without obstacle
the little river Millstone. The column of the left, under general
Heister, reached at the same time the village of Middlebush, situated
lower down upon the road of Princeton. But Washington, faithful
to his temporizing plan, had too much penetrat'on to be diverted
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from It by circumvention or sleight. He reflected, that witljout
supposmg m the enemy a temerity, which was absolutely foreign to
the prudent and circumspect character of general Howe, it could
not be imagmed that he would venture to advance upon the Delaware
and to cross that river, having to combat an army on the opposite
bank, and another, still more formidable, in his rear. It was, besides
evident, that if the real intention of the English had hitherto been
to pass the Delaware, they would have marched rapidly towards it

without halting, as they had done, at half wav. He was not ignorant'
moreover, that they had advanced light to this point, leaving at
Brunswick their baggage, batteaux, and bridge equipage. Having
well pondered these circumstances, Washington concluded that the
project of the enemy was not to proceed to the Delaware, but to al-
lure him from his camp of Middlebrook, in order to reduce him to
the necessity of %htjng. Wherefore he made no movement, but
continued to remain quietly within his intrenchments. Only, as the
enemy was so near, he drew up his army in order of battle, upon the
heights which defended the front of his camp, and kept it all the fol-
lowing night under arms.

Meanwhile the militia of New Jersey assembled from every quar-
ter, with great alacrity ; and general Sullivan, with his detachment,
marching upon the left bank of the Millstone, had approached the
Rariton, so as to be able to disquiet the enemy by frequent skirmishes
in front, and to join, if ner-ssary, with the commander-in-chief.

General Howe, having ascertained that his adversary was too wary
to be caught in the snares that he had hitherto laid for him, and that
his menaces to pass the Delaware would be fruitless, resolved next
to try whether the appearance of fear, and a precipitate retreat to-
wards Amboy, might not have the effect of drawing him into the
plair, and, consequently, of forcing him to an engagement. Accord-
ing to this new plan, in the night of the nineteenth, he suddenly
quitted his position in front of the enemy, where he had begun to
intrench himself; he retired in haste to Brunswick, and thence, with
the same marks of precipitation, towards Amboy. The English, as
they retreated, burned a great number of houses, either from personal
rage, or with a view to inflame the passions of the Americans, and
increase the ardor of their pursuit. When they had gained Amboy,
they threw the bridge, which was intended for the Delaware, over
the channel which separates the continent from Staten Island, and
immediately passed over it their heavy baggage, and all the incum-
brances of the army. Some of the troops followed, and every thing
was in immediate preparation for the passage of the rest of the ar-

my, as if all hope had been lost of its making ajiv fiirthpr nmcrrfiBB
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in Nfiw Jersey. Washington, with all his caution and penetration,
allowed himself to be imposed upon by this stratagem of his adver-
sary. He ordered generals Greene, Sullivan, and Maxwell, to pur-
sue the enemy with strong detachments ; but the two latter were
not in season. Colonel Morgan infested the rear of the letreatin'^
arm> with his cavalry

; and lord Sterling, with colonel Conway, har"^
assed its left flank. The advantages they gained, however, were
trifling, as the English marched in good order, and had taken care
to place a great part of their forces in the rear guard. Finally,
Washington himself, to be more at hand for the protection and sup-
port of his advanced parties, descended from the impreg lable heights
of Middlebrook, and advanced to a place called Quibbletown, six
or seven miles nearer to Amboy.
Lord Sterling, with a strong division, occupied the village of Me-

tuckin, lower down towards that city.

General Howe lost no time in endeavoring to profit of the occa-
sion he had opened for himself so shrewdly. In the night of he
twenty-fifth of June, he drew back his troops from Staten Island to
the continent, and on the morning of the twenty-sixth, marched
them with great expedition against the Americans. His army form-
ed two distinct divisions. He had three objects in view. To cut
ofl" some of the principal advanced parties of the enemy ; to bring
his main body to an engagement ; and finally, by a rapid movement
upon his left, to seize the defiles of the mountains which led to the
encampment of Middlebrook, in order to prevent Washington from
resuming that strong position. The column of the right, command-
ed by lord Cornwallis, was destined to accomplish this last operation

;

accoroingly it moved with extreme celerity, by the way of Wood-
bridge, to the Scotch Plains. The left, under the immediate orders
of general Howe, took the route of Metuckin. It was the intention
of the English generals, that these two corps should re-unite beyond
the village of Metuckin, upon the road leading from that place to
the Scotch Plains, and that thence, having separated anew, the left
should rapidly turn against the left flank of the American army,
posted at Quibbletown, while the right should endeavor to occr.py
the hills situated upon the left of the camp of Middlebrook. Four
battalions, with six pieces of artillery, remained at Bonhampton tc
secure Amboy against any unforeseen attack.

According to these dispositions, the English army advanced with
a rapid step, sanguim in the hope of victory. But fortune, who was
^.leased to reserve the Americans for a better destiny, all at once
deranged the well concerted scheme of the British generals. Lord
Cornwallis, b-mg pn«.P,H Wuodbridge, fell in with a party of seven

'!<}
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hundred American riflemen. A warm skirmish ensued, which soon
terminated in the flight of the republicans. But the noise of the
musketry, and afterwards the fugitives themselves, gave Washington
warning of the extreme danger that menaced him. His resolution
was immediately taken to recover with celerity what he had aban-
doned perhaps with imprudence. He quitted, accordingly, his po-
sition at Quibbletown, and with all possible expedition repossessed
himself of the encampment of Middlebrook. When arrived, he in-

stantly detached a strong corps to secure those passes in the moun-
tains upon his left, through which he perceived it was the intention

of lord Cornwallis to approach the heights. This general, havino-

dispersed without difficulty the smaller advanced parties of the en-
emy, fell in at length with lord Sterling, who, with about three thou-
sand men, strongly posted in a woody country, and well covered by
artillery judiciously disposed, manifested a determination to dispute
his passage. But the English and Hessians, animated by a mutual
emulation, attacked with such impetuosity, that the Americans, un-
able to withstand the shock, were soon routed on all sides, having
sustained, besides no inconsiderable loss in men, that of three pieces
of brass ordnance. The English continued their pursuit as far as

Westfield, but the woods and the intense heat of the vveather pre-

vented its effect. Lord Cornwallis, having discovered that the defiles

were diligently guarded, and despairing of being able to accom})lisJi

his design, returned, by the road of Raway, to Amboy. General
Howe in like manner, finding his plan entirely defeated by the sudden
retreat of Washington into his strong camp of Middlebrook, also

marched back to that city. The brigades of Scott and Conway fol-

lowed the English step by step as far as the frontiers, but without
finding an opening to attack them, so close and cautious was their

order of march.

The British generals now reflected that the continuation of hos-

tilities in New Jersey, with a view of penetrating to the Delaware,
would not only be fruitless, since the enemy was evidently resolved

not to hazard a general engagement, but that it would even be at-

tended with extreme danger, as well from the strength of his posi-

tions as from the general enmity of the inhabitants. In effect, the

season was already advanced, and there was no more time to be wasted

in unprofitable expeditions. They resolved therclore to attack Pcjin-

sylvania by way of the sea; thus persevering in their scheme of

acting by themselves, and not in conjunction with tlie Canadian army,
which it was known had invested Ticonderoga ; and which probably

would soon be, if it was not already, in possession of that I'ortress.

Accordingly all the troops of general Howe wore passed o\cr tho

\i:l
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channel to Statcn Inland, and the Americans soon aftci entered
Amboy. The great preparations made by the Enghsh on Staten
Island, and in all the province of New York, for the embarkation
of the army, and the uncertainty of th" place against which the
storm would be directed, excited a general alarm throughout the
continent. Boston, the Hudson river, the Delaware, Chesapeake
bay, and even Charleston, in Carolina, were alternately held to bo
the objects of the expedition. General Washington exerted the
utmost vigilance

; he maintained a secret correspondence with the
repubhcans i.i New York, who advised him daily of whatever they
saw and heard. 1 n pursuance of thk .gence, he was continually
dispatching expresses to put those places- upon their guard, which,
from immediate information, he supposed for the time to be the
threatened point. But herein the English had greatly the advantage,
for having the sea always open, they could fall unawares upon tlie

destined place, before tlie inhabitants could bo prepared to resist

them, and before the soldiery could possibly come to their succor.
But among all the objects that general Howe might have in view,
the Americans knew very well, that the two which he must consid-
er of most importance, were consequently the most probable. These
were evidently either the conquest of Philadelphia, or the co-oper-
ation, by the Hudson river, with the army of Canada. But to
which of these two oi)erations he would give the preference, it

was not easy to penetrate. In this perplexity, Washington con-
tinued stationary in his encampment at Middlebrook, where he
could securely persist in his defensive system, and be equally near
at hand to march to the succor of Philadelphia, or to ascend the
Hudson.

In this posture of things, a movement of general Howe led him
to believe that the English had in view the expedition of Albany
Their fleet, moored at Princesbay, a place not far from Amlwy,
moved higher up towards New York, an' came to anchor at Water-
ingplacc, while their whole army, with its munitions and baggage,
withdrew from the coast opposite Amboy, and took post at thenorth
point of Staten Island. Washington, thereupon, having posted two
regiments of infantry and one of light horse between Newark and
Amboy, to cover this part against desultory incursions, moved with
the main body of his army to re-occupy his old camp of Morris-
town. He there found himself nearer to the Hudson, without being
at such adistance from Middlebrook, as to prevent hhn from prompt-
ly resuming that position, if the enemy made any demonstration
against New Jersey. He, moreover, detached general Sullivan with
a numerous corps to occupy Prompton, upon the road to Peek's Kill,

:p
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111 order that he mignt, accc.dn^ to -^'-'^umstances, either advance
to the latter place, or return to Morrist^ ^

In the meantime, it was confidently reported that general Bur-
goyne, who commanded the British army upon the lakes, had ap-
peared in great force under the walls of Ticonderoga. Washing-
ton, therefore, still more perstiaded of the intended co-operation of
the two armies, under Howe and Burgoyne, upon the banks of the
Hudson, ordered general Sullivan to advance immediately and post
himself in front of Peek 'a Kill, while he proceeded himself as far as
Prompton, and afterguards to Clove. The news soon arrived of the
surrender of Ticonderoga, and at the same time, intelligence was re-

ceived that the English fleet was anchored under NewYork, and even
that a great number of transports were come up the Hudson as far

as Dobb's Ferry, where the river widens so as to form a species of
lake, called Tappan Bay. These different movements confirmed
Washington in his conjectures respecting the project of the enemy

;

he, therefore, directed general Sullivan to pass the Hudson, and to

intrench himself behind Peek's Kil!, upon the left bank. In like

manner, lord Sterling was ordered to cross the river and unite with
general Putnam, who guarded the heights that were the object of so
much jealousy for the two armies. But, as the larger ships, and a
part of the light vessels, were returned from Wateringplace to Sandy
Hook, as if the fleet was preparing for sea, in order to gain the Dela-
ware, and as the whole British army still remained on Staten Island,

Washington began to suspect that general Howe meditated embark-
ing with a view tu the conquest of Philadelphia.

In the midst of these uncertainties, and while the American crene-

ral endeavored to penetrate the iiUentions of the English, and the lat-

ter to deceive him by vain demonstrations upon the banks of the

Hudson, the news arrived of an adventure which, though of little

importance in itself, produced as much exultation to the Americans
as regret to the English. The British troops stationed in Rhode
Island were commanded by general Prescott, who, finding himself on
an island surrounded by the fleet of the king, and disposing of a
force greatly superior to what the enemy could assemble in this quar-

ter, became extremely negligent of his guard. The Americans,
earnestly desiring to retaliate the capture of general Lee, formed
the design of surprising general Prescott in his quarters, and of bring-

ing him off" prisoner to the continent. Accordingly, in the night of

the tenth ot' July, lieutenant-colonel Barton, at the head of a party

of forty of the country militia, w.^11 acquainted with the places, em-
barked in whale boats, and after having rowed a distance of above

x\>ii «iijlvj, tiiiu ttvuiucu W;in great ucAtci;.i^' uic ziUflTierOus VCSStriS i?
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the enemy,, landed upon the western coast of Rhode Islan 1, between;
Nowport and Bristol Ferry. He repaired immediately, uith the ut-
most silence and celerity, to the lodging of general Frescott. They
udroitly secured the sentinels who guarded the door. An aid-d^
camp went up into the chamber of tlie general, who slept quietly
and arrested hjm, without giving him time even to put on his clothes-
they condircted him with equal secrecy and success to the main land'
1 his event afforded the Americans singular satisfaction, as they hoped
to exchange their prisoner for general Lee. It was, however par-
ticularly galling to general Prescott, who not long before had'been
delivered by exchange from the hands of the Americans, after hav-
ing been taken m the expedition of Canada. In addition to this he
had lately been guilty of an action unworthy of a man of honor
in setting a price upon the head of general Arnold, as if he had been
a common outlaw and assassin

; .^.n insult which Arnold immediately
returned, by setting an inferior price upon the person of Prescott
The congress publicly thanked lieutenant-colonel Barton, and pre
sented him wi*h a sword.

Meanwhile, the immensity of the preparations made by general
tlovve for fitting out the fleet, as well as several movements it exe-
cuted, strengthened the suspicion of Washington that tho demon-
^rations of the English upon the Hudson were no other than a mere
lemt. Every day he was more and more convinced that their real
plan was to -mbark and proceed to the attack of Philadelphia, as
the capital of the confederation. He therefore retired progressively
from Clove, and divided his army into several corps, in order to bo
able to succor the places attacked with the more expedition. Ho
prayed the congress to assemble the militia of Pennsylvania with-
out loss of time, at Chester, and those of the lowor counties of
Delaware, at Wilnurgton. He directeJ watches to be stationed
upon the capes of the Delaware, to keep a look out, and give early
notice of the arrival of the enemy. The governor of New Jersey
was exhorted to call out the militia of the districts bordering upon
this rr-3r, di.ecti.ng them to make head ^t Gloucester, situated upon
the left oank, a little below Philadelphia.

Notwithstanding all the diligence of the brothers Howe, in pre-
paring for the embarkation, and the assistance afforded by the crews
o m.^. than three hundred vessels, the English could not procure
Vilnoi > extreme difficulty, the articles that wertJ necessary, sc that
.t was not until the twenty-third of July that the fleet and army were
able to depart from Sandy Hook. The force that embarked upon
this enterprise, consisted of thirty-six British and Hessian battalions.
inau.^mg Uie i.ght infantry and grenadiers, with a powerful artillery
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a New Y->rk corps called the Queen's rangers, and a regiment of

cavalry. Seventeen battalions, with a regiment of light horse, and

the remainder of the new coips of loyalists, were left for the protec-

tion of New York and the neighboring islands. Rhode Island was
occupied by seven battalions. It was said that general Howe in-

tended to have taken a greater force with him upon this expedition

;

but thTit upon the representation of general Clinton, who was to

command in his absence, of the danger to which the islands would

be exposed, from the extensiveness of the coasts, and the great

number of posts, that were necessarily to be maintained, he ac-

knowledged the force of these considerations by relanding several

regiments.

Thus, England, by the error of her ministers, or of her generals,

had in America, instead of a great and powerful army, only three

separate corps, from' which individually no certain victory could be

expected. At this moment, in efl'ect, one of these corps was in

Canada, another on the islands of New York and Rhode Island, and

the third was on its way by sea, destined to act against Philadelphia.

But perhaps it was imagined that in a country hke that which fur-

nished ihe theatre of this war, continually interrupted by lakes, rivers,

forests, and inaccessible places, three light armies were likely to

operate with more effect separately, than united in a single mass,

incumbered by the number of troops, and multitude of baggage.

I'his excuse would, perhaps, be valid, if the English generals, in-

stead of operating as they did, without concert and without acommon
plan, had mutually assisted each other with their counsels and forccb

to strike a decisive blow, and arrive together at the same object.

However this may be viewed, the rapid progress of general Bur-

goyne towards the sources of the Hudson, the apprehension of an

approaching attack on the part of general Howe, and the uncertainty

of the point it menaced, all concurr'id to maintain a general agitation

and alarm throughout the American continent. Great battles were

expected, and no one doubted they would prove as fierce and san-

jEpiiuary, as they were to be important and ri«^cisive.

ENf> or BOOK bETKNTB.
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BOOK EIGHTH.
1777. The British ministers, as we have before related, had long

i>ince formed the scheme of opening a way to New York by means
nf an army, which should descend from the lakes to the banks of

he Hudson, and unite in the vicinity of Albany with the whole, or

with a part, of that commanded by general Howe. All intercourse

would thus have been cut off between the eastern and western

provinces, and it was believed that victory, from this moment,
could no longer be doubtful. The former, where the inhabitants

were the most exasperated, crushed by an irresistible force, would
have been deprived of all means of succoring the latter. These,

consequently, however remote from the Hudson, would also have

been constrained to submit to the fortune of the conqueror, terrified

by the reduction of the other provinces abounding with loyalists,

who would have joined the victor, and also swayed perhaps by a

jealousy of the power of New England, and irritated by the reflec-

tion that it was her obstinacy which had been the principal cause of

their present calamities. This expedition, besides, presented few

difUculties, since, with the exception of a short march, it might be

executed entirely by water. The French themselves had attempted

it in the course of the last war. It was hoped thai it would have

been already effected by the close of the preceding year ; but it had

failed in consequence of the obstacles encountered upon the lakes,

the lateness of the season, and especially because while general

Carleton advanced upon Ticonderoga, and consequently towards the

Hudson, general Howe, instead of proceeding up the river to join

him, had carried his arip'? to the west, against New Jersey.

At present, however, this scheme had acquired new favor, and

what in preceding years had been only an incidental part of the plan

of campaign, was now become its main object. The entire British

nation had founded the most sanguine expectations upon this ar-

rangement : nothing else seemed to be talked of among them but

this expedition of Canada, which was shortly to bring about the to-

tal subjection of America. The junction of the two armies appear

ed quite sufficient to attain this desired object ; the Americans, it

was said, cannot oppose it without coming to a general battle, and

in such case, there can exist no doubt of the result. The ministers

find taken all tha measures vvhi h they deemed essential to the suc-

cess of so important an entei prise ; they had furnished with profu-

sion vhatever the generals themselves had fcquircd

k
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General Burgojnie, an officer of uncontested ability, possessed of an
exact knowledge of the country, and animated by an ardent thirst
for military glory, had repaired to England doring the preceding
winter, where he had submitted to the ministers the plan of this ex-
pedition, and had concerted with them the means of carrying it in-
to effect. The ministry, besides their confidence in his genius and
spirit, placed great hope in that eager desire of renown by which
they knew him to be goaded incessantly ; they gave him therefore
the direction of all the operations. In this appointment, little re-
gard was manifested for the rank and services of general Carleton

;

what he had already done in Canada, seemed to entitle him to con-
duct to its conclu»ion the enterprise he had commenced. JVo one,
assuredly, could pretend to govern that province with more prudence
and firmness. He possessed also an accurate knowledge of the
country, as he had resided in Canada for several years, and had al-
ready made war there. But perhaps the ministers were dissatisfied
with his retreat from Ticonderoga, and the repugnance he was said
to have manifested to employ the savages. Perhaps also his severi-
ty in the exercise of his command had drawn upon him the ill will
of some officers, who endeavored to represent his actions in an un-
favorable light. Burgoyne, impatient to make his profit of the oc-
casion, was arrived in Engjand, wliere, being well received at court,
and besieging the ministers with his importunities, he made sucli
magnificent promises, that in prejudice of Carleton he was intrusted
with the command of all the troops of Canada. But the governor,
finding himself, contrary to his expectation, divested of all military
power, and restricted in his functions, requested feave to resign.

General Burgoyne arrived at Quebec in the beginning of the
month of May, and immediately set himself to push forward the
business of his mission. He displayed an extreme activity in com-
pleting all the preparations which might conduce to the success
of the enterprise. Meanwhile, several ships arrived from England,
bringing arms, munitions, and field equipage, in great abundance.
General Carleton, exhibiting an honorable example of moderation
and patriotism, seconded Burgoyne with great diligence and energy

;

he exerted in his favor not only the authority with which he was still

invested as governor, but even the inlluence he had with his friends
and numerous partisans. His zealous co-operation proved of signal
utihty, and every thing was soon in preparation for an expedition
which was to decide the event of the war. and the fate of America.
The regular force placed at the disposal of general Burgoyne, con-
sisting of British and German troops, amoimted to upwards ot seven
thousand men, exclusive of a corps of artillery, composed of about
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five hundred. To these should be added a detachment of seven

hundred rangers, under colonel St. Leger, destined to make an in-

cursion into the country of the Mohawks, and to seize Fort Stanwix,

otherwise called Fort Schuyler. This corps consisted of some com-
panies of English infantry, of recruits from New York, of Hanau
chasseurs, and of a party of Canadians and savages. According to

the plan of the ministers and of the general himself, the principal

army of Burgoyne was to be joined by two thousand Canadians,

including hatchetmen, and other workmen, whose services, it was
foreseen, would be much needed to render the ways practicable. A
sufficient number of seamen had been assembled, for manning the

transports upon the lakes and upon the Hudson. Besides the Cana-
dians that were to be immediately attached to the army, many others

were called upon to scour the woods in the frontiers, and to occupy
the intermediate posts between the army which advanced towards the

Hudson, and that which remained for the protection of Canada ; the

latter amounted, including the Highland emigrants, to upwards of

three thousand men. These dispositions were necessary, partly to

intercept the communication between the enemy and the ill affected

in Canada
;
partly to prevent desertion, to procure intelligence, to

transmit orders, and for various other duties essential to the security

and tranquillity of the country in the rear of the army. But these

werr^ not the only services exacted from the Canadians ; a great num-
ber of them were assembled to complete the fortifications at Sorel,

St. Johns, Chanibly, and lie au.v Noix. Finally, they were required

to furnish horses and carts, to convey from the different repositories

to the army all the provisions, artillery stores, and other effects of

which it might have need. Under this last head was comprehended
a large quantity of uniforms, destined for the loyalists, who, it was
not doubted, would, after victory, flock from all quarters to the royal

camp.

But it was also thought that the aid of the savages would be of

great advantage to the cause of the king ; the government had the 3-

fore ordered general Carleton to use his utmost weight and influence

to assemble a body of a thousand Indians, and even more if it was
possible. His humanity, which could ill endure the cruelty of these

barbarians, and experience, which had taught him that they were

rather an incumbrance than an aid, in regular operations, would

have induced him to decline their alliance ; but, in obedience to his

orders, he exerted an active zeal in bringing them forward to support

the expedition. His success was answerable to his efforts. Whether
by the influence of his name, which was extreme among these tribes,

from their avidity to grasp the presents of the English, or from their

3S*-
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innate thirst for blood and plunder, their remote as well as near na-
tions poured forth their warrior, in such abundance, that the British
geiiends bocnme apprehensive that their numhrrs might render them
rather a clog than any real addition of strength to tiie army. They
hastened therefore to dismiss sucli as appeared the least proper for
war, or the most cruel or intractable. Never, perhaps, was an army
01 no greater force than this accompanied by so forn.idable a train of
artillery, as well from the numlM^r of pieces as from the skill of those
who served it. This powerful apparatus was considered eminently
requisite to disperse without effort au undisciplined enemy in the open
country, or to dislodge him from strong u„d difficult places. The
generals who -jconded Burgoyne i., this expedition, were all able
and excellent officers. The principal were, major-general Phillips,
oi the artillery, who had distinguished himself in the wars of Cer-
rnany

;
the brigadier-generals Fr ,zer, Pcvvel, and Hamilton, with the

Brunswick major-general baron Reidesel, and brigadier- neral
fepecht The whole army shared in the ardor and hopes of its 'chiefs •

not a doubt was entertained of an approaching triumph, and the
conquest of America.

The preparations being at length completed, and all the troops, as
well national as auxiliary, having arrived, general Burgoyne proceed
ed to encamp near the little river Bouquet, upon the west bank of
J.ake Lhamplam, at no great distance to the north of Crown Point.
As the time for commencing hostilities was near at hand, and dread-
ing the consequences of the barbarity of the savages, which, besides
the dishonor it reflected upon the British arms, might prove esseiv
tially prejudicial to the success of the expedition, he resolved to as-
semble those barbarians in congress, and afterwards, in compliance
with their customs, to give them a war feast. Ho made a speech to
them on that occasion, calculated, in terms of singular energy, to
excite their ardor in the common cause, and at the same time tore-
press their ferocious propensities. To this end, he endeavored to
exj^lam to them the distinction between a war carried on against a
common enemy, in which the whole country and people were hos-
tile, and the present, in which the faithful were intermixed with
rebels, and traitors with friends. He recommended and strictly en-
joined them, that they should put none to death but such as actually
opposed them with arms in their hands ; that old men, women, chil-
dren, and prisoaers, should be held sacred from the knife or the toma-
hawk, even in the heat of action

; that they should scalp only those
whom they had slain in battle ; but that under no pretext, or color of
prevarication, should they scalp the wounded, or even the dying and
auch less kill them, by way of evading the injunction. tT.. ^^^^

Pi
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iaed them a due reward for every prisoner thoy brought him in, but
denounced the severest penalties against those who should scalp the
living.

While, on the one hand, general Burgoyne attempted to mitigato
the natural lurocity of the Indians, lO endeavored, on tjjc ot' r, to
render them an object of terror with those who per^ isted in resistance.

For this ourpose, on the twenty-ninth of June, ho issued a procla-

mation iKjm his camp at Putnam Creek, whereir he magnified tho
force of tlie British armios and fleets which were about to embrace and
to crush every part of America. He painted, with great vivacity of
coloring, the excesses committed by the chic ^s of the rebellion, as
well as the deplorable condition to which they had reduced the col-

onies. He reminded the Americans of the ar' '.* .y imprisonments
and oppressive treatment with which those had been persecuted who
had shown themselves faithful to their king and country ; he enlarged
upon the i innic cruelties inflicted by the assemblies and committees
upon the most quiet subjects, without distinction of age or sex, for

the sole offense, and often for the sole suspicion, of having adhered
in principle to the government under which they were born, undei
which they had lived for so long a time, and to which, by every tie,

divine and human, tli y owed allegiance. He instanced the violence
oflTored to their consciences, by the exaction of oaths and of military
services, in support of an usurpation they abhorred. He had come,
he continued, with a numerous and veteran army, and in the name
of the king, to put an end to such unheard of enormities. He in-

vited the well disposed to join him, and assist in redeeming their
country from slavery, and in the re-establishment of legal government.
He promised protection and security to all those who should contin-
ue quietly to pursue their occupations ; who should abstain from re-
moving their cattle, or corn, or any species of forage ; from breaking up
the bridges, or obstructing the roads, and in a word, from commit-
ting any act of hostility ; and who, on the contrary, should furnish
the camp with all sorts of provisions, assured, a? they might be, of
receiving the full value thereof, in solid coin. But against the con-
tumacious, and those who should persist in rebellion, he denounced
the most terrible war ; he warned them that justice and vengeance
Avere about to overtake them, accompanied with devastation, famine,
and all the calamities in their train. Finally, he admonished them
not to flatter themselves, that distance or coverts could screen them
from his pursuit, for he had only to let loose the thousands of Indians
that were under his direction, to discover in their most secret retreats,
and to punish with condign severity, the hardened enemies of Great
Britain and Amevioa.
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This manifesto, so little worthy of the general of a civilized nation,

was justly censured, not only in the two houses of parliament and
throughout Great Britain, but excited the indignation of every mod-
erate and generous mind in all Europe. In vain did Burgoyne at-

tempt to excuse himself, by pretending that he had merely intended

to intimidate the people he was about to combat ; he should have
employed for this purpose the arms that are in use among polished

nations, and not the menaces appropriate to barbarians. Moreover,
his soldiers, and especially the savages, were already but too much
disposed to ravage and massacre, and to take in earnest what their

general would have it believed he only announced as an artifice or

feint. This was not a race to be sported with, and the thing itself

was no light matter. Be this as it may, the proclamation produced
an effect entirely contrary io its author's expectations. That fearless

people who inhabit New England, far from allowing it to terrify them,
were much inclined to deride it ; they never met with each other

without contemptuously inquiring what vent the vaunting general

of Britain had found for his pompous and ridiculous declamations.

These preliminary dispositions accomplished, general Burgoyne made
a short stop at Crown Point, for the establishment of magazines, an
hospital, and other necessary services, and then proceeded with all

his troops to invest Ticonderoga. The right wing took the western
bank of the lake, the left advanced upon the eastern, and the center

was embarked upon the lake itself. The reduction of this fortress,

without which it was impossible for the army to advance a step fur-

ther, was of course the first object of its operations. Art had added
to the natural strength of Ticonderoga, and the unfortunate issue

of the attempt made upon it by the British in 1758, when occupied
by the French, was still fresh in remembrance. But general Bur-
goyne, either impatient to avenge this affront, or because the ardor
of his army seemed to promise him an easy triumph over the most
formidable obstacles, persuaded himself that its reduction would de-
tain him but a very short time. He arrivec' under the walls of the

place on the first of July. At the same time, the detachment of light

troops, which, as we have mentioned above, was destined to scour

the country of the Mohawks, under the command of sir John John-
son and colonel St. Leger, advanced from Oswego, in order to at-

tack Fort Stanwix. It was intended, after the acquisition of this for-

tress, to occupy the ground which extends between the same and
Fort Edward, situated upon the banks of the Hudson, with a view
to intercept the retreat of the garrison of Ticonderoga, and to rejoin

the main army as it advanced.

The American army, destL.id to oppose the progress of the royal

U
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troops, and to defend Ticonderoga, was altogethei insufficient. The
garrison had experienced such adim-inution during the winter, that it

was much feared the English would seize that fortress by assault. The
spring being arrived, and the rumors of the enemy's approach re-

ceiving daily confirmation, general Schuyler, towhom the congress had
recently given the command of all the troops in that quarter, employed
every possible means to procure re-inforcements. He desired and
hoped to assemble an army of at least ten thousand men, as a smaller

number would not be adequate to guard his extensive line of defense
But the affair of recruiting proceeded very tardily. The inhabitants

manifested at this time an extreme backwardness to enlist under the

banners of congress, whether from a natural coldness, or because the
policy of the English or the persuasion of the American generals

themselves, had given currency to an opinion that the royal army was
not to undertake the siege of Ticonderoga ; but that embarking upon
the Saint Lawrence, it would proceed by sea, to operate its junction

with that under general Howe. Hence, when the royal troops made
their sudden appearance under the walls of Ticonderoga, the troops

of general Schuyler amounted, at the utmost, to not over five thousand
men, including the garrison of the fortress, which consisted of little

above three thousand, a number quite inadequate to the defense ol

so vast a circuit of walls, and of so many outworks.

Ticonderoga lies upon the western bank of that narrow inht, by
which the water from Lake George is conveyed to Lake Champlam.
Crc'.vn Point lies about a dozen miles further north, at the opposite
extremity of that inlet. The first of these places is situated on an
angle of land, which is surrounded on three sides by water, and that

covered by steep and difficult rocks. A great part of the fourth side

was covered by a deep morass, and where that fails, the old l''rench

lines still continued as a defense on the northwest quarter. The
Americans had strengthened these lines with additional works and a
blockhouse. In hke manner, on the left, towards Lake George, and
at the place where the sawmills were situated, they had erected new
works and blockhouses, as also to the right of the French lines, in the
direction of Lake Champlain. On the eastern bank of the inlet, and
opposite to Ticonderoga, rises a high circular hill, to which the Amer-
icans gave the name of Mount Lidependence. On the summit of this

hill is a small plain, where they had erected a star fort ; the sides and
foot of the mountain were strengthened v/ith works to the water',*

edge, and the intrenchments well lined with heavy cannon. In ordei

to mamtain a free communication between the fortress and Mount
Independence, the Americans had constructed a bridge over the inlet,

a work of difficult and laborious execution. The bridge was supported

^i
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on twenty-two timber piers of vast dimensions, sunken at nearly equal
distance

;
the spaces between these were filled with separate floats,

each about fifty feet long and twelve feet wide, and the whole was
held together by chains and rivets of immense size. To prevent the
enemy from approaching with his numerous ships, and attempting to
force the bridge, it was defended on the side towards Lake Champlain
by a boom composed of very large pieces of timber, joined together
with iron bolts and chains of prodigious thickness. Thus, not only
the passage was kept open between these two posts, but all access by
water from the northern side was totally cut off. The part of the
inlet which is below Ticonderoga, and which may be considered as
the head of Lake Champlain, widens considerably, and becomes
navigable to vessels of burthen ; but the other part, which is above
the fortress, and is the issue of Lake George, besides being narrow,
is also rendered impracticable by shallows and falls. But on its ar-

rival at Ticonderoga, it is joined by a great body of water on the
eastern side, called, in this part. South river, and higher up towards
its source, as we have already said in a preceding book, it is known
under the appellation of Wood Creek. The confluence of these
waters at Ticonderoga forms a small bay to the southward of the
bridge of communication, and the point of land formed by their

junction is composed of a mountain called Sugar Hill, otherwise
known by the name of Mount Defiance. From this mountain the
fort of Ticonderoga is overlooked and effectually commanded. This
circumstance occasioned a consultation among the Americans, in

which it was proposed to fortify that mountain ; but finding them-
selves too feeble to man the fortifications they had already erected,
they renounced the design. It was likewise hoped, that the extreme
steepness of its ascent, and the savage irregularity of the ground on
its summit and sides, would prevent the enemy from attempting to
Dccupy it, at least \^ "th artillery. The defense of Ticonderoga was
committed to the charge of general Si. Clair, with a garrison of
three thousand men, one third of whom were militia from the north-
ern provinces. But tliey were ill equipped, and worse armed, par-
ticularly in the article of bayonets, an arm so essential in the defense
of lines ; not having one to ten of their number.
On the second of July, the British right wing under general Phil-

lips having appeared upon the left flank of the fortress, St. Clair, too
weak to defend all the outworks, or believing the enemy stronger than
he was in reality, immediately ordered the evacuation of the intrench-
ments which had been erected upon the banks of the inlet of Lake
George, above Ticonderoga. This order was executed with prompt-
itude, not, however without having first burnt or destroyed what-
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ever was found in this part, and especially the blockhouses and saw-

mills. General Phillips, profiting of the occasion, took possession,

without the least opposition on the part of the besieged, of a post

of great importance, called Mount Hope, which, besides command-
ing their lines in a great and dangerous degree, totally cut oif their

communication with Lake George. Mount Hope being thus secured,

the British corps which had advanced upon the western bank of

Lake Champlain, extended itself from the mountain to the lake, so

as completely to invest the fort on the part of the northwest, and to

cut off its communication with the land. The German column,

commanded by Reidesel, which had marched along the eastern shore

of the lake, was also arrived under the walls of the fortress, and

was established at Three-miles Point, extending itself from the bank

of the lake, behind Mount Independence, as far as East Creek.

From this place, by stretching more forward, it might easily occupy

the ground comprehended between East Creek and South River, oi

Wood Creek, and thus deprive the Americans of their communica

tion vvith Skeenesborough by the right bank of the latter stream. But

the most interesting post for the English, was that of Mount Defiance,

which so completely commanded the <brt'-ess, that it was beyond all

doubt, if batteries were planted there, tliat the garrison must imme-

diately evacuate the place, or surrender at discretion. This emi-

nence being therefore attentively examined by the British generals,

they believed it possible though with infinite kbor and difficulty, to

estabUsh their artillery upon its summit. This arduous task was im-

mediately undertaken and pushed with such spirit and industry, that

on the fifth day, the road was completed, the artillery mounted, and

ready to open its fire on the following morning. The garrison were

afraid to sally out, in order to annoy, or even to retard the besiegers

in these works ; they were, therefore, in danger of losing all way of

retreat. St. Clair knew very well that after the loss of Mount De-

fiance, there was no longer any resource for Ticonderoga, and that

he could not en aspire to the honor of a short resistance. The
only way of escape that he had left, was the narrow passage between

East Creek and Wood Creek, which Reidesel could shut up at any

moment. In these circumstances, St. Clair, having convened in

council the principal oflliccrs of the garrison, represented to them

the critical situation in which they were placed, thus pressed by the

enemy, and upon the very point of being hemmed in on every side.

He asked them if they did not think it would be proper to evacuate

tlie place without loss of time ; th^y were all in favor of the measure.

It is impossible to blame this determination of the council of war

of Ticonderoga ; for independently of the progress already mode by

n
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the besiegers, the garrison was so feeble that it would not have been
able to defend one half of the works, or to sustain, for any length of
time, the consequent excess of fatigue. By remaining, therefore,
the fortress and the garrison were both lost, by departing, only the
first, and the second might be saved. It was known also to St. Clair,
that genera' Schuyler, who was then at fort Edward, far from being
able to bring him succor, had not even forces sufficient for his own
defense. But here an objection presents itself which has never yet
been satisfactorily answered. Since the American generals found
their force insuflicient for the defense of the place, why did they not
evacuate it in time, and when they might have done so with safety ?

They would thus have been sure of saving at least their baggage,
stores and artillery. If they wore deceived respecting the real force
of the enemy, and therefore, at first, believed themselves able to re-
sist him, even this error could only have proceeded from a defect of
military skill, so extraordinary as to admit of no excuse.
However it was, having taken their resolution, they thought of

nothing but executing it with promptitude, and in the night of the
fifth of July, they put themselves in motion. General St. Clair led
the vanguard, and colonel Francis the rear. The soldiers had re-
ceived orders to maintain a profound silence, and to take with them
sustenance for eight days. The baggage of the army, the furniture
of the hospital, with all the sick, and such artillery, stores and pro-
visions, as the necessity of the time would permit, were embarked
with a strong detachment under colonel Long, on board above two
hundred batteaux and five armed galleys. On be^'inning to strike
the tents, the lights were ertinguished. These preparations were
executed with much order at Ticonderoga ; but not without some
confusion at Mount Independence. The general rendezvous was
appointed at Skeenesborough, the batteaux proceeding und' ".en-
voy of the galleys, up Wood Creek, and the main army tak iig its

route by the way of Castleton, upon the right bank of that stream.
St. Clair issued from Ticonderoga at two in the morning ; Francis
at four. The English had no suspicion of what was passing, and
the march commenced under the most favorable auspices. But all

at once a house which took fire on Mount Independence, roused by
Its glare of light the attention of the English, who immediately per-
ceived all that had taken place. The Americans, finding themselves
discovered, could not but feel a certain agitation. They marched,
however, though in some disorder, as far as Hubbardston, where they
halted to refresh themselves and rally the dispersed. But the Eng-
lish were not idle. General Frazer, at the head of a strong detach-
ment of grenadiers and light troops, commenced an eager pursuit bj
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land, upon the right bank of Wood Creek. General Reidesel, be-

hind him, rapidly advanced with his Brunswickers, cither to support
the English, or to act separately, as occasion might require. General
Burgoyne determined to pursue the enemy by water. But it was
first necessary to destroy the boom and bridge which the Americans
had constructed in front of Ticonderoga The British seamen and
artificers immediately engaged in the operation, and in less time than

it would have taken to describe their structure, those works, which hud
cost so much labor and so vast an expense, were cut through and
demolished. The passage thus cleared, the ships of Burgoyne im-

mediately entered Wood Creek, and proceeded with extreme rapid-

ity in search of the enemy ; all was in movement at once upon land

and water. By three in the afternoon, the van of the British squad-
ron, composed of gun boats, came up with, and attacked the Amer-
ican galleys, near Skeencsborough Falls. In the meantime, three

regiments, which had been landed at South Bay, ascended and pass-

ed a mountain with great expedition, in order to turn the enemy above
,Wood Creek, to destroy his works at the falls of Skeenesborough,
and thus to cut off his retreat to Fort Anne. But the Americans
eluded this stroke by the rapidity of their flight. The British frig-

ates having joined the van, the galleys, already hard pressed by thegun
boats, were completely overpowered. Two of them surrendered

;

three were blown up. The Americans now despaired ; having set

fire to tneir works, mills, and baiteaux, and otherwise destroyed what
they were unable to burn, they escaped as well as they could up
Wood Creek, without halting till they reached Fort Anne. Their
loss was considerable, for the batteaux they burnt were loaded with

baggage, provisions, and munitions, as necessary to their sustenance

as to military operations. The corps which had set out by land was
in no better situation. The vanguard, conducted by St. Clair, was
arrived at Castleton, thirty miles distant from Ticonderoga, and
twelve from Skeenesborough ; the rear, commanded by colonels

Francis and Warner, had rested the night of the sixth at Hubbards-
ton, six miles below Castleton, towards Ticonderoga.

At five o'clock in the morning of the seventh, the English column
under general Frazer made its appearance. The Americans were
strongly posted, and appeared disposed to defend themselves. Fra-

zer, though inferior in point of number, had great confidence in the

valor of his troops. He also expected every moment to be joined

by general Reidesel ; and being apprehensive that the enemy mighi

escape if he delayed, he ordered the attack immediately. The bat-

tle was long and sanguinary. The Americans, being commanded by

valiant officers, behaved with great spirit and firmness ; but the Enjj-

VOL. I. 39
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lish displayed an equal obstinacy. After several shocks, with alter-
natc success, the latter began to fall back in disorder ; but their lead-
ers rallied them anew, and led them to a furious charge with the
bayonet

;
the Americans were shaken by its impetuosity. At this

critical moment, general Reidesel arrived at the head of his column,
composed of light troops and some grenadiers. He immediately
took part in the action. The Americans, overpowered by numbers,
iled on all sides, leaving th2ir brave cominander with many o*her
officers, and upwards of two hundred soldiers, dead on the field.
A!)out the same number, besides colonel Hale, and seventeen officers
of inferior rank, were made prisoners. Above six hundred were
supposed to be wounded, many of whom, deprived of all succor,
perished miserably in the woods. The loss of the royal troops in
dead and wounded amounted to about one imndred and eighty.
General St. Clair, upon intelligence of this discomfiture, and that of
the disaster at Skeenesborough, which was brought him at the same
time by an officer of one of the galleys, apprehending that he should
be interrupted if he proceeded towards Fort Anne, struck into the
woods on the left, uncertain whether he should repair to New Eng-
larid and the upper part of Connecticut, or to Fort Edward. But
being joined two days after at Manchester by the remains of tho
corps of colonel Warner, and having collected tne fugitives, he pro-
ceeded to Fort Edward, in order to unite with general Schuyler.

While these events were passing on the left, the English generals
resolved to drive the Americans from Fort Anne, situated higher up
towards the sources of Wood Creek. Colonel Hill was detached
for this purpose from Skeenesborough, and to facilitate his operations,
the greatest exertions were made in carrying batteaux over the falls'

of that place
; which enabled him to attack the fort also by water.

Upon intelligence that the Americans had a numerous garrison there,
brigadier Powell was sent with two regiments to the succor of colo-
nel Hill. The American colonel Long, who, with a great part of his
corps, had escaped the destruction of the boats at the falls, command-
ed the garrison of Fort Anne. Having heard that the enemy was
approaching, he gallantly sallied out to receive him. The English
defended themselves with courage, but the Americans had already
nearly surrounded them. Colonel Hill, finding himself too hard
pressed, endea<'ored to take a stronger position. This movement
was executed with as much order as intrepidity, amidst the reiterated
and furious charge of the enemy. The combat had lasted for more
than two hours, and victory was still doubtful, when all at once the
Americans heard the horrible yells of the savages, who approached,
and being informed at the same instant that the corps of Powell v/a»
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about to fall upon them, they retired to Fort Anne. Not thinking

themselves in safety even there, they set it on fire, and withdrew to

Fort Edward on the river Hudson.

General Schuyler was already in this place, and St. Clair arrived

there on the twelfth, with the remains of the garrison of Ticon-
deroga. It would be difficult to describe the hardships and misery

which these troops had suffered, from the badness of the weather
and th'^ want of covering and provisions, in their circuitous march
through the woods, from Castleton to Fort Edward. After the ar-

rival of these corps, and of the fugitives, who came in by companies,

all the American troops amounted to little over four thousand men,
including the militia. They were in want of all necessaries, and even

of courage, by the effect of their recent reverses. The Americans
lost, in these different actions, no less than one hundred and twenty-

eight pieces of artillery, with a prodigious quantity of warlike stores,

baggage and provisions, particularly of flour, which they left in

Ticonderoga and Mount Independence. To increase the calamity,

the whole of the neighboring country was struck with terror by this

torrent of disasters, and the inhabitants thought more of providing

for their own safety, than of flying to the succor of their country in

jeopardy.

In aconjuncture so alarming, general Schuyler neglected none of

those cares which become an able commander, and an excellent citi-

«en. Already, while the enemy was assembling at Skeenesborough,

ie had endeavored to interrupt, with all manner of obstacles, the

aavigation of Wood Creek, from that place to Fort Anne, where it

letermined even for batteaux. The country between Fort Anne
and Fort Edward (a distance of only sixteen miles) is excessively

rough and savage ; the ground is unequal, and broken with numer-
ous creeks, and with wide and deep morasses.

General Schuyler neglected no means of adding by art to the

difficulties with which nature seemed to have purposely interdicted

this passage. Trenches were opened, the roads and paths obstruct-

ed, the bridges broken up ; and in the only practicable d: files, im-

mense trees were cut in such a manner, on both sides of the road, as

to fall across and lengthwise, which, with their branches interwoven,

presented an insurmountable barrier , in a word, this wilderness, of

itself so horrible, was thus rendered almost absolutely impenetrable.

Nor did the American general rest satisfied with these precautions

:

he directed the cattle to be removed to the most distant places, and
the stores and baggage from Fort George to Fort Edward, that arti-

cles of such necessity for his troops might not fall into the power of

the enemy. He urgently demanded that all the regiments of regu

^v.
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lor troops found in iho adjacent provincog, should bo sent, witliout
delay, to join liini

; ho also made earnest and frecjuent calls upon the
militia ol Sew England and of New York. He likewise exerted
his utmost endeavors to procure himself recruits in the vicinity of
Fort Edward and the city of Albany ; the great influence he enjoyed
wiih the inhabitants, gave him, in this quarter, all the success he
could desire. Finally, to retard the progress of the enemy, he re-
solved to threaten his left flank ; accordingly he detached colonel
Warner, with his regiment, into the state of Vermont, with orders to
assemble the militia of the country, and to make incursions towards
Ticonderoga. In brief, general Schuyler neglected no means that
could tend to impede or defeat the projects of the enemy.

While he thus occupied himself with so much ardor, general
Burgoyne was detained at Skeenesborough, as well by the difficulty
of the ground he had to pass, as because he chose to wait for the
arrival of tents, baggage, artillery and provisions, so absolutely ne-
cessary before plunging himself into these fearful solitudes. His
army at this time was disposed in the following manner ; the right
occupied the heights of Skeenesborough, the German division of
Reidesel forming its extremity; the left, composed of Brunswickers,
extending into the plain, rested upon the river of Castleton, and the
biigade of Frazer formed the center. The regiment of Hessians, of
Hanau, was posted at the source of East Creek, to protect the camp
of Castleton, and the batteaux upon Wood Creek, against the in-
cursions of colonel Warner. In the mean time, indefeligable labor
was excited in removing all obstacles to the navigation of this stream,
as also in clearing passages, and opening roads through the country
about Fort Anne. The design of Burgoyne was, that the main body
of the army should penetrate through the 'vilderness we have just
described, to Fort Edward, while another column, embarking at
Ticonderoga, should proceed up Lake George, reduce the for? of
that name, situated at its extremity, and afterwards rejoia him at
Fort Edward. Upon the acquisition of Fort George, the stores,
provisions and necessaries were to be conveyed to the ^amp by way
of tlie lake, the navigation of which is easier and more expeditious
than that of Wood Creek, and there was, besides, a good wagon
road between the two forts. Such were the efforts exerted by the
two belligerents

; the English believing themselves secure of victory
;

the Americans hardly venturing to hope for better fortune. Nothing
could exceed the consternation and terror which the victory of Ticon-
deroga, and the subsequent successes of Burgoyne, spread through-
out Ihe American provinces, nor the joy and exultation they excited
m England. The arrival of these glad tidings was celebrated by
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the most brilliant rejoicings at court, and welcomed with the same en-
thusiasm by all tnosc who desired the unconditional reduction of
America. They already announced the approaching termination of
this glorious war ; they openly declared it a thing impossible, that the
rebels should ever recover from the shock of their recent losses, as
well of men as of arms and of military stores ; and especially that
Ihey should ever regain their courage and reputation, which, in war,
contribute to success, as much, at least, as arms themselves. Even
the ancient reproaches of cowardice were renewed against the
Americans, and their own partisans abated much of the esteem they
had borne them. They were more than half disposed to pionounco
the colonies unworthy to defend that liberty, which they gloried in,

with so much complacency. The ministers, pluming themselves
upon their good fortune, marched through the court as if to exact
the tribute of felicitation. No praises were refused them; their

obstinacy was denominated constancy ; their projects, which had
appeared full of temerity, were now acknowledged to have been
dictated by the profoundest sagacity ; and their pertinacity in re-

jecting every proposition for accommodation, was pronounced to

Imve been a noble zeal for the interests of the state. The military

counsels of the ministers having resulted in such brilliant success,

even those who had heretofore inclined for the ways of conciliation,

welcomed with all sail this prosperous breeze of fortune, and appear-
ed now rather to wish the reduction, than the voluntary re-union of
the Americans.

But in America, the loss of the fortress and the lakes, which were
considered as the keys of the United States, appeared the more
alarming, as it was unexpected ; for the greater part of the inhab-
itants, as well as the congress, and Washington himself, were im-
pressed with a belief, that the British army in Canada was weaker,
and that of general Schuyler stronger, than they were in effect.

They entertained no doubt, in particular, that the garrison left in

Ticonderoga was sufficient for its entire security. Malignity began
to assail the reputation of the officers of the northern army ; its

envenomed shafts were especially aimed at St. Clair. Schuyler
liimself, that able general and devoted patriot, whose long services

had only been repaid by long ingratitude, escaped not the serpent
tongue of cdumny. As the friend of the New Yorkers, he was no
favorite with the inhabitants of New England, and the latter were
those who aspersed him with the most bitterness. The congress,

for the honor of their arms, and to satisfy the people, decreed an
inquiry into the conduct of the officers, and that successors should
bo dispatched to relieve them in command. The result of the in-

39.
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'cstigotion wns fuvorablo to them ; by the interccgsion of Washing.
I on, the appointment of successors was waived. Hut wimt was not a
; ttle remarkable, is, that in the midst of all these disasters, no sort of
'

.

iuposition to submit appeared in any quarter. No public body dis-
c .vercd symptoms of dismay, and if a few individuals betrayed n
' int of firmncos, they wero chiefly persons without influence, and
v\ thout character.

Meanwhile, the congress apprehending that the news of theso
sinister events might operate to the prejudice of the negotiations
Of cned with the court of France, and, as it too often happens, being
n. )re tender of their own interests than of the reputation of their
C. morals, they hcsita "d not to disguise the truth of facts, by throwing
upon St. Clair the im^^atation of imbecility and misconduct. Their
agents were accordingly instructed ^a declare that all these reverses
were to be attributed to those officers who, with a garrison of five
thousand men, well armed and equipped, had wanted capacity to
defend an almost impregnable fortress ; that, as for the rest, the
Americans, far from being discouraged, only waited for the occasion
to avenge their defeats. Washington, who in this crisis as in all the
preceding, manifested an unshaken constancy, was entirely occupied
in providing means to confirm the tottering state of the republic ; he
exerted the utmost diligence in sending rc-inforcements and necessa-
ries to the army of Schuyler. The artillery and warlike stores were
expedited from Massachusetts. General Lincoln, a man of great
influence in New England, was sent there to encourage the militia to
enlist. Arnold, in like manner, repaired thither ; it was thought
his ardor might serve to inspirit the dejected troops. Colonel Mor-
gan, an officer whose brilliant valor wc have already had occasion to
remark, was ordered to take the same direction with his troop of
light horse. All these measures, conceived with prudence and exe-
cuted with promptitude, produced the natural effect. The Amer-
icans recovered by degrees their former ardor, and their army in-
creased from day to day.

During this interval, general Burgoyne exerted himself with ex-
treme diligence in opening a passage from Fort Anne to Fort
Edward. But notwithstanding the ardor with which the whole army
engaged in the work, their progress was exceedingly slow; so formi-
dable were the obstacles which nature as well as art had thrown in
their way. Besides having to remove the fallen trees with which
the enemy had obstructed the roads, they had no less than forty
bridges to construct, and many others to repair. Finally, the army
encountered so many impediments in measuring this inconsiderable
apace, that it could not arrive upon the banks of the Hudson, near
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Fort Edward, until iho thirtieth of July. Tiie AmvMcun«, cither

because! they were too feeble to oppo^:o the enemy, or thnt Fort

Kdmird wus no better than a ruin, unsusceptible of defense, or,

finiilly, because they were apprehensive that colonel St. l^eger. after

tlie reduction of Fort Stanwix.rnightdesccndby the left bank of the

Mohawk to the Hudson, and thus intercept their retreat, retired lower

down to Stillwater, where they threw up intrenchtncnts. At the

same time they evacuated Fort George, having previously burned

their vessol.^ upon the lake, and interrupted in various places the

road which leads thence to Fort Edward. The route from Ticon-

dcroga to this fortress by Lake George was thus left entirci'y open

by the republicans. Tho English, upon their arrival on the Hudson
.iver, which had been so long the object of their wishes, and which

had been nt length attained at the expense of so many toils and hard-

ships, wore seized with a deUrium of joy, and persuaded themselves

that victory could now no longer escape them. But ere it was long,

their brilliant hopes were succeeded by anxiety and embarrassment.

All the country around them was hostile, and they could obtain no
provisions but what they drew from Ticonderoga. Accordingly,

from the thirtieth of July to the fifteenth of August, the English army
was continually employed in forwarding batteuux, provisions, and
ammunition, from Fort George to the first navigable part of the

Hudson, a distance of about eighteen miles. The toil was excessive

in tliis operation, and the advantage gained by it in no degree an

equivalent to the expense of labor and time. The roads were in

some parts steep, and in others required great repairs. Of the

horses that were expected from Canada, scarcely one third were yet

arrived, and it was with difficulty that fifty pair of oxen had been

procured. Heavy and continual rains added to these impediments

,

and notwithstanding all the eflbrts which had been used, it was found
difficult to supply the army with provisions for its current consump-
tion, and utterly impracticable in this mode to establish such a maga-
zine as would enable it to prosecute the further operations of the

camQaign. On the fifteenth, there was not above four days' provis-

Ai m store, nor above ten batteaux in the Hudson river.

General Burgoyne was severely censured, as well for having lost

so much time by crossing the wilderness of Fort Anne, as for having

exposed himself to want subsistence in his camp at Fort Edward
It was alledged that instead of entangling himself in those dangerous

defiles, he should, after the occupation of Skeenesborough and the

total discomfiture of the enemy's army, have retiuned immediately

down the South river to Ticonderoga, where he might again have
embarked the armv on Lake George, and proceeded to the fort

I

f
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Which takes 1*3 name
; this being reduced, a broad, firm road lav

before him to Fort Edward. In this manner, it was added, would
have been avoided delays as detrimental to the British army as pro-
pitious to the Americans Thus, it was maintained, the army might
have made itself master of Albany, before the enemv would have
haa time to recollect himself. But, in justification of Burgoyne it
was advanced, that a retrograde motion in the height of victory
would have diminished the spirit of his troops, and revived the hopes
of the enemy

; that the Americans would undoubtedly have made a
stand at Fort Georfife, and in the meantime would have' broken up the
road leading to Fort Edward ; that by passing, as he had done,
through the desert of Fort Anne, besides inuring his troops to the
>var of the woods, a war so embarrassing and difficult, he compelled
the enemy to evacuaid Fort George without striking a bbw; that
having already opened himself a road, it was to be hoped the Amer-
icans would not interrupt the other; that the route by land left the
vessels, which would have been required for the transport of the
troops, upon Lake George, at libertv to be employed in that of arms
ammur^ion, provisions, and baggage. Finally, it was represented!
that by preferring the way upon the left to that upon the right by
Lake George, he had enabled himself to detach a strong corps under
the command of general Reidesel, to ' gitate alarms in Connecticut
and throughout the country of Vermont.

However, the truth was Schuyler profited with great dexterity of
these delays. Several regiments of regular troops from Peek's Kill
were already firrived at the camp, and although it was then the sea-
son of harvest, the militia of New England assembled from all quar-
ters, and hastened to join the principal army. These re-inforce-
menis placed it in a situation, if not to resume the offensive, at least
to occupy all the tenable po,^itions, anddefend them with energy and
effect.

In the meantime general Burgoyne received intelligence that
colonel St. Leger, whose detachment had been re-inforced by a con-
siderable party of savages, after descending by the lake Oneida from
Oswego, m the country of the Mohawks, had arrived before, and
was closely bereging Fort Stanwix. He immediately conceived
the hope of deriving an important advantage from this operation.
For if the American army in his front proceeded up the Mohawk to
the relief of Fort Stanwix, the English found the way open to Alba-
ny, and thus attained the first object of their desires. Moreover, if
St. I^ger succeeded, the Americans would find themselves between
two royal armies, that of St. Leger in front, »md that of Burgoyne in
the rear. If, on the other hand, the rfinnbllojina nhnn/i^rje^ p^jt
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Stanwix to its fate, and withdrew towards Albany, the country on
the Mohawk would fall into the power of the English, and they might
form a junction with colonel St. Leger. Their army, thus re-in-
forced, and victualed by the Mohawks, ./ould be in a situation to
move forward. From these operations it must result, either that the
enemy would resolve to stand an action, and, in this case, Burgoyne
felt assured of victory ; or that he would gradually retire down the
Hudson, and thus abandon to the English the city of Albany. If
the propriety of a rapid movement forward was therefore evident,
the difficulty of finding means to execute it was not less manifest,
as the want of subsistence still continued ; and this want would of
necessity increase with the distance of the army from tlie lakes,
through which it received its provisions. To maintain such a com-
munication with Fort George, during the whole time of so exionsive
a movement, as would secure the convoys from being intercepted by
the enemy, was obviously impracticable. The army was too weak
to afford a chain of posts for such an extent j and continual esfcorts
for every separate supply would be a still greater drain. Burgoyne
therefore perceived distinctly that he must have recourse to some
other source of supply, or totally relinquish the enterprise. He
knew that the Americans had accumulated considerable stores of live
cattle, corn, and other necessaries, besides a large number of wheel
carriages, at a village called Bennington, situated between two
streams, which, afterwards uniting, form the river Hosack. This
place lies only twenty miles distant from the Hudson ; it was the re-
pository of all the supplies intended for the republican camp, which
were expedited from New England by the upper part of Connecti-
cut river, and thence through the country of Vermont. From Ben-
-iington they were conveyed, as occasion required, ta the different
parts of the army. The magazines were only guarded, liowever, by
dotfcjhments of militia, whose numbers varied continually, as they
went and came at discretion. Though the distance was considera-
bh from the camp of Burgoyne to Bennington, yet, as the whole
country through which the corps of Reidesel had lately passed ap-
peared peaceable, and even well inclined to submission, the English
general, impelled by necessity, and allured by an ardent thirst of glo-
ry, did not despair of being able to surprise Bennington, and bring
off the provisions of the enemy by means of his own carriages
Having taken this resolution, he intrusted the execution of it to lieu

tenant-colonel Baum, a German officer of great bravery, and well
versed in this sort of partisan war.

Tlie force allotted to this service, amounted to about five hundred
men, consisting of two hundred of Reidesel's dismounted dragoons,

I
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captain Frazer's marksmen, the Canada volunteers, a party of pro-

vincials who were perfectly acquainted with the country, and about
a hundred Indians ; the corps took with them two light pieces of

artillery. At the same time, lieutenant-colonel Breyman, with his

regiment of Brunswick grenadiers and light infantry, marched down
towards Bennington, and took post at Batten Kill, in order, if neces-

sary, to support Baum. The latter had received from general Bur-
goyne very suitable instructions ; he was to exercise extreme caution

m the choice of his posts ; to have the country diligently explored

by the Indians, on the part of Otter Creek, and towards Connecticut

river ; he was not to allow his regular troops to scatter, but to keep
them always in a compact body ; he was to march light troops in

front and rear of his column, to guard against ambuscades ; he was
ordered not to hazard dubious rencounters, but if the enemy came
upon him in superior force, to take a strong position and intrench

himself; he was to give out that the whole army was upon the march
for Connecticut ; finally, he was to rejoin the army at Albany. Bur-
goyne, in order to facilitate this operation, and to hold the republi-

can army in check, moved with all his troops down the left bank of

the Hudson, and established his camp nearly opposite to Saratoga,

Having, at the same time, thrown a bridge of rafts over, by which

the advanced corps were passed to that place.

These demonstrations tended to inspire the belief that all the

British army was about to cross the river, in order to attack the ene-

my, who still continued to occupy his encampment at Stillwater.

According to the plan which had been traced for him, lieutenant-

colonel Baum set forward upon his march with equal celerity and
caution. He very shortly fell in with a party of the enemy, who
were escorting some cattle and provisions, both of which he took

with little difficulty, and sent back to the camp ; but*that evil fortune

soon began to appear, which had already so fatally retarded the

royal army. The want of horses and carriages, and the roads now
become heavy and slippery, in consequence of the bad weather, ren-

dered the advance ofBaum excessively tedious. , Hence the enemy,

who stood upo' their guard at Bennington, were seasonably informed

of his approach. Colonel Stark, who had lately arrived with a

corps of militia he had assembled in New Hampshiie, commanded
m that town. He sent with all speed to request colonel Warner,

who, since the defeat of Hubbardston, had taken post at Manches-

ter, to march to his assistance. AH these troops, re-inforced with

some of the neighboring militia, amounted to aboct, two thousand

men. Upon the intelligence that the enemy approached. Stark de-

tached colonel Gre^ upon the look out ; supposmg at first it ^. St
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be only a party of savages who were scouring the country. When
he had discovered that they were regular troops, he fell back to his
principal position at Bennington. Lieutenant-colonel Baum, on his
part, having learnt that the enemy were too strong to be attacked bv
his present force without temerity, sent immediately to Breyman,
apprising him of his situation, and pressing him to hasten to his sue-
cor. In the mean time, he took an excellent post near Santcoick
Mills, on the banks of Walloon Creek, about four miles from Ben-
nington, and there intrenched himself.

But Stark, not choosing to wait for the junction of the two parties,
determined to attack him. Accordingly, on the morning of the six-
teenth of August, he issued from Bennington, and advanced with
his troops divided in several corps, in order to surround the posts of
Baum, and assault them on all sides at once. The latter, on seeing
the Americans approach, persuaded himself that they were bodies of
loyalists coming up to join him. A number of refugees, who made
part of his detachment, had prevailed upon an officer, more fami'iar
with arms than with civil contentions, to adopt the absurd hopes and
chimerical conceits with which they habitually deceived themselves.
Having at length discovered his error, he defended himself with
great valor. But such was the impetuosity, and even the superiority
of the Americans, that he could not resist them long ; having carried
&11 before them, and taken his two pieces of cannon, they poured on
every side into his intrenchments. The savages, Canadians and
British marksmen, profiting of their activity, escaped in the woods.
Ihe German dragoons still kept together, and when their ammuni-
tion was expended, were bravely led by their commander to charge
with their swords. But they were soon overwhelmed, and the
survivors, among whom was their wounded colonel, were made
prisoners.

In the mean time, Breyman had set forward from Batten Kill to
the succor of Baum

; and although he was on the march by eight in
the morning of the fifteenth, had continued it without intermission
and the distance was not over twenty-four miles, yet, so many and
so lormidable were the impediments he encountered, from the bad-
ness of the roads, rendered still more difficult by the continual rain
and from the weakness and tiring of horses in getting forward the
artillery, that he was unable to reach the camp of Baum, tUl after
fortune had already pronounced in favor of the Americans. It is
asserted that he had received no timely information of the engage-
ment, and that his first kn >wledge of it was brought him by the fu-
gitives. It was four in i) e afternoon when he appeared before the
intrenchments of Baum where, instead of meeting his friends, he
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found his detachment attacked on all sides by enemies. Though hii

men were excessively fatigued, they defended themselves with great

spirit and resolution. As many of the provincial militia had dis-

banded to pillage, the action was maintained at first with an equality

of advantage, and there was even danger that Breyman would re-

cover what Baum had lost.

He had already dislodged the Americans from two or three dif-

ferent hills on which they had posts, and he pressed them so vigor-

ously that they began to exhibit symptoms of disorder. But the

affair soon assumed a quite different aspect ; colonel Warner arrived

at the head of his regiment of the line, and falling upon the rear of

the English and Germans, restored the battle with increase of vehe-

mence. The militia that were dispersed in quest of plunder, on
hearing the report of the cannon, immediately rallied. Victory,

hijwever, remained doubtful till the dusk of evening ; on one side

combated valor and discipline, on the other, number and fury.

At length the soldiers of Breyman, overpowered by numbers, hav-

ing expended all their ammunition, and lost the two pieces of artil-

lery they had been at such pains to bring with them, began to give

ground, and afterwards to break. They abandoned the field of brit-

tle, and in the precipitation of their retreat, left in the power of the

conqueror all their baggage, a thousand muskets and nearly as many
sabers. The obscurity of night covered their retreat. The royalists

lost, in these two engagements, .seven hundred men, the greater

^art prisoners ; the nunaber of killed was probably about two hun-

Ired. The loss of the republicans was inconsiderable. The con-

fess addressed their public thanks to colonel Stark and the militia

/vho took part in the actions of this day. Stark was moreover

promoted to the rank of brigadier-general.

In the country of the Mohawks the affairs of the English took, at

ir^, the most favorable turn. Colonel St. Leger had encamped,

Jie third of August, under Fort Stanwix. The force under his com-

nand, consisting of English, Germans, Canadians and American

oyalists, amounted to about eight hundred men. He was followed

i»y a train of savages, with their wives and children, thirsting indeed

for carnage and plunder, but feeble auxiliaries in besieging fortress-

es. Colonel Gansevort, on being summoned by the English, an-

swered that he should defend himself to the last. Apprised of this

/itate of things, and knowing the importance of this fort to the Unit-

ed States, general Horkimer, a leading man in the county of Tryon,

assembled the militia, and marched with all expedition to the relief

of Gansevort. He sent an express from his camp of Erick, six

?ni]o8 from the fort, to inform hirn, that he vfBS about to advance and
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make every exertion to effect his junction with the garrison. Ganse
vort directed lieutenant-coionel Willet to make a sally upon the
British lines, in order to favor the attempt of Harkimer ; but the
Enghsh commander, perceiving how dangerous it was to receive the
enemy in his intrenchments, and knowing full well how much better
the Indians were adapted for the attack than for acting upon the
defensive, detached colonel Johnson, with a part of the regular
troops and the Indians, to intercept the Americans upon their ap-
proach. General Harkimer advanced with extreme negligence,
without examination of his ground, without a reconnoitering party
in frorit, and without rangers upon his flanks ; a thing the more
surprising, as he could not have been ignorant how liable he was to
ambuscades from the nature of the country, and the singular adroit-
ness of the savages in that mode of war. These barbarians soon
found occasion to give nim a sanguinary proof of it. They con-
cealed themselves with a detachment of regulars in the woods near
the road by which the Americans approached. The moment the
column had passed, they suddenly fell upon the rear guard with in-
conceivable fury. After the first fire the Indians rushed on with
their spears and hatchets, and killed with the same cruelty those who
resisted and those who surrendered. The disorder became extreme

;

the carnage was frightful ; and even the horrible aspect of the prin-
cipal actors, contributed to heighten the terrors of the scene. The
republicans, however, recovered from their first surprise, and fonn-
ing themselves into a solid column, attamed an advantageous ground,
which enabled them to maintain a spirited resistance. They would,
nevertheless, have been overborne by the number and fury of the
enemy, if the intelligence of the attack upon his camp by colonel
Willet had not induced him to retire. Four hundred Americans
were slain, and among them general Harkimer. Many of the most
distinguished men of the orovince, and several of the most con-
siderable magistrates, shared the same late. The royalists looked
upon this success as a sure pledge of the approaching reduction of
the rebels. Their victory, however, was not bought without blood

;

besides a certain number of regulars, about sixty Indians were kill-

ed and wounded, among whom were several of their principal chiefs,
and of their most distinguished and favorite warriors. It appears
also, that in the heat and confusion of the conflict, several savages
were killed by the EngiisS themselves. Thus these intractable
and undisciplined baibariaas, jy nature ferocious, and inclined to
suspicion, irritated at finding a resistance to which they had not
been accustomed, became still more refVactory and ^iiW more ruth-
less. They wreaked the first transports of their rage upon the un-

40
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happy prisoners, whom they inhumanly butchered in cold blood.

Submission to European officers became insupportable to them, and
they refused to obey. It was now perceived, that their presence
was more prejudicial, and even more dangerous, than useful to the

British army.

Meanwhile, colonel Willet had conducted his sally with great spirit

and ability. He entered the enemy's camp at the first onset, killed

a great number of his men, and drove the rest into the woods or into

the river. But his sole object being to make a diversion in favor of
Harkimer, as soon as he hud accomplished it, he returned into the

fort, carrying with him in triumph the spoil and besieging utensils

that he had taken from the enemy. The English were desirous of

intercepting his retreat, and had prepared an ambuscade for the pur-

pose ; but his vigilance duded the danger ; he kept the assailants at

a distance by a violent fire of musketry, and of artillery with grape-

shot. He led back his whole corps without loss, and raised a trophy

composed of the conquered arms and baggage under the American
standard, which waved upon the walls of the fortress. He afterwards

undertook, in company with another officer, named Stockwell, a
much more perilous expedition. They passed by night through the

English camp, and in contempt of the danger and cruelty of the

savages, made their way for fifty miles through pathless woods and
unexplored morasses, in order to raise the country and bring relief

to the fort ; an action so magnanimous it is impossible to commend
too much.

Colonel St. Leger left no means untried to profit of his victory, by
intimidating the garrison. He sent verbal and written messages,

stating their hopeless situation, the utter destruction of their friends,

the impossibihty of their obtaining relief, as general Burgoyne, after

destroying every thing in his way, was now at Albany, receiving the

submission of all the adjoining countries. After prodigiously magni-
fying his own force, as well as that of Burgoyne, he promised the.

Americans, that in case of an immediate surrender, they should be
treated according to the practice of civilized nations ; at the same
time he declared, that if, through an incorrigible obstinacy, they

should continue a hopeless and fruitless defense, not only the soldiers

would fall victims to the fury of the savages, but that, however against

his will, every man, woman, and child, in the Mohawk country, would
be massacred and scalped without mercy.

Colonel Gansevort replied with great firmness, that he had been
intrusted with the charge of that garrison by the United States of

America ; that he should defend the trust committed to his care at

every hazard, and to the utmost extremity ; and that be neither
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thought himself accountable for, nor should he at all concern himseli
bout any consequences that attended the discharge of his duty. He
had very judiciously conjectured, that if the force of the British com-
mander had been sufficient, he would have made a more simple
summons, or would have attacked the fort immediately, without wast-
ing his time in drawing up so extraordinary a bravado. The British
commander, finding that neither ambushes nor threats could effect
his purpose, turned all his thoughts upon a regular siege. But he
was not long in perceiving that the fort was stronger, and much better
defended, than it had been reported. He also found by experience,
that his artillery was not sufficient in weight to make much impression
at a certain distance. The only remedy was, to bring his approaches
so near that they must take effect ; which he set about with the
greatest diligence. But the savages, from the dissatisfaction they
felt at their late losses, and from the disappointment of their hopes
of plunder, became every day more sullen and ungovernable.
The English commander was in continual apprehension that they
would pillage his camp, and abandon the British standard. In
this disagreeable situation, he was informed that general Arnold
was rapidly approaching, at the head of a strong detachment, to re-
lieve the fort. It appears that general Schuyler, upon intelligence
that the fort which had taken his name, was besieged, had dispatch-
ed Arnold to its succor, with a brigade of regular troops commanded
by general Lamed, which was afterwards re-inforced by a thousand

.
light infantry detached by general Gates. Arnold had advanced with
his usual celerity up the Mohawk river, but before he had got half
way, having learnt that Gansevort was hard pushed by the enemy,
and knowing all the importance of expedition, he quitted the main
body, and with a light armed detachnwnt of only nine hundred men,
set forward by forced marches towanls the fortress. The Indians,
who were incessantly upon the look out, were soon informed of his
approach, either by their own scoufci, or by the spies that were
dispatched by Arnold himselt, w/ip proaigiously exaggerated his
strength. At the name of Arnold, and in their present temper, they
were seized with terror and dismay Other scouts arrived immedi-
ately after with a report, which probably grew out of the affair of
Bennington, that Burgoyne's army wtxs entirely cut to pieces. They
wouldnow stay no longer, and assembled tumultuously, intending to
abandon the camp. Colonel St. Lege? endeavored to dissipate their
terrors and detain them, by promising to lead them himself, to bring
all his best troops into action, and by carrying their leaders out to
mark a field oif battl^-aiKl thfe-flatWry oi consulting them upon the
intended plan of -opiirhtidh. Finally, the British commander called

1.^
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• council of their chiefs, hoping, that by the influence which colonel
Johnson, and the superintendents Claus and Butler had over them,
they might still be induced to make a stand. He was disappointed.
A part of the savages decamped while the council was sitting, and
the remainder threatened peremptorily to abandon him if he did not
immediately retreat. The English were forced to comply with their
demands. They raised the siege the twenty-second of August, and
retreated, or rather fled, towards Lake Oneida. Their tents, artille

ry, and stores, fell into the hands of the enemy ; who, issuing from
the fort, assailed their rear guard, and treated it very roughly. But
the British troops were exposed to greater danger from the fury of
their savage aUies, than even from the pursuit of the republicans.
During the retreat, they robbed the officers of their baggage, and
the arrny in general of their provisions. Not content with this, they
first stripped of their arms, and afterwards murdered with their own
bayonets, all those who, from an inability to keep up, fear, or any
other cause, were separated from the main body. It would be in
vain to attempt a description of the contusion, the terror, and all the
miseries which attended this discomfiture of the royal troops. They
arrived, however, at length, upon the lake, when they found some
repose. St. Leger returned to Montreal, and afterwards passed to

Ticonderoga on his way to join Burgoyne. Arnold arrived at the
fort in the evening of the twenty-fourth, two days after the siege
had been raised ; he and his soldiers were welcomed by the garrison
witn the acknowledgments of deliverance, and the exultation of
victory.

GNn or TOLnMR, i.
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